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THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE REPORT
ON THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

FRIDAY, JULY 26, 1996

U.S. Senate
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs

Washington, DC.

The Committee met at 9:15 a.m. in room SD-538 of the Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Senator Alfonse M. D'Amato (Chairman of

the Committee) presiding.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN ALFONSE M. D'AMATO

The Chairman. Grood morning. We have a Httle bit of a logistical

problem. First of all, let me apologize to you for putting the hearing
off for one day. We're appreciative of you being here again.

Yesterday, Senator Moynihan and myself were asked to join the
President in the very unpleasant task, but the necessary one of

going up to New York to meet with the families of the victims of

that tragic TWA Flight 800. I must say that I think it was very
necessary, and the President did an excellent job in giving some
comfort to the families who are still trying to bring this matter to

closure. It was very emotional, as you can guess, coming together
with the relatives and the President.

We are going to break for a series of votes at 9:30. Maybe I,

along with Senator Faircloth, and any other Members, can get our
comments in, so when we resume, we can go right to Mr. Bowsher.

The Committee will hear testimony today regarding structure,

management, and operations of the Federal Reserve System, and
the issues facing the system as it approaches the 21st Century.

There are many issues, some complex, others not, and some will

require better management. I believe some of the recommendations
and suggestions that the Comptroller General has made are prac-

tical. The Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, Mr. Greenspan,
will indicate that they are beginning to take steps and will be re-

viewing toward implementing a number of the steps that the Gen-
eral Accounting Office has recommended.
The Committee may have a difference of opinion on other rec-

ommendations, and some people might disagree. Certainly where
you have a system that emplovs over 25,000 people, that has a

budget that deals with $28 to $30 billion plus, annually, it is im-

portant that we exercise the kind of responsible oversight that does

not threaten the independence and the policymaking of the Federal
Reserve, but certainly should be striving to see to it that certain

standards are met.

(1)



For example, a number of recommendations that would appear
to be consistent with good management practices are: having uni-

formity as it relates to the purchasing of something so simple as

health insurance. I say simple, although it may not be. Such serv-

ices—instead of having them contract it out by the different

banks—could possibly be available in a uniform policy and one con-

tracting agency that could probably save quite a bit of money. We
might want to touch on that.

Some of these things are more difficult to implement than they
might appear, initially. I'm going to put my full statement in the
record as if read in its entirety, and then turn to Senator Faircloth

for his comments, and maybe we can even get some testimony be-

fore we break to vote.

The Chairman. Senator Faircloth.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LAUCH FAIRCLOTH
Senator Faircloth. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In trying to review and find out what we're doing, it appears that

there are two issues at hand here. The first is that spending at the
Federal Reserve has been excessive over the last several years.

That's certainly a contention. The other is whether the Federal Re-
serve should keep a sizable reserve that they do not turn over to

the U.S. Treasury.
As to the spending, the Federal Reserve has suggested that it

has kept pace with domestic spending which has increased 50 per-

cent since 1988. This may be true, but it doesn't necessarily make
it right that if other spending has gone up 50 percent, they have
to track it. They maybe should set an example to go the other way.
While we need to be careful at spending at all the agencies, I un-

derstand that the upheaval in the banking industry has caused
some—probably spending over and beyond what normally would be
spent because of what has gone on in the banking industry.

The GAO contends that much of it is due to high salaries, and
I was surprised to see that 36 employees make more money than
Chairman Greenspan. I can't really figure the rationale for that.

Whatever the case, I think the spending at the Federal Reserve
should be prudent. It should lead by example, and should set an
example for the rest of the economy.
As to the large surplus the Federal Reserve keeps, some $3.7 bil-

lion, I would like to hear the reasoning behind keeping that

amount of money in reserve, although the Federal Reserve has said

since that money is invested in Treasury securities, it would have
no effect on the actual deficit, but would make a paper difference.

Mr. Chairman, while some legitimate issues have been raised by
this report, essentially some have wanted to use this hearing as a
means to knock the Federal Reserve. I'm here to say that Chair-

man Greenspan has been an excellent Chairman of the Federal Re-
serve, and I don't think he has shown in his policies any propensity

to waste money anywhere. I have seen nothing to indicate that.

In his leadership of the economy, I think the Nation owes him
a debt of gratitude for what he has done in controlling growth and
stabilizing the economy. So, I sure don't pretend to be part of any
bashing of Chairman Greenspan or the Federal Reserve.



We should perform the full oversight of the Federal Reserve. I

think that's our responsibility, but while I think the hearing is jus-
tified, I will not be part of any effort to suggest that Chairman
Greenspan hasn't done a good job at the Fed, and I repeat, the Na-
tion owes him a debt of gratitude.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you. General Bowsher, this will probably

be the last time you testify before us. We want to thank you for
your cooperation and for your stewardship at the General Account-
ing Office, and wish you well.

Mr. Bowsher. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Before we turn to you—let me say, I've been se-

verely critical at times of Fed policy some years ago. I've been
strongly supportive of the Board under the leadership of Alan
Greenspan. I believe that we have an obligation that we have not
been that attentive to because we have been so involved in so many
other things, with the debacle of the thrift industry and attempting
to deal with that problem, and the oversight of the RTC.
We have exercised RTC responsibility in a number of areas

where we almost had crisis management. Our review of various
regulators were going to deal with these crises. The Congress and
this Committee has not exercised the kind of oversight needed. Be-
cause there are a number of recommendations to be made, I am
going to ask you to outline those you think can be implemented,
should be undertaken, and that should not be controversial.
You heard my good friend and colleague. Senator Faircloth, raise

an issue about the $3 billion that is carried in surplus. I believe
reasonable people could have an opinion on that situation. After
all, that is a very large sum of money, do they need to carry that
cushion? We'll ask the Chairman.

I am S3Tnpathetic, though, that over the years the/ve carried an
approximate balance—that approximates in terms of percentage-
wise, about the same kind of thing. It is earning interest, but there
are some very real suggestions that I believe we can achieve some
management in.

Let me first ask, what is the approximate annual operating
budget of the Reserve? Close to $30 billion?

Mr. Bowsher. Well, actually, in the operating costs, you're talk-

ing about $2 to $2.5 billion.

The Chairman. In terms of all of the income earned?
Mr. Bowsher. In terms of income earned you're talking over $20

billion.

The Chairman. Over $20 billion. I think prudence dictates that
kind of oversight.

General Bowsher.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. BOWSHER
COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
ACCOMPANIED BY:

JAMES L. BOTHWELL AND HELEN HSING
WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. Bowsher. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Senator
Faircloth. We are pleased to be here today to discuss our recently



issued report on the Federal Reserve System. The findings and con-

clusions of this report are based upon the most comprehensive re-

view that we've ever undertaken of the Federal Reserve operations.

We focused our review on the Federal Reserve's major oper-

ational activities and expenses; we did not review its monetary,
policymaking, and foreign transactions because of the limitations

on the audit authority, which we explain in a footnote here.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, Congress established the Federal
Reserve in 1913 as our Nation's independent central bank. The
Federal Reserve is unique among Federal entities in its mission, its

structure, and especially in its financing. In addition to its well-

known role in conducting monetary policy, the Federal Reserve has
several other important functions such as managing our Nation's
payment system, and providing services to financial institutions

and Government agencies, and supervising and regulating banks
and bank holding companies.
The System's structure is comprised of a seven-member Board of

Grovemors and its staff which is a Federal agency. Then there are
12 Reserve Banks which are federally chartered, private corpora-

tions, and 25 branches are associated with those 12 Federal Re-
serve Banks. This structure has remained virtually unchanged
since it was established, despite the significant shifts in demo-
graphics and economic activity that has occurred since then.

Unlike Federal agencies that are funded by Congressional appro-
priations, the Federal Reserve is a self-financing entity that de-

ducts its expenses from its revenues and transfers the remaining
amounts to the U.S. Treasury. Because an additional dollar of Fed-
eral Reserve costs is an additional dollar of lost Federal revenue,
the costs of operating the Federal Reserve System are borne by
U.S. taxpayers, just like the costs of any other Federal agency. So
one important point I'd like to make today is that if they can run
a more efficient operation and get their costs down, it's like amy
other Federal agency; that helps to reduce the Federal deficit.

Now, over the 1988 to 1994 period, the Federal Reserve's average
annual revenue was $22 billion, which greatly exceeded its average
annual expenses and other deductions of $2.5 billion. Each year the
Federal Reserve returned to the Treasury about $16 to $24 billion.

The largest source of revenue for the Federal Reserve is the in-

terest earned on the U.S. securities it holds as backing or collateral

for over $380 billion in Federal Reserve Notes that circulate as our
Nation's paper currency. The interest income accounted for almost
90 percent of total Federal Reserve revenue in 1994, and virtually

guarantees that the system will earn a substantial profit each year.

Fees that the Federal Reserve is required to charge financial in-

stitutions for providing priced services such as check clearing and
electronic funds transfers, account for most of the System's other
revenues.
The largest deduction that the Federal Reserve makes each year

from its revenues is for the operating expenses of the 12 Reserve
Banks and for the Board of Governors. These operating costs to-

taled $2 billion in 1994, and increased by 48 percent from 1988 to

1994. This 48 percent cost increase exceeded the 25 percent in-

crease that we had in inflation during that period, and 17 percent
increase in the total discretionary spending that occurred during



that period, but was somewhat less than the 51 percent increase
in Federal, non-Defense discretionary spending. In other words, if

you take Defense spending out and look at all the rest of the Grov-

emment spending, they were a little less than that.

About 70 percent of the Federal Reserve's operating costs were
for the payment system and other financial services provided to
banks and Grovemment agencies. About 20 percent were for regu-
latory activities such as bank examinations, and about 10 percent
were for monetary policy activities. Salaries and benefits for the
Federal Reserve's work force of over 25,000 employees accounted
for about 70 percent of their operating expenses. So most of their
operating expenses are really in staff salaries and benefits.

Table 1 shows that over 10,000 Federal Reserve employees were
involved with providing services to financial institutions and Gov-
ernment agencies. Over 5,000 were in support activities, and over
5,000 were in overhead. Thus, over 20,000 Federal Reserve employ-
ees, or about 80 percent of its system's total staff were involved
with support activities, overhead, or financial services.

The table will also show you where the staff is. The first category
has 1,600 people. That is only 6 percent that are working for the
Board of Governors. There are 700 people working on monetary
and economic policy; that's 3 percent. Then you've got 7 percent
that work on services to Treasury and other agencies; 32 percent
in services to financial institutions—^that's the big check clearing
system—and supervision and regulation is 12 percent. Then you
have two very big categories: Support of 20 percent; that's 5,000
people; and overhead of 20 percent and 5,000. So if you really

added up the bank clearing systems and the service that they give
to Treasury and other agencies, plus the overhead, plus the sup-
port, you're talking about 80 percent of the staff.

As the staffing composition clearly indicates, the main workload
of the Federal Reserve is not policymaking. I mean, that's maybe
the most important, but the main workload is really in this produc-
tion of financial services, and whether that's paper driven, such as
processing currency and clearing checks for banks, or electronic in

nature, such as running an automated clearing house and funds
transfer system.

It is precisely these major lines of business where we found that
the Federal Reserve faces a number of growing pressures and chal-

lenges. For example, as a result of increase in competition from the
private sector suppliers and a continuing shift to electronic bank-
ing, the Federal Reserve has experienced a decline in the volume
of check clearing activity and its market share.

Table 2 shows the Federal Reserve's costs have been rising faster

than corresponding revenues in several of its other major service

lines as well. We found that the system did not meet its cost recov-

ery target for price services overall in 1994.

The major consolidation that is currently occurring in the bank-
ing industry could further reduce the demand for Federal Reserve's
financial services and significantly affect the magnitude and the
distribution of the Federal Reserve's supervisory activities as well.

In particular, the changes in the number and locations of the bank
holding companies that the Federal Reserve examines could re-



quire adjustments in the examination staffs of the various Reserve
charts.

I believe that if you look at table 2, you'll see that in the period
1990-94, the revenue went down slightly and the expenses went up
by nearly 14 percent. You can see in the other two areas, that the
revenue was on a positive note, but the expenses were rising faster.

Now, in addition to reexamining the allocation of its supervisory
resources, the Federal Reserve may also wish to rethink the way
it conducts bank supervision. Rather than simply increasing the
number of examiners when its responsibilities increase, the Federal
Reserve could look for ways to make more effective use of private

sector resources.

In our recent review of five foreign bank regulatory structures,

we found that all but one of these countries use the work of the
bank external auditors as an important source of supervisory infor-

mation. While external audits would not necessarily replace bank
examinations, the work of external auditors could be used to sup-
plement and guide the examinations and could enhance the effi-

cient use of the examination. In other words, such countries as
Canada and Grermany are rel3dng upon the CPA firms to assist

with the work that they do, especially in the areas of reviewing
systems, controls, and risk management of new financial derivative

instruments. So, that is a way of having fewer people on the Fed-
eral pajn-oU and maybe relying more on some of the private work.
Now, achieving some consolidation, too, of the four bsinking regu-
lators, as we have recommended, could also achieve greater effi-

ciencies in the use of supervisory and regulatory resources.

Many of the inefficiencies that we found at the Federal Reserve
relate to its decentralized nature which allows each Reserve Bank
to set many of its own policies—^this was the point, Mr. Chairman,
that you were making—and to the absence of traditional cost mini-
mizing forces that are commonplace in entities that are either

purely private or public in nature.
We also found that the Federal Reserve retained a $3.7 billion

surplus, which we've already talked about here. I'm going to have
Jim explain that further to you, as to just what makes up that, and
what are some of the features there.

The Chairman. Let me ask you at this point, in terms of being
able to achieve efficiencies. This report touches on a number of im-
portant areas where we can possibly save substantial sums of
money.
Mr. BowSHER. Yes.
The Chairman. Maybe not $1 billion here and $1 billion there,

but maybe $100 million here and $100 million there. As Everett
McKinley Dirkson said, before you know it, you're talking about a
lot of money.
Mr. BowSHER. Right.

The Chairman. If we're talking about it annualized, saving that
for the taxpayers is not a bad thing. The problem with health in-

surance benefits is that it is not a uniform policy. Perhaps provid-

ing a menu for the employees as many do, so they still have an op-
portunity to have some choice. Have you been able to get down to

that level of detail to ascertain whether or not savings would be
possible?



Mr. BOWSHER. Yes. We think there are savings there, because
when we looked at the different banks, we saw different poHcies
and different programs. Some of them looked like they were more
economical than others, so we think that some standardization
there would gain you something.
The Chairman. Would you mention to the Committee with speci-

ficity, some areas where you think savings might be achieved?
Mr. BowSHER. I think in the travel area, and in the purchasing

area. Some of the benefits are different from one Reserve Bank to
the other.

The Chairman. Packages should be more uniform, you're saying?
Mr. BowSHER. I think what you should be looking at is what is

the best package and the most cost-effective package, let's say, in
the overall system. Then maybe the others should be adopting that;
that's right.

The Chairman. In talking in some of these areas, have you found
a significant disparity in some of the benefit packages?
Mr. Bowsher. Yes, I think we did.

Mr. BoTHWELL. Oh, yes.
Mr. Bowsher. We detail those in the report.
The Chairman. Would you mind touching on several of those to

the Members who are here?
Mr. Bowsher. Jim, would you?
Senator Faircloth. The differences of the 12 Federal Reserve

Banks, you say there's a lot of difference between the fringe bene-
fits and whatever.
The Chairman. He's going to give us some of those now.
Mr. Bowsher. If I could, while he's looking those up, I'd like to

make one very major point. That is, it's really in the other areas,
the check clearing and pa3nTients processing operations where I

think the bigger savings are.

In other words, I think what you have today are, two things hap-
pening: one, a lot of consolidation in the banking industry, and
the/re starting to clear more of their own checks, second, the
banking industry is going to different technology. In other words,
they're going to check imaging, as they call it, and they're really
making a photograph into the computer system of that check right
then, and trying to get rid of having to manipulate all this paper-
work.

That's going to have a big effect on the Federal Reserve where
you have 8,000 people here and where you have a lot of your sup-
port people. You've got 5,000 in support and 5,000 in overhead. So,

I think the really big issue here, when you're thinking of 25,000
employees, is, what is the future role of the Fed in relationship to

this check clearing system, which has been a traditional thing
when we were in a check-cashing society, you might say.

But as you go more into electronics, and as you get more com-
petition from outfits like the EDS and that, why, then the Fed has
to really rethink what is their role.

They are basically doing it as they did 20 to 30 years ago.
They've got some machines that do it a little faster.

The Chairman. At that point in time, it was a service that no
one else or very few others could provide.
Mr. Bowsher. Exactly.
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The Chairman. What you're saying is that private sector innova-
tions and technologies may be making this particular or certain

services antiquated?
Mr. BOWSHER. Yes, that's what I'm saying. Even now you've got

the Federal Government, which is one of the other big units that
they serve, going more—^they've just announced over at 0MB that
they want to get out of the paper check business in 5 years.

You are having a technological change here that's going to have
a big effect on the biggest workload part of the Federal Reserve,
and I think that's the area where the biggest potential savings are,

if the Fed and its leadership can think through how to deal with
this in the next few years. That's the area I wanted to make sure
that everybody understood.
Mr. Bothwell.
Mr. Bothwell. In our report on page 60, we have a table that

lists a whole range of benefits, such as the health insurance plans,

the tjT)es of savings plans offered, the types of leave and the dif-

ferent leave plans.
The table shows how many of the 12 Reserve Banks have these

benefits things and how many don't. It also compares the presence
of these particular benefits with the other financial regulators like

OCC and FDIC.
Things like employee stores, subsidized cafeterias, all those types

of benefits can vary from Bank to Bank, because it is all up to the
individual bank. As Mr. Bowsher said, the/re private corporations.

They have a lot of their own discretion in setting their own policies

with regard to these matters, and there is quite a bit of variation
across the 12 Reserve Banks in the nature of those benefit pack-
ages. There's particularly some variation when you compare the
Federal Reserve as a whole to the other Federal regulators, and
certainly an enormous discrepancy between the availability of these
benefits compared with the civil service.

The Chairman. Well, I wouldn't want to put them quite in that
category in many respects. I believe that we have to understand
that would be a mistake.

I believe that your report certainly underscores the necessity for

the Committee to be more vigilant and to exercise greater over-

sight. Relatively speaking, even if there are just a small percentage
of the observations that you make in terms of what changes we
should be thinking of, and if they are implemented, we're still talk-

ing about significant amounts of money that may be involved in

implementing changes that I believe are necessary.
We are down to 5 minutes on this vote, so we will leave now.

There are three votes, so we should be back in 30 minutes. I will

open it up if there are any other statements to be made, otherwise
I will open it up to the various members, going to Senator
Faircloth, Senator Sarbanes, and then Senator Mack for questions.

Mr. Bowsher. Fine, Mr. Chairman.
[Recess.]

The Chairman. For the benefit of my colleagues, who have just

joined us, I believe that the General Accounting Office has touched
on a number of areas of concern to us. Changing technologies as
it relates to check cashing, whether or not in the years to come this

is going to be a significant part of the overall operation of the Fed



as it is today. The number of employees involved and the question
of whether or not savings can be achieved by more uniformity of

standards throughout the Federal Reserve System.
These are very real questions, and I am going to ask if there are

any other observations that you or Ms. Hsing wish to make?
Mr. BowsHER. I'd just like to make a few observations. What we

think is really necessary here is for the Federal Reserve, the Chair-
man, and the Board of Governors, to take a fundamental review of

the overall operations, to look at their primary mission, to look at

their business lines, and to a structure that would best support

—

the Federal Reserve requirements of the future as far as the oper-
ations. I think the}' might have to bring in some outside experts.

In other words, I think that you're in a technology age here that
sometimes requires some people from the outside to look at any or-

ganization.
I just think that, in summary, I would say that it's awfully im-

portant that the Federal Reserve become as efficient and effective

as any part of the Federal Government. In no way do we want to

threaten the independence of their setting of monetary policy, but
we do want to try to help here in achieving just the most effective

and efficient Federal Reserve operations that you can.

If I could, just for a few minutes, I'd like maybe Jim Bothwell
to explain this surplus account a little more, because I know it is

an issue that is fairly technical, and one you will finally have to

make some judgment on.

The Chairman. Mr. Bothwell.
Mr. Bothwell. Yes, Mr. Chairman. If I could just go a little bit

over the balance sheet of the Federal Reserve to explain this sur-

plus account.
If you look at the balance sheet of the Federal Reserve today,

their principal asset is a portfolio of U.S. securities of almost $400
billion. Today, they're earning about 6 percent on that portfolio of

securities paid by the Treasury Department.
So that's an interest income of about $24 billion. Now, in addi-

tion to that, they charge for their priced services that they provide

banks and other institutions, and today they're earning about $780
million in revenues for those priced services.

Altogether, they have approximately $25 billion in revenues. As
we've testified, their operating costs are about $2 billion, and so

they have returned to the Treasury, about $23 billion in essentially

excess revenues, an excess of the revenues earned minus their op-

erating costs.

Now, if you look at their capital, they have about $8 billion in

capital at the end of 1995. Half of this amount, $4 billion, is paid-

in capital. That's the stock purchased by their member institutions

to become members of the Federal Reserve System.
The other $4 billion is the surplus account, the capital account

has been built up through retained earnings. Rather than return

those earnings to the Treasury Department, they have retained

them in a surplus capital account.

Of the $8 billion in capital, $4 billion is paid-in capital, subscrip-

tions by their member banks, and $4 billion has been financed by
retained earnings that have not gone to the Treasury Department.
In addition to this capital account, they have the ability to call
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upon their member institutions for an additional $4 billion of cap-

ital contributions, if they ever needed additional capital contribu-

tions to cover any unexpected losses or expenses.
To become a member of the Federal Reserve, you have to buy

stock equal to 6 percent of your own capital and surplus. You only
have to pay in half that amount. You only have to pay in 3 percent
of your capital and surplus; the other 3 percent is on-call by the
Board of Grovemors.

So, in essence, the Federal Reserve has $8 billion in capital, $4
billion financed by paid-in amounts from their member institutions;

$4 billion essentially financed by U.S. taxpayers through retained

earnings, but they also have an additional $4 billion they can call

upon from their member institutions if they needed to do so.

Mr. BowsHER. So that's really why we think that they could do
with somewhat less or even maybe not need that surplus at all. It

could be returned.

The Chairman. I understand, but I think that reasonable people
might have concerns, as it relates to that aspect. That's a bigger

question and we will take a look at it.

I want to say that you've done an excellent job in la3dng out
areas that should be of tremendous concern to us, and to the Re-
serve. I think the number of people involved, and what their func-

tions will be in the future will depend upon the technology changes.
These are very important issues.

I want to commend our colleagues for asking for this. Senator
Reid is here and Senator Dorgan who are asking for this study. I

think they have contributed tremendously.
Let me ask you, Ms. Hsing; do you have any observations that

you'd like to make at this time before I open it up to the questions?
Ms. Hsing. Just that the Federal Reserve is at a critical juncture

in its history. As you mentioned, technology is having a tremen-
dous impact on the financial institutions and markets arena.

In this area of check processing, the Federal Reserve, you know,
faces the likelihood of experiencing what is known internally as the
Post Office Syndrome. In 1994, about 76 percent of its customer
base generated essentially 5 percent of the revenue.
They have the possibility of losing their big customers to product

clearing houses, to service bureaus, and they really do need to plan
strategically and plan as a system for some of the changes that are
coming ahead.
The Chairman. Let me ask you one question before I turn to our

other Members for questions. Would it be so appalling if, for exam-
ple, check processing, clearing, et cetera, were to be lost by the Fed
because the system can do it more effectively, more efficiently, and
save money?
Mr. BowsHER. They do the net accounts now. When the big

banks do it themselves now, they make a net entry, they charge
for it and everything like that. What it would mean is that you
wouldn't have this army of clerks, literally.

The Chairman. So we are talking about downsizing significantly.

If there comes a certain point in time when they are noncompeti-
tive, the banks will not be left without these services, correct?
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I mean, there will be an array of alternatives, so that we will not
find ourselves in a situation where suddenly the national banking
system is in danger; is that correct?
Mr. BOWSHER. That's right, because you keep them in the rule-

making. In other words, you would keep them in the rulemaking
and in the final clearance account.
The Chairman. Are you saying that there's a good possibility

then that their traditional work in this area, over a relatively short
period of time, may no longer be functional?
Mr. BowSHER. I think it's going to decline very fast on them, and

therefore you're going to have a very large work force and large fa-

cilities and everything that are going to be very costly, so that if

you don't have a plan to either move it out there or to adapt to this
new technology, then you're going to have a costly operation. That's
really what it's getting down to.

Before I turn to Senator Sarbanes for his questions, I want to
thank you for bringing to the attention of this Committee the po-
tential of this situation and how they plan to deal with the shifting
technological forces. Mr Greenspan is waiting and we have our col-

leagues, Senators Dorgan and Reid, and we're going to call upon
them as soon as we're through with you.
Mr. BowSHER. You have a big client right in your own New York

State there, the Chemical/Chase combination who are going to the
most modem technology. I think sometime if you'd have them ex-
plain what the future is going to look like, why, I think you'd get
a good picture of that, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. All right. I'm very appreciative.
Senator Sarbanes.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PAUL S. SARBANES
Senator Sarbanes. Mr. Chairman, I will be very brief because I

know we have our colleagues here waiting to testify, and then the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board.

First of all, I want to commend Senators Dorgan and Reid for
asking for this study, and the GAO for producing it. It's a very
good piece of work, this Current and Future Challenges Require
Systemwide Attention. Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for
holding this oversight hearing.

I believe the Committee is performing a valuable service in re-

viewing the GAO report in a public forum, having the opportunity,
publicly, to hear from the GAO and also from the Federal Reserve
System.

Before I ask just a couple of questions, I'd like to say a word
about the Comptroller Greneral. Comptroller General Bowsher's 15-

year term expires this Fall. This may well be his last appearance
before the Committee in that capacity. He was appointed, as we
know, in 1981 by President Reagan. Prior to that, he was associ-

ated with the accounting firm of Arthur Andersen for 25 years, ex-
cept for a 4-year period in the late 1960's when he served as Assist-
ant Secretary of the Navy for Financial Management.
On the occasion of what may be his last appearance, there are

just a few comments I'd like to make. First, I want to commend
him for serving the full 15-year term. Unfortunately, too often we
find people appointed to important positions, actually with much
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shorter terms than that of the Comptroller General, who serve for

a relatively short period and then move on to other things.

Some feel they use these important positions as stepping stones.

I think it's an indication of Comptroller General Bowsher's commit-
ment to serving the public interest that he carried on his demand-
ing responsibilities for the full term.
Now, longevity is not necessarily the preeminent virtue, so I'd

like to go on and also commend the Comptroller Greneral for his

outstanding and often courageous leadership of the General Ac-
counting Office. The GAO is the investigative and auditing arm of

Congress with a mandate to audit, evaluate, or investigate vir-

tually all Federal operations, wherever they take place.

It's my strongly held view that Comptroller General Bowsher has
carried out his duties with an exceptional degree of integrity and
indep)endence. In my perception, to the best of his ability, he has
tried to give the Congress and the public the facts and an honest
assessment of what could be done, even if it didn't always please

everyone. For that, I think he deserves great credit.

Actually, GAO reports overseen by the Comptroller Greneral have
touched on virtually every facet of the Federal Grovernment. For
this Committee, in particular, the GAO has conducted numerous
studies that have had major influence on the formulation of policy.

We all recall, of course, the extensive work that they did on the
Savings and Loan crisis, a matter that occupied a great deal of the
time and attention of this Committee.

Finally, I want to say that I have personally enjoyed my working
relationship with the Comptroller Greneral over the years. I believe

that he has set a very high standard for the conduct of the office,

and I want to wish him well in his future endeavors.
The statute, as I understand it, provides for one 15-year term.
Mr. Bowsher. Right.
Senator Sarbanes. The Comptroller Greneral is now nearing the

end of that period, and I, for one, want to thank him for what I

think is an extraordinarily high contribution to the public interest.

Mr. Bowsher. Thank you very much. Senator.
Senator Sarbanes. Having said that, Mr. Chairman, I'll forego

my questions and save them for the Chairman. I would only be in

the course of further developing the GAO report, which I think is

a very thorough and comprehensive piece of work, and we thank
Mr. Bowsher and his colleagues for the quality of this contribution.

The Chairman. Before I turn to further questioning, let me com-
mend two of our colleagues, Senator Reid and Senator Dorgan, who
are responsible for this report. I believe that your work is going to

be tremendously helpful and useful and will result in us dealing
with problems that might arise as a result of technological changes,
and then look into the area of where we can accomplish savings.

I just want to raise this: Have you had an opportunity of looking
at the Ex-Im Bank. I think there are some recent reports that give

us indications that there may be, again, the need of some oversight
in this area.

Mr. Bowsher. We are currently looking at the Ex-Im Bank, Mr.
Chairman.
What would be the timing?
Mr. BOTHWELL. It's underway, our preliminary look at the bank.
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The Chairman. Let me say this before I turn to Senator Reid:
Maybe your staff could meet with some of our staff to tell us at
what point you are, because I think we might have a number of
areas of concern that we have shared already as a Committee.
Mr. BOTHWELL. I'm happy to do that, Senator.
The Chairman. Senator Reid, Senator Dorgan, we welcome both

of you.
OPENING COMMENT OF CHRISTOPHER J. DODD

Senator Dodd. Mr. Chairman, could I just make a comment
about Mr. Bowsher? I'm not sure how long I'm going to stay.
The Chairman. Sure.
Senator Dodd. I just want to second what Senator Sarbanes said.

Mr. Bowsher. Thank you.
Senator DoDD. It's a tremendous job you've done. It's one of these

agencies which all of us, regardless of party and ideology, we dis-

agree with you at times. You make us angry which is a good indi-

cation you're doing your job. It's just so refreshing that in the midst
of all of this that it's still an agency that provides, whether we like

it or not, whether we like the conclusions you draw, some of the
most credible information we have to work on. It's a great tribute
to you and your staff.

You may not be a household name, Mr. Bowsher
Mr. Bowsher. Thank God, right?
Senator DODD. But you've done a tremendous job.

Mr. Bowsher. Thank you very, very much.
Senator DODD. We're very, very lucky that you've served your

country. We appreciate it immensely.
Mr. Bowsher. Thank you very much.
The Chairman. Senator Reid.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HARRY REID
U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF NEVADA

Senator Reid. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me say that I don't know if there's anyone in the Congress

who has worked more closely with General Bowsher than I have.
I spent a number of years as Chairman of the Legislative Branch
Appropriations Subcommittee, and during that period of time there
were tremendous changes that were necessitated at the Greneral

Accounting Office.

I, too, want to focus on Greneral Bowsher as to what can be done
with any governmental agency. The General Accounting Office was
not forced to make the changes, or, I should say, all the changes.
They initiated many changes themselves, cut back thousands of
people from their pa5rroll, and made, as I understand it, about a 25
percent overall cut; is that right, Greneral Bowsher?
Mr. Bowsher. That's correct.

Senator Reid. I don't think there's another Grovemment agency
that has made the sacrifices that the GAO has made and still has
the professional expertise to do reports like this. So, I, too, have ap-
preciated the work that you have done for our country, and my per-

sonal relationship with you only magnifies the fine job that I think
you've done. I appreciate the work that you've done.
Mr. Chairman, I say that because if the GAO can make the sac-

rifices that they have made and still do the good work that they
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do, I think the Federal Reserve Board can and should do the same.
I think there can be changes made at the Federal Reserve Board
that will not affect monetary policy, particularly since about 93
percent of all the expenditures made by the Federal Reserve are to-

tally unrelated to monetary policy.

The GAO has only been able to look at a little bit of what I

would refer to as the perks of the Federal Reserve. All of us in the
Legislative Branch of (Government have been closely scrutinized,

and I believe that the Federal Reserve System deserves to be simi-

larly examined and subjected to even more scrutiny than this re-

port has given them.
Senator Dorgan and I requested this report. It took a significant

amount of time for the GAO to do the work they've done for a num-
ber of reasons, one of which was the difficulty in getting the mate-
rials from the Federal Reserve. This is one of the first studies that
has been done, and certainly the most in-depth study.
There has been testimony given today that, because of the self-

financing nature of the Fed, their operating costs have largely es-

caped public investigation. We felt it was high time we opened the
door. And we've only opened that door just a tiny crack. There's a
lot more that needs to be looked at to examine the workings of this

large and extremely influential public entity.

The landmark GAO report which was issued earlier this year, in

my opinion, raises serious questions about a number of things, in-

cluding management of the Fed. One of the most astonishing find-

ings that we came across was this $3.7 billion of taxpayer money
that's been put away in a fund which the Fed claims is needed to

cover System losses. Of course, the Fed has never operated at a
loss in the 79-year history of the institution.

The GAO report indicates that this fund could be safely reduced
or eliminated and returned to the Treasury Department, as is

st£indard practice with surplus revenues everyplace else in Govern-
ment. It makes no sense for this cash to be sitting idle at the Fed
instead of being used to reduce the deficit.

The House has recognized this, and yesterday there was action

taken in one of the appropriations bills to take this money and to

use it for other purposes. I am not going to debate whether the pur-
pose for which it was taken is the right one, but it was taken, and
I think there's going to be other efforts made to take this $3.7 bil-

lion and some of these other monies and use them for other pur-
poses.

While the rest of the Federal Government has tightened its belt

and downsized, the GAO revealed the Fed has enjoyed a tremen-
dous growth in its operating costs, and, I believe, questionable
growth in staffing. The GAO study found that operating costs at

the Fed have grown 50 percent between 1988 and 1994, a rate
twice that of inflation and much greater that the overall Federal
discretionary spending.
The study also uncovered salary growth at a rate of 44 percent

between 1988 and 1994. During this same period, personnel bene-
fits skyrocketed 90 percent.
The study also showed nonuniform travel policies, and an exces-

sive 66 percent increase in travel expenses. Incidentally, the way
they handle travel is unique; they just do it however they want to
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do it. Some are reimbursed for everything they spend and others
have per diems. There should be some uniformity.
The picture the GAO paints of the internal management of the

Fed is one of conflicting practices, questionable spending, erratic

personnel treatment and favoritism in the procurement and con-
tracting policies. The report makes it clear that the Fed could do
much more to increase its own fiscal responsibility. Compelling evi-

dence offered by the GAO report indicates that many of the prac-

tices of our Nation's central bank should change, especially when
their budgetary excess represents a direct cost to the taxpayers.
This fund, which some have referred to as a slush ftind, along

with increasing bloat, perks, and benefits, begs greater accountabil-
ity. Senator Dorgan and I are going to introduce legislation to rem-
edy these problems.

I'm not going to spend more time, Mr. Chairman, talking about
what I think needs to be done, other than to say that I think that
the example set by the Federal Reserve is not a good one. This is

an agency we look to for fiscal responsibility. They are calling upon
everybody else to cinch their belts.

We had a meeting that I conducted. We asked Chairman Green-
span, what is the most important thing the Federal Grovemment
needs to do? And he said, cut spending. Well, we've done a pretty
good job of cutting spending; they have done a very, very bad job
of cutting their own spending. I think that there is certainly a need
to do a lot more.
Senator Dorgan has focused more on monetary policy than have

I, and I think that, as a result of that, we've made a pretty good
combination. We appreciate the comments of the Chairman and the
Ranking Member in complimenting us for directing this report to

be completed.
The Chairman. Thank you very much. Senator.
Senator Dorgan.

OPENmO STATEMENT OF BYRON L. DORGAN
U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA

Senator Dorgan. Mr. Chairman, you've been very generous in al-

lowing Senator Reid and myself to come and spend a couple of min-
utes. I wasn't able to hear all of the testimony by the GAO, but
obviously I've reviewed their report.

I think it's an interesting report. It's an historic report in many
ways. The Fed was created in 1913 with the admonition by those
who supported it and created it that this would not become a
strong central bank accountable to no one.

But, of course, over many, many decades, it has become an insti-

tution sitting there alone on a hill with a fence around it. You can't

see much inside. The doors are locked when they make decisions,

and it has not been accountable, honestly.

We asked the GAO to take a look, if you will. How does the Fed
operate? How does it spend its money? What is it doing down
there?
GAO produced a report that is professionally done. I think it's a

real contribution. I would join others who have complimented Gen-
eral Bowsher and others at the GAO for whom I have the highest
respect.
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I want to make just a couple of points about this: The minute
someone begins talking about the Fed in any way other than glow-
ing terms, you are immediately viewed as some sort of, "Fed
basher." It's not my intent, nor the intent of Senator Reid's to be
a Fed-basher. It's not my intent that monetary policy should be
conducted by the U.S. Congress, for that matter. It is my belief,

however, that the construct of monetary policy in this country have
some accountability in some ways to the needs of all the country,
not just parts of the it. It is also my intent that any institution cre-

ated by the Federal (Government should be accountable in some
way for how they spend their money.
Mr. Chairman and other members, the Federal Reserve Board

has not had an annual loss for 79 consecutive years and is not
going to have a loss. This is not an institution that loses money.
If this institution ever loses money, you ought to do a lot more than
ask the GAO to look into it.

For 79 years the Fed has not had a loss, and at a time between
1988 and 1994, when it was telling the rest of the Grovemment to

tighten its belt, cut spending, conserve, it was increasing its sur-

plus set aside to anticipate ftiture losses by nearly 80 percent, up
to $3.7 biUion.

One should ask the question, as the GAO suggests, whether
there is a surplus needed at all. If there is a surplus needed, how
much of a surplus? But one need not ask the question of whether
it is prudent at a time when the Fed is counselling everyone else

to tighten their belts, that they squirrel away a 79 percent increase
in their stash of $3.7 billion. That is not prudent, and I think it's

important for this Committee and the Congress to ask the Federal
Reserve Board for an explanation and then to take action.

That, after all, is not their money. It's money that belongs to the
people of the United States. I personally would sooner see some of
that used to reduce the deficit.

There are other questions raised that Senator Reid has alluded
to, and I will not go into them in great detail.

Excessive costs in construction: I thought about bringing a pic-

ture today, but I didn't. It's a wonderful color picture of a 28,000
square foot lobby. It was supposed to have been only 7,000 square
feet, but somehow it ended up being 28,000 square feet with four

chairs in it. It's a wonderful picture that describes, I think, a lack

of accountability. The GAO report just simply describes it that
somehow in the construction area, there wasn't proper manage-
ment or accountability.

The Chairman. I don't want to ask the Senator where, because
I'll probably find out that it is in New York.
Senator DORGAN. It is not in New York.
The Chairman. Oh, good. Senator Faircloth wanted to know

where. He thought it is in New York.
Senator DORGAN. As a matter of fact, it is in Dallas, TX.
The Chairman. Oh, that's the famous building, yes.

Senator Sarbanes. That's where they believe in the wide open
spaces.

[Laughter.]
The Chairman. A 28,000 square foot lobby.
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Senator DORGAN, But not necessarily paid for by the American
taxpayer. Yes, I believe it's nearly 28,000 square feet, but I'll be
glad to send the picture down before you adjourn today so that you
might at least have
The Chairman. We'll put it in the record.

Senator Dorgan. To put the picture in the file.

The Chairman. Senator, why don't you send for it, and you can
hold it up, if we get it.

Senator Dorgan. Salaries and benefits, contracting problems
that the GAO says are not in shape, those are the kinds of things
that I think the Fed should answer to.

Again, let me say, too, that it's not my intention to come here
and skewer the Chairman of the Fed or the Fed Board of Gov-
ernors. While I have substantial disagreements with the Fed on
monetary policy, I've said on the floor of the Senate that I admire
Mr. Greenspan. I admire the tough work they do. But they, like all

other people who are stewards of the taxpayers, have a responsibil-

ity here. How are they spending their money? How do we represent
to the taxpayers that the Fed is spending its money?
Let me divert just one moment as I conclude, because next

Thursday we will have a report on the Gross Domestic Product in

this country, and in the last quarter, how much it's grown. If, by
chance, it produces some semblance of good news, I assume they'll

lock the door to roof of the Federal Reserve building, and they will

have to lock doors to the upper floors in New York because any
semblance of good news on economic growth will produce people
with urges to jump, I'm sure.

We have an apoplectic seizure in this country at the least bit of

economic good news. Now, the fact is. Federal Funds rates are now
a full half percentage point above where they ought to be by histor-

ical standards under the stewardship of this Federal Reserve
Board. And there is no excuse for it.

But we are not talking about, however, about reducing them;
we're hearing talk about increasing it. The prime rate ought to be
6 percent and the Federal Funds rate ought to be a full one-half

of 1 percent below where it is now, given the rate of inflation.

We face the threat, I assume, very shortly if we have any sem-
blance of good economic news, like maybe the economy is working
pretty well and moving along, more people have jobs, then we face

the threat of people saying, well, we have to put our foot back on
the brake and slow this down in a big hurry. I couldn't disagree

more.
I'm not an advocate of inflation. We ought to fight inflation and

fight it aggressively. We fought inflation and we have virtually no
inflation today—especially if you believe the people who say the

CPI is overstated by IV2 percent, there's virtually no inflation. To
talk about continuing to put the brakes on this economy, long be-

fore most people have the opportunity they need, is very ill-advised.

That's a debate that we'll be involved in, I'm sure, in the next week
or so, on the Floor and elsewhere.

I came today, however, along with Senator Reid, to tell you this:

I very much want you to—and the Chairman has been very gener-

ous and so has Senator Sarbanes, in saying that they intend to
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look at this GAO report in a thoughtful and critical way, and in

a constructive way.
Second, I'd like you to look at a piece of legislation Senator Reid

and I are introducing today. It includes four parts that relate to the
recommendations of this report, in most cases.

Let me just run through them in just 30 seconds: First, the GAO,
in consultation with the Federal RiBserve Board, will identify and
report to Congress, a list of the Federal Reserve Board activities

that have nothing to do with monetary policy—nothing. That's 90
percent of what the Federal Reserve Board spends, and the Con-
gress, they'll subject that to annual appropriations—not monetary
policy functions, but the non monetary policy functions.

Second, the Federal Reserve Board will return the $3.7 million

in the accumulated surplus, and the Bill would ask the GAO to

give recommendations to determine what kind, if any, future sur-

plus will be necessary.
Third, the Regional Federal Reserve Banks will be subjected to

annual, independent audits, and fourth, the Federal Reserve Board
will be required to follow the same procurement and contracting
rules applying to other Federal agencies.

That's a thumbnail sketch. I shall not go on for the Committee.
I appreciate the time and the indulgence, and appreciate the com-
mitment as well of this Committee to take a serious, thoughtful
look at the good work the GAO has done in this area.

Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Senator Reid. Mr. Chairman, if I could just say one additional

thing: We have maintained during this entire period of time that
we've been working with the GAO that we would stick with what
they have prepared for us. We have had opportunities with tele-

phone calls and things people have sent to us, to sensationalize this

hearing even more than the report indicates.

We've stayed away from that. We've had communications from
people who work at the Fed who have raised all kinds of things.

We don't know if those are factual. Perhaps if the Committee and/
or the General Accounting Office at some later time wants to look
at some of these things, I think they should do that.

But we've tried to make this nonsensational and factual.

The Chairman. Senator, I think it is important that people know
the manner in which you and Senator Dorgan have proceeded.
There are legitimate areas where we would want to be very careful,

very mindful of not making it difficult if not impossible for the Fed
to continue its very vital functions by placing arbitrary rules, even
some that we're governed by.

I appreciate the manner in which both of you have handled this.

Let me say that as it relates to your legislation—I have not spoken
to Senator Sarbanes, he will speak for himself—we certainly will

look forward to working with you. I hope that you will be amenable
to that process, and that we not get involved in setting bottom
lines, but rather all of us keep open and flexible.

I have indicated to both of you that that will be the manner in

which we approach this. I can tell you that I know Senator
Faircloth, who wants to save money wherever and whenever, will

be anxious—and his staff—to participate in seeing if we can't take
your legislative proposal as a starting point. We will then look to
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work with you in seeing if we can't deal with some of the problems
and concerns that your legislation attempts to address, and does
address, and some of the concerns that may not be taken into view,
so that we can come out with a piece of legislation that we can all

support.
We won't have time this year to have the necessary hearings. I

promise both of my colleagues, that we have an obligation to look
at this thoughtfully—not just to look at it—^but with a view toward
seriously getting ready to prepare legislation in a way that can be
supported by the administration and by Democrats and Repub-
licans on both sides. This should not be a partisan issue, but an
issue of providing accountability because I think we have not had
the proper kind of accountability and responsibility from the Con-
gress as it relates to our jobs in reviewing this operation.

Senator DORGAN. Mr. Chairman, I did get the picture from my
office, which I know you're anticipating eagerly. This is a picture

—

and you referred to page 66 of the GAO report at some point.

This picture shows the lobby of the Dsdlas Federal Reserve Board
building that was built. When it was built, it called for two lobby
entrances for 7,800 total square feet. When it was finished, it had
a 27,369 square foot lobby. You can see this. There's an enormous
lobby with wonderful windows and apparently a great view. Actu-
ally, I think there are only two chairs there. But one can make the
case that they're fairly large chairs.

[Laughter.]
The point is, you can see from this why the GAO would have se-

lected this as an example of circumstances where maybe somebody
wasn't watching the purse strings here. You end up with a 27,000
square foot lobby with two chairs.

The Chairman. Did the Fed contract for this building to be con-

structed for them; do you know?
Mr. BOWSHER. I think the answer is yes.

The Chairman. They did? How much did it cost; do you know?
Senator DORGAN. I don't have the cost; but I have the total

square footage. It was a 540,000 square foot building that when
finished, was 65,000 square feet more than when they started.

Mr. BowSHER. It was approximately $155 million. It came in

under budget.
Senator Reid. That's why they could have the bigger lobby.

Senator Sarbanes. It's just like I said, wide open spaces.

Senator Faircloth. The Federal Reserve building in Indianap-
olis had to be abandoned, redone.

Mr. Bowsher. Minneapolis.
Senator Faircloth. It was built so badly that it's vacant now.
Mr. Bothwell. Yes, sir. They're constructing a new building in

Minneapolis.
Senator Faircloth. How old is it?

Mr. Bothwell. It was built in the 1970's. I think it had a prob-

lem with asbestos in the building. They had a problem with the
construction of it. There was a lot of glass exterior, as is the one
in Dallas.

That is not exactly the best exterior to have in a climate like

Minneapolis, and, as I understand it, it was architecturally not
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built with a solid foundation. It was actually built to hang, so there

are architectural and structural problems with it.

Senator Faircloth. Did they do anything right about it?

Mr. BOTHWELL. Well, sir

Mr. BOWSHER. I think they finally decided they had to leave it.

[Laughter.]
Mr. BOTHWELL. One thing about the new building, part of the

reason the Dallas bank was over-built is, it was built on specifica-

tions on staffing projections for the future that turned out to be
very high over-estimates of their actual staffing needs.

That's one of the themes in our report. We don't believe the sys-

tem can continue to assume this continued growth in its operations

that way.
But as I understand it, the new buildings that are being con-

structed, the one in Minneapolis—and I think another one is going

to go up in Atlanta soon—the staffing projections are a little more
conservative and modest.
Senator Dorgan. Mr. Chairman, if I could just make the point

that this is obviously not amusing to anyone. It's a serious issue,

and I pointed it out.

There's so much more here. I pointed it out. This happens to be
on page 66 of the report, but the entire report represents a con-

structive evaluation which this Committee, I am pleased to say
now, is going to take a hard look at.

I really thank you for your generosity in allowing Senator Reid
and myself to come and spend some time this morning.
The Chairman, We thank you, and we look forward to working

with our colleagues in a bipartisan, constructive manner, and I

thank them.
Senator Sarbanes.
[No response.]

The Chairman, Senator Faircloth.

Senator Faircloth. I have one quick question, and Mr. Bowsher
will maybe answer it in one word.

Is the Federal Reserve too large? Should they transfer the entire

surplus to the Treasury, or what part of it?

Mr. Bowsher. I think you should consider transferring a good
portion, if not all of that surplus.

Senator Faircloth. How much should they keep?
Mr. Bowsher. I'd like them to come up with their analysis and

present it to the Committee, and maybe we could review it for you
at that time, after they've done that.

Senator Faircloth. Thank you, Mr. Bowsher. I again com-
pliment you on your 15-soon-to-be years of service.

Mr. Bowsher. Thank you very much.
The Chairman. Mr. Bowsher, we thank you. I guess we came

down here at about the same time.

We thank you for your stewardship and for your good work. Ms.
Hsing, we thank you for your analysis. It was very insightful. Mr.
Bothwell, we thank you, and we look forward to working with you.

I think your only part is to make some observations and to call

them to our attention, things that you think can be dealt with, and
we thank you. The Senator raised the question and we will come
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to you and ask your considered opinion on a number of the things
that we review with this legislation as we go forward.
Mr. BOWSHER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you very much.
Chairman Greenspan.
Chairman Greenspan. Mr. Chairman, first of all, let me say that

no one—Mr. Chairman, while I think there are a number of very
real concerns that the GAO has cited, I think, in fairness to you
and to the Federal Reserve, you have indicated quite some time ago
that you recognized that there were areas in which the Reserve
should review, should look to, and that this is something which has
taken place over a number of years, even preceding your steward-
ship at the Federal Reserve.
A number of the, I think, very interesting areas really are rather

recent in development, and that is, what will the question of tech-
nology play? What role will that play in the transformation or the
continued operation of the Federal Reserve as it relates to some of
the basic services.

I'm sure that you listened and that your people have read and
reviewed some of the comments of the GAO and some of the com-
ments of my colleagues. I think there is an overall question, a seri-

ous question, and that before we become precipitous—^there are
members of Congress, for example, who have offered legislative ac-

tion. Indeed, the House, apparently in an appropriations bill, voted
to use $3 billion for whatever the purpose might be from that fund.

So, I think, one of the areas that we'll be asking you to comment
on the appropriateness of a surplus, how have you arrived at it,

and what it should be. Is it more than sufficient, et cetera? What,
if any, should that surplus be?

I just mention this to you, and, again, I don't think that it is ap-
propriate to get into the situations that may have developed. I was
very conscious of Senator Reid's comments that this was not basi-

cally a witch hunt as such. There have been people calling in

things, and they have not engaged in publicly, or even privately,

trying to bring this to the attention of the public, but rather, we
need a serious review to determine where and how to best play our
role and the Fed continue its important role.

With that, Mr. Chairman, we are pleased that you're here. Once
again, you've been very, very cooperative; you always have, and we
look forward to your comments and your observations.

STATEMENT OF THE ALAN GREENSPAN
CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF GOVERNORS

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Chairman Greenspan. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Be-

fore I start, I would like to associate myself with a number of the
remarks that were made with respect to the 15-year career of my
old friend, Chuck Bowsher. I, too, think he's done an admirable job.

I know that I, for one, will miss him, and I'm sure the Nation will

as well.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the Banking Com-
mittee today to address certain recent reports on the Federal Re-
serve's operations. Of most relevance, the GAO has raised some
significant issues with respect to the management of the Federal
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Reserve System. Both the GAO and the Congress deserve our full

response. We are strongly committed to ensuring that the Federal
Reserve System is managed efficiently and effectively. It is most
important to us at the Federal Reserve Board and the Reserve
Banks, not only to run a "tight ship," but to foster the attitudes

and processes that will ensure continuous improvement in the ef-

fectiveness of the Federal Reserve's operations. We recognize that

spending nonappropriated funds places a special obligation on us
to be particularly diligent in the use and application of those funds.

Accordingly, even though we may ultimately disagree with some
of the specific suggestions of the GAO, we welcome all of them and
their insights because they require us to rethink our positions and
change them, if appropriate. Certain GAO recommendations for re-

view of specific aspects of our management clearly have merit, and
reviews of a number of issues highlighted in the GAO's report are

currently under way. These reviews may lead to changes in the

Federal Reserve's administration that will further enhance our ef-

fectiveness.

It is most important for any organization, including the Federal
Reserve, periodically to reassess its businesses and how they are

carried out. Strategic planning is particularly critical, given our
rapidly changing environment in which technology is advancing at

an extraordinary pace and the financial services industry is becom-
ing ever more complex. It is essential that the Federal Reserve
adapt to this changing environment with some foresight and as ef-

fectively as possible. To that end, in 1995, we formalized our strate-

gic focus by establishing a systems strategic coordinating group to

assess how the Federal Reserve can most effectively meet its public

policy objectives into the next century.

Our strategic focus is also reflected in recent significant changes
that the Federal Reserve has made in the way it carries out its

major responsibilities, including several specific initiatives related

to recommendations made by the GAO that the Federal Reserve al-

ready had underway. For example, we recently engaged an inde-

pendent accounting firm to audit and certify the combined financial

statements of the Reserve Banks. The firm issued an unqualified

opinion on the 1995 financial statements as prepared in accordance

with the financial accounting manual for the Reserve Banks.
In addition, we are actively reviewing the appropriate infrastruc-

ture for providing certain financial services, taking into consider-

ation both cost efficiency and service quality. One difficult issue

that has and will confront the Federal Reserve Board in our over-

sight of the System is the appropriate degree of consolidation of

various activities. Certain Systemwide activities do appear to be
more effective if consolidated. For example, we anticipate that the

consolidation of our critical electronic payment applications will re-

duce our costs of providing these services. But it is also evident

that the element of autonomy that is accorded to the Reserve
Banks has created an environment within the Federal Reserve that

attracts highly qualified staff who contribute importantly to the ef-

fectiveness and efficiency of the Federal Reserve System over the

long run. The advantages of this environment must be balanced
against the possible savings from consolidation.
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Many of our resources are devoted to providing priced payment
services. The Federal Reserve has played an integral role in the
Nation's payments system since the System's inception. Indeed, one
of the Congress' original goals in establishing the Federal Reserve
System was to improve the efficiency of check clearing. The Mone-
tary Control Act of 1980 fundamentally changed the manner in
which the Federal Reserve provided payment services by opening
up these services to all depository institutions and by requiring the
Federal Reserve to set prices to recover its full costs of providing
these services, including costs that would have been borne by a pri-

vate firm. I believe that the increased competition resulting from
the MCA requirements has benefited the payments system.
The GAO has recommended that we review our future role in

providing pa)anent services. We are in the process of conducting
such a review in the context of our overall strategic plan. In gen-
eral, we view our role as a payments service provider as crucial in

carrying out our overall central bank mission. We believe it is im-
portant for the Federal Reserve to foster the integrity, efficiency,

and accessibility of the U.S. dollar payments system which in turn
is important to maintain financial stability and maximize sustain-
able economic growth. The provision of services by the Federsd Re-
serve has contributed directly to these goals.

We regard the wholesale payment services we provide, such as
Fedwire and net settlement, as essential central bank services and
important in limiting payment system risk. Our role in providing
these services probably will not change significantly as the market-
place evolves, although the nature of the services might.

It is quite possible, if not likely, that as changes occur in the fi-

nancial services marketplace over time, or owing to other consider-

ations, our role in providing other services such as check collection

may change as well.

In this regard, we must be sensitive to the fact that as the Na-
tion's central bank, we have an unsurpassable credit rating that
must not be used to unfairly compete with private sector providers.

We are continually assessing our available means of achieving our
payments system goals, including our regulatory authority and our
role as a direct participant in the payments system, with our public

service role always kept paramount. To the extent that we can
achieve our pajnnents system goals most effectively through our di-

rect participation, our continued provision of these services will re-

main appropriate.
In considering the cost structure of the Federal Reserve, it is nec-

essary to keep in mind the unique combination of responsibilities

that have been assigned to this institution. Different factors affect

the cost structure of each of our functions. For example, priced

services are subject to the inherent discipline of the marketplace,
as the Federal Reserve must control costs in order to meet the stat-

utory directives of cost recovery in the Monetary Control Act.

On the other hand, in providing depository and fiscal services to

the Treasury, the Federal Reserve must respond to the instructions

of the Treasury. We endeavor to carry out Treasury's directives in

a cost-effective manner, but cannot refuse legitimate requests be-

cause of their effect on our costs, or because they are inconsistent

with other Federal Reserve plans.
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In the areas of monetary policy and financial institution super-
vision, there are fewer external constraints on our expenses. Here
we must be particularly vigilant.

Given the critical nature of the Federal Reserve's responsibilities,

particularly in the areas of monetary policy, financial stability, and
financial institution supervision, our major initiatives must be
judged not only in terms of cost, but also in the context of risk

management and the appropriate level of resources to be devoted
to each function. For example, Congress, in enacting the Foreign
Bank Supervision Enhancement Act in 1991, clearly concluded that

the additional costs of expanding the Federal Reserve's supervisory
responsibilities for U.S. operations of foreign banks were justified

by the greater financial stability and protection that the enhanced
supervision would bring.

We focus our banking examination resources based on risk as-

sessments with the expectation that areas not covered extensively

in the examinations will not become serious problems. Had we de-

voted more resources to Daiwa and perhaps less elsewhere, would
we have uncovered its wrongdoing at an early stage? We cannot
know for sure, but the odds would have been higher. But if we had
the foresight to divert these resources from other activities, we
would have increased our risk exposure elsewhere.
As another example, the Federal Reserve's recent investment in

a major upgrade of our computer systems and personnel to adapt
our surveillance and payments technologies for the major changes
that have occurred in private financial markets was also driven, in

large part, to improve risk management. While the costs of these
improvements were not trivial, they have enhanced our ability to

ensure the smooth functioning of the financial markets, even dur-

ing periods of financial or operational disruptions. To hold the risks

of system crisis to acceptably low levels in both the U.S. markets
and U.S. dollar markets abroad requires some redundancy of re-

sources. Given the vast scale of the value of payment transactions
that flow through our systems—our Fedwire volume alone, inciden-

tally, averages almost $1.5 trillion a day—we believe that the bene-
fits of this redundancy far exceed the associated incremental costs.

The risk management decisions that we make concerning the
way we provide payment services to depository institutions which
comprise more than one third of the Federal Reserve Banks' total

budget, are tested directly in the marketplace. If we provide these

services inefficiently, we price ourselves out of the market. Over
the past decade, our track record has been good. Reserve Banks
have recovered 101 percent of their total costs of providing priced

services, including the targeted rate of return on equity. I should
also note that the Federal Reserve's priced services have contrib-

uted almost $1 billion to the amount we have transferred to the

Treasury.
Our fiscal agency services, which comprise another one-sixth of

the Banks' total budget, are provided at the direction of the Treas-
ury and other Federal Government agencies for whom we provide

these services and whose reimbursements to us are made primarily
with appropriated funds. The Federal Reserve and our fiscal prin-

cipals continue to work closely to identify and implement initiatives

that improve further the efficiency of these operations.
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With respect to staff compensation and some other aspects of our
infrastructure that are necessary to support our varied responsibil-
ities, only indirect market criteria are available to judge the Fed-
eral Reserve's costs. For example, we try to set salary structures
that can attract and retain the personnel with skills necessary to

run the Federal Reserve System in a highly effective manner. In
order to acquire and hold such personnel, we strive to provide sala-
ries and benefits competitive with local private and public sector
markets, tempered by the willingness of many professionals to ac-
cord a nonmonetary premium to Federal Reserve employment.
We believe that the GAO's comparison of growth of Federal Re-

serve employee benefits with those of the Federal Government is

incorrect. The problem is that while we accrue such benefits ac-
cording to generally accepted accounting principles, the Federal
Government does not. Were the Federal Government to use accrual
accounting, presumably the comparisons would be straightforward.
As best we can judge, when calculated on a comparable basis using
Federal Grovemment accounting principles, the cost of benefits per
employee for the Federal Reserve and the Federal Government in-

creased by approximately the same percentage during the 1988-94
period.

Applying peer analysis more broadly during the 1988-94 period
reviewed by the GAO, the increase in Federal Reserve operating
costs were slightly less than the 51 percent increase in Federal dis-

cretionary non-defense spending, wtuch has been subject to increas-
ing Congressional constraint in recent years. The GAO makes this

one of its comparisons. The Federal Reserve effectively contained
its costs despite a significant expansion in its mandated respon-
sibilities and expanded resources required to monitor and contain
the financial market turmoil of that period.
To also compare, however, as the GAO did in its report, the rate

of our expense increases with that of total Federal discretionary
outlays, which are dominated by the major post-cold war retrench-
ment in defense, is clearly inappropriate. Moreover, with the sig-

nificant expansion of our computer systems now close to comple-
tion, and our adjustment to our expanded supervisory mandates
reaching fruition, our costs during the past 2 years and those pro-

jected for the immediate future, are definitely on a flattening tra-

jectory.

More generally, we believe that the GAO is mistaken in its no-

tion that the Federal Reserve does not regularly assess certain on-
going programs to determine whether they are reasonable and jus-

tified. In particular, we do not use a current services approach to

develop the Board and Reserve Bank budgets. Significant

reallocation of System resources among the various responsibility

areas during recent years clearly demonstrates that this is not the
case.

In summary, although the Board believes that much of the
GAO's analysis and recommendations have merit, we take excep-
tion to the broad implication of the GAO report that the Federal
Reserve has not exercised appropriate budget constraint, and that
it has not adequately addressed the changing technological and fi-

nancial environment in which it operates. In my experience, the
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Federal Reserve is as well run an organization as any with which
I have been associated—private or public—over the decades.

Is there nonetheless room for improvement? Certainly. I'm not
aware of any complex organization for which this is not the case.

In particular, the Board plans to review several specific areas high-
lighted by the GAO related to management of health care benefits,

Reserve Bank procurement and contracting procedures, and the Re-
serve Bank travel reimbursement policy.

One area discussed in the GAO report, the elimination or the re-

duction of the Federal Reserve's surplus has received substantial
and often misleading media coverage. I agree with the assessment
of the Conference Report on the Fiscal Year 1997 budget resolution
on this matter. The report concluded that a transfer of the Federal
Reserve surplus to the Treasury would be a "gimmick" that "has
not real economic impact on the deficit."

While a transfer of the Federal Reserve's surplus would increase
unified receipts, because the Federal Reserve, for technical reasons,
is not included in the unified budget, it would nonetheless be an
intragovemmental transfer that would not change the Grovem-
ment's true economic and financial position with respect to the pri-

vate sector.

The surplus is part of our capital account. In that context, I be-
lieve retention by the Federal Reserve of some level of surplus is

desirable, but I acknowledge that the appropriate level of the Fed-
eral Reserve surplus is debatable. We would welcome the oppor-
tunity to work with Congress to review this issue.

In closing, let me state that we appreciate the GAO's review in

that it assists us in our ongoing evaluation of the Federal Reserve's
structure, functions, and our efforts to continually improve oper-
ations. As I noted, many recommendations are useful and we are
pursuing them.

In my opinion, however, the general tenor of the report does not
reflect the high level of effectiveness with which the Federal Re-
serve has fulfilled its mission. While, as is likely the case with any
organization, the Federal Reserve has opportunities for further im-
provement, I believe these opportunities should be put in the con-

text of our significant accomplishments.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I would appreciate that my full

remarks, which have been excerpted here, be included for the
record.

The Chairman. So ordered.

I ask the responses from the Federal Reserve be placed in the
record. I want to commend you, Mr. Chairman, and your staff,

given the number of questions, the detail of them. Please explain
the rationale for Federal Reserve's maintenance of a surplus ac-

count.
I'll just give you some of the questions: When did the Federal Re-

serve adopt the policy of maintaining this surplus account in an
amount equal to be paid in capital? Has the Federal Reserve ever
considered an alternative policy? And this goes on.

Your answers go on to our questions, which are very detailed,

our questions and your responses for 20-plus pages. As a matter of

fact, let me see, 23 pages plus attachments. Our request to you
went on July 18, and we received your response on July 23. I just
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think it's fair to note that you've not held back, and I'm going to
ask that these questions and their responses be placed in the
record.

We are appreciative of that kind of cooperation. Obviously, the
attraction of this kitty of $3.7 billion surplus has become an attrac-
tive target for Members of the Congress and lots of others, to say,
hey, we can solve every problem that moves and some that don't.

Here's $3.7 billion surplus. Let's take it. There was a proposal that
would use $3 billion for the BIF payment of FICO bonds. If we took
the $3 billion—let's not discuss the merits of what the reserve
should be. That's a question, and I appreciate your candor in your
response in saying, look, that's somethang we should look at to see
what is the proper level. We would ask you to share that with us,
and I'm going to leave that. Senator Faircloth has some questions
on that.

If we were to utilize that $3 billion, we're really taking—and I

hear this admonition, you know, and I'm going to say to my col-

leagues, you can't have it both ways. You can't be sajdng, don't let

the taxpayers bail out the banking institutions, the thrifts, for their
failure; the/ve put enough money. But by the same token, through
what I consider to be a rouse, which is the $3 billion, take the $3
billion which is taxpayers money, and use it for the BIF problem,
which is, again, dealing with the failure. Now, is not that $3.7 bil-

lion taxpayers' money?
Chairman Greenspan. Indeed, it is, Mr. Chairman. I think the

best way of viewing what that surplus is, is to recognize that what
we have done over the years is, instead of paying out all of our
earnings to the Treasury—which incidentally, owns the Federal Re-
serve, de facto, as the principal agent acting for the taxpayer—^we

kept part of it in U.S. Treasury securities. In effect, they are the
key shareholders of the Federal Reserve, and you can in one way
view that surplus as a desire on the part of the Treasury to deposit
funds in the Federal Reserve.
What we have done is then invested those monies in U.S. Treas-

ury securities and received the interest on those securities, but
then paid it back to the Treasury.
The Chairman. On a weekly basis, I see.

Chairman Greenspan, On a weekly basis. It's strictly a book-
keeping operation.
The Chairman. If you have $4 billion, because some people may

say, well, $3.7 billion is—if you have $4 billion on deposit, and let's

say you're getting an annualized rate of about what, 5 percent
Chairman GREENSPAN. Six percent.
The Chairman. Six percent. You're earning $240 million on an

annualized basis, is that correct?
Chairman Greenspan. Yes.
The Chairman, That $240 million in interest is being paid over

to the Treasury weekly; is that correct?

Chairman Greenspan. That's correct, on an annual basis, yes.

The Chairman. I believe it's important that we have an under-
standing. I also think it's important for those people who say we
can solve all our problems and we can reduce the deficit by $3.7
billion. I haven't seen anybody saying, let's take the $3.7 billion or
whatever that surplus is, and say, let's just pay down the totality
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of the deficit. I see what they're doing is spending it on other pro-

grams. But it is taxpayers' money.
Chairman Greenspan. Absolutely. Mr. Chairman, This is not a

slush fund. It is not something which is complex. What it is basi-

cally is effectively a decision acquiesced in by the Treasury to keep
part of their money deposited with the Federal Reserve.

If they requested us to move funds out, and we thought that was
a desirable thing to do, we would reduce the surplus. The reason
the surplus is there is, to a very substantial extent, because of the
law which requires us to back American currency with a certain

listing of assets of which Treasury securities are the main amount.
If we eliminate the surplus, I grant that it's not going to create

a particular problem except for that statute, which we also don't

think makes very much sense. It is a strictly technical question. It

doesn't affect the operations of the Federal Reserve, but most im-
portantly, it doesn't do anything if you move the ftinds from the

Federal Reserve back to the Treasury. It is a mere intragovem-
mental transfer and has no effect on the relationship between the

Government, including the Federal Reserve, and the private sector.

It is taxpayer funds that you are employing to finance expendi-

tures.

It is true that receipts of the U.S. Government will go up if we
make that transfer. But that's solely because of a specific aberra-

tion in the way we keep our governmental accounts. Back when the

unified budget was devised—I think it was in the late 1960's—it

was decided because of the nature of the independence of the Fed-
eral Reserve, to keep us outside the unified budget.
But from a practical, economic point of view, we are part of the

Grovemment, and the presumption that those monies are not tax-

payer funds results from the fact of a specific accounting decision,

not an economic decision. Had that decision been made differently

in 1967 or 1968, then there wouldn't be a question of whether those

surpluses were available to spend, and they wouldn't be.

The Chairman. I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Sarbanes, and then Senator Faircloth.

Senator Sarbanes. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Greenspan, good morning, and welcome. The first

question I want to put is to try to get at the amount of control or

supervision that's exercised by the Board and by you as the Chair-

man over the Regional Banks. I guess maybe the best way to get

at that is to ask you this question:

If a particular Regional Bank is shown to be engaged in ineffi-

ciencies or lapses in management, is it reasonable to hold you re-

sponsible and accountable for that?
Chairman Greenspan. Ultimately, yes.

Senator Sarbanes. Or is the responsibility to be placed on the

Regional Bank?
Chairman Greenspan. No.
Senator Sarbanes. I mean, how much of a direct responsibility

does the Board assume for the activities of the Regional Banks?
Chairman Greenspan. I would say, being given the oversight of

the System by the Federal Reserve Act, we are ultimately respon-
sible for the total System. We have the tools to, in effect, imple-
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ment whatever directives we think are required, should that be
necessary.
That is, the law stipulates that the Board of Grovemors can dis-

miss without cause, any officer or director of a District Bank. We
have never used that, but that is ultimately there to implement
any particular edict which we think must be enforced.

However, I should point out, as I did in my prepared remarks,
that we believe that the degree of autonomy that exists at this

stage within the Federal Reserve System is a very valuable asset
for our institution, in that it allows an environment which attracts
very competent people into these organizations.

If we were to consolidate the whole system into a single unit, or
create very little autonomy on the part of the individual banks,
which we have the legal authority to do, it would be a very signifi-

cant loss to the System, and it would cause, over the years, a very
pronounced reduction in the capability of the System overall to

serve the American people.

Senator Sarbanes. My question wasn't really trying to lead to-

ward consolidation. I just wanted to get to the point of affixing ac-

countability and responsibility.

I have a little difficulty understanding how on the one hand you
posit considerable autonomy for the Regional Banks, and yet on the
other hand you in effect I gather are telling me that if in the exer-

cise of that autonomy they fall short, the responsibility is yours
and not the Regional Bank.

I mean, I do not see how you square that circle.

Chairman Greenspan. In the private sector, there is a general
philosophy in some corporations to grant significant degrees of au-
tonomy to various different segments of the business.
The reason that is done, obviously, is it is believed to be some-

thing which will enhance efficiency. Nonetheless, that does not re-

move the ultimate responsibility for the behavior of those particu-

lar aspects of the business from the board of directors of that cor-

poration.

Senator Sarbanes. Is it your view that these very different prac-

tices that the Regional Banks are engaged in are a manifestation
of their autonomy, or inadequate supervision by the Federal Re-
serve Board?
Chairman Greenspan. I would say it is a manifestation of their

autonomy. As I indicated in my remarks, I have no question that

if you endeavor to create a rigid framework which was uniform for

all of the banks on a consolidated basis, I think we could save some
money.

I think, however, it would be a pennywise-pound foolish activity

because I do think that it is a desirable management practice to

have degrees of flexibility, where it is not evident there is signifi-

cantly different levels of cost.

But I will tell you largely as a consequence of some of the issues

which the GAO brought to our attention, it is our intention to look

at this in detail.

I do not want to say to you, because I do not believe it, that it

necessarily follows that a uniform set of practices with all of the
regional Banks would serve the System or the American public ef-

fectively.
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I think that is true for certain types of things. I think it is prob-
ably true in our endeavor to get medical services and medical in-

surance on a consolidated basis. I suspect it is true on a number
of other individual things that we do.

But the one thing that I want to shy away from is a proposition
which stipulates that there should be absolute uniformity in all re-

spects as to how those individual Banks are run. Because if we suc-

ceed in doing that, we lose.

Senator Sarbanes. I take it that if I look at two banks and one
is subsidizing employee costs in the cafeteria at 75 percent and the
other is subsidizing it at 20 percent, that you are then prepared to

assume the burden of explaining that?
Chairman Greenspan. Certainly. I would say
Senator Sarbanes. That leads me then to the other point. I see

my time is up.
I am a little concerned by the defensive reaction to the GAO re-

port. I know that in your statement you indicated that you welcome
it and so on. On the other hand, the press reports earlier—let me
just quote a couple of their lead paragraphs:

"The Federal Reserve Board yesterday rejected all but a few of the budget and
management criticisms leveled at the Central Bank recently in a draft report on its

operations by the General Accounting Office."

And then another one of the major newspapers said, the lead
paragraph:
"The Federal Reserve Board dismissed most of the criticisms of its management

today that had been included in a recent report to Congress. It said that it ran itself

as efficiently as any company or Government agency."

I want to somehow break out of that mold. It seems to me that
you ought to take the GAO report and a process ought to be estab-
lished within the Board to review all of the findings of the report
and address them in a serious way; that none should be simply dis-

missed out of hand.
They either need to be picked up on and acted on, or a very per-

suasive explanation ought to be offered as to why they are not
going to be acted upon.

I wondered whether the Board has established such a process,

particularly some sort of special process, to take this report and
give it that kind of treatment and not sort of perceive it as some
kind of an assault on the Fed in response to which the wagons
have to be drawn round.
Mr. Chairman, I would expect that this would be a matter this

Committee would want to look at in the next Congress on what
kind of follow-up there has been, and of course one's p)erception of

the follow-up is going to be very much influenced by whether you
perceive an attitude of resistance in circling the wagons, or an atti-

tude, as you state, some of these statements made here today are
very forthcoming.
But there have been kind of two reactions, and I am trjdng to

search out which one is going to be the prevailing one which I very
much hope is one of taking it and working from it, and what kind
of process the Board is going to establish in order to do that.

Chairman Greenspan. Senator, let me just reconcile those par-
ticular points of view.

I have never thought that the underlying detail of the GAO
study was other than an exceptionally good job. I think the details
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which they looked at, their approaches, some of their recommenda-
tions, as I indicated in my prepared remarks, we may disagree
with, or we may alter our views of certain things as a consequence
of them, or we might accept fully what they are recommending.
But what it does is it forces us to rethink our position. My objec-

tion to the report had nothing to do with the specific recommenda-
tions. Frankly, it had to do with an issue which Senator Faircloth
raised right at the beginning with which I fully agree, namely, the
Federal Reserve should not be viewed as some profligate Federal
agency when indeed we think it is terribly important for Grovem-
ment to be responsive, and very cost-efficient.

The problem that I have with the report is what I consider basi-

cally a non-sequitur where, after doing all of the various analyses
which I think in general are pretty good, there then is this rela-

tionship that is picked up about how do you determine whether in

fact we have been spending taxpayer monies excessively or not.

I do not think that you can just look at Federal Reserve outlays
during a period when there has been an extraordinary surge of ac-

tivity and expansion as a consequence of problems in the financial

markets and a very major shift in resources toward automation
and, as a consequence, a very substantial shift in the type of people
who are employed at the Federal Reserve that vary significantly up
to these major higher scales.

To look at each individual issue and make a determination of
whether or not we responded to those particular activities in the
external market in an effective way I think is very important.
But to arbitrarily measure us against the Federal Government in

general or other things which are not directly related to what we
do and therefore conclude that we have been excessively spending
is inappropriate. I particularly raised the question with respect to

their initial judgment which is in the draft report of a number of

months ago in which they compared us to total Federal discre-

tionary spending, and to total Federal discretionary employment,
all of which were dominated by a major contraction in the defense
markets.

I have no objection to someone claiming that in specific areas we
have been excessive, and if they are correct I think we ought to

very readily change what we are doing.

My reaction to that original report had nothing to do with the
substance of the report—^because we had not had a chance at that
point to go over it in detail. What I did object to was the analytical

procedure of looking at what we were doing in the context of the

types of external forces which were being thrust upon us, and mak-
ing what I would consider, frankly, simplistic comparisons.
So I would distinguish between those two issues.

Senator Sarbanes. Could the Chairman just answer the process

part of that question in terms of what process the Board has estab-

lished to deal with this report in a thorough way.
Chairman Greenspan. Yes. We have looked over and are con-

tinuing to study the specific recommendations in considerable de-

tail. As I indicated in my prepared remarks, there are a number
of areas where we think the recommendations made by the GAO
are something we should implement.
Senator Sarbanes. You do not have a special task force?
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Chairman GREENSPAN. We have a fairly large organization

whose basic purpose is to do precisely that. What they are doing
as part of the process is to look at the individual GAO rec-

ommendations.
The Chairman. Senator Faircloth. I apologize publicly to the

Senator. He was here earlier than anyone else, and he has been
waiting very patiently.

Chairman Greenspan. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry.

Just in response to the last issue, we do have basic study groups
as part of this broad organization for benefits, procurement, infra-

structure and travel, as I indicated in my prepared remarks, but
we are also looking at all other aspects of the report as well.

Most specifically is this very tricky question of long-term strate-

gic planning which is the most difficult issue. For example, such
questions which Greneral Bowsher raised with respect to check-

clearing, which is really a very significant issue for us, we must
make judgments as to how we confront what is a very rapidly

changing structure.

The Chairman. Senator Faircloth.

Senator Faircloth. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you.

Chairman Greenspan for giving us your Friday morning.
I probably take an unusually bucolic and simplistic approach to

what we have been doing here, but I have tried to read beforehand
and am trjdng to find out now, but it would appear that what we
had tried to do was to take the Federal Reserve and run it through
a very fine screen that caught the fleas as well as the dogs.

We are talking about who gets the cheap meal in the restaurant
and handling, I believe I heard you say, a trillion-and-a-half, or

something, transfers a day.
So we have got a mismatch of things going here that do not seem

to be in the same pot, nor even being discussed at the same time.

I heard this first question that was asked about the surplus. One
thing that occurs to me that is probably not relevant to anything
is: We have talked and talked about the $3.7 billion surplus.

If I am calculating right, it would pay about 6 days of our inter-

est on the national debt. Is that not somewhere close to about
right?

Chairman Greenspan. That is right.

Senator Faircloth. So here we are only paying our interest on
the debt for 6 days, and we are devoting an inordinate amount of

time to it.

Another thing is that I see the Federal Reserve as the bedrock
of all our financial institutions as a sea anchor that holds us in tur-

bulent economic times.
I totally agree with what everybody has said, that certainly if

there is waste there or inconsistencies, whether they are in the
price somebody pays for the meal or whatever it might be, if it is

things of much greater magnitude.
But what I have trouble with is a Congress that spent 40 years

putting the country $5 trillion in debt, and continues to do so every
time we come into session, attempting to micro manage the Federal
Reserve which apparently has done a pretty good job of managing
itself over the years. You return something like $22 billion every
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year to the Grovemment. Is not that figure something close to

right?

So I do not see whether $3.5—or $3.7 bilUon stays in your re-

serve or moving it to some other account serves 2iny purpose. I

would sure be opposed to it going to the BIF safe to reduce the
bank payment—absolutely. The only thing worse than that would
be putting it into one of the welfare programs. I would be abso-
lutely opposed to that. I am not sure that the bank should not con-
tinue to pay more than they are, because I do not think the FDIC
Reserve has any chance of getting too high in the turbulent and
volatile economic world we live in.

So I have one question that I have finally to.

We talk about this check clearing, and there are a number of
other chemical and other banks that clear checks as well as the
Federal Reserve.

I believe you all clear about a third of the Nation's checks. May
I ask you: If the Federal Reserve got out of this—this is somewhat
a correlation maybe to the Post Office. I can see where there are
a lot of agencies and banks that would want to clear the checks of
NationsBank or First Union, or a major operation, but if the Fed-
eral Reserve got out of the check clearing business the small bank
in Kansas, or wherever it might be, would these clearinghouses
tend to want to eliminate those as inefficient?

Would these small banks be able to get into the clearing?
Chairman Greenspan. That is a problem that is disturbing us

quite extensively. Senator. It is not a problem now because the ag-
gregate volumes of our system are such that, even though as Chuck
Bowsher mentioned, in 1994 we did not recover in the way of reve-
nues all of our costs of checks or in fact in 1995.
But now having adjusted for the sharp reduction in volumes that

we instituted in 1994, we are in 1996 recovering through the first

6 months almost 103 percent of our costs. So we are adjusting this.

But the really important strategic question we are going to have
to ask ourselves at some point is that as you get increasing inter-

state banking and branching going, and as you see increasing
amounts of checks being drawn on the same banks, the amount of
check clearing is going to go down, and here the problem of a num-
ber of the smaller banks who clear through us, or for other cor-

respondent banks, is going to become a major question largely be-

cause I do not think that they believe they are going to be able to

pay the prices that the private institutions will be forced to pay by
the market.
So we are going to be put into a position where we are going to

have to make a very key decision which ultimately is going to be
brought to the Congress, as to whether we subsidize that part of
the market.
We do not now. In fact, we make a fairly substantial profit in

that operation, as we are required to do by the Monetary Control
Act. But if the volumes continue to drop and you get a shift, as I

think the process is clearly indicating, toward private-sector mar-
ket check clearings, we have, as I think was indicated by one of
Chuck Bowsher's colleagues, the old Post Office service problem of
subsidizing rural free delivery.
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Well, we are going to have that problem some day, and we are

going to bring it to the Congress and it is going to be a very, very

tricky judgment to make.
We are not there yet, but it is one of the issues which I find of

most concern about the longer-term evolution of the check clearing

processes.

Senator Faircloth. This is what I was wondering. It seemed to

me that unless the Federal Reserve very much stays in this busi-

ness, and if it necessarily subsidizes the clearing of some of these

smaller banks, they simply will go out of existence and that would
be a disaster for large segments of the country.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you. Senator.

Senator Shelby.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR RICHARD C. SHELBY

Senator Shelby. Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you. Chair-

man Greenspan, for your forthrightness and your leadership at the

Federal Reserve.
I also want to associate my remarks with those of the Senator

from North Carolina. I think of the Fed, and I believe the Amer-
ican people think of the Fed, as independent. That is why we set

it up, as an independent central bank and that we in Congress
should never try to micro manage the Fed.

I hope as Chairman that you would resist that when you see that

we might be getting into your arena.

I am sure that there are some good recommendations in the GAO
report, and I hope you will follow the good ones and disregard the

others.

I have been here in the Senate—^this is my 10th year. I served

8 years in the House. I have never seen GAO, although its com-
mendable at times, with a perfect report.

I hope you will keep that in mind.
It is just that I think the areas are essentially covered at this

stage and, as best we can judge, reasonably well.

If that fails to be the case in the future, I think that this issue

ought to be raised. But I do not personally see the need for it at

the moment.
Senator Sarbanes. It seems to me that it might be advisable for

the Board to extend the reach of the IG to the Regional Banks. I

understand your autonomy issue, but it seems to me that the

Board is setting itself up for any kind of falling short of the stand-

ard that takes place in one or another of the Regional Banks.
I do not know why you want to expose yourself in that way with-

out putting in place what I would regard as additional safeguards

that I think an Inspector General with systemwide jurisdiction

would provide.

Chairman Greenspan. We certainly agree with your general phi-

losophy about the nature of safeguards.

One of the reasons why we have developed such an extensive

amount of auditing procedures by the Board for the Banks is pre-

cisely to ensure ourselves that that is precisely the case.
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It is very difficult. Senator, to make a judgment as to whether
that is adequate or not adequate because you are always dealing
with issues of probabilities.

We could presumably double and triple the amount of activity

and expense we apply to that exercise. If it is necessary, I think
we ought to do it. But as best our people can judge, that does not
seem to be necessary.
We have not seen the sjonptoms of the problems which would en-

courage us to move in that direction. It is a business judgment,
really, and I think that the judgment that has been made at this

point is that that is not necessary.
I have no reason to believe that is the wrong judgment.
Senator Sarbanes. Did you hear the question about the Dallas

lobby this morning?
Chairman Greenspan. Yes, I did.

Senator Sarbanes. And the references to the Minneapolis Bank.
I know you say ultimately it is our responsibility, but in practice

how can that be your responsibility?

Is not the responsibility for that on these regional people, par-
ticularly if you are going to provide autonomy? And if that is the
case, would not having an Inspector General system that reached
the Regional Banks, not just the Board here in Washington, be
very helpful to you?
Chairman Greenspan. Senator, let me just tell you that we do

an awful lot of oversight on these issues. I personally spent an
awful lot of hours in several meetings over the years, for example,
on the Dallas Bank.
That is, when they originally came to us my first reaction was:

For Gk)d's sake, why do you think you have to build a new build-

ing? Dallas is in a state of commercial real estate depression. You
should be able to pick and choose at zero cost.

And indeed they went back and they looked, and they looked and
what they had to do was come back to us and demonstrate that
there were no alternatives which fitted the fairly unique character-

istics of a Reserve Bank with respect to vault space and the like.

After we got beyond that, they demonstrated that the cost of get-

ting an existing building would actually be greater over the long

run than building a new one. Then we went into detail on a new
building. But there were certain aspects of the Dallas building that

got changed after we gave it an initial OK.
They got changed because certain things happened. For example,

the ability to move delivery trucks out in the streets around the
building, which we had expected would be allowed by the City of

Dallas, was denied us.

That meant we had to add certain additional space to the build-

ing internally in order to get trucks to be able to maneuver around.
Having said all of that, it is important to recognize that that

building came in on time and $15 million under budget.
The issue of the large lobby occurred because they came to us

and said that with very little additional cost we could create a lot

of additional room which people could use for break-out sessions,

or whatever, and the amount of additional cost that that added to

the building as I recall was exceptionally small because the founda-
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tions were there, the floor underneath it was there, and all they
had to build was a structure which was not terribly expensive.

So it looked to us as though the advantages that that would cre-

ate relative to the cost dictated a minor change in our original au-

thorization. But all of that came in considerable detail to the Fed-

eral Reserve Board.
We have architects and architectural advisers at the Board and,

yes, we are responsible for that bank because we did look at all of

the details.

Obviously if you are saying that in all of the individual construc-

tion areas and all the individual architectural areas, was it done
by the Bank, the answer is, yes, it was.
But our oversight takes responsibility for the bottom line, and I

think that we should.

Senator Sarbanes. Thank you.

The Chairman. Senator Faircloth.

Senator Faircloth. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I know you have
got to leave at 12:30. I still go back to if we are going to have hear-

ings on the Federal Reserve, and if we need to separate hangnails
from heart attacks and decide what the hearing is going to be on,

I see that 36 people make more money than you do.

I think we should quickly look at raising your salary.

Thank you.
[Laughter.]
Chairman GREENSPAN. No comment.
The Chairman. Chairman Greenspan, I appreciate your coopera-

tive approach not only at this hearing and your candid answers,

but also for the written answers that you provided in detail. You
took on a daunting task of making a personal assessment and anal-

ysis of the questions and those issues raised by the GAG. I hope
that we will be working in a cooperative manner, and in a biparti-

san manner, to review the totality of the suggestions put forth.

I would hope that, working together whether by way of legisla-

tion or by way of executive fiat from your own offices, that those

issues that deserve to be dealt with will be.

I also think it is important that the America people have the

kind of faith and confidence in the conduct of your central bank
that it deserves and that they deserve.

Because I believe, not withstanding any system as large and as

complicated and as varied there are bound to be situations that

none of us are pleased with.

So, putting those aside for a moment, and I say that because I

believe we can and because I believe you are committed, that you
have made a public sacrifice as it relates to yourself in terms of

public service, to have situations take place that are inappropriate.

When Alan Greenspan says, "I am going to deal with these," and
there are some constructive suggestions, and we will deal with
them, I believe and know that to be the case.

I think we will have to demonstrate that to everyone. I think you
can. We stand ready and willing to not only assist in that area but
also to provide the oversight that is our responsibility.

I think that there are other areas that this Committee can and
should look to, such as the operation of the Ex-Im Bank, and what
is taking place. I have to admit I do not know whether or not the
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proper kind of processes that can and should be employed are
being; whether there are safeguards; whether there are abuses. In
any large system we are going to find that there are certain prac-
tices that may not make sense. They did, maybe 10 or 5 years ago,
but with changing events they may not. It does not suggest im-
proper conduct, and in some cases there may even be some people
who are not discharging their responsibilities appropriately.

I am convinced that you are committed to doing the best you can.
You would not have made the sacrifice and the contributions of
yourself and your efforts to the people of this country in the capac-
ity that you have undertaken. Alan Greenspan could go out and
earn millions of dollars annually, as opposed to the compensation
that you receive and the abuse that is part of it.

You have made that determination. As my great hero, Harry
Truman, said: "If you can't stand the heat, get out of the kitchen."
Well, you have taken plenty of heat. You are still making pretty
good products.

I think we are doing a very good job. That does not mean that
you cannot do better, and you have said that. I am appreciative,
also of the concern which I think is genuine, of my colleague, Sen-
ator Reid whom approached this matter in a very thoughtful way.
I was very impressed when he said: Senator, there have been all

kinds of allegations made, and whatnot, and we are not attempting
to sensationalize this or to make this a **beat up the Fed" and Sen-
ator Dorgan's approach.

I commend my colleagues, and we look forwEird to working with
them. You have suggested some legislation that you are compelled
to work under that you believe is out of date today or not respon-
sive to the needs that we are presently dealing with. That is some-
thing that we should look at. That is our responsibility. It is not
always to make headlines. Sometimes we have to deal with what
you might consider to be the minutia, but it really goes to the im-
portance and significance of your role to make you more effective

and Congress more effective.

We will look to do that. There is no doubt that we are going to

have more hearings on this matter, but I believe that if we can
begin working—and you will be sharing with us as you have to

date. I was impressed with the responsiveness of the Fed to the de-

tailed list of questions—and I shared this with Senator Sarbanes.
I am not saying that everything that is there is going to meet

with our satisfaction, but it certainly demonstrates I think a com-
mitment to look at this as self-analysis or as analysis of an Admin-
istration, an important part of our Government where you have
built up relationships over the years. That is not easy.

I commend you for your response and we look forward to working
together to get answers so the American people can know that the
stewardship that is invested in the Federal Reserve and your lead-

ership is one that carries on in the highest of traditions.

We stand in recess, and we thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., Friday, July 26, 1996, the hearing

was adjourned.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR ALFONSE M. D'AMATO
Today, the Senate Banking Committee will hear testimony regarding the struc-

ture, management and operations of the Federal Reserve System, and the issues

facing this System as it approaches the 21st Century.
The centerpiece of the hearing is the audit of the Federal Reserve System con-

ducted recently by the General Accounting Office (GAO) entitled, "Federal Reserve
System: Current and Future Challenges Require Systemwide Affection."

The Committee is pleased to have such distinguished witnesses at this important
oversight hearing. The first panel includes the GAO Comptroller General, Charles

A. Bowsher, accompanied by James L. Bothwell, Director of Financial Institutions

and Market Issues and Helen Hsing, former Associate Director of Financial Institu-

tions and Market Issues, who participated in the preparation of the Report. Then
two distinguished colleagues. Senator Byron Dorgan and Senator Harry Reid will

present their strongly held views involving the Federal Reserve, as they have on the

Senate floor and in other forums. In fact. Senators Dorgan and Reid are to be com-
mended for their initiative in requesting the GAO review of the Federal Reserve
System's operations. On behalf of the Committee, I want to emress our gratitude

to both Senators for their efforts. The final witness today is the distinguished Chair-

man of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, Alan Greenspan. Chairman
Greenspan regularly appears before our Committee to testify about monetary policy,

the economy or the sovmdness of the banking system.

Today's hearing has an entirely different focus. The Committee will examine the

operations of the Federal Reserve System—that is, the Federal Reserve Board and
the 12 independent Reserve Banks operating under the general supervision of the

Board. It has been too long since this Committee held a hearing like this.

As the GAO report describes in detail, the Federal Reserve is unique. The mis-

sion, composition and organization of the Fed is imique. The Fed is part Govern-
ment and part private; it is independent of the Legislative and Executive Branch
and it was designed to be nonpartisan. Its varied functions include maintaining the

stability of financial markets, conducting monetary policy, regulating banks and
bank holding companies and providing services through 12 Federal Reserve Banks,
and over 25,000 employees. Despite its insulation from partisan poUtical pressure

and its independence in the performance of its missions, the Federal Reserve is fi-

nally accountable—to the Congress and the American people—in the performance
of its responsibilities. The Federal Reserve System is a Congressional creation, and
effective oversight is this Committee's duty.

While the Federal Reserve's stewardship of monetary policy is its highest profile

responsibility, it accounts for only 10 percent of the Fed's operations. The Fed pro-

vides a number of services—the "Fedwire," for electronic rimd wiring, check and
book-entry secvuities clearing services—for which it charges fees and operates like

a private sector business. These activities do not grab headlines, but they are impor-

tant to our integrated national financial system.
Congress needs to be especially concerned about the efficiency of the Fed as a fi-

nancial service provider. The Fed transfers its profits to the Treasury every year
to help finance the Government—over $23 billion last year. Ultimately, an efficient

and profitable Federal Reserve System benefits the American taxpayer. That is an
essential point—every dollar saved by the Fed is a dollar saved by the taxpaying

public. Therefore, the Fed is honor-bound to operate at optimal efficiency—and it

is Congress' duty to evaluate whether the Fed is doing that.

The Federal Reserve System must also plan for the future. The advent of the in-

formation age and the rapid development of technology will undoubtedly present the

Federal Reserve System with new challenges in fulfilling its essential roles.

The GAO report focuses on some of these issues and raises some interesting con-

cerns. The Committee looks forward to hearing the testimony of our witnesses re-

garding the Federal Reserve's current operations and future role.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES A. BOWSHER
Comptroller General, Federal Reserve System

U.S. General Accounting Office

Current and Future Challenges Require Systemwide Attention

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, we are pleased to appear today

to discuss our recently issued report on the Federal Reserve System. The findings

and conclusions of this report are based on the most comprehensive review that we
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have ever undertaken of the Federal Reserves operations. * While we focused our re-

view on the Federal Reserve's major operational activities and expenses, we did not
review its monetary policymaking and foreign transactions, because of limitations

on our audit authority. ^

As you know, Mr. Chairman, Congress established the Federal Reserve in 1913
as our Nations independent central bank. The Federal Reserve is unique among
Federal entities in its mission, structiire, and especially in its financing. In addition
to its well-known role in conducting monetary policy, the Federal Reserve has sev-

eral other important functions, such as managing our Nations payment system, pro-

viding services to financial institutions and Government agencies, and supervising
and regulating banks and bank-holding companies. The System's structure is com-
prised of a 7-member Board of Governors and its staff which is a Federal agency,
12 Federal Reserve Banks which are federally chartered private corporations, and
25 branches. This structure has remained virtually unchanged since it was estab-

lished despite the significant shifts in demographics and economic activity that have
occurred since then. Unlike Federal agencies that are funded by congressional ap-

propriations, the Federal Reserve is a self-financing entity that deducts its expenses
firom its revenues and transfers the remaining amounts to the U.S. Treasury. Be-

cause an additional dollar of Federal Reserve cost is an additional dollar of lost Fed-
eral revenue, the costs of operating the Federal Reserve System are borne by U.S.

taxpayers just like the costs of any Federal agency.

Over the 1988 to 1994 period, the Federal Reserve's average annual revenue was
$22 billion, which greatly exceeded its average annual expenses and other deduc-
tions of $2.5 billion. Each year the Federal Reserve returned to the Treasury about
$16 billion to $24 billion. The largest source of revenue for the Federal Reserve is

the interest earned on the U.S. securities it holds as backing or "collateral" for over

$380 billion in Federal Reserve notes that circulate as our Nation's paper currency.

This interest income accounted for almost 90 percent of total Federal Reserve reve-

nue in 1994 and virtually guarantees that the System will earn a substantial "prof-

it" each year. Fees that the Federal Reserve is required to charge financial institu-

tions for providing "priced services," such as check clearing and electronic funds
transfers, account for most of the System's other revenues.
The largest deduction that the Federal Reserve makes each year fi*om its reve-

nues is for the operating expenses of the 12 Reserve Banks and the Board of Gov-
ernors. These operating costs totaled $2 billion in 1994, and increased by 48 percent

fi"om 1988 to 1994. This 48 percent cost increase exceeded the 25-percent inflation

and the 17-percent increase in total Federal discretionary spending that occurred

during this period, and was somewhat less than the 51-percent increase in Federal

nondefense discretionary spending.
About 70 percent of the Federal Reserve's operating costs were for pajTnent sys-

tem and other financial services provided to banks and Government agencies, about

20 percent were for regulatory activities, and about 10 percent were for monetary
poUcy activities. Pay and benefits for the Federal Reserve's work force of over 25,000

employees accounted for almost 70 percent of its operating expenses.

As shown in table 1, over 10,000 Federal Reserve employees were involved with

providing services to financial institutions and Government agencies, over 5,000

were in support activities, and over 5,000 were in overhead. Thus, over 20,000 Fed-

eral Reserve employees—almost 80 percent of the System's total staff"—were in-

volved with support activities, overhead, or financial services. Monetary and eco-

nomic policy activities and the Board of Governors staff" accounted for only about

2,300 employees—or less than 10 percent of the System's total staff". And despite

increasing almost 40 percent fit)m 1988 to 1994, only about 3,000 Federal Reserve

employees—or about 12 percent of the total staff—were involved with bank super-

vision and regulation in 1994.

* Federal Reserve System: Current and Future Challenges Require Systemwide Attention

(GAO/GGD-96-128, June, 17, 1996).
2 Under the Federal Banking Agency Audit Act, 31 U.S.C. section 714(b), GAO audits of the

Federal Reserve Board and Federal Reserve banks may not include (1) transactions for or with

a foreign central bank or Government, or nonprivate international financing organization; (2)

deliberations, decisions, or actions on monetary policy matters; (3) transactions made under the

direction of the Federal Open Market Committee; or (4) a part of a discussion or communication
among or between members of the Board of Governors and officers and employees of the Federal

Reserve System related to items (1), (2), or (3). See Federal Reserve System Audits: Restrictions

on GAO's Access (GAO/T-GGD-94-44), statement of Charles A Bowsher.
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TABLE 1: FEDERAL RESERVE STAFFING BY ACTIVITY, 1994

Category
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as we have recommended, could also achieve greater efficiencies in the use of super-
visory and regulatory resources."*

Many of the inefficiencies that we found at the Federal Reserve relate to its de-
centralized nature, which allows each Reserve Bank to set many of its own policies,
and to the absence of traditional cost-minimizing forces that are commonplace in en-
tities that are either purely private or public sector in nature. We also found that
the Federal Reserve retained a $3.7 billion surplus account that we believe could
be safely reduced or returned to the Treasury. While there are many areas that
have some cost-saving potential, we believe that achieving major cost reductions ul-
timately depends on the Federal Reserve carefully reexamining its mission, struc-
ture, and work processes.
The need for increased cost consciousness is heightened when one considers the

degree of budgetary stringency that the Federal Government is projected to face in
the next few years. If total discretionary spending is held to the levels envisioned
in this year's Congressional budget resolution, spending will fall by almost 6 percent
between 1995 and 2002. Adjusting for projected inflation, this means that, in the
year 2002, Federal agencies as a whole will have about 22 percent fewer real re-
sources than they had in 1995. It will be difficult to exempt the Federal Reserve,
one of the larger Federal entities in terms of emplojTnent, from bearing its share
of this planned reduction.
For the Federal Reserve to most effectively meet these challenges and streamUne

its operations, we beUeve the Board of Governors and the Reserve Banks must work
together to strategically plan for the fiitiu-e. Our prior reviews of pubUc and private
sector organizations that have successfully faced similar challenges and achieved
truly significant cost savings, indicated that these organizations effectively imple-
mented initiatives that focused on their primary missions and business lines, re-
aUgned their structures to fit their missions, and applied modem technology to
streamline their work processes. If the Federal Reserve is to effectively foUow this
strategy, it will need the Board's sustained leadership and the Reserve Banks' com-
mitment. The Federal Reserve will also need to address certain weaknesses that we
identified in its existing oversight and budgetary processes.
Mr. Chairman, the Federal Reserve has begun to show that it can address oper-

ational issues strategically and work in a systemwide manner when necessary. As
the Federal Reserve enters the next century, we believe that it needs to continue
these efforts so that it can successfiilly meet the current and future challenges that
it faces and accompUsh its vital mission as efficiently and effectively as possible.
Specifically, we recommend that the Board of Governors vindertake a fundamental
review of the Federal Reserve's operations that focuses on the primary mission,
business Unes, and structure that would best support its overall mandate.
Such a review of the System will present a challenge to the Federal Reserve be-

cause it is always difficult for an organization to ask basic questions about itself and
to think about its future in a fundamentally new way. As a result, the Federal Re-
serve may want to call in outside experts to help it perform its review, which is an
approach taken by many private sector enterprises.
Because the Federal Reserve would need congressional approval to act on some

of these matters, we also suggest that Congress consider the results of the Board's
assessments and determine what changes to the Federal Reserve's operations and
structvu-e would be desirable. While we beheve it is particiilarly important not to

make any changes that would threaten the independence of our Nation's central
bank in setting monetary policy, we also believe that there is no inherent conffict

between this independence and efforts to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
the Federal Reserve's operations.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. We would be happy to an-

swer any questions that you or the other members may have.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BYRON L. DORGAN
U.S. Senator from the State of North Dakota

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Banking Committee, I appreciate the
opportvmity to review the findings of a recent General Accounting OfUce (GAO) re-

port on the Federal Reserve System and to recommend legislation to implement a
number of GAO recommendations to change the way the Federal Reserve operates.

•Bank Oversight: Fundamental Principles for Modernizing the U.S. Structure (GAO/TGGD-
96-117, May 2, 1996) statement of James L. Bothwell.
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As you know, Mr. Chairman, the General Accovinting Office (GAO) has released

the final version of its one-of-a-kind report on the management of the Federal Re-
serve System. This final report, which the GAO took over 2 years to assemble, un-
covers disturbing financial practices and management failures within the Federal
Reserve System.
At a time when many Federal agencies £ire down sizing and making tough choices

about their spending priorities, the Federal Reserve ought to be tightening its belt

too. Regrettably, however, the opposite appears to be the case at the Federal Re-
serve.

During the past several years, Congress has embarked on a historic and painful

path toward deficit reduction. Since 1993, the Federal deficit has been slashed by
more than one half
The Federal Reserve Board's chairman, Alan Greenspan, has been one of the loud-

est cheerleaders for deficit reduction. But, as you will hear from Comptroller Gen-
eral Bowsher, Federal Reserve expenditures between 1988 and 1994 show us that

Chairman Greenspan apparently hasn't been practicing what he preaches.

The GAO report is packed with examples where the Fed could substantially trim

costs, and makes a number of thoughtful recommendations for changes in Fed oper-

ations. Unfortunately, the Federal Reserve has already dismissed most of the GAO's
recommendations as irrelevant or unnecessary.
For example, the GAO report shows that during the late 1980s and early 1990s

that Federal Reserve expenditures jumped by twice the rate of inflation. While Fed
employee benefits and travel costs are out-pacing inflation, the rest of the Federal
Government has been downsizing. For example, between 1988 and 1994, Federal
Reserve employee benefit costs skyrocketed by nearly 100 percent—as compared to

about 60 percent for the Federal Government—according to the GAO report.

The report also reveals that over 120 Federal Reserve employees actually make
more than Chairman Greenspan. In fact, overall personnel cost increases at the

Federal Reserve represented over 70 percent of the total growth in the Fed's operat-

ing expenses during the years examined by the GAO. This runaway spending is re-

markable given Chairman Greenspan's rhetoric about the need for belt-tightening

in the rest of the Government.
Inexplicably the Federal Reserve also keeps a $3.7 billion cash surplus account

of taxpayer's money to protect against losses, despite the fact that the Fed hasn't

suffered a loss for 79 consecutive years.

The Federal Reserve Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1996

Senator Reid and I are introducing legislation today to address these problems.

Our bill, called the "Federal Reserve Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1996," includes

many of the changes recommended by the GAO. It wovild do the following:

First, the GAO, in consultation with the Federal Reserve, will identify and report

to Congress a list of the Federal Reserve System activities that are not related to

the making of monetary policy. After the report is completed, all nonmonetary policy

expenditures, as identified by the GAO, would be subject to the congressional appro-

priation process. We do not intend to inject politics into monetary poUcy with this

provision. However, over 90 percent of the Fed's operations have nothing to do with
interest rate poUcy according to the GAO. And there is simply no good reason why
the Fed's nonmonetary expenditxu-es are immune from the same kind of oversight

and review required of other Federal agencies.

Second, the Federal Reserve is required to immediately return more than $3.7 bil-

Uon of taxpayer's money that has unnecessarily accumiUated in its surplus account
to the Treasury. In addition, the bill asks the GAO to determine the extent to which
any of the Fed's future net earnings should be transferred to the general fund of

the Treasury each year.

Third, the regional Federal Reserve banks will be subjected to annual independ-
ent audits. This provision merely codifies what the Federal Reserve has been doing

for the most part in recent practice.

Finally, the Federal Reserve will be required to follow the same procurement and
contracting rules that apply to other Federal agencies. These rules should help to

prevent the kinds of favoritism highlighted in the GAO report and increase competi-

tion among contract bidders with the Fed. This requirement ought to substantially

reduce procurement costs on a system-wide basis.

Mr. Chairman, I applaud you for holding this important hearing on the GAO's
comprehensive report and its recommendations for cnange at the Federal Reserve.

Senate acid and I think that Congress ought to take immediate steps to ensure that

business does not continue as usual at the Fed. And we urge the Committee to con-

sider the recommendations for reform which we have briefly outlined for you today.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALAN GREENSPAN
Chairman, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

Washington, DC

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the Banking Committee today to
address certain recent reports on the Federal Reserve's operations. Of most rel-

evance, the GAO has raised some significant issues with respect to the management
of the Federal Reserve System. Both the GAO and the Congress deserve our full

response.
We are strongly committed to ensuring that the Federal Reserve System is man-

aged efficiently and effectively. It is most important to us at the Federal Reserve
Board and the Reserve Banks, not only to run a "tight ship," but to foster the atti-

tudes and processes that will ensure continuous improvement in the effectiveness
of the Federal Reserve's operations. We recognize that spending nonappropriated
funds places a special obligation on us to be particularly duigent m the use and ap-
plication of those funds.

Accordingly, even though we may ultimately disagree with some of the specific

suggestions of the GAO, we welcome all of them and their insights because they re-

quire us to rethink our positions and change them, if appropriate. Certain GAO rec-

ommendations for review of specific aspects of our management clearly have merit
and reviews of a nximber of issues highlighted in the GAO s report are currently un-
derway. These reviews may lead to changes in the Federal Reserve's administration
that will further enhance our effectiveness.

It is most important for any organization, including the Federal Reserve, periodi-
cally to reassess its businesses and how they are carried out. Strategic planning is

particularly critical given our rapidly changing environment, in which technology is

advancing at an extraordinary pace and the financial services industry is becoming
ever more complex. It is essential that the Federal Reserve adapt to this changing
environment with some foresight and as effectively as possible. To that end, in 1995
we formalized our strategic focus by establishing a System Strategic Planning Co-
ordinating Group to assess how the Federal Reserve can most effectively meet its

public policy objectives into the next century.
Our strategic focus is also reflected in recent significant changes that the Federal

Reserve has made in the way it carries out its major responsibilities. For example,
we have undertaken a major redesign and upgrade of our computer systems, com-
munications networks, and critical software apphcations to improve reliability, re-

spond more quickly to changing business requirements, and improve our disaster re-

covery capabiUties. We have placed an increasing reliance on automation to provide
a more flexible approach to Dank examinations—an approach that is risk-oriented,
cost-effective, and sensitive to the burden placed on banks. We have also consoU-
dated certain fiscal agency functions that we provide for the Government in order
to improve cost effectiveness and quality, and a Reserve Bank policy committee has
been estabhshed to coordinate the provision of Federal Reserve financial services.

In addition, the Federal Reserve already had underway several specific initiatives

related to recommendations made by the GAO. For example, we recently engaged
an independent accounting firm to audit and certify the combined financial state-

ments of the Reserve Bathes. The firm issued an unquaUfied opinion on the 1995
financial statements, as prepared in accordance with the financial accounting man-
ual for the Reserve Banks. In addition, we are actively reviewing the appropriate
infrastructure for providing certain financial services, taking into consideration both
cost efficiency and service quality. One difficult issue that has and will confront the
Federal Reserve Board in our oversight of the System is the appropriate degree of
consolidation of various activities. Certain Systemwide activities do appear to be
more cost effective if consolidated. For example, we anticipate that the consolidation
of our critical electronic pa)mient applications will reduce our costs of providing
these services. But it is also evident that the element of autonomy that is accorded
to the Reserve Banks has created an environment within the Federal Reserve that
attracts highly qualified staff who contribute importantly to the effectiveness and
efficiency of the Federal Reserve System over the Long run. The advantages of this
environment must be balanced against the possible savings from consolidation. Fed-
eral Reserve's Role as Service Provider
Many of our resources are devoted to providing priced payment services. The Fed-

eral Reserve has played an integral role in the Nation's payments system since the
System's inception. Indeed, one of Congress' original goals in estabUshing the Fed-
eral Reserve System was to improve the efficiency of check clearing. Pnor to the
passage of the Monetary Control Act in 1980, the Federal Reserve provided payment
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services to its member banks; the banks paid for these services implicitly with
noninterest bearing reserves rather than through explicit fees. The MCA fundamen-
tally changed the manner in which the Federal Reserve provided and received pay-
ment for these services.

Because the Act expanded reserve requirements to all depository institutions, it

also required that the Federal Reserve offer its payment services to all depository
institutions. To offset the Act's reduction in the level of required reserves, as weU
as to broaden and level the competitive market for interbank payment services, Con-
gress required us to price our services at full cost with a rate of return comparable
to that of private firms. I beUeve that the increased competition resulting from the
MCA requirements has benefited the payments system.
The GAO has recommended that we review our future role in providing payment

services. We are in the process of conducting such a review in the context of our
overall strategic plan. In general, we view our role as a payments service provider
as crucial in canying out our overall central bank mission. We believe it is impor-
tant for the Federal Reserve to foster the integrity, efficiency, and accessibility of
the U.S. dollar payments system, which in turn is important to maintain financial

stability and maximize sustainable economic growth. The provision of services by
the Federal Reserve has contributed directly to these goals. In addition, the knowl-
edge and operational expertise we have gained as a service provider strengthens our
efforts in containing systemic risks and is crucial in managing potential financial

crises.

We regard the wholesale payments services we provide, such as Fedwire and net
settlement, as essential central bank services and important in limiting payments
system risk. Our role in providing these services probably will not change signifi-

cantly as the marketplace evolves, although the nature of the services themselves
might.

It is quite possible, if not likely, that as changes occur in the financial services

marketplace over time, or owing to other considerations, our role in providing other
services, such as check collection, may change as well. In this regard, we must be
sensitive to the fact that, as the Nation's central bank, we have an unsurpassable
credit rating that must not be used to unfairly compete with private-sector provid-

ers. We are continually assessing oxir available means of achieving our pa)Tnents
system goals, including our regulatory authority and our role as a direct participant
in the payments system, with our public service role always kept paramount. For
example, the Federal Reserve has adopted regulations that have fostered competi-
tion and efficiency in the provision of check collection services, even though they re-

sulted in a reduction in the Federal Reserve's direct participation in the check sys-

tem. At the same time, the Federal Reserve has encouraged other efficiencies in the
pajTnents system through innovations in its service offerings. To the extent that we
can achieve our payments system goals most effectively through our direct participa-

tion, our continued provision of these services will remain appropriate.

Federal Reserve Cost Effectiveness

In considering the cost structure of the Federal Reserve, it is necessary to keep
in mind the unique combination of responsibilities that have been assigned to this

institution. The Federal Reserve is responsible for conducting monetary policy; su-

pervising and regulating certain financial institutions; promoting the efficiency and
integrity of the pa)Tnents system; and providing fiscal agency services to the Treas-
ury and other Government agencies at their direction.

Different factors affect the cost structure of each of these functions. For example,
priced services are subject to the inherent discipline of the marketplace as the Fed-
eral Reserve must control costs in order to meet the statutory directives for cost re-

covery in the Monetary Control Act. On the other hand, in providing depository and
fiscal services to the Treasury, the Federal Reserve must respond to the instructions

of the Treasury. We endeavor to carry out Treasury's directives in a cost effective

manner, but cannot refuse legitimate requests because of their effect on our costs

or because they are inconsistent with other Federal Reserve plans. In the areas of
monetary policy and financial institution supervision, there are fewer external con-

straints on our expenses. Here we must be particularly vigUant.
Given the critical nature of the Federal Reserve's responsibilities, particularly in

the areas of monetary policy, financial stability, and financial institution super-
vision, our major initiatives must be judged not only in terms of cost but also in

the context of risk management and the appropriate level of resources to be devoted
to each fiinction. For example, Congress, in enacting the Foreign Bank Supervision
Enhancement Act in 1991, clearly concluded that the additional costs of expanding
the Federal Reserve's supervisory responsibilities for U.S. operations of foreign
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banks were justified by the greater financial stability and protection that the en-
hanced supervision would bring.
We focus our banking examination resources based on risk assessments, with the

expectation that areas not covered extensively in the examinations will not become
serious problems. Had we devoted more resources to Daiwa, and perhaps less else-
where, would we have uncovered its wrongdoing at an early stage? We can't know
for sure, but the odds would have been higher. But, if we had the foresight to divert
these resources from other activities, would we have increased our risk exposure
elsewhere?
As another example, the Federal Reserve's recent investment in a major upgrade

of our computer systems and personnel to adapt our surveillance and payments
technologies to the major changes that have occurred in private financial markets
was also driven in large part to improve risk management. While the costs of these
improvements were not trivial, they have enhanced our ability to ensure the smooth
functioning of the financial markets, even during periods of financial or operational
disruptions. To hold the risk of systemic crises to acceptably low levels in both U.S.
markets and U.S. dollar markets abroad requires some redundancy of resources.
Given the vast scale of the value of payment transactions that flow through our sys-
tems—our Fedwire volume alone averages almost $1.5 trillion a day—we believe
that the benefits of this redundancy far exceed the associated incremental costs.

The risk-management decisions that we make concerning the way we provide pay-
ment services to depository institutions are tested directly in the marketplace.
These services comprise more than one-third of the Federal Reserve Banks' total

budget and the Monetary Control Act reaviires that, over the long run, we price
these services to recover their costs, as well as costs that would be borne by pnvate
businesses, such as taxes and a return on eqmty. If we provide these services ineffi-

ciently, we price ourselves out of the market.
Over the past decade, our track record has been good. The Reserve Banks have

recovered 101 percent of their total cost of providing priced services, including the
targeted return on equity. I should also note that, by recovering not only our actual
costs but also the imputed costs that a private firm would incur, the Federal Re-
serve's priced services have consistently contributed to the amount we have trans-
ferred to the Treasury. During the past decade, priced services revenue has ex-
ceeded operating costs by almost $1 billion.

Our fiscal agency services, which comprise another one sixth of the Reserve
Banks' total budget, are provided at the direction of the Treasury and other Federal
Government agencies for whom we provide these services and whose reimburse-
ments to us are made primarily with appropriated funds. Here our difficulty has
been in obtaining full reimbursement over the years. We understand that, as part
of its FY97 funding request, the Treasury soiight a permanent indefinite appropria-
tion, similar to that in place for the Bureau otthe Public Debt, for services provided
to its Financial Management Service. The Federal Reserve and our fiscal principals
continue to work closely to identify and implement initiatives that improve further
the efficiency of these operations.
With respect to staff compensation and some other aspects of our infrastructure

that are necessary to support our varied responsibilities, only indirect market cri-

teria are available to judge the Federal Reserve's costs. For example, we try to set

sadary structures that can attract and retain the personnel with skills necessary to

run the Federal Reserve System in a highly effective manner. In order to acquire
and hold such personnel, we strive to provide salaries and benefits competitive with
local private and pubhc sector markets, tempered by the willingness of many profes-

sionals to accord a non monetary premium to Federal Reserve employment. Al-

though the GAO report suggests that the Federal Reserve does not adequately re-

view Federal Reserve employee salary and benefit levels to determine whether they
continue to be justified, I can assure the Committee that these costs are scrutinized
regularly to ensure that they are appropriate.
We believe that the GAO's comparison of growth in Federal Reserve employee

benefits with those of the Federal Government is incorrect. The problem is liiat

while we accrue such benefits according to generally accepted accounting principles

(GAAP), the Federal Government does not. Were the Federal Government to use ac-

crual accounting, presumably the comparisons would be straightforward. The Fed-
eral Government, however, employs an outmoded cash accounting system, which
makes it difficult for us to reverse our accruals in a manner consistent with it. As
best we can judge, when calculated on a comparable basis using Federal Govern-
ment accounting principles, the cost of benefits per employee for the Federal Re-
serve and the Federal Government increased by approximately the same percentage
during the 1988 to 1994 period—64 and 62 percent, respectively. We believe the
GAO significantly overstated the increase in Federal Reserve benefit costs by includ-
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ing the cost of future pension benefits related to Federal Reserve early retirement
plans on an accrual basis without considering the associated future savings attrib-

utable to those programs. Each of the early retirement programs has a positive net
present value, indicating a net cost savings from such plans. Including the present
value cost of early retirement plans without considering the present value of cost

savings skews any comparison of the increase in total benefits costs for the Federal
Reserve and Federal Government.
Applying peer analysis more broadly, during the 1988 to 1994 period reviewed by

the GAO, the increase in Federal Reserve operating costs was slightly less than the
51 percent increase in Federal discretionary nondefense spending, which has been
subject to increasing Congressional restraint in recent years. The GAO makes this

as one of its comparisons. The Federal Reserve effectively contained its costs despite

a significant expansion in its mandated responsibilities and expanded resources re-

quired to monitor and contain the financial market turmoil of that period. To also

compare, however, as the GAO did in its report, the rate of our expense increases
with that of total Federal discretionary outlays, which are dominated by the major
post-cold war retrenchment in defense, is clearly inappropriate. Moreover, with the
significant expansion of our computer systems now close to completion and our ad-

justment to our expanded supervisory mandates reaching fruition, our costs during
the past 2 years and those projected for the immediate future are definitely on a
flattening trajectory.

More generally, we believe that the GAO is mistaken in its notion that the Fed-
eral Reserve does not regularly assess certain ongoing programs to determine
whether they are reasonable and justified. In particular, we do not use a "current
services" approach to develop the Board and Reserve Bank budgets. The significant

reallocation of System resources among the various responsibility areas during re-

cent years clearly demonstrates that this is not the case.

In summary, although the Board believes that much of the GAO's analysis and
recommendations have merit, we take exception to the broad implication of the GAO
report that the Federal Reserve has not exercised appropriate budget constraint and
that it has not adequately addressed the changing technological and financial envi-

ronment in which it operates. In my experience, the Federal Reserve is as well run
an organization as any with which have been associated, private or public, over the
decades. Is there nonetheless room for improvement? Certainly. I am not aware of

any complex organization for which this is not the case. In particular, the Board
plans to review several specific areas highlighted by the GAO related to manage-
ment of health care benefits. Reserve Bank procurement and contracting procedures,
and Reserve Bank travel reimbursement policies.

The Federal Reserve Surplus
One area discussed in the GAO report—the elimination or reduction of the Fed-

eral Reserve's surplus—has received substantial, and oft^n misleading, media cov-

erage. I agree with the assessment of the Conference Report on the FY97 budget
resolution on this matter. The Report concluded that a transfer of the Federal Re-
serve's surplus to the Treasury would be a "gimmick" that "has no real economic
impact on the deficit." While a transfer of Federal Reserve surplus would increase
"unified receipts" (because the Federal Reserve, for technical reasons, is not in-

cluded in the unified budget) it would nonetheless be an intra-govemmental trans-

fer that would not change the Government's true economic and financial position

with respect to the private sector.

The Federal Reserve holds Government securities as the asset counterpart to its

surplus, interest on which it returns to the Treasiuy. If the Federal Reserve de-

creased its surplus, it would do so by selling Government securities and transferring

the proceeds to the Treasury. Consequently, the Federal Reserve's future payments
to the Treasury would decline permanently by the foregone amount of interest on
the surplus funds transferred, exactly offsetting the Treasury's savings on gross in-

terest payments.
The surplus is part of our capital account. In that context, I believe retention by

the Federal Reserve of some level of surplus is desirable, but acknowledge that the

appropriate level of the Federal Reserve's siirplus is debatable. We would welcome
the opportunity to work with Congress to review this issue.

Other Recent Inquiries

I would like to conclude my testimony by commenting on several recent inquiries

into certain aspects of the Reserve Banks* operations—specifically, the management
of our Interdistrict Transportation System (ITS) and cash statistical reporting prob-

lems experienced by the Los Angeles Branch of the Federal Reserve Bank of San
Francisco.
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Earlier this year, Representative Henry Gonzalez issued a report on the adminis-
tration of the Federal Reserve's ITS network. The report asserts that the Federal
Reserve may have violated the Monetary Control Act to the extent that it does not
fully recover the costs of ITS through revenue attributable to its use. The GAO and
the courts reviewed this issue in the mid-1980s and concluded that such cost recov-
ery was not required by the Act.

No integrated company in the private sector—such as one that provides check col-

lection services—prices individual segments of its operation to achieve a uniform
rate of return. Optimum profitability, i.e., minimum consolidated costs, is enhanced
through transfer pricing flexibility. Even aside from the imprecisions associated
with allocating fixed costs, it would not make sense for us to separately recover the
costs of each input to a service, such as transportation, data processing, or labor,

as implied by Representative Gonzalez. Rather, Gil of the costs the Reserve Banks
incur in providing check services to depository institutions, including ITS costs

—

which represent less than 5 percent of the costs of our check service—are recovered
through fees for their various check products.
Representative Gonzalez's report also alleges that certain contracting practices

used by the Boston Reserve Bank in managing ITS were improper and wasteful. Ad-
ministration of ITS requires Federal Reserve management to make numerous,
rapid, and complex business decisions every day, constantly balancing efforts to im-
prove service, reduce float, and control operating costs. In hindsight, are there some
decisions that should have been made differently? Almost surely. But from a broad
perspective, ITS has been managed effectively in our judgment.

Finally, I would like to put in context the errors made by the Los Angeles Branch
of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco in reporting certain statistical cash
information to the Federal Reserve Board. Unfortunately, the press coverage of this

matter, in our judgment, has significantly overstated the problem. First, these re-

ports are used for informational purposes only. No taxpayer money has been lost.

No key decision-making has been compromised. The errors have not affected the
usefulness of the information derived from the Federal Reserve's financial state-

ments, nor have they affected the Federal Reserve's calculation of the money supply,

its conduct of monetary policy, or the amount of shipments of currency and coin to

or from the Branch.
Second, although there were reports of mistakes amounting to $178 million, the

errors changed the Branch's reported production volume by less than one-half of 1

percent. If the mistakes had not been discovered, at worst there would have been
slight errors in forecasting future currency demand, which could have caused a
slight increase to the Federal Reserve's order to the Treasury to print new currency.

The cost of this higher currency print order would have been onset, however, by a
lower print order in the following year.

Third, the Los Angeles Branch had identified the problems internally and was in

the process of resolving them before Representative Gonzalez began his inquiry. The
Los Angeles Branch is working diligently to ensure that all of the data used to pre-

pare the cash statistical reports transmitted to the Board are accurate.

In closing, let me state that we appreciate the GAO's review in that it assists us
in our ongoing evaluation of the Federal Reserve's structure and fiinctions and our
efforts to continually improve operations. As I noted, many recommendations are

useful and we are pursuing them. In my opinion, however, the general tenor of the

report does not reflect the high level of effectiveness with which the Federal Reserve
has fulfilled its mission. While, as is likely the case with any organization, the Fed-

eral Reserve has opportunities for further improvement, I believe these opportuni-

ties should be put in the context of our significant accomplishments.
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RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR D'AMATO
FROM JAMES L. BOTHWELL

Q.l.a. Your report recommends that Congress consider requiring
the Federal Reserve to charge for bank examinations.
How would your proposal take into consideration the fees that

the banking industry pays to the FDIC through premiums and
through foregone interest on reserves held by the Federal Reserve
System?

A.l.a. We believe that charging for Federal Reserve bank exami-
nations is a separate issue from banks' paying deposit insurance
premiums and foregoing interest payments on the reserves they are
required to keep at the central bank. First, virtually all of the ap-
proximately 10,000 U.S. banks are subject to risk-based deposit in-

surance premiums and forego interest on required reserves, not
just the approximately 1,000 State chartered member banks that
the Federal Reserve examines. Second, banks receive benefits in re-

turn for both their deposit insurance premiums and foregone inter-

est on their reserves. Being able to offer insured deposits to cus-
tomers, for example, may give banks a competitive advantage over
nonbank financial service providers. And having reserves at the
central bank enables banks to clear and settle obligations, such as
those processed over Fedwire, with almost instantaneous finality.

Therefore, we believe that insurance premiums and foregone inter-

est should not be a factor in considering whether the Federal Re-
serve should or should not charge for their examinations.

Q.l.b. How would you address the competitive inequity that this

proposal places on State-chartered banks, which already pay fees

to their State regulators?
A.l.b. Of the five Federal regulators of depository institutions,

the Federal Reserve is the only one whose supervision costs are
borne by taxpayers and not by the regulated institutions. As dis-

cussed in our report, we believe the Federal Reserve could make
arrangements with State regulators to limit any undue competitive
effects that could arise if the Federal Reserve began to charge for

its examinations of State chartered member banks. We do not be-

lieve any such potential effects would be large, since, as the Fed-
eral Reserve has noted, the States currently charge examination
fees that, on average, are approximately half of those charged by
the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency for examinations of

national banks. The Federal Reserve and State regulators cur-

rently coordinate their examination schedules and in many cases
the Federal Reserve examines a bank only every other year, alter-

nating examinations with State banking departments. We believe

some equitable fee-sharing arrangement, based on the division of

supervisory responsibilities, could be implemented.
In addition to charging for examinations of member banks, our

recommendation also applies to Federal Reserve examinations of

U.S. bank holding companies and foreign banks operating in the
United States. Because the Federal Reserve examines all bank
holding companies, there is no competitive equity issue related to

charging for these examinations. Congress required the Federal Re-
serve to charge fees for its foreign bank examinations in the For-

eign Bank Supervision Enhancement Act of 1991, but placed a
moratorium on this requirement until July 1997. After this date,
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unless Congress acts or the Federal Reserve implements our rec-

ommendation and begins to charge for all of its examinations, the
Federal Reserve could be in the position of charging foreign, but
not domestic, banks for examinations.

Q.2.a. Your report compares the 48 percent increase in Federal
Reserve operating costs to a 25 percent increase in inflation and a
17 percent increase in total Federal discretionary spending. The
Federal Reserve maintains that a better baseline for comparison is

the rate of increase in nondefense spending of 52 percent.
Isn't comparing the Federal Reserve's costs to total discretionary

spending misleading since these numbers include decreased de-
fense spending?

A.2.a. We made three comparisons in our report: a comparison
of the Federal Reserve's operating costs with total Federal discre-

tionary spending, a comparison with inflation, and a comparison
with Federal nondefense discretionary spending. We made these
three comparisons because we believe that legitimate arguments
can be made for the use of each comparative measure, and do not
believe that any one of them is necessarily superior to the others.
We used total discretionary spending because it represents the
broadest measure of Federal spending subject to the congressional
appropriations process. We used Federal nondefense spending, the
comparison that the Federal Reserve prefers, because it excludes
the effects of the "peace dividend" associated with the end of the
Cold War. And we compared the increase in Federal Reserve oper-
ating costs to inflation because such a comparison illustrates the
increase in the real cost of those operations.

Q.2.b. Using the base of nondefense spending, does it not appear
that the Fed is doing a better job of controlling costs than other
Federal agencies?

A.2.b. The difference between the growth in Federal Reserve op-
erating costs from 1988-1994 and the growth of nondefense discre-

tionary spending—48 percent versus. 51 percent—is not very sig-

nificant, and does not mean that the Federal Reserve is doing a
better job of controlling costs than other Federal agencies. Of more
significance, is the likelihood that the future may bring even more
pressure to bear on the total Federal discretionary budget, includ-

ing the nondefense portion of that budget. If total discretionary
spending is held to the levels envisioned in this year's congres-
sional budget resolution, spending will fall by almost 6 percent be-

tween 1995 and 2002. Adjusting for projected inflation, this means
that in the year 2002, Federal agencies as a whole will have about
22 percent fewer real resources than they had in 1995. We believe

that it will be difficult to exempt the Federal Reserve, as one of the
larger Federal entities in terms of employment, from bearing its

share of this planned reduction, and that it is not unreasonable for

Congress to ask the Federal Reserve to join other Federal agencies
in reviewing their operations and staffing and reducing expenses.

Q.2.C. What portion of the Fed's increased operating costs would
you estimate are attributable to Congressionally imposed require-
ments?

A.2.C. The Federal Reserve's cost accounting system does not
allow us to determine precisely the costs of congressionally imposed
requirements. However, almost all of these requirements in the
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1988-1994 period concerned the Federal Reserve's supervisory and
regulatory responsibilities, which accounts for about 20 percent of

total Federal Reserve operating costs. Over the 1988 to 1994 pe-

riod, the costs of supervision and regulation increased by $213 mil-

lion, from $208 to $421 million. Total operating costs increased by
$645 million, from $1,358 to $2,003 million. Thus, the increased
cost of supervision and regulation accounted for only about 33 per-

cent of the total cost increase over this period. Much of this in-

crease was due to the increased cost of existing responsibilities

rather than to new Congressionally imposed requirements. As dis-

cussed in our report, the bulk of the Federal Reserve's costs, and
of the cost increases, are in the provision of financial services. This
area has not typically been subject to increased congressional re-

quirements. Furthermore, in this era of increased budgetary con-
straints, we believe that it is increasingly difficult for agencies to

assume that an increase in responsibilities necessarily justifies, or
will be accompanied by, a corresponding increase in resources and
expenditures.

Q.2.d. Why don't you use the supervisory costs of other bank reg-

ulators as the basis for comparison?
A.2.d. We believe it would be very misleading to do so, because

only about 20 percent of the Federal Reserve's operating costs re-

late to bank supervision and regulation and the operating costs of
other bank regulators have been affected by significant declines in
their workloads. To illustrate, during the 1988 to 1994 period, the
Federal Reserve's cost of supervision and regulation increased by
about 24 percent. However, mostly because of the improved finan-
cial condition of the banking industry and the continued shrinkage
in the thrift industry, the costs of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation and the Office of Thrift Supervision decreased by 48
percent and 14 percent respectively, over this same period. Costs
at the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency increased by only
1.4 percent.
Q.3.a. Your report leaves the impression that the Fed is not a

forward looking organization and has failed to adapt to a rapidly
changing marketplace.
What are examples of where the Fed has failed to keep up with

the changes around it?

A.3.a. We discuss the major mission-related challenges facing the
Federal Reserve in chapter 4 of our report. One important one is

the intense competition the Federal Reserve is facing from private
sector providers of financial services, especially private check clear-

inghouses. In recent years, the Federal Reserve has experienced
difficulty in keeping up with this increasing competition as evi-

denced by declines in its volume and market share of checks
cleared, increases in its costs of providing these services that are
outstripping increases in the revenues earned, and a failure to fully

recover all of its costs of providing such services in 1994. Another
example concerns the continuing consolidation of the banking in-

dustry. Because this consolidation is causing major changes in the
numbers and locations of Federal Reserve member banks and bank
holding companies, we believe the Federal Reserve needs to give
careful consideration to both the amount and location of its super-
visory resources.
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We found that the Federal Reserve developed strategic plans to
address such challenges, but in limited ways for individual lines of
business, and not for the system as a whole. These individual stra-
tegic plans, such as the one prepared for information technology,
appeared to contain good analyses of the future changes and chal-
lenges that the Federal Reserve is likely to face in each area, but
provided little in the way of identifying the concrete steps and stra-
tegic actions that the Federal Reserve would need to take to ad-
dress these changes and challenges effectively. Recognizing the
need for a more systemwide focus, the Board of Grovemors, in mid-
1995, chartered the establishment of a new planning entity known
as the Federal Reserve System Strategic Planning Coordination
Group (SPCG). SPCG is to provide a common framework for the de-
velopment and refinement of the many individual strategic plans
and action plans within the Federal Reserve. While we believe the
establishment of SPCG is a positive step, we are concerned that
SPCG's scope of responsibility and authority may be too limited.
The SPCG Chairman and Vice Chairman have stated that SPCG
is not intended to develop new specific action plans or objectives or
to override plans or objectives already in place, for either functional
areas or organizational units. If the Federal Reserve is to more
fully use SPCG, it may need to: first, broaden the group's respon-
sibilities to specifically include a fundamental review of Federal Re-
serve operations, focusing on the primary mission, business lines,

and structure that would best support the Federal Reserve's overall
mandate in an environment of an increasingly constrained Federal
budget; and second, better empower the group to have an impact
by changing expectations throughout the Federal Reserve about the
nature of the changes that could result from the group's work.

Q.3.b. Have other Federal agencies adopted measures which the
Fed should consider?

A.3.b. As we reviewed in our recent report. Executive Guide: Ef-
fectively Implementing the Grovemment Performance and Results
Act (GAO/GGD-96-118), many Federal agencies have taken steps
to implement the critical practices necessary to more effectively

achieve their missions. These practices include: (1) defining the
agency's mission and desired outcomes; (2) measuring performance;
and (3) using performance information to identify areas for im-
provement. In particular, we discuss the efforts of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency, the Customs Service, and the Federal
Emergency Management Agency to effectively define their missions
by involving stakeholders, carefully assessing the environment in

which the agency operates, and aligning core activities, processes,
and resources with mission objectives. We also discuss the efforts

of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration to effec-

tively implement the second key practice—effectively measuring
performance—^by a number of methods, such as measuring the ac-

curacy of their prediction of the time and location of weather
events. Finally, we discuss the efforts of agencies, such as the Vet-
erans Health Administration in the Department of Veterans Affairs
to use performance information to identify performance gaps and
targets for improvement in specific areas of medical care.

Q.3.C. What is your overall assessment of Federal Reserve oper-
ations?
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A.3.C. Our overall assessment is that the Federal Reserve is fac-

ing a number of major challenges and developments that could pro-

foundly affect the nature, size and distribution of its activities and
resources and that the System needs to undertake a careful reex-

amination of its mission, structure, and work processes to assure

that it is operating as effectively and efficiently as possible. We
also found inefficiencies in the Federal Reserve's existing policies

and practices that have increased the costs of providing its current

services.

Q.4.a. The Fed has a $3.7 billion surplus account which you state

could be safely reduced or returned to the Treasury. The Fed
agrees that the appropriate level for the surplus is open to debate.

However, the Fed is not comfortable with the idea of eliminating

the surplus.

Does this surplus ensure that the Federal Reserve is always
well-capitalized? Does the existence of the surplus contribute to the

world financial markets' perception of the Fed as a strong, stable

central bank?
A.4.a. We believe the Federal Reserve would likely be viewed as

well-capitalized with or without the surplus account. In any event,

we beUeve the Federal Reserve needs to develop criteria for decid-

ing what the appropriate level of the surplus account should be and
we commend the Federal Reserve for undertaking such a review in

response to our recommendation. The Federal Reserve has two cap-

ital accounts, each currently over $4 billion: paid-in capital and the

surplus account. By policy, the Federal Reserve keeps the surplus

account equal to the amount of paid-in capital. Federal Reserve
member banks are required to subscribe to Federal Reserve stock

valued at 6 percent of their own capital and surplus, but are only

required to pay-in half of that amount, or 3 percent. The remaining
3 percent is subject to the call of the Board of Governors. Thus, the
entire amount of the surplus account could be replaced at any time,

if needed, by the Board issuing a call for member banks to pay-in

the other half of their subscribed capital stock. According to a sen-

ior Federal Reserve official, there is no record of the Board ever

having issued such a call as least as far back as World War II.

The current method for determining the size of the surplus

causes it to grow more rapidly when the banking industry is in

good financial condition and less rapidly, or even to decline, when
the industry is in weaker condition. As member banks' capital in-

creases, they must increase their purchases of Federal Reserve
stock. Consequently, the Federal Reserve's paid-in capital and sur-

plus accounts both increase when the industry is healthy and
banks are becoming better capitalized, as has been true for the last

few years. Alternatively, if banks' capital were to be depleted, ei-

ther by an economic downturn or other industrywide problems, the
Federal Reserve's paid-in capital and surplus accounts would also

decline. Thus, the size of the Federal Reserve's surplus, as deter-

mined by the existing policy, appears to be inversely related to the
need for an extra cushion against unexpected losses.

We believe that reducing or even eliminating the surplus is un-
likely to have any impact on the world's perceptions of the Federal
Reserve's financial strength. The Federal Reserve has, on average,
about $20 billion in annual earnings in excess of its operating
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costs. The Federal Reserve could draw on these excess revenues be-
fore it would ever need to use any of the over $8 billion in paid-
in and callable capital that would still exist without the surplus ac-

count. The likelihood of our Nation's central bank's ever getting
into financial difficulty of that magnitude seems remote, at the
least.

Q.4.b. Are taxpayers harmed in any way by having this surplus
account in the Federal Reserve?
A.4.b. Taxpayers are affected because the decision about whether

they receive the surplus now or as interest on the surplus over
time is made by the Federal Reserve rather than by their elected
representatives. While the Federal Reserve agrees with us that the
over $4 billion in the surplus account is taxpayers money, that $4
billion is not currently available for use by the taxpayers' elected
representatives. We have recommended that Congress consider the
results of the Federal Reserve's assessment of its needs for a sur-

plus account and determine what the appropriate amount of the
surplus should be.

The size of the surplus has not always been left up to the Fed-
eral Reserve's discretion. There have been periods in the past,

when the Federal Reserve's surplus was set legislatively. As origi-

nally enacted, the Federal Reserve Act (FRA) required the payment
of a Federal Reserve Bank's post-dividend net earnings to the Unit-
ed States as a franchise tax, except that one-half of this amount
was to be paid into a surplus fund until the amount in the fund
equalled 40 percent of the Bank's paid-in capital stock. In 1919, the
FRA was amended so that the entire amount of post-dividend net
earnings was to be paid into the surplus fund until the fund
equalled 100 percent of the Bank's subscribed capital stock. Once
that amount was reached, 10 percent of post-dividend net earnings
was to be paid into the surplus account, with the remainder paid
to the United States as a franchise tax.

The Banking Act of 1933 depleted the surplus to provide initial

funding for FDIC. For this reason, the FRA was amended to re-

plenish the surplus. Post-dividend net earnings were no longer

characterized as a "franchise tax" to be paid to the United States,

with certain portions being allocated to a Federal Reserve Bank's
surplus fund. Instead, the entire amount was to be paid into the
surplus fund.
From 1946 until 1964, the Federal Reserve's policy was to keep

surplus equal to the amount of subscribed capital, which is twice
paid-in capital. Since 1964, the Board of Governors has required
that the amount of the surplus account at year-end equal the cap-

ital paid in by the member banks. The Board states that since 1964
its policy has been to transfer to the U.S. Treasury all net income
after pa3dng the statutory dividend to member banks and the
amount necessary to equate surplus to paid-in capital.

Q.4.C. Isn't the Fed's surplus account in line with amounts held
by central banks in other industrialized countries?

A.4.C. The Federal Reserve is collecting information from other
central banks to answer this question. Based on the limited infor-

mation it currently has, the Federal Reserve believes it is better

capitalized than some other central banks, but less well capitalized

than others. However, different central iDanks have different re-
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sponsibilities, face different risks, and have different needs for cap-

ital.

Q.5.a. Your review suggests that the Fed does a good job in keep-

ing spending below budgeted amounts. However, you are less com-
plimentary regarding what you describe as the Fed's "current serv-

ices approach" to budgeting? The Fed argues that their budget
process is driven by setting priorities and is not "current services".

Why would you characterize the Fed's approach as a current

services approach? What are some examples?
A.5.a. We characterize the Federal Reserve's budget approach as

a current services approach because the focus of its budget process

appears to be premised on the continuation of current activities

and a determination of what level of increased spending is justifi-

able. There did not appear to be a thorough review of the continued
appropriateness of current levels of spending for the Federal Re-

serve's various lines of business. For each of the years in the 1988
to 1994 period we reviewed, for each of the 12 Reserve Banks, the

budget process resulted in annual spending increases. As discussed

in our report, given the major challenges that the Federal Reserve
is facing and the likely budgetary stringency of the next few years,

we believe the Federal Reserve needs to undertake a fundamental
review of its mission, structure, and work processes to ensure that

it is operating as efficiently and effectively as possible.

Q.5.b. What specific steps would you suggest that the Fed take

to improve its budgetary process?
A.5.b. We believe the Federal Reserve is in the best position to

know what specific modifications to the processes of budget formu-
lation and execution might help improve controls over spending.

However, we believe that the budget process should be one of the

processes included in the overall reexamination of the mission,

structure, and work processes that we have recommended the Fed-
eral Reserve undertake. The Federal Reserve's budget process

should be an important mechanism used to fundamentally reassess

the continued appropriateness of its resource requirements and al-

locations across its current business lines and to identify opportuni-

ties to make major cost reductions in the future.

RESPONSE TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS OF SENATOR D'AMATO
FROM ALAN GREENSPAN

The Surplus Account

Q.l. Please explain the rationale for the Federal Reserve's main-
tenance of a surplus account.

A.1. The main purpose of the surplus account is to provide addi-

tional capital, so that paid-in capital is not impaired by a loss and
outside observers' are assured that the financial stability of the Na-
tion's central bank is beyond question. Although the Federal Re-

serve has never experienced an annual loss, it has had on many
occasions short-run losses that have necessitated withdrawals from
surplus. Because the Federal Reserve balance sheet is published
weekly, any such loss that eroded paid-in capital would be quickly
and publicly known. While capital would be rebuilt rapidly out of

earnings, there is a risk of misperception that the soundness of the

central bank was slipping.
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In addition, the Government securities held on the books of the
Federal Reserve provide collateral against Federal Reserve notes.

This collateral serves little useful function, but it is required by
law. The margin of excess available collateral has shrunk over
time, partly reflecting the decrease in required reserves. Should
Federal Reserve assets not eligible to collateralize currency (e.g.,

some discount window loans) balloon, in the absence of a surplus
and its corresponding securities, the Federal Reserve's ability to

meet the public's demand for currency could be impaired.

Whatever the benefits of the surplus account, its maintenance is

costless to the Treasury and taxpayers. The Federal Reserve buys
(Government securities in the open market as the asset counterpart
to the surplus on its books. The interest on those securities is re-

turned to the Treasury on a weekly basis. In effect, the interest

payments make a round trip from the Treasury to the Federal Re-
serve and back to the Treasury again.

Q.2. When did the Federal Reserve adopt a policy of maintaining
the surplus account at an amount equal to paid-in capital? Has the

Federal Reserve ever considered an alternative policy?

A.2. The current policy was adopted in December 1964. From
1946 until that time, surplus was kept equal to subscribed capital,

which is twice paid-in capital. Staff is not aware of any serious dis-

cussions of alternative surplus policies since 1964.

Q.3. What are appropriate alternative methods for setting an
adequate surplus account balance?

A.3. As noted in the Board's reply to the GAO, the appropriate
level of the surplus is open to debate. An examination of this issue

would touch on the possible risks of loss to the Federal Reserve,
the probabilities and consequences of questions being raised about
the Federal Reserve's soundness, and the adequacy of collateral

against Federal Reserve notes under a variety of circumstances.
Any judgments about the surplus would need to be made against

the background of the lack of meaningful effect on the Govern-
ment's deficit position from changing the level of the surplus.

Q.4. How does the Federal Reserve's surplus account policy com-
pare to that of the central banks in other industrialized countries?

A.4. We looked at practices in other G-7 countries. In every
country, the central bank has a surplus, reserve, or provision ac-

count to supplement paid-in capital. We are still collecting data,

but it appears that the total capital of the Federal Reserve (paid-

in plus surplus) relative to assets, at 2 percent, is higher than some
other G-7 central banks, but lower than others.

Q.5. For each of the past 10 years, what percentage of Federal
Reserve System gross revenues have been transferred to the Treas-

ury?
A.5. See following table:
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PERCENT OF INCOME RETURNED TO THE TREASURY INCLUDING
THE COST OF UNREIMBURSED TREASURY SERVICES

Income ' (dollars)
Payments to U.S.
Treasury (dollars)

Percent of

current in-

come re-

turned to the
Treasury

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

$19,440

19,429

19,009

23,503

25,575

22,958

19,247

18,683

23,274

26,252

421,717

605,540

520,977

889,090

932,123

731,135

,240,251

,982,655

,604,444

,936,204

$17,803,

17,738^

17,364

21,646

23,608

20,777

16,774

15,986

20,470

23,389

894,710

879,542

318,571

417,306

397,730

552,290

476,500

764,712

010,815

,366,647

91.6

91.3

91.3

92.1

92.3

90.5

87.2

85.6

87.9

89.1

Total $217,376,864,136 $195,560,078,823 90.0

'Interest income and other operating income including the cost of unreimbursed Treasury services.

Budget Process

Q.6. Please describe the Board's review process for Federal Re-
serve Bank budgets. Include a discussion of the documents re-

quired from each bank for approval and the time period covered by
the budget submission.

A.6, The Reserve Bank and Board budgets are strategy-driven
and reflect a decisionmaking process that focuses on priority set-

ting, continual reexamination of the need for existing programs,
and phasing out activities and processes as appropriate. The first

step in this process is the establishment of budget assumptions
which lead to an overall budget objective for the Reserve Banks to

use as a guideline in their planning process. Budget assumptions
include such things as the effect of legislation or regulation on Re-
serve Bank functions (either positive or negative), effect of consoli-

dation, expected price and wage changes, and new and completed
initiatives. This objective is established and reviewed by System
groups and ultimately approved by the Board in late June or early

July of each year. The Reserve Banks develop individual expense
budgets by establishing priorities for local and System initiatives

that are expected to affect operations. Based on these assumptions,
a formal document is prepared and forwarded to the Board for re-

view. The budget document serves to support the initiatives affect-

ing the budget along with selected financial information.
Each Bank's budget is reviewed by the various levels at the

Board with consideration given to those factors driving the budget
and conformance to the established objective. It is recognized as
part of this review that the objective is a Systemwide planning
guideline and each Bank's budget is reviewed based on the pro-

posed initiatives in conjunction with the strategic plans.
After the individual review is completed, a summary of the Sys-

tem's operating and capital budgets is prepared for ultimate ap-
proval by the Board of Governors in December.
The budget process is based on a calendar year. A typical budget

process would occur as follows:
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January to May: Development of the upcoming year's budget ob-
jective based on assumptions of factors that will affect operations,
including volume forecasts, legislation, and staffing requirements.
June to July: Review and Board approval of the objective.

July to Early September: Individual Reserve Bank budgets are fi-

nalized.

September: Individual Reserve Bank budgets are submitted to
the Board for review.

October to November: Individual Reserve Bank budgets are re-

viewed by various levels at the Board.
December: Reserve Bank budgets are approved by the Board.
Q.7. Please provide financial information on the Board's budget

and the 12 Reserve Banks' budgets, as approved by the Board, for

the last 5 years. Specifically, your response should include total op-
erating costs (by mission-related categories), total revenue sources,
any supporting narrative, as well as capital budgets approved.

A.7. See following table:

APPROVED OPERATING BUDGETS, BY FINANCIAL AREA
[Dollars in thousands]

Budget year
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sites in all 12 districts to only 5 sites within the System. Also af-

fecting the level of overall spending were realignment and reduc-

tion of resources due to reduced volume growth, primarily in the

Check area resulting from the same-day settlement rule. Finally,

the System continued to enhance productivity and make oper-

ational improvements.

APPROVED BUDGETS, BY REVENUE COMPONENTS
[Dollars in Thousands]

Year
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The Banks capitalize and depreciate all assets that cost $1,500
or more; they may either capitalize or expense assets costing less.

In addition, computer software purchases from vendors with an ac-
quisition cost of $50,000 or greater are capitalized and depreciated
over their estimated useful life. The capitalization guideline for the
Board is $1,000. Depreciation of capital assets is included in oper-
ating expenses.

Q.9. It is the Committee's understanding that the Board estab-
lishes limits on Reserve Bank expenditures (relating to buildings,
equipment acquisitions) and price changes for Reserve Bank serv-
ices, without Board approval. What are the limits on unapproved
expenditures and price changes?

A.9. As an exercise of its authority to generally supervise and
otherwise oversee Reserve Bank activities pursuant to sect ion ll(j)

of the Federal Reserve Act, the Board has adopted procedures, poli-

cies and guidelines regarding Reserve Bank operations, Reserve
Bank buildings, Reserve Bank equipment acquisitions, and Reserve
Bank pricing of services.

Federal Reserve Bank Buildings

The Board has adopted guidelines regarding the construction of
new Reserve Bank buildings and the renovation of or additions to

existing Reserve Bank-buildings.
Specifically, a Reserve Bank may, without prior Board approval:

• Expend up to $200,000 per project for consultant services for

building projects.

• Expend up to $500,000 per project for the renovation of or addi-
tion to an existing building, where the project has not been in-

cluded in the Board-approved capital budget. This authority is

subject to a cumulative limit of $1 million annually per Reserve
Bank.

• Sell real estate. The guideline provides that the Board staff must
be consulted prior to the sale of property appraised at more than
$1 million.

• Lease non-bank owned space up to a cumulative annual cost of

$500,000 net present cost of the lease contract, with a limitation

that the leased space must be less than 10,000 usable square
feet. Approval of the Financial Services Policy Committee ^

(FSPC) is required for all lease contracts, including contracts to

extend the lease term or exercise a lease option, for RCPCs or
other operations facilities.

Equipment Acquisitions

The Board has adopted a guideline regarding the acquisition of

equipment by a Reserve Bank, which provides that a Reserve Bank
may, without prior Board approval:
• Make equipment acquisitions, which are not included in the
Board-approved budget, up to $500,000 per acquisition. This au-
thority is limited to a cumulative amount of $1 million annually
per Reserve Bank.

*The FSPC establishes strategic directions and policies for FRB financial services. The Com-
mittee consists of three Reserve Bank Presidents and two First Vice Presidents. The Director
of the Board's Division of Reserve Bank Operations and Payment Systems is a liaison member
of the FSPC.
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Equipment includes data processing/data communications equip-

ment, automotive equipment, processing and production equip-

ment, and general office equipment. Equipment acquisitions via

lease are assigned equivalent purchase values.

Priced Service Fee Chances

The Board reviews and approves all fees for priced services on
an annual basis. Proposals for modifications to fees and services

that are to be implemented between the annual reviews have been
defined in four categories: nonroutine, routine, accelerated, and
preapproved.
The Reserve Banks individually are authorized only to make cer-

tain minor fee changes, which are included in the preapproved cat-

egory, such as a modification of fees for cash transportation serv-

ices for existing routes and minor improvements to check collection

deadlines.

The review and approval process for other proposed fee, modifica-

tions varies by category. All nonroutine proposals, (e.g., generally

those that would introduce a new service line, a new product with-

in an existing service line that would significantly modify the serv-

ice line, or a new fee structure for an existing service line) must
be submitted to the Board for approval. The Board has delegated

to the FSPC authority to approve routine and accelerated proposals

(e.g., those that would only moderately affect an existing product
offering). However, Board staff reviews all proposals for compliance
with System pricing policies.

Federal Reserve System Capital Expenditures

Q.IO. How many buildings does the Federal Reserve System cur-

rently own or occupy? Please break this down by district and
branch and include the following information:

Age of each building Occupancy rate of buildings owned Any ten-

ants in Fed-owned buildings
A.10. The Federal Reserve System currently owns forty build-

ings, including the Board of Governors offices in Washington, D.C.,

the 12 Reserve Bank Head Offices, the 25 Reserve Bank Branches,
the Culpeper, Virginia, facility, and the East Rutherford, New Jer-

sey, Operations Center (EROC). Eleven remote check processing

centers are leased. Office and warehouse storage space is leased at

various locations.

A list of the Reserve Bank Head Offices and Branches is at-

tached that includes the age and occupancy dates of each facility

(See Attachment C.l).

In most cases. Reserve Bank buildings are occupied solely by Re-
serve Bank functions, except the Culpeper facility, which is vacant
and currently being marketed for lease or sale. Several Reserve
Banks lease unused expansion space to outside tenants until that

space is needed. The Reserve Banks of Boston, Philadelphia, Rich-

mond, Chicago, and San Francisco lease Head Office space to out-

side tenants.
Q.ll. Please provide an itemization of all building construction

and bank expansions or relocations within the last 15 years at any
of the 12 Reserve Banks or their branches.
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A.11. Attachment C.2 lists the Reserve Bank Head Offices and
Branches, the occupancy dates of each facihty, and the dates of
major building expansions. The construction of new buildings In-
volved facility relocations.

The construction of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis'
new Head Office building is underway and scheduled for comple-
tion in June 1997. The construction of the Federal Reserve Bank
of Cleveland's Head Office building addition and renovation is un-
derway and planned to be completed by yearend 1998. The designs
of the new buildings for the Reserve Bank of Atlanta's Head Office
and Birmingham Branch are just beginning.

07/22/96 Attachment C.2

SUMMARY TABLE—RESERVE BANK FACIUTIES

District
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Q.12. Please explain the steps that a Federal Reserve Bank must
take when it decides to relocate or build a new building.

A. 12. The Reserve Bank must obtain the Board's approval to ini-

tiate a new building program. To obtain the Board's consideration
for a building program,: the Reserve Bank must justify the busi-

ness need for a major facility change and demonstrate that the se-

lected planning direction of the potential program is the best busi-

ness choice for the Bank.
The analysis or evaluation of the Bank's planning options is

termed the Alternatives Analysis and concludes with the Board's
approval of the building program. This process is outlined in the
Federal Reserve System Facility and Security Guidelines.
The Alternatives Analysis involves assessment of the Bank's fu-

ture staff and processing volume projections, by department, and
the determination of the specific and overall facility space require-
ments to accommodate those needs. These space requirements, as
well as the functional requirements, are applied to each primary
planning alternative such as purchasing, leasing, and building op-
tions, and the total initial and long-term costs are developed to

compare the options financially.

In addition to comparing Its planning options financially, the
Bank evaluates the operational considerations associated with var-
ious planning alternatives. The Bank's options might also involve
centralized single facility options and split multifacilities options
with remote operations centers.
Once the Bank identifies the most cost and operationally effec-

tive planning option, it requests the Board's approval to proceed
with the program. If approved, the Bank then proceeds with the se-

lection of design consultants, the project's design, and if necessary,
the analysis and selection of a project site.

Q.13. Please provide a chronology of the planning, approval, and
construction of: the Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank's new building;
and the Cleveland Federal Reserve Bank's 1994 expansion.
A.13. Atlanta: The Bank initiated its Alternatives Analysis in

April 1990, and after analyzing its long-term facility needs and its

planning options; concluded that a new building on a new site

within the city would be the most cost effective and operationally
beneficial option. The Bank requested approval of the new building
program, which was approved by the Board in May 1995. Since ap-
proval, the Bank has selected design consultants for the project
and purchased property for the new building. The project is sched-
uled to be completed by August 2000.

Cleveland: The Bank initiated and completed its Alternatives
Analysis in 1984, but decided to delay its selection among the alter-

natives until a later date. In July 1989, the Bank revised its Alter-
natives Analysis and after analyzing its long-term facility needs
and its planning options, concluded that constructing an addition
on the adjacent Bank-owned property and renovating the present
building would be the most cost effective and operationally bene-
ficial option.

In July 1991, the Board approved the Bank's addition/renovation
program. The Bank proceeded with the project's design and the se-

lection of design consultants. In July 1993, the Board approved the
project's Schematic Design. With the Board's approval, early con-
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struction work involving the building addition's foundation and site

utilities was initiated in May 1994. The project's final design and
budget was approved by the Board in March 1995. The annex or

building addition construction is scheduled to be completed by May
1997. The present building's renovation and overall project comple-
tion are scheduled to be completed by December 1998.

Q.14. What is the condition of the existing Minneapolis Federal
Reserve Bank building? What are the disposition plans for this

building?
A.14. The building's exterior glazing and wall system and the

mechanical and electrical support systems continue to deteriorate.

The building contains extensive amounts of asbestos insulation
throughout the ceilings, exterior walls, and ductwork. Although the
Bank has implemented an extensive maintenance program, the ex-

tent and location of the asbestos insulation, in many areas, has
prevented or inhibited normal preventive and repair maintenance
to the building. The Bank's maintenance program involves close

monitoring of the building's indoor air quality and condition so that
it can quickly identify unsafe air contaminate levels, including as-

bestos, and that appropriate actions can be immediately taken to

protect the building's occupants. Since the majority of the asbestos
is contained, access to these areas is also closely controlled and
monitored.
The Bank plans to sell the building and has retained a real es-

tate consultant to assist the Bank in marketing the building. The
Bank is also retaining engineering consultants to survey the build-

ing and update the technical assessment of the building's condition.

Q.15. What is the estimated life of the Minneapolis building at

the time of its construction in 1972?
A.15. While new Reserve Bank buildings are programmed for

planning periods ranging from 15 years to more than 25 years de-

pending on the area of the building, the buildings are designed for

life expectancies in excess of 30 years, and with periodic rehabilita-

tion can be useful indefinitely. For accounting purposes, buildings
are depreciated over 50 years.
A major building program is usually pursued when the condition

of a building deteriorates to a level where replacement is a more
cost effective option or the Bank's needs cannot be cost effectively

provided by renovation, expansion, or supplemental facilities.

Q.16. In 1991, there was a 25 percent vacancy rate in commer-
cial building space in Minneapolis. Did the Minneapolis Reserve
Bank consider moving to existing office space?
A.16. As part of the Bank's analysis of its planning options, it

considered the use of leased office and operations space. In 1991,
sufficient contiguous lease space could not be located to meet the
Bank's facility needs. In addition, no available facility could be lo-

cated that could accommodate the Bank's check, data processing,

support functions and most critically, its valuables handling needs.
The Bank did analyze options that included splitting its operations
and housing some functions in smaller leased facilities and con-

structing an owned or leased new operations center. One option in-

volved leasing office space for a downtown headquarters location

with the remaining operations in a new suburban operations cen-
ter. The Bank also considered purchasing an existing building for
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renovation. The lease and purchase options did not provide lowest
long-term facility costs.

Q.17. A 1991 internal Minneapolis Reserve Bank study showed
that the renovation of the existing building would cost $23 million

over a 35-five year period (compared to a $100 million estimate for

constructing a new building). However, a study done 1 year later

concluded that the new building would be $2 million cheaper over
the next 25 years. How do you reconcile these discrepancies?

A.17. The earlier study was a limited scope assessment of the
costs associated with specific repairs and renovation needed to ad-
dress the asbestos insulation, exterior wall and glass (curtain wall)

deterioration, and support systems' problems in the building, and
was performed to determine an order of magnitude cost of those re-

pairs. The study did not address all of the costs associated with
completely correcting those problems or with the Bank's long-term
use of the building, such as the costs for interior fit-out, furniture,

fixtures, equipment, etc.

The planning option to repair and renovate the current building
that was analyzed as part of the Bank's Alternatives Analysis es-

sentially involved reducing the building to a skeleton in order to ef-

fectively abate the asbestos, replace the curtain wall, refurbish the
building's interior, and replace the support systems. The Alter-

natives Analysis addressed all appropriate long-term costs of the
Bank's available planning options and was performed to assist in

the selection of a long-term planning direction.

Q.18. One of the reasons given for building the new Dallas Re-
serve Bank was the need for additional storage space for currency.
Will this need for additional space be affected by the development
of electronic payment technology?
A.18. At this point in time, it is very difficult to project the effect

of new electronic payment instruments on the demand for currency
and coin. If the Federal Reserve had accepted and acted upon the
predictions of a "cashless society" in the 1960s, all of our building
programs would have grossly underbuilt vault space. Since vault
space of tee Federal Reserve far exceeds that of any private-sector

institution, many additional new building programs would have
been required.

Federal Reserve staff is studying new electronic payment devel-

opments both domestically and internationally. While some of the
new products are likely to be successful, it does not appear that the
new instruments are likely to have a dramatic effect on cash de-

mands in the short-to-medium term. However, for new buildings
currently in the planning phase, assumptions of longer-term
growth rates have been scaled back.

Staffing

Q.19. Please provide the staff levels for the Division of Banking
Supervision and Regulation for each Reserve Bank for each of the
past 5 years.
A.19. Over the past 5 years, staffing levels for Federal Reserve's

Banking Supervision and Regulation responsibility area have risen
at an average annual rate of 7 percent. The major impact on em-
ployment during this time period was the 1991 Federal Banking
Supervisory Enhancement Act (FBSEA), which significantly in-
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creased the supervisory and regulatory responsibilities of the Fed-
eral Reserve in supervising and examining the U.S. operations of
foreign banking organizations. Total Supervision and Regulation
staff increased 10.4 percent in 1992 and 12.5 percent in 1993. Total
staff has leveled off to 3,074 in 1995, which is a slight decrease
(-0.2 percent) in ANP from 1994.
To prepare for the increased supervisory responsibilities expected

as a result of FBSEA, Reserve Banks increased their field examina-
tion staff 22.6 percent in 1992. In 1993, examination staff in-

creased 1 1 percent, due primarily to FBSEA. Field staff has shown
only modest increases of 0.3 percent in 1994 and 2.1 percent in

1995. The tables below provide the number of Supervision and Reg-
ulation staff, by Reserve Bank.
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Q.20. What is the average duration of safety-and-soundness and
compliance examinations (please provide this information according
to bank asset size categories)? How has this average changed over
the past 5 years?
A.20. Administrative data with regard to duration of safety and

soundness examinations is maintained locally by each Federal Re-
serve Bank. The Board is in process of collecting the individual
Bank data. In 1995, enhancements were made to data collection

techniques to ensure more consistent and uniform reporting by Re-
serve Banks. However, historical data need to be analyzed more
carefully to ensure comparability with 1995 data. Therefore, we
will need additional time to respond responsibly to the Committee's
question.

Data with regard to compliance examination duration are main-
tained centrally, and preliminary review shows that the average
time per compliance examination increased for state member
banks, at all levels of asset size. We will also require additional
time to analyze this information.

Staff Response Including Additional Information for Question 20

Staffing

Q.20a. What is the average duration of safety and soundness and
compliance examinations (please provide this information according
to bank asset size categories)? How has this average changed over
the past 5 years?
A.20a. A summary of the average hours expended on examinations
and a comparison of the assets examined per hour is attached as
a point of reference for the comments that follow. (Attachment 1)

With regard to safety and soundness examinations, our methods for

gathering examination data in 1995 included hours spent on both
preexamination preparation and post-examination evaluation and
analysis which the 1991 figures do not capture as comprehensively,
suggesting that the efficiencies cited in the raw data may be some-
what understated.

Safety and soundness examinations

The average hours expended on safety and soundness examina-
tions for State member banks (SMB's) has generally increased for

smaller banks, and declined for larger banks over the past 5 years.

We are, however, conducting all examinations more efficiently as-

measured by increases in the ratio of assets examined per hour.
In larger banks, efficiencies are being achieved principally as a

result of focusing on areas of greater risk to the institutions and
eliminating examination routines not applicable to high risk areas.
We have leveraged off the improvements in the internal processes
for identifying and managing various types of risk in larger banks
and this has improved the quality of our examinations and enabled
us to make more effective use of our staff resources. In addition to

a more risk focused approach, we would note an increasing trend
toward the use of more frequent, targeted examinations as well as
better ongoing communications with banks that reduce full scope
examination time. We have also benefited from consolidations that
have taken place within certain large banks, whereby operations or
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credit administration is much more centralized and automated, fa-

cilitating our review of bank records.

In smaller banks, the data indicates that the efficiency of our ex-

aminations is only slightly improved between 1991 and 1995. Al-

though we are continuously striving to achieve greater efficiencies

through focusing on risks and enhancing our use of technology, we
believe there is a certain level of core transaction testing which
must continue in smaller banks. That philosophy has served the
Federal Reserve well in maintaining losses to the bank insurance
fund at the lowest level of any bank supervisor, both in terms of

absolute dollar losses and as a percentage of assets supervised.

We also note that certain additional examination routines, driven
by both external and internal factors, have been incorporated into

our processes. The legislative mandates have required more com-
prehensive reviews of compliance with new appraisal requirements
and real estate lending standards. In addition, consistent with rec-

ommendations of the General Accounting Office, we have taken
steps to increase the amount of documentation required of examin-
ers in the form of more detailed work papers. Furthermore, while
the issue of "complexity" is normally associated with large organi-

zations, even smaller organizations have become more involved in

complicated investment transactions.

Consumer Affairs Examinations

The data indicate that the average total hours that compliance
examiners spend on compliance examinations has increased be-

tween 1991 and 1995 for institutions of all asset sizes. The increase

in the average examination hours varies by asset size category. At
the same time, the amount of assets examined per hour of exam-
ination time has declined. The main cause for these changes is an
increased Systemwide emphasis on reviewing for compliance with
the fair lending regulations—Regulation B implementing the Equal
Credit Opportunity Act and Regulation C implementing the Home
Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA). A 1991 mandate that we refer

patterns or practices of discrimination to the Department of Justice

has contributed to increasingly thorough fair lending reviews by
System examiners. The 1994 implementation of the use of a regres-

sion analysis model for fair lending examinations of a number of

our banks (particularly larger banks) also accounts for increased
hours per examination. Use of this regression analysis system has
also necessitated a closer, more time consuming review of the
HMDA data which is used in the system for part of the analysis.

In addition to the regulations mentioned above, there has been
a marked increase between 1991 and 1995 in the percent of hours
devoted to review of State member banks' Community Reinvest-
ment Act (CRA) records. This increase is due in part to a statutory
provision that took effect in mid 1990, which has increased scrutiny
in this regard over time by requiring the regulatory agencies to dis-

close CRA ratings to the public and prepare written, public evalua-
tions of an institution's performance.
We have experienced time increases due to new regulations and

amendments to existing regulations between 1991 and 1995. The
Tnith-in-Savings Act, as implemented by Regulation DD, became
effective in 1993 and, obviously, has resulted in an increase in av-
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erage hours spent examining for that regulation. Several amend-
ments to the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA) and
its implementing Regulation X between 1991 and 1995 have re-

quired examiners to take additional time to review compliance with
the new provisions. The percent of change from 1 year to the next
in the hours spent examining for these regulations is rather high.
However, the average number of hours for both is relatively mod-
est, and, consequently, had only a correspondingly modest impact
on the overall examination time in 1995 when compared to the
changes attributable to Regulation B, HMDA, and CRA.

Attachmeni

Safety and Soundness Examinations 1/

Average Hours per Examination
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Q.21. How are the individual Governor's responsibilities deter-

mined? What is the current breakdown of responsibilities?

A.21. All members of the Board share responsibility for matters
formally presented to the Board or the FOMC for decision or guid-
ance to staff. In addition, to carry out the Board's work more effec-

tively, five standing committees have been established, each with
not more than three members, one of whom is designated by the
Chairman of the Board to serve as Chairman of the Committee.
(See Attachment D.3, p.l.)^ Ad hoc committees of two or three
members may also be established from time to time for special

projects or problems. Membership of the standing and ad hoc com-
mittees is decided by the Chairman of the Board after consultation
with the other Members.
The Chairman also assigns responsibility to Members for certain

other continuing functions of the Board. (See Attachment D.3, pp.
2-5.) For several of these functions, responsibilities are divided be-
tween the Chairman serving as Principal, and a Member des-
ignated by the Chairman as Administrator. In these cases, the
Principal is responsible for providing substantive policy and pro-

gram guidance, and the Administrator is responsible for planning,
budgets, compensation, operational oversight and evaluation in the
area, consulting the Principal as necessary.

Finally, the Chairman may from time to time assign an individ-

ual Member responsibility for handling a particular ad hoc matter.

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

BOARD MEMBER ASSIGNMENTS

February 21, 1996

Board Committees

Committee on Banking Supervision
Governor Kelley, Chairman
Governor Phillips

NOTE: The Chairman of the Committee or, in the Chairman's absence, any mem-
ber of the Committee may approve amendments to any enforcement notice or order,

as provided in section 26E.4 (a) (2) of the Board's Rules Regarding Delegation of
Authority.

Committee on Consvuner and Community Affairs Governor Lindsey,
Chairman Governor Yellen

Committee on Economic Affairs
Governor Yellen, Chairman
Governor Lindsey

Committee on Federal Reserve Bank Activities
Governor Kelley, Chairman
Governor Phillips

Committee on Market and Regulatory Affairs Governor Phillips,

Chairman Governor Yellen
Governor Kelley, Alternate
Governor Lindsey, Alternate

Board Administration

Executive Officer

Chairman Greenspan [ex officio]

Administrative Officer

* Board Member assignments are being revised. The attached list, therefore, does not include
the two most recent additions to the Board, Vice Chair Alice Rivlin and Governor Lawrence
Meyer.
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Governor Phillips, Principal
Governor Kelley, Alternate

Office of Board Members
Chairman Greenspan, Principal
Governor Kelley, Administrator

Congressional Relations
Chairman Greenspan, Principal

Governor Kelley, Administrator [Administrator for the Office of Board Members]
Freedom of Information and Privacy Act Matters
Chairman Greenspan, Principal
Governor Phillips, Administrator
Governor Yellen, Alternate

NOTE: Any available Member may act on urgent information matters in the ab-
sence of both the Administrator and Alternate.

Office of the Inspector General
Chairman Greenspan, Principal [ex officio]

Federal Reserve Board Labor Relations Panel [Board designation]
Governor YeUen
NOTE: The Board appoints two public members to the Labor Relations Panel.

Legal Division
Chairman Greenspan, Principal
Governor Yellen, Administrator

Office of the Secretary
Chairman Greenspan, Principal
Governor Lindsey, Administrator

System Oversight

Committee on Employee Benefits
Governor Kelley, Chairman
Governor Yellen

NOTE: The Federal Reserve Banks designate two members of this committee.

Committee on Investment Performance
Governor Kelley [Chairman of the Committee on Employee Benefits]

NOTE: The Federal Reserve Banks designate four members of this committee.

Federal Reserve Banks Labor Relations Panel [Board designation]Govemor Yellen

NOTE: The Board appoints two public members to the Labor Relations Panel.

Payments System Policy Advisory Committee
Governor Kelley, Chairman
Governor Lindsey
Governor Phillips

NOTE: Presidents Broaddus and McDonough serve on this Committee by designa-
tion of the Chairman of the Board.

Federal Reserve Bank Presidential and First Vice Presidential Candidates
Chairman Greenspan, Principal
Governor Kelley, Administrator [Chairman of the Committee on Federal Reserve

Bank Activities]

Conference of Chairmen; Conference of Presidents; Conference of First Vice Presi-
dents
Governor Kelley [Chairman of the Committee on Federal Reserve Bank Activities]

International

Bank for International Settlements—Board of Directors
Chairman Greenspan, Principal

G-10 Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems
Governor Kelley, Principal

G-7
Chairman Greenspan, Principal

G-10 Governors
Chairman Greenspan, Principal

G-lODeputies
Governor Kelley, Principal

International Monetary Fund
Chairman Greenspan, Principal
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Governors of Central Banks of the American Continent; Center for Latin American
Studies
Governor Phillips, Principal

National Advisory Council
Governor Lindsey, Principal

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
—Economic PoUcy Committee
Governor Lindsey, Principal
Governor Yellen, Alternate
—Working Party Three
Governor Yellen, Principal

Interagency, Public Liaison

Consumer Advisory Council
Governor Lindsey [Chairman of the Committee on Consvuner and Community Af-

fairs]

Governor Yellen, Alternate
Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council
Governor Kelley [Chairman of the Committee on Banking Supervision and Regu-

lation]

Governor Phillips, Alternate
Federal Advisory Council
Governor Yellen

Minority Banks
Governor Lindsey

Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation
Governor Lindsey

Council of Independent Regulatory Agencies
Chairman Greenspan, Principal
Governor Kelley, Alternate

Thrift Institutions Advisory Council
Governor Yellen

RTC Oversight Board
Chairman Greenspan, Principal
Governor Phillips, Alternate

Date: February 21. 1996 Approved:
Alan Greerispan
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Q.22. How are staff recommendations formulated and consid-
ered? Is there a formal procedure for Board consideration of staff
recommendations? What are the criteria for deciding what issues
require Board approval?
A.22. The process by which Board staff formulates recommenda-

tions is highly dependent on the particular issue under consider-
ation. Board staff is organized in divisions, each with specific areas
of responsibility and expertise. On any particular issue, staff from
the divisions with responsibility in that area work together in for-

mulating policy recommendations. For example, bank holding com-
pany application recommendations usually involve staff from divi-

sions such as Banking Sup^ervision and Regulation, Legal,
Consumer and Community Affairs, Research and Statistics, and in
some cases, International Finance. In addition, depending on the
issue, Board staff may consult with Federal Reserve Bank staff,

bankers, other financial market participants, consumer groups, or
other interested parties when formulating policy recommendations.
For example, when Board staff was preparing a recommendation to
the Board on a new regulation governing availability of funds and
collection of checks (Regulation CC), the staff met frequently with
an ad hoc industry advisory group that provided advice on improve-
ments to the check collection system.

Before the Board considers an issue, staff prepares one or more
memoranda setting out the issue and any recommendations. The
memoranda are often accompanied by a draft order, Federal Reg-
ister notice, policy statement, or letter, depending on the nature of
the Board's action. Before going to the full Board, the staff may dis-

cuss an issue with a Board Committee (of three or fewer Board
members) or with individual governors in order to determine if the
issue is ready for full Board consideration. The Board discusses and
votes on issues involving major policy decisions at a meeting and
handles other issues by summary agenda a vote at a meeting with-
out discussion) or notation vote a vote without a meeting). Any gov-
ernor may request that a particular issue be handled as a discus-
sion item.
The Board considers all issues where its action is required by

statute or where an issue requires a major policy decision. For ex-
ample, the Board must approve all proposed and final rule changes,
policy statements, Board and Federal Reserve Bank budgets, and
applications that involve significant new activities. In some cases,
where permitted by statute, the Board has delegated its approval
authority to one or more Board members, the Secretary of the
Board, a division director, or a Federal Reserve Bank. Generally,
the Board delegates approval authority only for routine matters
that do not raise novel issues or require major policy decisions.

System Supervision/Centralization

Q.23. Under the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, the Reserve Banks
are subject to the "general supervision" of the Board. Has, the
Board ever attempted, through regulation or written policy, to de-
fine and explain this general supervisory authority?
A.23. The Board has defined its supervisory authority over the

Reserve Banks in a number of respects. For example, the Board
has issued policies governing a broad range of Reserve Bank activi-
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ties. Many of these policies are compiled in the Federal Reserve
Administrative Manual (FRAM). These policies address, among
other things:
• Audit: The appointment, termination, and reassignment of Re-

serve Bank general auditors; the responsibilities of the audit
committee of the Reserve Bank's board of directors; and reports
by the general auditors to the Board [FRAM 1-005, 1-006]

• Budget and expenses: The Board's review and approval of annual
Reserve Bank budgets; guidelines for discretionary expenses
[FRAM 1-049, 1-018]

• Capital expenditures: The Board's approval of Reserve Bank
building projects and other large capital expenditures [FRAM 1-
049]

• Financial accounting: The Board's approval of the accounting
principles and standards that are to be followed by the Reserve
Banks, as contained in the Financial Accounting Manual for Fed-
eral Reserve Banks [FRAM 1-049].

• Protection of physical valuables and electronic data: The Board's
concurrence with all changes made to the Reserve Banks' Cus-
tody Control Principles and Standard for handling valuables and
their Information Security Manual, which governs the protection
of electronic data from unauthorized access, modification, or dis-

closure [FRAM 1-049].
• Reserve Bank directors: The election of members of Reserve Bank
boards of directors; guides of conduct for directors [FRAM 1-064,
1-065, 1-066, 1-070, 1-071].

• Compensation: Objectives and policies for Reserve Bank em-
ployee compensation programs, specifically regarding job evalua-
tion, salary structures, salary surveys, and cash compensation
administration [FRAM 2-006, 2-007, 2-010, 2-011, 2-012]

• Other personnel matters: Equal emplo3mient opportunity; code of
Reserve Bank employee conduct [FRAM 2-021, 2-023, 2-026].
In the area of priced payment services, the Board has adopted

principles pursuant to the Monetary Control Act, which govern the
Reserve Banks' pricing of services to depository institutions [FRRS
7-132]. In addition, the Board has adopted standards related to the
priced-service activities of the Reserve Banks, to ensure that there
is no actual or-perceived conflict of interest between the Federal
Reserve's role as provider of services and its role as a regulator, su-
pervisor, and lender [FRRS 7-136]. The Board has also adopted cri-

teria for evaluating Reserve Bank proposals to enter a new service

or substantially enhance an existing service [FRRS 7-145.1], cri-

teria for evaluating Reserve Bank proposals to exit a service [57 FR
53113, November 6, 1992], as well as procedures for review and ap-
proval of changes to Reserve Bank prices and services [FRAM 1-
049]. The Board has also adopted policies to govern the risks asso-
ciated with payment services provided by the Reserve Banks.
[FRRS 9-1000] Other Board policies regarding financial services
are included in Chapter 3 of FRAM. Finally, the Board has adopted
regulations governing the rights, responsibilities, and liabilities of
the Reserve Banks and other parties to their check and Fedwire
funds transfer services [Regulation J; 12 CFR Part 210].
The Federal Reserve Act vests responsibility with the Board to

supervise bank holding companies, state member banks, and for-
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eign banks operating in the United States. The Board has dele-

gated, in part, this responsibility to the Reserve Banks, and has
adopted various specific policies governing the Reserve Banks' ac-
tivities in this area. See, for example. Chapters 4 and 5 of the Fed-
eral Reserve Administrative Manual. In addition, Board staff is-

sues periodic "SR" letters to the Reserve Banks addressing super-
visory issues.

The Board fulfills much of its day-to-day oversight activities

through the ongoing activities of its various program functions. The
objectives of each program are published annually by the Board's
Office of the Controller in Program and Objectives.

The written policies and regulations outlined above are not all

inclusive, but rather are intended to be illustrative of policies that
further define the Board's oversight authority.

Q.24. A problem highlighted by the GAO's report was the man-
agement of health benefit packages by the individual Reserve
Banks, which resulted in increased costs in health plan costs.

Could these costs be reduced, without sacrificing quality of cov-

erage, by negotiating for health plan coverage on a systemwide
basis?

A.24. As noted in the Chairman's response to the GAO's draft re-

port, the Federal Reserve continually assesses Federal Reserve
benefits to identify benefit design, cost containment, and productiv-
ity enhancements. As a result of these and other efforts, we have
implemented effective costs containment techniques, such as man-
aged care medical programs, which were introduced some years
ago. As part of this ongoing effort, we will continue to explore
whether managing some parts of health care programs on a Sys-
temwide basis, as the GAO draft report suggests, would improve ef-

ficiency and reduce costs, while retaining the quality of these bene-
fits. The System recently has established a task force to conduct
this review.

Q.25. The GAO Report raised concerns about the lack of uniform
operations policies. These problems include inconsistent travel poli-

cies, irregular contracting policies and duplication of efforts. Do in-

consistencies in Reserve Bank practices and benefits, result in in-

creased cost and inefficiency within the Federal Reserve System as
a whole? If not, please illustrate with specific examples (other than
salary differentials).

A.25. In the response to the GAO report, the Federal Reserve in-

dicated it would review policies involving benefits (as noted above),

contracting and procurement, and travel to determine if improved
oversight or policy revisions were necessary. Those efforts are cur-

rently underway.
We did note in the response that a recent survey indicated Re-

serve Banks and Board travel rules, for the most part, are consist-

ent with General Services Administration travel rules. We also

noted that the Board's practice was to provide guidance in areas
such as travel, without providing detailed rules. The Board does re-

quire Reserve Banks to have a written travel policy.

In the area of contracting and procurement, the GAO indicated
that the Reserve Banks should improve compliance with the Uni-
form Acquisition Guidelines (UAG) established by the Reserve
Banks. The guidelines are intended to promote acquisition of goods
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and services at favorable terms through competition. While Reserve
Banks may exercise some flexibility in following the guidelines, a
review of the large-dollar proposals requiring Board approval indi-

cate that, as a general rule, the guidelines are being followed.

With regard to increased cost and inefficiencies, we do not be-

lieve there are widespread inconsistencies in policies nor are there
significant costs associated with the variations in policies and prac-

tices. However, the Board will consider cost improvement or com-
pliance opportunities that are identified in the reviews that are
being conducted.

Q.26. What steps has the Board taken to insure that the Federal
Reserve System operates in a more uniform and efficient manner,
with an ability to strategically plan for, and react to, future
changes in the domestic and international financial service mar-
kets?
A.26. The System's strategic focus in its planning is reflected in

the strategic plans that have been developed for the major func-

tional areas, such as financial services and supervision and regula-
tion, for the support areas, such as automation and human re-

sources, as well as the plans developed for the individual Reserve
Banks and the Board. Recognizing the need to also plan on a co-

ordinated and consolidated basis, in 1995 the System established
the System Strategic Planning Coordinating Group to assess how
the Federal Reserve can most effectively meet its public policy ob-

jectives into the next century.
Indicative of this strategic focus, the Federal Reserve has taken

many steps in recent years to operate in a more uniform and effi-

cient manner, including the following initiatives:

• The Reserve Banks are in the process of completing the consoli-

dation of their 16 mainframe data processing sites in three data
centers nationwide, operated by a new organizational entity
named "Federal Reserve Automation Services" (FRAS). The ob-

jectives of this consolidation are greater reliability, disaster re-

covery capabilities, security, and improved efficiency.

• The Federal Reserve's critical mainframe-based software applica-

tions are being rewritten to operate in a centralized environment,
where one copy of the software will support all 12 Reserve
Banks. Centralization of critical applications will enable greater
responsiveness to new business requirements, greater uniformity
of services nationwide, and increased control of payment system
risk in a national banking environment.

• Along with the consolidation of its data centers, the Reserve
Banks have also implemented a single unified national commu-
nications network, Fednet, which replaced the FRCS-80 back-
bone network and the 12 district networks. Fednet eliminates
variations in the level of service provided across the System and
improves the reliability, security, and disaster recovery capabili-

ties of the network.
• The Reserve Banks established a new inter-Bank management

structure for financial services. Under the new structure, a policy

committee establishes strategic directions and policies; product
offices for the various functional areas develop and implement co-

herent Systemwide business plans.
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• The Reserve Banks have consoUdated their provision of certain

financial services to improve efficiency. For example, they have
consolidated processing of their noncash collection service for ma-
turing coupons and bonds from 27 to 2 sites, and also have con-
solidated their savings bond operations by reducing the number
of sites from 24 to 5. The Federal Reserve, working with the
Treasury, has introduced automated processing to the previously
paper-based Treasury auction process, improving accessibility, in-

tegrity, and timeliness of the Treasury securities auction process.

The Reserve Banks are currently consolidating the handling of
commercial tenders from 13 to 3 sites using this automated sys-

tem.
• The Federal Reserve developed and implemented the National
Information Center (NIC) data base, a central repository for bank
structure, financial, and supervisory information on all domestic
and foreign banking organizations with a U.S presence. The NIC
facilitates the monitoring and analysis of individual organiza-
tions as well as of the banking industry as a whole and helps us
streamline and enhance the effectiveness of our supervisory ac-

tivities. Although expenses have been incurred exclusively by the
Federal Reserve, the NIC system is available to other Federal
regulators and to state banking regulators for use in carrying out
their supervisory responsibilities.

System Oversight

Q.27. Should the Federal Reserve Board's Inspector General Of-
fice have authority to audit and investigate the operations of the
individual Federal Reserve Banks? Would such authority jeopard-
ize the independence of the Federal Reserve Banks?
A,27. The Federal Reserve's audit structure has served the orga-

nization effectively over the years. Audit coverage for Federal Re-
serve Banks is multifaceted and appropriately reflects the Federal
Reserve System and the statutory roles of the various entities and
their respective auditors. The different audit approaches result in

a thorough and balanced perspective of the entire Federal Reserve
environment. Each of the responsible entities (Federal Reserve
Banks and Board of Grovemors) has its own independent auditing
function reporting to its respective board.

Historically, each Reserve Bank has been examined on an annual
basis by the Board's financial examiners. The financial examina-
tion program is an essential part of the statutory scheme for the
Board's oversight of the Reserve Banks. Because of the importance
of this program, the Board has retained an outside audit firm for

a number of years to review the effectiveness of examination proce-

dures and assess compliance with audit standards. More recently,

the Board ordered outside audits of two Reserve Banks in lieu of

examinations by the Board's examiners. Subsequently, the Board
decided to expand the outside audit program and has contracted
with an outside firm for a 6-year engagement that will result in an
annual certification of the combined financial statements of the Re-
serve Banks, a step that the GAO report commended. The Board
has just received and reviewed the first full year's set of reports
and financial statements. The outside firm issued an unqualified
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opinion on the financial statements as prepared in accordance with
the financial accounting manual for Reserve Banks.
The Board recognizes that there is merit in having an independ-

ent auditor not associated with the Federal Reserve provide ongo-
ing assurance to the Board of Governors, Reserve Bank boards of

directors and management, and the public as to the integrity of Re-
serve Bank financial statements and controls. Accordingly, the
Board believes that its outside audit program provides the Federal
Reserve and the public with the independence necessary to assure
effective controls and integrity of financial statements. Also, when
fully integrated with other oversight processes, the coverage pro-

vided to operations, transactions, and controls should be even more
comprehensive and responsive to our continuing effort to minimize
risk.

Finally, we believe this decision along with other potential

changes in our oversight processes should address the issue of
audit independence. Also, the comprehensiveness of audit atten-

tion, which, as a general rule, has not been criticized, should be
more comprehensive under this structure. We do not believe ex-

tending the Inspector General authority would improve the audit
focus discussed above and would be less desirable than the pro-

posed approach. Currently, the IG has audit access to the Reserve
Banks for the functions delegated to them by the Board such as su-

pervision and regulation. Audits of the Board's oversight programs
also provide access of the IG to the Reserve Banks. If the IG be-

comes an integral part of the Board's oversight of the Reserve
Banks, it would lose its "arms-length" ability to audit the Board's
oversight processes.

Q.28. How do the Federal Reserve Banks detect or prevent
waste, inefficiencies or possible misconduct?
A.28. The Federal Reserve System has established a comprehen-

sive financial and productivity reporting system, an integrated sys-

tem of internal controls, and an extensive auditing and monitoring
system that assists in reducing operational risk. Management is re-

quired to maintain an effective financial and productivity reporting
system and implement broad policies promulgated by the Board
that are designed to minimize risk of financial loss and preserve
the integrity of the central bank.
The system of internal controls has been modified over the years

to give System management reasonable assurance that assets are
accurately recorded and adequately safeguarded and that employ-
ees understand and utilize controls to ensure that condition. The
management of each Reserve Bank is charged with the responsibil-

ity for maintaining the system of internal controls and implement-
ing any additional controls beyond those mandated by the System
if circumstances require the additional control.

Each Reserve Bank has an independent internal audit function
that reports through the board of directors, thereby removing the
influence of operating management over the auditing function.

Periodic audits of departments are conducted to determine the ade-
quacy of control systems and the degree to which operations are in

compliance with control systems and policies and procedures. The
Board also employs teams of experts in a number of functional
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areas to review, onsite, the operational efficiency and controls of
the Reserve Banks.

Finally, the Federal Reserve Act requires the Federal Reserve
Board to order an annual examination of each Reserve Bank, which
is comparable in scope to a public accounting firm's review of an
entity's financial activities and reports. The Board's examiners also

give attention to compliance with approved procedures, policies,

and regulations. As noted earlier, the Board now engages an out-

side audit firm to conduct audits and certify the combined financial

statements 9f the Reserve Banks.

Chairman Greenspan subsequently submitted the following in re-

sponse to written questions in connection with the July 26, 1996,
oversight hearing to review the GAO's report on the Federal Re-
serve System before the Committee on Banking, Housing, and
Urban Affairs:

Q.l. Industry officials continue to discuss changing the process
of bank supervision. This week, the Bank Administration Institute

released a study which recommended that onsite safety-and-sound-
ness reviews for well-managed banks be eliminated. One of your
own bank presidents (Thomas Hoenig, Kansas City) has suggested
that the complexity of bank activity now makes it more difficult to

regulate them in a traditional manner.
What are your views on these suggestions?
Have you considered creation of advanced compliance agreements

for banks, similar to the Internal Revenue Service's advance pric-

ing agreements (APA) program with foreign banks regarding tax
laws?

A.1. Technological and financial innovations are transforming
the nature and character of financial markets by creating new
sources of competition and new products for managing financial

risks. In the process, they are also making certain banMng activi-

ties more complex and financial markets and financial institutions

more closely interlinked. These developments create challenges to

U.S. depository institutions and to their Federal supervisors, alike,

and have forced both the banking and supervisory communities to

adapt their operating procedures. Within the banking system, some
institutions have sought to prosper by maintaining a relatively tra-

ditional mix of business activities; others have become more spe-

cialized and have pursued more complex, innovative activities in

order to enhance or maintain their market share. In either case,

by using the improved technology and expanded range of financial

products, institutions are also developing new techniques for man-
aging risk.

The Federal Reserve and other Federal banking agencies are
amending their own procedures, as well. As you know, all three
agencies have in the past year announced and are actively imple-
menting new supervisory techniques that emphasize the impor-
tance of a sound process for managing risk. This approach requires
active oversight by a bank's board of directors and senior manage-
ment, adequate policies and procedures for controlling risks, sound
risk measurement and information systems, and appropriate audit-

ing procedures. While the supervisory requirements under this ap-
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proach are more extensive for institutions that conduct the poten-
tially more complex activities, such as those involving trading and
derivative activities, the Federal Reserve believes the underlying
principles of this approach should apply to all depository institu-

tions, regardless of the nature of their business.

Toward that purpose, the Federal Reserve has in recent years
sought to promote sound management practices among depository
institutions through the distribution of several supervisory: policy

statements that are based upon accepted industry standards of per-

formance. The Board's decision last month to use the results of an
institution's internal value-at-risk (VaR) model in determining cap-
ital requirements for market risk is another example of how we are
responding to technological advances and other market events.
Moreover, bank supervision and regulation is an ever-evolving
process. Increasingly, and especially for larger institutions, market
discipline must also play an important role. Accordingly, the Fed-
eral Reserve is working domestically and through the Bank for

International Settlements to develop disclosure standards that pro-

mote market discipline without disclosing proprietary positions or
placing U.S. institutions at a competitive disadvantage in the Unit-
ed States or abroad.
The BAI study. Building Better Banks, makes 34 recommenda-

tions dealing with supervisory and regulatory issues that, in gen-
eral, call for a greater focus on risk management processes during
examinations, more reliance on market indicators, and less onsite

examination activity by the regulatory agencies. It is a timely and
thoughtful report that should be considered seriously by policy-

makers in addressing matters involving U.S. financial markets in

the years ahead. In many respects, as suggested above, our super-
visory procedures are moving in the recommended direction in

terms of the nature of our reviews, while still adhering to existing
statutory requirements regarding the frequency and overall scope
of our efforts.

Nevertheless, the Federal Reserve has long believed that onsite

examinations are essential to a sound supervisory process and that
they should not be replaced with a review of market evaluations
and analyst opinions or be limited to perceived problem institu-

tions. While the market's assessment can be an important indicator

of an institution's current condition and longer-term prospects, that
assessment has not been sufficiently reliable as an early warning
system to replace frequent, onsite reviews by the agencies. None-
theless, as financial innovation and structure continue to evolve, it

is incumbent on us to continuously review whether past successful

modes of supervision remain appropriate.
In this regard, we have and are continuing to make use of avail-

able technology to reduce the amount of time examiners spend on
site and to minimize the level of intrusion into a bank's daily ac-

tivities. We also recognize, as Thomas Hoenig emphasizes, that fi-

nancial innovations increase the complexity of identifying and
measuring banking risks and that specific levels of exposures can
rapidly change. Our examination procedures must adapt. In ad-
dressing the complexity of many financial innovations, supervisors
need to focus increasingly on the adequacy of operating procedures
and on the overall integrity of the bank's process for managing and
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controlling risk. Unless and until adequate alternate procedures
can be devised, however, we believe this can be done only through
periodic onsite visitations. Simply reviewing documents and statis-

tics off site will not suffice.

Moreover, as vividly demonstrated less than a decade ago, condi-
tions can deteriorate quickly and at potentially great costs to tax-
payers. As indicated by a 1991 study conducted by staff of the
House Banking Committee, small banks rated as well-managed ac-

counted for $20 billion, or roughly three-fourths of all losses in-

curred by the FDIC between 1986 and 1991. In a number of cases,

these supervisory ratings were based on out-of-date examinations,
highlighting the need for frequent reviews and prompting the Con-
gress to require more frequent examinations as part of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991. In short,

supervisors need to ensure that institutions are complying with rel-

evant regulatory and internal standards of safety and that their fi-

nancial statements are not materially incorrect because of over-
sights, mismanagement, or fraud. We should seek to perform our
role at minimal burden and cost to the institution, but we cannot
delegate our responsibilities to the financial markets.
Your question also raises the specific alternative of an "advance

compliance agreement" similar to the advance pricing agreements
used by the IRS and foreign national taxing authorities to establish
transfer pricing levels among related entities across national bor-
ders. APAs deal with prices related to intercompany transactions
among related entities that cross national borders. In a "typical"

APA agreement, the company, the IRS, and the foreign tax authori-
ties agree to a set of future transfer prices (or allocations) to be
used in determining income for the term of the agreement, along
with certain recordkeeping requirements. In exchange, the IRS
agrees not to audit the company for the issues covered in the agree-
ment. Prior to signing the agreement, the IRS performs an indepth
review, including onsite interviews and inspections, to gain comfort
that the company has the ability and willingness to live up to its

obligations. The APAs incorporate current IRS standards on trans-
fer pricing, so that violation of the agreement can trigger substan-
tial penalties. Nearly every large corporation in the U.S. partici-

pates in the APA program.
Although the Federal Reserve constantly seeks innovative ways

to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of its supervisory proc-

ess, an APA-like program would appear to have limited application
to bank examinations. In the case of an APA, the relevant parties
are essentially agreeing to a procedure for dividing the revenues.
Allocations of a firm's internal revenues and costs are inherently
imprecise, and it is to the advantage of all to reach a reasonable
agreement. Moreover, the various taxing authorities have conflict-

ing interests in the outcome, providing discipline to the process and
requiring that the revenue sharing approach be reasonable and de-
fendable. Nevertheless, while not auditing the transfer pricing ele-

ments of the firm's activities, the authorities still audit (or reserve
the right to audit) compliance with other aspects of their respective
tax laws.

In contrast to: the APA's limited function of dividing revenues,
the goal of bank examinations is to protect society from unexpected
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costs arising from all forms of imprudent bank activities. These
costs can arise from sources ranging from adverse economic condi-
tions to mismanagement and fraud and cannot be prevented, or
sometimes even detected, through an agreement with bank man-
agement. Experience and human nature suggest that when judg-
ments are required, managers and investors tend to view their per-
formance less critically than do objective parties. "Trust, but verify
is a principle that has served bank supervisors well and should not
be forgotten. That verification, in our view, can best be done for the
foreseeable future through periodic onsite examinations.
While the APA approach may not be appropriate to the overall

examination process, it is not without appeal or value to bank su-
pervisors. Indeed, the use of a bank's VaR model to determine cap-
ital requirements could be viewed as a variation of this approach

—

one that relies on an institution's own calculations of risk, rather
than the calculations and independent assessment of the super-
visor. As management practices evolve, the Federal Reserve will be
attentive to similar applications of these underlying concepts, as
well as any other ways we can reduce regulatory burden on banks
while protecting the Federal safety net.

Q.2. Since the Federal Reserve System was created in 1913,
banks' share of the financial services market has declined. How-
ever, the Federal Reserve's responsibility in ensuring stability in fi-

nancial markets means that the Federal Reserve must focus on
other nonbank players in the markets.
How has the Fed adjusted its operations over time to reflect

these changes?
A.2. In carrying out its monetary policy responsibilities, the Fed-

eral Reserve's focus has always been on macroeconomic perform-
ance rather than on commercial banks per se. By achieving low
rates of inflation and thus contributing to maximum sustainable
economic growth, the Federal Reserve helps ensure the stability of
the banking system and the financial system overall. Commercial
banks, however, have played and will continue to play a particu-

larly important role in the transmission of monetary policy, in the
financial system, and in the economy and, given their access to the
payment system, they are potentially significant conduits for sys-
temic risk. For these reasons, developments in the banking system
still receive considerable attention at the Federal Reserve, both in

the macroeconomic context and in the banking supervisory context.
Nonetheless, it is true, at least according to some measures, that

the role of banks in the economy has gradually diminished while
that of nonbank financial markets and institutions has expanded.
This shift has been reflected in changes in the information ana-
lyzed by the Federal Reserve in carrying out its responsibilities,

which increasingly focus on economy-wide developments rather
than those at depository institutions. The Federal Reserve has also

needed to continue its careful monitoring of the activities of
nonbank financial institutions to identify and, if necessary, head of!"

emerging financial problems. In this process, we draw on expertise
that policymakers and staff have developed in many areas of finan-
cial markets and institutions. In addition, over the years we have
increased our contacts with other Federal and state regulators and
work closely and cooperatively with them on a variety of issues.
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One example of a forum in which we have met frequently with our
colleagues in other agencies is the President's Working Group on
Financial Markets.

Q.3. The Federal Reserve faces increasing competition from the
private sector in providing some services, such as check clearing.
At the same time, the Fed will be affected by continuing consolida-
tion in the banking industry and the growth of interstate banking.
How has the Fed factored these trends into long term plans for

staffing and space needs?
A.3. The increasing competition in the provision of payment serv-

ices is a result both of changes in banking structure, as noted in
the question, as well as regulatory initiatives of the Board. For ex-
ample, the same-day settlement rule, which increased the legal
rights and competitive position of correspondent banks, has as a
consequence increased competition in the market for check collec-

tion services. The Federal Reserve recognizes the importance of
identifying the factors that will influence the long-term trends in
its payments volume and of planning for associated adjustments in
staff and space needs. The ability to adjust quickly to significant
volume changes was highlighted by the downsizing of Reserve
Bank check operations in response to the 19 percent check volume
decline during the 1993 to 1995 period. During this period, the Re-
serve Banks reduced check staffing levels by almost 600 employees
and plan additional staff reductions this year.
Long-term space and staff planning is an integral part of all

major Reserve Bank building projects. Moreover, Federal Reserve
facilities are designed to provide flexibility to accommodate changes
in staff and spacing needs. More broadly, the Federal Reserve has
initiated several studies to assess its future infrastructure require-
ments for financial services. As a result of this ongoing planning
process, the Reserve Banks have reduced space and personnel by
consolidating certain operations over the past several years. For ex-
ample, the Reserve Banks have consolidated processing of their
noncash collection business for maturing coupons and bonds from
27 to 2 sites and have made several changes to their check process-
ing locations, as noted in response to Question 5.

Q.4. Over time, regions in the country can experience very dif-

ferent economic conditions.

Given the decentralized structure of the Federal Reserve System,
what ability do you have to shift resources from one district to an-
other as economic conditions change?
To what extent has the Fed considered using the private sector

to enhance its supervisory resources as opposed to bringing on full-

time staff?

A.4. Although its structure is decentralized, the Federal Reserve
closely coordinates its financial services and supervision and regu-
lation activities. In financial services, the Reserve Banks recently
strengthened their integrated national focus through the establish-
ment of a new financial services management structure. The new
structure enables the Federal Reserve to be more responsive to the
demand for enhanced and more efficient payment services, to ad-
dress the changing needs of banks as they expand operations
across Federal Reserve districts, to better integrate and coordinate
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the provision of Federal Reserve financial services, and to sharpen
the strategic focus in payments system planning.
The Federal Reserve has taken other major steps to manage as-

pects of the Reserve Banks' operations on a centralized basis. For
example, the Reserve Banks have replaced the backbone data com-
munications network linking the Federal Reserve offices and the 12
local networks linking depository institutions with their Reserve
Banks with one unified national network, Fednet, which is cen-
trally managed. The Federal Reserve has also replaced the main-
frame data processing operations of each of the Reserve Banks with
three data processing centers nationwide, operated by the Federal
Reserve Automation Services (FRAS). These initiatives, which have
required substantial shifting of resources, have enabled the Re-
serve Banks to centralize the processing and management of many
of their critical applications, such as Fedwire, ACH, and reserve ac-

counting. In this new environment, changes in economic activity

across districts will not materially affect these aspects of the Re-
serve Banks' operations.

The Reserve Banks have also shifted resources in order to im-
prove the efficiency of their paper-based services. Our answers to

Questions 3 and 5 discuss several of the ways in which the Reserve
Banks have reconfigured their infrastructure for providing check,
noncash collection, and savings bond services over the years.

With regard to the Board's supervisory function, the Board dele-

gates authority to the Reserve Banks to conduct examinations and
carry out other supervisory responsibilities while the Board pro-

vides general oversight of the function by establishing supervisory
policies and procedures. Historically, the 12 Reserve Banks and the
Board have worked closely to coordinate numerous examinations in

order to facilitate crisis management and to address significant

problems within economically depressed regions by moving "pools"

of experienced examiners from throughout the System to those
banking organizations or regions of the country in greatest need.
For example, during the crises that affected the solvency of all of

the state-chartered, state-insured savings and loan associations in

both Maryland and Ohio during the mid-1980s, more than 200 Fed-
eral Reserve examiners from across the country were called upon
to supplement the states' supervisory resources. Similarly, through-
out the late 1980s and early 1990s, many Reserve Banks sent ex-

aminers to the southeast, the northeast, and to the west coast to

assist the local Reserve Bank in examining institutions whose loan
portfolios had seriously deteriorated due to substantive declines in

regional economic conditions.

In addition to shifting examiner resources among Federal Re-
serve districts to meet the needs brought on by depressed economic
markets, the Federal Reserve has developed an ongoing pooling
process whereby experienced examiners with specialized skills are
made available across the System to address particularly complex
issues and to develop and implement examination policy and proce-

dures. For example, the Federal Reserve has developed pools of ex-

aminers to review: (1) management information systems, (2) Sec-

tion 20 securities subsidiaries, (3) data processing operations, (4)

investment advisory services, and (5) retail lending practices.
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The participation of the private sector in conducting examina-
tions, in particular, and in the supervisory process, in general,
raises substantive concerns about the preservation of confidential-
ity of information collected from the supervised organization. Fed-
eral law prohibits the disclosure of examination material to individ-
uals outside the bank supervisory agency. Consequently, the use of
temporary, outside assistance to supplement the Federal Reserve's
examiner resources for examination purposes has not been re-

garded as appropriate. It should be noted, however, that the Fed-
eral Reserve's supervision program works closely with the account-
ing and audit industry to ensure that their efforts with respect to
banking organizations are taken into account in tailoring our bank
examination requirements so as to make use of their work and re-

duce burden on the industry.
Further, the Federal Reserve makes use of a variety of private-

sector companies in order to supplement resources on an interim
basis and in order to enable examiners to focus on their primary
objective, the examination of banking organizations. For example,
with regard to training, the System has recently developed an in-

depth capital markets training program for its examiners relying
on several consulting companies who assisted in the curriculum de-
velopment and teaching of the more advanced training programs.
In addition, the Federal Reserve's supervision function utilizes out-
side vendors to aid in the development of various automation func-
tions. A private vendor is assisting in the development of a
d6cument management system that will be used to store thousands
of large documents such as examination reports on an automated
basis available for retrieval Systemwide.

Q.5. The GAO report points out that the population distribution
and thus the financial industry have changed significantly since
the creation of the Federal Reserve in 1913.
Short of relocating head offices which would be very costly, what

steps could the Fed take to adjust to these changes?
Should Congress consider creating a commission to look at

whether the structure of the Federal Reserve System remains ap-
propriate?
A.5. We acknowledge that, if the Federal Reserve System were

established today, it is likely that Reserve Bank district boundaries
and office locations would be different than what currently exists.

Clearly, population distribution and centers of economic activity
have shifted substantially since the beginning of this century.
Nonetheless, the Federal Reserve has been able to fulfill its mone-
tary policy, supervision and regulation, and financial services re-

sponsibilities very effectively and efficiently with its current struc-
ture and has the flexibility to shift resources across districts as
necessary. For example, staff in the Atlanta Federal Reserve dis-

trict has increased substantially over the years, reflecting the grow-
ing economic importance of the Southeast region. While Atlanta
staff constituted 3.6 percent of total Reserve Bank staff in 1920; it

represents 9.7 percent of total Reserve Bank staff today. During
this period, the New York and Chicago Reserve Banks experienced
the greatest decrease in the proportion of total Reserve Bank staff.

With respect to the Federal Reserve's monetary policy respon-
sibilities, the boards of directors of the 12 Reserve Banks and their
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25 Branches provide valuable regional input to our development of

national monetary policy. These directors can be drawn from any-
where in the district or branch territory and we have found that
they provide comprehensive information about their respective geo-
graphic areas.

Similarly, we do not believe that the Federal Reserve's structure
has impeded the effectiveness of our banking supervision and regu-
lation function. Under the Federal Reserve Act, responsibility for

this function is centralized at the Board. While we have delegated
much of the day-to-day responsibility in this area to the Reserve
Banks, we manage this function in such a way as to ensure that
there is close coordination among the Reserve Banks and the
Board; this coordination is essential given the broad geographic
scope of many of the banks and holding companies that we regu-
late. For example, we coordinate examinations of banking organiza-
tions that operate in multiple districts and reallocate supervisory
staff across districts when needed to achieve an efficient allocation

of resources.
In the case of financial services, the Federal Reserve has been

adapting to the changing distribution of population and economic
and financial activity. For some types of services, geographic
boundaries have become less important. For example, most of our
electronic payment services (e.g., Fedwire and ACH) are now con-
solidated in data centers operated on behalf of all Reserve Banks.
For other services, where geography remains important, we have

shifted resources where appropriate. In our check service, we aug-
mented our Head Office and Branch locations with Regional Check
Processing Centers (RCPCs) in the 1970s and continue to change
over time the Reserve Bank locations that provide this service to

ensure that the check service is provided in a cost-effective and
high-quality manner. Similarly, the Reserve Banks have aug-
mented their cash processing locations with offsite coin terminals
and a cash depot in Puerto Rico. In addition, the Federal Reserve
has shifted the boundaries of the geographic territories served by
some Reserve Bank offices for financial services in order to provide
these services more effectively. Board and Reserve Bank staff are
currently reviewing the infrastructure in which we provide check
and cash services to determine whether further changes are war-
ranted.
We recognize that review of the Federal Reserve's infrastructure

as banking structure, technology, and payment services evolve is

necessary on an ongoing basis and we are committed to undertak-
ing such reviews. At this time we do not believe that the current
structure of the Federal Reserve constrains us from managing our
responsibilities in an efficient and effective manner. Therefore, we
do not believe it is necessary for Congress to establish a commis-
sion to review the Federal Reserve's structure.

Q.6. As technology advances and the banking industry continues
to consolidate, private competitors are increasing their role in pro-
viding services traditionally offered by the Fed.
What advantages would you see in splitting off the Fed's priced

services into a separate subsidiary?
Do you believe the Fed has a conflict of interest in serving as a

regulator of bank holding companies and a competitor to them in
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providing some payment services? Is there any evidence that these
dual roles have effected Fed policy regarding the provision of serv-

ices?

Do you foresee the Fed exiting any segments of the priced serv-
ices market in the next 5 years?

A.6. We discussed at the hearing the future of the Federal Re-
serve's role in providing financial services to depository institutions
and to the Government. As I noted, we are currently reviewing our
role as payments service provider. We believe it is important that
the Federal Reserve foster the integrity, efficiency, and accessibility

of the U.S. dollar payments system, which, in turn, is important to

maintain financial stability and maximize sustainable economic
growth. Our provision of financial services has contributed directly

to these goals. We recognize that the Federal Reserve's future role

may change with the evolution of banking structure, technology,
and payment services and that we need to assess carefully our fu-

ture role in this changing environment.
It is important to recognize, however, that our provision of finan-

cial services has consistently contributed to the amount of earnings
the Federal Reserve has transferred to the Treasury. The Federal
Reserve sets its fees for priced services to recover not only the ac-

tual costs of providing these services, but also the taxes, debt fi-

nancing costs, and FDIC insurance assessments that our cor-

respondent bank competitors would have incurred, as well as a re-

turn on equity equivalent to that earned by these banks. The GAO
expressed concern that the Federal Reserve did not fully recover its

costs of providing priced services (including imputed costs and tar-

geted return on equity) in the 1993-1995 period. This less than full

recovery of costs was attributable to the structural transition re-

sulting from the volume declines associated with the Board's regu-
latory actions that increased the competitive position of correspond-
ent banks in check collection. Even during this period, however,
revenues from priced services exceeded the actual costs of provid-
ing those services (adding to net Treasury revenues), although they
did not fully recover the imputed costs and targeted return on eq-

uity in those years.
We have not identified any material advantages to separate the

Federal Reserve's priced services in a separate subsidiary. In fact,

it may not be practical to provide some priced services from a sepa-
rate subsidiary. For example, in order for the Federal Reserve to

provide guaranteed immediate and irrevocable finality of funds for

Fedwire transfers without assuming undue risk, it must have ac-

cess to supervisory information on the financial condition of

Fedwire participants as well as reserve account information so that
transfers by financially troubled banks could be blocked unless
there were sufficient funds to cover the transfer. Most large-value
transfer systems are operated by central banks. Moreover, because
the Federal Reserve's priced services jointly use production inputs
such as data communications and data processing resources, it may
not be cost effective to operate some but not all of the services from
a separate subsidiary using separate resources.
The Federal Reserve has adopted several policies to avoid poten-

tial conflicts of interest in its roles as regulator and service pro-
vider. First, responsibility for developing regulations resides with
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the Board of Governors while the payments operations are man-
aged by the Reserve Banks. In the case of regulations that may af-

fect the competitive environment for payment services, Reserve
Banks participate in the Board's rulemaking process only to the
same extent as other interested organizations (i.e., by providing
input on potential regulatory options to improve the efficiency and
integrity of the payments system and by commenting on specific

proposals issued by the Board). This "arms-length" relationship

helps ensure that the Board does not adopt regulations with the
objective of improving the competitive position of the Reserve
Banks, but rather to improve the overall efficiency and integrity of

the pa3Tnents system. This philosophy is highlighted by the Board's
adoption of the same-day settlement rule, which improved the com-
petitive position of correspondent banks that compete with the
Reserve Banks in providing check services and improved the effi-

ciency of the check collection system, but resulted in significant Re-
serve Bank check volume declines.

Second, to ensure that its public interest role is paramount in

providing priced services, the Federal Reserve adopted a policy to

ensure that personnel with responsibility for priced services at the
Reserve Banks (with the exceptions of the president and first vice

president) are not also responsible for monetary policy, bank super-
vision, or lending activities. Federal Reserve policy also requires
that actions relative to a depository institution in the monetary pol-

icy, supervisory, or lending functions will be made without regard
to whether that institution uses Reserve Bank services or is an al-

ternative provider of such services. [Standards Related To Priced-
Services Activities of the Federal Reserve Banks, Federal Reserve
Regulatory Service (FRRS) 7-136]

Third, the Board has adopted a policy that requires it to conduct
a competitive impact analysis when considering an operational or
legal change, if that change would have a direct and material ad-
verse effect on the ability of other service providers to compete ef-

fectively with the Federal Reserve in providing similar services due
to differing legal powers or constraints or due to a dominant mar-
ket position of the Federal Reserve deriving from such legal dif-

ferences. All operational or legal changes having a substantial ef-

fect on payments-system paHicipants are subject to a competitive
impact analysis, even if competitive effects are not apparent on the
face of the proposal. [The Federal Reserve in the Payments System,
FRRS 7-145.2]
The Federal Reserve has not made any decisions regarding

exiting any segment of the priced services market over the next 5
years. The Board has adopted guidelines to evaluate the Reserve
Banks' withdrawal from an existing service. [57 FR 53113, Novem-
ber 6, 1992] Using these guidelines, the Board approved the
Reserve Banks' proposal to withdraw in 1993 from the priced defin-

itive securities safekeeping service, which had been subject to rap-
idly declining volumes due to the issuance of new securities in

book-entry rather than physical form and the banking industr/s
increasing use of private depositories. The Federal Reserve will as-

sess the continuing appropriateness of the provision of its other
priced services.
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Q.7. Recent data shows a trend of Federal Reserve expenses for
providing priced services rising much faster than the revenues re-

ceived.

What factors underlie this trend? Will the expenses of new build-
ing projects affect the pricing of these services?

A.7. The costs associated with the transition to the Federal Re-
serve's consolidated mainframe processing environment and to its

new unified data communication network were the primary factors
contributing to the rate of increase in priced services costs. These
initiatives fundamentally changed the priced services' operational
environment. The migration from the old data processing and data
communication environments to the new FRAS and Fednet envi-
ronments required substantial duplication of resources during the
transition period to ensure that ongoing operations would not be
disrupted.
The Federal Reserve is beginning to realize the anticipated sav-

ings from these investments. For example, the cost for providing
the three services specifically mentioned by the GAO in its report
(checks, Fedwire, and ACH) declined in 1995 compared to 1994. In
the first half of 1996, the Reserve Banks' cost of providing the
Fedwire service is lower than that for the comparable period in
1995, while volumes and revenues are rising. The ACH service con-
tinues to achieve rapid volume and revenue growth while the
growth in costs is quite moderate. Therefore, revenues in the
Fedwire funds transfer and ACH services are projected to exceed
total costs in 1996. The cost savings associated with these initia-

tives should be fully realized beginning in 1998. While Federal Re-
serve check volume has been moderated by private-sector competi-
tion and changes in banking structure, we project that the Reserve
Banks will fully recover their costs (including imputed costs and
targeted return on equity) of providing the check service this year.
The costs associated with new Reserve Bank building projects af-

fect the Banks' operating expenses, such as depreciation, utilities,

and taxes. These costs are allocated to all benefiting activities, in-

cluding priced services. To the extent that a new building program
materially increases the costs allocated to priced services, the Fed-
eral Reserve would set prices to recover this higher level of costs.

In addition, the Federal Reserve imputes financing costs for Re-
serve Bank buildings and other assets, which must also be recov-
ered through the fees set for priced services.

Q.8. A recent study revealed that although a governor is ap-
pointed for 14 years, the current average tenure of a fed governor
is now only 4V2 years under the Clinton Administration. Compare
this figure with an average effective term of about 10 years under
the Eisenhower-Nixon period.
What can be done, by Congress or by you, as Chairman, to en-

courage the governors to serve their full terms?
What are the contributing factors behind the early departures

—

boredom, lack of real involvement in decision making, low salary
levels?

Should the salary levels of the Chairman and the Board of Gov-
ernors be increased?

A.8. I do not believe that there is sufficient evidence to conclude
that there has been a recent trend toward shorter tenure of Board
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governors. Making any comparisons between eras is difficult be-

cause some governors are appointed to serve out the remainder of
a previous governor's unexpired term, and therefore serve for rel-

atively short periods. Furthermore, some governors have died in of-

fice or retired for health reasons. Finally, I should note that for

purposes of Federal Reserve independence, it is sufficient that
Board members have the option of serving an extended term with-
out necessity of reappointment, even if they choose not to exercise
that option.

Nonetheless, I asked staff to determine how much time was re-

maining on governors' terms at the time of departure. The follow-

ing table presents, by decade, the average time remaining on gov-
ernors' terms at the time of their departure. The results do not
appear to indicate that members are leaving the Board any earlier

now than in recent decades.

Decade of departure ^
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the Chairman's statutory duty of serving as the Board's chief exec-
utive officer. (Because my term as a governor continued, I contin-
ued to serve as Chairman of the Federal Open Market Committee,
a position to which I was elected by the members of that commit-
tee.) Any potential management problem was averted, however, by
my election as Chairman pro tempore by the other members of the
Board. I would expect that this course could be followed in the fu-

ture.

Q.IO. In the materials submitted prior to this hearing, you indi-
cated that the first step in the Fed's budget process is the estab-
lishment of budget assumptions, including such things as the effect
of legislation, consolidation and new initiatives.

What were the key assumptions behind the 1996 budget?
A.10. There were a number of assumptions underlying the 1996

Reserve Bank budget objective of $2,026 billion, which was $103.6
million greater than budgeted 1995 expenses. Expenses for several
initiatives—automation consolidation, installation of new currency
processors, ..check imaging activities, and implementation of re-
cently adopted Community Reinvestment Act regulations—account
for $47.5 million of the projected 1996 increase. Partly offsetting
the increase was an anticipated decrease of $3.9 million due to the
nonrecurring transition expense of the move to conform with G^en-
erally Accepted Accounting Principles for private sector-like trans-
actions. The remainder of the expected increase was based on the
Federal Reserve's projections of its cost for goods, services, and
labor, its projected volumes and other workloads, as well as the net
effect of anticipated productivity improvements, downsizing efforts,

consolidations, and other initiatives.

The Reserve Banks submitted budgets that totaled $2,006 billion,

which was slightly lower than the budget objective. The reductions
reflect primarily additional cost containment efforts by the Reserve
Banks in ongoing operations.

Q.ll. Most Federal agencies are required to submit multiyear
budgets, including not only the upcoming year but 4 years beyond
the upcoming year.
Does the Fed make these types of estimates for either its operat-

ing or capital budgets?
Are these estimates made available to either the Congress or the

administration?
A.11. A discussion of major initiatives, including multiyear initia-

tives, is generally included in the Board's Annual Report: Budget
Review that is submitted to Congress. The Federal Reserve's stra-
tegic planning process provides a forward-looking framework for
the budgeting process. The Federal Reserve projects the costs of
multiyear initiatives and capital projects so that the full costs of
these initiatives can be factored into the decisionmaking process.
We have not found it particularly useful, however, to develop for-

mal comprehensive multiyear operating or capital budgets.
Q.12. Should there be a Office of Inspector General which mon-

itors the Federal Reserve System's operations, exempting monetary
policy decisions? What would be the implications of I.G. oversight
on the independence of the Federal Reserve Banks?
A. 12. The Board devotes significant resources to provide reason-

able assurance that Reserve Bank operations are carried out in an
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effective and efficient manner. As required by the Federal Reserve
Act, the Board conducts an annual financial examination of each
Reserve Bank. These examinations are augmented by reviews of
the efficiency, effectiveness, and integrity of numerous Reserve
Bank functions as well as major Systemwide projects. The Board
has further enhanced its oversight process by engaging an outside
firm to conduct audits and certify the combined financial state-

ments of the Reserve Banks. The Board also reviews and approves
the Reserve Banks' annual operating and capital budgets as well
as major Reserve Bank initiatives (e.g., building programs and
other major capital acquisitions, modifications to controls for han-
dling critical electronic data or physical valuables, and changes to

Reserve Bank financial accounting policies).

Reserve Bank management is required to maintain an effective

financial and productivity reporting system and implement broad
policies promulgated by the Board that are designed to minimize
risk of financial loss and preserve the integrity of the central bank.
The management of each Reserve Bank is charged wit^ maintain-
ing the system of internal controls and implementing any addi-
tional controls beyond those mandated by the System if cir-

cumstances require the additional control. Periodic audits of each
Reserve Bank by its independent internal audit function are con-
ducted to determine the degree to which operations are in compli-
ance with control systems and policies and procedures.

In addition, the Board approves major changes to payment serv-

ices the Reserve Banks provide to depository institutions, approves
annually the fees assessed for these services, and monitors compli-
ance with the requirements of the Monetary Control Act. Board
staff are liaison to numerous Reserve Bank committees and task
forces to monitor the manner in which Reserve Banks are address-
ing issues of mutual interest and to raise questions and concerns
where appropriate.
We believe the process described above provides for the com-

prehensive oversight required by the Federal Reserve Act. More-
over, audit independence is ensured through the reporting of the
core financial examination program to the members of the Board,
the internal audit function at each Reserve Bank to the Bank's
board of directors, and the use of an independent outside audit
firm.

The scope of responsibilities of the Board's Office of the Inspector
Greneral (OIG) is consistent with that prescribed by the Inspector
General Act, which requires an OIG function for the Board of Gov-
ernors only. While the OIG's focus is on Board rather than Reserve
Bank operations, the OIG has audit access to the Reserve Banks
for the functions delegated to them by the Board, such as super-
vision and regulation. Moreover, the OIG has broad access to Re-
serve Bank operations to the extent needed to assess the effective-

ness of the Board's programs to oversee the Reserve Banks.
The Inspector (Jeneral Act prohibits operating responsibilities of

ongoing programs of sin agency from being transferred to an inspec-
tor general. The Board has statutory responsibility to conduct an-
nual financial examinations of and exercise general supervision
over the Reserve Banks. Consequently, the OIG cannot assume re-

sponsibility for these statutorily prescribed fiinctions. We believe
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that any extension of the OIG's authority to include audits of the
Reserve Banks directly would require an amendment to the IG Act.
The OIG has served the Board in an effective manner since its

inception in 1987. It has made a number of recommendations that
have resulted in improved effectiveness and efficiency in Board op-
erations. Likewise, the Board's oversight program of the Reserve
Banks has served the System well for more than 80 years.

Regardless of whether responsibility to oversee the Reserve
Banks is lodged with the OIG or with the Board programs that cur-
rently fulfill this function, the ultimate responsibility for Reserve
Bank oversight remains with the Board of Governors. Overall, the
Board believes the current oversight structure best serves the in-

terest of the public, the Congress, and the Federal Reserve. The
Board has established oversight programs that are consistent with
the intent of the Federal Reserve Act and the Inspector General
Act. Transferring Reserve Bank oversight responsibility to the OIG
would likely not result in reduction in the level of resources de-
voted to oversight at the Board or to internal audit at the Reserve
Banks.
We understand our obligation to meet the highest standards of

accountability and control and endeavor to ensure that our oper-
ations are conducted in an effective and efficient manner. When
necessary, we have acted swiftly to correct any deficiencies and will

continue to do so in the future.

Q.13. On page 6 of your prepared testimony, you indicate that
the Federal Reserve, as Treasury's fiscal agent, cannot refuse le-

gitimate requests from Treasury even if they increase the Fed's
costs or are inconsistent with Fed plans.
What specific directives from Treasury have increased the Fed's

costs or created operational difficulties?

Have any of these directives contributed to increase in Fed ex-
penses during the 1988-94 time period covered by the GAO report?
A.13. The Federal Reserve Act requires the Reserve Banks to act

as fiscal agents and depositories of the United States when re-

quired to do so by the Secretary of the Treasury. The Federal Re-
serve cannot place limitations on the Secretary's authority. A num-
ber of recent Treasury-directed initiatives have contributed to the
increase in Reserve Bank expenses. Although the Federal Reserve
undertakes these initiatives at Treasur/s behest, we believe that
these actions generally have resulted in a net public benefit.

As the final step in eliminating the issuance of paper securities,
the Treasury's Bureau of the Public Debt directed the Reserve
Banks to design and install a Treasury securities book-entry safe-
keeping system for individual investors. Design and implementa-
tion of this system, known as Treasury Direct, were completed in
1986 at a total cost of $12.9 million; annual operating expenses
since that time have ranged from $25-$29 million.
To improve the timeliness and integrity of the Treasury's auc-

tions of new securities issues, the Reserve Banks designed and im-
plemented the Treasury Automated Auction Processing System
(TAAPS), which enables bidders to submit bids electronically and
automates Treasury's calculation of auction results; the system also
enabled the Federal Reserve to consolidate the processing of com-
mercial tenders from 34 sites in 1988 to 20 sites in 1995. The Fed-
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eral Reserve will further reduce processing to 3 sites by yearend.
The Reserve Banks spent approximately $3.3 million to develop
and install TAAPS; while it is not yet possible to assess the annual
operating expenses because of the transition still underway, experi-

ence suggests that per-transaction costs will be lower.

Implementation of the Treasury's Savings Bonds Regional Deliv-

ery System (RDS), which shifted from 40,000 banks and companies
to the Reserve Banks the responsibility for issuing and mailing ap-
proximately 100 million savings bonds per year, increased Federal
Reserve employment by 350 and annual expenses by about $20
million. In 1988, the Reserve Banks began processing paid savings
bonds via the high-speed check sorting process, resulting in an an-
nual expense increase of approximately $2.7 million. This process
was previously performed by the Treasury. Its implementation also

streamlined the handling of paid bonds by commercial banks.
The Federal Reserve's work associated with testing various elec-

tronic Federal tax collection alternatives for the Treasures Finan-
cial Management and Internal Revenue Services, efforts to support
the Treasury's Electronic Federal Tax Payment System (EFTPS),
as well as development and implementation of a same-day elec-

tronic Federal tax payment system, have resulted in increases to

Reserve Bank expenses. To date, the same-day tax payment system
has cost the Reserve Banks $3 million to develop. Ongoing ex-

penses are budgeted to be $2.3 million in 1996.
For the Treasury's Financial Management Service, the Federal

Reserve has spent nearly $5 million to design and implement the
Automated Standard Application for Pa5anents (ASAP), which is an
electronic voucher and payment system for Grovemment agency
grantors. Annual operating expenses for this system will be less

than $1 million.

The Federal Reserve began in 1985 a research and development
project to determine if digital image technology could be used to

improve the check collection mechanism. On the basis of the results

of pilot projects, the Financial Management Service decided that
image technology could significantly improve its check payment
processing operations and it plans to implement a new Government
check accounting/ reconciliation system in 1997 that is designed to

use image technology. The Reserve Banks, at Treasury's request,
will implement an image-based Treasury check processing system
to interface with the Treasury's system. Through 1995, the Reserve
Banks' operating expenses for the Treasury image project exceeded
$5 million. Projected capital expenditures to support Treasury
check image total about $39 million.

These initiatives on behalf of the Treasury have had the greatest
effect on Reserve Bank fiscal agency and depository expenses in re-

cent years. In many cases, the initiatives that resulted in increases
in Federal Reserve expenses have resulted in substantial improve-
ments to the overall efficiency and decreases in costs associated
with Government programs in the private sector and the Treasury.

Board Oversight of Reserve Bank Building Projects

Committee members asked several questions during the July 26
hearing regarding Reserve Bank building programs and the
Board's oversight of those programs. Major Reserve Bank building
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projects, including new construction, additions, renovations, and
equipment replacements, must be approved by the Board. The
Board reviews building programs: (1) initially as a program after

an analysis of the Bank's planning options and after evaluation of

the Bank's future long-term facility needs to confirm the need for

the program and to demonstrate the appropriateness of the pro-

posed planning direction; (2) at key points during the development
of the project's design to confirm that the proposed design is con-
sistent with the approved-program direction and is technically con-
sistent with the Federal Reserve System objectives; and (3) prior

to construction to approve the final design and confirm that the
project's cost is within the budget objective.

This process, which was put in place in the late 1970s, is en-
hanced by the assistance of the Board's building planning staff and
Architectural Review Panel (ARP). The Board's building planning
staff are architectural and engineering design professionals who
provide financial and technical oversight of the planning, design,
and construction of all Reserve Bank facilities. The ARP is com-
prised of prominent nationally recognized architects who, on a con-
sulting basis, assist in the review of major project designs.^

Los Angeles Branch Cash Reporting Errors

I indicated in my written testimony that the Los Angeles Branch
of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco was working dili-

gently to ensure that all data used to prepare the cash statistical

reports transmitted to the Board are accurate. As part of this proc-

ess, the Branch determined that the errors changed its reported
fourth quarter 1995 production volume by slightly less than 1 per-
cent, rather than by less than one-half of 1 percent, as stated in

my testimony. The restated reporting errors, which are de minimis
in light of overall production volume, had no effect on the Federal
Reserve's financial statements, its calculation of the money supply,
its conduct of monetary policy, or the amount of coin and currency
shipped to or from the Branch.

^ There was some question during the hearing regarding the size of the lobby of the Dallas
Reserve Bank. The main lobby and exhibit space on the first floor comprise 6,671 square feet,

not 27,000 square feet. This space, together with the second floor employee entrance and main
corridor, which also functions as the main breakout area for the meeting and assembly rooms,
totals approximately 18,000 square feet.
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SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE HEARING ON THE
GAO REPORT THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

OPENING STA TEMENT BY SENA TOR ROD GRAMS
July 26, 1996

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will keep my remarks brief.

The Federal Reserve System has been one of the few government institutions that

has strengthened -- rather than weakened -- the condition of the American

economy. With its cautious control over monetary policy, its smooth management
of the payments system, and its careful oversight over America's bank holding

companies, the Fed is one of the steadying forces in America's dynamic economy.

I am pleased that we are holding this hearing, because it is always important to

make sure that government institutions such as the Fed conduct their operations

efficiently. The overburdened American taxpayer deserves no less.

The spending habits of the Federal Reserve, like all other government institutions,

can -- and should - be improved. The June GAO report discusses several ways in

which the Fed can operate in a more frugal manner. It is my hope that the Federal

Reserve Board will take this report seriously and implement cost-saving measures
expeditiously.

It is important to note, however, that the increases in the overall costs of the Fed

do not appear to be out of line with the increases in the cost structure of other

government operations. During the fiscal years from 1988 to 1994, non-defense

discretionary spending rose by 50.9 percent. Over the same period, the Fed's

costs increased by a slightly lower amount of 47.6 percent. In light of these facts,

I hope that this hearing will be a constructive one that does not degenerate into

Fed bashing.

All this being said, I look forward to hearing from our distinguished witnesses on
how we can improve the operational efficiency of the Fed to give American
taxpayers more bang for their buck.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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aOARO OF GOVERNORS
or THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON. 0. C 20551

August 13. 1996

ALAN anCCNS^AN

The Honorable Ted Stevens '

Chairman

Committee on Governmental Affairs

United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter responds to recommendations made by the General Accounting

Office in its Jime 1996 report Federal Reserve System: Current and Future Challenges

Require Svstemwide Attention . Chairman D'Amato recently held a hearing of the

Committee on Banidng, Housing and Urban Affairs to discuss the GAO's findings and

recommendadons. For your informadon, I have enclosed a copy of my statement to the

Banking Committee addressing issues raised by the GAO in its report.

Following is a restatement of each GAO recommendadon in its report, and

the acdons the Board has taken or is planning to take to address the recommendadon.

Review pay and benefits at the Board and the Federal Reserve Banks to

determine if current levels can continue to be justified in today's environment of

increased governmental and private-sector cost containment. The Board scrutinizes

Board and Reserve Bank pay and benefit levels regularly to ensure that they are

appropriate and will continue to do so in the future.

Assess whether managing the Federal Reserve's health care coverage on

a systemwide basis could reduce health care costs. The Board and the Reserve Banks

are curremly reviewing whether the Federal Reserve's health care costs can be reduced

through System management of health care coverage.

Review travel policies at the 12 Reserve Banks and change those policies

that increase costs. The Board and the Reserve Banks are currendy reviewing Reserve

Bank travel policies to determine whether changes are appropriate to make these policies

more uniform and to reduce overall travel costs.
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Review contracting and procurement practices at the 12 Reserve Banks
to ensure that these practices are in compliance with the System acquisition

guidelines and result in cost-efTective contracts. The Board and the Reserve Banks

have initiated a review of Reserve Bank contracting and procurement practices to ensure

that they are in compliance with the System's acquisition guidelines and that they promote

cost-effective contracts.

Ensure that the "best practices" in contracting and procurement at the

12 Reserve Banks are regularly identified, disseminated, and adopted by the Reserve

Banks. The Board and the Reserve Banks are establishing procedures to identify these

best practices and ensure that they are disseminated and adopted by all Reserve Banks.

Review policies regarding the size of the surplus account and determine

if opportunities exist to decrease the amount held in the account. A review of the

Federal Reserve's surplus account has been initiated.

Assess the Federal Reserve's role in providing financial services to

banks and government agencies and an analysis of the costs and benefits to the

Federal Reserve and the taxpayers of various options for delivering such services.

Such reviews are an ongoing and integral part of the Board's oversight of the Federal

Reserve System and we will continue to reassess our role in providing financial services

in the future. We recognize, however, that the Reserve Banks provide services to the

government as fiscal agents of the United States and at the direction of the Secretary of

the Treasury or certain other agency heads. The Federal Reserve does not have the

discretion to unilaterally decide to change its role in providing these fiscal services.

Assess the cost-saving opportunities that could result from streamlining

the Federal Reserve's existing management structures and consolidating Federal

Reserve operations, including possible mergers among the 12 Reserve Banks and 25

branches. The Federal Reserve has consolidated or is planning to centralize or

consolidate the provision of many of its financial services. In addition, the Board and the

Reserve Banks are currentiy evaluating possible infrastructure changes that may have the

potential to increase the efficiency of the Reserve Banks' check and cash services.

Assess the potential for technology to support streamlined work

processes in the Reserve Banks and to reduce costs and improve quality. We agree

that an ongoing assessment of technologies is essential in identifying possible means of

improving operations. We routinely assess technologies for their ability to reduce costs
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and improve quality, reliability, contingency backup, security, risk control, and customer

service. We will continue this focus in the future.

Review the appropriateness of current budget assumptions, which
assume steady annual growth. We disagree with the premise of this recommendation.

Neither the Board nor the Reserve Banks assume steady annual growth. The significant

reallocation of System resources among the various responsibility areas during recent

years clearly demonstrates that we do not use a "current services" approach to develop

the Board and Reserve Bank budgets.

Take steps to better ensure the independence of the Federal Reserve's

internal audit function and to expand the scope of the authority of the OCGce of the

Inspector General. This recommendation is based on incorrect premises. The Reserve

Bank internal audit function operates with a high degree of independence. The Reserve

Banks have adopted and follow die Institute of Internal Auditors Standards for the

Professional Practice of Internal Auditing, the world-wide standard for the internal

auditing profession. The internal auditors of each Reserve Bank report to the audit

committee of that Bank's board of directors. Consistent widi current business practice,

all audit committee members (in fact, all members of the boards of directors) are outside

directors who are independent of management. The audit committee selects the Bank's

General Auditor, approves the annual audit plan, budget, and staffing level, and evaluates

the General Auditor's performance.

The Board of Governors devotes significant resources to oversee the various

aspects of the Reserve Banks' operadons. The Board reviews and approves the Reserve

Banks' annual operating and capital budgets as well as major Reserve Bank initiatives

(e.g., building programs and other major capital acquisitions, significant changes to its

payment services to depository institutions). In addition. Board staff conducts annual

fiiiancial examinations of each Reserve Bank and reviews the efficiency, effectiveness,

and integrity of numerous Reserve Bank functions as well as major System projects.

The Board does not believe it is necessary to expand the scope of its Office

of Inspector General to include responsibility for auditing Reserve Bank and System

projects. Such an expansion wotdd not improve the Federal Reserve's audit focus, which

has long proven to be effective, and would be less desirable than the current audit

approach. If the GIG becomes an integral part of the Board's oversight process, it would

lose its "arms length" ability to audit the numerous other Board programs, referenced

above, that oversee the Reserve Banks.
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Ensure that an independent financial audit of the Reserve Banks'

combined financial statements is conducted every year. The Board has engaged an

independent accounting firm to audit and certify the combined financial statements of the

Reserve Banks. The firm issued an unqualified opinion on the 1995 financial statements,

as prepared in accordance with the financial accounting manual for the Reserve Banks.

The Board plans to continue this practice of obtaining an independent financial audit of

the Reserve Banks' combined financial statements in future years.

Reconsider its policy not to charge for bank examinations. The issue of

charges by federal regulators for the costs of examinations of state-chartered institutions

raises substantial public policy questions and has consequences for the viability of the

dual banking system. In the dual banking system, banks have traditionally been assessed

for the costs of examinations by their chartering authorities. State banks and state-

licensed offices of foreign banks are assessed for the costs of examinations by their state

chartering authorities and, as a result, additional charges on state banks by a federal

agency would be viewed as a double assessment In recent years, Congress has

considered several times the issue of charging state-licensed institutions for costs of

supervision and each time has chosen not to require such charges. Moreover, with

respect to foreign banks. Congress imposed a moratorium on examination charges until

July 1997.

The Board is strongly committed to ensuring that the Federal Reserve is

managed efficientiy and effectively and recognizes that spending non-appropriated funds

places a special obUgation on us to be particularly dihgent in the use and application of

those funds. Although we disagree with some of the specific suggestions of the GAO, its

report has highlighted several areas that we need to review, which may lead to changes in

the Federal Reserve's administration that will further enhance our effectiveness.

Enclosure
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GAO United SUtes
General Accounting Office

Washington. D.C. 20548

General Government Division

B-259961

June 17, 1996

The Honorable Harry Reid

The Honorable Byron L Dorgan

United States Senate

This report responds to your request asking us to review the operations of the Federal Keserve

System (Federal Reserve). The report discusses the Federal Reserve's finances, including levels

of spending and factors that could affect its finances. We also reviewed the Federal Reserve's

msyor expenditures and discussed areas where spending may possibly be reduced. Addition;Uly,

the report discusses how the Fedei-al Reserve's unique structure presents challenges in

systemwide management. The report contains matters for congressional consideration and

recommendations to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System for reducing

Federal Reserve spending and improving operations.

We are sending copies of this report to the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System, the other Governors, and the Presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks. We are

also sending copies to members of the banking committees and other interested parties.

M£Uor contnbutors to this report are hsted in appendix VI.

/ V>*,w^ £?<9^^^<^

James L. Bothwell

Director, Financial Institutions

and Market Issues
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Executive Summary

Purpose The Federal Reserve System (Federal Reserve or System), our nation's

central bank, is unique among governmental entities in its mission,

structure, and especially its flnances. Unlike federal agencies funded

through congressional appropriations, the Federal Reserve is a

self-financing entity that deducts its expenses from its revenue and

transfers the remaining amount to the U.S. Department of the Treasury.

Although the Federal Reserve's primary mission is to support a stable

economy, not to maximize the amount transferred to Treasury, System

revenues contribute to total U.S. revenues and deductions from System

revenues thus represent a cost to U.S. taxpayers. In view of today's

constrained budget environment. Senators Reid and Dorgan requested

GAO's assistance in analyzing Federal Reserve finances, including levels of

spending; factors that could affect Federal Reserve flnances in the future;

and mechanisms used to control the cost of the Federal Reserve to

taxpayers.

Background

Specifically, gao sought to (1) analyze trends in the cost of Federal

Reserve operations during 1988 to 1994 and the System's management
processes for controlling spending and overseeing operations. (2) identif>'

opporttinities to increase the System's efficiency without adversely

affecting its effectiveness, (3) identify ongoing and future developments

that could significantly affect the Federal Reserve's mission and finances,

and (4) assess the System's strategic management processes and identify

actions the Federal Reserve could take to successfully meet future

challenges and ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of its operations.

The Federal Reserve's

Mission and Structure

The Federal Reserve is responsible for conducting monetary policy,

maintaining the stability of financial markets, providing services to

financial institutions and government agencies, and supervising and

regulating baiUcs and bank-holding compaiues. The Federal Reserve Act of

1913 established the Federal Reserve as an independent, decentralized

central bank to better ensure that monetary policy was based on a broad

economic perspective fi-om all regions of the country and was not unduly

influenced by political pressures.

One msuor component of the System's structure is a federal agency in

Washington, D.C.—the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
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The top officials of the Board are seven Board members who are

appointed by the president and confirmed by the U.S. Senate. Although the

Federal Reserve is required to report to Congress on its activiDes, its

decisions do not have to be approved by eiiher the president or Congress.

The other m^or components are 12 federally chartered corporations

located tJuoughout the United States, which are known as the Federal

Reserve Banks The Reserve Banks, with a total of 25 branches, are not

federal agencies and are structured to function with a measure of

autonomy. The stock of the Reserve Banks is held by those commercial

banks that are members of the Federal Reserve, but that stock does not

carry ail of the usual incidents of stock ownership. E^ch Reserve Bank has

its own management structure and board of directors. The Board of

Governors appoints three of the nine directors of each Reserve Bank,

including the Chairman, and approves the appointments and salaries of

each Reserve Bank president and fu^t vice president.

The Reserve Banks are also subject to the "general supervision" of the

Board. With certain exceptions, such as a requirement that the Board

order an annual financial examination of each Reserve Bsmk, the Federal

Reserve Act does not specifically define this general supervisory authority.

The Federal Reserve Act also limits this authority in certain ways. For

example, the Board carmot close a Reserve Bank or establish a new one

without congressional approval. Generally, the Board exercises its

supervisory role through operations reviews, financial examinations,

budget reviews and approvals, and year-end evaluations.

The Federal Reserve's

Finances

Over the 1988 to 1994 period, the Federal Reserve's annual revenue

averaged $22.0 billion and greatly exceeded its average annual expenses

and other deductions of $2.5 billion. Consequently, the annual amount

returned to Treasury during this period ranged fi-om about $16 billion to

$24 billion. The return of these remaining revenues to Treasury is in

accordance with a policy established by the Board of Governors, and is

not required by statute.

The most significant source of Federal Reserve revenue each year is the

interest earned on U.S. securities held by the Reserve Banks as backing or

"collateral" for the Federal Reserve notes that circulate as paper money. It

is this revenue, which accounted for almost 90 percent of the total Federal

Reserve revenue in 1994, that virtually guarantees a substantial annual

"profit" for the System. The second largest source of revenue is the fees
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that the Federal Reserve charges banks and other Tinancial institutions for

providing "priced services," such as check-clearing and electronic funds

transfers. As required by the Monetary Control Act of 1980, the Reserve

Banks are to assess fees on the basis of, among other things, all direct and

indirect costs incurred in providing such services. The Federal Reserve is

reimbursed, in part, by Treasury and in full by other agencies for the

services the System provides to them.

The most significant deduction from its revenue that the Federal Reserve

makes each year is for the operating expenses of the Reserve Banks and

the Board. The amount of this deduction, which is the mi^jor focus of this

report, totaled $2.0 billion in 1994. About 70 percent of these operating

expenses is for payment system and other financial services provided to

banks and agencies, about 20 percent is for supervision and regulation,

and about 10 percent is for monetary policy activities. Pay and benefits for

the Federal Reserve's workforce of over 25,000 employees accounted for

almost 70 percent of its total operating expenses in 1994.

Rp<»lilf <; in Rripf "^^ Federal Reserve has unquestionably played a msgor role in promoting

the nation's economic well-being. Although the Federal Reserve's cost of

operations has rarely emerged as a visible public issue because of its

self-financing nature, increasing constraints on the federal budget require

increased scrutiny of this cost, just as all costs that affect U.S. taxpayers.

Over the 7-year period of 1988 to 1994, the cost of Federal Reserve

operations increased steadily and substantially. Specifically, operating

expenses for the Board and Reserve Banks increased by about 50 percent,

with the greatest jpcreases occurring in the areas of bank supervision,

personnel costs, and data-processing modernization. The costs of

providing priced services have been rising faster than the corresponding

revenues received. Overall, these cost increases exceeded the 25-percent

inflation that occurred during this period.

With the current budgetary climate, the Federal Reserve could do more to

increase its cost consciousness and ensure that it is operating as

efficiently as possible in its day-to-day operations, gao's review identified

several inefficiencies in the Federal Reserve's policies and practices that

have increased the cost of providing its current services, including its

costs for travel, personnel benefits, building acquisition, and contracting

and procurement Many of these inefficiencies relate to the decentralized

nature of the Federal Reserve, which allows each Reserve Baiik to set

many of its own policies, and to the absence of traditional cost-minimizing
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forces that are commonplace in entities that are either purely private or

public sector in nature. The Federal Reserve also retains a W." billion

surplus account that gao believes could be safely reduced or returned to

the Treasury. While many of these areas have some potential for reducing

its costs. c.AO believes that achieving mjyor cost reductions ultimately

depends on the Federal Reserve's carefully reexamining its mission,

structure, and work processes.

The need for such a reexarmnation is underscored by a number of m^gor

legislative, technological, and marketplace developments that could

profoundly affect the nature, size, and distribution of the Federal Reserve's

activities and resources. For example, the Reserve Banks are facing a

m^uor chjillenge in the form of increasing competition from private sector

suppUers of financial services. In addition, a continuing switch from

paper-based to electronic payment services and the rapid consolidation

that is currently occurring -n the banking industry could significantly

affect both the magnitude and distnbution of the Reserve Banks'

workloads and resources. Since almost 90 percent of the Reserve Banks'

costs IS currently associated with the delivery of payment system and

other fmancial services and bank supervision, these developments raise

important questions regarding the fiiture role of the Reserve Banks, their

management structures, and their locations.

For the Federal Reserve to most effectively meet these challenges and

streamline its operations, the Board and Reserve Banks must work

together to strategically plan for the future. Prior gag reviews of public

and pnvate sector organizations, which have successfiilly faced similar

challenges, indicated that these organizations effecQvely implemented

initiatives to focus on their primary missions and business lines, realign

their structures to fit their missions, and apply technology to streamline

their work processes. If the Federal Reserve is to effectively follow this

strategy, it will need the Board's sustained leadership and the Reserve

Banks' commitment The Federal Reserve will also need to address certain

weaknesses that gao identified in its existing oversight and budgetary

processes. Such weaknesses include a budgetary process that assumed

continued incremental growth and oversight mechanisms that appeared

fragmented, inefficient, or lacking in independence. The Federal Reserve

has begun to show that it can address operational issues strategically and

work in a systemwide manner when necessary. As the Federal Reserve

enters the next century, it is vital that it continues such efforts so that it

can accomplish its mission as efficiently and effectively as possible.
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Principal Findings

Federal Reserve Operating

Costs Have Increased

Rapidly

FodcnU Reserve operating expenses increased from $1.36 billion in 1988 to

$2.0() billion in 199-4, or 48 percent. This represents a significant increase in

the real cost of Federal Reserve operations as it exceeded the 25-percent

inflation that occurred during this period. In addibon, as shown in figure 1,

the -IB-percent increase in the Federal Reserve's operating costs from 1988

to 1994 was also greater than the 17-percent increase in overall federal

discretionary spending and somewhat less than the 51 -percent increase in

feder;U discretionary spending adjusted to exclude the effects of the

"peace dividend."

Rgure 1: Cumulative Increases in

Federal Reserve Expenses, 1988-1994

•"" Fec3eral nonc3etense discreliooafy sperxlmg

^^ Federal Reserve operating exoensos

••••• Consurner price inaex

^ • " Total leoerai discretionary spending

Sources Federal Reserve Board and the budget of the United Slates
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The most significant increases occurred in expenses for bank supervision

and regulation, personnel costs, and an extensive automation

modernization and consolidation effort The number of Federal Reserve

staff increased 4 percent over this period, rising from 24,829 staff in 1988

to 25,744 in 1994. The largest increase in staffing was in banic supervision

and regulation and, according to Federal Reserve officials, resulted from

changes in bank supervision mandated by banking reform laws. System

personnel expenditures accounted for about two-thirds of the Federal

Reserve's total operating costs and increased by about 53 percent during

the period. This increase was due to rising salary and benefit costs,

staffing levels, and the changing composition of the Federal Reserve

workforce.

The Federal Reserve's capital expenditures during the 1988 to 1994 period

totaled about $1.7 billion, resulting fi-om (1) amore than doubling of the

book value of the System's data-processing and other equipment and

capitalized leases and (2) the construction of a new Reserve Bank building

in Dallas. Much of the investment in data-processing equipment was

incurred as a part of a large-scale project to consolidate Reserve Bank

mainfirame computer services into a centrally managed facility known as

Federal Reserve Automated Services.

Opportunities Exist to with the current budgetary climate, the Federal Reserve could do more to

Reduce Costs increase its cost consciousness and ensure that it is operating as

efifidently as possible in its day-to-day operations. For example, personnel

benefit packages varied among Reserve Banks and certain benefits—such

as leave policies and savings plans—were generous compared to those of

federal financial regulatory agencies with similsu- personnel requirements.

To some extent, these benefit packages could be necessary to recruit and

retain highly skilled professional staff, such as lawyers, economists, and

financial analysts. However, more than half of the Federal Reserve's staff

were administrative and clerical employees providing support services to

financial institutions and government agencies.

Travel-related reimbursement policies also varied among Reserve Banks,

resulting in significant differences in the reimbursable amounts allowed

for lodging and meals. In addition, contracting and procurement practices

at some Reserve Banks that gao reviewed favored certain sources over

others, despite Systemwide guidance that prohibits these practices. Such

practices raise concerns about conflicts of interest and favoritism and

about whether the Federal Reserve is receiving the most favorable prices.
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Innovative methods of managing and controlling contracting and

procurement costs, which gao identified as "best practices" at some
Reserve Banks, had not been formally disseminated among the other

Reserve Banks. For example, gao found that one Reserve Bank, in

negotiating the award of large contracts, provided refined contract

specifications on m^or contract components that, according to Reserve

Bank officials, helped the Reserve Bank better negotiate the bids.

Any downward adjustment to the size of the Federal Reserve's surplus

account—or perhaps its elimination—while not representing a reduction

in the real cost of the Federal Reserve to taxpayers, would result in an

increase in federal budgetary receipts in the year that the adjustment or

elimination occurs.' Although the surplus account is intended to absorb

possible losses, the Federal Reserve has recorded substantial net profits

for 79 consecutive years. Even though the likelihood of the Federal

Reserve's incurring losses exceeding its revenues appears remote, the total

surplus increased 79 percent during 1988 to 1994, rising from $2. 1 billion

to $3.7 billion.

Major Developments
Likely to Affect the Federal

Reserve's Mission and
Finances

A number of major legislative, technological, and marketplace

developments could profoundly affect the naiture, size, and distribution of

the Federal Reserve's activities and resources. About 90 percent of the

Reserve Banks' operating expenses in 1994 were associated with the

delivery of payment system and financial services and bank

supervision—the two areas that are most likely to be affected by these

developments.

For example, as a result of increased competition fi-om private sector

suppliers and a continued shift to electronic banking, the Federal Reserve

has experienced a decline in the volume of its check-clearing activity. The
Federal Reserve's costs have been rising faster than corresponding

revenues in several of its other service lines as well, and, in 1994, the

System did not meet its cost recovery target for its priced services overall

If these trends continue and the Federal Reserve is not able to recover all

of its costs over the long run, it could be compelled to pursue other

options. These options may include the Federal Reserve's (1) reducing its

'The Joint Explanatory Statement accompanying the Fiscal Year 1996 Budget Resolution directed the

CongressionaJ Budget Office not to score for fiscal year 1996 any saving for new legislation that might

a/fect the Federal Reserve's transfer of the surplus account to the U.S Treasury (HR Rep No
104-159 at 51 (June 25, 1996). } Accordingly, if such legislation had been passed, the transfer would not

have been counted for purposes of determining compliance with the Budget Enforcement Act for

Fiscal Year 1996
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uneconomical activities—perhaps by establishing a separate, private

corporation to provide those priced services—and focusing more on
regulation and standard-setting in many areas of the payments system or

(2) subsidizing operations deemed essential to provide adequate

nationwide service.

A m^Oor consolidation is also currently occurring in the banking industry

that could signiflcantly affect the magnitude and distribution of the

Federal Reserve's supervisory activities. In particular, changes in the

number and location of the bank-holding companies the Federal Reserve
examines could require adjustments in the examination staffs of the

various Reserve Banks. Current legislative proposals could also require

the Federal Reserve to charge banks fees to cover the cost of its

examinations. Although the Federal Reserve Act authorizes the System to

charge fees for bank examinations, the Federal Reserve has decided not to

do so because it would impose additional costs on state-chartered member
banks. Thus, taxpayers in effect bear the cost of these examinations,
which totaled $368 million in 1994.

Collectively, these developments present significant challenges to the

Federal Reserve to rethink many aspects of its operations and raise

important questions regarding the future role of the Reserve Banks, their

management structures, and locations. Such a rethinking is also needed
because the Federal Reserve's basic structure of 12 Reserve Banks and 25
branches has changed remarkably little since it was first established in

1913, despite the significant shifts in demographics and economic activity

that have occurred since thett

Federal Reserve Could
Benefit From Major
Systemwide Review of
Operations

Congress and the administration are pursuing efforts to reduce federal

government discretionary spending, jin efTort that parallels corporate

restructuring developments in banking and other industries, gao's prior

work in public and private-sector management reform showed that

organizations that have been successfiil in improving their efiBdency have
done so by effectively implementing certain initiatives. These
organizations' initiatives were implemented to focus on their primary
missions and business lines, realign their structures to fit their mission,

and apply technology to streamline their work processes. The Board's
sustained leadership and the Reserve Banks' commitment will be needed if

the Federal Reserve is to effectively follow such a strategy.
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Without Strong external pressure to minimize overall costs, the Federal

Reserve must create the necessary self-discipline for the institution to

adequately control its costs and respond effectively to future challenges.

However, gao found weaknesses in the planning and budgeting processes

that are key mechanisms for helping accomplish these goals. The Federal

Reserve requires Board divisions and Reserve Banks to set priorities and

prepare plans, and the System has recently formed a strategic planmng
coordination group. However, the Federal Reserve did not have an

integrated, systemwide strategic plan that identified the emerging issues

and challenges affecting the entire System and how to effectively address

them. In addition, the Federal Reserve's budgeting process assumed
continued incremental growth in the Federal Reserve's budget and, thus,

did not help contain costs as much as it could have.

GAO also found weaknesses in some of the Federal Reserve's oversight

processes. The Federal Reserve had many oversight tools that were used

to monitor and evaluate Reserve Bank activities. However, the

combination of the Board's general supervisory responsibilities for

Reserve Bank operations and the autonomy of the Reserve Banks has

resulted in oversight that, in some areas, appears fragmented, inefficient,

or lacking in independence. For example, gao found issues that were

either not adequately covered or were reviewed by both the Board's and

the Reserve Banks' oversight organizations. Furthermore, some
Systemwide internal auditing lacked clear independence. The Board's

Office of the Inspector General, while independent, is not authorized to

directly audit Reserve Bank operations. However, the Federal Reserve has

recently decided to contract out for independent audits of its combined

financial statements for the years 1995 through 1999. gao commends this

approach and urges that it be permanently instituted.

A nuuor effort to review the Federal Reserve's operations could present it

with profound challenges in planning and confironting possible changes.

The essential missions as well as the locations of the Reserve Banks are

set by law, and the autonomy of the Reserve Banks generally necessitates

a consensus-oriented decisionmaking in systemwide planning. However,

despite its unique structure, the Federal Reserve has begun to show that it

can address operational issues strategically and work in a systemwide

manner when necessary. This is evidenced by the recent estabhshment of

a new Financial Services Committee to examine priced services and the

consolidation of its data-processing facilities. As the Federal Reserve

enters the next century, it is vital that both the Board and the Reserve
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Banks continue to foster a systemwide focus so that the Federal Reserve

can fulfill its mission in an efficient and effective manner.

Recommendations
and Matters for

Consideration

In analyzing opportunities to reduce tlie cost of Federal Reserve

operations to the taxpayer, any potential adverse inipact on the

independence of monetary policy or on the Federal Reserve's ability to

meet its key responsibiliUes should be considered carefully. However, UAt)

sees no inherent conflict between the Federal Reserve's independence or

effectiveness and efforts to improve efficiency. Many of the functions

performed by the Federal Reserve have little direct relation to monetary

policy, and the Board, working with the Reserve Banks, has the authority

and ability to take many cost-saving actions without jeopardizing the

System's mission effectiveness. However, any decision to close Reserve

Banks or establish a separate corporation for priced services would

require congressional approval. Thus, gao makes recommendations to the

Board and suggests several matters for congressional consideration.

Recommendations to the

Board of Governors

GAO recommends that the Board undertake a fundamental review of

Federal Reserve operations focusing on the primary mission, business

lines, and structure that would best support its overall mandate. Such an

organizational review should include an assessment of

the Federal Reserve's role in providing financial services to banks and

government agencies £u\d an analysis of the costs and benefits to the

System jmd the taxpayers of various options for delivering such services

(such options could include: discontinuing delivery of certain priced

services to financial institutions; privatizing the delivery of other services

by establishing a private corporation for delivering such services; or

retaining responsibility for being the primary service provider);

cost-saving opportunities that could result from streamlining its existing

management stioictures and consolidating Federal Reserve operations,

including possible mergers among the 12 Reserve Banks and 25 branches;

and

the potential for technology to support streamlined work processes in the

Reserve Banks and reduce costs and improve quality.

In addition, gao recommends that the Board

strengthen its existing control and oversight mechanisms by, among other

things, (1) reviewing the appropriateness of current budget assumptions
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that assume steady smnual growth; (2) taking steps to better ensure the

independence of the Federal Reserve's internal audit function and to

expand the scope of its Inspector General's authority; and (3) ensuring

that an independent financial audit of the Reserve Banks' combined

financial statements is conducted every year;

review benefit levels at the Board and the Reserve Banks to determme if

these levels can continue to be justified, considenng today's environment

of increased governmental and private-sector cost containment and the

composition of the Federal Reserve's workforce;

assess whether there is any compelling need for the surplus account and

whether the size of the account can be safely reduced; and

reconsider its policy not to charge for bank examinations.

GAO is also making additional recommendations concerning the Federal

Reserve's policies on travel, contracting, procurement, and other

operational matters.

Matters for Congressional

Consideration

Congress should consider the results of the Federal Reserve's assessments

and determine

whether it would be desu-able to merge or close any of the 12 Reserve

Banks or 25 branches;

whether there is a continued need for the Federal Reserve's surplus

account and, if so, what the appropriate amount of the account should be;

and
which of the various options for delivering priced services to financial

institutions are in the best interests of public policy and represent the best

balance between achieving cost savings and serving the nation's financial

interests.

Congress should also consider

requiring an annual independent audit of the Reserve Banks' combined

financial statements;

requiring the Federal Reserve to charge for bank examinations; and

establishing a statutory requirement that the Federal Reserve annually

retiim its rematining revenues to the Treasury.
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Federal Reserve's

Comments and GAO'S
Evaluation

GAO requested comments on a draft of this report from the Federal Reserve

Board of Governors, gao's responses to the Board's comments on the

specific recommendations contained in this report appear at the end of the

chapters where those recommendations are made. Additional responses

are contained in appendix V, In addition, the staff of the Board of

Governors provided technical comments that were incorporated in this

report as appropriate.

The Board took exception to what it termed the broad implication of the

draft report that the Federal Reserve has not exercised appropriate budget

constraint and has not adequately addressed the changing technological

and financial environment within which it operates. The Board stated its

belief that the Federal Reserve had exercised diligence in managing the

cost of the System, and the System was as cost effective as the most

efficient public and private sector institutions. As evidence of its cost

control, the Board noted that, despite an increase in its supervisory

responsibilities and a costly computer upgrade, its cost growth over the

period of 1988 to 1994 was somewhat less than the increase in federal

nondefense discretionary expenditures that occurred over the same years.

This was one of the three standards of comparison that gao used in this

report The Board also stated that the Federal Reserve's revenues from the

provision of financial services to depository institutions consistently

exceeded its direct and indirect costs, and thus earned money for the

Treasury.

The Board recognized that the Federal Reserve could be made more

efficient and effective, and stated that it would evaluate and implement

some of gag's specific cost-saving recommendations where appropriate.

However, the Board noted that while some activities appear to be more

cost effective if consolidated, deciding on the appropriate degree of

consolidation was a difficult issue. Specifically, the Board agreed with

gao's recommendations to review the Federal Reserve's policies and

practices regarding travel, contracting, and procurement, and agreed to

consider managing health care benefits on a systemwide basis. The Board

did not agree with Gao that it has significant opportuiuties to reduce its

costs in such areas as personnel competisation and its management of

large-scale building projects.

The Board also did not agree with most of gao's broader

recommendations, including the recommendations to assess whether

cost-saving opportunities exist in streamlining its current management

structure and consolidating Federal Reserve operations; to take steps to
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Strengthen existing oversight and control mechanisms and improve its

budgetary processes; to assess the costs and benefits of various options

for providing financial services; and to reconsider its policy not to charge

for bank examinations. With regard to the surplus account, the Board

agreed that the appropriate level of the surplus is open to debate, but did

not agree to consider reducing or eliminating the surplus, arguing in part

that such a transfer would have no economic impact.

The Board believed that the Federal Reserve adequately planned for future

significant changes affecting financial services and bank supervision. With

regard to opportunities for streamlining operations, the Board stated that

.

savings were most likely in the consolidation of electronic financial

services, and that paper-based services offered only modest potential

savings. Concerning consolidation of Reserve Banks and branches, the

Board noted that their locations would likely be different if established

today, but stated that relocations or realignments would have to result in

substantial long-term savings to offset high transition costs.

GAO continues to believe that the Federal Reserve has significant

opportunities to reduce its costs, that the mjyor technological and

marketplace developments discussed in this report are likely to have

profound implications for the System's activities, and that the Federal

Reserve could benefit from a m^jor Systemwide review of its operations

and structure, gao agrees that such an undertaking would be difficult, but

believes that a broad rethinking of the Federal Reserve's mission,

structure, lines of business, and its strategic management processes is

needed for the Federal Reserve to be as efficient and effective as it can be

in fulfilling its critical role as our nation's central bank, gao beheves that

without such a systemwide review, the Federal Reserve will be

increasingly less competitive with private sector suppliers of financial

services and less cost effective in its overall operations.

GAO commends the Federal Reserve for taking actions to consolidate some
of its operations, such as its mainframe computer operations and its

savings bond program, and to consider other potential cost-saving

opportunities, such as managing health care benefits on a systemwide

basis. However, gao notes that these efforts fall far short of the broad

rethinking gao believes is needed and are unlikely to yield the truly

significant savings that could result fi-om such an effort In particular,

while gao agrees that realigning and consolidating facilities would mvolve

short-term transition costs, gao believes that such costs could be
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outweighed by long-term savings from having a more rational and efficient

structure.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Federal Reserve System (Federal Reserve or System), our nation's

central bank, is unique among governmental entities in many respects,

particularly in its finances. Unlike many government agencies whose
operations are funded through the Congressional appropriations process,

the Federal Reserve deducts operations and other expenses from its

revenues and transfers the remaining amount to the U.S. Department of

the Treasury (Treasury). Although the primary mission of the Federal

Reserve is to support a stable economy, not to make a profit or maximize

its transfer to Treasury, System revenues contribute to total U.S. revenues;

thus, deductions from System revenues represent a cost to U.S. taxpayers.

In today's constrained budget environment, Congress seeks to be well

informed on all activities that affect the government's finances. For this

reason, Members of Congress have requested our assistance in providing

information about the revenues and costs of the Federal Reserve, factors

that could affect Federal Reserve finances, and about the mechanisms

used to control costs and conduct strategic planning.

The Federal Reserve's

Unique Structure

Reflects Efforts to

Balance Differing

Interests

The Federal Reserve was created by the Federal Reserve Act of 1913

"... to provide for the establishment of Federal reserve banks, to furnish

an elastic currency, to afford means of rediscounting commercial paper, to

establish a more effective supervision of banking in the United States, and

for other purposes."

The Federal Reserve's basic structure includes a federal agency in

Washington, D.C.—the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

(Board), whose seven members are appointed by the president and

confirmed by the Senate.' Figure 1.1 shows the orgaiuzational structure of

the Board. The structure also includes 12 federally chartered corporations,

located in various regions of the country (Federal Reserve districts),

known as Federal Reserve Banks (Reserve Banks). Figure 1.2 shows the

boundaries of the Federal Reserve districts.

The Federal Reserve is unusual in many respects compared to other

entities established to carry out public purposes. It is a federal system that

is part public and part private; although the Board is a government agency,

the Reserve Banks are not Also, the Federal Reserve does not follow the

familiar federal structure of a "top-down' hierarchy, with all policymaking

powers centralized in Washington, D.C. Instead, the Board and the

'Each of the seven GovenuMis is appointed to serve aU or the expiml portion of staggered 14-year

terms. No 2 members can be from the same pegKMi of the counuy. as defined by the boundaries of the

12 Federal Reserve districts.
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Reserve Banks have shared responsibilities and poUcymaldng authority in

many areas of operation.
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Rgure 1.1: Organizatkmal Chart of Um
Federal Reaerve Board

-«

OfflM of tfw Contro<l*r ha* dirtct ttacal rMponnbilty for trw 8ovd o« Govornors.
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©-

Op«fBtK>ns and

Noie 1 The Federal Resen/e oMicralty identifies dislncls by number and by Resefve Bank city

Note 2: In Dismcl 12. the Seattle Bfanch serves Alaska, and the San Francisco Bank sen/es

Hawaii

Source: FederaJ Reserve System.
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Flgura 1 .2: Map ot th» F»dfil B—fve DIrtflett

^•Boston

iila<l«lphia

F*4ttl Rnwv* Btnk city

it Board o( Qovamora of l^e

Fedaral RaMiva Sytlam. Wathington. D.C.

Source Federal Reserve Board

The Federal Reserve Is

Part Public, Part Private

The Federal Reserve's part-public, part-private composition evolved from

efforts to ensure our central banlc's balanced consideration of public and

private interests at national and regional levels. A related feature is the

Federal Reserve's structural independence from political influence and

direct taxpayer support The Federal Reserve's budget is not subject to the

approval of Congress or the administration, and the central bank receives

no government appropriations. The Reserve Banks are structured as
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self-supporting corporations, and the Board is financed by a levy on (he

Reserve Banks.

The Reserve Banks are federally chartered corporations wholly owned by

pnvate-sector commercial banks (whjch, as members of the Fedenil

Reserve, are known as member banks. )'^ In terms of assets and personnel,

most of the Federal Reserve is in the Reserve Banks: virtually all of the

Federal Reserve's assets, liabilities, revenues, and expenses are earned on

the books of the Reserve Banks, and 94 percent of the over 25,000

employees of the Federal Reserve are employed by the Reserve Banks. As

of December 31, 1994, the assets of the Reserve Banks were $437.0 billion,

and their liabilities and equity were $429.5 and $7.4 billion, respectively.

Although the Reserve Banks are privately owned corporations, they differ

firom most such entities in important ways. The ownership of all stock of

the Reserve Banks confers on member banks only some of the typical

attributes of control and financial interest For example, member banks

receive dividends on Federal Reserve stock, but these dividends are set by

law at 6 percent of paid-in capital. Member banks may not sell the stock or

pledge the stock as collateral for loans. Also, member banks elect six

directors of the Reserve Banks' boards of directors; the Board appoints

three directors and desigruites one of these as chairman and another as

deputy chairman of the board.' Finally, the Reserve Banks have been

considered instrumentalities of the federal government in at least one

context*

The Board and the Reserve Although the Federal Reserve must report to Congress annually on its

Banks Share

Responsibilities and
Decisionmaking

operations, decisions of System policymakers generally ju-e not subject to

ratification by the president or any presidential appointees in the

executive branch or by Congress. The Federal Reserve Act not orUy gives

the board of directors at each of the Reserve Banks powers of supervision

and control over the Reserve Bank, but it also grants the Board of

'At year-end 1994, the member banks of the Federal Reserve numbered 4. 1 16 These banks accounted

for about 80 percent of the assets of the U.S. banking systeia

'Member banks in each district elect three Class A directors, who represent memt>er banks, and three

Class B directors, who represent the public. The Board appoints three Qass C directoi? who also

represent the public Each of the 26 branch offices of the Reserve Banks also has its own txiard of

directors.

•For example, m Brink's. Inc v Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. 466 F Supp 1 16

(D DC 1979), the Federal District Court hekl thai certain 'govemmenial' functions exercised by the

Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond rendered the Reserve Bank a government enuty for purposes of

the Service Contract Act. 41 US C section 361 etse«t
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Governors the power to exercise general supervision over the Reserve

Banks. For example, the board of directors at each Reserve Bank Etppoint

and determine the compensation of the top official of each Reserve Bonk;

however, the Board of Governors is authorized to approve or disapprove

these decisions. The Federal Reserve Act does not specifically define the

general supervisory responsibilities of the Board of Governors.

The Federal Reserve Uses
a Conference System to

Coordinate
Decisionmaking

To help systemwide planning and decisionmaking in a system of shared

responsibilities, the Board zmd the Reserve Banks participate in

systemwide conferences. In 1994, the conference structure consisted of

three m^or conferences:* the Conference of Presidents (cop), the

Conference of First Vice Presidents (COFVP), and the Conference of

General Auditors, as described in table 1.1. Elach of these conferences is

supported by committees, subcommittees, and task forces, involving many
Federal Reserve officials and staff.

Tabto 1.1: ThrM Contarancas o( th« Fadtfal Raaarva aa of 19M
Purpoaa

Conference of Presidents Presidents of tfie Reserve
Banks

The Conference is to consider managenal matters of common interest lo

Resen/e Banks and consult wtf^ and advise the Board on these matters.

These managerial matters include discounts and audits, management
systems and budgets, strategic planning, personnel, legislation and
regulations, supervision, and research

Conference of First Vice

Presidents

Rrst vice presidents ol the

Reserve Banks
The Conference is to consider and coordinate Reserve Bank operations

Conference of General
Auditors

General auditors of the

Reserve Banks
The Conference is to enatjie general auditors to discuss maners of mutual

concern and to adopt uniform policies and solutions lo problems

Source Federal Reserve Board

In 1995, a new management structure for financial services took over

many of the duties of the coFvp that were related to priced services. The
new committee was established to streamline the Federal Reserve's

decisionmaking process and to make the Reserve Bank first vice

presidents more accountable for strategic planning of major business lines

throughout the entire System. This new structure and details on the

Federal Reserve's decisionmaking authority are discussed further in

ctuq;>ter5.

*The conference atnictuR also indudee the ConleretM:e of Chairmen, whkrti is compoaed of the

chalnnan of each Reaerve Bank. However. aooonUng lo a Board ofllciai, the powen of this conference

anUmttad.
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The Mission of the

Federal Reserve

Many, but not all, of the responsibilities of the Federal Reserve are shared

by the Board and the Reserve Banks. This is perhaps best explained in the

context of a discussion of the basic mission of the Federal Reserve.

The mission of the Federal Reserve today, which is critical to the nation's

economy, can be generally described in terms of four major functions or

responsibilities: conducting monetary [>olicy; maintaining the stability of

the financial system and containing systemic risk that may arise in

firuutcial markets; providing services to financial institutions and other

governmental agencies; and supervising and regulating banks and

bank-holding companies. Table 1.2 briefly describes the basic

responsibilities of the Federal Reserve and explains how these

responsibilities are shared by components of the System.

TabI* 1^ Tha Basic IHaalon ol tha Fadaral Raaarva Syatam by Miof Unaa o« Buatnaaa

RaaponaibUtty Explanatlan How raaponalbflMaa ara carriad out

Conduct nxxietary

policy

The Federal Reserve influences the money
supply and credit conditions in the

economy in pursuit of full employment and
stable prices For example, the System
affects the money supply by buying and
selling U S. secunties in the open-ma/Kel

(known as open-market operations). The

Federal Reserve also buys and sells foreign

currencies and secunties to affect the

dollar's exchange rate and help stabilize

financial markets interr^ationally.

The Federal Reserves Federal Open
Market Committee (FOf^C) makes
morwtary policy Voting members are the

seven Board members and five Reserve

Bank presidents, including the (resident of

the Reserve Bank of tMew York, a

permanent memljer of the committee Other

Reserve Bank presidents are voting

members on a rotating basis. All Reserve

Bank presidents participate m FOMC
meetings. Staff support is provided by
Board and Resen/e Bank employees.

Maintain stat>ility of

firtancial markets

The Federal Reserve increases the liquidity

of markets by temporanly supplying extra

reserves to the banking system through

open-market operations.

The Federal Reserve lends to financial

entities through discount window
operations To statMlize nnarkets. the

Federal Reserve can lend reserves directly

to certain entities m financial difficulty by
making discount window loans '

FOMC carnes this out through open-market

operations

Discount window operations are carried out

by each of tfie Reserve Banks in

accordance with policies approved by the

Board.

(continued)
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Responsibility Explanation How responsibilities are carried out

Provide services to

fir^ancial

institutions

The Federal Reserve provides "priced

services' to financial institutions, including

check<leafing and processing and
electronically translernng funds tsetween

financial institutions

The System also distnbutes and receives

Federal Reserve notes (paper money) and
coins and holds US securities to bacK

issued Federal Reserve notes. The System

ensures that enough currency and coins

are in circulation to nneet public demand

Each of the Reserve Banks provides

check -clearing and funds transfers, subiect

to the Board's supen/isory powers

Subiect to the Boards supervision, each
Reserve Bank issues Federal Reserve

holes and coins: verities deposits of

financial institutions: replaces and destroys

unfit currency, and identifies counterteit

currency.

Provide services to

Treasury and other

government agencies

The Federal Reserve issues and redeems
government secunties and performs other

services for Treasury; also, ttie System
provides servrces to other govertvnent

agencies For example, the Federal

Reserve processes food coupons tor the

U.S. Oepartment of Agriculture.

The Reserve Banks provide various

services to Treasury and other government
agencies subiect to the Board's supervision

Supervise and
regulate banks and
bank-holding

companies

The Federal Reserve supenflses all U.S.

bank-holding companies, state-chartered

banks that are members of the Federal

Reserve, all Edge Acl° and agreement
corporations, the foreign activities of

member banks, and the U.S. operations of

foreign banks.

The System establishes standards

designed to ensure the safe and sound
operation of financial institutions

The Reserve Banks perform many
supervisory duties—such as bank -holding
company inspections and bank
examinations—subiect to the Board's

supervision.

The Board is responsible for establishing

theses standards through relations, rules,

policy guidelines, or supervisory

interpretations, which may be established

under specific provisions of a law or under

more general legal authonty.

Any instilution hokjing deposits subiect to reserve requirements (such as transactkm accounts

and nonpersonal lime deposits) has access to ttw discount wirxlow. subiect to technical

restrictions imposed by the Federal Oposit InsurarKe Corporation Improvemeni Act

"Edge Act corporations are corporadons chartered by the Federal Reserve lo engage in

international banking. The Board Of Governors acts on applications to establisn Edge Act

corporations and also examines t^w corporations arx) their subsidiaries
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The Federal Reserve's

Internal Budgetary
Controls and
Oversight Reflect the

System's Structure

The budgetary controls and oversight structures internal to the Federal

Reserve reflect the fact that each of the Reserve Banks has its own
management structure in addibon to being supervised by the Board.

Concerning budget controls—the pnmary control over spending—the

Reserve Banks and the Board have similar, but separate, processes, and
the Board approves all final budgets. The Federal Reserves internal

oversight structure includes general auditors at each of the Reserve Banks
and the Office of the Inspector General (oig) at the Board. The oir, is

authorized to audit activities for which the Board has primary

responsibility. In addibon, some Board divisions, such as the Division of

Reserve Bank Operations and Payment Systems (drbops). Division of

Human Resources Management (dhrm), and Division of Banking

Supervision and Regulation (dbs&r), conduct operations reviews using the

Board's delegated authority to supervise the Reserve Banks, drbops also

conducts financistl examinations, operational audits, and annual

performance evaluations of the Reserve Banks. The budgetary controls

and oversight structures of the Federal Reserve are discussed further in

chapter 5.

The Reserve Banks use accrual accounting to track expenses. For this

reason, the Reserve BaiUcs' operating expenses reflect only the

depreciation costs of capital acquisitions. E^h m^or unit of the Reserve

Banks has an operations budget and a capital asset budget, and each is

controlled by the same process.

The Federal Reserve
Finances Its

Operations From
Current Revenue and
Returns Remaining
Revenue to Treasury

E^h year, the Federal Reserve deducts operations and other expenses
from current revenue and transfers the remaining amount to Treasury. For
example, in 1994, the Federal Reserve deducted about $3.5 billion fi-om the

current revenue of about $24 billion and returned about $20.5 billion to

Treasury. The amount returned to Treasury has varied during the period of

1988 to 1994, as shown in table 1.3. The return of these remaining revenues

to Treasury is in accordance with a policy established by the Board of

Governors, and is not required by statute.
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(SDR),' and U.S. Treasury and federal agency securities purchased through

open-market operations.^ About $381.5 billion in Federal Reserve notes

were in circulation as of December 31, 1994. and as shown in table 1.4, the

assets that collateralized those notes accounted for about 87 percent of

the Federal Reserve assets at that time. Those assets represented mainly

U.S. Treasury and federal agency securities. Throughout the 1988 to 1994

period, interest received on such currency-related securities ranged from

79 to 87 percent of all System revenues.

Other Interest Income Interest on noncurrency-related U.S. securities refers to interest earned on

securities purchased to implement monetary policy. The Federal Reserve

influences the economy mainly through a system of managed reserves."

The Monetary Ck)ntrol Act of 1980 requires all depository institutions to

hold reserve balances in au:counts with the Reserve Bank for their Federal

Reserve districts or other designated institutions or, as permitted by Board

regulations, in the form of cash in their vaults. The Federal Reserve sets

reserve requirements for depository institubons and determines the total

of reserves for the banking system. By purchasing securities in the market,

the Federal Reserve expands reserves when it wants to lower interest

rates and encourage more credit in the economy.' Conversely, by selling

securities, the Federal Reserve reduces reserves when it wants to raise

interest rates and restrict the amount of credit

The Federal Reserve's control over bank reserves enables it to play a

imyor role in protecting the economy against systemic risk—that is,

excessive disruption from financial market disturbances. In the event of a

financial crisis, such as a plunge in stock prices, the Federal Reserve may

*SDRs *i« created bjr the Intemitioiul Monctaiy fund (IMF). >fter agreement by a irtAtonty of the IMF
tnesnbets, to serve as a supplement to the tntemaxlonal moneta/y reserves of IMF members. SDRs are

allocated to the mecnbeis in accordance with the size of the membera' qiiota, but without any payment
SDRs received by the U & government are. by law. held by the Secretary of the Treasury for the

account of the Exchan^ Stabilization Fiind.

^Almoat ail of the government securities held by the Federal Reserve are Treasury securities purchased

In the open martet, but the Federal Reserve also has purchased some agency securities that comprue
leas than 2 percent of the goverrunent securities portfolio

*To a leaser extent, the Federal Reserw also influeiKes the amount of reserves through adjustments to

the discount rate (which affects the coat of borrowing) and, on occasion, changes in reserve

requirement raUoa.

*For example, to expand reserves, the Federal Reserve buys goverrunent securities through its

open-flttrket operations, which adds to reserves. When the Federal Reserve purchases secunoes. it

pays by issuing a checa on itself, in effect On receipt of the check, the seilei^s bank presents it to the

Federal Reserve for payment The Federal Reserve honors the check by increasing the reserve account

at the Reserve Bank of the seller's bank. The reserves of the seller's bank nse with no offsetting

decline in leseivea elsewhere; thus, the total volume of reserves increases By adding to t>ank reserves,

the Federal Reserve can seek to lower uuerest rates and expand the supply of money and credit

available in the economy
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increase the liquidity of markets by temporarily supplying extra reserves

to the banking system through open-market operations.

Interest on foreign securities was an additional source of revenue. In 1994,

the Federal Reserve held $20.5 billion in foreign securities. TTie Federal

Reserve also has a reciprocal swap network with different central banks,

which is not included on the balance sheet. '" The Federal Reserve earns

interest on foreign-denominated assets, but also faces risks in that it can

gain or lose on trades.

The Federal Reserve earns interest on loans provided to depository

institutions through its discount window. Through the discount window,

commercial banks and other depository institutions may borrow reserves

from the Federal Reserve. These institutions are expected to draw on all

other reasonably available sources of funds before coming to the discount

window. The loans are made at a rate of interest—the discount rate—set

by the Reserve Banks and approved by the Board.

The Federal Reserve Is

Required to Set Fees for

Priced Services to Recover
Cost of Services

The Monetary Control Act requires the Federal Reserve to charge

depository institutions for its services to financial institutions, setting fees

in such a way that, over the long run, the revenues from these services will

recover the costs of providing them. The act also requires all depository

institutions to meet the Federal Reserve's reserve requirements and grants

these same institutions access to System services at market prices as well

as access to short-term or discount loans." In addition to the services

mentioned in table 1.2, the Federal Reserve provides securities

safekeeping and transfer and noncash collection services. Services to

financial institutions and Treasury constitute a large portion of the Federal

Reserve expenses.

'*rhe swip network consists of reaprocmj shon^erm mngements (comparable to repurchase tnd
matched sale-purchase agreements in the domestic yovemment securities market) among the Federal

Itoserve, other central banks, and the Bank of International Settlements These arrangements, which

have t)een used infrequently in recent years, give the Federal Reserve temporary access to the foreign

currefKies it needs for intervention operations lo support the dollar artd give the partner foreiffi

cenlnd banks temporary access to dollars they need to support their own currencies

"Before 1960, only banks that were members of the Federal Reserve had access to Federal Reserve
services aiMJ discount loans at subsidized prices and interest rales. Nonmember bania, whkrh had no
direct access to System services and k>ans, could receive such services only by maintaining

correspondent relationships with cocnmercial banks that belonged lo the System.
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Federal Reserve

Expenses and Other
Deductions

From current revenues, the Federal Reserve deducts the cost of operating

the 12 Reserve Banks and the Board and other expenses before

transferring the remaining revenues to Treasury. Generally, these

deductions can be categorized as expenses; other deductions; and losses,

gains, and other adjustments. Table 1.5 briefly describes these deductions.

For purposes of this report, operating expenses of the Federal Reserve

include the cost of operating the Reserve Banks and the Board.
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AcUustments to Current

Revenue May Increase or

Decrease Total Current

Revenue

As shown in table 1.6, the Federal Reserve makes other adjustments to

current revenue.

Tabta 1.6: t.o**ea. Gains, and Adjuatments to Fadaral Raserva Ravanua aa of 1994

Loaaas, gaina, and other adjuatinonta

1994 amount
(000 omitted) Definition

Sales of US Treasury and agency
securities

As the result of actions taken to implement monetary policy,

respond to pu()lic demand for currency, and fluctuations in

interest rates, the net profit (or loss) resulting from FOMC
trading of US government securities.

Sales or changes in value of foreign

exchange or assets denominated in

foreign currency

As the result of actions taken to stabilize U S. and foreign

currerx:ies, the net profit (or loss) resulting from the trading

or holding of assets denominated m foreign currencies, as

authorized by FOMC. Trading gams or losses occur when
assets denominated in foreign currencies are sold Reserve
Banks also record translation gams or losses when
fluctuations in exchange rates change the value of assets

denominated in foreign currencies

Adjustment to revenue for accounting rule

changes and other items

In response to changes in accounting principles or other

items, additions and subtractions to current revenue.

+$2,473,586

FOMC « Federal Open Market Committee

rVa • not applicable

Note Deductions from revenues are shown at negative numbefs In a tew cases, adiustments

may either be deductions from or additions to revernjes. dependir^ on Federal Reserve actions

and market cor>ditiorts dunng the year. These items are shown as r^atve or positive numbers.

as appropriate

Source Federal Reserve System

For example, gains and losses resulting from sales of U.S. Treasury and

agency securities or changes in value of foreign exchange or assets

denominated in foreign currencies are accounted for in adjustments to

current revenue. Other gains or losses, such as those realized as the result

of changes to accounting rules, are also accounted for in this way. In 1993,

the Federal Reserve experienced a significant one-time deduction to

revenues, primarily the result of the initial accrual of postretirement
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employee benefits required by a change in accounting rules. '^ In recent

years, acOustments have been volatile because of gains or losses on assets

denominated in foreign currencies, both from actual transactjons and from

revaluation to dollars of assets held in portfolio.

Objectives, Scope,

and Methodology

Our objectives were to (1) analyze trends in the cost of Federal Reserve

operations during 1988 to 1994 and the System's management processes

for controlling spending and overseeing operations, (2) identify

opportunities to increase the System's efficiency without adversely

affecting its effectiveness, (3) identify ongoing and future developments

that could significantly affect the Federal Reserve's mission and finances.

«md (4) assess the System's strategic management processes and identify

actions the Federal Reserve could take to successfully meet future

challenges and ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of its operations.

To analyze trends in the Federal Reserve's spending dtiring 1988 to 1994,

we developed a 7-year trend analysis on the expenses of the Federal

Reserve. In addition, we examined the Reserve Banks' and the Board's

cost-accounting systems to identify trends in the Federal Reserve's

operating expenses by mission-related activity (such as services to

financial institutions and Treasury) and types of expense (such as salaries,

benefits, and travel). However, we did not audit these numbers and did not

verify their accuracy. We reviewed a variety of financial-accounting,

cost-accounting, staffing, and budgetary reports prepared by the Board

and the individual Reserve Banks. To analyze the Federal Reserve's

spending trends, we compared the System's levels of spending to inflation

and levels of discretionary spending of the federal government during the

same period. Due to the limitations of our audit authority, we did not

analyze direct costs relating to the buying, selling, and holding of

securities and foreign currency or other valuables in connection with the

implementation of monetary policy.

To identify opportunities that exist to increase the System's efficiency

without adversely affecting its effectiveness, we concentrated our work on

personnel compensation, travel, and procurement and contracting. More
specifically, we

reviewed Board and Reserve Bank [>ersonnel compensation data and

policies, travel policies, and samples of travel vouchers;

"This change was the adoption of the SuicmeM of Financial Aocountlni Sundanjs r4o 106.

'Employera' Accounting for Postr«tii«ment Beneflta Other Than Pensiona.'
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compared personnel compensation policies and regulations to those of

selected federal agencies;

developed and mailed a standardized data collection instrument, or

questionnaire, to obtain pay and benefits information from the human
resource officers at the eight Reserve Banks where we did not do detailed

audit work in these areas; '^

contacted questionnaire respondents by telephone to further clarify

questionnaire responses;"

did an in-depth review of the procurement process at the San FYancisco

Reserve Bank, focusing on items with a cost of more than $25,000; and

interviewed officials at three Reserve Banks who were responsible for

procurement, reviewed procurement guidance, traced purchases through

the payment process, and reviewed selected contracts.

To identify ongoing and future developments that could significantly affect

the Federal Reserve's mission and finances, we

analyzed studies, data, and other information and interviewed

knowledgeable officials of the Federal Refserve on issues related to check

clearing, currency processing, and bank supervision and

interviewed officials and analyzed supporting documentation fi-om the

Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City to determine how the automation

consolidation project, the Federal Reserve Automation Services (FRAs),

had affected its check<learing priced service.

To assess the System's strategic management processes and identify

actions the Federal Reserve could take to successftilly meet these

challenges and etisure the efficiency and effectiveness of its operations in

the ftiture, we

reviewed and analyzed current and potential future trends in the workload

of, and the cost of operating, the System's msuor services and lines of

business;

reviewed Federal Reserve planning documents and interviewed System

officials about planning and management processes;

reviewed the Federal Reserve's budgeting process, including the various

budget proposals made throughout the budgeting cycle at the Board and

"We obuineddau and infonnacion for the Reserve Bank* only In scene cases, the 2S branch bania

may have had different benefits, such as different cafeteria or mass transu subsidies.

'*rhe questionnaires and interviews were completed m June and July 1994, and the mfoftnadon

collected was for the calendar year 199a In some cases we asked for coat estimsles for various

benefits. Where we weie able to update these cost Ogures usin« the System's cost-accounting

informatian for calendar year 1994, we did so
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the Reserve Banks (Chicago, Dallas, New York, and San Francisco) for the

years 1988 through 1993;

compared each of the Banks' budget proposal within a cycle to the

previous proposal to determine whether the process promoted reduction

in the size of the budget proposals;

compared the Federal Reserve's actual expenses to the operating budgets

and actual expenditures to capital budgets for the years reviewed to

determine whether the System operated within its approved spending

limits;

obtained an understanding of the controls on m^or capital acquisitions by

reviewing the process the Reserve Bank of Dallas used to obtain approval

from the Board to construct its new bank building and compared the

results of the process to the uutially approved plans;

conducted interviews focused on oversight with officials from the Board's

OIG 2tnd DRBOPS;

reviewed a number of gig reports and analyzed the Federal Reserve Act

and the Inspector General Act of 1978 and its subsequent amendments;

interviewed Board officials who managed the Financial Ebcamination

Program and the Annual Performance Evaluation; DSBOPS managers who
oversee the operating areas at the Reserve BaiUcs; and the general auditors

of the Reserve BaiU<s at Chicago, Dallas, New York, San Francisco, and

Richmond;

reviewed the 1989 to 1993 financial examination reports and the 1989 to

1993 aiuiual performance evaluation reports for the Reserve Bar\ks of

Chicago, Dallas, New York, and San Francisco; and
reviewed the operations review reports conducted by drbops, dhrm, and

DBS&R

We did our work in accordance with generally accepted government

auditing standards at the Board of Governors in Washington, D.C., and at

the Federal Reserve Banks in Chicago; Dallas; Kansas City, MO; New York;

Richmond; and San Francisco from January 1994 through September 1996.

We obtained written comments on a draft of this report from the Federal

Reserve Board of Governors. The comments are discussed at the ends of

chapters 3 and 5 and reprinted in appendix V. Staff of the Federal Reserve

Board provided additional technical comments on the draft report, which

were incorporated as appropriate.
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Chapter 2

The Federal Reserve Has Become
Increasingly Expensive to Operate

In the 7-year period from 1988 to 1994, as many commercial banks

restructured to reduce operating costs ztnd increase revenues and
Congress and the Executive Branch acted to constrain discretionary

federal spending,' the cost to operate the Federal Reserve has increased

steadily and substantially—from $1.36 billion in 1988 to $2.00 billion in

1994, or 48 percent This percentage increase exceeded the 25-percent

inflation that occurred during the same period, was also greater than the

17-percent increase in overall federal discretionary spending, and was
almost the same as the 51 -percent increase in federal nondefense

spending. The growth in Federal Reserve expenses was caused by

significant increases that occurred in expenses for bank supervision and
regulation, personnel compensation, and extensive automation

modernization and consolidation.

In Recent Years,

Congress Has Acted
to Control Spending
and Banks Have
Sought to Increase

Efficiency

Since the early 1980s, federal budgeting has been dominated by concern

about the budget deficit In the mid-1980s, the deficit was greater than

$200 billion; in the early 1990s, the deficit approached $300 billion. By
1935, the high deficit prompted the enactment of the

Gramm-Rudman-HoUings Act (grh), which established deficit targets for

each year through fiscal year 1991, when the budget was to be balanced.

GRH was amended in 1987. In 1990, Congress revised the grh process wth
the Budget Enforcement Act of 1990 (bea). Rather than focusing on fixed

deficit targets, bea was designed to limit legislative actions by limiting

appropriations and restricting the creation or esqiansion of any entitlement

program or tax cut

BEA categorizes all federal spending as either discretionary (funded

through annual appropriation acts) or direct (entitlements or spending

that results from laws other than appropriation acts). BEA set discretionary

spending limits—called caps—to control the aggregate amount that can be

appropriated and expended for all discretionary programs in a fiscal year.

Thus, all discretionary programs compete with each other within the caps.

Direct spending programs are controlled by bea's pay-as-you-go (Paygo)

rules. The main paygo requirement is that legislation enacted during a

session of Congress which increases direct spending or decreases

revenues, must be oCEset by revenue increases or a cut in another direct

spending program. If the legislative action increases the deficit for a fiscal

year, a sequestration from certain direct spending accounts occurs.

'Dtscntionary spending Is that spending controlled through the appniphacions process. It excludes

interest oo the national debt ind entitlement piDgnms, Examples of entitJesnent programs are SocuJ
Security, Pood Stainpa. and Medicaid.
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In addition to these budgetary control mechanisms, the administration and

Congress are attempting to make the federal government smaller and more

cost efficient by reforming or "reinventing' its agencies and work
processes. For example, the National Performance Review (npr), under

the direction of the Vice President, is an administration initiative that

seeks to propose recommendations on how the federal government could

work better and cost less.

Throughout the 1980s and into the 1990s, many U.S. banks also made
strategic decisions to restructure their activities, cut operating costs, and

generally develop more efficient operations. The U.S. banking system

underwent this transition in response to intense domestic and

international competition, technological and financial innovations, and

changing market conditions.

-

For several reasons, the Federal Reserve is not subject to the same
cost-reduction pressures that are affecting both public agencies and

private sector firms. The Federal Reserve, for example, is not subject to

BEA, primarily because it operates without congressional appropriations

and funds its operations and pays other expenses fi-om the current

revenue of the Reserve Banks. Also, unlike private firms, the Federal

Reserve does not have a profit incentive to lower costs and increase

efficiency.

The Increase in the

Cost of the Federal

Reserve Outpaced
Inflation and Total

Federal Discretionary

Spending

From 1988 to 1994, as shown in figure 2. 1, Federal Reserve operating

expenses increased &°om $1.36 billion to $2.00 billion. This was an increase

of about twice the amount of inflation and about 3 times the increase in

overall federal discretionary ^lending that occurred in that period. During

this same period, Federal Reserve opterating expenses increased at about

the same rate as the percentage increase for nondefense federal

discretionary spending.

TliiQughaut the I88(l« and into the l9(Kls, many U.S. banks faced serious asset quajity pioMeira

reauJting (rom proMein loans to devdoping countries, excessive conunerciaJ ml estate lending, and

9Sion and other factots.
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Rgur* 2.1: Cuimilativa Increasaa In

Fadaral Raaarv* Oparating Expenses,

1M»-1994
100 CufiMilaUva ln««««M (parcentaga)

^^^ Federal nondetense discretiona/y spending

•^•^ Fadsral Resefva operating expanses

• «>••> Consumer pnce index

•• • Total federal discretionary spending

Sources: Federal Reserve Board and the bixlget of the United Stales

The Federal Reserve

Allocates Its Operating

Budget to Mission-Related

Areas and Expense
Categories

The Federal Reserve uses cost-accounting systems that allocate operating

budget expenditures to both mission-related categories and expense

categories. For budgeting purposes and accounting, expenditures of the

Federal Reserve are accounted for in five mivjor mission-related areas of

the System: monetary policy, supervision and regulation, services to

financial institutions and the public, services to Treasury and other

government agencies, and System policy and oversight Costs of support

and overhead, including Board expenditures for System policy direction

and oversight, are allocated to each Federal Reserve mission activity.' The
costs are distributed to the Federal Reserve mission adlvilles in

accordance with predetermined ratios derived by estimated usage. The
Federal Reservre also categorizes operating expenses by expense

categories. These categories include personnel compensation, equipment

'Siqipan and overhead coaa Indude. ainoiig other thlnfi. data coflwuinicttion and dalaiHOcesitnt

ejqpeiiaea. and legal and aocountirg expenaea.
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and software, buildings, travel, shipping, materials and supplies, and
conununicalioa

Supervision and
Regulation Area
Experienced the

Highest Growth of All

the Federal Reserve's

Mission-Related

Activities

As shown in table 2. 1 , although spending in all five of the Federal

Reserve's mission-related activities increased during 1988 to 1994, the

supervision and regulation area experienced the highest spending growth.

The rate of spending increases in mission-related activities ranged from

34 percent (services to financial institutions and the public) to 102 percent

(supervision and regulation). The growth in the supervision and regulation

area resulted from stafT increases in the area. Services to financial

institutions and the public, services to government agencies, and bank
supervision and regulation accounted for almost 90 percent of the Federal

Reserve's costs. Within the services to financial institutions activity,

expenses for priced services increased substantially less than those for

nonpriced services. Priced services expenses increased the least of any

mission-related activity.

According to Federal Reserve officials, growth in supervision and

regulation expenditures was driven primarily by staff increases. These

staff increases resulted from the implementation of the regulatory

requirements mandated by banking reform laws, such as the Federal

Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989

(firrea) and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act

(fdicia) of 1991.* The supervision and regulation area increased its staff

over 42 percent during 1988 to 1994 from 2,466 to 3,498.' During the same
period, both the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (occ) and the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDic) had increased the size of

their bank supervision and regulation staff by about 24 percent and

46 percent, respectively.

As shown in table 2.1, costs related to priced services rose by the smallest

rate of growth during 1988 to 1994. The Federal Reserve has a significant

incentive to restrain priced services costs because under the Monetary

Control Act, fees for services are to be based on the recovery of expenses,

and the System competes with the private sector in providing services to

financial institutions. The Monetary Control Act requires the Federal

Reserve to charge financial institutions for priced services, such as check

'Acconilng to Federal Re9erveofflcials.about200eianib>era were hired juat to unptement the Fomgn
Bank Si«iervtaton Enhanceinent Act, Title 2 of FDICIA.

*Thenwnl>erof ataff tsdefiwd from the avenfle number of peraonnel, which meaaurcs the number of

envloyecB In terms of fulMime pootttona for the time period
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processing, and to recover its costs. In addition, the Federal Reserve

competes with private check clearinghouses and automated clearinghouse

(ach) networks in processing checks and conducting ach transactions.

Table 2.1: Faderat Reserve's Calendar

Year Operating Costs by

Misslcm-Relatecl Categories. 19S8 and
1994

Activities
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Rgure 2.2: Federal Reeerve'a 1994

Operating Expenaea, by Expenaa
Category

Equipment

Source: Federal Reserve System

Thus, any increase in personnel compensation costs would have a
disproportionate impact on the overall increase in Federal Reserve

spending. As shown in table 2.2, the overall increase in Federal Reserve

operating expenses from 1988 to 1994 was about $646 million; personnel

compensation accounted for about $466 million, or 71 percent, of this

increase. Figure 2.3 shows the contributions (by percentage) of each

major expense category to this $646 million increase.
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Figura 2.3: Contributions o( Expana*
Catagorie* to ttia Overall Incroaaa In

System Expenaaa
100 ParcaM o( total Incn

// /

Source Federal Reserve Syslem

Three Factors Contributed

to the Increase in Federal

Reserve Personnel

Compensation Costs

Increases in staffing levels and in the overall cost of benefits as well as the

changes in the workforce composition of the Federal Reserve contributed

to the rising cost of System personnel compensation in the 1988 to 1994

period. The percentage increases for the Federal Reserve's staffing levels

and its overall cost of benefits exceeded the comparable percentages for

the federal government (see table 2.3). Salary growth in the Federal

Reserve and the federal govenunent was comparable during the period.

Talita 2.3: Parcantaga Increaaaa In

Staffing and Overall Costa of Salariea

and Benefits In the Period of 198B-1994

Factora
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Staffing and Salary Levels

More specifically, System benefits have been adjusted to account for the

Federal Reserve's decision to start, in 1987, to amortize the overfunded

portion of its pension plan. The effect of this action has been to reduce the

Federal Reserve's expenses. In addition, the Federal Reserve started in

1993 to accrue the cost of health benefits for its retired employees. The
federal government's employee pension program is prefunded, but it and
postretirement health benefits have an unfunded liability.

While the federal government's overall staffing level declined by 2 percent,

the overall staffing level of the Federal Reserve increased from 24,8'29 to

25,744, or by about 4 percent This percentage increase is about the same
as employment growth in the federal government outside the Department
of Defense.' Viewed in terms of mission-related activities, the level of

sta£Bng shifted considerably from 1988 to 1994, as shown in table 2.4.

Tabia 2.4: Changaa In Fadwal
Staffing by Activity, 19M-1994 Catagory
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Cost of Benefits

The second-largest increase occurred in support, due primarily to new,

automated data-processing professionals, also white<ollar staff. The

largest decrease in staffing occurred in services to financial institutions,

which is an area of activity with a larger proportion of blue-collar workers

who handle functions in check and currency processing.

Federal Reserve salary costs, which amounted to a total of about $1 billion

in 1994, constituted 79 percent of System personnel compensadon costs in

1994. During 1988 to 1994, the Federal Reserve salary costs increased by

44 percent compared to an increase of 33 percent for the federal

government. Adjusting for the Federal Reserve's increase in staffing, we
compared the salary costs of the System and the federal government on a

per employee basis for the period of 1988 to 1994. The results showed that

the 39-percent increase in the per employee cost of Federal Reserve

salaries was slightly higher than the 36-percent increase in the per capita

salary cost in the federal government The growth in the Federal Reserve's

overall salary costs can be attributed to the increase in new professional

positions created by the Federal Reserve during 1988 to 1994.

During 1988 to 1994, the cost of benefits represented an increasingly larger

share of the Federal Reserve's personnel compensation costs— 16 percent

in 1988 and 21 percent in 1994. During this same period, the cost of

Federal Reserve benefits increased by 98 percent compared to an increase

of 59 percent for the federal government Again, adjusting for the Federal

Reserve's increase in staffing, we compared the benefit costs of the

System and the federal government on a per employee basis for the period

of 1988 to 1994. The results showed that the increase in the per employee

cost of Federal Reserve benefits (96 percent) was higher than the increase

for the federal government (62 percent). The difference in the growth of

Federal Reserve and federal government benefits can be attributed to

(1) higher costs for benefits offered to existing staff and (2) the additional

cost of benefits for new positions created by the Federal Reserve in the

period.

Travel and Equipment and
Software Had the Greatest

Growth in the Federal

Reserve's Operating

Expenses

Although travel and equipment and software expenses constituted a small

portion of the System's operating expei\ses, during 1988 to 1994, these

expenses had the highest growth rates in operating expenses. As

previously mentioned, equipment and software and travel expenses

increased by 85 percent and 66 percent, respectively. The growth in the

equipment and software expenses primarily resulted from the
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depreciation/amortization expenses in equipment, including computers
and software.

The cost of the Federal Reserve's travel expenses increased significantly

more than the federal government's travel expenses during 1988 to 1994.

The Federal Reserve's travel expenses mcreased by 66 percent compared
to 26 percent for the federal government This may be due, in part, to

di^erences in the travel policies of the Federal Reserve and the federal

government.

Automation and
Construction Projects

Accounted for Much
of the Reserve Banks'
Capital Expenditures

During 1988 to 1994, the Reserve Banks spent about $1.7 billion on capital

acquisitions. Costs for capital expenditures are allocated to a budget

separate from the Reserve Banks' operating budget During 1994, the

Reserve Banks spent approximately $270 million to acquire capital assets,

such as computer equipment and software for the Federal Reserve's

automation and consolidation project, which is known as fras. The
Reserve Banks' 1994 capital expenditures represented a 60-percent

increase firom the 1988 expenditures. However, unlike operating expenses,

which increased steadily every year, the growth in the capital expenditures

was somewhat sporadic, increasing in some years and decreasing in other

years. We did not compare the Reserve Banks' capital acquisitions to the

federal govenunent's capital acquisitions because of the differences in the

way capital spending is tracked.

As previously mentioned, the large growth in the Reserve Bank's capital

expenditures was partially the result of fras. Three automation

consolidation centers will consolidate most of the independent maiiiframe

operations of the 12 Reserve Banks, providing consolidated mainframe
and contingency support for, among other things, the Federal Reserve's

mission-critical payments system, llie three fras centers are at the Dallas

and Richmond Reserve Banks and the East Rutherford Operations Center

of the New York Federal Reserve. As of December 31, 1994, the total

capital acquisition cost, primarily for computer and software, was
$242 million.

Conclusions While many commercial banks were downsizing their organizations and
the federal government was constraining spending, the Federal Reserve's

costs were steadily increasing. Diiring 1988 to 1994, the cost of operating

the Reserve Banks and the Board increased by 48 percent—neariy twice

the amount of InflatiotL The growth in the Federal Reserve's operating
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budget was primarily produced by cost increases in the supervision and

regulation area and in the expense categories of personnel compensation,

travel, and equipment

Although the Federal Reserve's expenditures increased in all five

mission-related areas, supervision and regulation experienced the most

growth during 1988 to 1994. The priced services area—where the

Monetary Control Act requires the Federal Reserve to recover costs and

the Federal Reserve competes with the private sector in providing services

to financial institutions—had the lowest cost growth. Thus, where the

System had significant incentives to constrain costs, it appeared to have

done so.

Personnel compensation costs, accounting for neariy two-thirds of the

operating budget, grew by 53 percent during 1988 to 1994. Also, personnel

compensation costs represented over 70 percent of the growth in the

Federal Reserve's operating budget. The growth in Federal Reserve

benefits and the increase of professional employment at the Reserve

Banks contributed to the rise in the Federal Reserve personnel

compensation costs.
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Opportunities Exist to Reduce Federal

Reserve Operating Expenses

The results of our review of many policies and practices of the Board and

Reserve Banks indicated that opportunities exist to reduce the Federal

Reserve's spending. Federal Reserve personnel compensation (pay and

benefits) varied within the Federal Reserve and included benefits that

were relatively generous compared to those of government agencies with

similar responsibilities. We also found that improvements and greater

uniformity in Reserve Bank policies and practices relating to travel

reimbursements, contracting and procurement, and construction planning

could reduce operating and capital spending costs and reduce the Reserve

Banks' risk of potential conflict of interest and favoritism. For example,

we found that the Federal Reserve overlooked opportunities to reduce

costs in planning and managing the design of the new Dallas Reserve Bank
building. Finally, we found that a reduction in annual Federal Reserve

transfer to its surplus account, while not representing a direct reduction in

Federal Reserve expenditures, would have a positive budgetary impact in

the year that any such reductions occurred.

The Federal Reserve's

Personnel
Compensation System
Seeks to Compensate
Employees on the

Basis of the Local

Labor Markets

The boards of directors of the 12 Reserve Banks supervise and control the

Reserve Banks, subject to the general supervision of the Board of

Governors. The Board employs individuals who are necessary to conduct

the business of the Board. It also sets employee salaries and benefits;

approves compensation paid by Reserve Banks to their employees; and

establishes regulations, policies, and practices covering employee benefits.

The Reserve Banks and Board have established differing employee pay

levels and benefits. Except for the salaries of the Chairman and members
of the Board, Federal Reserve salaries are not limited by ceilings

established by the civil service pay system. Salaries at some other federal

financial regulators, notably occ and fdic, also have not been limited by

civil service pay rules.'

Two important objectives of the Federal Reserve's compensation system

are to (1) attract, retain, and motivate qualified employees at aU levels of

responsibility and (2) be externally competitive with local and/or regional

labor markets. To accomplish these objectives, the Board and 12 Reserve

Banks conduct individual salary surveys of private and public institutions

with related job positions in local labor markets. The Board and Reserve

Banks also survey other organizations periodically as they make benefit

decisions. While we sought to understand the nature and scope of the

'For example, FDIC is not bound by either the Claasiflcation Act or the general schedule (GS) pay

scale. It can administntively establish its own salary structure. The fifth paragraph of section 1819 of

Title 12. the FDIC Act of 1960. giants authority U> the FDIC Board of Directora to fix compensation
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Federal Reserve's surveys, we did not verify or analyze the data and

methodology used in these surveys.

To deteimine whether opportunities exist to reduce the Federal Reserve's

costs of operation, we reviewed personnel pay and benefits at the Reserve

Banks and Board. We compared the general procedures for setting

Reserve Board and Banks' salaries to those of the federal government We
compared the specific benefits offered Board and Reserve Bank

employees to those of federal financial regulatory agencies with

responsibilities analogous to some responsibilities of the Federal Reserve.

The federal agencies whose salaries and benefits served as comparisons

were fdic, occ, and the Securities and Elxchange Commission (sec), occ

and FDIC generally are not subject to civil service limitations in providing

salaries and benefits to their employees, while sec is subject to such

limitations. We did not attempt to analyze differences in employee

responsibilities when we compared Federal Reserve salary levels and

benefits to those of fdic, occ, and sec.

Federal Reserve Salary

Levels Were AcUusted to Be
Competitive With Local

Labor Markets

The Federal Reserve attempts to offer salaries competitive with private

sector organizations. The Federal Reserve is not constrained by maximum
limits when setting its salaries for most positions. (The notable exceptions

are the salaries for the Governors of the Board, including the Chairman.)^

In addition, both Board and Reserve Bank salaries are based on

independent salary surveys of organizations that have similar local labor

forces. As a result, the Federal Reserve offers salaries that are competitive

with private sector organizations in a given locality. In contrast, most dvil

service salaries are subject to maximum levels, the highest of which is

level IV of the executive pay schedule, which was $115,700 in 1994.

In 1990, Congress passed the Federal Employees Pay Comparability Act

(fepca), which provided for a comprehensive, long-term pay reform

program designed to ultimately make federal salaries more competitive

with the private sector. Under fepca, locahty pay acyustments were to be

phased in over a 9-year period beginning in 1994. The goal was to reduce

pay disparities between federal white-collar workers and nonfederal

workers to no more than 5 percent by the year 2002. However, budget

constraints haive already resulted in reductions of scheduled locality pay

a4)ustnients for federal workers for 1996 and 1996. Thus, in contrast to the

Salactea of (he CKatrann and other Baanl memtiefa are eatabUihed by law (6 use. 6313 anJ

6314) under Che Federal EiecuUve Pay Schedule.
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Federal Reserve, civil service agencies, including sec, have been uniiblc in

offer their employees salaries comparable to those in local labor markcus.

Other federal flnancial regulators do not face these constraints, fdic

employees received salaries with geographic differentials thai amounted

to up to 31 percent more than civil service basic pay levels, occ's salary

structure, which had a maximum base salary of $166,400, also provided

employees with geographic pay differentials of up to 34 percent of occ's

base salary levels, fdic and occ salaries are, with some exceptions, not

limited to ceilings established by the civU service pay system; notable

exceptions are the salaries of members of fdic's board of directors and the

salary of the Comptroller of the Currency.

One interesting result of the statutory limits on the Governors' salaries,

coupled with the ability of the Federal Reserve to set competitive salaries

for other positionf, is that a substantial number of Federal Reserve

employees are paid more than the Chairman of the Board. Specifically, 120

topi-level Federal Reserve officials, including all Reserve Bank presidents,

earned more in 1994 than the Chairmjm. In 1994. the annual salaries of

Reserve Bank presidents ranged from $159,600 to $229,600, while the

Board Chairman's salary was $133,600 (the maximum allowed), and each

of the other Board members' salary was $123,100. Appendix III provides

the titles and the number of Federal Reserve employees who earn more

than the Board Chairman and also shows the 1994 salanes for the

presidents of the 12 Reserve Banks.

The Board and Reserve

Banks Offered a Variety of

Benefits

Although employee benefits at the Board and Reserve Banks differed in

many respects, some Federal Reserve benefits were systemwide and

available at the same levels to all Federal Reserve employees. Systemwide

benefits included retirement plans, the thrift savings plan, business

travel/accident insurance, life and survivor insurance, and a long-term

disability income plan. Other benefits not offered on a systemwide basis

included mass transit subsidies and leave granted for marriage,

bereavement, family care, and floating holidays.

From our review of the Federal Reserve's personnel policies and practices,

we found that a few Federal Reserve benefits were more generous than

those available to occ and fdic and many were more generous than civil

service benefits, such as those available to sec. Also, the Federal Reserve

provided additional benefits to some high-level officials, including home
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security systems, bodyguards, and home-to-work transportation in Federal

Reserve-owned vehicles.

Federal Reserve Health

Care Benefits Were
Managed on a
Decentralized Basis

All 12 Reserve Banks offered their employees comprehensive health

insurance packages. Although the Board paid the same health care

premiums as other federal agencies (payments that ranged from about 60

to 75 percent) the percentage of premiums paid by Reserve Banks differed.

Most Reserve Banks paid 75 to 90 percent of health insurance premiums.

Appendix HI shows the percentage of health insurance premiums paid by

the Reserve Banks, the Board, fdic, occ, and sec. The total health care cost

paid by the Board and the Reserve Banks in 1994 was $7.5 million and

$64.9 million, respectively.

Recognizing that health care costs are escalating. Reserve Banks are

attempting to reduce health plan costs. Federal Reserve health care

benefits were managed on a decentralized basis, with each Bank
negotiating its own health care coverage. One Reserve Bank eliminated its

preferred provider option previously available to employees, replaced it

with a managed care network, and reduced the number of available health

maintenance organizations. Federal Reserve officials estimated that health

care costs would have been about $900,000 more for 1993 without these

changes. Another Reserve Bank reduced the number of health care plans

available to employees to two effective in April 1994; officials estimated

resulting savings of about $2.3 million over the following 3 years. Although

the Reserve Banks have individually made efforts to reduce health care

costs, the Reserve Banks have not worked together to determine whether

their combined bargaining powers would further reduce these expenses.

Some Federal Reserve
Leave Policies Differed

From Those of Other
Federal Financial

Regulators and Civil

Service

The number of days allowed for aimual and sick leave differed

significantly among the Reserve Banks and between the Reserve Banks

and the Board. The Board, along with fdic, occ, and sec, followed the civil

service guidelines, which provide between 13 and 26 days for annual leave

and 13 days for sick leave each year. The number of annual leave days

available to Reserve Bank employees ranged from 10 to a maximum of 23

to 32 days per year, depending on length of service. Thus, relatively junior

Reserve Bank employees were granted fewer annual leave days than dvil

service permits, but more senior employees could accrue more annual

leave days each year than civil service permits. However, some Reserve

Banks offered additional paid leave for certain purposes, such as

bereavement or marriage, which was in addition to annual leave. Among
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the Reserve Banks, the number of sick days employees accrue varied

considerably. Six Reserve Banks offered fewer sick leave days oiuiually

than civil service employment (ranging from 8-1/4 to 12 days), while two

others offered sick leave in the range of 15 to 18 days. Other Reserve

Banks appeared to offer more generous sick leave policies. Tables 111.7

and in.9 in appendix Ul show the leave benefits available at the Reserve

Banks, the Board, fdic, occ, and sec.

Comparison of Federal

Reserve and Other Federal

Employee Retirement

P*rograms

Federal Reserve Board and Bank employees do not participate in the

retirement programs that cover most federal civilian employees. Separate

retirement programs apply to Board and Reserve Bank employees.

Before 1983, Board employees, along with federal employees in general,

were not covered by the Social Security program. Board employees were

under the Federal Reserve Board Retirement System (frbrs), and other

federal employees were under the Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS).

Even though they were separate, the two systems' provisions were
virtually identical. In contrast. Reserve Bank employees were not

considered to be employed by the federal government They were covered

by Social Security and a separate retirement system designed to

complement their Social Security benefits.

The Social Security Amendments of 1983 required all federal employees,

including Board employees, first hired after December 1983 to participate

in Social Security. Accordingly, new retirement systems had to be

developed to recognize the availability of Social Security benefits for the

covered employees. The Federal Employees' Retirement System (fers)

was developed to cover federal employees in general. However, rather

than develop a new retirement system for future Board employees, the

Federal Reserve decided that they would be covered by the retirement

system already in place for Reserve Bank employees.

In addition to the pension benefits available firom the frbrs and Reserve

Bank retirement systems, Board and Reserve Bank employees can earn

additional retirement income through participation in a thrift plan

sponsored by the Federal Reserve. The thrift plan includes two

components—a savings account and a deferred compensation account.

Employees may contribute to either or both accounts. Employee

contributions to the savings account are made with atter-tax dollars, and

contributions to the deferred compensation account are made with pretax

dollars. For each dollar an employee contributes to the thrift plan, up to
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6 percent of salary, the Federal Reserve matches 80 percent of the

employee's contributions. Thus, the maximiun employer contribution to

any employee's thrift plan is 4.8 percent of salary. Eknployees may
contribute additional amounts to the thrift plan with no matching

contributions by the Federal Reserve.

Even though the pension benefits available to other federal employees in

CSRS and Board employees in frbrs 2tfe the same. Board employees have

the distinct advantage of being eligible to participate in the thrift plan and

receive matching contributions from the Federal Reserve. Employees in

CSRS may contribute to a thrift plan, but receive no contributions from

their employing agencies.

The Reserve Bank pension plan differs from the FEDS pension plan that

applies to federal employees in general Some of the features of the

Reserve Bank plan are less generous than the counterpart features of fers.

For example. Reserve Bank plan's benefits are based on employees'

average salaries earned during their 5 highest-paid years, while FERS'

benefits are based on employees' average salaries earned during their 3

highest-paid years. Also, Reserve Bank employees must be at least age 60

with 30 years of service to retire with unreduced retirement benefits, while

FERS provides uiueduced benefits as eariy as age 66 with 30 years of

service.^ However, these fers advantages are more than offset by a

number of significant features of the Reserve Bank plan that are superior

to FERS. Some of the features where the Reserve Bank plan is more
generous than fers are as follows:

The Reserve Bank plan is free to employees; febs requires employees to

contribute .8 percent of their salaries toward plan costs.

The Reserve Bank plan's benefit calculation formula provides

considerably greater benefits than the fers formula. In the Reserve Bank
plan, benefits are equal to 1.3 percent of average salary up co the Social

Security integration level and 1.8 percent of average salary over the

integration level multiplied by total years of service. (The integration level

is the average of the maximum amounts of salary covered by Social

Security fit)m 1959 through the year of retirement For employees retiring

in 1996, the integration level was $24,312). In the fers plan, the formula for

each year of service is 1. 1 percent of average salary for retirees who are at

least age 62 with 20 years of service. For retirees who are younger than

llnder provlaiora of ttie FERS Act, the FERS retliemeM ige advanu«e wtu be leaa Ui the future.

Retirement eliglblUty at age 66 b available umter FERS only to employees who were bora before

Januafy 1. 194S. The age requirement gradually increaaea ui<ll It reachea age 67 for employees bom
alter December 31. I9ee
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age 62, the fers benefit formula is 1 percent of average salary for each year

of service.

The Reserve Bank plan allows employees as young as age 50 to voluntanly

retire early with reduced benefits, fers does not have a similar provision.

Under FERS, employees cannot voluntarily retire before age 55 unless they

or their agencies are facing involuntary employee separations.

FERS also includes a thrift plan to which covered employees and their

agencies can contnbute to increase retirement income. The fers thrift plan

is designed somewhat differently from the Federal Reserve thrift plan;

overall, it provides slightly greater benefits to participating employees.

Unlike the Federal Reserve thrift plan, all employees in fers receive

agency contributions equal to 1 percent of their salaries regardless of

whether the employees make any contributions. The agencies then match,

dollar-for-doUar, employee pretax contributions of up to 3 percent of

salary and 50 cents on the dollar for the next 2 percent of salary that

employees contnbute to the thrift plaiL Thus, compared to the maximum
4.8 percent of salary the Federal Reserve will contribute to an employee's

thrift plan, employing agencies will contribute as much as 5 percent of

employees' salaries to the fers thrift plan. Also, to receive the maximum
employer contribution of 4.8 percent of salary, Board and Reserve BaiUc

employees must contribute 6 percent of their salaries. Employees in fers

can receive employer contributions of 5 percent of salary by contributing

5 percent of their salaries to the fers thrift plan.

A Number of Other Federal

Reserve Benefits Were Not
Available to Civil Service

Employees

As shown in table 3. 1 , the Federal Reserve offered a few benefits to its

employees that are generally not offered to civil service employees. These

benefits included separate dental insurance, subsidized employee

cafeterias, premium conversion accounts, flexible spending accounts,

matching contributions for savings accounts, and mass transit subsidies.

In addition, some banks offered marriage, bereavement, parental care, and

floating holiday leave as leave categories separate and distinct from the

usual annual and sick leave oft'ered. Appendix HI provides a full

description of these selected Federal Reserve benefits and their

availability at fdic, occ, and sec.
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Legend:

FOIC = Federal Deposit Insurance Corporaiion

OCC s OHice o( the Comptroller ot the Currency

SEC = Securities and Exchange Commission
VP = Vice President

FERS = Federal Employees Retirement System

•SEC has rx) cafeteria

*The Federal Reserve Board ot Governors, some Federal Reserve Banks. FDlC. OCC. and SEC
allow their employees to use annual or sick leave (or tamily care

*=Available onty to employees m grades GS-8 and below

*The Reserve Banks are not covered under it^ese plans

Sources GAO analysis ot information provided by the Federal Reserve Board. 12 Federal

Reserve Mam District Banks, and FDlC. OCC. and SEC headquarters

Federal Reserve Bank
Travel Policies Are
Not Uniform and
Represent an
Opportunity to

Reduce Costs

To determine whether opportunities existed to reduce the Federal

Reserve's operational costs, we also reviewed travel reimbursement

poUcies within the Federal Reserve. E^ch year, the Board and the Reserve

Banks spend millions of dollars for employee travel. In 1994, for example,

the total of travel expenditures for the Federal Reserve was $42 miUion.

According to Board officials, Board personnel are authorized to use

government rates for lodging and airfare. Some Reserve Bank officials we
interviewed stated that Reserve Barik employees are ineUgible for

government rates for lodging and airfare because the Reserve Banks are

not federal agencies.'' However, one Bank official disagreed, stating that

Reserve Bank employees can request government rates for lodging, but

cannot insist on receiving government rates.

Travel Reimbursement
Policies Varied Within the

Federal Reserve

Under regulations comparable to those for other federal employees, Board

employees are reimbursed for lodging and meal expenses on a per diem

basis. However, members of the Board are permitted to receive

reimbursement for domestic lodging and meals on either an actual

expense or per diem basis, when deemed appropriate. The Board's general

policy directive for Reserve Bank travel expenditures allows for variations

in Reserve Bank reimbursement procedures. These differences can result

in additional expenditures. One Reserve Bai\k we reviewed had maximum
lodging reimbursement rates, while another Reserve Bank had

^Reserve Bank employees performing Board-delegaled duties, such as ftnanoal insutution

examinations, are reimbuised on the basis of the Reserve Bank's timvei policies, not the Board's

examinera at FDlC and OCC are able to take advanta^ of Federal airfare and lodging rates
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recommended reimbursement rates.'^ However, two Reserve Uaiiks

reimbursed at cost without maximum or recommended rales. As a n-siill

of these policy differences, two travelers' overnight lodging ailow;u»cos for

the same city could vary widely, depending on each traveler's Res«"rv('

Bank.

In addition to the differences noted in lodging costs, Resor\'e Exiles

reimbursed employees for meals using varying schedules and rates. Two
Reserve Banks reimbursed travelers for meals on the basis of a schedule

that divided the day into four quarters, while another Reser\'e Bank used a

more narrowly defined schedule that aligned with typical meal times.

Additionally, another Reserve Bank reimbursed travelers for meals

depending on whether they were traveling to a Federal Reserve System

entity versus other locations. Of the Reserve Banks we reviewed, two also

allowed employees to choose actual cost reimbursement rather than a flat

per diem rate. As a result of these policy differences, the total meal

reimbursement for a 3-day trip to the Board in Washington, D.C., could

range from $76 to $105.

We believe making travel policies uniform within the Federal Reserve

could provide an opportunity to reduce Federal Reserve expenses,

particularly if caps on reimbursements were set below current levels. In

addition, more uniform policies could result in some administrative costs

reductions, particularly if common travel policies would enable travel

expenses to be managed on a more centralized basis, thus reducing the

need for staff time devoted to travel administration at each Reserve Bank.

Improved Contracting

and Procurement
Practices Could
Result in Cost
Efficiencies

To determine whether opportunities existed to reduce the Federal

Reserve's operational costs, we also reviewed procurement and

contracting practices at several Reserve Banks. Unlike personnel costs

that remain relatively stable, expenses associated with capital acquisitions

can vary significantly from year-to-year, offering additional opportunities

for controlling and reducing procurement costs. The 12 Reserve Banks

^>ent more than $560 million in 1994 to acquire buildings, equipment,

supplies, and services. Nearly half of the total ($267 million) was used to

buy capital items (buildings and equipment) and fund building projects. As

discussed in chapter 1, only depreciation costs of capital assets are

accounted for in aimual operating budgets.

*The muliiMm lodging rale i* a lec doUw UMJUM •bove »Mch the envloyee wUI IKX be reunbuned.

eSDCfiC tn ipedal, nifntyved drcuxraunoea. On the other hind, the recominended rnmburaeinent rue

Is a •uifeMed dollar amount used bjr einplayeea •( 1 giddellne when maUng mvel anangenwni*.
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Because the Board and Reserve Banks spend millions each year for goods
and services, certain controls should be in place to ensure that those

dollars are spent wisely. For example, the Reserve Banks should have an
effective procurement and control process in place to ensure that they

receive goods and services at the most reasonable cost Moreover, to

prevent fraud and abuse, the procurement practices should also preclude

potential conflicts of interest between the Reserve Banks and contractors.

The Board and the Reserve Banks used different procurement guidelines.

Although not specifically directed to do so by the Federal Reserve Act, a
spokesman for the Board told us that the Board follows the spirit of the

federal government contracting rules, which are contained in the Federal

Acquisition Regulations (far). Reserve Banks are not required to follow

these rules.

However, each Reserve Bank is required to follow general procurement
guidance, called Uniform Acquisition Guidelines (uag), which were
adopted by the Reserve Banks in 1985. The uags were developed by the

Reserve Banks in conference committees. They were designed to provide

minimum requirements for Reserve Bank procurement activities. By
providing opportunities for all interested bidders to become a selected

source, the guidelines attempt to ensure that Reserve BaiUcs treat sources

fairly and impartially. By fostering competition in the procurement
process. Reserve Banks will also have a greater opportunity to realize cost

savings through lower competitive pricing.

Despite the uags, we observed the following:

Practices at individual Reserve Banks differed significantly and some
practices favored certain sources over others. For instance, some Reserve

Banks did not allow an equal opportimity for new bidders to bid for large

procurements and limited bidders lists to sources with which the Reserve

Banks had traditionally done business. This practice existed even though
other equally qualified sources were both available and interested.

Furthermore, some Reserve Banks retained inctimbent contractors for

certain services for years without recompeting the award, thus precluding

other firms fi-om competing for those services. At one of the four Reserve

Banks we visited, the records indicated that the cafeteria contract was last

competed over 9 years ago. At another Reserve Bank we visited, personnel

could not locate documentation of their last cafeteria contrzict

negotiations, which they believed occurred in the late 1980s. By limiting

the ability of other sources to compete for a contract, Reserve Banks tend
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to reduce competition, thereby missing opportunities to reduce

procurement costs.

Proper controls over conflict of interest were not followed at certain

Reserve Banks. For instance, the uags prohibit disclosure of specific

information contained in bids or proposals to anyone except Reserve Bank

personnel before awarding the contract However, two of the four Reserve

Banks we visited transferred almost all functions leading up to the award

of maioT building contracts to architecture and engineering (a«e) firms.

AAE firms receive and evaluate bids and recommend the source that should

receive the award. In contrast, at the other two Reserve Banks we visited,

only Reserve Bank personnel were allowed to receive and evaluate the

bids or proposals and choose the successful source. The building

department's vice president at one of the four Reserve Banks told us that

the larger the role the aae firm plays, the greater the potential for

favoritism and conflict of interest

Practices at certain Reserve Banks lacked independent checks and

reconciliations. Although each Reserve Bank should have controls for

independent checks and reconciliations of voucher payments, at two of

the four Reserve Banks we visited, only the building department was
responsible for authorizing progress payments made to construction

contractors. At both Reserve Banks, officials responsible for the payment

function, where the reconciliation should take place, did not track

payment amounts against the total available contract dollars. Instead,

when vouchers were received that showed the approval of the building

department, the vouchers were paid.

Noteworthy practices used by certain Banks were not disseminated among
the Reserve Banks. Several Reserve Banks had procedural strengths or

notable practices that were missing in others. Building department

officials at one of the four Reserve Banks requested and analyzed various

elements of cost included in construction proposals, which eiuibled them

to evaluate the proposed prices. Tltey had found that challenging the

bids/proposals from construction contractors resulted in improved

understanding of what is required, as well as better quality and lower

prices. However, we found no evidence that information about these "best

practices" was being disseminated within the Federal Reserved Specifics

on these practices are described in appendix IV.
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The Federal Reserve
Could Be More Cost
Conscious When
Planning and
Managing Large-Scale

Building Projects

To deteiinine whether opportunities exist to reduce the Federal Reserve's

operational costs, we also reviewed decisions related to the construction

of the Dallas Reserve Bank facility. Even though the cost of the Dallas

building project was $8 million less than the initially approved budget and
construction was completed ahead of schedule, opportuniDes existed for

the Federal Reserve to reduce costs. In two ctreas, we found that the

Reserve Bank could have cut costs approved by the Board. First, the

Dallas Reserve Bank building was larger than the plan initially specified;

second, the Reserve Bank purchased more land than necessary. Since the

building contained enough square footage to meet the projected

space-study needs through 2017, the purchase of additional acreage for

expansion purposes had questionable value.

The Dallas Reserve Bank
Outgrew Its Original Bank
Building

By July 1988, the Dallas Reserve Bank had outgrown its original building.

The building could not house all employees, no longer comphed with the

evolving building codes, and contained many space deficiencies. Faced
with these problems, Dallas Reserve Bank ofRcials commissioned a study,

to identify alternatives that would resolve the space problems.

As a result of that study, in November 1988, the Dallas Reserve Bank
recommended that the Board:

approve a space plan for a building with 540,334 net usable square feet,

which would satisfy the Reserve Bank's projected needs through 2017;

locate the new building on land within the Central Business District (cbd),

which would provide the most effective and appropriate solution for

satisfying the Reserve Bank's space needs over the long term;

approve a target budget of $171.8 million for the construction of a new
building on a new site; and

authorize the Reserve Bank to proceed with a site selection and
conceptual design for a new building.

The Board Approved the

Cost of a New Dallas

Reserve Bank Building

In January 1989, the Board approved the Dallas Reserve Bank's proposal

to construct a new building at a new location within the Dallas cbd. The
Board-approved plan had a target budget of $ 17 1.8 million and a target

completion date of August 1992. In July 1990, the Board authorized the

Dallas Reserve Bank's proposal to follow an expedited (or "fast track'^

construction plan. This approach allowed the Reserve Bank to begin

construction with incomplete construction drawings and without finalized

subcontract agreements. Additionally, the Board lowered the final budget
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for the land purchase and new building design and construction to

$164.5 million. The expedited construction plan also allowed occupancy 3

months ahead of schedule.

The Facility Was Overbuilt The proposal submitted by the Dallas Reserve Bank to the Board called fur

the construction of a 540,334 square foot building. The building

requirements for the Reserve Bank's new facility were based on the

Board's projected space requirements. The Board requires that new
building projects allow for 15 years of personnel growth and 25 years of

vault and other space growth. The Dallas Reserve Bank hired a consultant

to determine the projected space needs on the basis of the Board cnteria

The space study found that 540,334 square feet would allow for 15 years of

personnel growth through 2007 and that 580,093 square feet would allow

for 25 years of equipment growth though 2017.

The completed building contains 595,385 square feet, which is 55,051

square feet more (about 10 percent) than the initially approved square

footage. In addition, the new building's square footage was more than the

580,093 square feet the bank is projected to need in 2017. The two areas

most overbuilt, in terms of total square feet and percent authorized, were

the data services and lobby areas. In the data services area, 70,167 square

feet were authorized by the Board. However, in the completed building,

the final square footage for data services was 90,860, or 29 percent more
than was authorized. The building's two lobby entrances called for 7,800 in

total square feet, while the actual square footage on completion was

27,369, or an increase of 250 percent

According to a Reserve Bank ofndal, the architect's plan provided for

more space than was approved by the Board However, the additional

space did not cause concern since the design and construction costs for

the plan were less than the budgeted amount approved by the Board.

Land Purchased Was
Unnecessary

The Dallas Reserve Bank purchased, with the Board's approval, 8.02 acres

of land for $27.7 million, or $79.30 per square foot They needed 6.02 acres

for new building construction and purchased the additional 2 acres for

future building expansion or sale. Since the building design exceeded

projected space needs through 2017, the need for additional land was

redundant According to a senior official at the Dallas Reserve Bank, the

Bank could have purchased only the 6.2 acres for approximately
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$20.7 million and foregone the additional 2 acres for a touU savings to the

Federal Reserve of $7 million.

Opportunities May
Exist to Reduce or

Eliminate the Surplus

Account

Downwjird adjustments to the surplus account . or its elimination, would
have a positive budgetary impact by intreasing the amounts returned to

Treasury m the years that they occur. The current formula for calculating

the amounts to be contributed to surplus accounts is as follows. Each
Reserve Baitk's capital stock is by law equal to 6 percent of the paid-in

capital and surplus of its member banks.*" Annually, as banks' paid-tn

capital and surplus grow or shrink, member banks are required to adjust

the amount of their Federal Reserve Bank stock to equal 6 percent of their

paid-in capital and surplus. The Reserve Banks then contribute, out of

Federal Reserve earnings, amounts to their surplus accounts so that the

surplus balances are equal to the amount of paid-in capital. During 1988 to

1994, the total of the surplus accounts systemwide increased 79 percent,

from $2.1 billion in 1988 to $3.7 biUion in 1994.

The Federal Reserve has stated in its publications that the purpose of the

surplus accounts is to ensure that adequate capital is available to absorb

possible losses. In its monetary policy, lender of last resort, and payment
system activities, the Federal Reserve is exposed to nsks that could

potentially generate large losses. However, because the Federal Reserve's

interest income so far exceeds its expenses, we believe it is highly unlikely

the Federal Reserve will ever incur sufficient annual losses such that it

would be required to use any funds in the surplus account. In the years

1914 and 1915, the first 2 years of its operations, the Federal Reserve

experienced net losses. However, every year since then, for 79 years, the

Federal Reserve hits recorded substantial net profits. The profits for 1994

were $20 billion and expei^es, including losses, were about $3 billion.

We could find no criteria to use in assessing the amount held in surplus.

According to Federal Reserve officials, the methodology for deciding that

amount has changed and is somewhat arbitrary. Currently, and in the past,

the levels of the surplus account have been discretionary because the

requirement to have the surplus account equal to paid-in capital has been a
matter of Federal Reserve policy, it was not required by law. However, in a
provision of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, Congress

required the Federal Reserve, in fiscal years 1997 and 1998 only, to

calculate the surplus account using the current formula and then to reduce

'Member banks must subscnbe to stock equal to 6 percent ot Iheir pajd capital and surplus However,
only half of this amount (3 percent) must actually be paid; the remaining amount. :i percent, is subject

to the call of the Reserve Bank
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the account by $106 million in fiscal year 1997 and $107 million in Tiscal

year 1998. Although the law did not specifically state the purpose of those

transfers, its effect was to reduce the federal government's projected

deficit in those years. Considering that this provision only applies to fiscal

years 1997 and 1998 and the general lack of criteria for assessing surplus

amounts, Congress may wish to determine whether these surplus accounts

are necessary and, if so, set permanently in law an appropriate amount for

these accounts.

r"nnr*li i^ion<? Because the Federal Reserve's spending represents a cost to U.S.

taxpayers, the Federal Reserve should operate as efficiently as possible.

Our review indicates opportunities exist to reduce Federal Reserve

spending. Federal Reserve expenditures for personnel benefits varied

among Reserve Banks and some benefits were generous compared to

those of federal agencies with similar responsibilities.

Also, we believe that opportunities exist for reductions in discretionary

spending for health care and travel costs through the systemwide

management of these areas. Although several Reserve Banks have

undertaken efforts to reduce their health care costs, we believe that

centralized management of the Federal Reserve's health care plans could

further reduce health care costs. Furthermore, we believe travel expenses

could be reduced by adopting the most cost-effective 'best practices" in

travel reimbursement policies. Although instituting uniform,

cost-conscious practices at all Reserve Banks may appear contrary to the

tradition of independently managed Reserve Banks, the Reserve Banks
have adopted uniform policies and procedures in many areas of operation.

Our review of contracting and procurement practices at some Reserve

Banks also indicate opportunities to reduce discretionary spending for

goods and services. We believe that the Federal Reserve could better

ensure the purchase of goods and services at reasonable cost through

increased compliance with uag as well as systemwide adoption of "best

practices' in procurement and contracting. Moreover, in its planning and

nuinagement of the Dallas Reserve Bank construction project, the Reserve

Bat\k overlooked opportunities to reduce q>ending that the Board had

approved.

Downward adjustments to the surplus account, or its elimiiuUion, would

have a positive budgetary impact by increasing the Federal Reserve's
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annual transfer to Treasury in the years that any such reductions occur7

Federal Reserve deductions would have to exceed the billions of dollars

transferred to Treasury annually before the Federal Reserve's use of the

account would be necessary. Since the chances of an occurrence of such

an event are extremely remote, we believe that capping, reducing, or even

eliminating the surplus account represents an opportunity to decrease

deductions to the amount transferred to Treasury each year.

Recommendations to

the Board of

Governors of the

Federal Reserve

We recommend that the Board of Governors

review pay and benefits levels at the Board and the Federal Reserve Banks

to determine if current levels can continue to be justified in today's

environment of increased governmental and private-sector cost

containment;

assess whether managing the Federal Reserve's health care coverage on a

systemwide basis could reduce health care costs;

review travel policies at the 12 Reserve Banks and change those policies

that increase costs;

review contracting and procurement practices at the 12 Reserve Banks to

ensure that these practices are in compliance with the system acquisition

guidelines and result in cost-effective contracts;

ensure that the "best practices" in contracting and procurement at the 12

Reserve Banks are regularly identified, disseminated, and adopted by the

Reserve Banks; and
review policies regarding the size of the surplus account and determine if

opportunities exist to decrease the amount held in the account

Matter for

Congressional

Consideration

Federal Reserve's

Comments and Our
Evaluation

Congress should consider the results of the Board's review and decide if

there is a continued need for the Federal Reserve's surplus account and, if

so, what the appropriate amount of the account should be.

In written conunents on a draft of this report, the Federal Reserve's Board

of Governors did not stgree with our recommendations that they review

pay and benefits levels and consider reducing or eliminating the surplus

account The Board stated that the Federal Reserve stzives to provide

The Joint Explanatory Statement accompanying the Fiscal Year 1996 Budget Resolution directed the

Conguaional Budget Onice not lo score for flacal year 1966 any savmgi for new legulauon thai might

affect the Federal Reserve's transrer or the suiplua account to the US Treasury (HR. Rep No
IM-169 at 61 (June 26. 1996) ) Accordingly. If such legialallan had been panaed. the tniafer would not
have been counted for purposes of determining compUanoe wMi the Budget Enfareement Act for

Flacal Year 1996
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salaries and benefits competitive with local private sector markois :ui(i

that its current pay and benefits levels are necessary to attract aiui retain

skiUed employees. The Board agreed that the appropriate level of I he

surplus account is of)en to debate, but it did not agree to consider

reducing or eliminating the surplus account. The Board stated that

reducing the surplus account would have no real economic impact and

cited the possibility that, without the surplus account, temporary

short-term losses could lead to a perceived impairment of its capital that

could raise investors' concerns about the System's ability to conduct

sound monetary policy. The Board agreed with our recommendations

concerning the Federal Reserve's policies and practices regarding travel,

contracting, and procurement The Board also agreed with our

recommendation concerning the management of health care benefits.

Because personnel costs accounted for almost 70 percent of the Federal

Reserve's total operating costs and increased by over 50 percent in the

1988 to 1994 period, we believe these costs should be one of the first areas

to be examined for potential savings. We acknowledge that certain benefit

levels may be necessary for the Federal Reserve to attract and retain a

skUled workforce. However, we do not believe the Board has made a

convincing case that these benefits need not be reexamined with a view

toward greater cost containment In addition to the private sector, the

Federal Reserve jilso competes with public sector employers, and its

benefits are clearly more generous than those of the federal government

overall. In some cases, the Federal Reserve's benefits are more generous

than those of the other financial industry regulators who are the m^or
employer-competitors in areas such as bank supervision. Moreover, we
note that less than half of the Federal Reserve's total workforce is highly

skilled professional staff, such as lawyers, economists, and financial

analysts.

We maintain, and the Board agreed, that reducing or eliminating the

surplus account, by transferring these funds to Treasury, would increase

overall government receipts and reduce the unified budget deficit in the

year that any such trai\sfer occurred. We also agree with the Board that

reducing or eliminating the surplus account would be offiset by a reduction

in subsequent years of interest payments to Treasury that the Federal

Reserve would have otherwise earned by investing these funds in

government securities. However, we believe Congress has a legitimate

interest in deciding whether it would be more appropriate to have these

funds returned immediately, either to reduce the outstanding public debt

or for other purposes, rather than to receive them over a longer period of
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time. To allow for the possibility that a small, temporary loss could raise

investor concerns about the Federal Reserve's ability to conduct sound
monetary policy, we suggested that Congress may wish to set an

appropriate level for the surplus account as an alternative to its

elimination.
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The Federal Reserve System faces msuor challeitges in its mission ;ui(l

lines of business, particularly in services to depository institutions and
government agencies and in bank supervision. These challenges include

(1) increased competition from the private sector and increasing

difficulties in recovering costs in priced services, (2) increasingly

widespread use of electronic transactions in the financial services

industry, and (3) the continuing rapid corisolidation of the banking

industry, which could affect both the need for, and the distribution of,

bank examination staff Because these areas account for the largest part of

the Federal Reserve's expenses and staffing, addressing these challenges

effectively will likely result in nuuor changes in how the Federal Reserve

operates. As the Federal Reserve undertakes to meet these challenges, it is

also likely to find that its current structure, established in 1913 when the

nation's financial industry was much less complicated, is increasingly

inappropriate for the fast-paced, global financial world of today and the

next century. However, if m^uor changes to the Federal Reserve's structure

are to be made to promote increased efficiency and competitiveness, such

changes will need to be carefully weighed against any potential effects on

the independence of our nation's central bank.

Challenges Facing the

Federal Reserve Will

Likely Affect Most of

the Workload at the

Reserve Banks

The overwhelming msyority of the workload and expenses incurred at the

Reserve Banks is related to three lines of business—services to depository

institutions, services to government agencies, and bank supervision and
regulation. These lines of business account for over 90 percent of all

Federal Reserve Bank expenses, as shown in table 4.1.

Tabis 4.1: Federal Reserve Banks'

Operating Costs by Mission-Related

Categories, Calendar Year 1994 Activities
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Except for bank supervision, ntost of this workload is production-oriented,

whether paper driven, such as processing currency for banks and clearing

checks, or electronic in nature, such as runiung the automated

clearinghouse and funds transfer systems. In these areas, employees often

work in shifts, under fairly rigid deadlines and production expectations.

These three lines of business are precisely the areas subject to an

increasing variety of external and internal environmental pressures and

challenges.

The Federal Reserve Faces
Major Competition,

Workload Reductions, and
Cost Pressures in

Delivering Services to

Depository Institutions

In providing services to depository institutions, the Federal Reserve faces

its most immediate and significant challenges to its mission. The Monetary

Control Act of 1980 requires that the Federal Reserve base its fees for

certain services—check processing, automated clearinghouse (acti)

transactions, Fedwire, securities transfers, etc—on, among other things,

the costs of providing such services. At the same time, the Federal Reserve

is required to promote the accessibility and efficiency of the nation's

payments system, a role that may make it difficult for the Federal Reserve

to raise prices sufficiently to recover its costs. Because services to

depository institutions represent over 61 percent of all Federal Reserve

Bank expenses and employ the largest part of Reserve Bank staffing, these

changes are likely to have a dramatic effect on the size of the Reserve

Banks' expenses, workload, and staffing needs.

The Federal Reserve Faces
Increasing Competition in

Priced Services

The Federal Reserve faces intense competition in check clearing. In 1993,

for the first time in a number of years, the actual volume of checks

handled by the Federal Reserve declined, albeit by a modest 0.2 percent

The Federal Reserve reported that the total volume of commercial checks

for 1994 declined by almost 15 percent fi-om 1993 levels. The
implementation of same-day settlement rules' by the Federal Reserve,

begiiuiing on January 3, 1994, is partly responsible for this declining trend.

Federal Reserve officials told us they expect further declines in the years

ahead.

A significant factor in the Federal Reserve's loss of volume and market

share in check clearing is the growth of private clearinghouses. The

nation's check-clearing volume is still growing slowly, but on a per capita

basis, the volume is stagnant At the same time, private clearinghouses

'Beginning in January 1994, an addendum to Regulation CO requiro the Federal Reserve and banks
engaged in private check-deanng arrangements to return or reAind. by the end of the same busuiess

day, checks presented for mtert>ank settlement before 8 a.m. In addition, the clearing organization

cannot charge an additionaJ fee for this service
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competing with the Federal Reserve have grown. The California Bankers

Clearing House, the Chicago Clearing House, and the Clearing House

Association of the Southwest reported increases in the numbers of

member banks in 1994. The California Bankers Clearing House also

reported that it is delivering checks to 200 nonmember banks for same-day

settlement and, in the process, saving its member banks $3.2 million a year

in fees these banks would have had to pay the Federal Reserve for these

services.

Other factors promise even fiirther reductions in check-clearing volume

for the Federal Reserve. These factors include

electronic check presentment, in which only the essential check data are

recorded and transmitted to the payor bank so that payment or return

decisions can be accelerated;

check imaging, which involves the use of digitized images of entire checks

to perform processing operations;^

banking consolidation and increased interstate banking, resulting in the

increase of "on us' checks, which will not need to go through a

clearinghouse, and

electronic banking, which is now being offered by some banks, could, in

the long term, make ps^er checks an aiutchronism.

In combination, these factors indicate a continued and perhaps

accelerating decline in the Federal Reserve's check-clearing business.

About 22 percent of all Reserve Bank employees were involved in check

clearing in 1994. As volume declines, the Federal Reserve will need to

prepare for reductions in staff required for cost-competitive services.

In other priced services, the Federal Reserve is also likely to face

increased competition. The market share of private ach providers, such as

the New York Automated Clearinghouse, the Arizona Clearinghouse

Assodalion, and VISA will likely increase. Even in book-entry securities

transfer services, an area where the Federal Reserve currently faces only

nominal competition, the Federal Reserve is anticipating that future

developments could lead to increased competition.

'since March 19M, the Minneapolis Federal Reserve Bank has offered check imaging lo its customers.
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Potential Revenue
Shortfalls Present

Challenges in Meeting
Pricing Provisions of the

Monetary Control Act

The Federal Reserve is facing increased difficulty in recovering its costs

for priced services. As shown in fable 4.2, costs have outpaced revenues

since 1990 in three of the Federal Reserve's priced services.

Table 4.2: Percentage Changes in

Revenue and Expense* tor Payments
(or Federal Reserve Services,

1990-1994

Service
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was $36.7 million. Even so, the impact of the overfunded pension plan was
not sufficient to enable the Federal Reserve to meet its targeted return on

equity in 1994. The overfunding will be completely amortized in the year

2002.

These conditions are all temporary. The Federal Reserve will be faced

with increasing pressures on its pricing policies. For example, with regard

to the return on equity, median rates of return on equity among large

bank-holding companies are now in the 15- to 16-percent range, so the

target rate of the Federal Reserve may have to move toward that number.

Meeting a 15-percent target rate of return on equity would require the

Federal Reserve to increase its revenue by about $50 million, which

amounts to about a 7-percent across-the-board price increase.

The Federal Reserve Could
Face Mjyor Workload
Reductions in Providing

Services to the Department
of the Treasury and Other
Goverrunent Agencies

Several changes in services to Department of the Treasury and other

government agencies, and depository institutions, could have a significant

impact on Federal Reserve costs as well as on staffing levels and

alignment These changes include consolidation of U.S. savings bonds

operations,' increased government use of electronic benefit transactions,

and changes in the U.S. currency.

Treasury, which directs the U.S. government's savings bonds program,

ordered the Federal Reserve to cot^oUdate its savings bonds operations to

five locations.^ This consoUdation has resulted in the need to relocate staH'

at Reserve Banks that were losing savings bonds operatioi\s. Most of the

savings bonds employees at nonconsolidation Reserve Bai\k locations

have been relocated to other departments at their respective Reserve

Banks. However, one Reserve Bank could not relocate all of its savings

bonds employees to other departments and was forced to lay off some of

those employees.

An increased use of electronic payments in services provided to Treasury

and other government agencies may also result in realignments or

reductions in staff at Reserve Banks. The National Performance Review's

(npr) recommendation that the U.S. Department of Agriculture distribute

food stamp benefits through EHectronic Benefits Transfer (ebt) may result

in the realignment of Reserve Bank staS. ebt uses an automated financial

The Reserve Banio issue, service, and redeem U.S. savings bonds on behalf of Treasury

*The following arc the consolidated locations: (1) Buffalo branch of the New Yorlc Reserve Bank,

(2) Pittsburgh branch of the Cleveland Reserve Bank. (3) Rlchnwnd Reserve Bank. (4) Minneapolis

Reserve Bank, and (6) Kansas City Reserve Bank.
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transaction process and card access technologies to electronically deliver

federal and state benefits to recipients via point-of-saie (tos) terminals and
Automated Teller Machines (atm). Currently, the Federal Reserve receives

the paper coupons deposited by merchants at their financial institutions,

confirms the totals, checks for counterfeit coupons, destroys the coupons,

credits the sending institution's account, and debits the U.S. Treasury

account for the value of the food coupons. Under the ebt system, funds

would be transferred electronically from the U.S. Treasury's bank account

to the retailer's depository account via the automated clearinghouse (acii).

Recently, Texas converted its food-stamp operations to an ebt

arrangement This necessitated the Dallas Federal Reserve Bank's

eliminating 22 positions in its food-stamp processing area

Introduction of a l-doUar coin, which is currently being considered by

Congress, could result in dramatic staffing reductions m Reserve Banks'

currency processing operations. Many nations use a com for monetary
transactions at, and in many cases well above, the level for which the

United States uses a paper dollar. Although the Susan B. Anthony 1-doUar

coin was not accepted by the public when it was introduced in 1979, a
switch to a 1-dollar coin, particularly if the paper dollar were withdrawn

from circulation, could nevertheless reduce Federal Reserve expenses and
result in savings to the taxpayers.

One-dollar paper notes make up approximately 40 percent of the currency

processed by Federal Reserve Banks. Officials told us that if the l-doUar

coin were introduced and the 1-dollar bill were removed firom circulation,

substantial reductions in currency processing staff would need to be

made, perhaps resulting in the elimination of the second shift processing

at many Reserve Banks.

Changes in Bank
Supervision and
Regulation Could Affect

Staffing Alignments and
Revenues

The continuingly intense banking industry consolidation would likely

a£Fect the locations and need for Federal Reserve bank examination staff.

As banks merge or are acquired, the Federal Reserve wiU face the need to

reexamine its current distribution of examination staff. Some Reserve

Banks may see a need for increased staffing; others may find that they

must radically reduce their examination staffs. As an example, figure 4.1

shows the percentage changes in the number of state-member banks by
Federal Reserve distria for the period of 1990 to 1995.
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ngura 4.1: Pereantage Change in Stata-Mambar Banka by Federal Reaerve Oiatrict 1990-1995

Fadaral Raaarv* Dlilrlcl

Note Data are as ol December 1 990 and as of June 1994

Source Federal Reserve System

Less certain are the potential effects of any bank regulatory consolidation

Congress may enact Differing consolidation proposals have been made to

consolidate federal financial institutions' regulatory responsibilities. Some

proposals would provide for the complete consolidation of all regulation

into a single federal regulator. Other proposals envision retaining or even

increasing the responsibilities of the Federal Reserve in bank supervision.

Some proposed changes to the banking regulatory structure have raised

policy issues about the Federal Reserve's role in bank regulatioa The

Federal Reserve has raised strong objections to a new regulatory system in

which its role in direct bank supervision would be eliminated or

substantially reduced. Federal Reserve officials argue that the System's
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ability to conduct monetary policy and operate the payments system and
the discount window would be greatly impaired by the removal of its

responsibilities for regulating and supervising bank-holding companies
and state-member banks. Likewise, those who support maintaining the

Federal Reserve's involvement in bank regulation argue that if the Federal

Reserve is to be responsible for forestalling financial crises and effective

as the "lender of last resort," the Federal Reserve must have direct

experience with at least a portion of the depository institutions. On the

other hand, others argue that the Federal Reserve can obtain information

needed for monetary control through other means, such as reports from
other agencies or Board representation on other agencies.

Because supervision and regulation activities account for approximately

20 percent of Federal Reserve Bank operating expenses, a reduction in the

central bank's direct role in bank supervision and regulation could have a

significant impact on the Reserve Banks. Conversely, if the Federal

Reserve were given responsibility for some or all of the largest banks, the

percentage of the banking system assets for which the Federal Reserve

would be the primary regulator could increase. While assigning large

banking organizations to the Federal Reserve would address concerns
about systemic risk, this could change the geographic distribution of

Federal Reserve supervisory responsibilities. Such a redistribution would,

of course, affect expenditures at individual Reserve Banks.

The Federal Reserve's revenues, and hence its return to the taxpayers,

would be etihanced by charging fees for bank examinations. Federal bank
regulators differ in their policies regarding the assessment of fees for bank
examinations. The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (occ) charges

national banks for examinations that it conducts. In contrast,

state-chartered banks, which are supervised by either the Federal Reserve

or the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (fdic) in corgunction with

state-banking agencies, are charged fees by those state-banking agencies

but not by their federal regulator. Thus, the costs of the Federal Reserve's

bank exanunations—$368 million in 1994—are borne by the taxpayers,

while for national banks, the costs of examinations are borne by the banks
that are examined. The Federal Reserve Act authorizes the Federal

Reserve to charge fees for bank examinations, but the Federal Reserve has
not done so, either for the state-member banks it examines or the

bank-holding company examinations it conducts. Similarly, FDic is

authorized to charge for bank examinations but does not do so. The
administration's fiscal year 1996 budget includes provisions for both fdic

and the Federal Reserve to charge for bank exanunations.
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The Federal Reserve is concerned that if it instituted charges for its bank

examinations it could create incentives for state-member banks, who are

already charged for state examinations, to either change their charters to

national charters or resign membership in the Federal Reserve (opting to

be supervised by fdic as state-nonmember banks), to avoid paying fees for

both state and federal examinations. Such incentives, the Federal Reserve

believes, would have m^or disruptive effects on the dual banking system.

We believe any disruption would be small At the end of 1994, there were

3,078 national banks with 56 percent of total bank assets, 6,398

state-chartered nonmember banks with 23 percent of total bank assets,

and only 974 state-chartered member banks with 21 percent of total bank

assets. Thus, the number of banks that would be affected is relatively

smalL If the fdic also adopted examination fees, incentives for banks to

become state-norunember banks to avoid such fees would be eliminated.

With respect to double-charges for bank examinations, we believe an

equitable fee-sharing arrangement with state agencies that is based on the

division of supervisory responsibility seems possible. Moreover, charging

for bank-holding company exammations would not present such possible

disruptions because the Federal Reserve is their federal regulator,

regardless of whether the subsidiary banks are chartered by occ or the

states. Charging holding company examination fees might also encourage

greater efficiency in supervising banking organizations.

Mission-Related

Challenges and
Efforts to Reduce
Expenses Are Likely

to Raise Questions
About the Structure of

the Federal Reserve
System

Addressing the challenges discussed above will likely result in dramatic

changes in staffing and how work is done at the Reserve Banks. In

addition, continuing pressures to contain costs, in part fueled by the

increasing competition from the private sector in priced services, may
result in changes in how Federal Reserve programs are managed. Taken
together, such changes will likely call into question the continuing

appropriateness of the Federal Reserve's current structure.

Effectively Addressing

Challenges Will Likely

Result in Smaller Reserve

Banks

Changes that can a£fect many of the Federal Reserve's lines of

business—particularly those concentrated at the Reserve Banks, such as

check clearing, currency processing, and bank supervision—may result in

substantial reductions in staffing at the Reserve Banks in the years ahead.

These trends are already begiiming to occur. Overall staffing at the
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Reserve Banks has declined modestly by 1.4 percent, from the first quarter

of 1994 to the first quarter of 1995. And staffing in the line of business,

services to financial mstitutions and the public, which includes priced

services, declined somewhat more—by 2.2 percent Some Reserve Bunks

have offered "early out" retirements to some employees to encourajjc

reductions during 1988 to 1994.

As Reserve Banks contract in size, the continuing justification for the

overhead structure, replicated at 12 Reserve Banks, will be called into

question. Federal Reserve overhead expenses rose from $3-55 mdiion in

1988 to $564 million in 1994, an increase of about 59 percent. Tliis is one of

the greatest increases among the Federal Reserve's lines of business for

this period. As the Federal Reserve faces the challenges we have just

described, it will have significant opportunities to reduce staffing and,

therefore, costs, particularly at the Reserve Banks. As this occurs, the

Federal Reserve should plan to reduce overhead expenses comparably.

Cost Minimization

Pressures Could Result in

More Centralized

Management of Federal

Reserve F*rograms

Increased competition from the private sector and the continuing need to

make governmental functions as cost efficient as possible will hkely

requir" that the Federal Reserve achieve significanUy greater efficiencies

in its operations—for example, in personnel pay and benefits, travel costs,

procurement, and other areas. Systemwlde management of many Federal

Reserve activities has the potential to reduce costs to taxpayers, the

government, and financial institutions. The Federal Reserve has often

chosen in the past to manage programs on a systemwlde basis for reasons

of efficiency and to ensure effective operations of Reserve Bank programs.

For example, some Federal Reserve benefits are established systemwlde

and are available at the same levels to all employees, regardless of where
they work. In this regard, the Board of Governors sets benefits for all

Federal Reserve employees. These systemwlde benefits include retirement

plans, thrift savings plans, business travel/accident insurance, life and

survivor insurance, and a long-term disability income plan. Benefits that

are not established systemwlde include health benefits and various types

of leave, such as marriage leave and bereavement leave (see app. III).

For large System projects, the Federal Reserve has often taken a

systemwlde approach to procurement and management When the Federal

Reserve determined the need for a new generation of currency processing

equipment, a single contract was used to purchase all 132 machines from a

single vendor. According to the Board's Division of Reserve Bank
Operations and Payment Systems' (drbops) Cash Manager, this helped
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ensure a better price compared to prices resulting from the Reserve

Banks' purchasing the machines individually. When the Federal Reserve

determined the need for the Federal Reserve's data processing and

communications to have improved rehability, risk management, and

security, among other things, Reserve Bank and Board decisionmakers

chose to centralize those operations at three centers rather than continue

separate operations at each of the Reserve Banks.

Finally, when the Office of the Irtspector General (oiG) criticized the

individual ethics programs at the Reserve Banks, the Federal Reserve

responded by establishing uniform ethics standards (the Uniform Code of

Conduct) and standardizing financial disclosure and other ethics-related

forms throughout the Federal Reserve.

We have also identified several opportunities for the Federal Reserve to

better control costs and increase efficiencies through increased

systemwide management These include the Federal Reserve's taking the

following steps:

review benefits programs at the 12 Reserve Banks to reduce or eliminate

benefits that are not necessary to attract and retain a quality workforce;

manage other benefits—such as health plans—on a cost-effective

systemwide basis, utilizing the combined bargaining power of the 12

Reserve Banks;

standardize travel policies and procedures to ehminate anomalies among
the Reserve Banks that may result in uiuiecessary expenditures; and

review contracting and procurement practices at the 12 Reserve Banks to

(1) elimiiuite practices that could result in excessive costs and (2) promote

and publicize 'T)est practices" that are identified.

As more centralized management is instituted, the continuing need for

separate management structures at the 12 Reserve Banks may increasingly

be called into question. For example, increasingly uniform Reserve Bank

personnel policies would reduce the need for 12 separate Reserve Bank
persormel departments. Similarly, if travel policies are made more

consistent, travel may be able to be managed more efficiently on a

systemwide basis.
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Many Aspects of the

Rationale for the Federal

Reserve's Structure Are
Outmoded

The structure of the Federal Reserve was shaped when the U.S. economy
was much more regional in nature. For example, during congressional

debate on establishing the Reserve Banks, a Member of Congress said that

the numbers and locanons of the Reserve Banks should be such that

"... no bank be more than an overnight's train ride from its Reserve Bank."

Today, the increased use of electronic funds and securities transfers make
the geographical location of Reserve Banks irrelevant for many functions.

Demographics that shaped decisions about the locabon of Reserve Banks
have also changed profoundly. Except for minor boundary changes, the

geographical structure of the Federal Reserve has remamed unchanged
since 1914, while the nation's population has shifted dramaQcally.

Although population statistics are an inexact proxy for all matters

considered in the original decisionmaking, they have rough parallels in

bank assets, check<learing volume, currency needs, and other factors that

have an impact on the Federal Reserve's lines of business.

Since 1914, population growth and shifts have resulted in increasing

disparities in population in the 12 Reserve districts, which were fairiy

similar in size in 1914.* For example, the San Francisco Reserve Bank in

1914 served 6 percent of the nation's population; the SL Louis Reserve

Bank served almost 10 percent As of 1990, the San Francisco Bank served

almost 20 pyercent of the population, while the St Louis Bank served just

5 percent Overall, in 1914, the populations served by the Reserve Banks
represented a range of 5 to 14 percent of the t^ation's populaQon. By 1990,

the range had spread to 3 to 19 percent of the nation's population, as

shown in table 4.3.

The 1910 censutdau wen the doaestio 1914. which was the ycartheFedenl Reserve ofwned for

busineaa
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Any Structural

Changes Will Need to

Be Weighed Against

Concerns About the

Independence of Our
Nation's Central Bank

The Federal Reserve's structure, established in 1913, was the end result of

many compromises designed to promote Federal Reserve accountability to

the public, and, at the same time, to maintain Federal Reserve

independence from the nations political processes. The importance of the

banking industry was acknowledged by establishing member banks as

owners of Reserve Bank stock. At the same time, representation from the

public was ensured through the membership of the Reserve Banks' Boards
of Directors, which are chosen to include a diverse representation from

agriculture, commerce, industry, services, labor, and consumers across

each Reserve Bank's district The importance of money centers, such as

New York and San Francisco, was geographically balanced through the

creation of 12 Reserve Banks—the maximum allowed under the Federal

Reserve Act—thus ensuring that both rural and urban interests would be
represented in the work and the deliberations of our central bank. In the

same way, the power of the Board was tempered by establishmg the

Reserve Banks as independent entities subject only to the "general

supervision" of the Board. Finally, while the Federal Reserve was created

by an act of Congress and is required to report periodically to Congress, its

actions do not need to be ratified by Congress or the president and, as

explained in previous chapters, it is funded independently from the

congressional appropriations process.

In many ways, these compromises have served the nation well and have
created additional benefits for the Federal Reserve perhaps not fully

envisioned when the Federal Reserve Act was passed. Federal Reserve

officials believed that the brosid geographic diversity represented by the

Reserve Banks aids in the conduct of monetary policy by ensuring that

various regional perspectives on the nation's economy are heard. A total of

281 individuals, many of whom are prominent leaders of industry, the

financial services community, labor groups, and consumer interests, serve

as directors of the Reserve Banks and their branches. These directors

provide both a sounding board for Federal Reserve policies as well as an
established "community of interest" to support the Federal Reserve when
challenges to its independence arise, as they have from time to time in the

past. Federal Reserve officials also feel that this commuiuty of directors

provides a very useful network of relatiofiships for the nation's economy
during times of financial crisis.

We are not in a position to fully evaluate the merits of these benefits for

the Federal Reserve or the nation. If, because of the m^jor challenges

facing the Federal Reserve, changes to the Federal Reserve's structure are

contemplated, these issues would need to be carefully evaluated when
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doing SO. As to the bene&t of having diversity of economic information fur

monetary policy purposes, in today's information age, it is likely that

sufficient quality economic information could be gathered in some

manner, even if the number of Reserve Banks were reduced. As to the

benefits of its directors' network of support, the effects of a reduction in

the numbers of Reserve Banks or a diminution of their responsibilities is

less clear. If some Reserve Banks were to become, in effect, merely

payments system processing centers, for example, the ability of these

banks to attract prominent directors might be jeopardized. Any actual or

perceived effects this might have on the independence of the Federal

Reserve would need to be weighed carefully against any potential

improvements in efficiency and cost savings that such changes would

yield.

r'rknr»liicir»n« ^ *** *"** previous chapters we have discussed a number of changes
V./OnClUMOni> j^^^g ^^ Federal Reserve. These are summarized below in table 4, 4.
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Change/Potential chan^

Actual or potential impact on
Reserve Banks' staffing and/or
finances

Electronic food stamps/EBT

Changes affecting bank supervision and reserves

May reduce need tor slatt wfio

process currency, reduced currency
costs for the Federal Reserve

Some net reduction m personnel who
process paper food stamps

Bank regulatory consolidation Congress must enact law Uncertain, but could result m
reductions m bank examination staff

Charging for bank examinations Federal Reserve currently has
authority

Increases in lee income ol

approximately $300 to $400 million

per year

Banking industry consolidation Under way Changes m distribution ol, if not

reductions m. bank examination staff

Changes in managing the System as a whole

Systemwide approaches m personnel (eg. health

benefits, travel, etc )

May be inevitable Reductions in overhead-bank
administration

Reduction of Federal Reserve overhead Should occur as other expenses Reduced Federal Reserve costs
are reduced

EBT = Electronic Benelils Transfer

FRAS = Federal Reserve Automation Service

Source GAO analysis

Taken together, these changes will likely result in substantial reductions in

staffing at the Reserve Banks, which will likely call into question the

continued appropriateness of the Federal Reserve's current structure. We
believe that responding to these challenges and making any accompanying
structural changes that may become desirable can best be effectively

accomplished through strategic management and planning by both the

Reserve Banks and the Board working together for the System. In chapter

5, we focus on strategic planning and how the Federal Reserve can take

steps to proactively manage for these current and future challenges.
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If the Federal Reserve is to effectively meet the challenges it faces i\iv[

streamline operations, the Board and the Reserve Banks must work

together to strategically plan for the future. Our prior work in public- anil

private-sector management reform showed that organizations that have

been successful in improving their efficiency have done so by cITociivoly

implementing initiatives to focus on their primary missions and business

lines, realign their structures to fit their mission, and apply technology to

their work processes. Without strong external pressure to minimize overall

costs, the Federal Reserve must create the necessary self-discipline for the

insdtudon to adequately control its costs and respond effectively to future

challenges. However, we found weaknesses in the planning, budgeting,

and intenuil oversight processes that are key mechanisms for helping

accomplish these goals. A fundamental review of the Federal Reserve's

missions, structure, and use of technology would present the Federal

Reserve with profound cultural challenges; however, the Federal Reserve

has begun to show that it can address operational issues strategically and

work in a systemwide manner when necessary. As the Federal Reserve

enters the next century, it is vital that both the Reserve Board and the

Banks continue to foster a systemwide focus so that the Federal Reserve

can hiUill its nussion in an efficient and effective manner.

Public and Private

Organizations

Achieved Success
Through Management
Reform

On the basis of our earlier work in public- and private-sector management

reform, we found that leading organizations were able to effectively adapt

to changes and challenges in their environment by planning strategically

for the future.' These organizations had the management processes in

place—strategic planiung, budgeting, and performance

measurement—that supported their top leadership in setting strategic

direction and establishing organizationwide priorities. Through strategic

planning, organizations were able to better identify emerging issues and

challenges and posture themselves to address these changes proactively.

Successful organizations also integrated their planning processes with

budgeting and performance management With sound budgeting

processes, these organizations were better able to weigh the priorities of

the moment against those of the future. These organizations were also able

to identify mistakes and make the appropriate a4justments by linking their

budgeting processes to performance management

'See Executive Guide: Improving Mission PerformanCT Through Strateffc Information Management

and Technology (GAO/AlMD-94-116. May 1994). Managing for Results: State Ejcperienrra Provi<le

Inaights for fiaeial Managenient Reforms (GAOAJGD-96-22, Dec 21, 1994): Managing for Results:

Eitperiencea Abroad Suggest Insights for Federal Management Reforms (GAO/TiGD-9&^l20. May 2.

1986); and Covemment Retonn: Goal-Setting and Performance (GAO/A1MD/GGD-96-I30R, Mar 27.

1986).
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Our work has also shown that public and private sector organizations thai

were able to achieve significant cost reductions while improving

performance and service delivery did so by fundamentally rethinking their

mission, strategic goals, lines of business (products and services), and

customer needs. As a result of these reassessments, organizations

sometimes found it necessary to redefine all or part of their missions, set

new strategic goals, and modify their hnes of business.

In redefimng their missions and strategic goals, organizabons sometimes
found that a fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of their key

business Jind work processes was needed. Known as business process

reengineering, this fundamental rethinking seeks to achieve dramatic

improvements in critical performance measures. In reviewing their core

management and business processes, these leading organizations

identified those that were highest in cost, were most customer sensitive,

and presented the most significant opportunities and risks for

improvement. They then considered the full range of information

technology alternatives and information needs to determine how
information technology could simplify and reduce the time and cost of

carrying out these work processes. After considering the range of needs

and available alternatives, these orgaiuzadons radically redesigned these

work processes to better carry out their core missions.

Strategic Planning

Processes Could
Benefit From Greater

Systemwide Focus

As discussed in chapter 4, the Federal Reserve faces major chadlenges to

its business lines, particularly in the delivery of priced services to financial

institutions. To effectively address these challenges, the Board and
Reserve Banks need to work together to strategically plan for the future.

We found that the Federal Reserve had a range of strategic plans and

strategic planning initiatives in place or under development. For example,

Board divisions and Reserve Banks had strategic plaiming processes that

supported the formulation of strategic plans. According to Federal

Reserve planning documents, the strategic planning process is to be linked

to the Federal Reserve's budgeting and resource allocation process. In

addition to these strategic plans, strategic plans at the System-level had

been adopted, or were being developed, for Financial Services and
Information Technology. However, the Federal Reserve did not have a

process for integrating these individual plaiming processes and providing a

systemwide focus for assumptions involving the future environment «md

relationships among functions. As a result, the Federal Reserve may not be

making the best use of its many strategic planning processes to prepare for
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the future and undertake the bold thinking that is needed to address

current and future challenges.

Chairman, Board, and
Reserve Banks Have Roles

in Strategic Planning

Strategic planning within the Federal Reserve is carried out by the

Chairman, the Board, and the Reserve Banks. As the chief executive

officer of the Board, the Chairman is responsible for, among other things,

providing (1) overall leadership and organizational direction to help

establish mjuor policy goals of the Federal Reserve and (2) administrative

direction to the other Governors, the Board staff, and Reserve Banks. In

his leadership capacity, the Chairman is involved in key decisions relating

to msuor orgaitizational structure changes that are designed to achieve

strategic goals. The Chairman also conveys his views on the future

direction, goals, and objectives of Federal Reserve policy through

participation in meetings with the chairmen of Reserve Banks' boards of

directors and various Federal Reserve conferences.

The Board, which sets policy for the Federal Reserve, also has a role in

strategic planning. The Board carries out its work through regular

meetings find is assisted by standing committees and ad hoc committees.

The standing committees perform a range of functions. The committees

help formulate policy, review annual budgets for the relevant Board staff

units, and monitor the performance of Board staCf units or Reserve Banks

against the approved budget One of the standing conunittees, the

Comnuttee on Reserve Bank Activities, is responsible for overseeing the

administrative operations of the Federal Reserve. Its purview includes

general supervision over Reserve Bank operations, budgets, and plamting

activities and oversight of drbops.

E!ach of the Reserve Banks has a strategic planning process that

establishes goals and direction for the Reserve Bank. Because of the

independent structure of the Reserve Banks and shared supervisory

authority within the Federal Reserve, the Reserve Banks have established

a conference structure, composed of the Conference of Presidents (cop)

and the Conference of First Vice Presidents (coFvp), to help develop

systemwide consensus on issues and proposals that affect all Reserve

BaiUcs. COP, representing the Reserve Bank presidents, focuses on issues

related to discounts and credits, management systems, strategic planning,

personnel, legislation and regulations, supervision, and research. coFVP,

representing the Reserve Bank first vice presidents, focuses on operational

issues affecting the Reserve Banks. The conferences are supported by

committees and subcommittees that administer the bulk of the
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conferences' work and often initiate projects. The organizational

structures of cop and coFVP are shown in figures 5. 1 and 5.2.

Figure 5.1: Organization ot the Conference o( Presidents

Steering

Committee
Chairman

Vice Chairman I

Past Chairman

Committee on

Research, Public

intormation.

and
Community

Atfairs

Source Federal Reserve System
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Figure S.2: Organization of tha Confarenca of Hrst Vica Praaidanta
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®-

Casri

Sorvcn
I

Automation and

Communication

Sarvicfts

Accounting Electronc

Automation I Access

StMnng I A<^nS0^y

Group I Siaenng

Group

Source Federal Reserve System
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In late 1994, a new management structure was installed to streamline the

decisionmaking process and increase the accountability of Reserve Bank

first vice presidents for strategic planning of fmancial services—which ;ire

priced services and other services, such as cash operations—provided to

financial institutions. Under the new structure, the Financial Services

Policy Committee, which is composed of two presidents and three fu^t

vice presidents, is responsible for the overall direction of financial services

and related support functions. Furthermore, the committee serves as the

vehicle for conveying m^or issues to the Board for discussion and actions.

The new structure has dramatically altered the responsibilities of cofvp.

COFVP maintains responsibility over the budget process. The Financial

Services Management Committee is composed of six first vice

presidents—the chairperson, four product group directors, and the

director of automation services. The management committee is

responsible for developing and implementing business plans for the

financial services and monitoring budgets and projects. The Financial

Services Operations Council is responsible for coordination and provides

advice to the management committee. The product offices are responsible

for planning the future direction of each service area and receive support

firom their reflective advisory groups. To carry out the Board's

supervisory role, drbops staff serve as liaisons to the various groups in the

new structure.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the new structure for financial services management
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Figure 5.3: Organization of Financial Services Management

Financial Services Operations Council

Chair - Designated Senior Vice President

Product Manager - Retail Payments
Product Manager - Wholesale l^ayments

Product Manager - Cash/Fiscal Services

Product Manager • Support Services

Board Liaison

FRAS Staff Member

Financial Services Policy Committee

Two Presidents

Three First Vice Presidents

Board Liaison-Director ot ORBOPS i
Rnancial Services Management Committee

Chair - Designated First Vice President

Product Group Director Retail Payments
Product Group Director • Wholesale Payments
Product Group Director - Cash/Fiscal Services

Product Group Director - Support Services

Director Automation Sen/ices - FRAS

Retail Payments
Services

Product Group
Director

Product Manager

Wholesale
Payments Services

Product Group
Director

Product Manager

Cash/Fiscal
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Product Group
Director

Product Manager
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•The Business Development Advisory Group reports to the Management Committee Chair

**The Automation/Communications Advisory Group will work with both FRAS and Support

Services

Source Federal Reserve System
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Planning Processes

Focused on Individual

Goals and Objectives

Although the Federal Reserve has a range of strategic planning processes

or programs in place or under development, we found these processes

were not designed to address, on behalf of the Federal Reserve, the critical

challenges raised by an increasing need to constrain costs, likely changes

for System business lines, or the possible implications of those changes on

the Federal Reserve's structure. In reviewing the Federal Reserve's

sd-ategic plans and strategic programs under development, we found that

they were generally focused on the strategic goals and objectives of

individual divisions. Reserve Banks, or functions. While we beUeve these

plans serve an important purpose in defining the direction of these Federal

Reserve entities, we believe that the emerging issues and challenges facing

the Federal Reserve will necessitate bold strategic planning focused on the

System as a whole. For example, the Federal Reserve may find the

System's long-term interest better served, both from a cost-reduction smd

performance perspective, by a review of (1) the System's mission and
business lines; (2) the need for all Reserve Banks to perform many of the

same fiinctions; and (3) the potential for fiuther consoUdation or

centralization of certain missions and functions. Determining the future

direction of the Federal Reserve and what is best for the System overall,

will require the Chairman, the Board, and the Reserve Banks to make hard

decisions that will raise fiuther issues and concerns regarding their impact

on the Federal Reserve's system of shared leadership and conlroL

Limited Authority May
Hamper Recently

Established Federal

Reserve Planning

Coordination Group

The Federal Reserve recently took action toward achieving greater

integration of its strategic planning processes. Recognizing the need for a

more systemwide focus, the Board, in mid-1995, chartered the

establishment of a new planning entity known as the Federal Reserve

System Strategic Planning Coordination Group (spcg). In assembling spcg,

the Federal Reserve put together an organizationally diverse group whose
membership includes the Chairman of the Board (who serves as an ex

officio member) and representatives of the Board, and the Reserve Banks,

and all m^or functional and support areas, spcg is to provide a common
framework for the development and refinement of the many individual

strategic plans and action plans within the Federal Reserve. According to

Federal Reserve planning docviments, several Board members and Reserve

Bank presidents believed that the discrete strategic planning processes

within the Federal Reserve would benefit from greater coherence,

especially in terms of assumptions about the future environment and

interrelationships among functions.
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While we believe the establishment of spcg is a positive step for the

Federal Reserve, we are concerned that spec's scope of responsibility and

authority may be too limited. Specifically, spcg was tasked to develop for

seruor management (governors, presidents, first vice presidents, an<1

certain Board division directors) a document setting forth a conmion

view of the mission, vision, values, and priorities of the Federal Reserve;

view of, and assumptions about, the future environment in which the

Federal Reserve will operate;

understanding of the strengths and opportunities, as well as the

weaknesses and vulnerabilities, of the Federal Reserve; and

recogiution of m^or challenges or redirections facing the Federal Reserve.

In describing the scope of spec's work, the Board also identified the

following four important issues that the group might address.

How can the Federal Reserve Board and Reserve Banks work better as a

System rather than as 13 separate entities?

How can the Board and Reserve Banks achieve better coordination across

functional areas within uruts and within the Federal Reserve?

How can the Board and Reserve Banks achieve better coordination across

units within functional areas?

Are there changes or innovations in the structure or governance of the

Federal Reserve that would make it work better?

If the Federal Reserve is to more fully use spcg, it may need to (1) broaden

the group's responsibilities to specifically include a fundamental review of

Federal Reserve operations focusing on the primary mission, business

lines, and structure that would best support the Federal Reserve's overall

mandate in an environment of an increasingly constrained federal budget

and (2) better empower the group to have an impact by changing

expectations throughout the Federal Reserve about the nature of the

changes that could result from the group's work. The spec Chairman and
Vice Chairman have stated that spcg is not intended to develop new
specific action plans or objectives or to override plans or objectives

already in place, for either functional areas or organizational units. Rather,

the results of the planning coordination process would be the common
fi^amework for developing and refining constituent strategic plans and

action plans. Minutes of a September 1995 spcg meeting indicated the

group's concern about its limited authority. The minutes identified several

important questions as being planned to be addressed by the group. Two
of these questions were (1) how the group could guide organizational
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decisionmaking, help set priorities for the Federal Reserve, and drive the

System's budget processes and (2) how the group could strike an

appropriate balance between a system framework and the system strength

derived from disCrict/fiwctional autonomy.

Better Linkage of

Information

Technology Planning

to Strategic

Decisionmaking
Needed

Beginning in the latter 1980s, information technology within the Federal

Reserve underwent a profound change. Between 1988 through 1994, the

Federal Reserve spent hundreds of millions of dollars on information

technology. By late 1995, according to Federal Reserve planning

documents, most mission-critical applications had been or were being

completely rewritten; a new network, FEDNET,^ had been built and was
being deployed; and the fras organization, established to consolidate the

mainframe processing function, had assumed responsibility for most

mainframe processing.

While we did not do an in-depth review of fkas, we believe that such an

approach makes sense. However, Reserve Banks have remaining concerns

about the spillover implications of a systemwide approach to mainframe

processing consolidation for the System's future. Because of the size of the

information technology investment and the potential that such technology

holds for providing higher quality services at a faster and lower cost, it is

critical that the Federal Reserve ensures that its strategic information

technology planning is an integral part of the Federal Reserve's strategic

planning process and business planning and that assumptions about the

future environment are fiilly considered.

Federal Reserve Adopted
Systemwide Approach to

Mainframe Consolidation

In the 1980s, several Reserve Banks, primarily seeking cost efficiencies,

proposed that their Reserve Banks consolidate mainframe processing. On
the basis of this effort, the Board later established a committee to study

the feasibility of consolidation for the Federal Reserve as a whole. This

committee proposed that the Federal Reserve replace the independent

mainfr^une operations of the 12 Reserve Banks and consolidate these

operations into 3 automation centers.^ This proposal also included a

unique organizational structure for overseeing mainframe computer

operations, placing the responsibility for the consolidated operations

TCDNET Is the FMeral Reserve's conununlcatlons network connecting all Reserve System offices and

depoaitaty InsUtutior*.

'Before FRAS, each of the Reserve Banks operated Its own dau processing mainrrame operations.

Including system appUcalions. Over the yean, some Reserve Banks modified their applications to suit

their own designa Tht modifications created the potential for 12 different applications being operated

nationally for the same function
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under a Senior Automabon Executive located within the Richmond
Reserve District as a separate organizational entity called fhas. In 1990, the

Board and the Reserve Banks adopted this proposal, setting a new
precedent for a systemwide approach to an important operational

function. The Federal Reserve's approach to miplementing fras

represented a m^or departure from the decentralized approach

traditionally used by the Federal Reserve to carry out its operational

functions.

The objectives of automation consohdation, in descending order of

importance, were to

improve reliability luid disaster recovery,

increase control of payment system risk in a national banking

environment,

improve security of the total automation environment,

enhance responsiveness to changing business requirements, and

improve efficiency.

The Federal Reserve anticipates that fras will be responsible for operating

mission-critical systems, such as Fedwire (which handles more than $1

trillion in transactions each business day from almost every U.S. financial

institution) and key information systems, such as the Federal Reserve's

bank statistics database and pajrroU system.

The systemwide approach to automation consolidation prompted

concerns about the control of automation resources and the impact of this

approach on the Reserve Bank autonomy and the fijture of the Federal

Reserve. These concerns were twofold: (1) that the consolidation of this

activity would lead to the consolidation of other sictivities and (2) that the

Reserve Banks would lose control of the automation resources.

The Reserve Banks worried whether they would continue to manage the

automation resources or whether the Board's staff would become more
involved in the planning and day-tOKlay management of automation

resources. Concerns were also expressed that, as consolidation

progresses, a few "significant" Reserve Banks would emerge. The
emergence of such Reserve Banks could cause other Reserve Banks to

have a harder time recruiting prestigious directors, thereby diminishing

the regional character and local support of the Federal Reserve.
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Scope of FRAS Grew As originally conceived, fras was to be a system to provide cheaper

mainframe processing support for the delivery of services to Treasury and

the financial institutions. However, as is often the case with maior

information technology projects, the scope of the project grew to include

applications not originally envisioned in the original plans for fras.

Planning for fras could have taken into greater account the needs of the

Reserve Banks. Some Reserve Bank oCRcials told us that the growth in

scope of FRAS, particularly to include check processing, had made it

difficult for them to comply with the requirement in the Monetary Control

Act that service fees shoiild recover the costs of priced services.

As the Federal Reserve proceeds in the implementation of fras, it needs to

better identify the Federal Reserve's overall mission needs, the needs of

the Reserve Banks, and those work processes that hold the most promise

for improved service delivery through information technology. While we
did not do an in-depth review of FRAS, it appears that the design of fras

assumes the retention of all key missions and business lines. Furthermore,

we did not observe an identification of those work processes that could be

reengineered and that hold the most promise and risk for the application

of information technology. If the Federal Reserve revises its assumptions

about the fiiture environment and the Federal Reserve's core missions and

business lines, it must ensure that these decisions are well integrated with

its information technology strategic planning.

Strategic Information

Technology Plan Under
Development

The Federal Reserve is currently working on a strategic plan for Federal

Reserve information technology. The plan seeks to lay out a planning

horizon for the Federal Reserve through the year 2000. As of

February 1996, the strategic plan was still in draft In reviewing the draft

plan, we observed that it lays out the strategic goals and strategies by

mission. The draft plan also assumed the retention of all missions,

business lines, and operating structures. As the Federal Reserve refines its

information technology strategic plan, it is vital that the Federal Reserve

continually checks its key strategic assumptions and makes sure that the

information technology strategic goals keep pace with key strategic

decisions.

Budgeting Process

Can Better Support
Cost Constraint

An effective budget process should support top management in

constraiiting costs, weighing current priorities against future priorities,

and allocating resources according to organizational priorities. For an

institution such as the Federal Reserve, it is especially important that there
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be a rigorous budget formulation and execution process in place to

constrain cost and foster the internal self-discipline necessary to

periodically reassess its strategic goals and priorities. The Federal

Reserve's budget process seeks to ensure that overall Federal Reserve

objectives are accomplished efficiently and effectively. In reviewintj iho

budgeting process for both the Board and Reserve Banks, we found that

the Federal Reserve had a budgeting process that imposed some discipline

in that there was no material overspending of approved budgets. However,

we found the Federal Reserve's budget process had a weakness in that it

used a current services approach that assumed existing functions would

be retained and that assumed continued incremental budgetary growth.

Such an approach, we believe, did not adequately support top

management in constraining costs and imposing the internal self-discipline

necessary for the Federal Reserve to respond effectively to future

priorities.

The Board and Reserve
Beinks Used Current

Services Approach

In reviewing the budgeting process for 1988 to 1994, we found the

operating budgets of the Board and the Reserve Banks were formulated on

the basis of the assumption that existing units would generally continue to

perform their required functions and their budgets would increase from

year-to-year to account for expected increases in inflation and salaries.

With no formal constraints on overall spending, the extent of increases in

unit budgets was left ultimately to the discretion of the Board.

Formulation and Approval
of the Board's Budget

The formulation of the Board's budget was overseen by the admiiustrative

governor under authority delegated by the Chairman of the Board and

managed by the Board's Office of the Controller. The process began in the

spring of each year with the development of a budget guideline and
extends through November. In the spring, each Board division developed a

strategic plan, which identified and prioritized objectives, and a proposed

budget* Next, the Board Governor (or Governors) with administrative

responsibility for the division reviewed the plans and commented on the

merit of the proposed budget The divisions had the opportunity to revise

their strategic plans on the basis of those comments.

The Program Analysis and Budgets section of the Controller's Office then

developed a proposed budget guideline, or acceptable percentage

increases in Board expenses for the upcoming year. According to officials

^TTieae seasiona tielped to develop the Board's long-term direction, according to the Board omciais we
interviewed.
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we interviewed, the percentage increases were based on such factors as

inflation and the expected cost of programs and initiatives identified in

strategic planning sessions. The proposed percentage increases were first

reviewed by the administrative Governor and the Board Chairman; if they

were satisfied, the Board received the proposal for approval during the

summer.

Each Board division used the approved percentage increase to prepare a

revised budget proposal that they submitted to the Controller in the fall.

After reviewing the budget proposals and making any necessary

adjustments, the Controller coordinated meetings to discuss the budget

proposal with each division and the appropriate administrative

Govemor(s). On the basis of these meetings, the Controller could make
additional adjustments before consolidating the division budgets. The

consolidated budget was then given to the Administrative Governor for

review and presentation to the Board Chairman. After all appropriate

adjustments had been made, the Administrative Governor presented the

consolidated budget to the full Board for approval at a public meeting

shortly before the new budget year, which began in January.

Formulation and Approval
of Reserve Bank Budgets

Percentage increases and proposed Reserve Bank budgets were

formulated and approved in a process separate fix>m formulation and

approval of the Board's increases and budget. The Reserve Banks' process

generally took 6 months, culminating in the Board's approval of the

proposed increase in late spring of the year before the subject budget year.

During 1988 to 1994, the Federal Reserve's conferences

—

cop and

COFVP—along with their supporting committees, subcommittees, and task

forces, provided a systemwide mechanism for the development and

sequential review at many System levels of budgetary proposals and

objectives that affect all Reserve Banks. Various data were considered in

developing the percentage increase proposal, including volume and cost

projections for priced services. Federal Reserve project cost projections,

and information on Reserve Bank initiatives affecting expenses.

Shortly after the Board's approval of the allowed increase in Reserve Bank

budgets, each Reserve Bank developed budget documents and materials,

including a proposed budget. These proposals were initially reviewed by

COFVP and then forwarded to COP for review. The cop's budget

recommendations were then reviewed and approved, in turn, by drbops,

the Board's Reserve Bank Activities Committee and, finally, by the full

Board shortly before the start of the budget year.
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Board and Reserve Bank
Budgets Were Monitored
Throughout the Year

The budgets for the Reserve Banks and the Board were monitored

throughout the year. For example, the Board's actual expenditures were
compared to the budget plan throughout the year to ensure compliance
with approved budget and program plans. The Office of the Controller had
lead responsibility for monitoring the Board's budget The Controller

submitted quarterly reports to the Board that compared each division's

performance with its expenses and conducted midyear reviews with each
division to control costs and provide a baseline for analyzing the upcoming
year's budget request Generally, if the Reserve Banks and the Board did

not deviate fi-om their respective budgets by more than 1 percent, they

were allowed to reprogram funds from one spending category to another
without seeking Board approval.

Reserve Bank budgets were also monitored throughout the year—both at

the Board and Reserve Banks. These budgets were monitored mainly

through the Reserve Bank's cost-accounting system by the individual

Reserve Bank controller and staff of drbops. The cost-accounting system
facilitated the comparison of the financial and operating performance at

Reserve Banks individually and as a whole.

In exercising its statutory authority to generally supervise the Reserve

Banks, the Board required the Reserve Banks to submit budgets annually

and to seek approval, on an ad hoc basis, for large purchases (capital

acquistions). In addition to the budget approval process, the Board
established various levels of approvals for Reserve Bank operations for

expenditures related to buildings, equipment acquisitions, and price

changes for Reserve Bank services. Over certain dollar am.ounts, these

proposed expenditures must be approved by the Board. For proposals that

fell below the specified threshold, the Board delegated its approval

authority to drbops or the Reserve Banks. In addition, drbops may forward

Reserve Bank proposals that may have systemwide policy implications to

the Board. According to a drbops ofBdal, proposals approved at the

Reserve Bank-level are routinely forwarded to the Board as an information

item.

Budgetary Compliance
Differed Between
Operating and Capital

Budgets

In reviewing the execution of the Federal Reserve's budget between 1988

and 1994, we observed that the budget processes of the Board and the

Reserve Banks resulted in budgets that increased each year. However,
amounts finally af>proved were generally lower than those initially

requested. As a whole, we found that Reserve Banks and the Federal

Reserve sometimes exceeded the initially approved operating budgets, but
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generally by amounts that were less than 1 [>ercent of the approved

operating budget

Concerning the Federal Reserve's capital budget, we found that in every

year except 1992, the Federal Reserve spent less than was budgeted. In

most years, the underspending was primarily related to data processing

and data communications equipment However, in 1992, the Federal

Reserve overspent its data processing and data communications budget by

almost $52 million. In that year, the Federal Reserve's initial capital budget

did not call for purchasing any computer equipment for fras. However, in

1992, the Federal Reserve began FRAS-related acquisition and development;

by year-end, the Federal Reserve had spent nearly $96 million to purchase

computer equipment.

Systemwide
Perspective Needed in

Internal Oversight

Processes

Internal oversight processes, such as performance measurement, internal

audit, and financial audits, can and should play key roles in assisting

management in achieving its strategic vision for the organization. The

Federal Reserve had many oversight mechanisms in place. However, we
found that these mechanisms either did not support performance

evaluation from a systemwide perspective or were becoming increasingly

inappropriate in the changing environment As a result, the Federal

Reserve may not be making the most use of its resources devoted to

Federal Reserve oversight

Federal Reserve Had a

Variety of Oversight

Mechanisms

The Board and Reserve Banks had a variety of mechaiusms to oversee

many activities. Oversight of Board programs and operations is provided

by the Board's OIG.^ The various oversight mechanisms of the Federal

Reserve are summarized in table 5.1.

'OfSccs of the inspector general were established by the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, to

create independent and objective units to ( 1) conduct and supervise audits and investigations relating

to programs and operations of the various agencies; (2) provide leadership and coordination and

recommend polides to promolc economy, efficiency, and effectiveness and prevent and detect fraud

and abuse in agency programs and operations; and (3) prt>vide a means for keeping the head of the

establishment and Congress fully and currently mformed of such issues.
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TaW* 5.1: Ma|or Oversight Mechanisms Within the Federal Reserve, by Major Components of the Systsm, the Board, and

Reserve Banks

Federal Reserve Explanation of oversight mechanisms

Oversight ot the Board

OIG audits and reviews

Oversight ot Reserve Banks

Operating under the authority of the Inspector General Act of 1978. as amended, the OIG is to

audit and review Board programs, including the Board's examinations and programs for

overseeing Resen/e Bank activities and Board-delegated programs carried out by the Reserve

Banks, such as Pank supervision and regulation The OIG is also to report to Congress on its

findings twice a year The OIG is required to follow generally accepted government auditing

standards, which require that auditors be independent of the entities they are auditing

The OIG is not authorized to directly audit Reserve Bank activities.

Annual performance evaluations

Financial examinations

Operations reviews

Under delegated authority of the Board. ORBOPS is to evaluate each Reserve Bank's operational

areas on their unit costs and quality measures and review cost-accounting and cost data.

The performance ratings are used m d&termining the salaries for each Reserve Bank president

and first vice president

Under delegated authority of the Board. ORBOPS is to ensure the accuracy and reliat)ility of each
Reserve Bank's balance sheet, propriety and adequacy of supporting documentation ot

expenditures, and review procedures and controls for compliance with system policies and
applicable regulations and procedures.'

Under delegated authority of the Board. ORBOPS is to (1) review certain Reserve Bank functions

to ensure compliance with Federal Reserve policies and standards and (2) promote effective and
efficient Reserve Bank operations."

Other divisions of the Board also conduct operations reviews under delegated authority For

example, the Board's Division of Human Resources Management reviews human resources

operations at each of the Reserve Banks.

Internal audits Reporting to the Reserve Bank's board of directors through the directors' audit committee, each
Reserve Bank has a general auditor and staff that are to evaluate internal control systems and
determine the Reserve Bank's compliance with applicable policies and regulations.

External audits Under a contract with the Board, an independent public accounting firm is scheduled to audit the

combined financial statements of the Reserve Banks for each year from 1995 through 1999
During these years, the financial statements of each individual banks will also be audited.

ACH • automated clearinghouse

DRBOPS = Division of Reserve Bank Operalnns and Payment Systems
OIG > Office of the Inspector General

•We agree with a recent OIG's recommendalksn that the Financial Examnadon Program should

t>eco(Tie organizationally independent from ORBOPS and report direcOy to the Board The OIG
concluded ttiat trie finarv:ial examination program, as currently organized within ORBOPS.
presents the appearance that il nnay not be fully ndepervleni

•ORBOPS conducts operations reviews on. among other things, check, cash, fiscal agency. ACH.
electronc processng. and cost-accounting operations

Source Federal Reserve System
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Development of Joint

Performance Measurement
Indicators Is Needed

Through involving key stakeholders in developing performance

measurement systems keyed to organizational goals, performance

measurement can be used to assess how all parts of the organization are

contributing to overall effectiveness in achieving the organization's key

goals. In conducting our work, we noted that the evaluation and

assessment of Reserve Bank performance had received considerable

attention from both Reserve Bank management and the Board, drbops

conducted aruiual assessments of Reserve Bank operations in various

areas. Reserve Bank management tracked performance on a variety of

measures on an ongoing basis. And other oversight mechanisn\s—mtemal
and external financial examinations, operations reviews, and oig

evaluations—provided other information on performance. However, many
of these current performance measures were too narrowly focused on

such Bank-^ecific measures as the numbers of checks processed or the

amount of fees collected for ach processing. In the context of the Federal

Reserve's new efforts on systemwide planning for the Board and the

Reserve Banks together, the Federal Reserve would appear to lack m^or
systemwide benchmarks to measure how effectively the Federal

Reserve—as a whole—is meeting its new challenges.

Concerning systemwide goals and objectives, it may now be appropriate

for the Federal Reserve to redesign its key performance indicators to more
accurately reflect overall organizational goals and objectives. As a part of

this new strategy, outcome-linked performance measures should be

developed, for both the Board and Reserve Banks, that show how
organizational components can best contribute to overall organizational

effectiveness.

Existing Oversight

Structures Likely to

Become Increasingly

Inappropriate for Reserve

Bank Operations

Ehren given the numbers of oversight mechanisms available to the Federal

Reserve, we identified specific problems—the coverage of audit and

evaluations, the potential for the lack of independence, and possible audit

reporting problems—that all could be improved with certain changes in

Federal Reserve oversight TTiese problems stemmed in part from the

unique structure of the Federal Reserve and the authority provided to

those entities supporting the Board. For example, the Inspector General is

authorized to review only the activities of the Board while drbops is

responsible for overseeing the Reserve Banks and for developing policies.

As the Federal Reserve increases systemwide projects and consolidations,

the need for stronger, comprehensive Federal Reserve oversight is likely

to increase. With improved oversight, the Federal Reserve can better

identify areas where efBciencies can be achieved, particularly areas with
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Improvements Needed in Audit

and Evaluation Coverage

reengineering potential, and ensure that organizational results are both

outcome-linked and responsive to multiple organizational priorities that

may cut across various parts of an organization.

The lack of a systemwide perspective has affected the audit and evaluation

coverage within the Federal Reserve. Until recently, the Federal Reserve's

oversight mechanisms did not include an independent audit of the

combined financial statements of the Reserve Banks, drbops, which lacks

clear independence, conducted individual financial exanunations of each

Reserve Bank on behalf of the Board. In November 1994, the Board

awarded a contract to have an independent public accounting firm audit

the combined financial statements of the Federal Reserve Banks for the

years 1996 through 1999. We believe this would be helpful toward

improving financial auditing within the Reserve. However, we also believe

that a permanent policy to require an annual independent financial audit of

the combined Reserve Banks' financial statements is needed. We
recommended that this be done in some of our previous work.*

Government experience has shown that emphasis on financial

management and oversight can change with agency leadership. Therefore,

legislating an annual audit requirement, as was done by the Government

Management Reform Act of 1994, which expanded the Chief Financial

0£Bcer Act's requirements to the 24 largest executive agencies to obtain

annual financial statement audits, would ensure that emphasis on financial

management is continued.

We also noted in our review that some areas were the subject of possibly

redundant audit attention. For example, at the time of our review, we
observed separate evaluations of various aspects of work on the Federal

Reserve Automation Services project at the Richmond Reserve Bank being

conducted by the Richmond General Auditor, the oiG, and drbops staff.

While we did not do an in-depth analysis of areas of overlap in these

audits, we nevertheless found possible areas of overlap. At the same time,

in our review of a sample of contracting and procurement practices at

selected Reserve Banks, we found potential for possible conflicts of

interest within the bid selection processes and some lax practices in

ensuring that correct payments were being made on contracts. Yet despite

the fact that contracting received some audit attention at the Reserve

Banks we visited, these problems were not identified

FedenI Raerw Banks: Internal Control, Accounting, and Auditing blue* (.GAO/AIMD^M. Feb. 9,

ism.
—
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Possible Reporting Problems in

Systemwide Audits

The use of the existing oversight structure to conduct systemwide audits

may not be appropriate because the general auditors do not report to a
systemwide board of directors. At the time of our review, one General

Auditor was serving as the head of the systemwide audit of the ISS-3000

currency processing equipment The General Auditor was to report the

audit findings to that Reserve Bank's Audit Committee even though this

review was conducted for the Federal Reserve as a whole. In our view, the

findings of an audit of a m^uor systemwide project should be reported

directly to the Board, which has direct fiscal responsibility for the project

Oversight Concerns Could
Be Addressed Through
Better Focus

We believe that the Federal Reserve could alleviate some, if not all, of

these problems by providing a more focused and efficient approach to

Federal Reserve oversight The Federal Reserve could accomplish this by

taking steps to better ensure the independence of its internal audit

function and to expand the scopte of the cig's authority to include

responsibility for auditing the Reserve Banks and systemwide projects. As
Reserve Banks are moving toward more systemwide projects and more
centralized decisionmaking, the Federal Reserve's fragmented oversight

structure is increasingly inappropriate to provide adequate oversight of

centralized Reserve Bank operations. If the gig's authority was expanded,

the problems of redundant audits would be addressed. The expansion of

the gig's authority would necessitate both an increase in staff and

spending for the dig. However, it may be possible to simultaneously

reduce staffing in other oversight mechanisms.

Conclusions
We believe that the Federal Reserve, to effectively plan for the future,

needs to conduct a fundamental assessment of its operations focusing on

its missions, strategic goals, and structure. Such an assessment should

also include a review of the Federal Reserve strategic management

processes. We believe that the Federal Reserve faces some difficult

constraints in conducting such an effort For example, the Board will need

to work with the Reserve Banks to rethink their mutual roles in the shared

leadership of the system. Furthermore, they will face profound challenges

in planiung and confiDnting possible changes. Planning deliberations

related to redefining core nussions and business lines and realigning the

Federal Reserve's structure and governance would require strategic

planners to "Ihink beyond" the statutory powers of the Board and Reserve

Banks. The essential missions as well as the locations of the Federal

Reserve's Reserve Banks are set by law, and the autonomy of the Reserve

Banks generally necessitates consensus-oriented decisionmaking in
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systemwide planning. For example, the Federal Reserve is required by law
to develop and implement monetary policy, supervise and regulate banks,

regulate and provide payments system services, and provide fiscal agency
services to government agencies upon request

In rethinking its mission and business lines, the Federal Reserve may face

conflicts and difficult policy choices, which may require that it consult

with Congress for help in resolving them. For example, the Federal

Reserve is required to base check-clearing fees on the recovery of its

costs; at the same time, it must also function as the "clearer of last resort*

and promote the safety and soundness of financial institutions. In addition,

neither the Board nor the Reserve Banks is authorized to change the

numbers or locations of Reserve Banks or essential elements of Federal

Reserve governance. Changes that might be considered in the context of a

fiindamental assessment of Federal Reserve operations could require

legislative action to accomplish.

Because it lacks the cost minimization pressures common to most public

and private entities, the Federal Reserve must work extra hard to

overcome internal pressures for budgetary increases. As discussed in

chapter 1, the Board is a government agency and provides Congress with

an annual report of the Federal Reserve's operations; however, the Federal

Reserve is not subject to the congressional appropriations process that

serves as a constraint on spending by federal entities. Furthermore,

because the Federal Reserve Act sets dividends to member banlcs at

6 percent and prohibits them fi-om selling their shares, shareholders, who
are member banks, do not have the usual financial incentives to encourage

cost-efficient operations. Additionally, the amount of interest the Federal

Reserve receives on securities acquired through the issue of Federal

Reserve notes is so great that it tends to mask the net decline of all other

revenue sources that occurred over the 1988 to 1994 period. TTierefore, it

is especially important for the Federal Reserve to have management
processes that support top management in constraining costs and that

instill a high level of internal self-discipline that would allow the Federal

Reserve to overcome institutional resistance to nuuor management
reform.

However, despite its unique structure, the Federal Reserve has begun to

show that it can stddress operational issues strategically and work in a
systemwide matmer when necessary, as evidenced by the recent

establishment of a new Financial Services Committee to examine priced

services and by the consolidation of its dataiirocessing facilities. The
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Board and the Reserve Banks must work together to meet the emerging

challenges and to ensure that the nation's central bank keeps pace with

the changing environment and remains a strong and competitive

institution.

Recommendations
and Matters for

Consideration

In analyzing opportunities to reduce the cost of Federal Reserve

operations to the taxpayer, any potential adverse impact on the

independence of monetary policy or on the Federal Reserve's ability to

meet its key responsibilities should be considered carefully. However, we
see no inherent conflict between the Federal Reserve's independence or

effectiveness and efforts to improve efficiency. Many of the functions

performed by the Federal Reserve have httle direct relation to monetary

policy, and the Board, working with the Reserve Banks, has the authority

and ability to take many cost-saving actions without jeopardizing its

mission effectiveness. However, any decision to close Reserve Banks or

estabUsh a separate corporation for priced services would require

congressional approval. Thus, we make recommendations to the Board

and suggest several matters for congressional consideration.

Recommendations to the

Board of Governors

We recommend that the Board of Governors undertake a fundamental

review of Federal Reserve operations focusing on the primary mission,

business lines, and structure that would best support its overall mandate.

Such sm organizational review should include an assessment of the

following:

the Federal Reserve's role in providing financial services to banks and

government agencies and an analysis of the costs and benefits to the

Federal Reserve and the taxpayers of various optiot\s for delivering such

services (such options could include discontinuing delivery of certain

priced services to financial institutions, privatizing the delivery of other

services by establishing a private corporation for delivering such services,

or retaining responsibility for being the primary service provider);

cost-saving opportunities that could result fiom streamlining the Federal

Reserve's existing management structures and consolidating Federal

Reserve operations, including possible mergers among the 12 Reserve

Banks and 25 branches; and

the potential for technology to support streamlined work processes in the

Reserve Banks and to reduce costs and improve quality.
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In addition, we recommend that the Board strengthen its existing control

and oversight mechanisms by, among other things, (1) reviewing the

appropriateness of current budget assumptions, which assume steady

aiwual growth; (2) taldng steps to better ensure the independence of the

Federal Reserve's internal audit function and to expand the scope of its

OIG's authority, and (3) ensuring that an independent financial audit of the

Reserve Banks' combined financial statements is conducted every year.

Matters for Congressional

Consideration

Congress should consider the results of the Federal Reserve's assessments

and determine

whether it would be desirable to merge or close any of the 12 Reserve

Banks or 25 branches and
which of the various options for delivering priced services to financial

institutions are in the best interests of public policy and represent the best

balance between achieving cost savings and serving the nation's financial

interests.

Congress should also consider

requiring an annual independent audit of the Reserve Banks' combined
financial statements;

requiring the Federal Reserve to charge for bank examinations; and

establishing a statutory requirement that the Federal Reserve aimually

transfer its remaining revenues to the Treasury.

Federal Reserve's

Comments and Our
Evaluation

The Federal Reserve's Board of Governors did not agree with any of our

recommendations to the Board or with our suggestions to Congress. The

Board did not agree to undertake a fundamental review of the Federal

Reserve System's operations, because it believes such reviews are an

ongoing and integral part of the Bofuxl's oversight of the System. The
Board stated that the Federal Reserve's role in providing financial services

to depository institutions is constantly being tested in the marketplace,

and the Board noted that the System is consolidaling the management of

some financial services. The Board stated its belief that most savings from

such consolidation efforts would be possible in electronic payment
functions, such as Fedwire, with lesser savings possible in paper-based

financial services, such as check clearing. The Board also did not agree to
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consider aitematives to the current way the System provides priced

services.

Concerning merging or closing any of its 12 Reserve Banks or 25 branches,

the Board stated that, while the Federal Reserve's structure would likely

be different if established today, any such realignments or relocations

would have to yield substantial long-term savings to offset the transition

costs. Concerning the potential for technology to support streamlined

work processes in the Reserve Banks, the Board stated that the Federal

Reserve routinely assesses technologies for their ability to reduce costs

and improve the quality of its services.

Concerning our recommendations to improve the Federal Reserve's

control and oversight mechanisms, the Board did not agree with our

characterization of the System's budget process as one that assumed

continuous growth. The Board also did not agree that the independence of

its internal oversight would be strengthened by expanding the authority of

the Board's DIG to the Reserve Banks. The Board believed that the current

audit process ensured adequate independence and that expanding the oig's

authority could integrally involve the inspector general in the Board's

oversight process and raise questions about the inspector general's "arm's

length" abiUty to audit such processes. The Board did not comment on our

recommendation to institutionalize an annual external audit of the

combined financial statements of the Reserve Banks.

Finally, the Board did not agree with our suggestion that Congress may
want to consider requiring the Federal Reserve to charge for baiUc

examinations. The Board noted that, currently, the states charge

examination fees that, on average, are approximately half of those charged

by occ for national baiUc examinations. The Board believed that if the

Federal Reserve and fdic were to charge for their examinations of

state-chartered banks, such fees could tip the scales toward national

charters and call into question the long-term viability of a valuable dual

baiiking system.

We continue to believe that the majoT technological and marketplace

developments that are currently affecting the financial services industry

have profound implications for the activities and operations of the Federal

Reserve and require the System to have a strong, systemwide strategic

management process. We acknowledge that the Federal Reserve has a

range of strategic planning processes and programs in place or under

development. And we recognize and commend the Federal Reserve's
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eCforts to provide a more systemwide focus for its strategic planning

efforts through the recent creation of the Federal Reserve System

Strategic Plamting Coordination Group. However, we are concerned that

these strategic planning efforts are not sufBciently integrated and thus

may be too limited and insufficient to effectively address the m^uor

challenges the Federal Reserve is facing, given the potential implications

of these developments for the Federal Reserve's business lines and
organizational structure.

Leading private and public institutions have found that truly significant

saving often come only when, as a part of a comprehensive strategic

planning process, they have rethought their basic missions and lines of

business and reengineered their work processes to streamline operations.

The Federal Reserve's plans to consolidate some of its operations in

financial services, while commendable, fall far short of the broad

rethinking that we belie^'e is necessary if the Federal Reserve is to be as

efficient and cost effective as it can be in fulfilling its critical role as our

nation's central bank.

As a part of this broad rethinking, we also believe the Federal Reserve

should consider consolidating some Reserve Banks and branches. We
agree with the Board that such consolidation would result in transition

costs but we believe that these costs could be ofiset by longer-term

savings. We also note that consolidating banks and branches is not

without precedent among central banks. For example, before the

reunification of the former East and West Germany, the German central

bank, the Deutsche Bundesbaitk (which was established by the Allies after

World War II and modeled on the Federal Reserve System), had a presence

in the form of Landesbanks in each of the 1 1 West German states. If it

chose to keep intact the same structure after reuitification, the

Bundesbank was faced with the possibility of establishing five additional

Landesbanks, one in each of the states of the former E^ast Germany.

Instead, the German government reduced the total number of

Landesbanks serving the reunified 16 states to 9 Landesbanks and
significantly reduced the number of central bank branches as welL The
chief reasons given for these consolidation efforts were to promote

efficiency and cost savings. Between January 1, 1995, and January 1, 1996,

the Bundesbank reported that it was able to reduce its staff by 6 percent

Our recommendation that the Federal Reserve consider alternatives to the

CTirrent way it delivers priced services to depository institutions is another

example of the broad rethinking of mission and lines of business that we
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believe the Federal Reserve should undertake. When institutions carefully

reexamine their missions and lines of business, they often determine that

some lines of business are no longer profitable or no longer fit with the

strategic direction they wish to take. For example, observers in the private

sector have questioned whether it is appropriate for the Federal Reserve

to continue to be both a provider and regulator of priced services,

particularly in light of the growth of private-sector service providers. Some
top oBicials within the Federal Reserve have, in the past, also suggested

alternative ways to provide these services, such as by establishing a

separate corporation.

Regarding the use of technology to streamline work processes, our

reviews of leading organizations that have sought to improve performance

through strategic information management and technology have shown
that accomplishing order-of-magnitude improvements in performance

nearly always requires streamlining or redesigning critical work processes."

Consequently, we believe information systems initiatives must be focused

on process improvement. Using business process reengineering to drive

information systems initiatives can lead to these order-of-magnitude

savings, rather than the marginal efficiency gains normally associated with

initiatives that use technology to do the same work, the same way, only

faster. We acknowledged in several sections in this report that the Federal

Reserve's automation consoUdation efforts (under the fras system) were

designed to promote more efficient operations and to ensure increased

security in the nation's payments system. However, we are concerned that

the Federal Reserve's automation consolidation efforts may not have

involved sufficient reengineering of existing work processes. Because of

the size of the information technology investment and the potential that

such technology holds for providing higher quality services faster and at

lower cost, we believe that it is critical that the Federal Reserve ensures

that its strategic information technology planning is an integral part of its

strategic and business planning processes.

We continue to believe that the concerns we raised about the Federal

Reserve's oversight and control mechanisms are valid. Although the

Federal Reserve does not view its budget process as having a built-in

assumption of annual growth, we note that, for each year &x>m 1988 to

1994 and for each Reserve Bank, aiuiual budget targets have been

expressed as percentage increases from the previous year's budgets. The

budget did not reflect a decrease in budget authority in smy year for any

Reserve Bank despite the fact that during this period many Reserve Banks

'See GA0/AJMI>«I-I16. May 1994
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consolidated their savings bonds programs suid mainframe computer

operations.

With regard to expanding the oig's authority to directly audit the Reserve

Banks, we believe the inspector general can perform these functions while

also retaining the ability to provide arm's length reviews of the Board's

oversight processes. In an increasingly consolidated Federal Reserve

System, retaining the Reserve Banks' general auditors to do systemwide

reviews .seems increasingly inappropriate. And reliance on drbops to do

such reviews leads to questions about the independent nature of such

reviews, particularly since this division also sets policy for the Reserve

Banks and has approval authority over certain Reserve Bank purchases

and decisions. Such problems and questions could be resolved by

expanding the oig's authority and by taking steps to better ensure the

independence of the Federal Reserve's internal audit function. In addition,

centraliang reviews of Reserve Bank programs would make more
apparent any overlapping and redundant reviews and would more clearly

highlight areas receiving insuCBdent audit attention.

Finally, we found no reason to suggest that having the Federal Reserve

charge for its bank examinations would threaten our valuable dual

baitking system. Currently, the Federal Reserve is the only one of five

federal regulators of depository institutions where taxpayers, and not the

industry, bear the cost of supervision. As we noted in this report, the

Federal Reserve supervises less than 1,000 state-member banks, or about

9 percent of all banks, and evidence from recent mergers indicates that

state charters are being considered more desirable than national charters.

The Federal Reserve could also take steps through arrangements with

state banking regulators to reduce any undue competitive effects of

charging for bank examinations. In addition, our reconunendation is not

meant to be limited to charging state-member banks. The Federal

Reserve's response does not address charging for its other

examinations—those for foreign banks and bank-holding

companies—^where the possibility of charter switching is not an issue.
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Detailed Statement of Conditions of All

Federal Reserve Banks Combined,
December 31, 1994

1 . Deujicd Suiemeni of Condition of All Fedenl Reictve Buki Combined.
December 31. 1994
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Income and Expenses of Federal Reserve

Banks, 1994
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Personnel Compensation Information for

the Federal Reserve System

This appendix includes information on personnel compensation within the

Federal Reserve. Where appropriate, we also compared the Federal

Reserve's personnel practices to other federal agencies with analogous

regulatory responsibilities. Table m.l shows the number and title of

Federal Reserve employees who earned more than the Board Chairman

during 1994. Tables in.2 through 01.5 contain 1994 salary information for

personnel at various levels within the Federal Reserve. Table III.6 shows

the percentage of health insurance subsidies paid in 1993 by the Reserve

Banks, the Board, and other regulatory agencies. Table III.7 shows the

1993 employee annual and sick leave eligibility levels for the Reserve

Banks, the Board, and other regulatory agencies.

In addition, this appendix includes a description of the several benefit

programs offered to Federal Reserve employees that, in many cases, were

not provided to employees of the Securities and Elxchange Commission

(SEC), FTHC, or occ. These benefits included dental insurance; a subsidized

employee cafeteria; premium conversion accounts; flexible spending

accounts; matching contributions for savings accounts; and separate leave

categories for bereavement, marriage, and family care.
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Tabta HLI: FMlwal Rmmv* OfflcWa
Earning Mora Than tha Board
Chairman During 1994

Salary ranga

($000 omitted)

Numbar of Typical

Raaarva Board
amployaaa

Raaarva Bank
amployaaa

Associate

director

Associate

director.

Deputy
director

Deputy
director

> • Qrealer than

N/A . I«)| applic^Xa
VP • Vtca president

Source: Federal Reserve Board.

Typical

First VP.

Senior VP

First VP.

Senior VP

President.

First VP.

Senior VP

President.

First VP,

Executive

VP. Senior

VP

>170tOl80
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its cafeteria, seven dining rooms, and three meeting rooms. The Board's

subsidy in 1993 was 45 percent and cost about $741,000. Elach of the

Reserve Banks also have subsidized cafeterias, but the level of subsidies

and number of cafeterias and dining rooms differed. As shown in table 1.7.

in 1993, the total cost of cafeteria subsidies for the 12 Reserve Banks was
about $8.4 million. Most Reserve Bank cafeterias were privately run, with

the Reserve Bank paying subsidies ranging from 19 to 55 percent fdic and
occ provided cafeteria subsidies of 40 and 19 percent, respectively; sec did

not have a cafeteria

TaMa IH.8: 1993 CaMaric and Dining

Room Subaldiaa (or tha Failaral

Reaarva Syatam, FOK, OCC, and SEC
Entity
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Dental Insurance While the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program docs not offer

employees separate subsidized dental insurance, the Board subsidizes its

employees' dental plan, paying approximately 80 percent of the premium.

Reserve Bank subsidies ranged from 66 to 95 percent. In 1993, the dental

subsidy cost the Board about $618,000 and the 12 Reserve Banks, a total of

more than S6.8 million. To reduce this cost, one Reserve Bank negotiated a

new dental plan that froze premiums for 1993 and 1994. Officials estimated

that this would save the Reserve Bank $200,000 over those 2 years, fdic

and occ pay the fiill cost of their employee dental insurance. In keeping

with the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program, sec does not offer

this benefit

Marriage, Bereavement, Family

Care, and Floating Holiday

Leave

In addition to annual and sick leave, many Reserve Banks offered separate

leave categories for bereavement, marriage, family care, and floating

holidays that are not generally offered to dvil service employees. The

Board, fdic, occ, and sec do not offer any of these four leave programs.

Their employees must use their annual or sick leave, in lieu of these other

leave benefits. Table in.9 shows the number of banks offering these leave

categories and the number of days offered

bl9 Hi.9t MarrisQA, B#rvflWfn9fit,

FamUy Car*, and FtoMkig HoiWay
Laava calaQOfy
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Mass Transit Subsidy

Home Security Systems

Home-to-Woric Transpoitation

Family care leave is provided to employees to care for sick family

members. Three banks offered paid family care leave and granted a total

of about 2,900 days in 1993. We did not determine the cost of family care

leave. Floating holidays are given to employees to use to take care of

personal matters.

Four of the 12 Reserve Banks offered employees a monthly mass transit

subsidy. Some restricted the subsidy to employees who did not use the

Reserve Banks' parking facilities. Hie subsidies ranged from $4 in Kansas

City to S30 in St Louis. Both the Board and sec offer employees up to $2

1

in monthly mass transit subsidies, while fdic and occ do not offer this

benefit' Under section 629 of the lYeasuiy, Postal Service and General

Government Appropriations Act of 1991, Public Law 101-609, federal

govenunent agencies may offer monthly mass transit subsidies to their

employees.

Home security systems are provided to the Chairman of the Board, eight

Reserve Bank presidents, five Bist vice presidents, one executive vice

president, and one senior vice president We were told that the Board

Chairman's system cost approximately $2,500, and the cost to install four

of the Reserve Bank Presidents' systems ranged bom $2,500 to $8,000.

PDiC, occ, and sec do not provide home security systems for officers or

employees.

At the Board, only the Chairman regulariy receives home-to-work

transportation authorized under Public Law 99-560.^ At the Reserve Banks,

six otfier Reserve Bank presidents drive themselves from home to work in

Federal Reserve-owned vehicles. In addition, 47 other Reserve Bank

personnd use bank vehicles to travel tnxa home to work, and some can

also use the cars for personal reasons, although they must claim a taxable

benefit As ofJanuary 1996, three banks indicated they will limit the use of

bank-owned vehicles for home-to-work transportation to presidents and

first vice presidenta This will result in about 12 fewer employees' using

these vehicles for home-to-work travel llie nxc, occ, and sec Washington,

D.C., offices do not regularly provide home-to-work transportation to their

officials.

At the ttam our suncr, the Baud WW unabto U> provide la infonnatlon aiMut the local COM or Ihe

niM* tnratt wbMy.

The Chunnan is the only Bond inemhef wlw a tlgninl t chuiffeured vehicle The 6 mnaiiUng

Bond manbcn hav« accenlo • motor pool o( U vehicle* that Is used for tMatma»m«ted trtpft
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Procurement Practices Differ and Effective

Controls Are Often Missing

As discussed in chapter 3, despite the Federal Reserve's attempt to provide

a framework for uniform procurement policies, Reserve Banlcs have

differing procurement practices. Although the guidance used by each
Reserve Bank is intended, among other things, to ensure fair and equitable

treatment of prospective sources. Reserve Bank practices appear to favor

certain sources over others. We found that some Reserve Banks comply
closely with Uniform Acquisition Guidelines (uag), while others use

practices that limit competition. At some Reserve Banks, new bidders

were not provided an equal opportunity to bid for large procurements, and
bidders lists at three Reserve Banks were limited to sources with which
the Reserve Banks traditionally have done business, although other

equally qualified sources were available and interested.

Some practices/procedures at individual Reserve Banks are commendable,
yet noteworthy procedures were not being disseminated among the

Reserve Banks. None of the Reserve Banks uses commendable procedures

in every area. For iiistance, although the procurement process at one
Reserve Bank appeared to be in compliance with the intent of the uags, it

lacked appropriate controls over its voucher payment function for m^or
construction contracts. Moreover, some Reserve Banks use practices that

restrict full and open competition, by limiting bidders lists to sources with

which the Reserve Bank traditionally does business, although we were
told that other sources were available and interested.

Certain Bidders
Favored in Source
Selection

According to the uags, invitations to bid and requests for proposals should

be sent to as many interested suppliers as possible to ensure competition.

Interested suppliers should not be excluded from receiving a solidtadon,

unless they are clearly unable to fulfill the basic requirements of the

solicitation. Yet, new sources were excluded from receiving awards for

large, complex, and costly procurements at most of the Reserve Banks we
visited, since Reserve Banks restricted lists of potential bidders to sources

with which they have had previous experience, giving new sources

smaller, less complex orders. Furthermore, several Reserve Banks
restricted the number of potential bidders by forwarding invitations to bid

and requests for proposals to a limited number of bidders. For example,

the building department at one Reserve Bank selected the sources and
limited the number of sources to a maximum of five bidders for

construction/building alteration projects.

In contrast, another Reserve Bank solicited bids/proposals firom a large

number of sources. To prepare for the award of its travel contract, the
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Reserve Bank combined infonnation from a list of the top travel agencies

in the area with names from their vendor database to identify potential

sources. The Reserve BaiUc invited a total of 14 sources to a meeting to

discuss Reserve Bank requirements. The Reserve Baitk also forwarded

copies of questions and answers from the meeting to the 1 1 firms

attending the meeting. Proposals were subsequently received from six

firms. The successful firm was selected on the basis of the best overall

financial cost to the Reserve Bank.

Contract Extension

Precludes
Competition

The UAGs encourage competition and restrict the use of sole/single source

awards to situations where (1) no other source of supply is available,

(2) the urgency of the Reserve Bank's need does not permit the delay

involved in using more formal methods of acquisition, or (3) senior

officials deem it necessary. However, two of the four Reserve Banks we
reviewed have retained incumbent cafeteria contractors for years without

recompetiitg the award, thus precluding other firms fit>m competing for

those services. OflScials at one of the Reserve Banks were unable to locate

documentation in support of the last contract competition, which they

believed occurred in the late 1980s. F^lrthermo^e, at the other Reserve

Bank, records indicated that the cafeteria contract was last competed in

1986, about 10 years ago. In contrast, two Reserve Banks competed their

cafeteria contract awards within the last 2 years. One Reserve Bank

invited six firms to submit bids for cafeteria operatioits and performed an

extensive analysis of the four bids received to determine which firm

should receive the award, including an arudysis of the possibility of using

one source to operate the Reserve Bank's cafeteria, as well as the

cafeterias at each branch office. Our review showed that the other Reserve

Bank invited 14 firms to submit bids and performed an extensive analysis

of the 11 bids received to select the firm to operate the cafeteria.

\\^de Discretion in

Negotiations

In addition to competitive bidding, in which the award goes to the low

bidder after the bids are opened, the uags provide for the use of

competitive proposals. The competitive proposal method permits

discussions with offerors after proposals have been opened to allow

clarification and changes in proposals. However, adequate precautions are

to be taken to treat each offeror Cedily and to ensure that information

gleaned flrom competing proposals is not disclosed to other offerors.

Our work indicated that wide discretion exists among Reserve Banks in

the latitude under which tfaey negotiate with competitive sources. For
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example, in negotiating the competitive award of a network server and

peripherals at one of the four Reserve Banks, negotiations were conducted

only with the low bidder after bid opening, despite the fact that the system

configuration (i.e., type, size, and sophistication of server) had been totally

changed. Other firms were not given the opportunity to offer competing

bids. In contrast, when a design change occurred after bid opening, one

Reserve Bank's legal department required that the contract be recompeted

and did not allow negotiations with bidders.

Bid Evaluation

Delegated Outside the

Reserve Bank

Although the uags prohibit disclosure of specific infonnation contained in

bids or proposals to anyone except Reserve Bank personnel directly

involved in the selection process, two Reserve Banks transferred most

functions associated with the award of mjgor construction/building

alteration contracts to architecture and engineering (A<ftE) firms. Both

Reserve Banks used aae firms for source selection, receipt and evaluation

of bids, and selection of the successful bidder. The amount of

responsibility passed fit>m the hands of Reserve Bank personnel to the a&e

firm is demonstrated by the fact that the Reserve Bank officials at one of

the two Reserve Banks were not aware that the award may not have been

given to the low bidder. The department vice president assured us that he

was certain that the aae firm could justify the award to the selected

source.

In contrast, one Reserve Bank building department's vice president

cautioned against delegating bid evaluation functions to aae firms,

commenting that the larger the role the aae firm plays, the greater the

potential for favoritism. At another Reserve Bank, personnel also retained

source selection functions for large construction contracts. Moreover, they

told us they found that the process of evaluating cost information provided

by potential sources leads to a better understandii>g of the sources'

kno^edge of the area and their technical capability. An official (h>m the

Reserve Bank summarized the benefits of evaluating proposals as follows:

challenging the bids'proposals fix>m construction contractors results in

improved understanding ofwhat is required, better quality, and lower

prices.

Independent Checks
and Reconciliation

Lacking

Although the uags do not address payments, the American Institute of

Certified Public Accountants defines a desirable control environment as

one in which duties should be segregated to reduce opportunities for any

person to be in a position to perpetuate or conceal errors or irregularities
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in the normal course of his or her duties. Therefore, different

people/organizations should have the responsibility for authorizing

transactions, recording transactions, etc. Another control procedtire is

ensuring that the procedures contain independent checks and

reconciliations.

Two Reserve Bankshadasystemof internal checks over the voucher

payment process for progress payments associated with construction

contracts. The organization responsible for the paying of invoices at each

Reserve Bank maintained a separate clerical check/reconaUation system

to ensure that contract dollar amounts were not exceeded. However, two
other Reserve Banks did not have systems that ensured separation of

duties or iitdependent checks. The individual responsible for the payment
function at one Reserve Bank explained that when an authorization to pay

an invoice for a progress payment is received from the building

department, it is paid. At the other Reserve Bank, otBcials responsible for

the payment function explained that, while they tracked payments to each

source by year, they did not track progress payments on each contract

In contrast, at another Reserve Bank, payments to construction

contractors were closely controlled. As a control mechanism for the

payment authorization from the Building Department, another department

tracked progress payments using a spreadsheet When a payment

authorization was received, the ^readsheet maintained for each

construction contract was updated to accumulate a running total Ttas

practice ensured that construction contractors did not receive more fiinds

than the Reserve Bank was obligated to pay. This control system served as

an independent check and recondliatioit
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Comments From the Board of Governors of

the Federal Reserve System

Note: GAO comments
sup(3<emefiting those in the

report text appear at the

end of this appendix

Seecorrwnent 1.

aoAao or govcmnods

Apnlll. 1996

Mr JmmL I

Wuta«oa,DC 2I»4«

DMrMr.BelhmU:

Draft repoft of theGoieiJ Accounong Office entilJcd

Tedcril R«Mrv« Syaan Cuimi <nd Future Onflfnnn
Kequoc Sytttamttt Atuocioa," pupmul punuiat to the

raqum ofScpooa Htny Rod ao^ Byran Dofgn

The Bead ofGovcmon taka cncpaaa to ibe ticDad implicaixniaf the

draft report thei the Fedenl Reserve hes not excrcaed eppropnete iMdgci coesffmt aid

thtf it lua not adeqiuttty eddrened the diajiBiiig technological and fiasiaal cnvjronmeitt

within which it oparatet

We at the Federal Reserve rscogaiza dw
ouuidaof the appropriarxons proccaa pierra a ipma l

dgjeai in die uae and awiii'M inri of luch ftadt. We
alevilofceai

expending taxpayer!' funds

on ui to be pamcularty

ievc our dihgerKC hesrestdted in

diat ofthe aoa effiaent public

In order to lUfil its mandies. die Fedenl Reaarvc hna had to undertake

apitema and oAan coady new ianialivca ntKe I9(t (the iUrtng poia oftbe GAO
anaiyws). Aiiwan otnar^ tbcie hcve ndiided the expanded niperviAOQ ofU S operanoria

ofbreigB baeks and a najor upgradng ofoiv conputar sjnHBs and paraomal to ailapi

our survedlaiioe and pnjniatt trr hiirdi'mei to the naior changas tfant have occurred in

pnvaM onaMoal maruts. Tnis upgrade isvolvud ngnificaiK ciMeolidation wnan the

Federal Raaane Syslera. but il abo enhanced our dbiKly to eaaira the anooth S iiirtinn iBg

ofour OBanow BHrfccia, eiwn wring ptiiudsoffinencMl or opvMional dxsupmos To
bold die nak ofnr—eic crtsea lo accepuMii low levels far both U S aiarketa,andUS

e redundancy of mouroes. We believe that the
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See conwnent 2.

See cooiment 3.

bencfiUoftlairadiadineybmeredihcinociiiciliicranaiulcaiu Inbghiofthcie

wUMUvtM, if wd tt odien reqiMred by the Fraasciel Insotutiom Rcfonn, Recovery and

FiJieimincM Aa (1919) lod the Federal OcpoM buurance Corpormon Impnvtntn
Aa ( 199 1 ). we believe Uw Gootrol of our openting ootu hu been very cflecbve

reouM fuwjumeni noiMluuut (ucretionuy ocpendidtfcs, wtocs the

GAOdnA>eponeaiftoy>,i>perticiilei<yiucfiiluiraii|hiiiaderdofooiiipenaan, u
tbiBe eqxnditaree have been lubfeci to iw iraang Confreeaonal restmat in recent ycara.

Oiaiag tb* fiacii yean I9n to 1994, ihei* coan incraeied 50 9 perccai Over the lane

yeen, deapite the vary ooivdenbte ^p*'^^*! ofthe Federal Reaerve't rote, our coita (on

a odendar-yeir beaia) Jar iMaml 47 6 percent Similerty. over tlet peiiod, non-defenae

accuuve braach civiliaa eauitoymm |rew by i.S perccn caraperad to ea iacreaae in tool

aatployBiaat « the Federal Reaarve of } 7 percoi

Aa flailiei endeaoe of rffiBcove coil coeartil. the Fedcnl RaMive't

proviaHM ofnaiBGal awicn to dcpoatory inarititioaa m a coa^MOtive aHTkei

(a< rmtl itu for abom oaa third ofFederal Reaerve coan) hia coaaianady aanid oioaey

for Ibi Traaauy by larriiaiiin aol oely ila daea aad iaditea coett, bu ako e rae of

NeaadHlaia, the Board laiiiiiaiai thai the Fedval Reeervc Syatem. hkc

I and ribaivc. Tlie OAO draA lepon doei

I regarAaf Ilie managanaBt of cortan omu that we
coaeidar potai»iilly qaiM helpftj aad thai we will evihiatt aad iiunlmeia wfaare

appraprMla. We will atao coatiaue to tituotf oitaar o^yoraamea to coataai coatt, wbile

aadeavoraf to cany out ma Raaaioa la a anhcttve imnBtf

Oae diflkuk iaaue thei haa aad wiU uuuauia the Board la oia ovaraght of

the Sy—iiettaippropiiaae degree of conaobdilion ofvariouiectiviliea CertaiD

SyaMawnide auiwiiea do eppear to be aiore co« aflecu ve ifcooaoMued Butitiialao

evidea thai tb* daaaat of Butonony dm ia acGorded to the Reaerve Baaki has ocated a

l uinwa ilive coviraameai widaa die Federal Raaarve that auracu hi|faly <iiiali<iwl naff idio

eaanibutt Uapaniady to the aflacnveaeaa and afBcieacy of die Federal Reaerve Synn
over tte loai lUB. The advaaagaa of iMa environnaat amt be helanred agaiiiil Ibe

Om mpomm to a taaibcr of the ipedSc GAO r

tibaiiMitinna aia aichaled ia an aaclcaura to thia leder

QMMBOD-M-Ua Oalleaee* Ba«aire SyataeneMe Attaalloai
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Coaiaau FMa tk« Board ofGo
tk» F«d€f«l tmn'i tifmUm

Cammem tm GAO Draft R«pMi
*fi<inl IUmmi SfMoi: CvnM imt fatmn Onli«|H Bcqaif* SptcMwidc AUcafiaB*

See comment 4.

See comment 5.

Tile drat rapnt racoancodi tlut Hh Board uadotakc fiiadmcnul review of

dM Federal ReeenM t role ei pnjvidiBi dobdcmI mwigci to tMidu end gomrameni ^^T'lMfi

Sock rt»iw»» ere aa oaamm ead am^ pen ofour u nuaglu ofthe Federal

Kfeerie Syeuoi Moreover, ie impnteiii lo recojare ikei the Federal Reeervtrt fineiKiel

•arvicee eod, ia panculv. in priced eervicei,« framaiiflY taeMd br the Mertrtplne

liielilwinae ^ooee pajnenie lernoa provideii baead oa the coei ead quelity ofite iltereaiiva

eemoee eveileUe 10 di^ The Federel Reeorve Baria have been an i iieiflil ia providjag lervieee

Ht ere auiatuva to Iheir cuneraei i by coauodiag coett wMe iMiaieiniDt legli quality aeaderdt

The Federal Reeerve filly reoovcn in eoel of providiag arvicee 10 depoeinry

iaetiliaioaBovardieloagiua. Tba Moiineiji Comol Aa (19W) reqairee diat the Federel

Iteeer e eat teee fer priced eervicee to recover act oaly el direct e«d inarea com incuned ia

pravidni da iervioee, bat elao iaiputad coele, wcfc te leue thei Mould have beea paid, and the

nan OB capital that would havo beea earaed, bad the lervioee beea provided by e ptiveie

buMniafiim Over the paet ten yaara, I9t6 daeii|h 1995. the Federal Reeerve Benka haw
recnwad 101 pamat oftheir total ooeie ofprowAa^ priced aer^noca, eirbalirn the tergeted

wentt fton the Raaar>w Benl[^ priced tervioee raooHere ixiiputad

ooeti dial are eat irtiieij iaoand, the Federal Beeerie'a proviaion of priced aavioee baa

I iiiieiitieel) had e poeilive eSect on the level ofeenaafa imiat I by the Federal Reacrve to the

Traeaecy. Ow the pea tea yean, priced lemoee reveauee ban err«iedwl tumeting coitt by

an* than St72 odhaa. Piioed aervioea rcveauaa a«caaded operatiog oosa by nure than S370

niaiaa duriai the period I9n through 1994 laviewed for tfaia draft report Tha net revenue

i uniibmae to the ararmwt treaeftmd to the Tieaauiy.

Aa adaowladaad in the draft report, da Federal Reeerve haa e itntegic fbcua ibr

a financial aervicea activinei. The naaaoo ofdie Federel Rceerve in die paymena eyatem ia to

Slater the intetrity, arBcianey, and aoceaaibility ofUS. dollar paynenta and aetdement syatena in

tofUS SneadalMabaily and acoaoniic growth in egiobalcaamL TIk Federal Reeerve

I a fijutieal iuB ofthe financial aervicaa provided by die Reicrve

Beokn the poiciaa ead ndce adopted by the Board, and the leadenhip in financial navfceu eurtad

by the Federal Raaerve on a veriaiy of peyafnta relaiad naltcra

OAOraOO-M-lM Challe I Baqolre Syntcawtde Attenlloa
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See comment 6.

-2-

Thb anugc focus inckida an ongooigicisnicm of ihc tppropruie operational

roleof the Federal Reserve m the payments syMcm TV Board has adopted guiddines to

evahiau both Ihc Reserve Banks' introductiooof new services and theu withdrawal from easting

services- The Federal Reserve's ibiliiy to recover the cosu of providaig pnced services over the

loog fun is sn imponaia considcntion in asscsig its fiiture operating role For otample, m 1993

the Reaem Baaks withdrew from the pnced dcfaoive securities safiekeeping lervice. whck had

been subject to nipttlly dedinuig vokuncs due to the issitsnrr of new iccumies ui book-entry

rather than physKai form and the banking mdustrys um casing use of private depositoncs

The Reserve Banks' check icrviee has also been iub)ect to vohane decbnes Theac

deduiet arc annbutaMe largely to diesan»^ setdaneat nik adopted by the Boerd This nilc

iiupiovts payii—u syaiera effiaency by increasing the legal nghu ofcomspoodeni banks that

unapete with the Reserve Banks in the check coflemon busuiess Although the Board smnpatad

thai the tula would erode the Reserve Banks' check vokrnie. it adopted it as bemg m the beat

iiaerest of the payments systcni. The Reserve Bsoka have taken steps to reduce subsrantaDy thor

upeiatiiig costs during the past several years in maponse to these vt>hiine deobnes For otample,

during the 199) through 199] period, Itie Reserve Bai^ reduced check itaffing levels by ahnosl

600 empliyyca, or by mora thn 10 percent Addinonai lUir reductions are planned for 1996 h

is rcaaooabk to cxpeci that reductions m Reserve Bank resource levels woukl follow, rather diao

be iwaepuwaaiieuus wah, signi6cam vohime derhnrs.

The Fedenl Reserve's itratcpc focus has also leauhed in the rc-engineenng ofthe

raamcr in wtach it piovidas many of iu Gnandal services and the unplementalion of other

productivity inipruvuuents. Ftir example, the Iteaervc Banks are cemrahiiitg the processing of

their tleuiuit payincia services; ccntrahzanon of Fedwire fiinds transfer processing is

substantially completed and centralization of the ACH and Fedwire book-entry securities transfer

applications u unda way As pan of this initiative, die Federal Reserve has significantly enhanced

the level ofcontingency backup of its critical appbcatioas. mcfciding Fedwire High operanooal

reliability of the Fedwire applications is especially critical to the continued smooth fiincuonmg of

thefiiiaacialmaikcuductothevalueoftrinsfierspn)ceaaed,whKh IS currently SI S tnllioaper

day

The Raaervc Banks have also aougbl ways to improve the efficiency of their paper-

based services They have coosolidaied processing of their noncash collection service for

raamrmg coupons and bonds from 27 to 2 stes, and also have consohdsied their savings bond

opoatioQsby reducing the number of sites from 24 to 5 Ntoreovcr. they have sought to improve

the efficiency of the check coUectMO process by promoting electiomc check presemmeni and have

significantly unprtMCd the efficmcy of theu ACH service by accepting ACH tiusactioas from,

and ddiveiing tranaactioBS to, all deposnory neuutian endpoms dectroocally ruialty. the

Federal Reserve, working with the Treasury, has introduoed aidomaied processing to the

previously paper-baaed Treaairy auction system, improving the sccessibility, integrity, and

timelinessof the Treasury securities aucuon prtxess The Reserve Banks are currently

consobdatmg the handling of commercial tenders (mm 13 to 3 sites using this sutomaied synem

GA(VGGD-M-I28 Challenge* Beqolre SyatemwMo Attention
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CoBBcnta Proa the BoaH orGovemon of
the Federal Keoerre Srateia

These lad odw diAfifes htvc unproved titt rdubdity Hid fecuntyofiBMiy

Fedcni Rcierve wrvKei and heve caUed the Roerve Benks lo respood mare quckjy to chwigei
n buancM re^unmena AI tiie Mine nme, many of the ii>auiiv«*dcKnbedtbo««b««e faulted

in oM-bmcmmition coat^ Newifedeu, the Henna Btaki haw baa rfita lo oaauia the

iggTTgMe laai am of piovHling finanri il lervicaa WW* the qulity ofFederal Raaanc lervica

haiiaiproved. the coei pCTtnaiaaioa of providing tl ofttaeMMrncathaiiacraaaad &r IcM thin

the we of ieteioa Moraovor. an capea iha ail ooa ofour daccreoK payinaa rvioet lo

iioihec

I ihM da Fadml Baiari <•! raviaw ofin raia ai

notfaagiiiiHiaiH AaCaeal

•(o ofika Uaitad StaMt, tlia Kewna Bank* do aol dicau tte leopa of Ifaiir rait in providiai

Bwaliad datiuamii wr»iowtoifca<ad«nl |u i«aiiwn Uaiaad, dia Roarva Banki prstrida

naaoal Mmoat 10 Iha sovanaaa tka daacooa of ifea Traannr ad odar Maal
Wa enoaavor to provida bi^-^iiM^f, oon^sacbw Hr^aoa lo the ndvii |

BooacananhdaTraaMryindeitefiidailaiaaaiioaetiawdatotiiGtiva Sinanloflha

caaiplat nolad ibsoa luaiKa nan ofthe eaeiaaqi md quaiqr iialiilii m tadanakai by d>c

Federal Raawa in in raia a* Ileal aaBL WaaaakoeoauaaagtoanrkciaMlyahditfea

Whin da taotioa ad Mniny ofMan oftkn 12 Fadnl Hinnra Bilk had
oOoi adMr 25 braacha aaMld Bntr katfna ifdar «*• nUiAad May. nioalioa of

BCMRMH or Mbuntul rtiii^MMat oi oflcB unittinM §BBtrely it wuy ooidy, wt$ ite hia^4tfB

winfi vkmU Iwt 10 be ********* to oAm tfcs tnoMioii coitt.

OUMVCGD-M-ltS ClwUeatfu B«q«lre SrMWBwMc AtteaUon
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tlw Padafal Baaanc S|Maai

TI..II»rfT«*-.*^.-«.~-Ji~w~t»»w«.

Tteikift rapoft ncowncidf dM riH Bovd uhm ths polMnI tot

Wa^nadMn

todHolo^M Bfuv HiMy to wwim coitt Mb n^fcws ^iiiliiy, riHbiBtjr, oosMn^BKy nckuf)^

To idviBR dMM 8imIi^ toBKHMOvM tthvi dinis ths pwiod covnd
dnnrapOffliBciBwlkvoaBnDaMkiBOi HMWt Bnk hmvibs praocMBB" rnvil
1 liiiiiliiiiilii liiitmn. ttnluli iininirfi

r 13.000

B Oi OH NnooM

liU&rnMMa. HhNIC
I «• ofdw baakiBB iaduaiy

I ofcar mfu n'maiy mJrtium.
lam ba» jaaarid mrfciiriw*!! by l>» Fadil Kewria. |>» NIC lyiwai a

oihv fcdsil laydMoniad to nna baalonf (ocMt.

ibsshI rapoft ooBcludn IMC an c

n aAoMida A*<MO fciad OM*
br b«k *•BovAad iha lUMna I

I ofd» BoaA aaHnl aipanaofy

ofIhoR—VI llMlri la tiadiri

or hckiai ia iadtpadan. Tbc

r aot ada^aHly oowvad orwa

6AO«OD4«-lM CkaUoaaa Baqaira Syataawtda Auaatloa
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CoBUBcfita Proa tkc Board of Corciaon of
tkc FedermI Bmrw SfsUai

T1<e Fedtnl Rocrvc's uidil stnioun hu long provtn to be voy cAcove Audit

covenge for Federal Reserve buki ii nulo-bccud and n)pru|)<i«iely rcfleoi the muoura of the

Fedenl Reserve S)r«eot and the statutory rolaof the vanotu entities end thcv reipeatvt

uditon Tbe different euAt ttpproodta result in ethoraiigh end belanccd penpecDve of the

cnlira Fedenl Rcsenc cnviranneBt Each of the lopaaable amies (Fedoil Reeervc Baakiud
Boerd oi Oownors) his its own imW'piiiidm nslilim nimlKin repoftmg to its respecmv boerd

The Reserve Banks hsve adafxad and follow the tnainute of Imemal Auditan

Suodtfds for the Pntfmaiiisl Pracace of Inisraal Audaaic the midd-wide undaid for the

mtsmsl sudinng piiifiiiiuii The titerasJauditen of each Reserve Bank repon to ilie audit

conanioa* ofthat Bank's board ofdiractor* Cooaistcni with current buanesi pncace, aU audit

''"""'"' iiteuiian (in Act. all wambari ofthe boarda ofdncton) are outadc diracton who are

Jintifmritn otwrnrngma*. The audit mnanrtma aalam the Bank'a GenenI Audilar. apiaovea

tka annual audit plan, budgai, and oafBng level, and avahtaua tha General AudBor"! petfamauce
In addition, the General Auditors provide infonnatioa abma audits and oiiaoallaaaaua aams to the

BoenI ofGovemon at lean quaiteily

The draft report notes poteinal oweilapofaudtf coverage, dtnif the eudit

adaiBion to FKAS as aa rwample- The FRAS auditini far the System is vfcneta by tlw

Coufeieuu of General Auditofs (COGAX whch is maipnied of the General Auditor of eadi

Raaar a Bank and a Board Sabon, and is adoaanlend by tke Richmond General Auditor, becauae

FRAS is part of the Richraood Federal Reaarve Bank. While audiu an paribraMd by Richaiond's

inwnal audt fiacnoo and by the Boerd's fhaiifial esaminan. each party careSilly plana in audit

woit to avoid uanaceaaary duphaiiou. TIm Boaid't laopector General (IG) also reviawnd the

(Aetiveneai ofthe Board's unuaiitu in this araa.

Moieovv, each ReierT Bank is alao iiuaii I by the Board's SaiBdal oaninara.

who npoit to the Board ofOoveraors. Ths finaaoal ea imina i ine pt ugi aui is aa aaaetoial part of

the atatutoiy acfcaoe lor the ov«ni(hl aniaiae ofthe Board ofGovenuri for the Raaerve Banks

The Board is lespcnabla (tar aaaauini liaancial, opaminK and pitioeduni controls as well w
nriaiiiinlhaafflii«») nfrrairrB llaiilri and tin qiiilin nflhiiriiriirai This Board-baaed

ts aiiiiaaiiiin program provides a calaliaad fbcua. The Board alao igasasaqautadaaudR&nn
to conduct audita and ccftiiy the uaidiiiieJ financial ilam iiaiin ofthe Raaarvo Banks, a step that

tke OAO *iA report camnianda.

The GAO teft lapott raoonaaaadatnnB itari

ifirhitte taking sapa to betlar aaaura the inriapenrtanca of its i

the tO's authofity to include raspoaaUity fit audiliag Raaaive Bank and SyMamwida praiecis

We baiev* that the audk pneeai deaated above; inekidaig the use ofouiada aidk finaa,

aauna adequau ndepandanea. We batewa lh« anaadag the lO's aakoriiy would not improve

the audit fbcus and would be leas desirable than tiMCumnl audit approach. Foratanpla, ifdia

10 hinoniai an integral pan ofthe Boaid't iiiaiiiglil proeaaa. it would kiaa its "anus lan^*

CtMVQOIKM-lU Cheilmgee Baqniie SyRaawMe ACtentloa
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The draft repon mdicaus thai the Federal Reacrve's budget process has

weaknesses m thai it uses a current services approach diat assumn that ousting lunaions would

be retained and conoeued thnsugh PKien taital budgetary growth. The drsA report siso aidicaics

thai this approacJi provides inadequaie support to lop management m constmrang cosu and

imposing internal lelf-disapline oeccssary for the Federal Raaerve to respond effectively to fimire

The Federal Reserve's budget piooaM doea not uae a airrem services approach

The Reaave Beak aad Board budgets are smtagy-dmtB and rrfect a decuxm-making pnceas

that focuaas on pnoiity setting, fnniiiaiil n hiiibimioii of the need for existing ^l^oglalB^ and

phawngoutaclivitieaaad pi nniisis as appropnata. As previous discussed, many chaagaa have

oecumd in Reserve Bank opeiaiioas during the p«iod covered by tha draft report laadditioa,

the Federal Raaerve has actively engaged in laipreviag tiwrfteeiicy of its output services uwdl
as Its support and overhead icirvitica Moreover, as the GAO correctly ixaiea, s sigmficam

portion of the increase m Federal Reaerve expenses has bean the rcsuh of legislative mandates in

the supervision md rcgulaiioo area, such as the Finaadal laaaiuiioos Relbmi. Recovery sad

Enhancemoa Act of I9g9 and the Federal Deposit Inmaaoe Corporanoo Improvement Act.

indudrag the Forewi Bank Suparvisioa EnhaocemeBI Act, which have had a maior anpact on

Federal Reserve System tJtpeuaes.

The budget proceas used by the Federal Baaarve Systan fbcuaes on a nuober of

bctors, inrhiding workloads asaodaied with vohaBa pniiaclioos, the sflect of lagi ili iioB on the

scope of the Federal Reserve's rasponsibihtiea, the use i^technolocy. aad pniectad changes to

pay, benefits, rents, irami, and other costs. This procasa ia irflin Iwl in the venations among the

individual Reserve Bank and Board budgets sod the sigiifirant re-engineering of work pioccsses

and dowaeiiiMg ofselected fiinctunt (hat haa taken placa As noted earliv in our reapoase, sane

functiana have bean rhmwiated or coaaoiirtsim) to ui^rova quality, contiataacy, and efficieacy

Such dirwiiiiing and re inginwiiiig it not mdicative of a curteai services biKlgcting approach.

Fnally. it ihould be noted dMt the FedanI Rcaatvc budget process is but one pan

ofahvgerptooeaa The Systi engages m su aMgn. plafiin: the strategic plana are raviawed

each year with a vww to ascetiaiaing whether the strata^ directiaas are still appnptiale.

Strategic plans are thsn inylemenied through actioa plana aad aaaual objectivea Our, or say

other, Mfitagy plauiang prooeaa can be coatinuaJly anprowad, aad we are in the procasa ofdoing

that, as is **"•*—< below But we bebeve that this fiannard-loakiag planning piutMe hcipa

eanra itB oitf activiiiaa, be they monetary policy, biak si^arvition or finaarial aarnoaik will

cootiaua to best sarva the public's needs

t..t«.IB..»^P^—.lll.-^I~^.

CUMVG6IMC-IM Challeagea Require Syalaawtda Attaaitlaa
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Thtdnft report irconunends that the Board review pty ind b«ae6u kveU «t Uie

Boerd end dw Federal Rseerve Benki (o detenrane if cuntn Imli can cormnut u> be lusified in

todays au> u<juiiiaui of iaotaaed gavemnental lod imvate-Hctw coa coMammeni It ilao

raoaananda tia the Boaid aaaeaa wheUw nanapng die Sysen'i heakh can coverage on a

Syaaennda baaa could raduoa haahh care coeu

la order lo acquire and mantaiB poioaaal oidi die deyee ofikiOa Moaaiary to

aceoopWi our aiandae, dM Federal ReMm uiinaj to provida ealariea and beaefita «»i i ipei i>i»e

widi local pnvao-eeEUr HMfko*. WeueeanaBbcrofepiiraacheaioevaluaieowcoaipciiMaoa

piiHiaina, aa lialim parucipaiiiif in local end nebonal lalary nirveyi, coesracnns widi

conp—ioB fCTWihanu. acd uawg publiitiad iga datt- OuraiMlyBaafdaaadtanaaaoa

indieaaa lim Federal naaeiui Syeum beae pay geoBaly ia coopenive aoa-cScer enployee

Ineb iniii die awerafa baaa pay ofconpanMc poaooaa iu our local labor nailiea. Baaepay

lasa dH BMrkel, howawv, fbr Leitaiii poadoaa^ aidudiis Federal Rcacrvt Syattn leaior levd

tjmtai a and, ia laraia of total oonpeDaatioa (i.a, baaa pay plua other foma ofcaah iiifliidai§

bonua aod iweaiii m\, nan Federal Roecrva oOccr levda lag the imiket, mm very eiguifiuaatly

Our prauoipiioa is that for our oScen the nooaaoneiafy rewards ofworiani ia the Federal

Raeerve System ooopeaeele ibr the often aynficaialy Mgher msoeiary conpeaaalion available in

die pnvau sector.

See comment 7.

The draft rapon indicaiee diet dB iaseeae in Federal Reaervc benefits ftom IMt
to 1W« wia figni llrantly higher diea diet ofthe federal gunei iauiMt Thisdoesant appset tebe

tfaacasa Aa noted in the draft taport, the ResarvaBaflka monitor sod coiMrol costs ooaiputad on

aa aooual basis rather disa die cash bam used by d» ladenl tovaraoeat Pattiadaity u it

(alsMs to radrae bataOtt, die caah basis ofaocouaoni is daaily sa infi

osthodology to dH aeoual bean Bacauae we an uoaUa to adjual federal |

aMaocnial baaia, inaa efbrt to farihtale a oiHnpaiiaoa, v% have remied the noet signiAcaBt

aaemals ia ths Federal Hasenie ecooums.'

Altar a^uittig fisr thaae auuuals^ tha coat ofbeoefita per employee fbr the Federal

Kaaanw end tha federal go^wnnent aKteaaed by spproajmalely the lema percentage during the

UM to 1994 pmiod; i.e.. 64 petcaat and 62 petei. lespauivaly Baaed oa this adpaosai, tha

mna ia totd ootspaHmHo per employee fiir the Federal Raaarve also appean to be amilar to

wtt ofthe fadanl gBvanmaat br tha pahod reviatved in tha draft report.

I Fadenl Raaarve beaaftuM idaiify

Aa a laauk of thasa sad other

The Federal Saaerva oontimialy aasi

c cost cottiiBBiaat, and producuwy s

I ffflS iiwcost <

iduced soma yean ago. As pstt ofdas oagoiag alfal, wt wiB

I (oaapam wiMhsr manayng some pmtsofoiv health can programs oa a Syatamwids

'SpedCcaly, «« ravarasd tha effigcts ofFaaacial Aocouming Standatda (FAS) t7 and

FAS 106 oa dm Fadsfil Rcsatve't cilculatsd ooai ofbeocfits.

OMM»3I>-««-lU Challangaa Baqnlre Synuanitdc Attesitlaa
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buo. u the CAO draft repon sjggcav would impcovc efBcicncy and reduce eoBi, while

rtlainng ihe quality of Iheie bcnefiis

The draft report atao stata that 'a few Federal Reaarve benefits are aiore geoeroui

than thoee available lo dw OCC and FDIC and naoy are nort generous tlian avd xrvicc benefits,

such as thoae available lo SEC * We believe that the umiyaiisue of ovenll benefit com died

above IS more meamigftil Nevertheless, with respect to ipedfic benefits, the FDIC pays more

for heahh inurance prcnaunis per capiu than the Federal Reaarve; the FDIC and OCC provide

greater dental inawanoe luhiidirs. and the OCC and FDIC coenftuie note to t ii i|j luj!au ' owiais

In addition, die draft report highlighian Federal Reaerve beaefita aa hcang more

gtnrmiia than dvil lewice benafita. but we believe lavatal of ttiaaa comfarianaa are narlaailiin

Tlw Federal Rcian* toaniburaa leaa to its uiyluyua ' laviafi plan than the Federal gu¥uuuiai«

under FERS, and many federal agrnr ir i alao oOer naaa Banai l aihadiea lo ther employees

Although the Federal Reaerve oflcn premiuiii cooveraon armiian aad fleoMe ipenrting

accounta, the coepifautiona to these arfwaiii are made by cnployaaa and the Federal Reaerve

inoira oaly a nnall adnanavative com in providing the services.

VlTT^" *"•'"-'

The draft report states thai a reduction n the Federal Reaerve'i nirplua aocouea

would have a positive effect on the federal budget by iiicrea«og the amount returned to the

Treaawy in the yean the reductions occur Tberaforc, the taport recoomends that Ihe Boaid

aaaeas whcthe there is any oonpeUing need fix the aoplua accouai, and whether the tut ofthe

accoum can be aaicly reduced

We agiee th«t the appropriate level of the Fedeal Reaerve anplus is open to

debate But consideration of the surplus should recognue thai lU transfia' to the Treaairy would

have no meaningftd eflecl on the gap between receipa from, and outlays to, tha general public —
that is, it would have no eoonoaacally relevant meaning far the fiederal budget deficit m Ihia

context Moreover, itduoag the Federal Reaerve turphis to very low levels or Hinanatwg it

could have certain Asadvanagea

To be sure, iiaaafiiiiiig the appronmauly $4 hilioa aurpka lo the Treasury would

iacrcaaa Minified lacaipia' aad leduca the "uaiflad budgar deficit, aa daaa meanres have baaa

deflaed Ibr budget aocouBiiag purposes The Traaaury would have S4 biBon leas in debt

min i f 1^ —^i- J-*— i-~~ p-)—'"—" *^>T''^i-t——!"-'*»«'<«*« Bulthiaia

aa aililhcl of an ajiouniiag oonveiitioii, and done not raprcsMi a change in itaa govaraaieat s tiua

acoooanc nd financial poaitian Theae are intra-govenmaolal traarfm. The Federal Reaarve

holds guveiiai ieia securmes aa the aaiat counterpan to the luiplus m its capital accounta. iatereat

on which it mirm to the Treasury [f the Federal Reserve decnaaea its airphis by S4biUioo it

would have to decreaae its gjvernaitJt secainty holdings by the lane S4 bilhoa Conarqinntly,

GMVCGD-M-IU CkaUcsgea Resnlre SyncennrMe At)
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-9-

Ihe Federal Reaove'i paynif to the Trtuwy would dectne inco ihc indefinite fiiture by Ike

•fDOua ofmieres on the 14 billion, exialy oRiettnig Uie Trettuy'i uvmgi on grots interest

piyiiMnts Tlie debt in the hands of the puUK (rwrtudaig iM Federtl Reserve) snd consequently

the net interest cost to the Treasury of finenaag that debt would be unchanged

Thus, trtasfcmng the surplus to the Traaaury, to tepeat, would be only sn

eulimiii. ef iacn nu iiiH iMrasldaamuivolvnn no Betttmramons with the public Recograaag

the snoaiaty between the accounung in the unified deficit and financial itatty. Congress mstrucled

the Congressunal Budget Office not to count sny tnasfier of Federal Reserve muplus as real

deficit reductMMi for budget scoring purposes (or FY 1996

Moreoner. using Federal Reaerve supka to finanoe govcranent rmpandinitea

would haw potcabal disadvantages. By law. Federal Reserve notes naal be collateralized by

ipeci6ed types of assets, indudmg gold, U S govcranm seoaitica, forogti currcadca, sad

canaiB other ••'•^ (though the Federal Resanc has laised qiiiisrinns about the euinuiMC
% faiiaaela for this law). The narpn of availaliie mlsttral has rinunlt over the yean, partly

rcAecbag the dediaiag vohane of resen^; bsiaitoes sod the asaoaaled drop in Treaeury securitiaB

,-—[-.-faig f» .Im.^ h^.i«^^ By reducing die Federal Reserve's holding ofgm ermuees
ssooities, s transfer of tutphis would further narrow the margm ofexcess coUaleral AuaMe
increase m any ssseu not eligMa to icrve ss coUataral - such as loans to s troubled bank secured

by the bank's loam - ctsuld require the use of foreign cuiieuuea, which have seldom been used

far this purpose in the past In in oiu eine case, the Federal Reserve could have difficulty

codiplyiiig with the collstcral requiruiwm wlale cooductuig so sppropnste nooetary policy

Fiaslly, fimmatkin ofthe surplus would increase the risk that a kiat ofsasat value

couU seriously impair capital that has been paid in by oenAar batiks and poaably reauk in a

aegnive capital poamon for the Feileral Reservc^ Ahkough the Federal Reserve has never had an

anaial loss, it has had on many occasions ihort-njn bsaes thst have nrressnstnrt temporary

withdrawals from tuiphis. The Federal Reserve piihlithrt its balance sheet weeUy, and thcrefixe

lannmary capital itapavnient wtiuld be publicly known. The Federal Reserve's earwngs would
ratnais quiia sibalaiKial, pr'^V^'^g its capital to be rebuilt &irty quddy, and, in pnacipic, k>w or

icmpotaiily ntgaivc capiul should have no sdverse eflects on the Federal Reserve's sUity to

IBM its financial or pubfic policy obligtiioas Noaatheleaa, such a tiniatinn could proiapl

quastioas in the nands of sotne investors in doB^asaan. induing holden ofFederal yaserva

nowa. about the mnliiaiari ability ofthe ceanal bank to conduct s sound monetary policy Even

though siKh concems wsuld have bttle merit, ifinveMon acted on them, real eronowir eiHSi i s

TIk draft report fBcomQieQdi (hat Ibe Board iccooudcr in policy oi not

ftrbaokt

GA<yGCI>4«-lZ« Ckallengea Require SyMcawtd* Actcndoa
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AMKNfk mi euniiaiiaa fca it aarmdy appmiaMtly latf du«c of die

OCC on •«aaat. die fia dai ibeic hn beeo link ikiflag lo nat chnen itcca yon
raaiAiiGCi Ibc *itw dHi iMiaial chanm hove fchar fcinrhiw nkic for toaic bmlu.

IiaenMe bnkiai oiay iaciaic dm iapmitr- AceortlagiT. »<dihwnl fca inpooed by ihe

Poknl Rcwnw oa tut tutaba books, nd iJHiimiMy bf die FDiC oa icac ooanoBbet

boida, couU lip ds icaki ftmkcr Knrard naiianil ctoncn, ikM cHliag ino qucaiaa die loa|-! nibUiqr of • nluobk dvd baakiiif tjraaa.

W« tfne dM lacne Beak umumiin aad yiBtunnu m pnetaca dMold be

eflecdv* caonea tad «e wil meniifeca oar ovcnifbi ia iMe an*. WUk iafaiBHl

ifiraiiTfif !'"' between Reterrc Bank offlciali cunodly provide for tko ibu iag of

i*.iimin« n» hpa |»«Mtr«« ill |»i « i« «i«l rrKlwwIimf «e wjD eaBOOnfe die ItlWII I

Beak* ID caebHib * Bon fcrmil ftmia for odaafiag We Wonoiioa.

Ti—lBnUri^i

Tte dnft icpon oki dM iki Boari'i ffaml poUcjr dkaoiw for Rinrw
BHk and capeattaiict eUowi for vniidaaa ia Beak inaikaneBm piutodMM. viadi cea

A ncea Booed aff«cy iadkaea dai. for die aua pan. ike Federal Reaervc

iHki' and Ibe Board'i nvd raka are Luiaiiaiw ««k Ocucnl Serrlcea Ai l ioioiii iiuoB dvci

inks. The Boead's pnctke ia » provide guiAaDe «> die Roane Booka ia neaa nch aa

trevd. ariteoiprevidlag raka oaevorr detail of (be RoervcBaaka' opaiauiaa. Tte Board

mairaa tbal each Pi aai ii BMk kave a wtjaea poUcy fprtil petmiaaitik i ipend iluiti for

Bavd, iKbidii«piapoee. iBelbod,an<clanof ntveL Travel poUcka oaqr provide for a daily

[lei ilkiii alkiaaaii. fre irkahatimfn nf armal niprnaai nr a rnaiftjaarimi rtf flr nr
Whea proviaka ia BBde for icabaaeoKi* of acaal expcaset. ike ptoviakai ifaoald be ia Udc

arkb tamd baeiaaaa jodpkit, ooaiBEaity alaadaida, aad tpplirehk latanal RewiBa Code

pto» ieio«^ Eiplaoeikai of any uauaiul aad exkoaadai ciicmaaaee* aie icqaand. Both die

ReaerM Bnks' isetaal auditoii aad ike Board'a fiaaadal eaaiaan review eaprnlkuiei Itar

tteir pnprkiy atri uwftii iiiatce widi Bank aad Board |uidri ii>» . We will review Bin i n

Beak nivei poiicka to dHrrminr whttker modUlrarinne iodicaaed by ds GAO dnft report, or

any otkai iiewlifii iliiii arc wanaakd.

GMWDOIVM-IM Chall«Me* laqaira SyKoawlda Atuatloa
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M.».|»i».M nf Pl-.ftw !».-> l>..M.ny Pmpn.

The draft repon stiu dui opponuniuei wen overlooked lo reduce the cosa of

dK am OilUi Head Office budding project ud died •• euoiples ibe sizes of die overall

buildmg, die loMy, die cmutMu bcditiet qnce, aid die kad on vhid) ihe building is sued.

TUs buiMing pntjea wts compieied on dme ind SIS million under la anginal

budget. This leailt wu acbieved in spile of die fact dial die overall uze of die building

incfcaad by ippraiiniaiely 3}.000 aquue feet fraa die tciual prograa lo die Tinal design

appiowd by die Federal Reserve Board. The uicrea« was due pnmanly lo die need to

eocJoae die delivery couirs inide die building The City of Dallas would no) permit delivery

tracks to maneuver on a city loeei and retjured dial die maaeuveruig space be provided on die

Bank's pftiperty. Becauaa (he buiUiog's floor plae occopttd most of die 6.2 acre ponioo of

Ojg at drrt lrairt u da building, die deiiveiy couna mtn idocaied inside die building.

The main kibbj and exhitrt space on the first floor comprise 6.671 square feet

of floor ifca. vrhich is less than the 7,800 square feel included in ibe imciBl program. The

GAO also ippcan to be icferriog to die second floor corridor or hallway as lobby space. The

second floor 'lobby' is piuvided for employees ensenng the building from the pailang garage

and serves as a coaniled eary and comdor to die building s elevaton. This comdor leads

from die elevaian along die laeeting rooms and tsacmbly mm to die cafeteria. As die design

evolved, die coriidar was widened, at a wry low cos. to Amcdon u die main breakout ana

(tar the aeedag and asaeaMy maas; dai eaabted die Bank to avoid building a drdicam)

1 10 atuMHwdMe Inge mniberi of people.

S«« comment 8.

Ouriag the plaining aad desiga phoe of die budding, die decisioa »
onnanlidar Federal Itinrii majpftime amnaiion had not been made and the deads on space

oeedi aicre uakaom. AUhnngh die initial pi ogiani idf iairti approumaiely 70.000 square

fael of floor area far da Bank's ciawpuaer services Itancliaa. artrtitinnal space was identified

wdliiB Ihe owenll apnea ptngiMn fbr the poariHe iBMallKion of a contolataiwl daa cenar.

Tbis was aoconpuDBd by praviiung aiaBd floorug oo an addaional floor lo ** ^'^ir********

easy cunvaiiMJU of ita tptoB bon offlo to daa twrtn space. When the buildiiig wa laser

iiMiiUlled for oiB of Ike FRAS niiipiar ceian, dai space wa eaaUy canmitd a a cost

ngwni aaly lower ihin wndd have been ibe caa odwwiae.

AHboo^ die laaliin plan waa

6.2 aoca, pascals uoc aol avijIaMe in the

iiaraPMe. it va taoesaiy so aitpiiie

acnage. Skint df ite buidiag naa caraAiUy

ax nmilril. it can be add.

OQa sitt icquiiciiiea of apptoainaely

Bwrtfrt to develup the site.

8.0 acics in tirder to ohiain the necessaiy

so dat. in (be Aanne. if the ptoperty a

GAOMiGD-M-lga Chailrngra Require Syataawlde AttcaUon
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See comment 9.

-12-

Ibc dfiA icpon nidican dMt, if ikc Fedcnl RocrM to i» aaaiki cteUofci ii

ficM ifld flRMifaBB cpnlKiBi cfkLlivdy. dK BiMfd mi Iks Ruu^ Bnki vofk

lopBdMr> piM flnttgieiUy Cor the (unnc.

The Fedoil Ihicrw SjMcm ha ca|i(ad is aiaepc pinainf cfbm for aagr

ycm. At RMk of ptui ud M iiiigw i developed Ikon dnt pIsaoHf dVuiu, i« hivc

MGBCflltally 00 tuirinfiM cteOcDfcs in wiicivinM. niMml mviuu, Hid BosiBfy policy.

MiMC icoBdly. diB Boonl fmldiihod s Synm SMKgjc Plnnni CoonttoHioQ Qraup

coMMng of M hi dill iw adwn of the BiMfd, Ibtttm Bnk PmidaB, Hd wlf. As ibi ohbo

{pIlBi. tti fvp piovidH SyiMinndo fbcus fof cooidiHbB| ite fmon iffccmg hmr tto

Fadnl BMant c»any OM kfiilMBd BBdMn aad da BOB dfeotn ad cfflcka «0]fi of

nonlBy Itt poUlc policy ob^Bcilwts bid ita twijMini ondvy. ndi povp bM braid

ndHo, bM ii If inpomni lo ikmb dm it it only dv tami BHlfcMihMi of oayoliis

OOOWODPd U» rbi llw>ra W»<^| gj iliMiilli An«M>««
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The following are gao's comments on the Board of Governors of the

Federal Reserve System's letter dated April 1 1, 1996.

GAO ConunentS ^' ^* Federal Reserve Board commented that the cost increases we
reported were related to a number of new initiatives in expanded
supervision and technology and personnel enhancements necessary to

keep pace with developments in private financial markets. TTie Board also

commented that some redundancy of resources was necessary to limit the

risk of systemic crises. We acknowledge that the growth in Federal

Reserve expenses that occurred during 1988 to 1994 was caused, at least

partially, by significant increases in expenses for bank supervision and
regulation, persotutel compensation, and an extensive automation

modernization and consolidation efifort However, we note that bank
supervision accounted for only about 20 percent of total Reserve Bank
expenses in 1994. We also note that the Federal Reserve's computer
hardware and software expenses are largely capitalized, with their costs

being spread out over many years through charges to depreciation. Finally,

we note that the rapid rise in personnel compensation costs, which
affected all lines of business and accounted for about two-thirtls of total

Federal Reserve operating costs in 1994, was by far the most significant

contributor to the Federal Reserve's cost increases during the 1988 to 1994

period, representing over 70 percent of the total growth in the System's

operating expenses.

2. The Board commented that the overall growth in their costs during the

1988 to 1994 period was lower than the comparable growth in federal

nondefense discretionary expenditures. We used three different baselines

as standards of comparison in this report As the Board noted, the growth
in the Federal Reserve's operating costs was somewhat less than the

growth in federal nondefense discretionary e;q>enditures over the 1988 to

1994 period. However, it was substantially greater than both the amount of

inflation and the increase in total federal discretionary expenditures that

occurred over these same years. We also noted in this report that Federal

Reserve employment increased approximately 4 percent during the 1988 to

1994 period. To compensate for differences in changes in employment
levels, we computed personnel costs on a per capita basis. These

calculations showed that the 39^>ercent increase in the per employee cost

of Federal Reserve salaries was slightly higher than the 36-percent

increase in the per capita salary cost in the federal government However,

the increase in the per employee cost of Federal Reserve benefits

CMO^GGD-M-lM Ckallenac* Icqoln SyMaawM* ASUmOom
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(96 percent) was substantially higher than the increase for the federal

government (62 percent).

3. The Board commented that, while some opportunities for consolidation

of activities may exist, the benefits of the autonomy and competitiveness

of the Reserve Banks in attracting highly qualified staff must be balanced

against the expected savings fix>m consolidation. We agree that a

competitive, internal environment can help attract highly qualified staff.

However, our findings raise questions about the extent to which the

Federal Reserve is able to capture the benefits of internal competition.

One measure of effective competition within a cost-conscious,

decentralized organization would be the extent to which proven or

potential cost-saving strategies developed by one or more of the

autonomous units is shared with, and embraced by, the others. We found

mixed evidence of this at the Federal Reserve. For example, we noted that

the systemwide automation consolidation effort began as a proposal by

several Reserve Banks that they consolidate their mainfinme processing.

This effort led the Board to establish a committee to study the feasibility

of consolidation for the Federal Reserve as a whole. However, in other

activities—such as contracting and procurement and management of

health care benefits—we identified cost-saving strategies that had not

been shared, at least formally, among the Reserve Banlcs. Furthermore, we
do not believe that consolidating activities is necessarily inconsistent with

maintaining a competitive, internal environment For example, a

systemwide activity performed by fewer than 12 Reserve Banks could still

provide opportunities for internal competition.

4. lite Board noted that its financial services, especially its priced services,

are competitively tested by the marketplace. We noted in the report that

private sector competition is increasing in payments services. Still, in

many areas, competition is limited and many financial institutions have no

abemative to the Federal Reserve for some services. For example, private

check clearinghouses often only cover certain geographical areas or

handle only certain types ofpayments, such as those for large dollar

amounts.

6. The Board commented that the Federal Reserve fully recovers its costs

of providing services to depository institutions in the long rutt The Board

noted that, tnm 1986 through 1996, it recovered 101 percent of its costs,

including a targeted return on eqfoty and other imputed costs. We noted

that the moot recent data showed a trend of Federal Reserve expenses for

providing priced services rising much faster than the revenues received.

OMVOOD-M-IU CkalloMH Boqolra SyouwrMo AttMiUoa
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For example, from 1990 to 1994, Federal Reserve revenues from check

clearing actually declined by 0.2 percent, while expenses increased

13.8 percent Similarly, automated clearinghouse revenues increased

during the i>ehod by 22 percent, while expenses increased 41. 1 percent.

Thus, we continue to believe that the Board should undertake a review of

the Federal Reserve's provision of these services.

6. The Board noted that the decline in the Reserve Banks' check volume
was largely attributable to the Board's adopting a same day settlement

rule, and that staf&ng reductions were made to adjust to those declines in

volume. We noted in this report that the growth in expenses for priced

services to financial institutions was the smallest for any line of business

during the 1988 to 1994 period. However, we also noted that the Federal

Reserve has a significant incentive to restrain increases in these costs

because the System competes with the private sector in providing these

services and is legally required to charge fees that recover its costs. We
also noted that, in other service areas not subject to these constraints,

Federal Reserve sta£Bng and expenses have increased despite Systemwide
efforts to consolidate and increase efficiency. For example, in the savings

bonds program. Treasury directed the Federal Reserve to consolidate its

savings bonds operations from 12 to 5 locations. Despite this

consolidation, staffing in the program increased slightly. When Treasury

aitnounced the selection of the 5 Reserve Bank locations in June 1992,

there were 913 employees in the savings bonds departments of the

Reserve Banks and branches. In 1994, there were 918 employees.

Automation costs for the program also increased, from $6.7 nullion in 1992

to $12.7 million in 1994.

7. The Board stated that our finding that the increase in Federal Reserve

benefits firom 1988 to 1994 was significantly higher than benefit increases

for the federal government did not appear to be correct They calculated

the benefit increase to be 64 percent for the Federal Reserve, comparable

to our reported increase in the federal govenunent's benefits of 62 percent

Their calculation was based on a different methodology than ours.

Although there are several ways to present the increases in the cost of

benefits for the Federal Reserve, we believe our methodology is the best

way to facilitate comparison with the federal government The Board's

annual reports, which are done on an accrual basis, showed a 176-percent

increase in per capita benefits over this period. However, to facilitate

comparison with the federal government it was necessary to take out

certain accruals because the federal government accounts are done

GMWDGD-M-128 Ckalleafea Beqair* Sjateiawide Attention
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primarily on a cash basis. In our calculations, we (1) reduced the Board's

reported amounts by a measure of the accrvial for additional

postretirement benefit expenses; (2) increased these amounts by a

measure of the accrual for the Federal Reserve's overfunded pension fund;

and (3) added back in amounts representing payments for the Federal

Reserve's early retirements in 1988, 1989, and 1994. In calculating its

64-percent estimate, the Federal Reserve has made the first two

adjustments, but not the third. As a result, the Federal Reserve numbers
do not include early retirement payments, but these costs are included in

the federal government's benefits costs and are clearly a cost incurred by

the Federal Reserve. We believe that comparability would be more
properly maintained by including these costs in the Federal Reserve

measures as welL

8. The Board noted that the plaiuiing and design phase of the Dallas

Federal Reserve Bank building predated certain decisior\s concerning

computer facility consoUdadon, but included sufficient flexibility in design

to accommodate the decision made later to house a consolidated data

center. While recognizing the need for some flexibility to accommodate
changes in function or design, we continue to believe that such m^or
construction projects may offer opportunities to reduce costs. Such

opportututies appear to have been available in the Dallas Reserve Bank
building and some could still be available if, as the Federal Reserve

suggests, they were to sell off uimeeded land. In addition, after making
what turned out to be overestimates of staffing growth for the Dallas

Reserve Bank building, the Federal Reserve has subsequently made more
conservative projections in correction with a new bank building and a

m^or renovation of an existing bank building.

9. lite Board stated that the Federal Reserve System has engaged in a

variety of strategic planning efforts for many yeara In addition, the Board

noted that it had recently established a Federal Reserve System Strategic

Planning Coordination Group (spcg) to coordinate various strategic

plaruiing efforts within the System.

We acknowledged that the Federal Reserve had established spcg, which

includes representatives fix>m the Reserve Banks and the Board of

Governors, spcg is to provide a common framework for the development

and refinement of the many individual strategic plans and action plans

within the Federal Reserve. According to Federal Reserve plaiming

documents, several Board members and Reserve Bank presidents believed

that the discrete strategic planning processes within the Federal Reserve

GiMVBGD-M-ltS Challenge* Beqalr* SfMeanrtd* Attenlloa
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would benefit from greater coherence, especially in terms of assumptions

about the future environment and interrelationships among functions. In

our report, we characterized the establishment of spcg as a positive step

for the Federal Reserve, but we expressed concern that its scope of

responsibility and authority may be too limited. While doing the bold

strategic planning we envision may be difficult to accomplish in a system

of shared responsibilities, we continue to believe it is essential for the

Federal Reserve to adopt such an approach to effectively meet the

challenges of the future.
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GAO United States

General Accounting OQIce
Washington, D.C. 20648

General Government Division

B-259978

September 28, 1995

The Honorable Charles E. Schumer
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Schumer

Proposals to consolidate United States bank regulatory agencies have raised questions about

how other countries structure and carry out their various bank regulation and central bank
activities. You asked us to provide you with information about the structure and operations of

regulatory activities in several countries. This report presents the information you requested for

Canada It describes the Canadian bank regulatory structure and its key participants, how that

structure functions, and how banks are examined in Canada.

As agreed with your ofBce, uiUess you publicly announce its contents earlier, we plan no further

distribution of this report until 30 days from the date of this letter. At that time, we will send

copies of this report to Members of the House Committee on Banking and Financial Services,

other congressional committees, and other interested parties. We will also make copies

available to others on request

The report was prepared under the direction of Mark J. Gillen, Assistant Director, Financial

Institutions and Markets Issues. If you have any questions, please call me on (202) 512-8678.

Other m^jor contributors are listed in appendix I.

Sincerely yours,

James L Bothwell, Director

Financial Institutions

and Markets Issues
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Executive Summary

Piimn^p Proposals to consolidate U.S. bank regulatory agencies have raised
^ questions about how other countries structure and carry out their bank

regulation and supervision and central bank activities. Representative

Charles E. Schumer asked gao to provide information about the structure

and operations of such activities in several countries.' This report presents

the information requested for Canada, which provides an example of a

structure that features a federal supervisor other than the central bank.

GAO's objectives were to describe (1) the Canadian bank federal regulatory

and supervisory structure, and its key participants; (2) how that structure

fiinctions, particulariy with respect to bar\k authorization or chartering,

regulation, and supervision; (3) how banks are examined; and (4) how
participants handle other financial system responsibilities. This report

provides requested information about the Canadian bank regulatory

structure, but does not attempt to evaluate that structure.

Rarkffrniind "^^ banking structure in Canada is relatively concentrated. Canada has six^ m^uor domestic banks with nationwide branch networks and diversified

operations that held 90.9 percent of Catuida's total bank assets and

88.6 percent of domestic assets. As of December 31, 1994, there were 1

1

domestic banks in Canada and 53 subsidiaries of foreign banks, which

were first allowed to enter Canada as banks in 1980. Banks in Canada are

required to be federally chartered and carry out a number of nonbanking

activities—including trust, securities, and most insurance activities

through wholly owned subsidiaries.

Government inqieclion of banks was introduced in 1924 when the

Canadian government amended the Bank Act to create the Office of the

Inspector General of Banks (oiGB) alter the failure of a large bank that had

over 70 branches. A number of failures in the early 1980s led to a review of

the supervisory methods of oigb. The review recommended consolidation

of bank and insurance company suptetvisory offices, which resulted in the

creation of the Office of the Superintendent of Flitancial Institutions (osn)

in 1987. The founding of osn was intended to create a strong supervisory

institution to oversee the safety and soundness of financial institutions and

to address the growing similarities between banks and nonbank financial

institutions. To accomplish these goals, osFi's authority was strengthened

'For Infonnatlon on GAO's already tasued repoita on the German and British regulatory systems, see

Bank Regulatory Structure The Federal Republic of Germany (GAO/GGD-94-134BR. Nby 9. 1994) and
Bank Regulatory Structure: The United Kingdotn (GAO/GGD-96.38. Dec. 29. 1994) GAO is also

prepuing reports on the regulatory systems of France and Japaa

GA0M:GI>-»6-223 Canada
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and its scope was extended to all federally incorporated financial

institutions.^

Deposit insurance in Canada was introduced in 1967 when the Canada
Deposit Insurance Corporation (CDic) was established following a few

financial institution failures and the dissatisfaction of provincial

governments with the lack of deposit insurance, cdic insures the deposits

of all federally incorporated financial institutions along with deposits of

most provincially incorporated institutions, cdic is r\m by a Board of

Directors and a Chairman, who report to Parliament through the Minister

of Finance.

Canada established its central bank in the Bai\k of Canada Act of 1934.

The main re^onsibility of the Bank of Canada was, and is today, the

formulation and implementation of monetary policy. After its

establishment, disagreements over responsibility for monetary policy

arose between the Bank of Canada and the federal government To resolve

those differences, a mechanism was incorporated into the Bank of Canada
Act in 1967 that requires the Governor and che Minister of Finance to

"consult regularly on monetary policy and on its relation to general

economic policy.' The mechanism also provides an explicit directive

through which the Minister of Finance can override the Bank of Canada's

monetary policy.

Rpsillts in Rripf Since 1987, osn has l)een formally recognized in statute as the primary

supervisor of federal financial institutions in Canada. osFi's responsibilities

include administering the application process for incorporating financial

institutions; issuing financial institution regulations and guidelines; taking

both formal and informal enforcement actions—relying mostly on

informal actions, such as recommendations; and taking the lead in

resolving problem institutions, osn also has the authority to examine and

receive considerable information fi-om financial institutions, osfi has

overall supervisory responsibility for all activities of financial institutions,

but securities activities conducted in subsidiaries are reviewed for osn by

the cognizant provincial securities regulator.

osn conducts full-scope, on-site examinations of financial institutions with

a staff of full-time examiners, osn relies on a financial institution's

external auditors for an assessment of the fairness of an institution's

llenccfoith. flnanctel IratttuUons in thl* rcpon refer to fedenlly chutend depont^aUng fliwnciil

UwtltiiCiona, which Include all banks and fedenUy chaitered tniat companies

GMVGGD-85-223 Canada
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annual financial statements. External auditors also have a responsibility to

report to OSFI anything that they discover during the course of their work

that might affect the well-being of an institution, and osn advises external

auditors about anything material that has come to its attention concerning

a financial institution.

OSFI shares certain regulatory and supervisory responsibilities with other

government agencies, such as cdic and the Department of Finance, cdic

has a secondary supervisory role, but it has increased its influence over

supervision and regulation in recent years by taking advantage of its

authority to issue standards. For example, the Standards of Sound

Business and Financial Practices By-laws set forth that each member
institution should establish sound business and financial practices in eight

areas, such as liquidity management In addition, cdic has some

enforcement authority, such as terminating deposit insurance or assessing

premium surcharges, ?iid takes the lead in resolving failed institutions.

The Minister of Finance has final decisionmaking authority over key

supervisory decisions, such as incorporating a financial institution, closing

an institution or terminating deposit insurance. The Bank of Canada's

current role in bank supervision is largely limited to providing information

to other participants in the decisiorunaking process.

OSFI, CDIC, the Minister of Finance, and the Bank of Canada also share, to

some degree, in other financial system responsibilities, such as liquidity

provision, crisis management, payment and settlement systems

management, international representation, and lender of last resort

responsibilities.

Two primary committees have been established to improve the

relationships and the sharing of information among the four regulatory

eigencies. The Financial Institutions Supervisory Committee (fisc) was

established to enhance communication on financial institutions'

supervisory issues and is not a decisionmaking or advisory body. The

Committee is chaired by the Superintendent of Financial Institutions and

includes the Deputy Minister of Fiiumce, the Governor of the Bai\k of

Canada, and the Chairman of cdic. These four members also make up the

Senior Advisory Committee (sac) that meets under the Chairmanship of

the Deputy Minister of ITnance to discuss policy changes or legislative

GAO/GGD-96.22.1 Canada
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proposals. A current White Paper proposal is intended to further clarify

roles and coordination among these agencies.'

Rgui* 1 : Raspontibillty for Bank RaguMory and Raiatad FuncUona In Canada
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OSFI Has Primary

Responsibility Over
Authorization and
Supervision

Although, technically, the Minister of Rnance issues 'letters patent" that

incorporate federal financial institutions, osfi actually is responsible for

the application process and recommends to the Minister of Finance

whether a financial institution should be federally chartered, cdic is

responsible for approving applications for deposit insurance, and CDic and

OSFI are to coordinate this process. Provincially incorporated financial

institutions apply to provincial regulators for incorporation and apply to

CDIC for deposit insurance.

OSFI and CDic can both take enforcement actions against federal financial

institutions, although osfi has available a wider range of enforcement

actions compared to the more narrowly defined actions available to CDic.

According to osn otficials with whom we spoke, the enforcement actions

taken by osn have usually been informal. In such cases, osn recommends

that certain actions are to be taken by a financial institution to remedy

identified problems. Formal enforcement actions, such as directions of

compliance, have rarely been used. According to osn officials, institutions

usually comply with informal recommendations, knowing that osn wiU not

hesitate to use more formal action if compliance is not forthcoming, cdic

officials with whom we spoke said formal enforcement actions consist

primarily of imposing a premium surcharge—which has never been

done—and terminating a member's deposit insurance—which was done

once for an otherwise solvent member.

OSFI and CDIC Have
Responsibility for

Regulations and Guidelines

osn is responsible for administering and interpreting legislation

concerning financial institutions by developing regulations and guidelines,

osn generally issues guidelines because the process of issuing regulations

is long, complex, and less flexible. Although guidelines do not have the

force of law, according to osn officials, they are usually foUowed by all

financial institutions.

CDIC has the authority to issue bylaws, which have the force of law. CDic

bylaws pertain to the operations and functions of CDic and its members

and include eight Standards of Sound Business and Financial Practices

By-Laws for member institutions. The Standards By-laws were enacted in

1993 and cover eight areas, such as credit risk management The Standards

By-laws have related guidance that cdic issues to assist member

GiMM:GD-9S-223 Canada
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institutions in following the Standards By-laws. Compliance with the

Standards is measured through a financial institution's self-assessment

process, which, starting in 1996, OSFI is to review and verify during its

annual examination of federal financial institutions.

OSFI, CDIC, and the Bank
of Canada Rely on Many
Sources of Information to

Cany Out Their

Responsibilities

OSFI, CDIC, and the Bank of Canada have developed a shared statistical

reporting system, whereby financial institutions are required to report

data, such as quarterly income statements and annual financial reports.''

This data reporting system meets the supervisory and deposit insurance

needs of OSFI and CDic, as well as the monetary policy information needs of

the Bank of Canada

To carry out its supervisory req>onsibilities, osn relies on several sources

of information beyond that provided in the data reporting system.

Financial institutions are required to file periodic reports, including annual

financial statements, with OSFL Institutions provide more specific

information if requested to do so. In addition, osfi obtains supplemental

information from numerous informal meetings and discussions with

fiinancial institutions and &x>m several formal meetings with institutions'

management, audit committees, and external auditors. These meetings

allow osn to gather information on an institution's activities, such as how
an institution is controlling risk, and provide a formal opportunity for

discussing osFi's examination findings.

Although CDIC relies on osfi for most of its information on the financial

condition of its members, it can also receive financial statements directly

fit>m financial institutions and other financial information fi-om the data

reporting system. In addition, CDic can request that a special examination

be done by either osfi examiners or hiring its own consultants if, for

instance, its Board of Directors has determined that a financial institution

poses a high risk of failure. Such examinations are intended to provide

CDIC with additional current information to assess failure resolution

options and CDic's potential liability if a financial institution were to fail

The Bank of Canada uses the data reporting system to get information

about the financial system and individual institutions, primarily to fiilfill its

monetary policy responsibilities. In addition, the Bank of Canada receives

information directly fixtm financial institutions—particularly the six

*Under the data Rpoi1iiig«y9(cin,anancl«linaUtiitk>M submit their dau to OSFI, which then redirects

It to Uw Bank of Ctnada for pnccMtoiK Onoe pnoond, the infonration a redistnbuted to OSFI and

CDiC.
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largest banks—and market intelligence from such sources as money
markets, investment banks, and contacts with other financial institutions.

Several committees, such as nsc and sac, have been established to address

problems of coordination and overlap among the participants in financial

institution regulation and supervision at the federal level. The White Paper
proposals, which are currently being discussed, are intended to help

improve the supervisory and regulatory system by further clarifying

participants' roles, providing for greater transparency in the system,

establishing an earlier intervention process, and increasing supervision

over the clearing and settlement system.

osn is required to examine financial institutions once a year. This

responsibility is carried out by osFi's part-time examiners who plan,

conduct, and report the results of the examinations. OSFI officials said the

scope of the examinations typically include the financial institution's

activities and exposures to risk, the solvency of an institution, and an

institution's compliance with legislation and guidelines. During the

examination planning process, osn examiners are to review the work of

the external auditors to identify issues that should be addressed in the

on-site examination, to minimize duplication, and to determine the scope
of the examination.

Participants Have Several

Other Financial System
Responsibilities

OSFI, CDic, the Minister of Finance, and the Bank of Canada share several

other financial system responsibilities.

The Superintendent of Financial Institutions, a Deputy Superintendent of

Financial Institutions, the Depufy Minister of Finance, and the Governor of

the Bank of Canada are all members of CDic's Board of Directors.

The Bank of Canada services day-to-day liquidity needs for the banking

system.

The Bank of Canada and CDic, in a more limited capadfy, act as lenders of

last resort to solvent institutions. In this capacity, the bank of Canada
seeks the assurance of OSFI regarding the viability of the institution. The
Bank of Canada's lending is on a secured basis, and CDic's lending is on
either a secured or unsecured basis.

OSFI, CDIC, the Minister of Finance, and the Bank of Canada all play roles in

crisis management involving financial institutions.

GiUVGGD-95-223 Cuuda
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osn and the Bank of Canada both represent Canada on the Baste

Committee of Bank Supervisors.' The Bank of Canada and the Associate

Deputy Minister of Finance also represent Canada in other forums, such as

meetings of the finance ministers and governors of the Group of Seven

Countries.

The Bank of Canada is the settlement institution for members of the

payments system and appoints the Chairman of the Board of Directors of

the Canadian Payments Association. Although the Bank of Canada does

not own or operate the payments system, the recent White Paper proposal

would give the Bank of Canada regulatory oversight of the systemic risk

aspect of the clearing and settlements system.

Recommendations

Agency Conmients

This report contains no recommendations.

Senior officials bom osn, cdic, the Department of Finance, and the Bank

of Canada reviewed and commented on a draft of this report These

comments were generally technical in nature and were incorporated

where impropriate.

The BmIc Comnittce on B*nk Supervliion wm created In 1974 under the unpioee ol the (Dvemon of

the G-10 centnl banks and Is the main (orun (or central t>ankera aiKl supervaon to reach tgnamM
on how beat to wpervtae International bank*. Ita metntoera meet aercnl tline* a year and oonaW of

aenlor repreaef«advea of bank aii|>etvtaacy authotttiea and canml bank* from 12 countries
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The banking system in Canada is relatively concentrated, with six large

banks that have nationwide branch networks and diversified operations.

Bank regulation and supervision are the exclusive responsibility of the

federal government, although certain provincially incorporated financial

institutions, such as securities Arms, are under the jurisdiction of the

provinces. As a result of financial institution failures and reviews of the

supervisory process, the federal regulatory system has gradually evolved

from a system of minimal regulation of federal fmancial institutions to one
with more oversight by federal supervisors.

Overview of Canadian
Banking Industry

Banks in Canada carry out a number of nonbanking activities—including

trust, securities, and most insurance activities—through wholly owned
bank subsidiaries.' Banks were given the authority to enter the securities

business under 1987 revisions to the Bank Act^ In 1992, banks were
permitted to enter into the insurance and trust businesses through

subsidiaries. All of the m^or banks have wholly owned securities and

trust subsidiaries and have recently started to enter the insurance

business.

Hie Canadian banking industry has consolidated quite significantly, from

36 banks in the early 1900s—many of which were locally based—to 9

domestic baiUcs and 53 foreign-owned banks, with over 8,200 branches

serving more than 2,700 communities in the provinces and territories. As
of December 31, 1994, Canada's six largest banks held 90.9 percent of total

bank assets and 88.6 percent of domestic bank assets. As a result of

nationwide branching and a broad range of permissible activities, the

nuyor chartered banks' in Canada are able to diversify geographically as

well as by lines of business.

Until 1980, foreign banks were prohibited from establishing subsidiaries,

branches, or agencies in Canada ° Banks in Canada were required to be

mostly Canadian-controlled and to be widely held; that is, no individual

shareholder could hold more than 10 percent of the bank's voting shares.

These baiUcs were classified as Schedule T banks. The Banks and

T«nirtlMi bank* are proluMled by law from esuMlshing bank holding companies, which are enuUes
that may have signiflcant ownerahlp intereata in both banks and nonbank nnandaj Dnns.

The Bank Act was flnt known as an Act Relating to Banks and Banking, and throughout this report

we refer to it as the Bank Act.

"Commercial banks in Canada are commonly referred to aa chartered banks, because for a long time a
bank could be established only by a charter granted in a special act from the Canadian Pafliament

The pnMbMon on tbreign intereau eslabUahlng banks in Canada existed between 1967 through 1980.
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Banking Law Revision Act of 1980 opened the Canadian market to

subsidiaries of foreign banks by creating a new category of permissible

banks, called Schedule "IF banks. Ownership of these banks was initially

limited to foreign banks, but in 1992 Schedule banks were expanded to

include ownership by foreign and domestic banks, which are also required

to be widely held. At the time of the initial legislation, there were several

legal differences between the Schedule I and II banks. However, primarily

due to international agreements, there are not likely to be any significant

differences, and Schedule II banks operate in the same manner as

Schedule I banks.

As of 1994, there were 1 1 domestic banks in Canada—9 Schedule I banks

and 2 Schedule D banks—most of which had nationwide branches; and 53

Schedule n banks that were subsidiaries of foreign banks. Other financial

institutions that provided banking services included 20 trust companies, 10

loan companies, and 7 cooperative credit associations.

Tabto 1.1: Fadaral Canadian Financial

Inatltutlons (October 31, 1994) Canadian dollars in billions*
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History of Bank
Regulation and
Supervision in Canada

During the first century of federal bank supervision, Canada gradually

increased the attention given to the safety and soundness of banks'

operations. The creation of the Office of the Superintendent of Financial

Institutions (osn) in 1987 was intended to improve bai\k supervision by
increasing government involvement in the supervisory process.

Federal Bank Supervision

Evolved Between
1867-1978

Banks in Canada were originally incorporated by individual provinces, and
rules on how banks were governed differed firom province to province. In

1867, when Canada became a confederation, the British North America
Act gave the new federal government exclusive jurisdiction over all

matters related to money and banking to ensure that the rules for the

banking industry would be the same throughout the country.

To implement this change in jurisdiction and to govern how banks operate

in Caiuuia, the Caiuulian government passed the Bank Act in 1871. The
Bank Act governs banks and prescribes the conditions under which banks
may be formed, the range of activities in which they may engage, the

general conduct of their operations, and the relationship they will have
with the government and bank regulators. The Bank Act is revised

approximately every 10 years to ensure that it remains in tune with

changes in public policy, economic conditions, or any other developments
affecting the fiitancial system.

The first Bank Act (1871 Act) institutionalized branch banking in Canada
by authorizing all banks previously incorporated in the provinces to open
branches and do business throughout Canada. It also raised capital

requirements for banks in order to exclude those entities without

sufficient star^up capital firom becoming banks. However, there was no
provision made for any form of external supervision of banks. The Bank
Acts of 1881 and 1891 did not deal with supervisory issues.

The Canadian Bankers Association (cba), a private industry association,

was established in 1891 and was tasked with establishing and operating a
clearing system for the banking community. In 1980, the operation of the

clearing system was taken over fit)m the cba by the quasi-public

organization, the Canadian Payments Association (cpa) in order to ensure

that nonbank depository institutions would have equal access to the

payments system.

Proposals for various forms of external supervision of Canadian banks
were put forward as early as 1880 following a round of bank failures.

GA(VGGD-M-223 CuaiU
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However, it was not until the 1913 revision of the Bank Act that a
requirement for independent audits of banks was enacted for the first

time. Under this provision, banks were required to have annual audits by

an external auditor chosen by the bank's shareholders from a panel

selected by the cba and the Minister of Finance.

Before the Baitk Act could be revised again, Canada went through a

significant economic downturn. There was a general fall in the prices of

farm products along with more bank failures, both of which were

frequently blamed on the banking system because of the lack of available

credit The government's response, as represented by the Minister of

Finance, was to improve the system of external bank audits already put in

place by the 1913 revision of the Bank Act The 1923 revision of the Bank
Act consequently made changes to the previously enacted audit

requirement by (1) requiring each bank to be audited by two audit finns,

subject to replacement every 2 years; (2) requiring that bank auditors be

experienced and belong to an association of accountants; and

(3) authorizing the Minister of Finance to select an auditor to examine the

affairs and business of a bank and provide an audit report to the Minister

of Finance. The 1923 revision was intended to ensure that audit reports

would be filed in a routine manner by qualified auditors, thereby providing

some form of supervision over banks, but not requiring government

inspection.

In 1924 the failure of the Home Bank, a bank with 70 branches, provided

the impetus for additional changes to the Bank Act An inquiry into the

conduct of the Minister of Finance in connection with the Home Bank
failure and the Department of Finance's supervisory capability determined

that if the Minister of Finance had investigated the Home Bank and acted

on the findings, the bank could have been liquidated at a cost lower than

the cost that resulted fiom its fEiilure.

The conclusions of the Home Bank inquiry led the Canadian government

to establish a system of government bank inspections. An amendment to

the Bank Act in 1924 provided for the appointment of an Inspector General

of Banks to head the relatively small Office of the Inspector General of

Banks (oigb). oigb's primary duty, on behalf of the Minister of Finance,

was to make sure that banks observed the safety and soundness

provisions of the Bank Act It fulfilled this duty by conducting annual bank
inspections as well as by relying on information submitted by banks on an

annual basis, audit reports from external auditors, and discussions with

bank managers. Although oigb did not have enforcement authority, it

GA0IIGGD-9S-223
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could turn to the courts if it needed to take some specific action, such as

closing a bank.

During the late 1920s and early 1930s, Canada, sinular to many countries,

experienced a m^or depression. Although no banks failed, the banking

industry was thought to have contributed to the depression because it had

not extended credit As a result, in 1933, before the next decennial revision

of the Bank Act, the Canadian government set up a board of inquiry to

(1) consider the advisability of establishing a central bank as a

"preliminary step toward an easy money policy,' (2) examine the Bai\k

Act, and (3) look at the functions and operations of the Canadian banking

system.

The result of the inquiry was the enactment in 1934 of the Bank of Canada

Act estabUshing Canada's central bank. Although the creation of the Bank

of Canada led to the initiation of required bank reserves and the phasing

out of privately issued bank notes, the main responsibility of the Bank of

Canada was, and remains today, the formulation and implementation of

monetary policy. Its role in this area has not been without controversy: In

1956, the Minister of Finance blamed the Bank of Canada for following a

tight monetary policy during a period of high unemployment and slow

econonuc growth. By 1961, continuing conflicts between the government

and the Bank of Canada forced the resignation of the Governor of the

Bank of Canada.

In response to the treatment of his predecessor, the new Governor of the

Bank of Canada insisted that in the normal course of events, the Bank of

Canada would have responsibility for monetary policy, but in the case of

disagreement between the Minister of Finance and the Bank of Canada,

the government would be responsible for directing the Bank of Canada's

monetary policy. The Minister of Finance agreed, and the Bank of Canada

Act was amended in 1967 to formalize the arrangement According to Bank

of Canada oflDcials, this arrangement made it clear that the government

was to take ultimate responsibility for monetary policy, but that the Bank

of Canada was to accept immediate responsibility for monetary policy so

long as a directive was not in effect As of April 1996, a directive had never

been issued.

In 1964, the Canadian government appointed the Porter Commission to

report on the banking and financial system and to recommend legislative

changes. The Commission concluded that large banks had too much
power and independence. Its findings resulted in several legislative
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changes that increased competition among financial entities but did not

extend federal supervision to nonbank financial entities. The 1967 revision

of the Bank Act reduced regulation of banks by (1) softening the

distinction between banks, trusts, and loan companies; (2) allowing banks

to make mortgage loans; and (3) removing the interest rate ceiling on bank

loans. In addition, bank reserve requirements were lowered.

The dissatisfaction of provincial governments with the absence of deposit

insurance in Canada led the federal government to introduce legislation on
deposit insurance. The Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation (cDic) was
thus established in 1967 and provided coverage for other financial

institutions, such as trust compaities and credit uitions. The province of

Quebec was the only province that had established its own deposit

insurance system, but only for institutions incorporated in Quebec. All

banks and other financial institutions in Canada are members of CDic and
are therefore covered by its deposit insurance system, bylaws, and
standards.

Dissatisfaction With
Supervision Led to

Creation of OSFI in 1987

The failure of a number of financial institutions in the early 1980s led to a

review of oigb's supervisory methods. The Canadian government set up a

special commission of inquiry, the Estey Commission, to examine the

effectiveness of the supervisory and regulatory system. The reviews were

made public in 1986 along with the federal government's Blue Paper, "New
Directions for the Financial Sector," which recommended the

consolidation of the bank and insurance company supervisory offices. In

1987, the Department of Insurance and oigb were merged to form the

Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (osn).

Because OSFI governs other federally incorporated financial institutions,

such as insurance companies and trust compEuiies, OSFI was established by

the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions Act of 1987

instead of the Bank Act osn was created to deal with the growing

similarity between banks and nonbank financial institutions and with the

need for a modem regulatory framework, including a strong supervisory

capability. To accomplish this goal, osn's supervisory authority was
strengthened—its staffing increased, and its scope of authority was
extended to include all federally incorporated financial institutions,

including banks, insurance companies, and trusts.
'°

'henceforth, the term financial institutlora in this report is used to designate fedeniJ deposit^taldlig

Ananciai institutions, such as tMuiks and trust companies.
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At the time OSFI was created, the decision was made to keep CDic separate

from OSFI. The federal government decided that the mandates of cdic, as

the deposit insurer, and osFi, as the supervisor, were substantially

different, thus justiiying keeping the two separate despite some overlap in

their responsibilities. According to Canadian officials, the government felt

that some overlap was useful, ance it created checks and balances in the

supervisory system. As the insurer, cdic had to be concerned about

minimizing the cost to the system of financial institutions' failures. As the

supervisor, OSFI had to be concerned about maintaining confidence in the

financial system.

Canadian banks are to be regulated and supervised with the specific

purpose of ensuring safety and soundness of individual banks along with

the stability of the system as a whole. Canadian banking law does not

address such issues as fair lending or community reinvestment Even so, in

consultation with bank regulators cba has developed voluntary guidelines

on such issues as consumer and small business lending. The large

Schedule I banks have also played a significant role in developing and
promoting these guidelines—partly out of a sense of social responsibility,

and partly to head ofiT legislated solutions to problems.

Supervision of Banks'
Nonbank Activities

As previously noted, osn is responsible for supervising financial

institutions that are federally incorporated, such as banks, insurance

companies, and federally incorporated trusts. However, since all securities

firms and some trusts are incorporated at the provincial level, the 10

provinces have the princ^ial responsibility for the supervision of such

institutions.

Under an agreement signed in April 1987 by the federal Minister of

Finance and the Ontario Minister of Finance, osn is to be responsible for

regulating "securities-related activities of federal financial institutions

carried on directly by the institutioa'" Securities activities that are

restricted to subsidiaries of a bank or insurance company—including

underwriting of equity and debt and secondary market trading in

equities—are to be supervised at the provincial level

"The penniaed acUvtUes u* specifically Vmed in the agreement and indude those relating to

(I) 9o«erei(n debt, (2) immey martlets. (3) debt aecuritia of the Inadtution, (4) secoTMiary maiiiet

trades in coipofate debt sectiritiea, (6) ca|>itaJ mariiet activities in syndicated or consoitiuin loans,

(6) pofttollo manacement and investment counseling to the extent permitted by law, (7) dealings in

minial (imda, and (8) tiades for fully managed accounta.
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OSFI and the Ontario Securities Commission have signed a Memorandum of

Understanding that enables OSFI to receive regulatory information on

nonbank subsidiaries from provincial regulators and enables the

provincial regulators to obtain from osfi information on the banks owning

subsidiaries.'^ osn is also to receive fmancial information from the parent

companies on their securities subsidiaries. osFi remains responsible for the

supervision of the banJdng organization as a whole—for example, for

ensuring that the consolidated entity is meeting consolidated capital

requirements. The provincial regulator, on the other hand, sets capital

levels for the securities subsidiaries and is responsible for ensuring that

those capital and other securities requirements are being met

osn also supervises 18 trust companies that are not owned by banks. In its

Fole as an agent of CDic, OSFI examines 5 of the 18 trust companies that are

provindally chartered and are cdic members. As an agent of the provincial

regulators, osn examines the 13 other provincially chartered trust

companies that are not members of cdic.

Overview of

Participants in Bank
Regulation,

Supervision, and
Examination

OSFI

Although osn is the primary financial institution supervisor, the

Department of Finance, cdic, and the Bank of Canada all play roles in

regulating or supervising fiiumcial institutions—either directly or through

committees.

osn is headed by the Superintendent of Financial Institutions, who is

appointed for a 7-year renewable term by the Cabinet The Superintendent

reports directly to the Minister of Finance.

osn is divided into three sectors: the Policy Sector, the Operations Sector,

and the Corporate Sector. The Operations Sector includes the

Deposit-Taking Institutions Sector, which is to supervise banks, federally

incorporated trust and loan companies, and cooperative credit

associations. At the end ofJune 1995, the Deposit-Taking Institutions

Sector had 130 employees, including 71 fiill-time examiners located in

osn's regional offices—45 in Toronto, 12 in Montreal, 8 in Vancouver, and

6in\^mnipeg.

"osn has worked with the other piovlndal regulators to establish the same agreement concanlng
securities activities that OSn has with the Ontario Securities Commission.
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osFi activities are to be conducted on a cost-recovery basis, meaning that

its operations are paid for through industry assessments. For 1992 and

1993, deposit-taking institutions were assessed a total of $ 14.8 million

(Canadian).

Department of Finance The Department of Finance is headed by the Minister of Finance,

described to us by Canadian officials as the most influential member of the

government's Cabinet after the Prime Minister. The Bank Act gives the

Minister of Finance responsibility for financial institutions, and the 1992

revision to the Bank Act allows for the delegation of that responsibility.

The Minister of Finance has delegated many of the responsibilities over

financial institution policy to the Secretary of State (International

Financial Institutions).'^ The Minister of Finance has delegated to the

Superintendent of OSFI administrative matters relating to financial

institutions, such as incorporating new banks.

The branch of the Department of Finance that is responsible for financial

services industry issues is the Financial Sector Policy Branch (fsp), which

consists of three divisions: Financial Markets, Financial Institutions, and

Financial Sector PoUcy. It includes a permanent staff of 56 people, as of

January 1996, ofwhom half are to be involved in policy formulation

concerning financial institutions.

CDIC CDic is a crown corporation'^ and was incorporated imder the CDic Act in

1967 to provide deposit insurance, cmc is run by a Board of Directors and

a Chairman, who report to Parliament through the Minister of Finance.

The Board of CDic includes the Governor of the Bank of Canada, the

Deputy Minister of Finance, the Superintendent of Financial Institutions

and a Deputy Superintendent of Financial Institutions, and four

independent private-sector directors. The Cabinet is to appoint the four

private-sector directors for 3-year terms and the Chairman for a 6-year

term. The directors are to represent a range of business experience,

particulariy in the areas of banking, finance, real estate, accounting,

auditing, insolvency, corporate law, and management

As of December 1994, CDIC had a permanent staff of about 90 people

headed by the Chief Executive OfiBcer (ceo) and FYesident, who is also a

government Cabinet appointee with a 5-year term.

"In man th. r.»^i.» jn»..iiR..nt ...-.tjH uSccralaries of State to replacejuntorimniaen.

"A gown CTtpot»lh» l» an ewlly fanned by Itie Canadian govefntnent to ftilflUa public need-
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Bank of Canada The Bank of Canada is to be overseen by its Board of Directors, which is

composed of the Governor, the Senior Deputy Governor, 12 Directors; and

the Deputy Minister of Finance, who is a nonvoting member. The Directors

are to be appointed for 3-year terms by the Minister of Finance with the

approval of the Cabinet The Directors are to appoint the Governor and

Deputy Governor for 7-year terms, again with the Cabinet's approval.

Directors can be removed by the Board with the Cabinet's approval

The Board is to meet at a minimum seven times a year and is responsible

for the Bank's management, administrative policies, and expenditures. In

1994, the Board established a Governing Council made up of the Governor,

Senior Deputy Governor, and four Deputy Governors to manage the

Bank." An Executive Committee of the Board, composed of the Governor,

the Senior Deputy Governor, the Deputy Minister of Finance as a

nonvoting member, and four directors, is to meet regularly and submits

minutes from its meeting at the following Board of Directors meetings.

Monetary policy is to be formulated and implemented by senior

management of the Bank of Canada, who are to report on monetary polic>'

to the Board and the Elxecutive Committee at their regular meetings.

As of February 1, 1995, the Bank of Canada had 2,056 staff who performed

the 4 nuyor functions of the Bank of Canada: monetary policy formulation,

banking activities, bank note issuance, and management of the

Government of Canada's debt The Monetary and Financial Analysis

Department had a sta£f of 54 people responsible for financial systems and

analysis—focusing mainly on financial analysis for monetary policy

purposes. Within the Monetary and Financial Analysis Department the

Regulatory and Payments System Analysis Division is to do the analysis on

regulatory and clearing and settlement system issues. The Division is to

include four economists and one research advisor.

External Auditors All federal deposit-taking financial institutions in Canada are required to

have an annual financial audit The big six accounting firms'* are the

primary auditors for banks and trusts, although there are one or two

regional firms that also audit banks. Although the Bank Act no longer

requires banks to have two auditors, Canadian officials with whom we
spoke said the large Schedule I banks still retain two audit firms.

'*n>e Coundl b to decide on broad ocfmizulonal and atnteglc Isues as well as on ttaaic a|iproacha

ralaliiv to the Bank (rf Canada's ia|ionaibllitlea in monetai; policy and other tnm.

'*Tlicse llnnsaR known in the Unitad States as Ernst and Young. Arthur Anderaen LLP. Ddoitte A
Touche, KPMG Pest Marwick, Coofwra A Lybrand. and Price Watertiouse.
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FISC The Financial Institutions Supervisory Committee (nsc) was established

by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions Act of 1987 to

enhance communication among the participants in financial institution

regulation and supervision. The Committee is chaired by the

Superintendent of Financial Institutions and includes the Deputy Minister

of Finance, the Governor of the Bank of Canada, and the Chairman of coic.

FISC is not authorized any staff.

SAC The four members of nsc also make up the Senior Advisory Commiaee
(sac). The Committee is chaired by the Deputy Minister of Finance, sac is

to meet when there are policy changes or legislative proposals to be

discussed.

A committee below sac called "Sub sac" is made up of deputies or

assistants and is to meet every few months. In addition, there are working

groups below Sub sac that are to meet throughout the year. The same
issues and alternatives talked about at sac are to be discussed at Sub sac

and in the working groups, with discussions generally involving specific

details and their implications.

Objectives, Scope,

and Methodology

At the request of Congressman Charles E. Schumer, we examined various

aspects of the Canadian bank regulatory system. Specifically, our

objectives were to describe (1) the Canadian bank regulatory structure

and its key participants, (2) how the banking structure functions, (3) how
banks are examined, and (4) how the participants handle other financial

system responsibilities. We completed similar studies on the bank
regulatory structure and operations in several other countiies.^^

To address these objectives we conducted interviews with officials of the

Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions, the Department of

Finance, the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the Bank of

Canada. They provided us with various documents, including annual

reports, guidelines for banks, standards of sound business and financial

practices, copies of legislation and proposed legislation, and statistics on

the banking industry.

"For informallon on GAO's alreidy iasued repoita on the Gemun and British regulatory systems, see
Bank Regulatoiy Structure: The Federal Republic of Garnany (GAO/GGD-94-134BR. May 9, 1994); and
Bank Regulatoiy Structure The United Kingdom (GAO/GGD^fr38. Dec 29, I99«). GAG is also

prepaiing repocls on the regiilaloiy synemaof FWkc and Japan.
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We also met with senior executives of Canadian banks; senior executives

from external auditing firms; individuals from CBa, the association

representing banks in Canada; the Trust Association of Canada, the

association representing trust companies; the Toronto Futures Ebcchange;

CPA, the association that runs the payments and settlements system; and

several other experts on Canadian bank regulation and supervision and

bank audits in Canada

Finally, we reviewed the Consolidated Bank Act and Regulations, the law

that relates most directly to bank regulation and supervision; the Bank of

Canada Act, and the cdic Act; the guidelines and standards of the

regulators; and other documents that related to the Canadian bank

regulatory structure. This review does not constitute a formal legal

opinion on the requirements of the law, nor does it include an evaluation

of the eCBciency or effectiveness of the Canadian bank regulatory

structure.

We conducted our review, which included two visits to Canada, fit>m

August 1994 through February 1996 in accordance with generally accepted

government auditing standards. We gave senior officials at osFi, cdic, the

Department of Finance, and the Bank of Canada a draft of this report for

their comments. They generally agreed with the facts as presented and

provided primarily technical comments, which have been incorporated

where appropriate.
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Since 1987, osn has been formally recognized in statute as the primary

supervisor of financial institutions in Canada Nevegrtheless, it shares

certain regulatory and supervisory responsibilities with others. By law, the

Minister of Rnance is responsible for chartering or incorporating federal

financial institutions, although osfi administers the application process.

The Miiuster of Finance also has the final decisionmaking authority over

key supervisory decisions, coic has a secondary supervisory role but has

increased its influence over supervision and regulation in recent years by

taking advantage of its authority to issue standards. A less extensive role is

played by the Bank of Canada that basically involves informfttion sharing.

Fisc and sac are used to communicate and coordinate regulation and
supervision activities.

The Minister of
Finance Charters

Federal Financial

Institutions, but OSFI
Administers the

Application Process

Financial institutions in Canada were initially permitted to incorporate

only by a special act of Paitiament Parliament delegated this

responsibility to the Minister of Finance, and in 1980 the Minister of

Finance was given the power to issue "letters patent' to charter or

incort>orate financial institutions in accordance with the Bank Act

Although, technically, it is the Minister of Finance that is to issue letters

patent, osn is responsible for the application process. The application for

letters patent is to be reviewed by osfi, which then makes
recommendations to the Minister of Fituuice as to whether the financial

institution should be chartered We were told that the Minister of Fituince

has always accepted osn's recommendations.

The analysis that osn is to do on behalf of the Minister of Finance includes

assessing (1) the source of financial resources for the financial institution,

(2) the soundness and feasibility of plans for the future development of the

financial institution, (3) previous experience of the owner of the financial

institution, (4) the competence and experience of the financial institution's

management, aitd (6) whether incorporating the financial institution is in

the best interest of the Cai«adian financial system.

CDic and osn have an administrative agreement whereby both agencies are

to coordiiuite on the application for incorporation and deposit insurance.

Once incorporation is granted, CDic then makes a decision on approving

the financial institution's appUcation for de[>osit insurance.'* Before a

financial institution is authorized to accept insured deposits, CDic normally

*CDIC monbcn Uidude pnvliKUl (taunclal tiMttutlon*. whkh are ouokte or OSFFs puivlew^

chutciliiC and inMuinoe apiiravali tor Itow Ualttutiofl* ire to be nude between the pnvinciil

diuteiliii Hiliioilty and CDIC.
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requires that the applicant's promoter, afRliates, or controlling entity

provide CDic with a legal undertaking, which could involve a guarantee

from the parent company. In the last 6 years, cdic has denied deposit

insurance to three applicants, ail of which were provincial applicants.

Responsibility for

Financial Institution

Regulation Falls

Primarily to OSFI and
CDIC

osn is responsible for administering and interpreting legislation relevant to

financial institutions by developing regulations and guidelines, which must
be approved by the Minister of Finance and the Cabinet before they are

issued. CDIC has the authority to issue bylaws, which have the force of law.

OSFI Is Responsible for

Regulations and Guidelines

OSFI is responsible for developing financial institution regulations, but

before regulations are issued they are to be (1) reviewed by the Privy

Council;" (2) published in the Canada Gazette for a 60-day comment
period, with comments incorporated as appropriate; (3) approved by the

Minister; and (4) approved by the Cabinet OSFI officials told us they

generally issue guidelines because the process of issuing regulations is

long, complex, and less flexible. Although guidelines do not have the force

of law, the officials said they are usually followed by all financial

institutions.

Financial institution industry guidelines have included such subjects as

capital adequacy requirements, how assets may be securitized, large

exposure limits, and the classificalion of loans guaranteed by a parent of

the financial institution. osFi's guidelines include such information as

definitions, limits, or procedures that should be taken into account and the

type of information that should be provided to osn. Because OSFI regulates

all federal financial institutions, the guidelines generally address financial

institutions other than banks For example, the guideline for securities

lending applies to insurance, trust and loan companies, and banks. In

recent years, OSFI has Issued 17 guidelines relevant to the banking industry.

OSFI officials told us they do not issue interpretive letters explaining the

guidelines, they just revise the guidelines if further clarification is needed.

In developing both regulations and guidelines, OSFI is to consult

extensively with the industry, principally with the institutions or

associations that the regulation or guideline affects. Although osn has the

''The Privy CouikU b * dqMJtinefit thai cairlea out tht day.|o-d«y (hitlc* for the Ptinw Minister of

Canada.
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primary responsibility for developing regulations and issuing guidelines,

the Minister of Finance has the primary responsibility for developing and
proposing financial institution industry legislation, osn may, however, be
involved in drafting such legislation.^

CDIC Has Authority to cdic has the authority to issue by-laws, which have the force of law. These

Issue By-Laws by-laws pertain to the operations and functions of CDic and its members.

CDIC has made use of its authority by issuing new by-laws in the areas of

(1) standards of sound business and financial practices, (2) deposit

insurance applications, and (3) deposit insurance premium surcharges. In

addition, coic is in the process of developing by-laws on consumer
information and trust and joint accounts.

CDIC issued the Standards of Sound Business and Financial Practices

By-laws (Standards By-laws) on August 17, 1993, following 4 years of

extensive consultation with regulators, member institutions and their

associations, accountants, lawyers, and other interested parties. The
Standards By-laws stipulate that each member institution should establish

soimd business and financial practices in eight areas: liquidity

management, interest rate risk management, credit risk management, real

estate appraisals, foreign exchange risk management, securities portfolio

management, capital management, and internal controls. According to the

CDIC Chairman, an important consequence of the Standards By-laws "is to

make dear the responsibility on boards of directors and officers of

deposit-taking institutions for ensuring implementation and compliance
with standards of sound business and financial practice.'

Each of the eight Standards By-laws has a standards document that sets

out what CDIC considers to be the minimum policies, procedures, and
control criteria that financial institutions need to have in place, cdic

officials told us that banks and other insured institutions are expected to

effectively apply these standards in order to manage their business

activities on a sound basis and prudently control their various exposures

to risk. The standards set out the "best practices," many of which cdic

officials said were already being followed by CDic's best-managed

members. If applied and followed, the standards are intended to reduce
the likelihood of an insured financial institution failing and reduce the risk

of loss asstimed by cdic. cdic sees nonadherence to the standards as an
early indicator of potential problems, and it may terminate the institution's

"cdic ind the Bark of Canada an also involved in dnMnf leglalitlon through SAC.
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deposit insurance. The standards, however, are new, and cdic officials

expect to have a better idea of industry adherence after the next cycle of

annual examinations.

Compliance with CDic's standards are to be measured through a member's

self-assessment process, which OSFI is to review during its annual

examinations of financial institutions. A member's self-assessment

requires the institution's management and Board of Directors to confirm

that the policies and procedures required in the standards are (1) in place,

(2) sound and prudent, and (3) being followed by the institution. E^h
member is to submit a Standards By-laws self-assessment report on the

adherence to the standards to cdic by July 31 of each year. If cdic does not

consider the self-assessment done by an institution adequate, the

institution is required to conduct a more detailed self-assessment^' An
institution is also required to submit a detailed report if it does not meet aU

of the following conditions, based on its most recent quarterly financial

statements: (1) meet the capital ratio required by the regulator, (2) have a

ratio of net nonperforming loans to capital of less than 1/2; and (3) have

sufficient capital to withstand a loss over the next 4 quarters equal to a

loss sustained during the last 4 quarters. Lastly, institutions that are new
members will be required to complete a detailed refiort In addition, if coic

or OSFI, in the case of federal financial institutions, have any concerns

about the institution, a detailed report is also required. (See app. I for

more detailed information on the Standards By-laws.)

In fiscal years 1993 and 1994, CDic issued other by-laws dealing with the

Application for Deposit Instirance, Policy of Deposit Insurance, and

Premium Surcharges. The Application By4aw introduced a new form of

application for deposit insurance and the Policy By-law requires that

members provide regular financial information and business plans to CDic

on request and is designed to ensure that cdic has access to information

about its members. The Premium Surcharge By-law, which went into

effect on January 26, 1994, allows cdic to charge penalty surcharges if an

"There ire two klndi ol aUnUrtt wlfmrMmim icpons i alinpUflcd repoit and a detailed report.

The MnpUfled repon Includes a repreaemation letter that layi that management ha* followed the

atandards. The letter la followed by a deacriptton of pcoceaae* the Inatltutlon followed In conductin(

the ai If aaanaiiw iil and than « reaolutlon by the membet'a Board of Dtrectora aaylng that the Board ia

funiUar with the sandaida, ha* conaMered the manaconeK repraemaUon letter concctninc

adherence to the atandarda, and haa approned the report on behalf of the member. The detailed repoft

praaen* the crtlctte for the member'a adherence to each Bandard, the baaia on which the member
deckled on the dttetta, and e^ilaina how the membfr met the crtteiia tor each iondard. Aa wtth the

itinpUaed lepoct, a letter and reaolulian alalemenl an inchided In the detailed rapoR. If a member
aUbinHa a almpllfled report to CDIC, the member muat retain evidence to auppoit the repon. la the

meirtber wlO haw to provide It to OSFI durtn« Ua annual eominatlon ol fMenl financial inaUtuUona

In order Ibr OSFI to report to cdic on the maaabcr'a adherence to the aiandarda.
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institution fails to (1) follow the cdic Standards By-laws, (2) comply with

record-keeping and information requirements, (3) comply with any
provision of the Bank Act or other relevant law, or (4) meet the terms of

undertaking given to cdic.

OSFI and CDIC Are
Responsible for

Enforcement

OSFi and cdic both have the authority to take enforcement action against

financial institutions for which they have responsibility. However, osn has
a wider range of enforcement actions, both formal and informal, at its

disposal than does cdic.

OSFI Relies Primarily on
Informal Enforcement
Actions

Although OSFI has the authority to use a wide range of enforcement

actions, its officials told us they tend to rely principally on informal

actions. They said institutions usually comply with informal

recommendations, knowing that osn will not hesitate to use more formal

action if compliance is not forthcoming. For example, after each

examination of a financial institution, osn discusses with the institution's

management any problems that were found and sends a management
letter to the institution "recommending" actions to be taken, osn officials

said these recommendations are followed because the institutions

understand that more serious, formal enforcement actions could follow if

recommendations are disregarded. According to osn officials, most of

osn's enforcement is accomplished through management letter

recommendations.

If an institution's problems continue to escalate, osn officials said they will

take more formal enforcement actions. For instance, osn may obtain a

letter of undertaking from the institution, osn may also do a follow-up

examination on the financial institution in the same year that it did the

first examination, or commission an external auditor to do an audit of the

institution. In addition, osn can order a financial institution to increase its

cjqiital, which the official said is usually a precursor to forcing an

institution to be sold or to be liquidated, osn has ordered an increase to an
institution's capital twice since it was given the authority to do so in 1992.

Although it has yet to use them, there are other formal actions that osn is

authorized to take. These include issuing a direction of compliance or

recommending that cdic undertake a Financial Institutions Restructuring

Process (nRP).^ A direction of compliance enstbles osn to direct a

"nRP bi^cally expropriales the rights of the shueholdere. Under nRP, the ownership of the shares
goes to cdic, and CDIC can then sell the shares to another financial institution without shareholder
approval In order Co lae nRP, CDIC has to have a purchaser available.
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financial institution to stop what OSFI considers to be an unsafe or

unsound practice, hrp can be used when osn makes a determination that

an institution "has ceased, or is about to cease, to be viable' and reports

the lack of viability to CDic. In such situations, CDic m^ take control of the

institution.

According to osn ofiQcials, a financial institution may appeal an osn
determination or action either by taking osn to court or by appealing to

the Minister of Finance. According to osn oCBdals, under the normal right

of appeal, the institution can take osn to court, although this has never

happened. In the majority of cases, osn officials said, financial institutions

have appealed to the Minister of Finance who, while he has listened to the

institutions' concerns, has yet to alter in any way osn's enforcement

actions. All important actions taken by osn, such as a recommendation to

close a financial institution, are to be reviewed by the Secretary of State

(International Financial Institutions).°

CDIC Also Has
Enforcement Authority

Although coic may also take specific, narrowly defined enforcement

actions, cdic officials said it exerts mote influence through moral suasion

or by having osn put pressure on a financial institution. If cdic determines

that these initial actions have not led to satisfactory results, it may take

enforcement actions that include (1) levying a premium surcharge against

an individual member if it fails to abide by certain by-laws or other

relevant statutes or (2) terminating an insured institution's deposit

insurance.

CDIC may also terminate an institution's insurance when the institution is

not following CDic's by-laws, even when it is otherwise solvent cdic has

cancelled deposit insurance four times in the cases of failed members, and

it has terminated deposit insurance as an enforcement action against one

solvent member.

"A* noted In chapter 1, the MinMer of Finance haa dflfgitwl mom of the teapoma>iUty for financial

Uotitutkina to the Secictaqt of Stale (InCemilional nnandallnatttutlona).
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OSFI and CDIC
Coordinate the

Resolution of a
Financial Institution's

Failure

Until an institution reaches the point where it is declared insolvent, or not

financially viable, and is placed in liquidation, osn has the lead in resolving

the troubled institution but is to coordinate its actions with cdic. If a

financial institution is declared insolvent by osFi, CDic can terminate the

institution's deposit insurance. The Minister of Finance and the Bank of

Canada are kept informed about a troubled institution through fisc, but

their officials told us their roles take place behind the scenes, providing

input to OSFI, if necessary.

Attempts Are Made to Find
Early Solution

Once a financial institution is put on the regulatory watchlist,^ both osn
and CDIC are to monitor the institution's situation more extensively than is

usual.^ In the early stages of a problem situation, osn is to be in fi-equent

contact with the financial institution and take enforcement actions to help

get the institution's management to rectify the problems. Depending on the

circumstances, osn nay exert pressure on the institution's management
and board of directors to restructure the institution or find an acquirer or

merger partner. If the institution's condition further deteriorates, osn may
develop plans to take control of the financial institution's assets, especially

if conditions deteriorate to the point at which its viability comes into

question. According to an osn official, once osn takes control of a
financial institution's assets, it usually intends to liquidate the institution.

CDIC is also to work with osn to find solutions for problem financial

institutions at the federal level When a CDic member is on the watchbst,

osn is to continually update CDic's Board on the status of the financial

institution. Once CDic becomes aware that a financial institution poses a
high risk of loss—generally from information it has received fi-om

osn—CDIC may order a special examination in order to (1) determine CDic's

financial exposure if the institution were to fail; and (2) have a basis for

intervening in the situation, such as suggesting to the institution and osn a
purchase and assumption transaction (paa) with a potential acquirer, or

suggesting to the institution that it voluntarily liquidate. According to cdic

officials, both resolution alternatives are normally considered at the same
time.

"The watchlist includes Oiuincial institutions considered by OSn and CDIC to be problem institutions

whose nsk profiles are not effectively managed and whose viability is of c

"CDIC and OSn ofDcials are to tneet with the Secretary of State of IntemauonaJ Pinancial Institutions

once a month to talk about Institutions on the watchlist and other problem institutions. Basically, an
institution is placed on the watchlist when its capitaJ is t>elow required levels or it is operating in an
unsafe and unsouiHl manner
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When it is clear that the financial institution presents imminent risk to the

deposit insurance fiind, cdic officials said they generally consider four

options for resolving the institution: (I) the institution is liquidated and

CDIC pays depositors up to the limit of their insured deposits; (2) a p&a

transaction takes place in which the failed institution is sold to an

acquirer, (3) CDic pays another institution to run the failed institution; or

(4) CDic provides direct financial assistance to the failing institution by

making advances, guaranteeing acquired assets, or making a deposit at the

institution, cdic staff provide its Board with information on the costs of

each option, and the Board then makes a determination on how to resolve

the institutioti.

Other Participants Have a

Role

During the resolution process, the Deputy Minister of Finance and the

Governor of the Bank of Canada are to participate through CDic's Board of

Directors in the decisionmaking process either to close a financial

institution, which is osn's responsibility, or to terminate a financial

institution's insurance, which is CDic's responsibility. The Secretary of

State (International Financial Institutions) is to be briefed by OSFI on the

state of affairs of a problem institution and is to become more involved if

there is a possibility that federal funding might be required.

Once OSFI determines a financial institution is, or is likely to become,

insolvent and should be closed, it is to make a recommendation to the

Secretary of State (International Financial Institutions) about closing the

institution. If the Secretary of State (International Financial Institutions)

agrees with osn's recommendation, the Secretary is to ask the Attorney

General's office to start winding up the affairs of the financial institution.

Similarly, if cdic recommends terminating the deposit ii\surance of a

financial institution, the Secretary of State is to decide whether to agree

with the recommendation, and, if he agrees, the termination process

begins. Although the Secretary has the authority to reject an osfi or cdic

recommendation. Department of Finance officials said he has never done

so.

The Bank of Canada's

Supervisory Role Is

Limited

The Bank of Canada's current role in banking supervision is relatively

limited First, the Bank of Canada is a source of information on the

systemic implications of closing a financial institution and is frequently

asked for its judgment on that issue by the other supyervisory participants.

Second, it is included in and can initiate discussions wiri\ other

participants in the regulatory and supervisory structure about potential
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systemic issues and initiatives to address those issues. This role is based

principally on its participation in the financial system as lender of last

resort Third, the Governor of the BanJ< of Canada is an advisor to the

Minister of Finance on a broad range of issues and meets with the Mimster

of Finance regularly. Finally, the Governor is an ex officio member of the

CDic Board of Directors and a member of Fisc and sac.

Relationships Among
Participants in

Financial Institution

Regulation and
Supervision Are
Complex

The relationships among the participants in financial institution regulation

and supervision in Canada are quite complex. Numerous responsibilities

overlap among the msOor participants involved in regulation and

supervision at the federal level, and dedsionmaking requires significant

coordination. Committees have been created to improve coordiiuition and

information sharing among the participants.

OSFI and CDIC
Relationship Is Complex

According to Canadian financial institution regulatory officials, the

relationship between OSFI and CDic has been complicated because of

differing philosophies stemming from their primary responsibilities as

supervisor and deposit insurer, respectively.

CDIC, as the deposit insurer, has been concerned about minimizing the cost

of failing institutions to the insurance fund, and consequentiy it has

preferred that an institution be resolved sooner rather than later to reduce

the likelihood of losses increasing over time. OSFI, on the other hand, has

been primarily interested in system stability and thus has tended to pursue

all avenues of addressing a problem institution thought to be viable in

order to maintain stability and public confidence in the financial system.

Because osn's perspective can occasionally lead to increased losses, the

different philosophies have led to some disagreements between osFi and
CDIC.

In addition, CDic has the authority to issue by-laws and has done so in

order to exercise its supervisory responsibilities. CDic's issuance of the

Standards By-laws further clouded the regulator's and insurer's

jurisdictions.
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Purpose of Coordinating

Committees Is to Improve
Relationships and
Infonnation Sharing

Several commitXees have been established, both in legislation and more
informally, to address the problems of coordination and overlap ainon){

the participants in financial institution regulation and supervision, msc, as

noted in chapter 1, was established in the Office of the Superintendent of

Financial Institutions Act of 1987 to improve infonnation sharing aii\un){

the Committee's four members: osn, the Department of Finance, ntir, and

the Bank of Canada The Committee was deemed necessary by Parlianieiii

because it was felt that a lack of information and coordination contributed

to the weaknesses of the pre-1987 regulatory system. The Committee is noi

a decisionmaking body or even an advisory body. Its purpose is "to

facilitate consultations and the exchange of information among its

members on all matters relating directly to the supervision of flnancial

institutions.' The Committee is to meet on a regular basis to discuss

regulatory issues.

In addition to Fisc, the same representatives also make up the membership
of SAC. As mentioned in chapter 1, sac provides the forum in which policy

changes and other legislative changes are to be discussed.

osn and cdic have also established an osn/CDic Liaison Committee which,

according to officials with whom we spoke, is an attempt by the cdic

Chairman and the Superintendent of Financial Institutions to improve the

working relationship between the two organizations and provide a forum

to discuss issues. The Committee is to meet once a month.

Although the establishment of these committees signals an

acknowledgement that better coordination is needed among the

participants in the financial institution regulatory structure, there has been

some dissatisfaction with how some of the committees work. According to

officials with whom we spoke, concerns have been raised about the

quality of information sharing, the fi'equency of meetings, the manner in

which the agendas are set, and the accountability of the committee

members.

White Paper Proposes
to Clarify Participants'

Roles

In February 1995, the Secretary of State (International Financisil

Institutions) proposed a White Paper or policy paper on Enhancing the

Safety and Soundness of the Canadian Financial System . The purpose of

the White Paper proposals is to help improve the supervisory and

regulatory system and alleviate tensions by further clarifying participants'

roles, providing for greater transparency in the system, establishing an

earlier intervention process, and increasing supervision over the clearing
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and settlement system. The Secretary of State (International Financial

Institutions) expects the White Paper proposals to be placed in legislation

as soon as possible.

OSFI and CDIC's Roles to

Be Clarified

During the course of developing the White Paper, the Secretary of State

(International Financial Institutions), in consultation with the other

participants, looked at the financial institution regulatory

structure—specifically at merging, separating, or keeping osn and cdic the

way they are now. The Secretary decided to keep both organizations as

they are now, recognizing that some overlap between the two can provide

for healthy checks and balances. For example, the independent

assessments cdic makes appear to provide a constructive second look at

the supervisory practices of OSFI, and the access and interactions osn has

with the financial institutions provides cdic with better insights to the

safety and soundness of various banking practices.

Nevertheless, the White Psqser clarifies the roles of osfi and cdic in the

regulatory and supervisory intervention process in three principal ways. It

proposes that (I) the Superintendent of Fiiutncial Ii\stitulions is to be

given a clearly defined legislative mandate that would clarify osFi's role

and the manner in which it is to cany out its role, (2) the actions and

respective roles of OSFI and cdic are to be further clarified to provide each

organization with a range of regulatory measures that it may take, and

(3) the Superintendent of osFi is to be given the authority to take control of

an institution earlier than can be done under current legislation.

Roles of the Minister of

Finance and the Bank of

Canada May Also Change

In addition to the clarification of OSFI and cdic roles, the White Paper also

proposes redefining the roles of the Minister of Finance and the Bank of

Canada The proposal formally assigns most of the Minister of Finance's

current administrative decisionmaking responsibilities to osn. Currently,

OSFI supports the Minister of Finance's decisionmaking through its

analysis. The proposals also give the Bank of Canada direct regulatory

responsibility for clearing and settlements, which the Bank of Canada had

already informally assumed.

Currently, under the authority of the Minister of Finance, the Secretary of

State (International Financial Institutions) has the final say on whether a

financial institution should be closed, its deposit insurance terminated, or

whether regulators can undertake a fikp or otherwise take over an

institution. The White Paper proposes that the role of the Minister of
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Finance be refocused by requiring the Superintendent of Financial

Institutions, as opposed to the Minister of Finance, to make the decision

regarding the financial condition of an institution. Under the proposal, the

Minister of Finance would still be able to prevent an institution's closure

in exceptional circumstances, if the Minister of Finance determines that

the closure is not in the public's interest

In addition, the White Paper proposals specify legislatively a more explicit

role for the Bank of Canada in the oversight of the clearing and

settlements system in order to help control systemic risk. In part, this

means that the private sector operators of the clearing and settlements

system would obtain the Bank of Canada's approval regarding how they

monitor and control for systemic risk. (See ch. 4 for more information.)
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In order to fulfill its supervisory role of identifying emerging problems in

financial institutions at an early stage, osn relies on information obtained

through oversight, annual examinations, and annual audits performed by

external auditors. CDic relies primarily on osn for information on
institutions it insures. While somewhat removed from the supervisory

process, the Bank of Can£ida nevertheless collects detailed reports on
fmancial institutions that are used principally for monetary policy

purposes. These reports, along with its Governor's membership on nsc,

keep the Bank of Canada informed in case of a financial crisis.

Monitoring Provides

Ongoing Supervisory

Information

osn, CDIC, and the Bank of Canada have developed a shared reporting

system through which financial institutions are required to report data

concerning their activities and operations. This data reporting system is

designed to meet the supervisory and deposit insurance information needs

of osn and cmc, as well as the monetary policy information needs of the

Bank of Canada.

Financial Institutions File

Periodic Reports With

OSFI

Financial institutions in Canada are required to submit a variety of data to

OSFI, including annual consolidated financial statements, quarterly income
statements, allowances for loan losses, holdings in subsidiaries and
associated companies, and geographical distribution of assets and
liabilities—both inside and outside of Canada. According to osn officials,

if osn needs more specific information than that reported, it requests that

the institution provide it

The information on bank activities helps osn assess a financial

institution's risk profile and helps osn examiners in scoping their

examinations.

CDIC Relies on OSFI for

Most of Its Information on
Financial Institutions

CDIC relies primarily on osn for information on the financial condition of

its federal members and normally has access to comparable information

other CDIC members routinely submit to their provincial regulators. CDic

also receives osn's examination results through copies of management
letters and examination reports from osn. The management letter provides

CDIC with a description of the issues osn has identified as needing the

attention of the institution's management along with the actions

management has committed to taking to address those issues. CDic

automatically receives all examination reports on problem institutions

fi-om osn and can request examination reports on other Institutions. The
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OSFI Section 29 report reflects the examination results for the period

examined. Specifically, osn confirms in the report that (1) the cdic

premiums are correct, (2) the institution is in satisfactory financial

condition, and (3) that cdic's standards are being followed.

CDIC may also obtain specific information on a financial institution from

osn, or directly ft-om the institution, cdic also receives the equivalent of

call report data^ from the data reporting system and gets annual financial

statements directly fi'om its members.

All of the information that cdic receives is to be used to do risk

assessments of the member and to assess the member's risk management
policies and procedures, cdic also compares the information that it

receives directly from financial institutions in the annual financial

statements with the information received fi'om osFi examiners.

The Bank of Canada Gets
Frequent Information

Although the Bank of Canada has no direct statutory responsibility for

supervision. Bank officials told us they receive current information about

the financial system and individual ii\stitutions through the data reporting

system in order to fulfill its monetary policy and lender of last resort

responsibilities, as well as to be able to assist in any financial crisis (see

ch. 4 for additional Information). The Bank of Canada is to receive the

fully consolidated monthly balance sheets fix>m financial institutions, as

well as weekly liquidity reports fit>m selected financial institutions. It is

also to receive quarterly reports fi-om financial institutions on loan

concentrations, securities, and deposits. In addition, the Bank of Canada is

to get information and intelligence fi'om market sources, such as money
market and foreign exchange data, and it has contacts with investment

banks and other financial institutions that provide information on financial

market developments.

According to BaiUc of Canada officials, all the information collected in the

data reporting system is processed by the Bank of Canada, which

downloads the data to databases maintained by both osn and cdic.

Meetings With Financial

Institutions Also Produce
Information

The fiiumdal information reported by fiiumcial institutions is essential to

an ongoing understanding of an institution's activities and financial

condition. However, an osn official said that the reported information

"nwK data typically provide i statlaticai depiction of the bank's Bnancial activities, such la the types

of loans or securities holdings.
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alone is not enough to give OSFI a complete picture of a financial

institution's operations. The reported information, therefore, is

supplemented with informal meetings and discussions with institutions.

During informal meetings and discussions, osn is to sit down with the

senior management of a financial ir\stitution and go over the institution's

risk management policy—what the institution defines as risk and how the

institution controls the risk. These meetings provide key information on

what an institution is doing, according to an osn official, and also help usfi

examiners scope their annual examinations, i.e., focus osn's information

collecting on the risks inherent in the institution's activities and on those

activities where an in-depth look is required. For instance, according to

OSFI officials, during an informal meeting with a bai\k, the bank

management told osn that it was planning to undertake more extensive

derivative activities. As a result, osn examiners made a point of looking

hard at the bank's treasury department An osn official said that osn has

also established good relationships with the chief inspectors of the

institutions' internal audit departments, generally a good source of

information, because the internal audit departments of large financial

institutions generally have extensive audit programs, such as for assessing

internal controls.

The informal meeting with osn are to be held as needed rather than being

held on a set schedule. An osn official said that osn staff basically have

ongoing discussions with institution staff. The number of meetings varies,

but at a minimum osn is to meet with the larger financial institutions

quarterly. If a fiiumdal institution is on the watchlist, osn is to meet with

the institution monthly to discuss its situation.

In addition to informal meetings, osn officials told us they have formal

meetings with fiimncial institutions, osn holds a formal meeting with the

financial institution after every examinatioa It has separate meetings with

the institution's Audit Committee, management, and external auditors. In

addition to meeting with the Audit Committee, osn has a private meeting

with the independent Board members. At these meetings, which are held

to discuss osn's examination findings, any concerns that the Board

members wish to raise are to be discussed. In such meetings Audit

Committee members often want to ask osn questions that they can not

comfortably ask during the formal meeting with the financial institution.

osn officials also said they meet with financial institutions under the

auspices of cba to discuss emerging issues in the industry, cba meetings
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usually entail discussions on general issues concerning financial

institutions and are not institution-specific.

Market
Information—Particularly

That Provided by the

Largest Banks—Is

Obtained by OSFI and the

Bank of Canada

The Caiiadian banking system is relatively unique in the concentration of

banking assets in the six largest banks. We were told by both bank and

OSFI officials that these banks play an important role in the Canadian

economy and pay a large portion of the insurance premiums. TTie bankers

believe they have a special responsibility for ensuring the stability of the

financial system, as well as a self-interest in that stability, and they take

such systemic responsibilities very seriously. Consequently, the bankers

may relate concerns to OSFI or to the Bank of Canada and may offer

comments on the trends in particular industries, geographical areas, or

products. However, the banks have no express responsibility for informing

regulators about specific problems with individual banks.

Despite the fi°equent formal and informal meetings financial institutions

have with osn, a senior osn official told us that osn feels that it docs not

hear from them as fi-equently as it would like, and the Bank of Canada is

more likely to obtain earlier market information than osn does. Bank
officials told us that the Bank of Canada meets formally with the six

largest banks twice a year. These discussions generally center around the

economy and monetary policy. The officiEils said that the CEOs of these

banks know they can call the Governor of the Bank of Canada if they are

concerned about issues, such as past concerns about the overall

exposures of banks to Latin America, or concerns with general market

developments. These banks also have meetings at lower levels with Bank

of Canada officials on such issues as the clearing and settlements system.

Coordinating committees such as fisc are also to provide regulatory

participants with information about problem institutions, industry

conditions, and emerging problems in the industry and economy.

OSFI Uses
Information Gained
From External Audits

Although OSFI has legal responsibility for examining financial institutions

at the federal level, it relies on the institutions' external auditors for

assessments of the fairness of the institutions' financial statements.

Annual Audits Are
Required Under the Bank
Act

The Bank Act requires that all federal deposit-taking financial institutions

receive aiuiual external audits and stipulates that the auditors report on,

among other things, institutions' annual financial statements. The primary
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objective of an external audit is to express an opinion on the financial

statements prepared by an institution's management. In fulfilling this

objective, the auditor is to issue a report that confinns that ( 1) the audit

has been conducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing

standards; (2) the accounting principles used by the financial institution

and significant estimates made by management have been assessed;

(3) the overall financial statement has been evaluated; and (4) the financial

statement fairly presents the financial condition, results of operations, and
changes in financial condition of the institution being audited.

External auditors are to look at risks, such as treasury products, capital

markets activities, and the bank's ability to collect on its loans. External

auditors are also to report on any loai\s greater than one half of 1 percent

of the financial institution's capital when, according to osn, a loss of

coital is likely to occur. According to external auditors with whom we
spoke, they generally rely heavily on the financial institution's internal

audit departments for information, because these institutions, especially

the large ones, have strong internal auditing departments. In many cases,

the work that the internal audit departments have done dictates the degree
to which the external auditors review transactions. For instance, one
external auditing firm that we talked to said that it does not look at certain

loans because it relies on the internal auditors' review of them.

How an external auditor conducts an external audit is governed by
guidelines issued by the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants
(cica), the accounting industry's national association. Although these

guidelines were developed by the industry, the Bank Act specifies that

financial institutions should operate in accordance with generally

accepted accounting principles (gaap), and it gives osn the power to

modify GAAP through directives, osn officials told us they have made use of
their ability to modify gaap, and thus narrow cica guidelines, by issuing

their own directives or guidelines on issues otherwise covered by gaap.

For instance, because gaap requirements are fairly broad, OSFI has tended
to narrow what is required under gaap, forcing cica standards to have
tighter definitions than exist in gaap in some areas, such as goodwill

Generally, cica and osn have a good working relationship, but osn's ability

to issue its own directives on gaap has resulted in some tension between
the two, according to officials of both organizations.
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Exchange of

Correspondence Confirms
Responsibilities of

Auditors and OSFI

OSFI generally does not have a direct client relationship with extenuil

auditors, since auditors are appointed and paid for by the Snancial

institution being audited. Nevertheless, osFl relies on the work being done
by the external auditors in undertaking its supervisory responsibilities.

According to osFi, this means that osfi

'is dependent on tlie auditors applying professional standards to express an opinion that

the financial statements present (airty, in all matenal respects, the financial position,

results of operations and changes in financial position of the financial institutions in

accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, includii\g the reporting

requirements of the Superintendent.'

However, osfi officials acknowledge that an audit of financial statements

does not provide absolute assurance as to the integrity of the financial

statements because of the use ofjudgment and testing in audits, the

limitations of internal controls, and the nature of audit evidence.

Before every external audit of a financial institution, osn and the

institution's external auditor exchange letters confirming the "reliance

process." First, the financial institution is to send a letter to osfi notifying

OSFI whom its external auditor will be. Second, osn is to write a letter to

each financial institution's external auditor saying that osn is to (1) rely on
the audit opinion regarding the financial statements of the financial

institution and on the auditor's audit report, (2) require a copy of the

institution's audit report, (3) request access to the auditor's workpapers^

in order to establish the basis for reliance and to minimize duplication of

effort, and (4) advise the external auditors of any matters that they should

consider prior to the audit's report date. The auditors are to respond in

writing to OSFI giving osn approval to review their workpapers and

providing the date when they will give osfi a copy of their report on the

audited institutioiL

osfi's letter is also to remind the audit firm that it is the duty of the auditor

to report simultaneously to the institution's ceo and osfi anything that it

discovers that might affect the well-being^ of the financial institution. In

addition, external auditors are required to address in an annual letter to

osn any issues that affect the well-being of an institution. Because osn and

the external auditors have conversations at various times during the

"Workpapen are the records liept by the audilora of procedures performed and their results and

information obtained and conclusions reached in performing (he audit and preparing tbe audit report

"Through CICA, and in cioae consultation with OSFL eztemal auditon haw defined well4>elng as the

! or viability of die banlo.
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year—specifically after osfi's examination and the annual external

audit—to discuss issues that are regulatory in nature, such as the

well-being of a financial institution, the annual letter generally does not

present new information. An osn official said that neither osn nor external

auditors want surprises about a financial institution so all the participants

keep one another other informed. External auditing officials we spoke to

also described the Canadian financial system as a system of no surprises in

which external auditors, osn, and the financial institutions are all open

about information concerning financial institutions.

There is also an auditors' advisory group, which is to meet three times a
year with OSFI in order to discuss systemic issues rather than

institution-specific issues. Through this type of dialogue, the external

auditors and osn seek to ensure their awareness of industry trends as well

as regulatory and operational issues affecting the industry.

OSFI Makes Extensive Use
of Auditors' Workpapers

OSFI officials described an arrangement it has with the auditing profession

whereby OSFI is given access to auditors' workpapers, even though it has

no express statutory right to such access, osn uses these workpapers to

(1) confirm that osn can rely on the auditor's opiition of the fairness of the

audited institutions's financial statements; (2) highlight the areas of

mutually defined risk so that osn can use the auditor's work and not

duplicate the work; (3) identify the prudential concerns that auditors

identify during their audit; (4) provide an additional source of information

in forming a risk profile of a financial institution; and (5) learn fi-om the

auditor's observations about the strength or weakness of a financial

institution's internal control systems, management, and audit depsutment

According to osn guidance, examiners are to meet with the external

auditor before the actual review of the workpapers. The purpose of

meeting is to provide an overview of the audit in order to identify the main

areas of focus in reviewing auditors' workpapers. Possible discussion

items for the meeting include (1) general questions about the audit

process, the auditors' opinion of senior management and the board of

directors and their effectiveness, and the control culture of the financial

institution; (2) specific questions about the audit plan and audit approach;

(3) specific questions about the control environment, management
effectiveness, audit committees, business conduct review committees, 2tnd

the internal control systems; (4) the relative conservatism of management
and the auditors' views on the risk profile of the institution; (5) significant

audit findings; and (6) specific transactions.
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After OSFI examiners have completed a review of the auditor's workpapers,

using CAMEL^ components they are to summarize the important aspects

they think should be followed up on in osn's annual examination or that

otherwise affect the scope of their examination. This summary allows the

examiners to use the auditors' work to help develop the scope of their

examination under each camel component According to osn, there should

be three sections under each camel component (1) a summary of the

external audit scope and procedures, (2) a summary of the audit findings,

and (3) a summary of the implications for the examination scope.

OSFI Can Expand an
External Audit

OSFI has the authority to expand the scope of an external audit at any time

at the cost of the institution being audited. For example, osn may ask the

auditor to take a more detailed look at a financial institution's loan

portfolio or internal controls. The fiiumcial institution is informed of an

OSFI request for an expanded audit since the institution must bear the

additional cost A senior osn official said that sdthough osn has requested

expanded audits in the past, it prefers to obtain information from other

sources because of its concerns about the independence of the

relationship of the external auditor to the financial institution.

According to osn officials with whom we spoke, osn may also expand its

own examinations by using an expert or independent external auditor to

get more in-depth informatioa According to osn officials with whom we
spoke, osn has used such expanded examiiuitions when it (1) believed the

financial institution had a problem, (2) did not have the expertise to

examine a specific operation of the institution, or (3) wanted to conduct

an across-the-system study of a specific aspect of banking, osn believes

that the across-the-system studies are particularly useful because they

provide an incentive for financial iiistitutions that are evaluated and

ranked below their peers in the area examined to improve their standing,

osn is doing an across-the-system study on corporate governance of

consolidated institutions during its 1995 aiuiual examinations. In siddition,

osn intends to do a m^or study of treasury departments in all banks in

1996, again during its annual examinations, osn is currently developing a

pool of experts on derivatives to include, for example, individuals fi-om

extenud audit firms, who may then be available to direct special

derivatives audits. These individuals are to be hired as consultants to osn

and paid by osn. osn is then to be reimbursed for its outlays through

^CAMEL refera to the nulng system used by supervisory agencies to assess the financial condition of

financial institutions. CAMEL stands for Capital Adequacy, Asset Quality, Management Quality,

Eanungs, and Liquidity.
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annual assessments to the industry, since osfi is completely

industiy-funded.

OSFI Has Some Concerns

About Auditors' Work
External auditors, who are appointed by a financial institution's

shareholders every year, must meet certain legislative qualifications. For

example, a firm of accountants is qualified to be an auditor of a bank if

two or more members are accountants in good standing with cica, have 5

years of experience at a senior level performing audits, reside in Canada,

and are independent of the bank. The requirement for auditing experience

has resulted in the auditors for most big fuiancial institutions belonging to

one of the big six auditing firms, although one or two regional firms also

audit financial institutions.^

When a financial institution changes its external auditor, the former

auditor is required to submit a written statement to osn and to the new
auditing firm explaining the circumstances and reasons for the change,

osn officials told us that osn has the right to disapprove of an auditor but

has never done so. In addition, the Minister of Finance can revoke the

appointment of a financial institution's external auditor, but this also has

never happened, according to officials with whom we spoke.

According to a senior OSFI official, the degree of reliance OSFI places on

auditors' work is well-founded in 90 percent of the cases. Generally,. OSFI

does not have trouble with the firms as a whole, but with individuals

working at the firms. Nevertheless, OSFI officials believe that at times some
auditors may not be as diligent in their work, or p>erhaps not be as

independent of their clients, as osn would like them to be.

If OSFI is not satisfied with the work of an external auditor, osn is to inform

the auditor, and officials from the two will discuss the problem. In

addition, there is an industry auditor advisory committee, which is a part

of CICA, that meets three times a year. If osn has a problem with extemjil

auditors, osn can raise the relevant issue with the advisory committee at

these meetings. If osn thinks that an auditing firm is not doing something

it should be doing, osn can use its influence with the accounting industry

to point the firm in the right direction. According to officials with whom
we spoke, external auditors like to prevent problems and be as

cooperative with osn as possible, since osn comments on its reliance on

an external audit and can reject external auditors' appointments.

*^nul the 1992 revision, the Bank Act iwiuiied that institutions tie audited by two accounting firms.

Although this requirement is no longer in place, all of the largest banks have retained two accounting

Brms to conduct their aiuiual audits, at least one o( which is a 'big six' firm.
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External Auditors Subject

to Unlimited Liability

The work of external auditors in Canada is subject to unlimited liability.

Auditors of failed financial institutions are particularly vulnerable to

lawsuits initiated by cdic, given its explicit policy of vigorously pursuing

lawsuits agaii^ parties culpable in a financial institution's failure when
CDIC believes it can recover losses incurred as a result of the failure, cdic

officials told us that CDic filed several suits against external auditors in

1994, with two of those subsequently settled out of court

CDIC initially wanted external auditors to attest to management's

self-assessment of a financial it\stitution's compliance with cdic standards.

CDIC accepted the members' argument that this would be too costly, since

members would have to expand auditors' engagements to audit the

self-assessments. Therefore, according to officials, external auditors will

not be required to attest to compliance with the standards.

OSFI Does On-Site

Elxaminations of

Financial Institutions

The Bank Act requires OSFI to examine federal deposit-taking financial

institutions once a year. This responsibility was being carried out by osn's

71 fiill-time examiners as of June 1993, who must plan, conduct, and report

the results of the examinations.

Examination Objectives

and Planning

The purpose of an examination is to ensure that the financial institutions

observe the provisions of the Bank Act as implemented and to determine

whether the institutions are in sound financial condition. To achieve this

purpose, OSFI has established the following objectives, which are included

in its examiiuition guidelines: (1) to develop a thorough understanding of

the financial institution and its environment, (2) to detect solvency and

compliance problems on a timely basis, (3) to obtain information on a

systemwide basis, (4) to gather information on policy matters, and (5) to

help resolve detected problems promptly. More generally, osfi

examinations also allow it to analyze trends and to make
recommendations on changes in legislation or regulations.

During the examination planning process, osfi examiners are to review the

work of the external auditors to identify issues that should be addressed in

the on-site examination, to minimize duplication, and to scope the

examination. This review is to include a discussion with the external

auditors and a review of their workpapers. By the time osFi examiners

review an auditor's work, the workpapers may be dated, and osfi

guidelines advise examiners to take this into account
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F.Yaminarinn OSFI is to conduct annual full-scope,^' on-site examinations that, according

to the Superintendent of osFi, "represent a de facto assessment of

management and its ability to manage." The scope of osn's examinations is

to include the financial institution's activities and exposures to risk, the

solvency of an ii\stitution, and a financial institution's compliance with

legislation, regulations, and guidelines.

During its examination osh has the right to look at all records, cash,

assets, and securities held by the financial institution and to obtain

information fi-om the institution's officers and auditors on its condition

and a£fairs. osFi has historically focused its examinations mainly on the

financial institution's loan portfolio, osn employs outside consultants to

cany out the review of credit files at all examinations. Loan review

consultants are primarily retired senior credit officers fi-om the largest

Canadian banks. According to osfi officials, this expertise has allowed osn

to have the respect of the mstitutions it supervises, with the result that the

credit consultants' findings and recommendations for provisions are

generally accepted without confrontation. Under the direction of

examiners, these experts are to look at (1) a sample of loans that is large

enough to ensure the integrity of the loan rating system and the quality of

the loans and (2) at all nonperforming loans. They may also do an

independent classification of loans for osn if the financial institution's loan

classification system is found inadequate. Examiners are to check a

financial institution's prudential ratios, such as its capital-to-assets ratio.

In addition to examining a fiiuuicial institution's loan portfoUo and ratios,

OSFI is to look at (1) control processes, (2) the independence and work
programs of the institution's internal audit function, and (3) treasury

activities. In examiiung control processes, osn is to assess policies the

institution has put into place and evaluate general risk management osn's

assessment of the internal audit function is to include a review of the audit

plan, the quality of staff at the senior level, the independence of the staff,

and identify to whom they report osn relies to a great extent on the

internal audit fimction of the financial institution to provide examiners

with information in such areas as subsidiaries and the treasury

department According to osn and financial ii\stitution officials, osn's

meetings with a financial institution's personnel during an examination are

far-reaching and cover most aspects of each area of operation. In addition,

osn obtains information fit)m answers to written questions it provides a

financial institution before the examinatioa

"Pull^cope examinations include exaniining the met quality of (Inandal institutions, lasessng their

•yttema uid oontrols, judging their capital adequacy and reserves, and asseaaing their compliance with

lawi and regulation*.
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During the examination process, osn also receives information from the

financial institution on large exposures. Because the exposures identify

the borrowers, financial institutions do not submit this information in a

report, which means that the Bjink of Canada and CDiC do not have access

to this information through osn Section 29 or other reports.

Annual examinations of the largest banks take about 2 to 3 months and

amount to one staff year each. The examination timetable for other

examinations is risk-based, and therefore the timetable is widely divergent

depending upon the perception of risk at the institution. OSFI ofGcials said

they have done examinations of subsidiaries when these subsidiaries are

federally regulated deposit-taking institutions, such as loan and trust

companies. When a subsidiary is provindally regulated, such as a

securities subsidiary, osn is to rely upon the provincial regulator but is to

review the risk management practices that exist at the parent level to

monitor the operations of the securities subsidiary.

Reporting and Follow-Up Once osn has finished examining a financial institution, osn officials are to

meet with the institution's ceo, management, Audit Committee, and

external auditors to discuss the examination's findings, osn then is to

write a management letter—which in effect is its final examination

report—to the financial institution's CEO and the Chairman of the Audit

Committee. The financial institution's external auditor also receives a copy

of this letter.

osn's management letter is to outline the scope of osn's examination and

includes findings and recommendations that comments on the financial

institution's camel components; discussions of asset provisions and the

financial institution's internal audit function; assessments of the credit

quality, corporate governance, operations, and treasury activity; and

comments on any findings or issues osn wants to bring to management's

attention, osn must also comment on the financial institution's adherence

to CDic's standards of sound business and financial practices. The length of

the management letter varies from 2 to 10 pages depending on what osn

has to say. According to osn officials, there are no surprises to senior

management of the financial institution because wrap-up meetings are

held before the examination is completed. The examination letter or

report is provided to the institution prior to meetings with the institution's

Board of Directors and Audit Committee.
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According to regulatory and bank officials, bank management takes osFi's

recommendations seriously. After the financial institution receives the

letter, the institution's management is to send a letter back to osn

articulating the agreements reached during the institution's meeting with

osFi, including the actions the financial institution is to take, osn is then

responsible for following up on its recommendations. For example, the

implementation of an agreement on the allowances for loan losses will be

readily apparent in the financial institution's year-end financial statements;

a follow-up on recommendations of an institution's internal controls can

realistically be assessed only during the next examination.

CDIC and FISC
Members May
Request Examinations

Although CDIC generally relies on OSFI for information, cdic occasionally

feels it necessary to obtain first-hand information from financial

institutions. In such cases, cdic has the authority to have examinations

performed. Other meml)ers of fisc may also request special examinations,

but they have never done so.

CDIC May Have Special

Elxaminations of Its

Members

If CDic's Board of Directors so determines, cdic may have a special

examination done on a member institutioa Reasons for a special

examination may include, among other things, concern that the institution

poses a high risk of failure. According to cdic officials, some of these

examiitalions are expensive but they provide cdic with information to

assess failure resolution options.

"Hie special examinations are to involve a review of the assets and

liabilities of the financial institution—assessing the performing assets,

loan loss provisions, spread analyses, financial projections, and cash flow

forecasts. The examinations also involve the off-balance-sheet activities as

well as the institution's system technology, internal controls, and

corporate governance, cdic undertook special examinations of three

institutions in fiscal years 1993 and 1994, by hiring either its own
consultants or using osn examiners. According to officials with whom we
spoke, all three institutiona subsequently failed.

Special Examinations Can
Also Be Requested by
Members of FISC

All members of nsc have the authority to require a special examination of

any bank or federally chartered trust Since osn and cdic already have the

authority to conduct examinations, this provision applies principally to the

Minister of Finance and the Bank of Canada, although their officials said

neither has ever used the authority.
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osn, CDIC, the Minister of Finance, and the Bank of Canada have other

financial system responsibilities, such as providing liquidity, resolving

crisis situations, and participating in international forums. The Bank of

Canada and CDic, to a limited extent, share lender of last resort

responsibilities.

Liquidity Provider
The Bank of Canada is to provide short-term liquidity or temporary

advances to financial institutions that have shortfalls in their reserve

balances due to such events as unexpected i)ayment flows associated with

the daily clearing and settlements system. The Bank of Canada Act allows

the Bank of Canada to lend to all b£uiks or to any other member of cpa that

has a deposit with it Generally, the Bank of Canada lends to direct

clearers.^ If there is a liquidity problem, the Bank of Canada is to lend to a

direct clearer or to an indirect dearer through its direct clearer. Thus,

financial institutions other than banks, such as trust and loan companies,

have access to the Bank of Canada's discount window, whereby they can

receive funds to help with liquidity needs. The Bank of Canada is to

provide liquidity to financial institutions only on a secured basis.

Crisis Management
and Resolution of

Failed Financial

Institutions

Depending on the nature of the situation, each regulatory participant in

financial regulation and supervision plays a role in crisis management
According to regulatory and bank officials, cooperation among the

participants in the Canadian bank regulatory structure has historically

been heightened in a crisis.

OSFI has primary authority for supervising financial institutions and is

usually in charge of a crisis until a financial Institution fails. At that point,

CDIC usually takes over responsibility for resolving the failed financial

institution. The Minister of Finance is also aware of potential crises

situations because osn informs the Secretary of State (International

Financial Institutions) about problem institutions, and because of the

Deputy Minister of Finance's role in nsc.

The Bank of Canada is also to be involved in a crisis tmm a systemic risk

standpoint If a financial institution failure has systemic implications, the

Governor of the Bank of Canada may work t>ehind the scenes to quietiy

arrange a merger with the help of other regulators or, as has been the case

in some previous failures, arrange for liquidity support from the six big

"Direct dcarera are banks and nonbank deposit inatitutioro that settle their mutual obUgitiona anang
bom the dealing and aealement ofpayment item on the Bank of Canada's books. Indirect dearen
saltle through direct dearen
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banks in Canada According to regulatory and bank officials, the prestige

carried by the Governor of the Bai\k of Canada often lends credence to his

views and support for his proposals.

For example, when the Canadian Commercial Bank (CCB) was suffering

severe liquidity problems in 1985, the forum for finding a solution was
through the Bank of Canada.^ The Bai\k of Canada played the m^or role

in getting all of the parties together and hammering out a support package

with the oSBcial approval of the government whereby the six largest banks

were asked to provide ccB with funding to serve its liquidity needs. When
ccb's liquidity problem became a solvency problem, the government

protected all of the bank's depositors and creditors except for the six

largest banks, since their liquidity support was considered to be cob bank

capital rather than a provision of credit

There is still an ongoing lawsuit regarding the issue of repayment to the

six largest banks for their supjjort of ccB. Some regulatory and bank
officials we spoke with felt that because the six largest banks were not

paid back after the ccb failure, given a similar situation, they would not be

as likely to participate in resolving another crisis Other banking officials

with whom we spoke disagreed with this assessment, stating that since the

six banks have such a large stake in the stability of the Canadian banking

system, they would find it in their best interests to participate.

International Forums °^ ^.** "**^ of Canada both represent Canada or. the Basle

Committee on Bank Supervision.'" osn is to take a lead role in such issues

as capital requirements and most other supervisory issues. The Bai\k of

Canada is to take the lead in risk containment and other systemic issues,

such as market risk of foreign exchange activities.

The Bank of Canada is also to advise the federal government on
international financial matters and frequently represents Canada at

international meetings. For example, it participates in meetings of the

"Even though CCB represented only 0.6 percent of the osets held by all banlis in Canada, It waa
feared by (he Canadian govenunent tiut the bank's failure wxild hurt the econonty of western Canada.

"The Basle Committee on Bank Supervision was created in 1974 under the auspices of the govemon
of the G-10 central banks and is the main forum for central bankets and supervisors to reach

agreement on how best to supervise Intemstional banks. Us memhets meet several times a year and
coiMist of senior upmentsUves of bank supervisory authorities and central banka ftom 12 countries.
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finance ministers and governors of the Group of Seven Countries,^ the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (oecd), the

Bank for International Settlements (bis), and the International Monetary

Fund (imp).

T ^TM^c^r r»f T si«t Rf»«snrt "^^ Bank of Canada has an important role in maintaining system stability.
LiCnaer OI L.di>t nebOn ^^^ includes acting as lender of last resort to ensure that a Uquidity

problem at a financial institution does not threaten the viability of the

financial system.

As lender of last resort, the Bank of Canada is prepared to make what its

officials call extraordinary advances to any institution experiencing

liquidity problems because it cannot meet deposit withdrawals. The

officials said that when acting as lender of last resort, the Bank of Canada

insists that institutions be solvent and that lending be well-collateralized in

order to protect the public funds that are at risk. It monitors the value of

an institution's collateral or portfolio by relying on osfi's assessments and

has never lost money on its sectired lending.

CDIC can protect insured deposits by serving as a lender of last resort It

can do this by making secured loans and unsecured advances to member
institutions and by purchasing assets from them. Under the Investment

Companies Act and the Co-operative Credit Associations Act, CDic can also

act as an agent through which the government of Canada can make
short-term loans for liquidity purposes to Canadian-controlled sales

finance companies, cooperative credit societies, and provincial

organizations responsible for stabilization and liquidity funding for credit

unions.

Officials said that before CDic lends they make an assessment about

whether the institution is likely to become insolvent Some CDic loans have

lost money, however, the advances were made as part of a least-cost

alternative, and in CDic's opinion losses would have been greater under

other alternatives.

"Group of Seven Countries is a group of major industrial countries where nauonal leadei^ or their

representatives meet occasionally. The seven countries mclude the United Stales, United Kingdoni,

Germany, Japan, Canada, France, and Italy.
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Canadian Payments
System Is Privately

Run but Headed by a
Bank of Canada
Representative

The Canadian Payments Assodadon (cpa) was created by an act of

Parliament in 1980 to "establish and operate a national clearings and

settlements system and to plan the evolution of the national payments

system.' The management and operation of cpa are the responsibility of a

Board of Directors, the members of which are elected by cpa's member
institutions. The sole exception is the Chairman of the Board of Directors,

who is appointed by the Bank of Canada and is an employee of that

institution. This gives the Bank of Canada significant influence over the

management and operation of CPA.

The creation of cpa made the payments system available to all

deposit-taking financial institutions. In the system run by cba, before cpa

was created, only banks had such access. However, cpa members are

required to have accoimts with the Bank of Canada to qualify as direct

clearers, and this entails meeting certain criteria specified by the Bank of

Canada. Currently, there are four nonbank deposit institutions that meet
the criterion to maintain settlement accounts at the Bank of Canada—one
trust company, two cooperative institutions, and one financial institution

owned by the Alberta Provincial Government

The Canac^Bn payments system does not provide for finality of payment in

the settiement of transactions. Thus, if a direct clearer were to fail before

all payments had been settled, the system would have to be unwound: that

is, all transactions completed that day involving the failing direct clearer

would have to be reversed and other transactions not yet completed would
not be processed, cpa is now working toward a Large Value Transfer

System in which payments are to be irreversible and final settiement is to

be made at the central bank. The objective is to contain systemic risk and
provide same-day final settiement to cpa member institutions. The
potential losses to the system are to be shared among participants.

The Bank of Canada interacts with the payments system in two ways: (1) it

is responsible for the final settiement of balances for the national clearing

and settiement system, and (2) it acts as the agent of the federal

government by clearing government receipts and disbursements.

Furthermore, both bank and nonbank institutions that participate direcdy

in the clearing and settiement process are to maintain settiement accounts

at the Bank of Canada through which daily clearing gains and losses are to

be settied. Each direct clearer has access to overdraft Cacilities at the Bank
of Canada.
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Apart from a provision of the cpa Act that requires the Superintendent of

Financial Institutions to report annually to the Minister of Finance as to

whether cpa is operating in conformity with its act and by-laws, there is no

statutory regulation or supervision of the Canadian payments system.

However, as noted in chapter 2, if proposals in the White Paper are passed

into legislation, the Bank of Canada will have regulatory responsibility for

systemic risk in the clearing and settlements system, which, according to

Bank of Canada officials, the Bank of Canada has already informally

assumed.

Deposit Insurance Is

Provided by CDIC

Under the cdic Act, cdic provides deposit insurance against the loss of part

or all of deposits up to $60,000 (Canadian). All financial ii\stitutions, other

than credit unions and certain provincial institutions, must become

members of cdic to qualify for its deposit insurance. Members of CDic's

Board of Directors include the Superintendent of Financial Institutions,

the Deputy Minister of Finance, and the Governor of the BaiUc of Canada.

CDIC provides for its coverage through a premium levied on the insured

deposits of its members. In 1994, the premium was 1/6 of 1 percent and

was the same for all institutions regardless of size or riskiness.

The miyor cost to the deposit insurance fund is the cost of depositors'

claims flrom previous cdic member failures. As a result of cumulative

deposit claims paid fi-om previous insured institutions' failures and related

loss provisions, CDic had a deficit of $1.65 billion (Canadian) as of

March 31, 1994. The deficit is the difference between the amount that cdic

has had to pay depositors, along with the cost of the financial assistance

provided to the failed institutions, and the amount that CDic expects to

recover when the assets of the failed institution are liquidated.
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The CDic Act provides for CDic to be instrumental in the promotion of

standards of sound business and financial practices for member

institutions. In that capacity, CDic has established by-laws called the

Standards By-laws of Sound Business and Financial Practices (Standards

By-law). The eight Standards By-laws are:

CDIC Interest Rate Risk Management Standards By-Law

CDIC Credit Risk Management Standards By-Law

CDIC Foreign Exchange Risk Maiuigement Standards By-Law

CDIC Securities Portfolio Management Standards By-Law

CDIC Liquidity Management Standards By-Law

CDIC Real Estate Appraisals Standards By-Law

CDIC Capital Management Standards By-Law

CDIC Internal Control Standards By-Law

For each Standards By-law there is a standards document that assists

member iiKtitutions in developing the policies, techniques, and

procedures required by CDic to fiilfill the standard. The CDic Board of

Directors is to measure compliance with the standards document as the

basis for determining whether a member institution is following standards

of sound business and financial practices established under the Standards

By-laws. Compliance with cdic's standards is measured through a

self-assessment process that osFi reviews during its annual examinations.

The standards documents cover

Standards of Sound Business and Financial Practices: Interest Rate

Risk Management. The standard sets out the minimum policies and

procedures for members' interest rate risk management programs. The

standard covers interest rate risk limits, how the interest rate risk wiU be

measured, the minimum criteria that the institution should have in place to

manage and control its exposure to interest rate risk, and the role of the

Board of Directors and management in this area

Standards of Sound Business and Financial Practices: Credit Risk

Management. The standard sets out the minimum policies and

procedures for members' credit risk management programs. The standard

covers the credit risk identification and rislf management policies needed

in such areas as portfolio concentration limits, credit granting, and

documentation and collection processes; internal credit inspection/audit

procedures; and the roles of the Board of Directors and management in

this area.
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Standards of Sound Business and Financial Practices: Foreign

Exchange Risk Management. The standard sets out the minimum
policies and procedures for members' foreign exchange risk management
programs. The standard covers foreign exchange risk management
policies in such areas as risk limits, control procedures, and delegation of

authority; foreign exchange risk management and control procedures on

the measurement and inspection/audit of foreign exchange risk; and the

roles of the Board of Directors and management in this area

Standards of Sound Business and Financial Practices: Securities

Portfolio Management The standard sets out the minimum policies,

procedures, and criteria that member institutions need to have in place

and apply in order to manage their securities portfolios and exposures to

position risks. The policies under this standard cover such areas as

securities portfolio quality and return objectives, selection of securities

dealers and counterparties, securities portfolio concentration limits as

well as mortitoring procedures, and the roles of the Board of Directors and

management in this area

Standards of Sound Business and Financial Practices: Liquidity

Management. The standard sets out the minimum policies, procedures,

and criteria that member institutions need to have in place and apply in

order to manage their liquidity management programs. The standard

covers the liquidity and funding polices, management and control

procedures, and the roles of the Board of Directors and management in

this area

Standards of Sound Business and Financial Practices: Real Estate

Appraisals. The standard sets out the minimum policies, procedures, and

criteria that member institutions need to have in place and ^ply to ensure

that real estate {ippraisals conducted in real estate-related financial

transaction are prudent and i^jpropriate. The standard covers the

requirements for appraisals, engagement of appraisals, contents of

appraisal reports, the appropriate kinds of ^praisal valuation approaches,

and the roles of the Board of Directors and management in this area

Standards of Sound Business and Financial Practices: Capital

Management. The standard sets out the minimum policies, procedures,

and criteria that member institutions need to have in place and apply to

ensure that they have adequate capital plans to manage their capital. The

areas that members have to cover under this standard include capital
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management polices and procedures and the roles of the Board of

Directors and management

Standards of Sound Business and Financial Practices: Internal

Control. The standard sets out the internal controls that member
institutions need to have in place and the control environment within

which the controls will be applied. The standard covers such areas as the

internal control environment, the responsibility of the Board of Directors

and management, organizational and procedural controls, independent

inspection/audit, and the role of the Board of Directors and management
inttusarea
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GM) United States

General Accounting OfOce
Washington, D.C. 20S48

General Government Division

B-259977

August 31, 1995

The Honorable Charles E. Schumer
House of Itepresentatives

Dear Mr. Schumer

Proposals to consolidate United States bank regulatory agencies have raised questions about

how other countries structure and cany out their various bank regulation and central bank

activities. You asked us to provide you with information about the structure and operations of

regulatory activities in several countries. This report presents the information you requested for

France. It describes the French bank regulatory structure and its key participants, how that

stiucture fiinctions, and how banks are examined in France.

As agreed with your ofBce, unless you publicly announce its contents earlier, we plan no further

distribution of this report until 30 days from the date of this letter. At that time, we will send

copies of this report to Members of the House Committee on Banking and Financial Services,

other congressional committees, and other interested parties. We will also make copies

available to others on request

The report was prepared under the direction of Mark J. Gillen, Assistant Director, Financial

Institutions and Markets Issues. If you have any questions, please call me on (202) 512-8678.

Other maioT contributors are listed in appendix I.

Sincerely yours,

James L Bothwell, Director

Financial Institutions

and Markets Issues
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Executive Summary

Purpose
Proposals to consolidate U.S. bank regulatory agencies have raised

questions about how other countries structure and carry out their vanous

bank regulation and supervision and central bank activities.

Representative Charles E. Schumer asked gao to provide information

about the structure and operations of such activities in several countnes.

This report presents the information requested for France, where

jurisdiction over the authorization, regulation, and supervision of hanks is

divided among three different but interrelated regulatory bodies called

committees, gao's objectives were to describe (1) the French bank

regulatory and supervisory structure and its key participants; (2) how that

structure fiinctions, particularly with respect to bank authorization,

regulation, and supervision; (3) how banks are examined in France; and

(4) how the central bank handles other bank-related responsibilities.

Background France has a universal banking system in which banks may conduct a

variety of activities, including insurance and securities business. In 1994,

French banks were the leading participants in the French securities

industry and had gained about 50 percent of the French life insurance

market.

As of December 31, 1993, there were 425 banks with 9.6 trillion French

francs (Fr.fr.) or $1.6 trillion in assets.^ These banks represent the largest

component of the credit institution sector in France, which also comprises

more specialized credit institutions and finance companies.^ Altogether

there were 1,674 credit institutions conducting banking operations in

France and Monaco on December 31, 1993, with approxmiately Fr.fr. 16

trillion, or $2.7 trillion, in assets.

From 1941 to 1984, the regulation of credit institutions m France was quite

fragmented, with banks being regulated separately from other types of

credit institutions. By 1984 a consensus emerged among policy makers

that the regulatory system placed banks at a competitive disadvantage

compared to other types of credit institutions in France. Some of these

'For infonnazion on GAO's reports on Ihe German and Bntish regulatory sysiems, see Bank Regulator)

Slnicture: The Federal Republic of Germany (GAO/GGD-94-134BR. May 9 1994) and Bank Renulatorv

Structure: The United Kingdom (GAO/GGD-9M8, Dec. 29. 1994) GAO is also preparing reports on the

regulatory systems of Canada and Japan.

'GAO used the December 31. 1993, exchange rate of Ft fr 5 9 per dollar

^French regulators have divided credit insdtutioTU into six categonps: banks, mutual or rtxtperauvH

banks, savings banks, muiudpal credit banks, finance companies (including secunty houses), and

specialized financial insQtuoons. Throughout this report. GAO is focusing its discussion on the banks,

which are comparable to commeraai banks in the United States

PaScZ GiUVGGD-96-152 French Bank BeguUtory Structure
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institutions were becoming strong and direct contpetitois of banks but

were not thought to be regulated as strictly or as comprehensively.

Partly as a result of these perceived inequities and partly to resolve

jurisdictional questions among regulatory bodies, the French Banking Act

of 1984 (1984 Act) was passed to bring all financial institutions deemed to

conduct banking activities under the same legal framework. In addition to

changing the structure of bank supervision and regulation, the 1984 Act

gave the bank supervisor broader powers and a wider scope of authority

than its predecessor.

The banking industry in France also experienced some majoT changes in

the post-war era, including two waves of nationalizations and

privatizations in which the owner3hip of most banks was transferred to

the French government and later sold back to the private sector. In recent

years, most nationalized banks—with the m^jor exception of France's

largest bank. Credit Lyonnais—have once more been privatized The 1980s

also brought an extensive liberalization of restrictions on some banking

and securities activities including the lifting of credit restrictions and

foreign exchange controls. In part, this liberalization resulted from

financial services directives passed by the Ehiropean Union (eu), of which

France is a member.

The Bank of France, France's central bank, was established in 1800 as a

private bank and was nationalized in 1946. In August 1993, it was given

legal independence in determining and implementing monetary policy.

Rpsillts in Rripf Since 1984, bank authorization, regulation, and supervision have been
Ive&UlLa Ul Dfiei

divided among three legally independent but interrelated committees. The

Comit^ des fitablissements de Credit, or the Credit Institutions Committee

(CEC), is responsible for authorizing and licensing credit institutioiu, must

approve any significant changes to a credit institution's structure or

ownership, and may disapprove of management changes. The Comit^ de la

R^glementation Bancaire, or the Bank Regulatory Committee (crb), is

responsible for developing the regulations applicable to credit institutions,

which are then signed into force by the Minister of Ek:onomic Affairs.

Finally, the Commission Bancaire, or Banking Commission (cb), is

responsible for supervising all credit institutions authorized under the

1984 Act It is to monitor the financial soundness of credit institutions and

enforce legal and regulatory requirements through a wide range of

enforcement actions. In addition, given its jurisdiction over bank

OAIWOOD-M-ISS Prcwk Baak BcfaUlorr Stractarc
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supervision, cb is expected to provide techrucal assistance to the other

committees—particularly crb. Under this three-committee structure, no

single individual or agency controls decisionmaking in the bank regulatory

and supervisory process.

Although there are three regulatory bodies with distinct jurisdictions, the

French regulatory and supervisory system is more cohesive than it might

first appear from the separation of responsibilities. According to Bank of

France and CB officials, responsibilities are often shared on a day-to-day

basis among the committees, and decisionmaking, pjuticuiarly on issues of

sigruficance, is generally coUegial and involves coordination among
committee members and staffs. The catalyst for the frequent collaboration

among the committees is the Bank of France. By law, the Governor of the

Baixk of France is the Chairman of both CEC and CB and a member of crb.

and the staff for all three coitunittees are drawn from the Bank of France.

The Minister of Economic Affairs also has an influential position in bank

regulation and supervision because he is the Chairman of crb and a

member of CB and cec; he appoints the independent members of all three

corimiittees, and he must sign credit institution regulations for them to

become final. However, the Governor of the Bank of France, according to

many French officials and bankers, appears to have a somewhat greater

position of power given (1) his authority as the head of the central bank.

(2) that his staff develops and proposes actions to be taken by the three

committees and implements committee decisions, and (3) his statutory

authority to request that the banking industry contribute to resolving a

crisis in the credit institutions sector.

Through "permanent" oversight and orv-site inspection—or

examination

—

cb obtains information necessary to enforce compliance

with regulations and assess the financial condition of credit institutions.

Permanent oversight is to be carried out by cb and includes gathering and

analyzing institutions' performance fit>m reports filed by the institutions,

discussions with the managers, and information provided by external

auditors and other market sources. This permanent oversight is

supplemented with full-scope, as well as more limited, on-site inspections

that are done for cb by Bank of France inspectors.

In addition to its role in bank regulation and supervision, the Bank of

France has responsibilities in other bank-related activities, such as

liquidity provision, crisis management, payments settlement, international

negotiations, and lender of last resort

Paae 4 GA(VGGI>-W-1S2 Preach Baak BcfuUcoiT StnmuT
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The deposit protection system, which protects French firanc deposits up to

Fr.fr. 400,000, is administered by the Association FYangaise des Banques

(afb), the French Bank Association, for its member barUcs. The deposit

protection system is not an insurance fimd, but is a loss-sharing agreement

among member banlcs that comes into effect once a member institution

has failed.

Rgura 1: Responsibility (or Bank Regulatory and Related Functions in France
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Supervisory and
Regulatory Responsibilities

Are Divided Among Three
Interrelated Committees
Staffed by the Bank of

France

The decisionmaking responsibilities for supervision and regulation of

credit institutions are divided among three different but interrelated

regulatory committees: cec for authonzation, crb for regulation, and cb for

supervision. The rationale for this structure was twofold. Ftet, the

adoption of a committee structure was intended to ensure that no single

individual or agency controlled decisions with respect to bank regulation

and supervision, while at the same time securing the participation of the

m^or parties who had an interest in bank regulation and supervision: the

Bank of France, the Ministry of Economic Affairs, and the credit

institutions industry. Second, the division of responsibilities among these

committees was to separate enforcement from regulation and Ucensing in

order to reduce potential for conflicts of interest.

CEC, which is chaired by the Governor of the Bank of France and has four

independent members and a representative of the Ministry of Economic
Affairs, authorizes and licenses credit institutions. In authorizing an

institution, CEC procedures require that it (1) assess the proposed business

program, (2) ensure that the institution's capital meets or exceeds

mirumum requirements, (3) check that at least two individuals are

responsible for the institution's management and that they have adequate

integrity and experience, and (4) assess the institution's technical and

fiiuuicial resources and the suitability of its investors. After authonzation.

CEC remains responsible for approving any significant changes to a credit

institution's structure, ownership, scope of activities, and branch structure

within the EU; and it may disapprove of management changes.

CRB is chaired by the Minister of Economic Affairs or his representative

and has four independent members and a representative from the Bank of

France. It is to propose regulations for credit institutions that, to become
fiiud, must be signed into force by the Miiuster of Economic Affairs in his

capacity as Miiuster, not as Chairman of crb. The areas for which crb may
propose regulations include (1) minimum capital levels, (2) prudential

standards, (3) ownership conditions, (4) branch openings, (5) bank equity

participations in other companies, (6) traivsaction requirements,

(7) accounting information, and (8) management standards. According to

cognizant French regulatory officials, regulations are drafted in a

consultative process involving staff from CB, the Bank of France, the

Ministry of Economic Affairs and other interested government agencies;

GA(VGGD-9R-1B2 French Bank RegnUtoir Stramire
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representatives of the banidng and accounting industries: and other

interested parties.

CB is chaired by the Governor of the Banlc of France and has four

independent members and a representative of the Ministry of Economic

Affairs. CB is responsible for supervising credit institutions, ensuring that

credit institutions observe legal and regulatory requirements, and

monitoring the financial soundness of the institutions. If cs observes

regulatory breaches or financial irregularities, it is responsible for taking

enforcement actions—ranging from informal wanungs to withdrawals of

authorization—to resolve any problems.

The committees meet only to make decisions. The preparation for these

decisions and their implementation are to be undertaken by Bank of

France personnel, who staff all three committees.

Day-to-Day Division of

Responsibilities Among
Committees Is Not
Clear-Cut Bank of FVance
Staff Provide Link

While the division of responsibilities among cec, crb, and cs is defined

under law, the execution of these responsibilities by the three committees

and their staffs on a day-to-day basis is more flexible. Tasks within the

jurisdiction of one committee may be performed by Bank of France staff

from one of the other committees. Decisionmaking was described to gao

by French officials as being collegial in most cases, sometimes involving

discussions among staff of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, the Bank of

France, and all three committees. There are a number of factors that the

officials said contribute to this sharing of day-to-day responsibilities:

(1) CEC and crb sometimes rely on CB for technical and other assistance:

(2) the Bank of France provides the staff for all three committees, which

creates a sense of cohesion, collaboration, and common goals: (3) the

Bank of France and the Ministry of Economic Affairs are represented on

all three committees: and (4) the individuals involved in bank regulation

tend to have similar educational and professional backgrounds and are

accustomed to working with each other.

The Bank of France and
the Ministry of Econonuc
Affairs Have Influential

Roles in Supervision and
Regulation

The Bank of France and the Miiustxy of Economic Affairs clearly have the

most influential roles in the supervision and regulation of credit

institutions. The Ministry's influence is derived primarily from its

chairmanship of crb and its membership in cec and cb as well as from its

position of power in the French Cabinet and its power to approve

regulations. However, the Bank of France appears to have greater

day-to-day influence on bank supervision and regulation than does the

GAO/GGD-M-lBa FraKk Bwk Beg«l*tanr Smctiin
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Ministry, stenuning fix>in (1) its chairmanship of cec and cb; (2) the fact

that it stafEs cec, crb, and cb; (3) its authority to request assistance from

financial institutions in a crisis; and (4) its importance in and influence

over French financial markets.

CB Relies on Many
Sources of Information to

Cany Out Its Supervisory

Responsibilities

CB has available several sources of information to fulfill its supervisory

obligations, including detailed monthly reports by the main credit

institutions and quarterly reports by all others, meetings with credit

institutions, market information, and on-site inspections—or

examinations—conducted by Bank of France staff. Three kinds of bank

inspections may be conducted: (1) routine inspections, (2) inspections that

focus on perceived problems, and (3) thematic inspections, for example,

of real estate lending activities. The frequency of ii\spections depends on

the cumulative information available to ca about the bank and its risk

profile and control systems. To date, cb's use of external auditors for

information on credit institutions has been limited, but senior ra officials

said that ca plans to increase its reliance on the auditors' work to reduce

the duplication of effort between the auditors and ca.

The Bank of France Has
Several Other
Bank-Related

Responsibilities

Bank of France officials said the Bank has several other bank-related

responsibilities.

The Bank of France is to determine and implement monetary policy with

the goal of ensuring price stability, and also either is to act as lender of last

resort or is to request other banks to do so.

The Governor of the Bank of France has a leading role in crisis

management involving credit institutions. The Governor has broad

discretionary authority under the 1984 Act to request assistance from an

institution's stockholders and the banking industry when an institution or

the reputation of French fiiumcial markets is in danger.

The Bank of France has a nuyor role in payments and setUements

clearance systems through its legal r3sponsibility to ensure "the smooth

operation and security of payments systems.'

The Bank of France participates in developing French positions with

respect to financial issues in several international orgaiuzatioru even

though it takes the lead only on the Basle Committee on Bank Supervision.'

*The Baale Committee on Bank Supervision was created in 1974. under the auspices of the Bank for

International Settlements and is the main fonim for central baiikers and supervisors to reacn

agreement on how best to supervise international banks. Its members meet several omen a vear and

consist of seiuor representatives of bank supervisory authondesand central banks from 12 countries.

GAIVGGD-98-1BX FreBch Bank RegnUiory Stmcmre
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AFB Admiiusters the

Deposit Protection

Mechanism

AFB, to which all 425 French banks belong, administers the Solidarity

Mechanism (the Mechanism) that protects French fl-anc deposits up to

Fr.fr. 400,000. afb members are required to belong to the Mechanism and

are required to contribute to the Mechanism after a member institution's

failure. The amount assessed is based on a percentage of the assessed

bank's deposits, with a per-bank distribution that is the same for banks of

all sizes. The Mechanism was intended to protect deposits in smaller

banks and, therefore, is subject to an annual payout limit The handling of

a larger bank failure would have to be determined by the French

government but has not yet been necessary.

Recommendations

Agency Comments

This report contains no recommendations.

Senior officials from the Bank of France, the Ministry of Economic Affairs,

CB, two French banking associations, and the French auditors' association

provided comments informally on a draft of this report These comments
were generally technical in nature and were incorporated in the report

where appropriate.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Changes in the structure of the financial regulatory and supervisory

system in FYance reflect the evolution of the post-war French financial

system. As distinctions among different classes of fmancial institutions

began to fade, the regulatory structure was altered to provide more
even-handed treatment for all institutions involved in banking activities.

Other post-war developments in the French financial system included two
rounds of nationalizations and privatizations of French banks and a

liberalization of credit and exchange controls.

Overview of French
Credit Institutions

France has a universal banking system in which banks may conduct

deposit, lending, discount, securities, safe custody, insurance and real

estate activities' either directly or through subsidiaries. Indeed, FYench

banks are the leading players in the French securities industry. While

banks may not underwrite insurance directly, they may do so in

subsidiaries and may sell insurance products in the bank. All of the mjuor

universal banks own insurance subsidiaries that together constituted

approximately 50 percent of the life insurance market in 1994. Banks may
also invest in nonbanking, commercijil companies, but no single equity

participation may exceed 15 percent of the bank's net capital, and total

equity participations in commercial enterprises may not exceed 60 percent

of the bank's net capital.

As of December 31, 1993, there were 1,674 credit institutions conducting

banking operations in France and Monaco^ holding approximately Fr.fr. 16

trillion ($2.7 trillion)^ in assets. The number of credit institutions is high

relative to many other developed countries, partly because the definition

of banking and credit institutions in French banking law is quite brojid.^

Credit institutions in France are divided into six categories: banks, mutual

or cooperative banks, savings banks, municipal credit banks, finance

companies (including security houses), and specialized financial

institutions (see table 1.1).

'Real estate and some other nonbank activities are limited to 10 percent of a banlc's overall acDvity

'Since 1945. financial institutions in Monaco have been subject lo FVench bankinK law Twenty-five of

the 1,675 credit institutions had their home offices m Monaco.

"We use the December 31, 1993. exchange rate of FV.fr. 5.9 per dollar

•Under French law. 'banking operations comprise the receipt of funds from the public, credit

operations, and making available to customers or managmg means of payment ' InsDtuQons havp only

to conduct one of these operatsoiis to qualify as credit institutions.

GMVG<>D-98-l()2 Preach Baak ReCDlxory Scmcture
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Mutual and Cooperative

Banks
Mutual and cooperative banks are distinguished from banks primarily by

their ownership; they are owned by their members (depositors). They
were established to provide credit to their members who belonged to

certain categories of businesses or individuals—farmers, for example.

Mutual and cooperative banks may now conduct all the operations and
transactions that banks may, and the largest among them—Credit

Agricole, which is the largest credit institution in France—are difficult to

distinguish from banks. As of December 31, 1993, there were 146 mutual or

cooperative banks with approximately Fr.fr. 2.6 trillion in assets.

Savings and Municipal

Credit Banks
Savings banks and municipal credit banks, with few exceptions, are locally

owned, nonprofit institutions. Until various reforms were implemented in

1983 and 1984, the powers of savings banks were restricted to offering

passbook savings accounts to depositors and investing their funds in the

central savings bank— the Centre National des Caisses d'Epargne et de

Pr^voyance. Today they are able to offer more products and services,

including mutual funds and checking accounts; may invest in a wider

variety of activities, including cable television, tourism, education, health,

and regional plannmg; and may lend to corporations. The savings

banks—which held about Fr.fr. 930 million in assets in 1993—purposefully

consolidated their numbers from 468 m 1984 to 35, as of December 31,

1993, in order to allow savings banks to benefit from certain economies of

scale.

The bulk of the business of municipal credit banks, of which there were 21

with Fr.fr. 15 million in assets as of year-end 1993, consists of loans

granted to the general public.

Finance Companies Finance companies are restricted to certain types of operations, such as

leasing, or specialize in the financing of a specific industry or specific

customers and may not receive deposits of less than 2 yesus in maturity.

On December 31, 1993, there were 857 finance companies providing

7.5 percent of the total credit provided by the French banking system and
holding Fr.fr. 1.6 trillion in assets.

Securities houses, which specialize in the investment and management of

transferable securities and negotiable instruments, are included in the

finance company category. On December 31, 1993, one-third of the 156

securities houses in France were subsidiaries of foreign fmance
institutions such as U.S. investment banks.

GA(VGGD-9S-1S2 French Bank Regulatory Scraeture
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Specialized Financial

Institutions

The 32 specialized financial institutions in Prance were set up by the

government to perfonn certain public interest tasks, such as financing

low- and moderate-income housing, providing long-term credit for

acquiring industrial equipment, or making fiiumcing available to local

authorities. These institutions hold over Fr.fr. 1.3 trillion in assets and

provide over 15 percent of total credit but collect less than 1 percent of

total deposits.

History of Bank
Regulation and
Supervision in France

The current FYench bank regulatory and supervisory structure was created

through legislation in July 1984 and consists of three regulatory

committees on which the Ministiy of Economic Affairs' and the Bank of

France (France's central bank) are the most prominent members. Under

this structure, all financial institutions that conduct banking activities are

subject to common prudential requirements, regulation, and supervision.

In addition to experiencing changes m the bank regulatory structure,

French banks also were subject to other msyor chai\ges including two
waves of nationalizations in 1945 and 1982.

Pre-1984 Regulation and
Supervision

Before 1984 the regulation of financial institutions was quite fragmented.

From 1941 to 1945, bai\ks were regulated and supervised by two

conunittees: the Standing Committee of Banks, consisting of six bankers

and a government representative charged with eiucting regulation and

taking supervisory measures concerning individual institutions, and the

Bank Control Commission, which was resporuible for enforcing bank

regulations. A banking act passed in 1945 replaced the Standing

Committee with the Conseil National de Credit—National Credit Council

(CNC)—with the regulatory responsibilities remaining the same. The
Minister of Ek:onomics, Finance and Budget chaired CNC, but cnc was
staffed by the Bank of France.

Other categories of financial ittstitutions, such as finance companies,

savings banks, or mutual and cooperative banks, were regulated and

supervised separately according to special law—in most cases either

directly or indirectly by the Treasury Department (Treasury). According to

French officials. Treasury is the most influential Department of the

Miiustry of Economic Affairs, then known as the Ministiy of Economics,

Finance and Budget.

iJntil 199Z. the MInmy of Economic Affain was known a> itw Mliumy of Economics. Pmam-v wo
Budget. Its name wu changed to Mlnuay of Econonucs and Finance in 1982. In l!Mi. die name of the

Ministiy was changed to its cuireni ode and its budget reaponalblUoes wtn transfeired id a new
miniscry that deals with budgec fiscal, and tax issues—the Minisny of the Budget.
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According to Commission Bancaire (cb), the Banking Commission.

o£Bcials, by 1984 banks were widely considered to be at a competitive

disadvantage compared to other financial institutions as a result of the

split in regulatory responsibilities. While prudential regulations for banks

had evolved with changes in fiiumcial markets, laws and regulations

governing institutions such as mutual banks or savings banks remained

less stringent At the same time, these other Institutions were expanding

their activities, thereby becoming direct and strong competitors of the

banks.

The FYench Banking Act of The French BaiUdng Act of 1984 (1984 Act) was intended to settle these

2^934 regulatory inequities by placing all financial institutions deemed to

conduct broadly defined banking activities under the same legal

framework. In addition, it aimed to resolve the sometimes overlapping

responsibilities of cnc and tne Bank Control Commission by separating

bank regulation and supervision into three distinct areas—authorization,

regulation, and supervision—and giving jurisdiction over each of these

areas to three separate committees. Thus three new committees were

created: (1) the Comity des £tablissements de Cr^t, the Credit

Institutions Committee (cec), was given authority over authorization:

(2) the Comit^ de la R^ementation Bancaire, the Bank Regulatory

Committee (crb), received Jurisdiction over most regulatory issues; and

(3) CB was made responsible for bank supervision, replacing the Bank

Control Commission. The cnc was not eliminated but its authority was

reduced to a purely advisory one.

The act also strengthened some supervisory weaknesses of the old Bank

Control Commission by giving CB broader powers and a wider scope of

authority. First, CB was given authority for supervision of all credit

institutions. Second, its powers were broadened by mandating that it

scrutinize credit institutions' operations and monitor their financial

standing as well as supervise their compliance with regulations. Finally, it

was given the authority to inspect (1) bank subsidiaries, (2) the legal

bodies directly owning or controlling the bank and their subsidiaries, and

(3) overseas branches and subsidiaries of French banks. This increased

authority allowed cb to find and address perceived problems in credit

institutions as a whole.

French credit institutions are regulated and supervised almost exclusively

to ensure the safety and soundness of individual banks and of the system

as a whole. For example, French banking law does not directly address
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such issues as fair lending practices or community reinvestment

requirements.*

Banks Experienced TWo
Waves of Nationalizations

as Well as Financial Market
Liberalization

The French banking industry experienced some m^or changes in the

post-war era including two waves of nationalizations in which the

ownership of most banks was transferred to the FVench government. The

first period of nationalization occurred shortly after the end of the Second

World War in 1945. It was intended to prop up the ailing banking industry

and to give the French goverrmient the power to direct credit to the

industries that needed it in order to revive the post-war economy.

At the same time, the Bank of France, which had been established in 1800

as a private bank at the instigation of Napoleon Bonaparte and, beginning

in 1803, was granted the right to issue banknotes, was also nationalized.

The Nationalization Act of 1945 transferred the Bank of France's capital to

the State effective on January 1, 1946, and reimbursed the Bank's previous

shareholders with 20-year bonds.

With the exception of the Bank of France, the banks nationalized in 1945

were gradually privatized by the end of the 1970s under conservative

French governments. The second wave of nationalizations occurred in

1982 through 1983 after the election of a Socialist president and a Socialist

Assembl^e Nationale, National Assembly, in 1981. This return of bank

ownership to the government was justified by the ruling party as a psirt of

its political program to promote the financing of small- and medium-sized

businesses £md a stronger industrial policy. These nationalizations were

followed by a privatization program implemented by a Conservative

government in 1986, which stalled for several years after the election of

another Socialist government in 1988. In recent years, however, the

election of a Conservative National Assembly has once more prompted a

series of privatizations, and the vast minority of French banks are now in

private hands. To date, Credit Lyoniuiis, the country's largest bank,

remains the only large nationalized bank, although there are also a handful

of smaller nationalized barvks. There are plans that these remaining

nationalized banks be privatized within the next five years since both the

Socialist and Conservative parties now agree that having nationalized

bai\ks conflicts with the premise of a fi'ee market that is one of the

cornerstones of the eu. For example. Credit Lyonnais—which lost

The French banking mdusoy is expected to follow French banking industry rules of conduct with

respect to issues such as fair lending. Incentives to pnnnde certain types of loans, such as lownncome
housing loans, are provided more directly through government subsidies, not through government

regulaaon of private insQtuQons.
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Fr.fr. 6.9 billion in 1993, principally as a result of poor commercial and real

estate investments—benefited from a FY.fr. 4.9 billion bailout in July 1994.

raising questions about the role the government plays as the owner of the

largest FYench bank and the efifect that has on competition in the Frencli

banking industry.'

The 1980s also brought an extensive liberalization of restrictions on some
banking and securities activities. Credit restrictions—credit ceilings and
interest rate controls—were completely removed by 1987. Foreign

exchange controls were eliminated in 1989. Deposit interest rates have

been decontrolled, although paying interest on demand deposits held by

residents is prohibited by French law to allow banks to maintain free

checking services. Securities commissions and fees were also deregulated

and new markets, such as the March^ k Terme International de France

(matif)—the French financial futures market—and the shon- and

medium-term notes markets, have been organized.

Overlaying these events has been the development of a unified financial

services market in the Eu, which has also affected French bank regulation

and supervision. Central to the liberalization of financial services under
the Eu's Single Market Program'" is the concept of a "single passport." a

concept which the French have been influential in helping to develop

Once a financial firm is established and licensed in one ev member
country—its home country—that firm can use a smgle passport to oifer

financial services in any other EU member state—its host country.

Underiying the single market program is an understanding that a mmimum
level of harmonization in regulation is necessary among the member
countries to ensure the safety and soundness of the finsmcial system. For
instance, the eu Second Banking Directive requires all eu banks to have a

minimum capital base and a minimum level of shareholder disclosure and
limits equity participation in nonfinancial firms. Consequently, EU member
countries have had to change their banking laws and regulations as

necessary to meet the minimum requirements imposed by eu financial

services directives. To date, eu directives have not resulted in mjuor
changes to the structure of bank regulation and supervision in France.

'Tunher Iosms of FV.fr. 12 biUion m 1994 and a second government rescue plan in 1996 involving a
mulQ^billion franc government guarantee of some of Credit Lyonnais debts, raised additional

complaints by two large French banks that the proposed aid package strengthened the posmon of

Credit Lyonnais ctimpared with other banks in a way capable of distorting compeODon

'*Tor additionaJ information about the Single Market Program, see European Community: U.S.

Financial Services' Competitiveness Under the Single Market Program (GAO/NSIAD 90-99. May 21.

155ST
—
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The recent independence of the Bank of FVance is, however, a result of an

EU mandate in the Treaty on European Union that all ei' member countries

have independent central banks. As a result of this mandate, the purpose

and structure of the Bank of France were redefined in the 1993 Act on the

Status of the Banque de France and the Activities and Supervision of

Credit Institutions (the 1993 Act). This act made the Bank of France

independent of the Ministry of Economic Affairs in formulating and

implementing monetary policy. As a result, the Bank of France "shall

neither seek nor accept instructions from the Government or any other

person in the performance of its duties" with respect to monetary policy.

Before the passage of the 1993 Act, the government determined monetary

policy, which the Bank of France was in charge of implementing.

Supervision of Banks'

Securities and
Insurance Activities

Securities activities may be conducted within the banks or other credit

institutions or in separate subsidiaries, cb is responsible for the

supervision of these activities when securities activities are conducted

within the bank or in separate maison de litres subsidiaries, of which there

were 26 on December 31, 1994. When securities acavities are conducted in

society de bourses subsidiaries, of which there were 54 at year-end 1994,

these are supervised by the Conseil des Bourses de Valeurs, the regulator

of the French stock exchange, and the Societe des Bourses Frangaises

(SBF), which runs the day-to-day operation of the stock market." In either

case, CB is responsible for the supervision of the parent bank and the

consolidated entity. Under banking law, it may also inspect all of the

subsidiaries of a bank, even when these are supervised by another

supervisory authority. In practice, however, it relies on information

provided by the supervising authority rather than on the imposition of its

jurisdictioa

All insurance activities are supervised by the Commission de Controle des

Assurances, the Insurance Control Conmiission (cca), which is headed by

the Ministry of Economic Affairs. If an insurance company is a subsidiary

of a bank, then CB is responsible for the consolidated entity, but cca

supervises the insurance subsidiary. If an insurance company owns a

bank, then cca supervises the consolidated entity, but cb supervises the

bank subsidiary.

"Maisons de titres and soci^t^ de bourses may both conduct securities acQvitjes; the m^or difTerence

between the two is thai maisons de titles are credit establishments and supervised by CB. In addition.

soa^t£9 de bourses may not underwrite securities. Most soci6t^ de bourses belong to banks as a

result of consolidation in the financial services industry.
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According to CB officials, coordination and cooperation between
supervisory authorities have grown steadily stronger in recent years in

response to the development of financial conglomerates and tlie

increjisingly global nature of flnancial activities. In 1992, for example,

secrecy restrictions were lifted between cb and cca. As a result, periodic

meetings now take place between cb and cca to (1) discuss the situation of

individual institutions or financial groups of concern to both authorities,

(2) exchange views on problems of common general interest, such as the

supervision of financial conglomerates and the transposition'- of ki

directives, and (3) promote mutual understanding of risk evaluation

methods and supervisory techniques.

In addition, the regulators of all financial institutions and markets meet as

a group three or four times a year at the Treasury, according to Treasury.

cb, and Bank of France officials, to exchange information on the

institutions for which they are primarily responsible and on financial

markets in general. This ii\formal group, called the Comite de Liaison des

Autorit^ Mon^taires et Flnanci^res (clamef), includes the heads of its

member organizations.'^ In addition, a group called mini-CLAMEF,

consisting of lower rank individuals from each of the member groups,

meets every month to discuss financial market issues of concern and
interest

Overview of

Participants in French
Bank Authorization,

Regulation, and
Supervision

Regulatiotv supervision, and examination of banks in France is shared

among several regulatory participants, some more mfluentlal than others.

These include cnc; the three regulatory committees that have

responsibilities over authorizing, regulating, and supervising credit

institutions; the Bank of France; and the Miiustry of Economic Affairs.

CNC Is an Advisory Body Although cnc was initially created in 1945, its structure and purpose were
changed in the 1984 Act, and its function is now purely advisory. It is

primarily a forum for studies on issues relevant to credit Institutions and
the economy. The Minister of Ek:onomic Affairs is cnc's Chairman, and the

Governor of the Bank of France is its Deputy Chairman. In addition to

'^e process of changing nooonal laws and regulaoons to meet the minimum requirements imposed
by EU directives

"The memben include the Treasury, Commission des Operations de Bourse fCOB); MATIF: Con-seil

des Bourses de Valeun. Ihe self^regulatory organization covering the seven French stock exchanges.
SBF. CCA; and the Bank of France
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Chapter 1

Incroductioa

these two individuals, cnc has 51 members appointed by the Minister of

Economic Affairs. These members are to be drawn from the government.

Parliament, credit institutions, professional and consumers' orgamzaiioas.

and trade unions, and include other professionals chosen for their

competence in banking and financial matters.

CEC Is Responsible for

Authorization

CEC, an independent regulatory committee, authorizes individual credit

institutions to conduct banking activities as defined in the 1984 Act. cec's

membership consists of the Governor of the Bank of France, who acts as

its Chairman; the Director of the Treasury; and four other members
chosen fix>m cnc membership and appointed by the Minister of Econonuc

Affairs for 3-year terms. These four members include a representative of

the Association Fran<;aise des fitablissements de Credit (afec), the French

Association of Credit Institutions; a representative of the trade unions for

credit institution employees; and two pronunent individuals chosen for

their knowledge of financial issues.

Decisions of CEC are made by m^ority vote, with the Chairman having the

deciding vote in case of a tie. In addition to CEC members, the association

representing the credit institution about which a decision is being made is

represented during the meeting and has a vote in any decision affectmg

that institution. The Director of the Treasury may request a postponement

of any decision of CEC.

The Secretariat of CEC is staffed by approximately 60 staff who work in the

credit institutions directorate of the BaiUc of France.

CRB Is Responsible for

Regulation

CRB, which is an independent committee, is responsible for developmg

regulations applicable to all credit institutions. CRB has six members
including the Minister of Economic Affairs, who is its Chairman; the

Governor of the Bank of France; and four other members chosen from cnc

membership, who are appointed by the Minister of Economic Affairs for

3-year terms. Similar to CEC, these members are to include representatives

of AFEC and the trade unions, and two prominent individuals chosen for

their knowledge of financial issues. Decisions of crb are made by m^ority

vote, with the Chairman having the deciding vote in case of a tie.

A two-person Secretariat of crb is provided by the Bank of FYance

According to Bank of France and cb officials, the Secretariat works closely

with the Banking Division of the Treasury, whose Director is president of
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Introdocdon

the comnuttee. The Bank of France also provides staff from its Credit

Institutions Directorate and from the General Secretariat of cb to assist

CRB when necessary.

CB Is Responsible for

Supervision

CB is a six-member independent committee, which has the responsibility

for supervising credit institutions in FYance. It is chaired by the Governor

of the Bank of France and its membership includes the Director of the

Treasury, who acts as its chairman, and four other members appointed by

the Minister of Economic Affairs for 6-year terms. These four members are

two seniorjudges and two members chosen for their expertise in banking

and financial matters. In case of a tie vote, the Chairman has the deciding

vote.

The Bank of France currently provides the staff and resources for the

General Secretariat of cb. An amendment to the 1984 Act also gives the

General Secretariat the authority to hire staff outside the Bank of France,

although this provision has not yet been used.

The General Secretariat of cs is divided mto two divisions (1) micro

supervision, responsible for permanent oversight of individual banks—but

not including examination—and (2) macro supervision, responsible for

legal affairs, intemational affairs. European affairs, banking analysis,

accounting and rep^fting, and information technology. These divisions

share approximately 230 staff who are located in Paris. In addition. CB is

assisted by 96 Bank of France inspection staff who conduct credit

institution inspections for ca.

The Bank of FYance The Bank of France is managed by a Governor, who is assisted by two

Deputy Governors. All three are appointed by a decree of the French

Cabinet for irrevocable 6-year terms, which may be renewed once. The

Bank's responsibilities include (1) issuing legal tender, (2) determining

and implementing monetary policy, (3) regulating the relationship between

the French fi'anc and foreign currencies, (4) ensuring the proper

functioning of the banking and payments systems. (5) keeping treasury

accounts and managing treasury bills and similar obligations, and

(6) monitoring the state of the economy and the health of business

enterprises.

In August 1993, in the Bank of France Act of 1993, the Bank of France was
given complete independence in determining and implementing monetary
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policy; and the terms of the Governor, Deputy Governors, and the

members of the Monetary Pohcy Council were made irrevocable. The
Bank of FYance is required, though, to carry out its duties "within the

framework of the government's overall economic policy" without this

requirement affecting its independence. In practice, the government can

communicate its point of view to the Monetary Policy Council through the

Prime Minister or the Minister of Economic Affairs, as both are entitled to

attend the Monetary Policy Council meetings but do not have voting

privileges. This facilitates direct disdogue between the government and the

monetary authority.

The Bank of France has two governing bodies—the Monetary Policy

Council and the General Council. The Monetary Policy Council was

created by the 1993 Bemk of France Act to formulate monetary policy,

which is then implemented by the Governor. The Council has nine

members: the Governor, who chairs the Council and who has the deciding

vote in case of ties; the two Deputy Governors; and six other members.

These members are appointed by a decree of the Cabinet from a list drawn

up by mutual consent or, failing that in equal parts by the President of the

Senate, the President of the National Assembly, and the President of the

Economic and Social Council The six appointed members have 9-year,

nonrenewable, irrevocable terms.

The General Council is responsible for administering the Bank of France

and meets approximately every 2 weeks. It is headed by the Governor and

comprises the members of the Monetary Policy Council and a

representative of the Bank of France staff. The General Council prepares

the Bank's estimated expenditures, draws up its annual accounts, and

proposes the distribution of profits and the amount of the Bank's dividend

to be paid to the government. A Censor, appointed by the Minister of

Economic Affairs, is to attend the meetings of the General Council and

may submit proposals for the consideration of the Council and may also

oppose decisions of the Council. Among other things, the presence of the

Censor allows the government to follow the Bank's budgetary process. In

practice, the General Council exercises little independent authority

vis-a-vis the Governor, according to Bank of France officials with whom
we spoke.

As noted above, the Bank of France was nationalized in 1946, and its stork

is held by the Treasury. It is required to pay annual dividends to the

Treasury, but these dividends vary from year to year, depending on the

Bank's profits, and are not based on any specific formula.
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The Bank of France performs its tasks through 9 directorates general and

its network of 21 1 branches. It had 15,065 "banking" staff as of

December 31, 1993, plus 1,997 staff employed in its bank note printing

department Fifty-seven percent of its banking staff were employed in the

Bank's branches. These branches are used for various activities including

note and coin circulation, studying and reporting on the local economy,

and meetings to solve over-indebtedness problems of individuals.

The Ministry of Economic
Affairs

The Ministry of Economic Affairs is considered to be the most powerful

government ministry, according to French officials with whom we spoke.

It is headed by the Minister of Economic Affairs, a political appointee, who
is part of the government's cabinet The Ministry has three main functions:

to (1) promote economic growth in France and formulate market

regulations; (2) observe the state of the French economy and forecast its

evolution; and (3) manage public fiiunces.

Within the Ministry, the Tr6sor, the Treasury, is the most important

department It is headed by the Director of the Treasury, who is a civil

servant not a political appointee. Within the Treasury, the Division of

Banking Regulation and National Banks is responsible for fulfilling the

Ministry's responsibilities with respect to bank regulation and supervision.

Because the Banking Division has a relatively small staff of 12, it relies on

other agencies to gather the data that it needs to conduct its work.

Objectives, Scope,

and Methodology

At the request of Congressman Charles E. Schumer, we examined various

aspects of the French bank regulatory and supervisory system.

Specifically, our objectives were to describe (1) the French bank

regulatory and supervisory structure and its key participants; (2) how that

structure functions, particularly with respect to baiUc authorization,

regulation, and supervision; (3) how banks are examined in France; and

(4) how the Central Bank handles other bank-related activities. We
completed similar studies on the bank regulatory and supervisory

structures in the Federal Republic of Germany'* and the United Kii\gdom'^

and are currently performii\g studies of the systems in Canada and Japan.

In preparing this report, we carried out interviews with senior officials

from CB, CRB, CEC, the Treasury, and the Bank of France. They also

provided us with various documents and statistics includii\g three volumes

"B«nk Itegulatory Spucnire: The Federal Republic of Gefmmy (GAO/GGD.04-134BR, May 9. 1994)

"Bank Regul«toty StrucPire: The United Kingdoin (GAO/GGD-9S-38. Dec 29. 1994)
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of statistics that b2tnks submit to CB; annual reports of the Bank of France,

CB, CEC and crb; and selected banking regulations.

In addition to our interviews with those responsible for bank regulation

and supervision, we met with senior representatives of the Association

Fran^aise des Banques, the French Bank Association (afb), and afec;

several senior executives at French banks; senior executives from external

auditing firms and from the Compagnie Nationale des Commissaires aux

Comptes (CNCC), the association representing accountants in France,

which is responsible for setting standards for annual audits of French

corporations, including banks; as well as several other individuals expert

on French bank regulation and supervision and the auditing of banks in

France.

Finally, we reviewed translations of the 1984 Act, the law that relates most

directly to bank regulation and supervision in France, and the Bank of

France Act of 1993. This review does not constitute a formal legal opinion

on the requirements of either law, however.

We conducted our review, which included three visits to France, firom

September 1994 through March 1995 in accordance with generally

accepted government auditing standards.

We gave senior officials of the Bank of France, the Ministry of Economic

Affairs, cb, afb, afec, and cncc a draft of this report for their informal

comments. They provided primarily technical comments that were

incorporated where appropriate.
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Chapter 2

Banking Law Divides Responsibilities for

Authorization, Regulation, and Supervision

Among Three Committees

Under the 1984 Act, the responsibility for bank authorization, regulation,

and supervision is divided among three committees—the Credit

Institutions Committee (cec) has responsibility for authorization, the Bank
Regulatory Committee (crb) for regulation, and the Banking Commission

(cb) for supervision. A fourth committee, the National Credit Council

(CNC), is purely advisory. While the overall division of responsibilities is

clearly defined under law, it is not as evident in the day-to-day operations

of the three committees. For instance, the Bank of France provides the

staff for all three committees to ensure both a common background and

the basis for cooperation among the staff and at least some Bank of

France influence over the committees' work. Furthermore, cb may
contribute to the work of the other two committees, if needed. Fiiully, the

chairmanships of the three committees and cnc are divided between the

Bank of France and the Ministry of Economic Affairs—the two most

influential participants in bank regulation and supervision—providing both

an incentive and an opportunity for cooperation and collaboration among
the chairmen and the committees.

Membership in

Supervisory and
Regulatory Structure

Designed to Be
Inclusive;

Enforcement Powers
Are Separated From
Other Responsibilities

Bank regulation and supervision were structured under the 1984 Act

specifically to accomplish several goals. These goals related both to the

composition of the separate committees and the division of

responsibilities among the committees.

Composition of

Committees Provides for

Shared Responsibility

Among Interested Parties

According to a senior Bank of France official, the decision to assign bank
regulation and supervision to separate committees was designed to ensure

that (1) all m^or parties who had an interest or stake in bank regulation

and supervision also had a part in it and (2) no individual or agency was
solely responsible for making decisions that could affect individual

institutions or the industry as a whole. Thus membership in the three

regulatory and supervisory committees includes the Bank of France, the

Ministry of Ek:onomic Affairs, representatives of the credit institution

industry, and various outside experts. This structure allows for decisions

to be based on a broad range of knowledge and experience and
acknowledges different points of view. It also takes into consideration the
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BanMns Law Divides ReapoulbUltle* for

Aothoriiadon, RefoUdon, and Sopervtaloi

Among Three Committeea

perceived imperative that both the central bank and the government be

involved in banlc regulation and supervision. The central bank is involved

because of its role in financial markets and in developing monetary policy,

and the government because of the nationalized sector of the banking

industry and the government's role as a potential financial resource if a

large bank were to fail.

Since the conunittees have distinct legal powers, they are able to behave

independently of the institutions their members represent and thus allow

the Ministry and the Bank of France to distance themselves from

committee decisions, to a certain degree, if they so desire. However, the

preparation for committee decisionmaking and the implementation of

these decisions is done by Bank of France personnel who staff all three

regulatory and supervisory committees. According to Bank of France

officials, this helps ensure that the Bank of France has all the information

it needs for the monetary policy and other work it does while also lending

a consistency to the decisionmaking process.

Functional Division of

Responsibilities Intended

to Reduce Concentration

of Power and Ensure
Independent
Decisionmaking

When the structure of regulation and supervision was being developed, it

was felt advisable to separate errforcement and supervisory

responsibilities from regulatory and licensing responsibilities. A seruor

Bank of France official likened this separation to that of separating the

judicial from the legislative authority. Such a split was intended to

(1) avoid giving too much authority to one entity, particularly since the

supervisor has very strong enforcement authority, and (2) ensure

independent decisionmaking so that conflicts between iiutial regulatory

decisions and future enforcement actions were less likely to arise. For

example, if omissions in the licensing process allowed an institution to get

into trouble, the supervisor might be less willing to take enforcement

actions against the institution for fear of having to acknowledge its own
regulatory mistakes.

While the separation of enforcement and other regulatory actions only

necessitated two committees, the regulatory functions were split into two

committees, for a total of three, to allow the Bank of France and the

Ministry of Economic Affairs to each chair one of the two committees.

CEC Authorizes

Banks

CEC is responsible for authorizing and licensing credit institutions to

undertake bar\king operations. Thus, any bank or credit institution must

receive permission from cec to operate. It also may withdraw
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authorizations and must approve any significant changes to a credit

institution's structure or ownership. For example, it must approve any

changes in controlling ownership interest and the crossing of ownership

thresholds—purchases of shares that increase ownership to 10, 20, or

33.3 percent It must also be kept informed of any management changes

and may disapprove such changes. In addition, it must approve

modifications to the institution's legal form, business name, location of

head office, scope of activities, and branch networks within the European

Utuon (eu). FiruJly, CEC may grant exemptions provided for in law and

regulations to individual institutions.

In authorizing a bank, cec is to assess several criteria. Rrst, it mustjudge

whether an institution qualifies for a banking license or whether its license

should be limited to that of another type of credit institution. This is a very

important part of CEC's work, since a banking license carries more prestige

than a license for a more specialized institution and, consequently, many
institutioris that do not intend to take deposits and grant loans—one of the

principal requisites of a banking license—apply for a banking license. In

addition, ccc must ensure that the applying itfstitution meets the minimum
required capital standard. Particulariy in the case of bar\ks, cec usually

requires start-up capital higher than the minimum requirement because

new credit institutions generally lose money in their first year of

operation, according to Bank of France officials, and cec is responsible for

ensuring that minimum capital standards are still being met at the end of

the first year of business. According to Bank of France officials with

whom we spoke, cec also checks that at least two individuals are

responsible for "Ihe effective direction" of the institution, and that they

have "^e necessary integrity and adequate experience for their duties."

CEC must also assess the institution's business program, its technical and

financial resources, and the suitability of the individuals investing capital

in the institutions and their guarantors, where applicable. If cec decides

that the main shareholder of a proposed bank is not satisfactory, either in

terms of experience or financial resources, its policy is to ask that the

bank obtain a shareholder who is among the world's 500 largest banking

institutions and operates in France. The bank shareholder must have a

seat on the applicant bank's board and must participate actively in the

management of the bank. This is intended to ensure that the applicant

bartk benefits from the shareholder bank's experience in the French

market as well as &t>m its financial resources, if necessary, cec requests to

banks that they obtain French bank shareholders ju« made quite

fi?equently, according to Bank of France officials, particularly when the
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applicant bank is not among the world's largest 500 banks. When a bank

does not have a controlling shareholder, the larger shareholders must sign

a written agreement that guarantees their cohesion and their actions

should additional financial resources be necessary for the bank. In 1993,

CEC authorized 53 new credit institutions.

In 1993, CEC reviewed approximately 600 total applications, about

one-quarter of which concerned credit institutions surrendering their

authorizations. A growing proportion of the other applications was made
under the provisions of the Second European Banking Coordination

Directive dealing with the freedom of Eu member banks to provide

services anywhere in the EU. In 1993 and 1994, cec received a total of 22

£ipplications from French credit institutions to open branches in Er

countries. Such applications must be approved by cec before the FYench

institution may open the branch. By eu agreement, once the home country

authority

—

cec in this case—gives its approval, the host country in which

the French bank is expanding has no authority to disapprove the

establishment of the branch. In the same time period, cec also received

149 declarations from French credit institutions that intended to provide

cross-border services in other EU countries. The provision of cross-border

services does not require CEC approval, although cec sometimes deems
that the services bemg proposed require a branch, in which case it will

request that the bank proposing those services apply to establish a branch.

Finally in 1993 and 1994, cec received 64 notifications from non-French El'

banks that they wanted to provide cross-border services in France, and 17

notifications from eu banks that they had received permission from theu-

home country authorities to establish branches in France.'

cec meets approximately once a month but can be caUed into session

more often when necessary. Meetings of cec are generally divided into

sessions, each of which is devoted to a specific category of credit

institution as represented by the professional associations—of which there

are four—-or their central orgaiuzations—of which there are six^—plus a

session for interbaiUc brokers, which are also licensed and authorized by

'Although cec has no authonty to disapprove such enay, it has, in one or two cases, written to the

home supervisor and the notifying banlc to request that the banit open a branch instead of merely

providing crt>ss-bortler services, to which the tnsatuQons have agreed.

^Central organizations are credit mstitubons m their own nght, but are also responsible, under law, for

"ensuring the cohesion within their network and the smooth hincDomng of their member insutuuons.

To this end, they shall taite ail necessary measures, in particular to safeguard the liquidity and solvency

of each of these institutions and of the networit as a whole. " These measures include taking

disciplinary actions and inspectmg the insutuDons that are their members. All files that are sent to

CEC by the central organizaoons members are first sent through the central organizaaon, which can

decide whether to forward these files on to CEC.
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CEC and supervised by cb.^ With the exception of interbank brokers, each

session includes a voting representative of the category of institution being

discussed, either a member of the institution's association or its central

organization. As a result, cec decisions are generally voted on by seven

individuals.

CEC meetings are chaired by the Governor of the Bank of France or his

representative—usually the Vice-Govemor. We were told that the meetings

usually begin with the committee staff presenting the cases to be

discussed. After the case presentations, the committee members discuss

the issues and vote. The Chairman of the committee does not significantly

influence the outcome of the discussions, and unless there is a tie vote, in

which case his vote counts double, his vote is no more significant than

those of the other five members. However, because cec staff are all from

the Bank of France, and because they present the issues for discussion,

prepare the files upon which committee members rely for ii^formation and

propose specific actions, the Bank of France position on the cases

presented does carry significant weight. Nevertheless, the committee

sometimes votes contrary to the course of action proposed by the staff,

albeit infrequently, according to Bank of France ofBcials with whom we
spoke.

The Minister of Ek:onomic Affairs—or his representative—eryoys a unique

right not given to the other committee members, namely to ask for

acyoumment of the committee. He generally uses this privilege to obtain

more information on a case before voting on the issue. For example, since

the Minister has a specific responsibility toward the provision of social

housing, which is partially financed by the state, he may require additional

information if a case involves a credit institution that provides credit for

public housing.

CRB Proposes Bank
Regulations

In France, the National Assembly has the authority over all laws and legal

provisions. It may, however, delegate the authority over some types of

legal provisions, such as regulations, to other ofBcial bodies.

Consequently, the Banking Act of 1984 gave crb the responsibility to

develop the regulations applicable to credit institutions. This delegation of

authority is quite significant since in France most legal actions concerning

credit institutions are taken through regulations, not through law, as is the

case in some countries such as Germany.

Imeibank broteeri are leapunaiUe for bringing individual banks together for financial deals, such ss

In^eitMnk lending, chit involve just banks
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The areas in which irb may propose regulations include (1) minimum
capital levels; (2) prudential standards, such as minimum solvency and
liquidity requirements; (3) the conditions under which individuals may
own voting powers in a credit institution; (4) the opening of branches;

(5) bank equity participations in other companies; (6) transaction

requirements, such as interest rates on deposits and rules on information

provided to borrowers; (7) the disclosure of accounting documents and

information; and (8) management standards, particularly with respect to

safeguarding institutional liquidity, solvency, and stability.^ All m<yor

prudential rules—such as regulations with respect to solvency, liquidity,

and financial structure requirements—must be observed by all categories

of credit institutions. However, crb may differentiate among types of

credit institutions.

Although CRB has a broad scope, more and more regulations are being

determined at the international level through the eu. In such cases, the

responsibilities of ore are reduced to transposing international decisions

into French law. Rules that are still determined primarily at the national

level include those established to protect consumers as well as prudential

norms that have not yet been harmonized within the framework of the Ef.

Regulations are usually proposed and initially developed by the Credit

Institutions Directorate of the Bank of France, acting in its capacity as crb

Secretariat, or in prudential supervision matters by the CB Secretariat,

according to Bank of France and cb officials. Regardless of who initially

drafts and is responsible for the technical work on a regulation, the

Ministry of Economic Affairs and the Bank of France aie in close contact

before a regulation is proposed and are almost always in agreement on a

text before it is sent forward to crb, according to Bank of France staff. The
process for obtaining agreement between the Treasury and the Bank of

France is not always an easy one, however, according to crb and cb staff,

primarily because of differences in points of view.

The other committee members are also consulted before any measure is

brought to CRB for its approval because, according to Treasury staff, it is

not sufficient to have Ministry and Bank of France approval to get a

regulation through crb. The other committee members must agree with

any proposal since they have four of six votes. Finally, crb and other

agency staff involved in the drafting process have created working groups

as well as an informal consultative process involving the banking

•While CRB used to have resDonsibility over detenmmng compulsory banit reserves, thai responsibililv

has been transferreo to the Monetary Policy Council of the Bank of France-
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community, the associations that represent banks, and other interested

parties such as accounting and law firms. This consultative process

between the bank regulators and the industry is viewed by the Association

of French Credit Institutions (afec) and afb as one of their primary

responsibilities and helps promote cooperation between the regulators

and the regulated. However, extensive corisultations do not always mean
that there is full agreement on proposed regulations by the regulated or

other interested parties.

As a result of the external and internal consultative process, agreement on
proposed regulations is usually unanimous among the six crb members,
according to crb and Treasury staff. Nevertheless, there are occasions

when there are serious discussions among the members of crb,

particuliirly between the Treasury and the Bank of France. Amendments
are sometimes made to a proposed regulation as it is being considered by

CRB—word changes to address legal uncertainties, for example—but if a

regulation is formally proposed to the comnuttee, it generally is passed.

All regulations proposed by crb must be stamped and signed into force by

the Minister of Economic Affairs, not as Chairman of the crb, but by virtue

of his position as Minister of Economic Affairs. Thus, the Minister has veto

power over any regulations proposed through crb. As of March 1, 1995, no
regulation had ever been vetoed, in part because discussion and
consultation involved in preparing a regulation includes the Ministry, Jind

also because the Minister, as Chairman of the crb, would not present a

regulation for crb approval if he did not agree with it, according to

Treasury officials.

While CB has no formal role in approving regulations, it does have the

responsibility of making sure that they are implemented. As p£ut of this

duty, it will issue clarifications and further details on specific regulations

that, according to CB officials, credit institutions would regard as seriously

as a regulation—even though these clarifications do not have the force of

law. Such clarifications are generally of a relatively minor nature,

however, since the responsibility for the interpretation of law lies with crb

and the Minister, according to Bank of France officials with whom we
spoke.

There is another agency m France that contributes to the drafting and
clarification of bjuilong regulaaons that specifically address accountmg
issues. This agency, the Conseil Nationjil de la Comptabilit^, is an advisory

committee attached and reporting to the Ministry of Economic Affairs. Its
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membership of approximately 100 is made up of representatives of the

accounting profession, private industry, and government agencies. Its

purpose with respect to bank accounting regulations is twofold. First, it is

to comment on proposed regulations when asked for its opinion by crb.

Second, and perhaps more significantly, it is to publish its opinion on how
accounting standards should be implemented. These opinions are

generally used as precedents by courts of law and cncc, the accounting

profession's association, recommends that its members apply cnc opinioii;>

when auditing banks as well as other organizations, cnc has no authority,

however, over the way in which auditors conduct their financial audits.

This authority rests with cncc (see ch. 3).

Supervision Is the

Responsibility of CB

The primary responsibility for ensuring that deposits in credit institutions

are safeguarded—one of the goals of the 1984 Act—lies with cb. cb thus

has responsibility over the supervision of all credit institutions authorized

imder the 1984 Act It is the duty of cb to ensure that credit institutions

observe legal and regulatory requirements, as well as the industry's rules

of good conduct;^ to ensure that the rules of sound banking practice are

observed; and to monitor the financial soundness of credit institutions. If

CB observes regulatory breaches or financial irregularities in a credit

institution, it is responsible for takiixg enforcement actions to resolve any

problems.

CB's Supervisory

Philosophy Focuses on
Concentration Risk and
Maintaining Adequate
Internal Controls

According to cb, its experience has proven that "failures of credit

institutions are always attributable to overconcentration of risks, notably

credit or liquidity risks." Historically, French banks have often become
specialized in specific industries—leading to concentration problems. In

addition, French companies tend to rely on only one nuuor bank for all

banking services, again leading to concentrations. Many of cb's efforts are

therefore focused on examining the concentration of a bank's loan

portfolio and other businesses.

In turn, according to cb, concentration risks "can only arise as a result of

shortcomings in the system of internal controls." cb, therefore, places a

significant amount of emphasis on a bank's internal control systems,

which establish a set of procedures designed to guarantee the quality of

the information provided to bank management, shareholders, supervisors

and other interested parties. It also attaches importance to a bank's

H^B haa not speoAcally delineated the tnduatiy's rules of good conduct, but they are often based c

caae-law detennmanons of best practices
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internal control department, which is responsible for verifying the

effectiveness and coherence of these internal control systems. All banks
are required to have both.

To help ensure that banks are implementing internal controls properly, cb

proposed a regulation approved by orb and the Minister of Economic
Affairs in 1990 that specifies certain requirements for internal audit

systems, cb officials have described this regulation as one of the most
important that it enforces. The regulation requires that bank internal audit

systems must be able to ensure an adequate audit trail with respect to

information that is contained in published accounts. This audit trail must
make it possible to (1) reconstruct operations in a chronological order,

(2) support all information with original documents, and (3) account for

the movement in balances from one statement to the next. Institutions are

also required, at least once a year, to provide cb with a report on how
internal auditing is carried out Furthermore, the decisionmalang body of

the institution is required to review the activities and results of the internal

audit at least once a year. According to CB, it is "determined to take a strict

line with regard to internal controls" and will assess the competence,

independence, and results of the internal control departments.

In doing its work, cb maintains that it "must refrain from interfering in the

management of credit institutions.'' It emphasizes that it is not its role to

substitute for credit institution managers, and that cb's task "in no way
detracts from the obligations and responsibilities incumbent upon" those

managers. For example, cb does not set derivatives limits for banks;

instead, banks are required to set individual derivative risk limits about

which they must report to cb.

All Enforcement Actions

Are Taken by CB
CB is solely responsible for taking enforcement actions against credit

institutions when they are "in breach of the rules of sound banking

practice" or when they have "contravened a law or regulation" relating to

their business. The 1984 Act gives CB a wide range of enforcement powers,

ranging from warnings to disciplinary actions culminating in the

withdrawal of an institution's authorization. Because CB has the ability to

take very strong enforcement actions—including replacing bank
management or withdrawing a bank's authorization—credit institutions

fully understand that if they do not comply with less forceful actions, such
as warnings, they will be subject to stronger actions that will follow. As a
result, CB does not have to resort to forceful actions frequently since
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warnings—both official and unofficial—and ii\junctions are generally

respected by baiiks.

Official warnings have been issued at the rate of about 50 a year and are

meant to formally bring a CB concern to an institution's attention without

penalizing the institution, and they usually follow at least one, often more,

unofficial warnings, according to CB staff. If, for example, an institution is

contravening sound banking practices, cb may, after giving management
an opportunity to explain the situation, issue an official warning. It can

request an institution to increase its provisiotiing against doubtful loans or

to match its funds more closely to lending, cb may also issue a warning if it

finds a breach of the industry's rules of good conduct, something which it

has done only once in the last 3 years,^ although it has issued more

unofficial warnings. If an unofficial or official warning is heeded, no

fiuther action is taken or sanction imposed by cb.

If a warning is not heeded, cb can eivjoin an institution to take all

necessary measures to resolve financial or management problems by a

specific deadline. According to CB, this type of ii\)unction is used quite

fi^quently. In the last 3 years, CB has issued 63 iryunctions that ordered

iivstitutions to (1) transmit periodic documents to CB on time, provide

more information on share ownership, strengthen their financial structtire,

and ap|K>int a second responsible manager, as required under law;

(2) institute efficient internal control systems; (3) comply with the rules on

risk distribution; (4) provision adequately for losses; (5) amend
management methods; and (6) strengthen liquidity ratios.

nnally, CB may sanction an institution when it has disregarded an

ii\junction or warning, or has contravened a law or regulation. Sanctions,

which are categorized as disciplinary procedures, range in severity and

include (1) cautions, (2) reprimands, (3) prohibitions or limits on the

conduct of certain operations, (4) temporary suspensions or permanent

dismissal of senior bank management, and (5) the withdrawal of an

institution's authorization. In addition, cb has the power to impose fines.

In the past 3 years, cb has appointed acting managers 23 times and has

initiated disciplinary proceedings 36 times. Reasons for taking such

actions have included, among othsrs, breaches of capital, solvency, and

liquidity requirements; supplying n\isleadii\g information to cb; breaches of

risk distribution and exchange rate rules; and inadequate internal controls.

*In this CMC, CB issued s wanung to t mutusl bank that was offering cndit to customera at inflated

pnces because of its influenaal position with thcae cuatocnera.
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Eight of the 26 disciplinary proceedings initiated in 1992 and 1993 have
ultimately resulted in the revocation of an institution's authorization.

Recommendations to take enforcement actions against individual

ir^titutions are made by the staff of cb but must be approved by the

six-member Commission. In 1993, cb met 9 times and issued 19

ii\junctions, appointed an acting manager 7 times, instituted 17 disciplinary

proceedings, and withdrew authorizations 7 times. While cb would
normally issue warnings to a bank before it takes more formal

enforcement action, in an emergency it can act very quickly and require a

bank to close operations immediately, according to cb staff. When taking

an enforcement action, cb acts as an administrative court, and all

enforcement actions must be agreed to unanimously by cb's members.
This may delay action to some extent until all cb's members are present to

vote.

Enforcement actions are generally not made public at the time they are

taken. Nevertheless, once a situation is resolved, cb's policy is to publish

the m^or actions taken and their outcomes in its annual report.

The Chairman of cb—the Governor of the Bank of FYance—plays an
important role in the decisionmaking of cb, even though the committee is

deemed collegia! by Bank of France and cb staff. Nevertheless, if the

Treasury strongly supports or opposes a particular action, then it is

difficult to contradict the Treasiuy, particularly because such situations

happen very infrequently, according to CB staff.

The Bank of France is also afforded another significant opporturuty to

influence the decisions of cb members through its staff who present the

cases and proposed solutions to CB. Although cb generally follows the

recommendations of the staff, we were told that concerns about perceived

legal problems with staff proposals are not infrequenL

According to cb staff, they always discuss every important decision with

the Governor before any meeting so that the Governor is prepared to

argue the proposed solutions. On very important decisions, the staff also

discusses the case with the Treasury before cb meetings.

CEC and CB Share
Authority to Revoke
Authorization

An institution's authorization may be withdrawn either by cec or cb. If an

institution ceases operation voluntarily it can petition CEC to withdraw its

authonzauon. In the 5-year period from 1988 through 1993, CEc withdrew
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207 authorizations for institutions that ceased to operate. If, however, an

institution's authorization is withdrawn due to financial difficulties or

other supervisory problems, cb is responsible for taking such action.

When it becomes clear to cu that an institution can no longer be rescued, it

must initiate disciplinary proceedings agait\st the institution and appoint

an acting manager. According to cb staff, this is a difficult decision to

make because it must not be taken too early, if there is still a chance for

the institution's survival, or too late because of the increasing cost over

time of resolving an eventual failure. Usually when a problem situation

develops, CB and the involved institution develop a solution to the problem

in which the bank will slowly self-liquidate. This obviates the need for a

liquidator and generally ensures that depositors' funds are not endangered

and that the deposit protection mechanism need not be activated.

Since afb—the French bank association—member banks are responsible

for protecting depositors when a bank fails, as described further in

chapter 4. af^ has an interest in how failing banks are resolved.

Nevertheless, there is no legal requirement for cb to involve afb in the

failure resolution process, and CB staff stated that afb's role in failure

resolution is very limited. Sometimes, however, afb has been informally

involved in determining potential solutions as was the case in 1992 when a

small bank suddenly got into trouble and was eventually acquired by

another bank, which had acted as the failing bank's administrator. In this

case, AFB worked with the acquiring bank and used the deposit protection

structure to finance part of the acquisition.

CB may appoint a liquidator when a bank's authorization has been

withdrawn and has done so 1 1 times m the last 2 year3 in cases when it has

not been able to reach an agreement to allow the bank to self-liquidate.

CEC, CRB, and CB
Are Politically

Independent

CEC, CRB, and cb are all established as politically independent committees.

They do not report to Parliament or to the President of France. Their

independence notwithstanding, we were told by Bank of France staff who
work with the committees that there has not been a case when the

govenunent has disagreed with actions taken by them.

Decisions taken by CEC and cb may be appealed before the highest

administrative court in France, the Conseil d'Etat We were told that such

appeals have been infrequent, occurring approximately once or twice a

year. While cec had always won any appeals, as of May 1, 1995, cb has lost
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a few cases. However, its staff do not believe that these legal setbacks or

the possibility of an appeal have affected their ability to get credit

institutions to lake corrective actions.

CNC Is an Advisory
Committee

CNC is described by the 1984 Act as an advisory committee to be consulted

on monetary policy and credit policy. Its mandate includes studying the

banking and financial system, particularly with respect to customer

relations. It may issue opinions in these areas and set up working groups

to conduct research. It may also be asked to give its opinion on bills and
draft decrees within its area of responsibility.

The 1984 Act also established a new committee that reports to cnc called

the Comite Consultatif (Advisory Committee). The Advisory Conunittee is

mandated to study the relations of credit institutions with their customers

and to suggest reconunendations in this area. The committee is composed
predominantly of representatives of credit institutions and representatives

of their customers.

The Day-to-Day
Division of

Supervisory and
Regulatory

Responsibilities Is Not
Clear-Cut

While the division of responsibilities among CEC, crb, and cb is clearly

defined under law, the execution of these responsibilities by the three

committees and their staffs on a day-to-day basis is more flexible. There

are a number of factors that contribute to this flexibility. First, by law, the

Bank of FYance provides the staff of CEC, crb, and cb. Being Bank of

FYance employees, the staff may rotate back to the Bank of FVance or

among the regulatory and supervisory committees. Consequently, the

staffs of the committees are more likely to work together when necessary

since they are all part of the same organization.

Second, CB staff are often called upon to assist the other two committees

in preparing some of their work in prudential supervision matters. Thus,

for example, cb does the technical work on many of the bank regulations

considered by crb.

Finally, the individuals mvolved in bemk regulation and supervision often

have similar backgrounds and have studied together, according to Bank of

France staff They tend to replace each other as they move from one job to

another within the group. Furthermore, they are often in work groups and
committees together. Both formally and informally there is a continual

mierchange of ideas among the committees and their staffs, and decisions

are made on the basis of continuous discussions and give-and-take among
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the players. As a result, both in terms of staffing and decisioniuakiiig, the

system is not as disaggregated as it may look on paper.

The Bank of France
and the Ministry of

Economic Affairs

Have the Most
Institutional Influence

Over Supervision and
Regulation

Institutionally, the Bank of France and the Ministry of Economic Affairs

clearly have the most influence in the supervision and regulation of credit

institutions. They spht the chairmanships of the three regulatory and

supervisory committees and cnc and are members of the committees they

do not chair. The Governor of the Bank of FVance chairs cec and rii. and

the Minister of Economic Affairs chairs trb and cnc.

The decisionmaking on the committees has been described as collegial by

Bank of France and cb staff. However, they also suggested that there is

some rivalry between the Bank of France and the Miiustry, and

disagreements between the two do occur—both between their staffs and

within the committees. If either the Governor or Miruster, as chairman of a

committee, strongly disagrees with the direction in which a meeting is

moving, he may adjourn the meeting. A chairmztn may also deflect

opposition by other committee members through his power over the

committee's agenda.

In their roles as chairmen, they are sometimes identified with the work

that is bemg done by their cotrunittees. For example, in several of our

discussions with bar\ks or their associations, the Bank of France was often

mentioned as the authorizing agency, not cec. In other cases, banks

identified their supervisor as the Bank of France, not cs. The fi-equency of

these portrayals may reflect the fact that the committees are chaired by

the Governor of the Bank of France as well as the fact that the staff of the

committees are Bank of France employees.

The Ministry of Economic Affairs has significant li\fluence (1) through its

powerfiil position in the government's cabinet; (2) because it appoints the

other members of cec, ckb, and cb, and is a member of all committees it

does not chair; (3) because the Minister must sign any credit institution

regulation before it may take effect; and (4) because it is the nuyor

stockholder in nationalized banks, which include the largest bank in

France, Credit Lyonnais. The extent of financial support the govenunent is

in the process of providing Credit Lyonnais accentuates the role of the

government in the banking industry and the effect its ownership could

have on competition in the banlang mdustry. To date, CrMit Lyonn£us, the

country's largest bank, remains the only large nationalized bank, although

there is a handful of smaller nationalized banks. There are plans that these
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remaining nationalized banks be privatized within the next five years since

both the Socialist and Conservative parties now agree that having

nationalized banks conflicts with the premise of a free market that is one
of the cornerstones of the Er. For example. Credit Lyonnais, which lost

Fr.fr. 6.9 billion in 1993, principally as a result of poor commercial and real

estate investments, benefited from a Fr.fr. 4.9 billion bailout in July 1994.

raising questions about the role the government plays as the owner of the

largest French bank and the effect that has on competition in the French

banking industry.'

In addition to the influence the Bank of Frsmce obtains through its

chairmanship of CEC and, in particular, of cb, which is the largest and
arguably the most important of the three regulatory and supervisory

committees, the influence of the Bank of France stems most directly from

(1) the fact that it staffs all three committees. (2) its power to require

credit it^titutions to contribute funds in a crisis to "ensure the smooth
functioning of the banking system and safeguard the reputation of the

financial center" whenever it deems such assistance is necessary, and

(3) its importance in and influence over French financial markets. (See ch.

4 for a discussion of the crisis resolution powers of the Bank of France.)

While both the Minister of Economic Affairs and the Governor of the Bank
of France have a significant influence on the regulation and supervision of

credit institutions, it is the Governor—both as Governor and as Chairman
of CB—who IS considered by bsmks to be the more influential player on a

day-to-day basis and is considered to have a greater knowledge of the

banking industry, according to banking and Bank of France officials vtrith

whom we spoke. For example, whenever a serious problem or question

arises, we were told that a baivk chairman would be likely to call the

Governor of the Bank of France—not necessarily because of his position

as the Chairman of CB, but because of his position as Governor.

Furthermore, we were also told that the participants in France's banking
system know that the Bank of France staffs the regulatory and supervisory

committees and understand the influence that conveys. Finally, we were
told that in the eyes of the public, the Bank of France and CB, not the

Minister of Economic Affairs, are held responsible if there are bank
problems, unless the bank in question is nationalized, in which case the

Treasury, as the representative of the state, would be held equally

responsible.

'Further losses of Fr.fr. 12 billion in 1994. and a second government rescue plan involvrng a
government guarantee of some of Credit Lyonnais' debts, raised additional complaints by two large

French banks that the proposed aid package strengthened the position of Credit Lyonnais compared
with other banks m a way capable of distorting competition.
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The Banking Commission (cb) obtains information necessary to enforce

compliance with regulations and assess the financial condition of credit

institutions through a combination of permanent oversight and inspection

visits conducted by separate sections within cb and the Bank of France.

These two sections—microsupervision within cb and inspection wltliin thf

Bank of France—must coordinate closely to ensure the exchange of

ii\formation relevant to the performance of cb duties.

Permanent Oversight

Provides Basis for

Bank Supervision

Information gathered and analyzed by the microsupervision section of cu

in the performance of permanent oversight includes periodic reports filed

by the institutions, discussions with their managers, and information

provided by external auditors and other market sources.

CB Relies Primarily on
Information Filed by Banks

In order to fulfill its supervisory responsibilities. c;b receives regular

information filed electronically with cb by all credit institutions, according

to CB officials with whom we spoke. Banks must file most of these reports

quarterly, with the exception of larger banks who are required to file

monthly, but some reports are filed semiannually or annually.

CB is responsible for determining the content and frequency of any reports

that must be filed by banks. In 1993, cb implemented a new reporting

system for credit institutions called Base de Donnees des Agents

Financiers (baft), the data base of financial agents. The new data base

serves the purpose of collecting and analyzing information for prudential,

monetary, and balance of payments purposes and is intended to provide

an early warning of potential problems in individual banks or in the

banking industry as a whole, baf; includes several hundred pages of

information on institutions' balance sheets, profit and loss statements,

solvency, liquidity, concentration risk, large exposures, exchange rate

positions, and other areas. Appendixes to bafi include information on risks

associated with activities such as market making, trading, and derivatives.

cb spent several years developing and implementing bah and intends to

place a significant amount of emphasis on the information obtained

through it. It relies on this information not just to assess a bank's current

financial status but also to monitor bank risk-taking, to determine whether

a bank is entering new business areas, to follow up on banks' actions in

response to CB warnings or enforcement actions, and to assess whether a

bank should have an inspection scheduled. Through bafi, cb can check

banks' controls on concentration and exposure and assess the likelihood

of future risks. It can conduct peer group comparisons, analyze individual
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banks' break-even points, and forecast trends in the industry. If a bank is

in good financial condition and has not expanded its risk-taking or entered

into new activities, bafi will be the primary source of information for cb.

Approximately half of its staff—about 100 individuals—are devoted to the

permanent microsupervision of credit institutions, which focuses on
analyzing bafi data.' About 10 to 12 individuals in this group are involved

in the nucrosupervision of the 10 largest banks in France.

All BAFI data are filed with CB, and any statistics useful to develop

monetary policy, as well as aggregate data on the banking industry, are

forwarded to the Bank of France after they have been processed by cb

staff, according to cb officials with whom we spoke. Banks are also

required to separately report some information directly to the Bank of

France, which CB may access. Information is to be submitted to the Bsmk
of France on (1) material credits outstanding to compaiues, (2) current

balance sheets of companies, (3) dishonored checks, and (4) repayment
problems on loans to private individuals. Banks may access this data base

for a fee jind obtain iirformadon, for example, on their percentage of the

total matenal loai^ outstanding to specific companies.

In addition to bafi information, banks are required to file with cb quarterly

reports on loans to any one company or group of companies that exceed
15 percent of capital, quarterly reports on bank policies with respect to

denveitives limits and how their derivatives activities compare to those

limits, monthly foreign exchange position reports, monthly liquidity

reports, monthly bedance sheet reports, and annual reports on
nonperforming loans.^

CB is moving toward a system—planned for completion by mid- 1996—that

should be able to analyze all of the quantitative and qualitative information

on credit institutions available to cb—including information collected

through on-site inspections—to conduct analyses of bank client activities,

market activities, service operations, compliance with prudential

regulations, and statistical analyses. The system is mtended to allow for an
analysis of a bank's activities, risks, and profitability in greater detail than

is now possible as well as for comparisons with a bank's peer group.

'The microsupervision stall are usually not involved in bank inspecDons. which are normally earned
out by the Bank of Prance for CB. as discussed later in this chapter

^Lar^er instituuons submit reports on a monthly basis; medium and small institutions submit them
quarterly.
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Institution specific information collected by cb through bah and other

reports is not automatically shared with the Bank of France, even though

CB staff are Bank of France employees. As part of the agreement to give

the Bank of France independence in 1993, cb was oSicially separated from

the Bank of France—it is now independent—and information does not

automatically flow between them. Nevertheless, information on individual

banks may be requested by the Bank of France, or any other member of

CB, if there is a specific need—in the event of a financial crisis, for

example. Furthermore, since the Bank of France chairs cb, it is regularly

informed of any problems in the banking industry and, therefore, is aware

of situations that it might be asked to resolve.

Meetings With Baiiks Also
Provide CB With

Information

If CB has any concerns or questions about a bank's operations based on

periodic filings by banks or other information it has received, cb has the

authority to request and receive fix>m banks any "information, clarification

or proof necessary to the exercise of its functions." CB officials told us thai

CB often obtains such information or clarification through discussions with

bank management. For example, the bank's accounts may be sent to CB

and discussed with cb staff before they are released in June and

December, if cb requests that information. If there appear to be any

problems, the discussions are moved up to higher levels of cb staff. In

April, cb is to receive a list of all the nonperforming loans at all the banks

and information detailing how the banks have provisioned against these

loans. This information is intended to allow cb to compare levels of

provisioning at banks and then to recommend increases when banks fall

below the normal level The same is true for country risk provisioning. If a

bank disagrees with cb's assessment, then discussions are held between

the bank and cb to clarify the bank's position.

According to cb staff, cb has numerous meetings with banks. There is no

formal schedule for such meetings; instead, they are set up whenever there

is a need, cb staff at different levels meet with banks every day and have

numerous contacts by telephone and by fax. The level of the individual

involved in the discussions depends on the issue being discussed. If a

concern about a bank is being discussed, they said it will involve

higher-level individuals—the General Manager or President of the

bank—than if there is a question on appropriate accounting methods. In

addition to bank specific questions, there are also many contacts between

banks and ca on more general industry-related topics such as real estate

problems.
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Finally, cb addresses numerous issues in correspondence. It sends and
receives about 40,000 pieces of correspondence a year. DAKi-related

questions are frequently asked and responded to in this fashion, for

example. Technical questions about asset weighting for capital adequacy
purposes or loan provisioning, for instance, are also generally the subject

of correspondence between a credit institution and CD.

Market Information

Deemed of High
Importance by CB Staff

Informal discussions with banks and other market sources sometimes
provide CB with its first warning of potential problems in an institution and
are consequently considered extremely important by cb staff. Such
information may come through an informal notification that a market
participant has stopped dealing with a particular bank because of

perceived problems, for example, or that an institution's method of

operating in a specific business area differs significantly from that of its

peers.

On-Site Inspections

Also Provide
Information

Permanent oversight of credit institutions is supplemented with full-scope,*'

as well as more limited, on-site inspections—or examinations. These
inspections, which are to cover all elements of an institution's activities,

are done for cb by Bank of France inspectors. Inspection follow-up, on the

other hand, is the responsibility of cb, and CB may differ with bank
inspectors on the supervisory conclusions to be drawn fi-om an inspection.

Bank of France Inspectors

Examine Banks for CB
According to Bank of France and CB officials, all credit institution

inspections are led by high-level staff (inspectors), with at least 10 years of

on-site inspection experience, of the inspection division of the Bank of

France. They are assisted by a team of lower-level staff. Although the

inspectors conduct inspections on behalf of cb, the inspection division

reports directly to the Governor of the Bank of France.

After the inspection is conducted, we were told that the inspectors write

an inspection report, which is provided to the bank and cb, and brief cb on
their findings and conclusions, cb then writes a follow-up letter to the

bank notifying the bank of the actions it must take to resolve any problems
found during the inspection. It is this cb letter, not the inspection report,

that is binding on the bank. If the bank does not follow cb

recommendations, it would be subject to enforcement actions: however.

''Full'^cope examinations include examining bank asset quality, assessing banks' systems and inter

controls, judging capital adequacy and reserves, and assessing compliance with laws and regulauo
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no action would be taken if the bank disregarded a problem addressed in

an inspection report that was not addressed in CB's letter.

When opinions differ on the content of the cb follow-up letter to the bank,

Bank of Prance and cb officials said that cb and the inspectors generally

try to harmonize their views, primarily because they do not want to send

the credit institution mixed signals. However, if they are not able to agree.

CB sends the bank a foUow-up letter that, on certain points, may not

coincide with the inspection report, and both the inspector and cb will

take responsibility for not coming to agreement.

Although the inspection division is separate from cb, officials told us there

is a significant exchange of information between the two. There are

monthly meetings between the inspectors and the General Secretariat of

CB assisted, as necessary, by cb experts; and the inspectors are to receive

all of the bafi reports. Furthermore, ii\spectors are to meet with cb staff

before inspections and, after their inspection, when on an as-needed basis,

they explain their major findings or especially complex points to cb

experts. Finally, if the inspectors find any serious problems during their

inspections, they are to report to the top management of cb immediately.

Nonbank credit institutions that belong to central organizations are to be

inspected by those organizations. For example, a savings bank would be

inspected by the central savings bank—the Centre National des Caisses

d'Epargne et de Pr^voyance. The inspections are to be conducted by the

central organization's staff and their inspection reports are sent to cb. If cb

believes that a further inspection is necessary—based on the inspection

reports from the central organizations or for any other reason—then a

Bank of France inspection team is to conduct a further inspection.

In 1994, the Bank of France conducted 173 inspections for cb, including

117 fiiU-scope reviews of credit institutions and 55 examinations of

specific problems or thematic subjects. This frequency is considered to be

insufficient by the Bank of France and cb. and the Bank of France is

currently planning to increase its inspectorate staff by 30, from 95

inspection staff in December 1994, to 125 in 1995. This increase in staff is

intended to reduce the average inspection rate to every 4 years, with

problem banks being inspected much more fi-equently.

When necessary, the BaiUc of France may call on other members of the

Inspection Division, who normally work on internal audits of the Bank of

FYance and its branches, to assist m bank inspections. In addiaon, the
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Bank of France could call on any Bank of France employee who h;LS ever

worked for cb or in the Inspection Division to assist on an inspection.

Bank Inspections Assess
Soundness of an Institution

According to CB, inspections "provide an opportunity for a more detailed

review of the institution's decisionmaking procedures and its fmanrial

situation." They also serve to verify information collected through the

reporting process, particularly with respect to Judging the adequacy of an

institution's prudential ratios.

Bank of France inspectors conduct three kinds of bank inspections for cB:

(1) routine inspections, (2) inspections that focus on perceived problems,

and (3) thematic inspections. All credit institutions are to receive a routine

inspection at some time, according to Bank of France and cb staff The
timing of such an inspection depends on a number of factors. On average.

Bank of France officials said banks will be inspected more frequently than

other credit institutions, partially because they are involved in riskier and

more extensive activities and partially because many other credit

institutions are inspected by their central organizations, as discussed

above. Finally, inspection rates depend on the individual institution. Based

on information gathered through bafi or market sources, institutions may
be inspected more frequently—up to twice a year—if they are perceived to

have financial difficulties; to be expanding into unfamiliar or more risky

activities; or to be heavily involved in activities that may be experiencing a

market downturn, such as real estate in the past several years.

According to Bank of France pwlicy, the pnmary purpose of on-site

inspections is to assess the soundness of a bank—to judge its £tbility to

conduct its busmess without a deterioration in its liquidity, solvency, and

profitability. A routine inspection, therefore, is to cover all elements of an

institution's activities including organization, management, internal

controls, capital, assets, earnings, and liquidity. Specific areas of a bank's

activities that are to be inspected include the bank's market activities,

electronic data processing (Edp), technology, derivatives activities,

mergers and acquisitions, mutual funds, and leasing, among others. In the

course of their mission, inspectors also are to check the accuracy of

banks' reported loan loss reserves and the baiUc's prudential ratios: risk

diversification, foreign exchange, maturity mismatch, capital, and liquidity.

According to cb staff, cb is focusmg more attention on management
quality, internal controls, and corporate governance. With respect to

management quality, inspectors are to assess the results of management
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Strategies and the extent to which management is infomied about the

bank's activities. The inspection is to include ari assessment of the kind of

information management receives—whether it is accurate and

concise—and whether management reacts quickly to the information it

has. Because the quality of information managers are provided witli

depends, to a large extent, on the efficiency of the institution's internal

controls, inspectors also are to test internal control procedures. According

to CB, inspectors verify "the effectiveness and coherence of internal

control systems" by determimng whether "the procedures [for internal

controls) are appropriate to the needs of the institution." Since the

mid-seventies, the inspection process has placed particular emphasis on

an institution's edp, both to assess its reliability and to conduct inspection

controls, cb is currently in the process of developing a new methodology

for testing edp for use by Bank of FYance inspectors.

An important by-product of an inspection is the checking of the accuracy

of the institution's bafi reports. Both cb and the Bank of France stressed

the significance of these checks since cb relies very heavily on bafi

information in its permanent oversight. Generally, the testing finds that

banks submit accurate information, but if a bank is found to be submitting

inaccurate information, there is no question that it will be disciplined,

according to CB staff.

During an inspection, inspectors may examine bank

subsidiaries—including subsidiaries located in other European Union (Er)

countries. How often such subsidiaries are inspected depends on their

significance to the institution as a whole—whether they significantly

contribute to profits, asset size, or risks. If they do. then they are generally

inspected with the parent company, according to Bank of France and cs

officials with whom we spoke.

During an inspection, the facts relevant to the inspection are to be

discussed with the institution's department heads in order to get their

agreement on those facts, and the inspection team then writes a draft

report Although it is not compulsory, it is an established tradition for the

inspectors to provide bank management with an opportunity to review the

draft report or parts thereof, according to Bank of France oCBcials with

whom we spoke. After a short tune—2 to 7 days—the inspector is to

return to discuss the report with management but is only to change the

report if the facts upon which he based his judgments were wrong, or if

the bank's situauon has changed since the draft was written—for example,

if a unit that was m trouble was sold. The president of the institution gets
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the final inspection report, which is confidential. CB is to use this report

and any other information it has—including information on the general

economy or the situation of the banking industry—to send a follow-up

letter to the institution telling it what cb expects it to do in response to

issues raised in the inspection.- This letter is then to be followed up with

meetings, additional correspondence, and monitoring of bah information

to ensure that the institution is taking the recommended actions,

according to cb staff.

Depending on the size of the institution, an inspection could be from 2

months in length with an inspection sta£f of 2 to 4 for a medium-sized

bank, to 4 to 6 months with an ii\spection sta£f of 4 to 8 for a larger bank.'

If a bank has significant credit activities, it requires a larger inspection

staff to examine credit files than if it has extensive market operations. No
inspectors are located full-time in any bank or other credit institution.

If a bank is believed to have a problem based on the examination of

reports available to cb, a specific inspection is to be conducted by the

Bank of France that focuses on the area of the bank believed to have

problems. If, for example, a bank's loan portfolio is thought to be weak,

inspectors are to examine the bank's procedures for granting the loans and

its loan administration. They are to also inspect the measures that were

taken after a loan was determined to be in trouble, the provisioning taken

against the loan, and the operations of the problem loan unit. In addition,

they are to review the bank's mai\agement and its internal controls in

order to assess the criteria for decisionmaking. Finally, they are to inspect

the bank's loan portfolio, particularly its larger loans, to assess the amount

of residual risk. E^xaminations of banks with problems may occur as often

as twice a year.

The inspectors of the Bank of France may also conduct thematic

inspections. In these inspections, the inspectors are to examine a specific

area of business or operation—such as derivatives activities, property

risks, or the organization of internal auditing. Such inspections would be

done across a sample of all institutions if the issue, such as internal

controls, were relevant to them all; or across a sample of larger banks in

areas such as derivatives activities. In this way, the inspectors can do a

peer comparison of the banks as well as Judge the impact a specific line of

business is having on the industry as a whole.

*lf iweded. the sue of inspection ceams may go aa high as 30 saff.
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Information From
External Audits Is

Growing in

Importance

Historically, external audits of credit institutions have not played a msuor

role in bank supervision in France. However, cb is beginning to place more
reliance on information from external auditors and sees their role

developing further.

Banks Are Audited Under
Corporate Law

French credit institutions are required to receive annual audits, according

to French corporate law. Such audits of banks are automatically sent to

CB. The main duty of the statutory auditor is to certify to the shareholders

as to the fairness of presentation of the financial statements. In addition,

as of 1935, all audit firms have been required to report to the pubUc

prosecutor any crimii\al offense by their clients related to the auditor's

account that the auditors discover during their audit. They are not

specifically required to look for such offenses, however.

Under the 1984 Act, French banks, with the exception of those below a

certain balance sheet size threshold, are required to be audited by at least

two auditors, who split the annual audit responsibilities between them.

According to CB officials, at least one of the auditors of most large banks is

likely to be a "big six" international accounting firm,^ although the second

firm is often to be a large French firm. Smaller banks are more likely to be

audited by a small French accounting firm.

CB has no minimum audit requirements for bank audits, but may take

action against an external auditor, described below, if a bank ^dit is

deemed unsatisfactory. In carrying out their audit work and in preparing

their report on the financial statements, auditors are to comply with

auditing standards developed by the national association of auditors

(CNCC). CB is a member of the banking committee of the cncc, which

develops these standards and, consequently, has some input Accounting

rules, on the other hand, are proposed by the crb—the regulatory

committee.

In conducting their annual audits, the external auditors typically are to

check that banks are complying with capital requirements; to assess asset

quality, loan loss reserves, earmngs, and management capability; and to

review internal controls. This work includes checking a bank's balance

sheet, its profit and loss statement, and related footnotes; and testing the

bank's internal controls. The auditors are to take samples of the bank's

loan portfolio bui generally are to focus on the bank's largest credits. They

'In the United States, these Anns are known as Gmst & Young. Arthur Anden
Touche. KPMG Peat Marvnck. Coopers A Lybrand. and Pnce Waierhouse

I UP. Deloitle A
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are then to detennine whether the bank's provisioning has been set

adequately and may recommend increases. They also are to review the

market risk calculations that all banks are required to include in their

annual reports.^

Until the relatively recent development of financial problems—primarily

due to real estate difficulties—banks, particularly larger ones, did not

place much importance on the results of their audits, according to external

auditors with whom we spoke. They said that they did not feel their

reports were valued by the banks, and because FYench baitks are not

required to establish audit committees, auditors with whom we spoke felt

that communication with the banks' presidents or boards of directors was
difficult. More recently, however, auditors have had more access to bank

boards and their chairmen because of the financial difficulties many banks

are facing, and said that they feel that their role has been enhanced.

Nevertheless, the external auditors with whom we spoke felt that their

work would be more valued if banks had an audit committee requirement

Such a requirement is strongly supported by CB, but is opposed by some of

the larger banks, according to CB and afb—the French Bank

Association—officials.

According to a manager of one of the large banks with whom we spoke,

obtainiitg an audit opinion without qualification is extremely important to

the bank. Consequently, he said, bank management will discuss and try to

resolve any problems in audit reports with the bank's auditor before the

reports are finalized. While there is nothing unusual about such a process

of consultation in his view, it could raise some questions about the

usefulness of bank auditors' opinions to cb or Bank of FVance in

discharging their bank supervision responsibilities.

Recent Developments
Have Increased CB
Reliance on External

Audits

While, to date, external auditors have not been relied upon by CB for any

significant informational contribution to bank supervision, the relationship

between the auditors and CB is evolving, according to cb staff. Until 1992,

audit firms were prohibited by their client confidentiality responsibilities

fitjm providing ca with information. Legislation implemented in 1992

removed that barrier to reporting and now allows the auditor to provide cb

with information. While there is no requirement that the auditor report any

problems it uncovers unless cb specifically asks the auditor about the

^B has no specific requirements for caJculating market risk, snd every bank may judge its nak
according to its own models.
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issue/ auditors may report problems in banks to cs of their own volition.

In addition, auditors sometimes approach cb with specific questions that

make clear to cb that they have some concerns, according to cb staff. As a

result CB may then follow up with questions of its own.

While CB staff assert that they may receive auditor reports on specific

problems as frequently as once a month, cncc, the association

representing accountants in France, asserts that such reports are quite

rare because of the client confidentiality protection under FYench criminal

law. cncc representatives said that, in any case, if an auditor were to

report a specific problem to cb, separate fl-om the annual audit report, he

or she would usually notify the bsmk first before reporting to cb.

On cb's part, we were told that since 1992, when CB was first allowed

access to auditors' workpapers, it has been moving toward a greater

reliance on them and would like to develop the relationship with auditors

further. Part of the reason for this development is that CB is focusing more
attention on internal controls and corporate governance issues, topics

typically covered in an auditor's report. A greater reliance on the auditors

could, therefore, help reduce some dupUcative efforts. The use of auditors

for supervisory information is still in its nascency, however. CB officials

told us that CB does not generally ask auditors for a meeting unless cb

already suspects a problem in a bank. Audit workpapers also have not

been used to any great extent CB has, however, designated one of its staff

to work specifically on auditor relations.

Auditors with whom we spoke, on the other hand, were generally cautious

about embracing a broader supervisory role, questioning the added cost of

such efforts to banks and the willingness of their clients to pay for them.

CB May Disapprove of an
External Auditor's

Appointment

External auditors in France are to be appointed every 6 years by bank

shareholders. Under the 1984 Act credit institutions must notify cb of the

appointment of their auditors, and cb has the authority to disapprove the

appointment of an auditor by a bank within 2 months of the appointment

cb may disapprove of entire firms or it may disapprove of specific

branches or individual partners of a firm. It may also disapprove an audit

firm working for one bank but approve its working for another one.

'An EU directive to come into effect on January 1, 1996. will impose a duty on bank auditors ui repon

to bank supervisors if they uncover any fact that could lead to the quaUflcaaon of their audit and if

they uncover any breaches of laws or regulations.
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While CB action against ^temal audit firms is not frequent—one to five

times a year—it has been using the threat of disapproval more frequently

in order to ensure that auditors have adequate training, knowledge, and

experience. In 1991. for example, cs notified two audit firms that "it could

give no assurance as to the position it would adopt" if credit institutions

were to notify cs of the appointment of these two firms. Such a notice is

tantamount to disapproving the appointment of the fuins. even though it

comes before the actual appointment is made, cs took this action because

the firms had failed to qualify the accounts of two financial companies

despite knowledge of factors that should have led to such a qualification."

That same year, cb drew attention to another external auditor whose lack

of vigilance had been cited by the regulator of the FVench stock exchange.

In 1992, CB reviewed the audits conducted by seven firms and contested

the appointment of two auditors. No actions were taken by cb against

audit firms in 1993.

External Auditors

Generally Are Not Subject

to Joint and Several

Liability

According to French external auditors with whom we spoke, liability is

not yet a big issue for external auditors in FYance—the level of claims and

premiums for insurance are considered to be quite low. Furthermore,

external auditors in France are not subject to joint and several liability,

unless it can be proven that the auditor was an accompUce in any

attempted deception. In case law, an auditor is only responsible for a

proper and reasonable audit and is not required to be 100-percent

accurate. Consequently, we were told by external auditors with whom we
spoke that civil suits have not been a big problem for audit firms since the

courts have simply apportioned part of the total judgment to each of the

parties in the case. Thus, for example, they said that an institution's own
accountant is likely to be apportioned more blame than its external

auditor since the accountant was responsible for the development of the

financial statements, according to auditors with whom we spoke.

The external auditors said that criminal cases against external auditors are

more of a problem, since French prosecutors are leaiung toward suits

against all parties when some crimmai activity is uncovered in an

institution.

'In one case, the external auditor knew that contracts in progress contained a potential liability ansine

in connection with a lawsuit that was not reflected in the books and records. In the other case, the CB
annual report said the external auditor 'failed to draw axtenaon to rhe prarare of iinaue nt*rtinfz of

assets and liabilities and the insufflaent provisions set aside by the instituQon.'
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In addition to its roie in bank regulation and supervision, the Bank of

France has responsibiHties for other bank-related activities such ;us

liquidity' provision, crisis management, payments clearance, intemaiional

negotiations, and lender of last resort. The French Bank Association i.\i-in

administers the system that protects deposits in French banks.

The Bank of France
Has Other
Bank-Related
Responsibilities

The Bank of France's bank-related responsibilities are not linuted to

supervision and regulation. It also plays a role in Uquidity provision, cnsi.s

management, payments clearance, international organizations, and sei-vo

as lender of last resort

Liquidity Provider The Bank of France intervenes in the money market to implement us

monetary policy with the goal of ensuring price stability. The Monetary

Policy Council of the Bank of France was made responsible for defining

the terms and conditions of such operations by the 1993 Bank of France

Act, which gave the Bsmk of France independence over defining and

implementing monetary policy.

According to Bank of France officials, the Bank of France undertakes

daily operations in the French money markets to supply or withdraw

liquidity to the banking system, primarily in the form of repurchase

agreements. Credit institutions obtain money from the Bank of France by

selling securities under £in agreement to repurchase them at a later date at

a price that includes the agreed upon interest rate. The Bank of France

may also grant cash loans to credit institutions but does this less

firequently and only if the loans are collateralized.

Crisis Management The Governor of the Bank of France plays a leading role in crisis

management involving credit institutions in France reflecting both his

authority as Governor, as well as his role as Chairman of the Banking

Commission (cb). More specifically, though, the Governor is given a broad

discretionary authority under Section 52 of the 1984 Banking Act to

request assistance when a credit institution is m danger. This assistani-e

may be requested in the first instance ftxjm the institution's stockholders

who will be asked to contribute more capital. Such requests for assistance

have been made more frequently by the Governor, particularly in the past

several years, as a result of the credit industry's financial difficulties. The

'Ijquidity 13 the ability ot an orgaiuzation to meet its current financial oblif<auons. (or insianrt-,

depositors' demands for ftmds-
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Governor's power to request assistance from stockholders stems from the

general belief that, since banking is considered a special industry and

money a public good, a bank's stockholders also have special

responsibilities. It was also recogruzed by the drafters of the 1984 Act,

though, that owning a bank should not be too onerous. Consequently, the

Governor was given no enforcement authority with respect to his requests

for assistance, other than his moral authority as Governor and Chairman

of CD.

If assistance from stockholders is not forthcoming—if the shareholders do

not have money to give, for example—Section 52 also allows the Governor

to request assistance from the banking industry to take "the measures

needed to protect the interests of depositors and third parties, ensure the

smooth functioning of the banking system and safeguard the reputation of

the financial centre." Again, Section 52 does not provide the Governor with

sanctions if banks do not honor his requests for assistance. Nevertheless,

banks would generally not refuse such a request because of the authority

of the Bank of France, according to Bank of France officials with whom
we spoke.

According to Bamk of France officials, the Governor has used his Section

52 authority to request assistance from the banking industry only once, in

the case of the failure of Al Saudi Banque, SA. (Al Saudi) in 1988.

Although Al Saudi was a small bank, Bank of France officials said that the

Governor felt that its depositors and creditors—many of whom were

foreign, including several foreign banks who were lending short-term

fluids in the interbank market^—should be protected in order to safeguard

the reputation of French financial markets. The French deposit protection

mechanism does not protect deposits in foreign currencies or interbank

deposits. Consequently, French banks were requested by the Bank of

France to provide over Fr.fr. 200 million in assistance to Al Saudi, and

those who were creditors of Al Saudi were asked to forgive that debt^

Because the primary goal of the rescue was to protect the reputation of

French markets, foreign depositors and creditors of Al Saudi were

'Banics borrow from and lend to each other in the intertMuik marlceL In its taat several yevs of

operaaon. Al Saudi found it dKlicult to borrow from banks in France, which were awarp r>f its weak
financial situation.

'Most of Al Saudi's shareholders refiised to ctmtribute fiinds to rescue the banit
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completely paid off, while French depositors and creditors were only

partially compensated under the terms of the rescue.*

The Banic of France has no specific criteria for using Section 52. preferring

some uncertainty about whether a bank will be rescued and how much
creditors might lose if a bank fails as a means of encouraging investors to

use good judgment in investing their funds. According to Bank of France

officials, the general wording of the Section 52 mandate gives the

Governor extensive leeway in determining the extent of any action that

should be taken with respect to a credit institution problem. The amount
of the assistance that he requests of stockholders or banks, for example, is

completely up to his discretion, as is the extent to which depositors and

other creditors are reimbursed under any rescue.

The Bank of France is able to act in financial crises because it has access

to information about individual institutions through its role m the bank

regulatory and supervisory structure and in the fiiumcial markets.

Payments Clearance The Bank of France plays a m^or role in payments clearance, primarily

because of its legal responsibility to ensure "the smooth operation and

security of payment systems.'^ It also has a significant amount of influence

over the players in payments clearance since the 1984 Act restricts the

right to issue and administer payment media to credit institutions, which

the Bank of France helps regulate and supervise.

The Bai\k of France is in charge of managing all 102 provincial clearing

houses, the computer clearing centers, the interbank teleclearing system

accounting system, the regional check record exchange centers, and

SAGITTAIRE (automated system for the integrated handling and

settlement of foreign transactions by means of telecommunication). It also

acts as settlement agent for the members of those systems. In 1992, over

3.7 billion items were presented in the clearing houses, representing a total

value of Fr.fi-. 55,192 billion. In addition, about 3.3 billion messages

representing Fr.fi-. 59,219 billion were processed by SAGITTAIRE.

There is no statutory supervision or regulation of the payment systems

operating in France, over and above the supervision of credit institutions

•Al Saudi's assets were transferred to new ownere. mdudinf; FYance's Banque Indnsuez. whirn

supplied 36 percent of the new bank's capital; Indosuezs Middle Eaa. --m aftUiaie. the Hann group uf

Saudi Arabia: and Thomson, a state-owned electronics firm.

*A payment system ui a mechanism for transferring money between suppber? and asers of funds-
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undertaken by cb and the general task of oversight of the payment system

vested in the Bank of France by its statutes. The regulations on interbank

payment and settlement systems have been developed by interbank

consultative and standardization groups in which the Bank of Prance is

represented and where its views are given great weight due to its role as

central bank and banker of the Treasury. According to a recent Bank for

International Settlements (bis) report, the Bank of Prance does "regularly

perform audit procedures for the interbank exchange and settlement

systems which it administers. It pays particularly close attention to

maintaining continuity of service."*

According to bis, the Bank of Prance also "has consistently promoted

measures to modernize the French payments system. Consequently, it has

played an active role in reforms, carried out in consultation with the

baiUdng industry, designed to lower the cost of bank intermediation by

automating payment media and rationalizing payment circuits.'^

Participation in

International Organizations

The Bank of France participates in developing French positions with

respect to financial issues in several international orgaiuzations, even

though it takes the lead only on the Basle Committee on Bank Supervision

under bis auspices, on which cs is also represented.' In other groups, such

as the Eu and the Organization for Ek:onomic Cooperation and

Development, the Bank of France and the General Secretariat of cb play

active roles in negotiations and consultations, even though the lead role is

played by the Treasury, cob, as the overseer of the securities markets, is

the representative to the International Organization of Securities

Commissions.

Lender of Last Resort While Prance historically has not had a problem with bank runs, it has

experienced numerous occasions when banks have cut other banks off in

the interbank market If the Bank of France determines that the bank

being cut off is simply experiencing liquidity problems, and not solvency

yayinent SyMema in the Group of Ten Countnea. BIS (Dec 1993). Prepared by the Committee on
Payment and Settlement Systeina of the Central Banks of the Group of Ten Countries.

^yment Systems in the Group of Ten Countries (Dec 1993).

"The Basle Committee, whose pnmary puipose is addressing bank superviaion.Telaied issues, is made
up of the bankmg supervisors and central banks of the Group ofTen countries: Germany, Belgium.

Canada, the United States. France, [he United Kingdom. Italy. Japan, the Netherlands. Sweden, and
Switzerland For further mfomnaoon on the Basle Committee, see Intemauonal Bamong:
Strengthening the Framework for Supervatng International Banks (GACI>t;GD-94-68. Mar 21 1S94)
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problems, it may step in and provide liquidity, although it does so

infrequently.

In addition, separately from his authority under Section 52. discussed

above, the Governor of the Bank of France may "request" banks to provide

liquidity to other institutions who need it. For example, in 1993. the Bank

of France asked some of the larger banks in France to provide lower-rate

overnight loans to another large bank that had large liquidity needs but

could not afford the high rates that had resulted from government

intervention in the currency markets.' Such requests for assistance have

been made infrequently; however, and the Governor is only to ask banks

for assistance if he is confident that they will accede to the request

according to Bank of France staff, since the Governor has no legal

authority to enforce his requests. In very rare cases, the Bank of France

may agree to cover potential losses from such lending, according to Bank

of France ofBcials with whom we spoke.

The Bank of France has no strict policy regarding when it will provide

liquidity or "encourage" other banks to do so. According to Bank of France

officials, the Bank of France prefers to maintain a policy of "constructive

ambiguity" in order to preserve market discipline to the greatest extent

possible.

AFB Administers

System to Protect

Deposits in Banks: the

SoUdarity Mechanism

AFB administers the system, called the Solidarity Mechanism (the

Mechanism), whose purpose is to protect deposits m its members—the

425 banks.'" Although there is no legal requirement that banks join the

Mechanism, there is a provision in the 1984 Act that requires all credit

institutions to belong to an association or body that is affiliated with afgc.

the umbrella organization for French credit institutions. The afb is that

association for banks, and membership m the Mechanism is a requirement

for AFB members. As of July 1, 1995, when the eu deposit insurance

directive took effect, all EU banks were required to belong to the deposit

protection schemes of their home countries. Consequently, branches of

non-French EU member banks are not required to belong to the

*In this case, overnight interest rates had skyrocketed due to central tiank action to support the French

franc and thus hampered borrowing by banks needing liquidity

""Cooperative, savings, and mutual banks have a different system for protectmg depositors

Cooperative banks or savings banks have agreements with each other lo resolve problems in any

mdividual insotuoon either through financial assistance or through merger so that no mstituoon will

fail and put depositors at nsk. Mutual insDtuaons are prtMected by their central organuaaon&. which

pay in case of problems
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Mechanism, but all French banks and non-Ei: banks are legally required to

belong, according to afd officials with whom we spoke.

The Mechanism is not a dejwsit insurance system in which banks pay

premiums into a fund that is then used to cover insured deposits m failed

institutions. Instead, after a member bank fails, the full membership of the

Mechanism provides the fimds as needed to cover the protected deposits

in the failed bank. A determination of the level of fiinding needed and the

burden sharing among the Mechaiusm's members is determined by afb

staff. Until recently, the amount each bank was assessed to address a bank

failure was based purely on the bank's deposit size. As a result of

complaints by larger banks who argued that they paid the most when a

bank failed but were unlikely to fail themselves, the assessment system

was changed. Now, orjy half of the agreed upon payment is based on

deposit size. The other half is a per bank distribution divided evenly

among the Mechanism's membership, affecting small banks—and foreign

banks who often have very low French ft-anc deposits—in the same
mannei as large banks.

French franc deposits, and since the beginning of 1994, eu currencies and
European currency unit deposits, m failed banks are protected up to Pr.fr.

400,000 per capita." Foreign currency deposits, deposits in branches of

French banks in other countries, and interbank deposits are not protected

by this system.'^

There is also a global limit of FV.fr. 200 million on Mechanism payouts m
any 1 year. However, since the unused fimds of the previous 2 years plus

the funds of the following 2 years may be used in any 1 year, thif actual

ceiling for bank failures in any 1 year is Fr.fr. 1 billion. Even this limit is

fairly small compared to the size of France's largest banks and indicates

that the Mechanism was meant to cover small banks. If a large bank were

to fail, the Bank of France, using Section 52 of the 1984 Act, or the French
government would have to determine what action to take.

Since the Mechanism was established on January 18, 1990, 10 banks have

failed, costing the Mechanism's membership a total of about Fr.fr.

450 billion.

"I'sing a December 31. 1993. exchange rate of FV.fr 5 9 per dollar, the deposits are protected up to

about $67,797 per capita.

'''As of July I. 1995. when the EU deposit insurance directive became effective, deposits in branches c

French banks located in EU member countnes are also covered.
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GAO United States

General Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

General Government Division

B-259284

December 29, 1994

TTie Honorable Charies E. Schumer

House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Schumer

Proposals to consolidate United States bank regulatory agencies have raised questions about

how other countries structure and carry out their various bank regulation and central bank

activities. You asked us to provide you with information about the structure and operations of

regulatory activities in the Federal Republic of Germany, United Kingdom, Canada, and France.

This report presents the information you requested for the United iOngdom. It describes the

U.K bank regulatory structure, how that structure functions, and how banks are examined.

As agreed with your office, unless you publicly aiuiounce its contents earlier, we plan no further

distribution of this report until 30 days from the date of this letter. At that time, we will send

copies of this report to members of the House Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban

Affairs; other congressional committees; and other interested parties. We will also make copies

available to others on request

The report was prepared under the direction of Mark J. Gillen, Assistant Director, Financial

Institutior^s and Markets Issues. If you have any questions, please call me on (202) 512-3676.

Other mtuor contributors are listed in appendix FV.

Sincerely yours,

CTL»^C?^0-^^€A^

James L Bothwell

Director, Financial Irtstitutions

and Markets Issues
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Executive Summary

Pi imr»«ia Proposals to consolidate U.S. banking regulatory agencies have raised"
questions about how other countries structure and carry out their various

bank regulation and supervision and central bank activities.

Representative Charles E. Schumer asked gao to provide information

about the structure and operations of such activities in the Federal

Republic of Germany,' the United Kingdom (U.K), Canada, and FVance.

This report presents the information requested for the United Kingdom,

which provides an example of a bank regulatory structure dominated by

its central bank. Our objectives were to describe (1) the U.K bank

regulatory and supervisory structure and its key participants; (2) how that

structure functions, particularly with respect to bank authorization,

regulation, and supervision; and (3) how banks are examined. This report

provides requested information about the U.K bank regulatory structure,

but does not include a gag evaluation of that structure.

RarkfrrniinH "^^ banking structure in the United Kingdom is relatively concentrated^ sutd, as a result of London's position as a major financial center, includes

many foreign banks. As of February 28, 1994, 8 of the 518 banks in the

United IQngdom held approximately 50 percent of the country's i 1.2

trillion ($1.9 trillion)^ banking assets. More than half of the total banks,

286, were incorporated outside the United Kingdom, including 129 banks

from member coimtries of the European Economic Area. Any bank in the

United Kingdom may in effect conduct a universal banking business,

including securities and insurance activities.

Bank regulation and supervision was first recognized in statute as a

government function in the United Kingdom in the Banking Act of 1979

(1979 Act) in which supervisory and regulatory responsibilities, including

the authorization of banks, were vested in the Bank of England (the Bank),

the U.K central baiUc Nevertheless, the Bank—a private institution until it

was nationalized under the Bank of England Act of 1946^had acted as

iitformal bank supervisor long before then. The Bank's influence resulted

primarily from its market power and respect from other market

participants and was dependent on mutual trust and cooperation.

Bank supervision has gradually become more formal in nature, both as a

result of changes in financial markets and as a consequence of three

banking crises that prompted changes in law and supervision. For

'For inrormalion on the Gemun bank regulatoiy and supervisory structure, see Bank Regulatory

Structure: The Federal Republic of Gennany (GAO/GGD-94- 134BI1. May 9, 1994)

'We used the November 10, 1994, exchange rale of $1 60.
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example, the 1979 Act was passed (1) largely in response to the failure of

several sm?Jler banks in the United Kingdom, which exposed weaknesses
in bank supervision, and (2) in order to implement the 1977 European
Community First Banking Directive—a first step in the creation of a single

European financial market. In addition to establishing an explicit bank
*

regulatory and supervisory structure, the 1979 Act created a deposit

protection system.

The Banking Act of 1987 (1987 Act) expanded the formal responsibilities

of the Bank. It was passed largely because of the failure of a mjyor

participant in London's gold bullion market The 1987 Act gave bank
external auditors a legal responsibiUty to provide information to the Bank
when requested to do so. This was seen as the most efficient way of

introducing the necessary checks on baitk systems and controls while

drawing on an existing pool of expertise. In addition, the 1987 Act

established a Board of Banking Supervision within the Bank. The Board's

purpose was to advise the Bank on its supervisory and regulatory duQes
under the 1987 Act

In 1991, the failure of the Bank of Credit and Commerce International led

to changes in the 1987 Act and to the orgaruzation of bank supervision in

the Bank that was intended to strengthen baitk supervision. These changes
notwithstanding, the Bank has retained most of its discretion in taking

supervisory action.

The Bank is formally governed by its 16-member Court of Directors, but it

is managed by the Governor of the Bank, his Deputy, and four executive

directors responsible for monetary and financial stability. The Bank is

subordinate to Her M^esty's Treasury (the Treasury) and accountable to

Parliament, but is accorded a high degree of independence with respect to

bsink regulation and supervision. It has a bank supervisory staff of 249,

including 57 support staff. (See app. I.)

Results in Brief since the passage of the 1979 Act, the Bank has been formally recognized

in statute as the primary regulator and sole supervisor of authorized banks
in the United Kingdom. Its primary purpose in bai\k supervision is to

protect the interests of depositors. Its responsibilities include authorizing

banks to take dep>osits; developing and issuing bank regulations; taking

both formal and informal enforcement actions against banks—including

the restriction and revocation of a bank's authorization; and taking action

when bank liquidity or solvency problems arise.
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The Bank also has the authority to examine and request information from

banks and to require accounting firms to produce reports—including

annual reports on bank records and controls. The Bank, however, does not

conduct full-scope, on-site examinations of authorized banks, nor does any

other entity. Instead, on-site information of banks comes from limited

bank reviews carried out by an 1 i-member Bank review team and annual

and special reports required of banks' reporting accountants.

The Board of Banking Supervision is an independent comituttee that

advises the Bank on its actions The Board is generally viewed as a

valuable component of banking supervision. Its involvement with the

Bank's Surveillance and Supervision area, which carries out bank
supervisory activities, has recently been strengthened.

In addition to its role in bank regulatory and supervisory matters, the Bank
has responsibilities in other bank-related activities, such as liquidity

provision, crisis management, payments settlement, international

negotiations, and lender of last resort Furthermore, the Bank's Governor

heads the Deposit Protection Board, and the Bank provides staff to the

deposit protection system, although the Deposit Protection FWd is

privately funded through levies on authorized banks with no direct

financial backing from the Bank or U.K. taxpayers.
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because of the well recognized and broad discretionaiy authority the Bank
has to use its formal enforcement powers.

The Bank Has Primary

Responsibility Over
Regulation

The Bank has primary responsibility for implementing the 1987 Act, to

clarify provisions in law, and to provide guidance on the Bank's

interpretations of requirements in the act It has done so by issuing (1) its

Statements of Principles, supervisory notices, and guidance notes, which

have the force of law; (2) recommendations on certain issues, with which

banks are expected to make every effort to comply, and (3) interpretive

letters on its policies in response to questions from individual banks. The
Treasury, headed by the Chancellor of the Ebcchequer, on the other hand,

is solely responsible for developing legislation, although it does receive

advice from the bank. The 1987 Act also provides that the Treasury may
issue regulations in some instances.

The Bank Relies on Many
Sources of Information to

Carry Out Its Supervisory

Responsibilities

To carry out its supervisory responsibilities, the Bank relies on several

sources of information including banks, financial markets, and chartered

accountants. The sources of information upon which bank supervisors

place primary reliance are the numerous reports banks are required Co

submit to the Bank, over 3,000 formal meetings in a recent 1-year period,

and other informal contacts with the banks.

In addition, Bank supervisors are provided with on-site information

collected by Bank review teams and chartered accountants. This

information, together with that collected directly from banks, is intended

to give siQiervisors a complete picture of the banks for supervisory

purposes.

The Bank's own review teams are small, and their reports tend to be

qualitative, focusing on quality of management, since visits are short and

much of the teams' information is derived from interviews. U.K. chartered

accountants, therefore, perform a meaningful part of the on-site

information gathering function through (I) annual bank systems and

records reviews, (2) special reviews under the 1987 Act, and (3) financial

audits mandated under corporate law. These reviews and audits are

conducted under guidelines issued by the Bank and standards issued by

the industry's standard-setting body. Chartered accountants were assigned

their Banking Act responsibilities not only because they had expertise in

banking, but also because the Bank preferred its traditional, nonintrusive

approach to supervision, which it believes has served it well. With the
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exception of certain special reviews, the reviews and audits are done by
accounting firms of the banks' choice and at the banks' expense. However,

a bank's appointment of an accountant to conduct reviews under the

Banking Act may be disapproved by the Bank. Chartered accountants are

subject to unlimited liability whether performing reviews under banking or

corporate audits law.

The Bank Has Several

Other Bank-Related

Responsibilities

The Bank also has several other bank-related responsibilities.

The Governor of the Bank heads the Deposit Protection Board, which
administers the deposit protection system and controls the Fund that pays
out claims. Three other members of the Board are Bank officials, while

three are representatives of member banks. The Bank, however, has no
responsibility for funding the Deposit Protection Fund whose resources

are provided by the banking industry.

The Bank provides day-to-day liquidity to the banking system and acts as

lender of lEist resort

The Bank plays the lead role in crisis management involving financial

institutions, both as a result of its role as lead regulator of banks and as a
major participant in financial markets.

The Bank is the settlement institution for members of the payment
systems and is a member of several organizations that operate payment
systems. It does not, however, own or operate any of these systems.

The Bank represents the United Kingdom in several international

organizations, most notably the Bank of International Settlements, and the

Basle Committee of Banking Supervisors.

Recommendations This report contains no recommendations.

Agency Comments Senior officials fix)m the Bank of England, the Building Societies

Commission, the British Bankers Association, and several accounting

firms reviewed and commented on a draft of this report. These comments
were generally technical in nature and were incorporated where
^appropriate.

GA(VGGD-96.38 U.K. Bank RcgnlatoiT Structure
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Overview of U.K.

Banking Industry

The history of bank regulation and supervision in the United Kingdom

(U.K.) reflects the relatively concentrated nature of the banking industry

as well as British reliance on common law.' The conduct of bank

regulation and supervision in the United Kingdom has evolved significantly

since the Bank of England (the Bank), was given statutory responsibility

for bank regulation and supervision in 1979. This evolution has largely

been in response to a series of banking crises that reflected the changing

nature and increasing complexity of banking in the United IQngdom.

As of February 28, 1994, there were 518 banks operating in the United

Kingdom with total assets of approximately &1.2 trillion (see table 1.1).^

Approximately half of these assets—&593 billion—were held by eight of

the larger British banks.^
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(eu)' or European Free Trade Area (efta) member nations who have

chosen to participate in the European Ek;onomic Area (eea)."

Any authorized bank in the United Kingdom—including subsidiaries of

foreign-owned banks—may conduct securities and insurance activities, as

long as the latter are carried out in bank subsidiaries.^ This, in effect,

permits banks to conduct a universal banking business. In principle,

insurance and securities fums may also own banks—as may commercial

firms—provided that they are considered to be "fit and proper" owners by

the bank's supervisor. In practice, however, such ownership arrangements

are not widespread.

Another m^or class of deposit-taking financial institutions in the United

Kingdom is building societies. TTiey are mutual deposit-taking ii\stitutions

owned by the depositors of the institutions, which lend predominantly for

house purchases. Only 25 p>ercent of their assets may be in commercial or

unsecured lending. As of March 31, 1993, there were 87 building societies

authorized to take deposits of which the top 10 held 90 percent of the

industry's assets. Building societies are supervised by the Building

Societies Commission, rather than by the Bank (see app. Ill for additional

details).

History of Bank
Regulation and
Supervision in the

United Kingdom

Bank regulation and supervision was first recognized in statute as a

government function in the Banking Act of 1979 (1979 Act) in which

supervisory and regulatory responsibilities were vested in the Bank of

England, the U.K central bank. Banks in the United Kingdom are regulated

and supervised £dmost exclusively to ensure the safety and soundness of

individual banks and of the system as a whole. For example, U.K banking

, Ireland, Italy. Luxembourg, the"Membeis of the EU are: Belgium, Denmark, France, Gennany, On
Netherlands, Portugal, Spairv and the United fOngdonv

*The EEA came into bemg on January 1, 1994, and extends the EU smgle^market concept, covering the

free movernent of goods, services, capital, and people, as well as other rules to the EEA. The EEA
includes the 12 EU member states and the 5 EFTA states parttapating m the EEA. Austria, Finland.

Iceland, Norway, and Swedea

A bank incorporated in any EEA country is free to branch elsewhere in the EEIA, subject to satisfying

its home supervisor thai it is qualified to do so. This authority was provided under the EU's Second
Banking Coordination Directive and is often referred to as the banking 'passport' The host supervisor

has no power to veto branches fit>m EEA member banks.

'Branches of banks chartered in countries that are members of the EU may not conduct insurance

activities in the United Kingdom until an EU directive on insurance activiues is agreed to.

GACVCGD-95-38 U.K. Bank Regulatory Structure
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laws do not address issues such as fair lending practices or community
reinvestment requirements.^

Until that time, no government agency had either formal powers to grant

or refuse authorization to conduct banking business in the United

Kingdom or any statutory supervisory role. Nonetheless, the longstanding

position of the Bank as arguably the most influential financial institution in

the United Kingdom" resulted in its assuming an informal supervisoiy role

as early as the mid-nineteenth century.

As a result of its primary role in the financial markets, the Bank was
concerned about the creditworthiness of its counterparties—a relatively

concentrated number of larger banks with whom it did business. It was
also concerned about the prevention of market disruption, which could

result flrom the failure of a market participant Because of these concerns,

the Bank assumed some informal supervisory responsibilities for these

banJcs that involved (1) undertaking surveillance; '" (2) advising banks to

take certain steps to resolve perceived problems; and (3) providing

shoit-term financial support when needed. These actions on the part of the

Bank were informal and nonstatutory and were based solely on the Bank's

influence in the markets and the willingness of other banks to accept this

supervision to further their business interests.

The Bank of Eln^and Act of 1946, which nationalized the Bank by giving

ownershq) of the Bank to Her M^esty's Treasury (the Treasury), did not

clarify or significantly bolster the Bank's informal supervisory role. It gave

the Bank the power to "request information,'' "make recommendations' to

bankers, or "issue directions" to bankers with the Treasury's consent, but

of these none was considered to be a supervisory power, and the Bank
never made use of its authority to issue directions. However, the act did

not prohibit the Bank fi:t>m continuing in its informal sup>ervisory role,

thus implicitly acknowledging the Bank's status as the princq>al

supervisory force. This infomutlity of bank regulation is consistent with

British reliance on common law and a common understanding of

government authority and its limits.

*I1ic btnUng induaoy hai addxosed sofiK of cheae bwe* In a voluntaiy Code of Banking Praoices,

which ttnt came into force in March 1902.

The Bank waae«^>Uahed In 1694• a privalely owned bank. By 1844, It waa the sole Issuer of bank

iMXea In Enfland, the manager of the fownunent debt, and the cential paRlclpant In (he market for

diacountiiig MUa.

"for emniiie, the Bank's Dtaooun OHIce lequlicd financial Intoraistton trom other banks.

Paa* It GMVGOD-M-M U.K. »»mk RcgiUalorr Stmetw*
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Thus, the Bank was able to continue exercising strong influence over the

group of discount houses" and accepting houses'^ with which it did

business. Its informal supervision was based on cooperation and trust and
carried out via requests rather than directives. The Bank's influence

resulted from its role as the arm of the government in the city (i.e. London
financial center), its power in the market, and respect from other market
participants, and it was dependent on mutual trust and cooperation.

However, it was harder for the Bank to achieve this trust and cooperation

with newer and foreign-owned banks that were estabUshed in the 1960s

and 1970s.

The 1946 Act clearly establishes the subordination of the Bank to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer who heads the Treasury, as well as the

Bank's accountability to Parliament through the Treasury. For example,

under the act, the Chancellor has the power to issue directions to the Bank
after consultation with the Governor of the Bank, a provision that was
designed to ensure that, in the event of disagreement, the government
would have the final say. However, the Chancellor has never used this

power, since policy has been actively coordinated between the Treasury

and the Bank—the Chancellor and the Governor of the Bank meet at least

twice a month, according to Bank ofiBcials—and the Bank has openly

acknowledged the Treasury's policymaking preeminence.

The Treasury has no formal role under the Banking Act in banking
supervision, although it would expect to be consulted on any msyor
regulatory or supervisory decision, particularly when there are political,

economic, or legislative implications or public expenditure consequences.

Furthermore, although the Treasury generally defers to the Bank in such
matters, it is not required to do so, and a future change in Treasury policy

toward the Bank under a different government cannot be ruled out

The bank regulatory and supervisory role of the Bank was not codified

until the so-called "secondary banking crisis'' of 1973 through 1974"

exposed weaknesses in the supervisory system. The crisis revealed that

many smaller banks—called secondary banks—were outside even the

"Dtocount houses are counteipaities of the Bank in its operations in the pound sterling money maitet

"The original purpose of accepting houses was the financing of Dade, and they provided a large

proportion of the acceptance facilities available in the U.K banking system. Now accepting houses
also spectaliie in cotpoiate finance adiviOe*, stockbrokiiig, invcstmeM management, term lending,

and syndications.

"During the secondary bank crisis, several secondary banks in Britain developed serious financial

difficulties that were feared to pose a thrat to the fltuitcial system as a whole The Bank organized a
rescue of these banks to suve off systemic problems.

GA(V06I>-«(-M tl.K. Bank Begnlatory Stractnrc
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informal surveillance of the Bank. The 1979 Act that evolved from this

crisis, as well as the requirement to implement the First Banking Directive

passed by the European Economic Community (now the European Union)

in 1977, recognized the need for a more formal ftamework for the

supervision of all banks. The 1979 Act (1) codified the Bank's existing

informal supervisory relationships,'^ (2) brought all banks under the

Bank's supervision, (3) required banks and deposit-taking institutions to

meet certain criteria, (4) enacted a deposit protection system, and (5) was

explicitly designed to provide a degree of protection for bank depositors.

Another banking crisis occurred in 1984, when Johnson Matthey Bankers

(JMB) was rescued by the Bank and a group of other banks. '' According to

a 1992 report to Parliament,'^ bank management had suffered lapses that

had not been recognized or addressed by Bank supervisors: controls and

systems had been inadequate, the monitoring of credit had been defective,

insufficient attention had been given to concentrations of risk, proper

security measures had not been taken, and provisions for bad and doubtful

debts had not been assessed with appropriate care. Concerns about the

role inadequate bank supervision had played in this crisis led to a review

of the system of bank supervision, which resulted in the passage of the

Banking Act of 1987 (1987 Act).

The deregulation of financial markets in the United IQngdom in

October 1986, conunotUy known as the "Big Bang," was another financial

market ntilestone in the United Kingdom, as was the relaxation or

abolition of exchange controls, mortgage lending guidance, and consumer

credit controls. The Big Bang eliminated fixed commissions on stock and

bond purchases; removed the separation among the underwriting, sales,

and trading functions; and allowed foreign firms to buy U.K. sectirities

firms. The heightened competition that followed resulted in a focus on

capturing market share. Although securities firms were primarily affected,

"n<e 1979 Act made a distinction between banks, which the Bank was empowered to recognize, and

other depoatt^aklng Insdtullons, which the Bank was empowered to Ucense. The major functional

difference between the two was that the Bank could only recognize a bank if It was satisfied that the

bank provided or would provide either a wide range of banking services—such as checking accounts,

foreign exchange, commerdal loan*—or a highly specialized banking service. A licensed

depoait.taking institution did not have to meet this re<)uirement

"JMB was one of the Ave London gold price Oxers. When its failure became imminent as a icsuh of

large ktans that were in de&ult, the BaiUc feared for London's position as the leading international gold

bullion maitet aiKl more widely lor the confidence in the U K. banking systeia Therefore, the Bank
stepped In to provide siq>poct for JMB.

"The 199Z lepoit was entitled RetiiroloanAddreaioftheHonorabletheHcMMeof Commons, dated 22

October lag, fw the Inquiry into the Superviaon of The Bank of Credit and Cominercelnternatiofial.~

Chairman: The Right Honorable Lord Justice Bingham. This report is commonly referred to as the

Bingham Report.

GAI0M2OD46.3S U.K. Buk Bevdatocy Straetora
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banks were also involved in the competitive shakeout that followed the

Big Bang.

The 1987 Act confirmed the role of the Bank as supervisor, expanded its

fonnal responsibilities, and eliminated the distinction between banks and

nonbank deposit-taking institutions. Among other things, the act

(1) revised the minimum criteria for authorizing a bank; (2) established an

advisory board, the Board of Banking Supervision, to advise the Bank on

its sictlons; (3) amended the grounds on which the Bank might or was

required to revoke authorization; (4) gave the Bank the power to restrict

an authorization and set up an appeals process; (5) required banks to

report their large exposures to the Bank; and (6) enhanced the Bank's

authority to obtain information from a bank. These supervisory

responsibilities are discussed in greater detail in chapter 3.

In addition, the act gave baivk accountants and auditors'^ a legal

responsibility to provide information to the BaiU< when requested to do so.

In corgunction, the act relaxed the ordinary duty of confidentiality owed
by an auditor or accountant to its client in certain circumstances.

Further, the fraud uncovered in the Bank of Credit and Commerce
International (bcci) and its closure in 1991, led to additional concerns

about bank supervision in the United Kingdom and questions about the

Bank's continuing role in bank supervision. To date, major changes in the

structure of bank supervision have not been made as a result of these

concerns; however, changes have been made in the legislation £tnd

organization of bank supiervision in the Baitk. These changes wefe

intended to improve the information available to the Bank, encourage a

more proactive philosophy on the part of the Bank, and strengthen bank

supervision in general. These changes included (1) establishing new
Special Investigations and Legal units; (2) strengthening the involvement

of the Board of Banking Supervision; (3) more intensely training

supervisors in issues of fraud; (4) improving communication within the

Bank, and between the Bank, the Treasury, and other govenunent

departments; and (5) requiring bai\k accountants and auditors to report

material breaches of the authorization criteria by the banks they audit to

the Bank.

"In this report, the t«nn 'reporting accountant' or 'accountant' la used when describing accounting

profesaionais conducting work under the 1967 Act The term 'extemaJ auditor" or 'auditor' is used

when describing accounting profeastonaJs cotKlucting audit work under corporate law. As descrit>ed i

greater detail in chapter 3, the reporting accountant and external auditor for a particular bank are

often the same accounting flim.

GMMGGD-BS-aS U.K. Bank Regulatory Structure
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Overlaying these events has been the development of a unified financial

'

services market in the eu, which has also affected U.K. bank regulation

and supervision. Central to the liberalization of financial services under

the Single Market Program is the concept of a "single passport" Once a

financial firm is established and licensed in one member state, its home
country, that firm can use a single passport to offer financial services in

any other member state, or host country. Underlying the Single Market

Program is an understanding that a minimum level of harmonization in

regulation is necessary among the member countries to ensure the safety

and soundness of the financial system. For instance, the EU Second

Banking Directive requires all EU banks to have a minimum capital base

and a minimum level of shareholder disclosure and limits equity

participation in nonfinancial firms. Consequently, all EU member counlries,

including the United Kingdom, have had to change their banking laws and

regulations as necessary to meet the minimum requirements imposed by

EU financial services directives. To date, however, the structure of bank

regulation in the United Kingdom has not been changed as a result of EU

directives."

Regulation of Banks'

Nonbank Activities

In the United IQngdom, securities activities are conducted either in bank

subsidiaries or within the bank itself. When securities activities are

conducted in subsidiaries, the securities regulator, the Securities and
Investments Board (sb), is responsible for regulating the securities

subsidiary.'* Insurance activities are not permitted within a bank but are

restricted to banks' subsidiaries, and the insurance regulator, the
'

Department of Trade and Industry (on), regulates these subsidiaries.^

Regulators in the United Kingdom operate under the functional regulation

approach. Thus, when a bank owns nonbank subsidiaries, the Bank
remains the lead regulator and retains responsibility for monitoring the

capital levels of the banking entity as a whole, even though the nonbank

subsidiaries may be regulated by the sm or on. Similarly, if the mjgor or

top level entity is a securities firm owning a bank, then sm is the lead

regulator of the entire entity while the Bank regulates the bank subsidiary.

Vor addltloiul InfonnUion about the single marlcet progiam, see European Conununity: U S.

Flnanctal Services' Competitiveness Under the Single Marlcet Program (GAO/NSIAD-90-99, May 21,

15905:

"In turn, SIB lecogniies self-iegulalory otganuations (SRC), which cany out the regulation lor almost

all seciifltlm flims. The Sectuities and Futures Authority is the SRO that regulates most secuttties

Anns.

"While the Banking Act places no restiictions on what banks may do. Insurance legislation lequlras

that Insunnce be carried out in a separately incoiporated company.

GMVGOD-M-Sa U.K. Bwk Begnlatorr Straenr*
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Overview of
Participants in U.K.

Bank Regulation,

Supervision and
Examination

While the Bank of England is the sole bank regulator and supervisor in tho

United Kingdom, it receives advice from the Board of Banking Supervision

and ii\formation from bank accountants and auditors to help it conduct its

supervisory work, as described further in chapters 2 and 3.

Bank of England The Bank of England was nationalized under the 1946 Act, which provided

for the transfer of ownership of the Bank's stock to the Treasury, headed
by the Chancellor of the Ebcchequer. According to the Bank's annual
report, "its core purposes are to maintain the value of the currency and the

integrity of the financial system, and to promote the efficiency of financial

markets."

The 1946 Act grants the Bank budgetary independence but requires it to

submit an annual report on its Banking Act respor\sibilities to the

Chancellor who then submits the report to Parliament Approximately half

of the Bank's annual profit—&120 million in 1993—is paid to the Treasury

each year.

The Bank is formally governed by its Court of Directors, which consists of

the Governor, Deputy Governor, and sixteen directors, of whom four are

employed fiill time by the Bank and called executive directors. One of

these executive directors is responsible for bank supervisory

responsibilities within the Bank as well as payment, settlement, and
clearing systems.^' The 12 nonexecutive directors are drawn fi-om banking,

industry, and other areas such as accounting firms. The Court meets
weekly and serves primarily as a sounding board for the Governor. Iii

practice, the Bank is managed by the Governor, with the assistance of the

Deputy Governor and the four executive directors.

All members of the Court of Directors are appointed by the Crown, which
in effect means they are appointed by the Prime Miruster acting on the

advice of the Chancellor of the Exchequer after consultation with the

Governor of the Bank. All are £q>pointed for renewable terms: 5 years in

the case of the Governor and Deputy Governor, 4-year staggered terms for

the directors. Directors of the Bank may be dismissed by the Crown, but
such an event has never occurred.

"Two of th«9e executive director? are responsible for monetary stability, while the fourth has
resporaibilities for the United Kingdom's financial infrastructure. See appendix I for additional

ii\fonnaIion on the structure and nwnetaiy policy responsibilities of the Bank.

GAOl^GGD-9B-38 U.K. Bank RefnUlofT Structure
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Chapter 1

Introductioo

The Bank carries out the supervision of banks in its Supervision and

Surveillance area formerly known as the Banking Supervision Division.

Supervision and Surveillance falls under the responsibility of one of the

executive directors on the Court of Directors, and is headed by the Deputy

Director of the Bank. It consists of five divisions: (1) supervisory policy

and statistical reporting, (2) U.K. retail and merchant banks, (3) medium
and smaller U.K. banks and enforcement, (4) industrial world division, and

(5) developing world division. Tlie latter two divisions include surveillance

staff with expertise on the institutiorud and economic backgrounds of

groups of countries, in addition to banking supervisors, who are able to

draw on this expertise.

As of the end of February 1994, the Bank had 3,905 full-time staff, of whom
249 were Banking Supervision Division staff, including 57 support staff.

The Supervision and SurveiUance staff are located in London, the head

office of the Bank and the headquarters of most of the United Kingdom's

largest banks.^

Board of Banking
Supervision

The Board of Banking Supervision was established under the 1987 Act to

advise the Bank on its Banking Act responsibilities. Although officially

established by the act, the Board had been operating since 1986. It is

structurally separate from Supervision and Surveillance and advises the

Bank's Court of Directors.

The Board's nine members include the Bank's Governor, Deputy

Governor, and the executive director responsible for bank supervision, all

in an ex-offido capacity.^ The Board's six independent members from the

banking, accounting, and legal professions are jointly appointed to 5-year

terms by the Governor of the Bank and the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

(See ch. 2 for additional information on the Board's role.)

Accounting Firms As described further in chapter 3, reporting accountants and external

auditors provide substantial supervisory information to the Bank of

E^ngland. Although there are hundreds of external accounting firms in the

United Kingdom, about 80 percent of bank audits, including those of the

"While the Bank has nine branches and agencies located throughout the United Kingdom, these are

not used for bank supervisory purposes, but prunanly as currency distribution points and poinls of

contwx with kxal utdustiy They also include the Bank's Phnung Works and its Registrar's

Depaitment

"By vinue or beouoe o( their offlce*.

GAl(VGGI>-M.M U.K. Buk Ke«<Ustar7 Stroctore
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largest banks in the United Kingdom, are conducted by the "big six"

accounting firms, primarily because they have the necessary resources to

do the required work.^ Banks audited by smaller accounting firms tend to

be the smaller banks in the United Kingdom.

Objectives, Scope,

and Methodology

At the request of Congressman Charles E. Schumer, we examined various

aspects of the U.K. bank regulatory system. Specifically, our objectives

were to describe (1) the U.K. bank regulatory structure and its key

participants, (2) how that structure functions, and (3) how banks are

examined. We completed a similar study on the bank regulatory structure

In the Federal Republic of Germany^ and are currently undertaking

studies of the systems in FVance and Canada

To address these objectives we conducted our interviews with the Deputy

Director, Suptervision and Surveillance, and four other officials of the Bank
and the Deposit Protection Board. They also provided us with various

documents and statistics including copies of reports that banks submit to

the Bank, annual Bank of England reports and accounts, and Banking Act

reports; annual reports of the Deposit Protection Board; guidance notes on
relevant issues, including the role of external auditors and reporting

accountants; and statistics on the banking industry.

In addition to our interviews with the Bank, we met with several senior

executives at U.K banks; senior executives fit>m accounting firms and
individuals boiii the Auditing Practices Board, the auditing standards

setting body in the United Kingdom, who provided us with bank-related

auditing standards, auditing guidelines, and guidance notes. We also met
with individuals from the British Bankers Association—the organization

representing baifks operating in the United Kingdom, including foreign

banks—who provided us with copies of related reports and legislation;

and with an official from the Building Societies Commission, the regulator

of U.K Building Societies.

Finally, we reviewed the 1987 Act, the law that relates most directly to

bank regulation and supervision, and related documents including the

Bank of England's Statements of Principles. This review does not

constitute a formal legal opinion on the requirements of the law, however.

**ThcM flims are known in Che United SUUsu Ennt A Young, Arthur Anderaen A Compwiy. Deloitte

* Touche, KPMG Peat Harwick. Coopen A Lybrand, and Price Watefhouae

"Bank RegulatocyStnicture: The Fedetml Republic of Gennany (GAO^GD.94-134BR. May 9, 1994.)

GMySGD-SS-M U.K. Buk RegnUtarr Stinetiirc
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Chapter 1

Introductloo

We conducted our review from May 1994 through August 1994 in

accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

Senior supervisory officials of the Bank of England, the Building Societies

Comntission, the British Bankers Association, and several chartered

accounting fums reviewed and commented on a draft of this report These

comments were generally technical in nature, and were incorporated

where appropriate.

GA(»6GI>-*«-38 U.K. Bank RcgnUUMT Stnictnra
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Chapter 2

The Bank of England Authorizes, Regulates,

and Supervises Banks

Since the passage of the 1979 Act, the Bank has been formally recognized

in statute as the primary regulator and sole supervisor of authorized banks

in the United Kingdom. The Bank's powers include the responsibility to

authorize banks to take deposits, the power to issue banking regulations,

the power to take enforcement actions against banks—such as restricting

and revoking a bank's authorization—the right to request and receive

information from banks and accounting firms, and the right to examine

banks. The Board of Banking Supervision advises the Bank on its actions

under the Banking Act. (See ch. 3 for more information on accounting and

audit reports and bank reviews.)

Authorization and
Minimum Criteria

The 1987 Act gives the Bank sole authority to authorize banks to conduct a
deposit-taking business, but stipulates that banks must meet the following

six minimum criteria as set out in Schedule 3 to the Act These minimum
criteria state that

(l)directors, controllers, or managers of institutions be fit and proper to

hold their particular positions C^t and proper persons");

(2)at least two individuals effectively direct the business ("four-eyes'

principle);

(3)for U.K incorporated institutions, there are as many nonexecutive

directors as the circumstances and scale of operations of the business

require (nonexecutive directors);

(4)the business be conducted in a prudent maimer, maintain coital of

such nature and amount as are considered appropriate, maintain adequate

liquidity and loan loss provisions, and have adequate accounting and other

records (prudent conduct of business);

(6)the business be carried on with integrity and professional skills

apprt^iiate to the scale and nature of its activities (integrity and skill); and

(6)the business hold at time of granting of authorization minimum net

assets of&1 million (minimum net assets).'

In determining whether to authorize a bank, the Bank, according to

written Bank policy, also considers "If it is likely to receive adequate flows

Suiementa o( Pnnd;^ (May 1093), ind The Binlt <rf Eml«iid"» RetoOoitthIp WUh
H«yoit»m AoowirmiM. (Mir. 19M).

GMyCOD-M-M U.K. BuJt B««alstarT Slnetare
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Chapter 2

The lUnli of England Authoriies, Regulates,

and Supervises Banks

of information from the institution and relevant connected parties in order

to monitor the fulfillment of the criteria and to identify and assess any

threats to the interests of depositors and potential depositors."

Furthermore, it "will take account of any factors which might inhibit

effective supervision, including in particular whether the structure and

geographical spread of the bank, the group to which it may belong, and

other connected companies might hinder the provision of adequate and

reliable flows of information to the supervisors." Finally, the Bank will

consider whether the bank's companies share a common external auditor,

which would simplify the BaiUc's "ability to assess a banking institution's

exposure to risks elsewhere in the same group." Since the failure of bcci,

the Bank has given the preference for a common auditor a higher profile,

and banking institutions without a common auditor have become

increasingly rare.

RnnU Rpcnilnfinn Under the 1987 Act, the Bank is also responsible for issuing regulations to

o implement the act, to clarify provisions in law, or to provide guidance on

the Bank's interpretation of requirements in the Banking Act. It may do

this in a number of ways. First, the Bank is required under the 1987 Act to

publish a statement of the principles in accordance with which it will

(1) interpret the criteria for authorization and the grounds for revocation

of a bank's authorization established in the act and (2) exercise its power

to grant, revoke, or restrict an authorization. The Bank's Statements of

Principles are legally binding on the banks it supervises. For example, the

Statements of Principles discuss the Bank's expectations on capital

adequacy or liquidity which, therefore, must be adhered to by banks.

The Bank also issues "supervisory notices" and "guidance notes"—which

also have the force of law—when, for example, amending its Statements of

Principles or updating previous notices. In fiscal year 1994, the Bank

issued five such notices on large exposures, on-balance-sheet netting 2ind

cash collateral, the Bank's relationship with auditors and reporting

accountants,^ reporting accountants' reports, and subordinated loan

capital

Supervisory guidance may also include the issuance of a

"recommendation" on a certain issue by the Bank. There is an expectation

on the part of the Bank and the banks it regulates that banks will make
every effort to comply with Bank recommendations. These

recommendations do not directly carry the force of law, although

^See chapter 3 for discussion ol the reaponaibtlities of auditon and repotting accountants.
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noncompliance could in certain circumstances call into question whether

a bank met the general criterion in the act requiring institutions to conduct

their business in a prudent manner. This allows the Bank to be flexible in

enforcing such recommendations: it can take account of special

circumstances which may be discussed with individual institutions. For

example, in April 1993 the Bank recommended that banks active in

derivatives activities have at least two board members knowledgeable

about derivatives, of whom one should be the Rnance Director. This

caused a problem for some banks whose flnance directors were not expert

in derivatives, even though at least two other Board members were. The

Bank accepted that it was reasonable to make an exception for such cases.

Before issuing supervisory notes or making recommendations, the Bank
will—as a practical matter rather than because it is required to do so—get

advice from and consult with interested parties such as the British

Bankers Association or the Auditing Practices Board. It is also likely to

request comment from the Treasury. Finally, the Bank consults with the

Board of Banking Supervision before issuing notices or recommendations.

The Bank will also issue interpretive letters on its policies in response to

questions that it receives from individual banks. For example, banks might

have questions about how the Bank would categorize a certain type of

capital. This kind of interpretation is viewed as binding on the bank.

Although the Bank is very involved in the drafting of banking legislation

and may be asked to testify before Parliament on bank-related issues, the

Treasury has the primary responsibility for bank legislation. As a result,

the Banking Act on several occasions gives the Treasury the authority to

change certain definitions or requirements in the act and also provides

that the Treasury may issue regulations in some instances.^

Fnforrpmpnt Aftinns The Bank is solely responsible for taking enforcement actions against

banks "to ensure compliance with . . . standards and to protect depositors

and potential depositors." Nevertheless, the Bank is subordinate to the

Treasury and would notify the Treasury of any significant action before

taking it, and Bank officials said that the Bank would abstain from taking a

specific action if the Treasury disapproved.

Tor example, the act exempts a number of entities—such as the Bank, building societies, or the

International Monetary Fund—from the restriction on deposit taking and allows the Treasury, after

consultation with the Bank, to add entities to or remove them from the list The Treasury may also

make regulations with respect to the act's sut>section on acceptance of deposits and has the authority

to make advertising rules.
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Enforcement actions are either informal, in which banks are strongly

encouraged to take an action, or formal, where actions by the Eiffected

bank are required. The Bank has a great deal of discretion to decide

whether to take formal action or seek remedial action by some other

informal means—through persuasion and encouragement, for instance. If,

for example, 'the Bank considers that adequate and speedy remedial steps

are likely to be taken by an authorized institudon," then it "would

generally be reluctant to revoke or restrict the authorization'' and would

be more likely to "recommend" that certain actions be taken by a bank.

Indeed, in the Statements of Principles, the Bank fiirther asserts that

'where appropriate [the Bank] will seek remedial action by [informal

means such as) persuasion and encouragement' This language reflects the

Bank's preference for informal over formal enforcement actions.

Informal enforcement actions are normally the Bank's first choice because

they are easier to put into effect, and provide for flexibility to ensure that

corrective actions are taken by the banks. Furthermore, banks fully

understand that if they do not comply with ii\formal actions and

recommendations, then a strong formal action, which the Bank has clear

discretion to choose, is sure to follow. Informal actions are, therefore,

more effective than might otherwise be assumed since banks recognize the

formal authority which underlies informal actions.

According to the Bank, such a system of supervision also works be^uise

bank managers understand that if they notify the Bank of a problem. Bank
supervisors will help them find solutions and will not discipline a bank for

a problem that is being resolved. As a result, many potential problems are

brought to the attention of the Bank by the banks themselves. Smaller

banks in particular may not have the expertise in-house to resolve certain

problems and can turn to the Bank for advice.

Nevertheless, the banking statute provides the Bank with powers to take

formal enforcement action against authorized institutions on a number of

grounds, particularly if the criteria for a bank to receive approval to take

deposits discussed above have been breached. Such formal action can

include revoking a bank's authorization; removing bank managers or

directors; or imposing conditions on the bank such as limiting deposit

taking to current depositors, restricting the bank's scope of business, and

prohibiting the bank fix>m entering into certain transactions.

Despite its preference for taking informal action, the Bank, in its

Statements of Principles, says that if it is necessary for the Bank to take
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formal actions "in order to ensure compliance with the standards or to

protect the interests of depositors and potential depositors [then] it will

move to revoke or restrict authorization." The Bank's Statements of

Principles acknowledges that the threshold for being authorized to take

formal action under the Banking Act is relatively low. For example, the

Bank can take formal enforcement actions to restrict or revoke a license

"before the deterioration in the institution's condition is such that there is

a serious likelihood that depositors wiU suffer a loss." It would, for

example, revoke an institution's license even if the institution had

adequate capital and liquidity if "there was no reasonable prospect of

speedy and comprehensive remedial action."

Both formal and informal actions are subject to judicial review. In

addition, formal enforcement actions are subject to review by the Banking

Appeal Tribunal,^ as provided for in the Banking Act, and the Board of

Banking Supervision is informed by Supervision and Surveillance of

prospective formal sictions that are being considered. Appeals before the

Tribunal are rare, however, and all but one case—which was decided in

favor of the Bank—have been withdrawn by the appealing bank before a

full hearing could take place. This fact reflects the authority the Bank has

over the banks it supervises and, according to the Bank, the potential for

appeal does not affect its decisions to take formal action. Nevertheless,

some banking industry representatives have speculated that the Bank
postponed decisions to close sea because of the evidence that was

deemed necessary to forestall the possibility of an appeal to the courts.

In d\e 11-year period from March 1, 1983 through Febr\iaiy 28, 1994, the

Bank used its powers to revoke bank authorizations 35 times^ and its

power to restrict bank authorizations 47 times. In most cases, such action

is taken when the minimum criteria for authorization are not being met*

While the Baitk has sole authority to withdraw a bank's authorization, the

U.K. courts must be petitioned to close a bank, and the courts officially

The Trlbuiul is constituted on > case4y-c*se basis by three indlviduais: a chainnan—wtw must have

le^ experience and is appointed by the Lord ChaiKeilor of the Exchequer—and two other members
who have accountancy and banking experience and are appointed by the Lord Chancellor.

In most cases when the Bank has made a decision to withdraw a bank's authorization, the bank has

had Siiffldent capital to wind down its operations without losses to depositors

*Beyotid its enforcement authority, which gives the Bank discretion to revolce an atxhorizaxion, there

are two circumatances under the Banking Act in which the Bank must withdraw a baiUi's

authorizalion. First, if the home supervisacy authority ofan EU member bank that has branches in the

United Kingdom withdraws its aulhoiizatkin of the bank Second, when a batiknplcy order has been
made against the institution in the United iOngdom
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decide whether an institution should be placed into administration,

receivership, or liquidation under the Insolvency Act of 1986. Furthermore,

in a m^ority of the cases where banks have experienced sufficient

solvency problems to warrant their closing, the banks' directors or

stockholders, not the Bank, have petitioned the courts for an order closing

the bank because this allows them to play a role in determining who is

af>pointed administrator of the bank. Nevertheless, the Bank remains the

driving force in determining when and how a bemk gets closed. For

example, most often, when banks petition the courts, they do so only after

it is clear from their discussion with bank supervisors that they have little

other choice. Furthermore, if the Bank decides that a bank must be closed

and that it should, for example, be placed in receivership, then the court's

approval is merely a formality.

If a bank is suffering from liquidity problems, the Bank will encourage a

bank to sell some of its assets, to get a line of credit from other financial

institutions, or, as a last resort, provide liquidity itself. If these measures

do not work, or if the bank is suffering from solvency problems, the Bank
will first turn to the bank's largest shareholders to resolve the problem. If

the shareholders do not have sufficient resources, then the courts would

be petitioned to wind down the institution. Since 1987 there have been

nine bank failures in the United Kingdom.

The Bank Relies on
Several Sources of

Information

To carry out its supervisory responsibilities the Bank relies on several

souit:es of information including banks, accountants, auditors, and the

fiiuncial markets. According to Bank officials, the sources of information

upon which they primarily rely are reports submitted by, and meetings and

other contacts with, the banks themselves.

Statistical information on banks is received in electronically-filed

prudential reports, which are provided by the banks daily, weekly,

monthly, quarteriy, semi-aimually, or aimually—as is considered necessary

by the Bank to fulfill its information needs. These include detail on the

banks' assets and liabilities and highlight the m£iin characteristics of a

bank's business, such as its capital adequacy, liquidity, large exposures,

maturity analyses, foreign currency exposures, industry exposure,

dependence on connected business, and derivatives activities. Banks must

also report to the Bank on such issues as management changes, proposed

changes in ownership, and branch openings.
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In addition, the Bank receives on-site information about banks from

reports by the banks' reporting accountants and conducts its own reviews

through small review teams and, more infrequently, by special

investigation teams, as discussed in chapter 3.

The Bank also relies on information it receives from banks in formal

bilateral meetings and also from informal meetings and telephone calls

with them. It attaches considerable importance to regular interviews with

senior management from each institution to discuss and elaborate on the

information received in prudential reports. Through these interviews, the

Bank attempts to assess the capabilities of bank management to control

the business, achieve the institution's objectives, and satisfy itself that the

criteria for authorization continue to be met

In the 12 months between March 1, 1993, and February 28, 1994, the Bank
held over 3,000 "routine" and "nonroutine" meetings with banks.' Of these,

over 1,000 were routine prudential or trilateral meetings to discuss the

baitks' performance, business, systems and controls, and comphance with

requirements such as capital and liquidity minimums that have been
agreed to between the Bai\k and individual banks.' Most of these routine

meetings were prudential interviews: 401 were interviews with banks
incorporated in the United Kingdom, and 283 were with branches of

foreign banks. An additional 357 routine meetings were trilateral meetings

that included the banks and the banks' reporting accountants as

participants (see discussion on auditors and reporting accountants in

chapter 3 for further information).

The Bank also held nearly 2,000 noru-outine, but formal meetings with

baiUcs to discuss specific issues about which the Bank wanted more
informatioa Topics at such meetings could include: individual supervisory

concerns, changes in bank management, plans to expand into new areas,

or suitability of controllers—managing directors, chief executives, or

'As noted eariler, there are approximalely 500 banks in the United Kingdom. 232 incorporated in the

United Kingdom and 286 incoiponied outside the United Kingdom.

The Bank adheres to minimum capital and liquidity requirements set out m EU directives that were
modeled on the Basle Committee on Banidng Supervision recorunendations, which the Bank played a
significant role in developmg However, these lequirements are considered to be mimmums and the

Bank will discuss acceptable capital and liquidity levels individually with the banks it supervises.

According to the Bank's Statements of Principles, the Bank sets a trigger ratio for individual banks
according to an overall assessment of the risks that they face and the quality of their nsk managemenL
A baiUi IS required to meet its trigger ratio at all tunes. In order to lessen the risk that the tngger ratio

might be broched, the Bank generally expects each institution to conduct its business so as to

maintain a higher ratio (the target ratio).' See International Banking Implementation of Risk-Based
Capital Adequacy Standards (GAO/NSlAD-9 1 -80) for additional information on nsk-based capital

staiulanja
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Stockholders ovwung 15 percent or more of the voting stock of a bank—to

name only a few.

More informally, bank management will often meet with or telephone

Bank staff to discuss future plans, potential problems, or other issues if

they wish to obtain Bank opinions, informal approval, or advice.

In addition, the Bank has contracts with other participants in the financial

markets that jdso provide it with more informsd information about the

banks it supervises. For example, the Bank might be told that participants

in the foreign exchange market have limited their counterparty exposure

to a particular bank because of concerns about the bank's operations. Or

the Bank may hear that a senior manager at a particular bank has been

borrowing heavily or speculating in the markets, which might raise

concerns about his or her suitability to manage a bank. Although such

information is often subjective, it may provide the basis for the Bank to

follow up with the banks or their reporting accountants.

In all cases, Bank staff may follow up on information received with written

or oral requests for further information, meetings with banks and/or their

accountants, or visits to the banks by Bank review teams or special

investigation teams.

The Board of Banking
Supervision Advises
the Bank

As noted in ctuqjter 1, the Board of Banking Supervision was established

in the 1987 Act as an independent committee advising the Bank's Court of

Directors and consists of three ex-ofBdo Bank members and six

independent members. According to a paper issued by the Treasury at the

time, the Board was intended to bring independent commercial banking

experience to bear on banking supervisory decisions at the highest level.

The independent members have a reqaonsibibty to advise the Board's

ex-officio members on the Bank's actions taken under the authority of the

act, either generally with respect to matters of policy or in relation to

particular institutions.

Questions about individual institutions can range from new applications

for authorization and proposals for changes of control to concerns on the

part of the Bank about the suitability of controllers, possible threats to the

interests of depositors, or formal enforcement actions that are being

considered to resolve problems. For example, the Board met numerous

times over the problems associated with bcci and eventually endorsed the

Bank's decision to close bcci. In addition to institution-specific issues, the
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Board will also address broader policy issues, and it reviews the staffing

and training arrangements for Supervision and Surveillance.'

If the Bank decides not to accept the advice of the independent membeis
of the Board, then the Banking Act requires the ex-officio members of the

Board to give written notice of that fact to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer. This has happened only once.'"

The Board generally meets once a month, although during crises it meets
more often. Minutes of the Board's meetings are provided to those of the

Bank's directors who request them. The nonexecutive directors of the

Bank (those who are not officials of the Bank) and the six non-Bank
members of the Board of Banking Supervision also meet once a year to

discuss issues of interest, including the Bank's annual report and accounts
and the annual report required under the Banking Act

In order to resolve some supervisory weaknesses that came to light after

the Bca failure, procedures for involving the Board of Banking Supervision

in the Bank's Supervision and Surveillance area's work have been
strengthened. For example, internal guidance on when to report matters to

the Board has been tightened, and those cases about which the Board's

advice is specifically sought are highlighted. In general, accordiixg to Bank
officials, the Board's advice has been very helpful and effective over the

years since its establishment

Industry Satisfaction

With the Bank as

Bank Supervisor

While the failure of Bca has opened a public debate on the role of the

Bank as bank supervisor, in general the banks we interviewed, and the

British Bankers Association, speaking for its membership, believe that the

regulatory and sui)ervisory system in the United Kingdom works Cairiy

welL The Bank is perceived as a prudent, but not onerous regulator and a
pragmatic supervisor. The banks appreciate that the Bank operates with

discretion but that it also gets the job done. Although the failure of Bca
dealt a blow to the reputation of the Bank, banks we interviewed continue

'According to the Board's annual repoita, poUcy qaaboia that have oome before the Board haw
Included the implications for banks of changes in the markets in which thejr participate, quesbom of
provisioning against sovereign risk, •mngements between the Bank and other UK. financial

institutions regulaion with respect to their sepsnie legulatoty raponsbiUtles, the ownenhip of U. K.

banks, and implications for the thanking system of Iraq's Invasion of Kuwait

"In this case, based on confidentiality requirements In the Banking Act of IWT. the Board In IWI
advised against the Governor's testlfyuig before Parttament on the specifics of the BCCI case far fear
of creating the precedert of speaking before Parliament about an individual oae The Governor nwle
the decision not to lake the advice of the Board and notified the Treasury as required under law.
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to believe that the Bank is doing a better job than bank regulators in

systems where supervisors are more intrusive.

Some representatives of the accounting firms we talked to were slightly

more criticaL For example, questions were raised about whether the Bank
Wets firm enough with banks experiencing problems and whether concerns

about the economy might be affecting bank supervision." However, these

representatives felt that the additional information being required by the

Bank on bank records and systems would be useful to the Bank in

understanding routine financial reports banks submitted to the Bank (see

ch. 3 for additional discussion).

"See appendix U for dtsctiaaion of potential ooniUcts of Interest between the Bank's role as monetaiy

authonty and bank superviaor.
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The U.K. supervisory approach does not depend on fuU-scope, on-site

examinations of authorized banks.' Accounting TuTns carry out on-site

work at banks in their formal roles as reporting accountants appointed

under the Banking Act to produce reports on any relevant matter, as well

as theu" role as external auditors appointed under the Companies Act The
Bank also has its own small staff (review teams) that carry out short visits

to banks on an informal basis as specific needs arise. Bank supervisors are

provided with the reports commissioned by them from reporting

accountants and the results of the visits of the Bank's own review teams.

These reports and the results of the review teams' visits, together with

information collected directly from banks (as described in ch. 2), and

trilateral meetings with the banks and accountants are intended to give

supervisors a complete picture of the banks for supervisoiy purposes.

Bank Staff Conduct
Limited On-Site Bank
Reviews

The Bank has the authority under the 1987 Act to enter the premises of a

bank to obtain information or documentation. While it does not use this

power to conduct full-scope examinations, the power enables the Bank to

carry out limited bank reviews on an informal basis, drawing from a small

group of 11 review team members. The group currently includes four

accountants from m^or accounting firms, three bankers &x>m large batUcs

who have all been assigned for two years to the Bank of England as well as

four BaiU< staff, and former bankers who are on contract to the Bank.

The reviews are conducted in small "review" teams of two or three, with at

least one accountant and one banker on each team. In addition, a

Supervision and Surveillance career line supervisor usually accompanies

the review team in order to obtain first-hand information about the banks

for which he has responsibility. The teams assess the quality of banks'

lending and the adequacy of their systems and controls. For example, they

may check a bank's treasury operations, its electronic iaXa. processing

systems, or its credit area. Visits by review teams can range from 2 to 3

days to several weeks and may cover locations throughout the country.

Review team visits in smaller banks may cover the full range of a bank's

activities, whereas in larger banks the teams may concentrate on a specific

line of business.

Reports by review teams tend to be fairly qualitative since visits are short

and much of the review team information is derived fi'om interviews rather

than documents. Nevertheless, a Bank official stated that such subjective

'Pull^acope examinations iivlude examining bank asset quality, aaaesing banics' systems and internal

controls, judgiiig capital ade<|uacy and reserves, aivJ assessing compliajKe with laws and regulations
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reports often provide helpful iiiformation that gives a flavor of the bank's

operations that cannot necessarily be derived from an accountant's report

or bank audit After its visit, the review team will hold a closing meeting

with the bank's management to discuss initial conclusions. The review

team will then draft a detailed report that will be provided to the bank's

supervisor who will, in turn, discuss the rei>ort with the bank and provide

a list of signiflcant points to be resolved.

In principle, review teams are meant to visit all 518 banks in the United

Kingdom, including foreign branches, although not on an annual basis. In

practice, visits to the 129 European-authorized institutions tend to be rare

and are largely confined to liquidity and money laundering since primary

supervisory responsibility over these banks rests with the home
supervisory authorities. Banks about which the Bank has no concerns are

also not given high priority for review team visits. In the year ending

February 28, 1994, the BaiUc carried out 112 review team visits and 1

1

additional "special" visits. Special review teams will focus on specific

issues when the Bank suspects a problem.

The Bank also conducts reviews of banks' foreign exchange operations

and assesses their compliance with Bank guidelines. In such reviews,

Bank sta£f will review specifically the position limits that the Bank has set

with individual institutions as well as other issues such as netting

arrangements and general business strategies. These reviews are

conducted by staff within Supervision and Surveillance—generally one

senior manager assisted as necessary by detailed accountants and

bankers, and/or experienced analysts fivm within the supervisory

divisions. The Bank conducted 41 such visits in the year ending

February 28, 1994.

Both review team visits and foreign exchange visits are conducted with

the cooperation of the institution and do not explicitly involve the use of

the Bank's statutory powers. In principle, this means that a bank could

refuse entry to the Bank's teams, although such a case has never happened

and is unlikely to happen given the Bank's arsenal of statutory powers to

obtain information. If a bank were to refuse entzy, the Bank would have to

use its statutory powers to require the bank to cooperate, which,

according to a Bank ofQcial, "would clearly be at odds with the spirit

within which we normaUy conduct our supervision."

As a result of recommendations resulting from investigations into the sea

failure, the Bank established a special investigations unit (siu) with 1 1 staff
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including support staff, made up of both experienced banldng supervisors

and specialist forensic accountants recruited from m^jor international

accounting faros. According to a Bank of England Banking Act Report,

'the siu now acts as the focal point for all cases where there are concerns

about possible criminal activity involving institutions for which the Bank
has supervisory responsibility." The primary role of the siu is to advise

Bank supervisors on appropriate actions to take in pursuing suspicions

and warnings of fraud and other criminal activity based on information

provided by the supervisors. Special investigation teams will also

investigate such cases when appropriate.

Reporting

Accountants
Contribute to

Examination
function

In the United Kingdom, reporting accoimtants perform a significant part of

the examination function through aimual and special reviews provided for

in the 1987 Act All banks in the United Kingdom, with the exception of

European-authorized institutions,^ are subject to two types of reviews

under the act: (1) an atuiual records and controls review required by

section 39 of the 1987 Act (records and controls audits), as requested by

the Bank;^ and (2) special reviews of individual banks, under section 41 of

the 1987 Act, that may be requested by the Bank if it perceives a need for

additional information, for example, with respect to suspected fraud or

unexpected losses (special reviews). While reporting accountants must
comply with Bank requests for such reports, the Bank has no access to

accounting firms' work papers.

Accountants were assigned their responsibilities under the Banking Act of

1987 not only because it was seen as the most efficient way of introducing

the necessary checks on systems and controls by drawing on an existing

pool of expertise, but also because the Bank preferred its traditional

approach of supervising batUcs "based on dialogue, prudential returns and
trust"—which it believes has served it well—rather than more intrusive

examination techniques.

In addition to reviews conducted under the Banking Act, external auditors

conduct annual financial audits that are required of all U.K corporations

'Europeui-tuthonzed inatttutloca are those incoiporated in the EU or in the EEA (but outside the

United Kingdom) and are not required by the bank to have annual systems and control audits. The
Bank, on a case-by<3se basis, may periodically require such an audit, but it wouM generally be limited

in scope to audits of prudential returns. Euiopean-authonzed institutions are also generally not subject

to special audits thai may be requested by the Bank On Februaiy 28. 1994, Utere were 129 European
authorized instituQons in the United Kingdom, 97 of which were allowed to take deposits.

'Under the law, the Bank is given the authority to request records and controls reviews The Bank has
uwd this authority to require such repocia annually.
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under corporate law. These audits may also be used by the Bank in the

supervisory process.

The Bank Uses Annual
Records and Controls

Reports to Help Assess

Records and Systems

The 1987 Act explicitly requires banks to maintain accounting and other

records and internal control systems that enable a bank to prudently

manage its business and to comply with legal requirements. To monitor

compliance with this requirement, the Bank has been given the right under

section 39 of the 1987 Act to require that banks hire accounting

firms—called reporting accountants for the purposes of section 39

reporting—to conduct aiuiual reviews of a bank's records and systems of

controls and to check the statistical and other prudential reports banks

submit to the Bank. The records and systems and prudential return

reviews are frequently separate assignments carried out under their own
letters of instruction. Furthermore, a prudential return review will always

result in a separate report being issued by the reporting accountant to the

Bank.

The Bank uses information from the annual records and controls reports

to assist it in judging the adequacy of a bank's records and systems and

whether the bank's business is conducted in a prudent marmer on a

day-to-day basis. The Bank does not expect reporting accountants to make
ajudgment about prudent conduct, but it does want them to set out the

risks that the institution runs by not correcting the weaknesses the

accountants have identified. Records and controls reports do not,

however, express an opinion on the bank's financial statements.

Records and controls reviews are paid for by the bank being reviewed, and

the reports are submitted to the bank for comment before the report and

the bank's comments are provided to the Bank. The scope of the report,

however, is set by the Bank in aiuiual discussions it holds with the banks

and their reporting accountants and is formally communicated to

reporting accountants in annual letters sent them by the banks.

The Bank's policy is to require full-scope records and controls reviews on

an annual basis for "small or vulnerable' banks.'' The Bank expects a

full-scope review to include a consideration of the adequacy of the

accounting and other records and internal control systems, including the

internal audit function, throughout the institutioa The reporting

accountant is also expected to check the institution's procedures with

*If a bank or branch has received positive records and controb audit reports for several years in a row,

it may be permitted a year in which no report b required.
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respect to preventing, detecting, and reporting suspicions of money
laundering.^ Larger banks get rolling records and controls reviews since

full-scope reviews would take too long and would be prohibitively

expensive. A records and controls report of a larger bank might cover the

bank's high-level controls in one year, then its treasury activities in

another, and its credit activities in a third, for example.

The Bank Has Issued

Guidance on Annual
Records and Controls

Reviews

The Bank does not have detailed requirements about the manner in which

annual records and controls reviews should be conducted. Rather, it has

issued 17 pages of guidance that emphasize the scope and nature of the

financial information, which accounting and other records must be

designed to capture, and the scope and nature of internal control systems.^

The guidance also includes three pages on the reporting accountants'

reviews and refwrts.

The guidance requires that adequate records be maintained to facilitate the

prudent day-to-day conduct of a bank's business, compliance with

statutory reporting requirements, and provision of appropriate information

for the bank's own statistical and prudential returns. Information provided

to management for the day-to-day conduct of a bank's business should be

sufficient to enable it to (1) monitor the quality of its assets and safeguard

them; (2) identify, control, and manage risk exposures; (3) make timely

and informed decisions; and (4) monitor the current performance of all

aspects of the business.

With respect to internal controls, the Bank recognizes that internal control

systems will vary fix)m bank to bank, but controls should "provide

reasonable assurances that a bank's revenues accrue to its benefit, all

e:q>endituTe is properly authorized and disbursed, all assets are adequately

safeguarded, all liabilities are recorded, aU statutory requirements relating

to the provision of accounts are complied with, and all prudential

reporting conditions are adhered to." The BaiU( does not require, but

strongly encourages, the establishment of an internal audit fiinction and

audit committees. As a result, most U.K banks have established audit

committees and internal control functions. The Bank recommends that the

^While the Bank's guidance in this area states that the pnxedures to be covered are those relating to

"preventing, detecting, and reporting.* an accounting Ann with which we spoke brought to our
attention that the Bank confirmed with them that the notice should refer to procedures for

"prevention, deterrence, and reporting * The reason for this b that the U.K legislation on money
laundering requires bantcs (and others) to fnajntain systems for deteiretKe but not for detection

(which woukj be overly onerous). This was confirmed by the Bank.

*"Guidance Note on Reportliig Accountants' Reports on Accounting axvJ Other Records and Irttemal

ConDol Systems,' (Mar. 1994).
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internal audit function should be responsible directly to the board's audit

committee. In its notice, the Bank states that control functions that could

be undertaken by an internal audit department may include: undertaking

special investigations for management; reviewing accounting records and

the control environment; reviewing appropriateness, scope, and efficiency

of internal control systems; and reviewing implementation of management
policies.

In its guidance on reporting accountants' reviews and reports, the Bank
asserts its expectation that reporting accountants abide by the accounting

industry's guidelines. The Bank also requires reporting accountants to give

an overall assessment of the control environment for each business area

that they have been asked to examine. As of year-end 1994, records and

control reports by reporting accountants are also to include background

information on the business areas in which systems were reviewed

including the organizational structure, nature, and approximate volume of

transactions, the key risks faced by the institution, and the key controls in

operation.^

In conducting arwual records and controls work, reporting accountants

are "required to form an opinion on whether the institution's accounting

and other records and internal control systems have been maintained by

management in accordance with the Bank's interpretation of the

requirements of the Act' In separate reviews, reporting accountants will

check whether the material in certain prudential reports selected by the

Bank has been properly extracted from the underlying accounting records.

They are not required to check the accuracy of the undeiiying records,

however. Over a period of years, the records and controls reports on each

institution are to cover all relevant prudential reports.

Until this year, records and controls reports had been quite short They

consisted of a one-page letter to the directors of the bank with an

appendix describing the exceptions to the Bank's criteria for adequate

records and controls. Most reports have several pages of exceptions, while

Thia inlbnnation ms requealed by the Bank becaine the Ustlngt of exceptkm provided tqr the

rcpactlnf accountant* were ollen oyptic and difOcult to undemand without some basic deacilptlve

Infonnallon about the bank'* tttttm and conlrota.
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only a few will not have any exceptions. It is also relatively rare that a

negative report will be issued.'

Guidelines on annual records and control reviews have also been adopted

by the Auditing Practices Board (apb), an industry group similar to the

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants in the United States,

after close consultation with the Bank. The Bank expects that records and

controls work will be conducted in accordance with its guidelines as well

as those of the apb.

Special Reviews May Be
Requested If the Bank Has
Specific Concerns

Under section 4 1 of the 1987 Act, the Bank may also request that a
reporting accountant conduct a special review if the Bank has specific

concerns about a bank. In such cases, the Bank hires the accountant, pays

the accountant, and sets the scope of the review. The Bank's authority to

request information under section 41 is very broad, and reviews may cover

the fiill operations of a bank or a specific area about which the Bank has

concerns.

Special reviews are conducted on very short notice or even secretly—for

example, during the course of a regular annual records and controls

review—and reporting accountants report on their reviews directly to the

Bank in bUateral meetings. The accountants do not first discuss the results

of the special review with the bank. The Bank may use the bank's own
accountant to conduct a q>ecial review if, for example, the Bank feels that

it is easier to use an accountant already familiar with the bank, or it may
choose another accountant if it wants a completely independent opinion.

For the special review of Bcci, the Bank used Price Waterhouse, scci's

annual auditor and accountant, without giving notice to oca that the

review was being conducted.

Special reviews are not requested very fi'equently, averaging slightly more
than four a year over the past 10 years, partially because of the high cost of

such reviews to the Bank. Nevertheless, the Bank says that it does not let

concerns about cost stand in the way of commissioning a special review.

'An annual records and controls audit opinion will read one of two ways. A positive report with

exceptions will read: 'In our opinion, having regard to the nature and scale of its business, during the

year ended
[ t

the accounting and other records and internal control systems examined by us were
established and maintained in accordance with the requirements of the Guidance Note (with the

exception of the malten set out in Appendix 3 attached to this repoit).* A negative repoit will read: 'ir

our opinion, having regard to the nature and scale of its busness, during the year ended
i

) the

accounting and other recoids and internal control systems examined by us were not established and
maintained In accoidance with the requirementsof the Guidance Note for the reasons set out in

Appendix 3 attached to this report.'
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In order to avoid the cost of a special review, the Bank may send in its

own special investigations teams for smaller banks, or it may request a

bank to commission a special records and controls report about a specific

area of concern. Such a report has the advantage of being paid for by the

bank being reviewed, but the bank also is notified of the review and may
have time to hide evidence of wrongdoing.

Banks Are Also

Subject to Annual
Audits Under
Corporate Law

Corporate law in the United Kingdom, the Companies Act of 1985 (1985

Act), requires all companies incorporated in the United Kingdom to

receive annual financial audits.' Hie scope of such a statutory audit of a

bank's financial statements is no different fix>m that of any other company.

External auditors are required to report whether, in their opinion, the

annual financial statements give a true and fair view and have been

properly prepared in accordance with the 1985 Act Aspects of a bank's

business typically examined would include: checking that the bank is

complying with capital requirements; assessing asset quality, loan loss

reserves, earnings, and management capability, and reviewing internal

controls.'" In carrying out their audit work and in preparing their report on

the financial statements, auditors comply with auditing standards

prepared by the auditing profession. There are no financial audit

requirements imposed by the Bank.

There is also no requirement that financial auditors hired under the 1985

Act's requirements provide the Bank with the management letter they send

to the bank's directors describing the results of the audit However, if a

Bank supervisor requests a copy of the management letter, which can be

quite detailed, then the bank will provide one after consulting with its

auditor.

'At the end of Febiuaiy 19M. Ihere were 232 banla incocponted in the United Kingdom that were

required to receive annual audita. Branches of banla incorporated outside the United IGngdofn are not

required to receive audita, but many do, depending on the audit requirements in the banii's home
countjy. The exact percentage of foreign branches thai receive annual audits is not available, although

some of the accoun'ants we interviewed esomated that atXHit 50 percent do. However, even when
branches are audited, these audits are often not full Anancial audita

'"Management capability and uttetiial controb are aaw.wrd as a l>asu for the production of reliable

financial information and are not within the scope of the statutory audit opinion
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The Role of Reporting

Accountants and
External Auditors

Continues to Evolve

The role of reporting accountants and external auditors and the content of

the reviews they must conduct under the Banking Act has continued to

evolve since 1987. For example, as of May 1, 1994, under a new provision

recently added to the 1987 Act, reporting accountants and financial

auditors must not only report the information requested under the 1987

Banking Act and the Companies Act but also have a statutory duty to

report to the Bank any material breaches in the minimum authonzation

criteria that they discover during the normal course of their review and
audit work (see ch. 2)." Such breaches must be reported without undue
delay. Financial auditors must also report to the Bank if they have reason

to believe that their audit opinion will be qualified, and reporting

accountants have a similar duty to the Bank if they decide to issue an
adverse report In general, bank audits are qualified only rarely.

Reporting accountants and external auditors may use their own judgment
with respect to whether such information should first be reported to their

client Furthermore, according to the accounting firms with whom we
spoke, they will often try to persuade their clients to report to the Bank
direcUy, instead of having the accounting firm report When there is

written evidence that a matter has been communicated to the Bank in fiill

by bank management, and the accountant or auditor has adequate

evidence firom sources independent of the bank that the Bank is fully

aware of all relevant information, then the accountant or auditor is not

required to report that same information. There are, nevertheless, a

number of situations—particularly those which cast doubt on the integrity

or competence of directors and management—in which the auditor or

accountant should report directly to the Bank, without discussing it with

management The exact legal responsibility for what the auditor or

accountant should report and when he or she should report it remains

subject to interpretation, however, since the requirement is still relatively

recent and untested.

The Bank Holds Annual
Trilateral Meetings With
Reporting Accountants,

Bank Auditors, and Banks

After the Bank receives the reporting accountant's records and controls

report, it is to commission a trilateral meeting with the bank's reporting

accountant—who, in most cases, is also the bank's financial auditor—and
the bank.'^ Participants in the meeting will include the bank's Bank
supervisor and the supervisor's assistant, representatives of the bank, and

' 'The statutory duty to report to the regulator also applies to auditors of all other nnancial cornpaiues,

such as securities firms, irisurance companies, fhendly societies, aiid building societies

"If the reponing accountant is not the bank's financial auditor, a separate meeting is generally held

with the ftnaiicial auditor to disciBS the annual financial audit
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representatives of the accounting firm. On average, these meetings will

last about 2 hours. At these meetings, the participants discuss the

following five different agenda items:

(l)The key accounting and auditing issues that came out of the annual

financial audit, as required by the 1985 Companies Act

(2)The section 39 report on records and control systems. The supervisor

will generally address each exception in the report, the reporting

accountant will explain the exception, the bank comments, and then

solutions to the problems are discussed and future actions to deal with the

problems decided upon.

(3)1116 reporting accountant's report on the bank's prudential returns to

the Bank and any exceptions in that area, as required under section 39 of

the Banking Act

(4)The scope for the following year's report

(6)Any other business. Under this agenda item, for example, the Bank
would formally notify the accountant of any matters about the

accountant's bank client that it felt were of concern and that the

accountant should know about

Trilateral meetings are generally not very contentious and in most cases

the accountant and bank have agreed on the records and controls report

before the meeting. Nevertheless, the accountant and bank sometimes

agree to disagree and both present their cases to the Bank, according to

both officials of the Bank and the accountants with whom we ^>oke.

There are generally no further commtinicalions between a reporting

accountant and the Bank on a specific bank unless the accountant finds a

serious problem with a bank during the course of his or her work or if, for

example, the accountant simply wants to clarify a technical question.

There is a strong feeling within the accounting profession, according to

the accountants and the banks we interviewed, that all communications

with the Bank should pass through the client bank. However, the Bank and

accountants might meet on a vaheQr of nondient specific issues that are of

common interest to both the accountant and the Bank, such as new apb

auditing standards or Bank guidelines.
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External Accounting Firms

Are Subject to Unlimited

Liability

The work of bank extemai accounting firms is subject to unlimited

liability—several and joint—whether they are acting as reporting

accountants or financial auditors. Furthermore, according to an

accountant with whom we spoke, it is expected when a bank fails that its

auditor will be sued, generally because the auditor has given an

unqualified opinion that the bank's accounts gave a true and fair view of

the bank's siffstirs that showed the bank was solvent and yet the bank

failed in the following year. Nevertheless, lawsuits over bank audits have

not been frequent in the United Kingdom since banks have not faUed often;

there have been nine bank failures involving the Deposit Protection

System since 1987." However, lawsuits involving bank failures often

involve large amounts of money. For example, at one extreme. Price

Waterhouse, the auditor of BCCI, is being sued for $8 billion over its audits

of BCCI before its failure.

Lawsuits are generally brought by bank creditors." The Bank may also sue

accounting firms for losses it suffers from a bank failure; for example, if it

provided liquidity lending that was not repaid. However, the Bank has only

sued an accounting firm once in its capacity as owner ofjmb after it helped

rescue the bank.'^

Accounting firms are protected under section 47 of the 1987 Act from

claims of breaching client confidentiality when they communicate

information about a client to the Bank, if such a communication is made
"in good faith.' Such protection is granted in cases where the Bank
specifically requests information as well as in cases where the accountant

or auditor approaches the Bank with information.

The Bank May Take
Action Against

Reporting

Accountants

The Bank consciously decided not to require ^)eclfic qualifications for

reporting accountants/bank auditors nor to have a list of approved

auditors because it did not want to make it too difficult for auditors to

qualify to audit or review banks. Nevertheless, the Bank uses primarily the

"big six' accounting firms (see p. 19) when it commissions special reviews

under section 41 and even though the Bank may not dictate who a bank's

statutory auditor should be, it has sometimes implied that banks switch

'^'While there have been many more revoked authonzalions—approximately 36 since 1983—moat of

these have involved an orderly winding down of a bank's businesB and are not considered to be

failures.

'*While bank stockholdera may sue, they must sue IndlviduaUy since there Is no class action suit in the

United Kingdom. This restriction makes stockholder suits less likely.

'^That lawsuit was settled out of court
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from smaller accounting finns to one of the big six without recommending
a particular firm, according to a Bank ofRcial.

Furthermore, the Bank has the right to request that a bank change its

reporting accountant or that the accounting firm's partner responsible for

the bank be changed. Since a bank's reporting accountant and its financial

auditor are almost always the same firm, the Bank, in effect, has some
control over a bank's financial auditor. There have been cases where

banks have changed accounting firms as a result of Bank dissatisfaction.

Even though formal disapprovals of reporting accountants/bank auditors

are rare, the Bank is more fi«quently not fully satisfied with the work
being done by section 39 reporting accountants and financial auditors.

According to a Bank official, there have been a few cases where banks

have had to make significant provisions to reserves shortly after an audit

was completed, and questions were therefore raised about the quality of

the audit work. In other cases, Bank review teams have visited a bank

after it was audited and required additional provisions, which again raised

questions about the bank's auditor.

When the Bank is dissatisfied with the work of a particular firm or of a

firm's partner, it is likely to call the firm's senior bank partner to discuss

the problem. Generally, this will be sufficient to address a problem or

perceived problem. At the extreme, the Bank would request that a bank

dismiss its auditor or accountant, as discussed above.

The Bank also recognizes that potential conflicts of interest between the

accountant's responabilities to his cUent and to the Bank may aCTect the

quality of work. But senior regulators believe that the accountants are

carefiil to guard their reputations and would, therefore, not allow the

potential conflict to seriously affect their work.
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The Bank's Governor chairs and the Bank provides staiTto the

independent Deposit Protection Board, which administers the deposit

protection system. In addition to its role in bank regulatory and

supervisory matters, the Bank has responsibilities in other bank-related

activities such as liquidity provision, crisis managenient, payments

clearance, international negotiations, and lender of last resort.

The Bank Heads
Independent Deposit
Protection Board

The U.K's deposit protection system was established under the provisions

of the 1979 Act and revised in the 1987 Act and is mandatory for ail banks

in the United Kingdom. The deposit protection system covers 75 percent of

pound sterling deposits in the United Kingdom, but not in foreign branches

of U.K. banks, up to i20,000. Thus, the most an individual can collect in a

bank faUure is £15,000.

'

The Deposit Protection Board administers the deposit protection system

and controls the Fund that pays out claims. The Board's sole function is to

administer the deposit protection system. It has no regulatory or oversight

function, nor does it assist in problem bank situations; it only steps in

when a bank becomes insolvent and depositors are due funds.

The Deposit Protection Board is an independent body legally separate

from the Bank, even though four of the Board's seven members are Bank
officials, including the Board's chairman, who is the Governor of the Bank
of England. The other three Bank officials on the Deposit Protection

Board are the Bank's Deputy Governor, its executive director in charge of

banking supervision, and its chief cashier. The three non-Bank Board
members are bank representatives.

The Fund is maintained through contributions made by banks to the Fund.

It is required by law to maintain a level of S5 miUion to £6 million—a small

fi-action of the approximately £550 billion in sterling deposits held by U.K.

banks as of March 1994—and banks may be required to make three types

of contributions to maintain this level of fiinding: (1) iiutial contributions

of £10,000 when a barUc is first authorized; (2) further contributions, if the

Fund falls below £3 miUion, not exceeding £300,000 per bank based on the

insured deposit base of the banks involved; and (3) special contributions.

'These limita will change on July 1. 1995, when EU directives are implemented CoveraKe will increase

to 90 percent of deposits in any EU currency including deposits in EU branches or U.K. banks, with a

manmum recovery of 20,000 European Currency Units (ECU), about S18,000 The ECU a a basket of

European currencies consisting of speafic amounts of 10 EU member stales' currencies Furthermore,

banks authorized in other EU member countries will carry the deposit protection of their home
countries and will, therefore, no longer be required to participate in the UK. system
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again based on the insured deposit base of the banks involved, but with no

contribution limit Since the largest six banks in the United Kingdom hold

55 percent of the insured deposits in the United Kingdom, they would

cover 55 percent of these special contributions. Special contributions of

S80 miUion were necessary to fund expenditures after the BCCI failure.

If necessary, the Fund may borrow from the Bank—which it did after ucci

was closed in 1992. The limit of this line of credit is set by the Treasury

and is subject to annual review. The line of credit was increased to

&125 million in 1992 then reduced to &50 million in 1993. The line of credit

is intended for short-term, liquidity purposes until the Deposit Protection

Board can raise the funds from its member banks to repay the Bank loan.

The Fund receives no direct financial backing from the Bank or the U.K.

taxpayer. If a situation developed in which m^uor banks would be

jeopardized by contributing the necessary funds to resolve a large bank

failure, the matter would be addressed at a political level at that lime.-

The Bank's Other
Bank-Related
Responsibilities

The Bank's bank-related responsibilities are not limited to supervision and

regulation. It also plays a role in liquidity provision, crisis management,

payments clearance, the negotiation of international agreements, and acts

as lender of last resort

Liquidity Provider The Bank undertakes daily operations in the U.K. money markets. The

Bank supplies money to the banking system (or withdraws it firom the

system and the economy) to conduct monetary policy. These flows are

concentrated across a small number of accounts—those of bigger

banks—at the Bank.

The terms at which the Bank supplies liquidity are interpreted as a signal

about the Ti'easury's desired level of short-term interest rates and, as such,

have a general influence over interest rates.

Crisis Management The Bank has taken a msyor role in crisis management involving financial

institutions, both as a result of its role as lead regulator of banking firms

and as a m^jor participant in financial markets. Even though the TYeasury

has no formal role in banking supervision, the Bank would, as a matter of

policy, keep the Treasury informed of potential crises.

*For additional infonnadon on deposit insurance in the United Kini^dom, 9

Overview ofSU Foreign Systems (GAO/NSIAD-81-104, Feb 22, 1991).

i Deposit Insurance:
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The key role of any central bank is to supply sufficient liquidity to the

financial system in a crisis. For example, after the 1987 market bre;ik, the

Bank announced its intention of providing liquidity to the market, thereby

giving its unofficial endorsement to the view that the banks at the center

of the system would be able to meet theu- obligations in any event.

The Bank has, with greater and lesser degrees of success, also persuaded

m^or U.K. banks to support rescue operations of individual or groups of

banks. In the early 1970s, for example, a number of relatively unsupervised

secondary banks experienced severe financial problems, pnmanly iis a

result of real estate speculation. The secondary bank crisis threatened

serious repercussions on the m^yor primary sector banks, and the Bank
therefore organized a "lifeboat" of clearing banks to provide liquidity for

secondary bar\ks suffering runs. In most cases the risk of loss was borne

by the clearing banks, although the Bank agreed to cover losses over the

exposure limits, thereby exposing itself to significant risk as well. In the

end, several of the banks failed, and the Bank bore losses under

agreed-upon indemnities, even though significant recoveries were made
over subsequent years as some of the failed banks' loans were repaid or

sold

Another example of the Bank as organizer of a bank rescue occurred in

1984 in the case of Jmb, a msjor participant in gold bullion and commodity
trading and one of the five London gold price fixers. As a result of large

exposures that it failed to report to the Bank, jmb's capital was aU but

eradicated. The Bank fe£tred for London's position as the leading

international gold bullion market and, after the jmb parent company could

not provide enough capital to save the bank and potential purchasers who
were approached by the Bank withdrew, the Bank itself provided support

for JMB. After considerable pressure fi-om the Bank, the four London
clearing banks^ agreed to provide £35 miUion; the members of the gold

market, S30 million; and the other members of the accepting houses

committee, SIO miUion to support jmb. Neither the Bank nor any of the

participating banks bore any losses in the jmb rescue.

Since the establishment of the Deposit Protection Fund in 1979, which

limits the losses of small depositors, banks might be less inclined to

participate in rescue Jtttempts on the scale of the early 1970s, according to

a Bank official Nevertheless, in 1991, the Bank provided an indemnity to

support a &200 million liquidity facility provided by a group of large U.K.

banks to the banking subsidiary of a m^uor mortgage lender and

'Barclays, Uoyds, Midland, and National Wesuninster.
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subsequently took over the direct funding. In 1994, the Bank acquired the

mortgage lender and its subsidiaries for a nominal consideration.

Payments Clearance The Association for Payment Clearing Services (apacs), the umbrella

organization for the privately owned clearing systems in the United

Kingdom, is responsible for the provision and development of payment

clearing mechanisms in the United Kingdom and for overseeing

developments in payment systems^ generally. This means running the

clearings for checks and paper credit transfers as well as for electronic

debits and credits together with the systems that handle high-value

transfers in the United Kingdom.

The Bank acts as settlement institution for members of the three sterling

payment systems but does not, itself, own or operate any of these systems.'

It is, however, a member of apacs and of the individual clearing

companies with the right to appoint a director to the board of each of the

clearing companies. Consequently, the Bank has a voice in apacs

decisions, and its special interest is generally recognized on questions of

public policy.

There is no statutory supervision or regulation of the payment systems

operating in the United Kingdom, though the Bank has implicit

responsibility for oversight of the payment systems by virtue of its core

responsibilities as a central bank. As such, it aims to ensure that they are

reliable, efBdent, and, as far as possible, risk-free.

The Bank is currently working with apacs to develop the Qeahng House

Automated Payment System into a real-time gross settlement system.* The
Bank hopes to begin phasing this system in by the end of 1995.

Participation in The Bank participates in developing U.K. positions with reject to several

International Organizations international organizations even though it takes the lead only on the Basle

Committee on Bank Supervision, whose primary purpose is addressing

bank supervision-related issues, and on the Banking Advisory Committee

*A payment system is a financial system that creates a mechanism for trmnsfenlng money between

suppliers and usen of ftmda

The three sterling payment systems are ( I ) for the settlement of transactions in government

securities, (2) money market instrumeMs. and (3) ECU denominated securities.

Iteal-ame groas settlement means that all transactions In an electroitk: paymenta system are settled

immediately in full, usually with a transfer of central bank balancea

GMVGOO-M-aa U.K. Budt
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of the EU. In both of these cases, Supervision and Surveillance represents

the Bank. In other groups, such as the European Union Council of

Ministers and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development, the Bank provides assistance to the Treasury or other

government agencies in developing positions, and Bank staff may attend

meetings. The siB, as the regnlator of U.K. securities firms, is the U.K.

representative to the International Organization of Securities

Commissions.

Lender of Last Resort The Bank continues to act as lender of last resort to the banking system, a

role almost as old as the Bank itself. According to the Bank, its

responsibility consists of stipporting banks whose failure would initiate a

loss of confidence in the U.K financial system as a whole. The BarUc

admits that size is an im[>ortant factor in considering systemic effects, but

that no bank should consider Bank assistance automatic or withouf

penalty. Furthermore, before committing its own fimds, the BaiUc will

encourage a bank to find a buyer, attempt to persuade bank creditors to

provide support to protect their own positions, or try to find a group of

banks with an interest in an orderly resolution. If all else fails, the Bank
may consider committing its own funds, but only if the bank's problem is

one of liquidity, not of solvency. Nevertheless, the Bank does not mandate

that its lending be collateralized

At the time of any lender of last resort action, the lending is generally not

made public, although the Bank wiU obtain the Treasury's approval for the

proposed action. The lending is also generally made without a govenunent

guarantee, and the deposit protection system does not play a role in

providing or guaranteeing funds. This means that the Bank is subject to

losses if banks to which it has lent fnoney on an uncoUateralized basis are

unable to repay the fimds.

The most recent example of lender of last resort action made public by the

Bank was when it provided liquidity supiK>rt to a few small banks in 1991.

During 1990 and 1991, a number of small banks had experienced

difficulties due to the depressed real estate market and increasing defaults

on consumer credit The resulting failure of several smaller banks and the

closing of Bca in 1991 contributed to the small bank sector's experiencing

wholesale funding difficiilties as local authorities and public corporations

in particular withdrew deposits on maturity. In order to avert a possible

systemic disturbance that could result fi-om multiple small bank failures,

the Bank provided liquidity support with the government's knowledge, but
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without a government guarantee. As a result of its lending to small banks

in 1991, the Bank made provisions in 1993 of SI 15 million against possible

losses from the failure ofsome of these banks, although exact losses have

not been published. If any of these banks were to fail and losses were to

ensue, the Bank would be treated as an unsecured creditor and would

participate in distributions by a liquidator. It would not receive any

funding from the Deposit Protection Fund.
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Purpose and Structure of the Bank of

England

According to the Bank of England's (the Bank) annual report and

accounts, the Bank's "core purposes, as the central bank of the United

Kingdom, are to maintain the integrity and the value of the currency

(monetary stability) and the integrity of the fmancial system (financial

stability).' Related to the goal of financial stability is the promotion of "the

efficiency of [the U.K's) key financial markets."'

The Bank is subordinate to the government when determining monetary

policy, although it has been granted a greater degree of independence in

recent years. Monetary policy is still dictated by the Treasury, after

consultation with the Bank, but the Bank has been given some flexibility in

determining how to attain these monetary goals and may publish its own
recommendation on monetary policy.

In July 1994, the Bank uiiderwent a management restructuring that

consolidated numerous divisions into two wings: the monetary stability

wing and the financial stability wing. This restructuring was intended to

emphasize the core purposes of the Bank, as described above. (See fig.

1.1.)

The monetary stability wing extends from economic and monetary

analysis (covering the United lOngdom and overseas), through the

preparation of the Bank's monetary policy advice and the Inflation Report,

to the implementation of monetary policy in the markets and to the

banking services that support the Bank's policy operations.

The financial stability wing brings together the Bank's statutory and

nonstatutory supervision work, together with surveillance of markets and

overseas financial systems; work on payment, settiement and clearing

systems; and the Bank's nonstatutory interest in the stability of the whole

of the financial system; the efficiency and competitiveness of the U.K
financial sector, the CREST securities settlement system project;^ and

finance for industry.

'The 1046 Act makes no direct reference to monetary policy or tJte Bank's role in it, or to maintaining

financial aubUity.

'At the proposal of the Stock Exchange, in March 1993, the Bank established a SecunUes Settlement

Task Fon:e to make proposals on an m^rovcd equity settiemeius system in the United Kingdom The

replacement seoiemeius system IS known as CREST

CMOM36D-95.38 U.K. Bank Rcgnlatory Stmcture
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Questions of Potential Conflicts of Interest

Between the Bank of England's Role as

Monetary Authority and Bank Supervisor

Questions have been raised recently in the United Kingdom about possible

conflicts of interest when a central bank combines the role of central

monetary authority and bank supervisor. While the Bank acknowledges

that potential conflicts exist, it is the Bank's position that such potential

conflicts are not severe and would exist whether or not the two functions

are under the same roof. Furthermore, the Bank believes that any potential

conflicts are easier to resolve within an institution, rather than between

two, and that there are synergies involved in combining monetary

authority and bank supervision under one roof that outweigh the potential

conflicts.

Potential Conflicts of

Interest

The Bank acknowledges that a number of potential conflicts could in

theory exist when the responsibilities of the central monetary authority

and bank supervisor are combined under one roof. The potential conflict

that has raised the greatest concern is that the central bank that also

supervises banks may compromise on the conduct of monetary policy if it

believes that the financial viability of one or more banks or systemic

stability might be at stake. It is possible, for example, that a central bank

might keep interest rates artificially low for a period of time—to the

detriment of monetary policy goals—in order to help banks contain

problenu in their loan portfolios that might be aggravated if interest rates

were raised.

According to a senior Bank ofBcial, critics of combined monetary and

bank supervisory responsibilities have also raised a number of other

concerns. These critics believe that

there is a potential conflict between the Bank's role as ultimate supplier of

liquidity to an institution in difficulty and its role as supervisor,

the knowledge that a central bank obtains as bank supervisor can give it

an unfair competitive advantage when it competes with other financial

institutions, for example, when it is acting as principal or agent in its

banking operations, and

the central bank's reputation may be damaged by supervisory failures and

consequently compromise its ability to conduct monetary policy.
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The Bank Agrees That
the Potential for
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Responsibilities

Outweigh It

Bank officials acknowledge that some of these concerns may be valid, but

argue that they are overstated and do not take into consideration the

outweighing synergies associated with a combined central bank and bank
supervisor. With respect to the tension that exists between monetary

policy and bank supervision, the Bank contends that such a tension can

exist whether or not bank supervision and monetary responsibilities are

placed within the same institution. Furthermore, it believes that the

conflicts that do develop are rare, because the monetary stability and

financial stability wings of the Bank have similar objectives, and that

conflicts are more easily coordinated and priorities more easily developed

when these responsibilities are housed under one roof.

In addition, the Bank argues that the conduct of monetary poUcy can be

frustrated if the financial system is unstable and that the central bank,

therefore, has a very intense interest in ensuring the soundness of the

banking system and consequently a need to be involved in bank
supervision and related areas such as oversight of the payments system. It

believes that the Bank must "put itself in a position to anticipate 2tnd Judge
how it should deal with any weaknesses in the infrastructure or

institutions on which it relies for the conduct of monetary policy." While it

acknowledges that it can obtain information from a separate supervisor, it

believes that it is more efficient if that information is available to it as the

bank supervisor. It also believes that arguments to the contrary are not

strong enough to justify placing its current supervisory responsibilities in a

new bank supervisor.

The Bank also believes that there is no unmanageable conflict between the

roles of the central bank as lender of last resort and supervisor of banks.

Indeed, it believes that a decision on whether to provide such lending "is

tnade less difficult if the central bank also h^ the information customarily

obtained from conducting supervision." It further argues that the

possibilily of having to provide lender of last resort liquidity to an

institution serves to focus bank supervision.

With respect to arguments that the information the central bank receives

as bank supervisor may be misused, the Bank contends that it has

arrangements in place "to ensure that information, when received for

supervisory purposes, is not abused or misused' and that procedures are

in place to ensure that senior and qualified people "can strike the correct

ethical and legal balance."
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Finally, the Bank does accept that supervisory failures may damage the

authority of the central bank. However, it believes that such potential

damage may be overblown and that the worst impact is 'the diversion of

time and energy when supervisory problems demand, psuHcularly if they

occur at a time when issues of monetary policy are themselves

problematic.'*
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Regulation and Supervision of Building

Societies

Building societies are mutual deposit-taking institutions that lend

predominantly for house purchases. Only 25 percent of their assets may be

in commercial or unsecured lending. Furthermore, they have liquidity

limits of 33 percent of total assets since their primary purpose is to lend

their funds.

As of October 31, 1994, there were 83 building societies authorized to take

deposits, of which the top 10 held some 80 percent of the industry's assets.

While the number of building societies continues to drop &t>m a high of

approximately 2,500 at the turn of the century, the assets in the industry

are rising, increasing to &280 billion in 1994 from &160 billion in 1988.

Building societies are regulated and supervised by the Building Societies

Commission, rather than by the Bank, under the Building Societies Act of

1986.' This act extended building societies' powers to undertake some
additional activities besides mortgage lending.

The Building Societies Commission is an independent body set up by the

1986 Act and is currently made up of seven Commissioners. During the

fiscal year the Commission met 17 limes.^ The Commission's activities are

funded by money voted by Parliament, which is met by a charge levied on
the societies. At the end of the March 31, 1994, fiscal year, the Commission
had59sta£f.

According to the Commission's annual report, its functions are to

(1) ensure that the principal purpose of building societies remains that of

raising, primarily firom their members, funds for making advances to

members secured by land for thor residential use;

(2) promote the protection by each building society of the investments of

its shareholders and depositors;

(3) promote the financial stability of building societies generally;

(4) administer the system of regulation of building societies provided for,

by, or under, the act; and

Betofc 1986 building soctecles were rcril'led tqr the RegiaDT of F^lenfly Sodettn The Regl^
nonminMalil govgnunent daputment for which Tmsuf; miniacn amwer in PuUimou.

*n» BaaX ytai luns frocn AprU I, 1993, to Much 31, 1994.
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(5) advise and make recommendations to government on any matter

relating to building societies.

In addition, the Commission is reqx>nsible for authorizing new societies,

although applications for authorization are rare. The last new building

society was authorized in 1981.

Regulation The Commission's mandate under the 1986 Act is to "administer the

system of regulation set out by, or under, the act" Included in the act are

criteria of prudent management, which are the basis for the Commission's

regulatory powers.

The Commission undertakes regulation in a number of ways. First, the

Commission has the power to make secondary legislation, subject to the

approval of Parliament It uses this power to fine-tune the primary

legislation relating to building societies, the 1986 Act Dunng the March 31,

1994, fiscal year, the Commission made seven such statutory instruments,

while the Treasury made four following advice firom the Commission.

Since 1986, 109 statutory instruments have been made under the act, of

which 59 are currently in force.

The Commission also produces regular prudential and policy guidance and

advice to building societies. It does this primarily through

(l)Prudential Notes whose purpose is to set out and explain what, in the

opinion of the Commission, is needed for a society to meet the criteria of

prudent management set out in the act;

(2)Guidance Notes that usually explain statutory or administrative

procedures; and

(3)'T)ear Chief Ebcecutive" letters that cover a wide range of

conununications to societies.

Prudential and Guidance Notes are issued first as drafts for comment to

the industry and other interested parties. During the March 31, 1994, fiscal

year, the Commission issued 5 prudential notes and 21 Dear Chief

Ebcecutive letters.

Supervision and
Enforcement

The Commission receives supervisory information on the building

societies in a number of ways. First, the Conunission requires statistical
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returns from the building societies, some monthly, some quarterly, and

some annually. These returns are used to establish the continuing financial

health of the institutions.

Second, the Commission's staff is expected to maintain close contact with

the societies. It held about 400 regular meetings with the societies over the

March 31, 1994, fiscal year. These meetings are intended to ensure that

societies are fully and properly informed of the Commission's prudential

guidance and that the Commission appreciates the business and the

concerns of each society. These meetings include an annual meeting

between each society and the Commission, which will be £tttended by the

Board as well as senior management and will often be chaired by a

Commissioner. At these meetings, the discussion is to include what has

happened to the building society over the past year and what its plans are

for the next year or two. This is to be followed by a report firom the

Supervisor to the Commission.

Third, the Building Societies Act requires that building societies have

aimual financial audits and that the Commission also receive systems

reports from the societies and their external auditors, which provides

information on the societies' systems and controls. The Commission does

not set the scope of building society audits, and it has no codified list of

what the auditors should do. Furthermore, the Commission does not have

the power to require a building society to change its auditor nor does it

have a list of approved auditors. The Commission will take up any issues it

feels necessary with the building societies, their auditors, or both on an

as-needed basis. Such discussions would be triggered by the annual report

of the society's supervisor to the Commission.

The Commission does not have its own inspection branch, although it

does have a wide range of experience and expertise among its supervisors

to look at problem situations in societies. However, if the situation were
complicated, the Commission would employ outside accountants to

undertake the examination. This power has been used only three times

since enactment of the 1986 Act Very often just the suggestion of such an

audit will convince a building society to take the necessary action.

According to the Commisaon's annual report, "^e Commission aims to

achieve its supervisory objectives by discussion and persuasion, but as a

last resort, may use its powers of control set out in the 1986 Act' These
powers include (1) imposing conditions on or revoking a society's

authoiization, (2) obtaining information fix>m a society, or (3) appointing
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investigators. The Commission may also require a society to increase its

capital levels. During the March 31, 1993, fiscal year, it did not use any of

its formal powers except to automatically revoke authorization following a

merger.

Deposit Protection The 1986 Act provided for the establishment of the Building Societies

Investor Protection Fund (the Fund) from which payment would be made

to investors in a society that became iiwolvent, and an Investor Protection

Board (the Board) to hold and manage that Fund. The Investor Protection

scheme protects to a maximum of 90 percent the first &20,000 of a person's

shares and/or deposits. The Fund is financed by contributions levied on

each society up to a current maxinuim of 0.3 percent of its share and

deposit base.

The Board has seven members including three representatives of the

building society industry. An additional three of the Board's members are

members of the Building Societies Commission. The Chairman of the

Board is, ex officio, the Chairman of the Building Societies Commission

and the Deputy Chairman is, ex officio, the Deputy Chairman of the

Commission. The Board's seventh member is the chief cashier of the Bank

and a member of the Def)Osit Protection Board.

The Board met only once in the March 31, 1994, fiscal year and has not yet

been called on to make any insolvency payments.
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GAO United State*
Generml Accounting Office

Wasliington, O.C. 206-18

General Government Division

B-257089

May 9. 1994

The Honorable Charles El Schumer

House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Schumer

Proposals to consolidate U.S. banking regulatory agencies have raised

questions about how other counthes structure and carry out their various

bank regulation and central bank activities. You have asked us to provide

you with information about the structure and operations of regulatory

activities in The Federal Republic of Germany (Germany), the United

Kingdom, Canada, and France. This report presents the information you

requested for Germany, which was presented to your staff in an April 29,

1994, briefing. Our objectives were to describe (1) the German bank

regulatory stzucture and its key participants, (2) how that structure

functions, and (3) central bank respotisibililies that affect the banking

industry.

Rp^iilfs in Rripf "^^^ German bank regulatory and supervisory smictiire consists of both

pubUc and private participants—with two federal agencies sharing certain

respoiuibilities with external auditors and private banking associatioiis.

The two federal agencies are the Federal Bank Supervisory Office (fbso),

and the Deutsche Bundesbank (Bundesbank), the independent German
central bank. There is a sharp contrast between the legal responsibilities

assigned to these agencies individually and the de facto sharing of

regulatory responsibilities.

De jure, the fbso is the primary German bank regulatory and supervisory

authority. For example, only the fbso may issue baiUdng regulations with

few excepaons, issue or revoke bank licenses, and take enforcement

actions ai9inat banks. As a government agency reporting directly to the

Ministry of htnance. the fbso is held accountable for its actions to the

German parliament.

Despite ihr itiffrrence in their legal responsibilities, the fbso and the

Bundesbank vivk closely together and are considered partners in the

formulauuo < >f rrijulaiory and supervisory policies. The influence of the

Bundesbank on bank regulation arises from its detailed knowledge about

banks in i',mnAi>y. rrnain legal requirements that it be consulted before

enforcemeni Mtion is ukrn by the FBSO, and the general perception that
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the monetary poUcy and other basic functions of the central bank and
those of banking supervision are interconnected. For example:

The Bundesbank is involved with the fbso in developing regulations.
German banking law states that the Bundesbank must approve regulations

involving liquidity and capital requirements and changes to banks' monthly
reporting requirements. It must also be consulted about all other

regulations. We were told by officials from both agencies that the raso has
never issued regulations with which the Bundesbank strongly disagreed.

The Bundesbank through its district offices, the Land CeiUral Banks, is the

central clearing, data collection and analysis point for most of the

infotmalion used in bank supervision. The Bundesbank Land Central

Banks forward to the fbso monthly report information that they receive

directly &x>m banks as well as their analyses of the repotted informacioa

The Bundesbank Land Centnl Banks have the most active role in

day-to-day bank supervisioa They hold a key siipervisory position with

respect to operational and reporting issues affecting banks. In fact,

representatives of the Bundesbank also said that, because the Buttdesbank

does not have legal enforcement authority, it is easier for banks

experiencing problems to approach the Bundesbank rather than the fbso.

The Bundesbank Land Central Banks are very influential in detemuning

the enforcement action that is taken by the fbso because of their detailed

knowledge of the banks they supervise. The more important the case, the

less likely that the fbso would take action without Bundesbank agreement

Generally, the fbso and Bundesbank are both represented in international

regulatory or advisory organizations aitd share the responsibility for

developing German positions in these forums.

The Bundesbank aitd FBSO also work together in managing individual bank

crisea, with the Bundesbank tending to take the lead role to divert possible

systemic consequences.

In addition to its role in bank regulatory matters, the Bundesbattk has

responsibilities in other bank-related activiiies—such as Uqiddity

provision, payments clearance, and currency delivery that it does not

share with the fbso.

External auditors play a supporting but deariy important rt>le in the

Geraian regulatory sizucture because they cany the primary responsibility

for condiicting bank examinationa. German baiiking law requires annual

auditi. These audits are done by accounting firms of the banks' choice and

M the banks' expense with the reports sent directly to both the fbso and

Bundesbattk. Accouttbng firma are also tasked with cottducting special

examinations of baitks, at the bank's expense, when requested by the fbso.

Detailed audit requirements are set in lawa and regulations, which require

accounliitg firms to examine and assess critical aspects of bank operations

and condition, such as capital, asset quality, management, earnings and

liquidity. If, during the course of their audits, auditors discover seiious

pix>blems within a bank they must immediately report them to both the

FBSO and Bundesbank. While the auditors have extensive respoiuibiliiies,

their legal liabdity is limited to $300,000 for each audiL
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In Germany, deposit insurance is not a federal government responsibility,

instead, it is provided by the private banking associations, which also have

a role in developing laws and regulations and resolving Tailed banks. The
lender of last resort funcQon is also privately provided by the Liquidity

Consortium Bank (UKO).

The top officials of the two regulatory agencies, bank associations and
external audit organizations told us they are satisfied with the regulatory

system and how it operates. Both also said they consider the relationship

between the Bundesbank and fbso to be excellent, characterized by

cooperation and coUegiality. They attribute the quality of cooperation to

the fact that each agency understands its role, that the legal responsibility

for taking action is dearly defined and that a united firont helps contain

outside criticism. Finally, they said that conununication is fluid,

personality conflicts are rare, and turf battles virtually nonexistent

Figure 1 illustrates the bank regulatoiy fiinctions served by the m^or
players in the German bank regulatory ^iicture

Hgur* 1 : RsaponalbMlty for Bank Ragulalory aid Raiatad Functlona In Oannany
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executives of Gennan banks and accounting flims and obtained

information from the Federal Association of German Banks, the

association's accounting firm, and the German Institute of Certified Public

Accountants. (App. IV has more detailed information about our objectives,

scope, and methodology.)

We are sending copies of this briefing report to interested congressional

committees, the President of the roso, and the President of the

Bundesbank. Copies will also be tnade available to others on request

M^ja Wesaels, Evaluator-in^^harge, and Mark Gillen, Assistant Director,

were the maior contributors to this briefing report If you have any

questions about the material in this briefing report please contact me at

(202)612-8678.

Sincerely yours,

Jamea L. Bothweil.

Director, Financial Institutioas

and Markets Issues

nMWianM ir*"" — **** *•*"'' t* n-
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Appendixl

German Bank Regulatory Structure

ngur* LI: Evotmien of Qaman Bank niaulHBiv SInietun

GAO Evolution of German Bank
Regulatory Structure

•Before 1961: State-level

supen/ision and central banking

• After 1 961 : Federal bank
supervision and unified independent
central bank

• Regulation and supervision focus on
safety and soundness

Evolution of the

German Bank
Regulatory Structure

The G«nnan bank ivgulatoiy structure, which consists piimarily of two

federal agenaes. the Federal Bank Supervisoiy Office (fbso), located in

Berlin, and the Deutachc Bundesbank (Bundesbank), domiciled in

FrankfUit, was cTFMedm the late 196Qs and early 1960s. Before 1961, bank

supervision was earned out at the state (Laender) level And until 1957,

c^KyoapM IS4M

«
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Che central banking system, which was modeled after the U.S. Federal

Reserve System, was divided into two tiers: (I) 10 independent Land

Central Banks operating as central banks in each of the 10 states of the

occupied western zone and Che West Berlin Central Bank and (2) the Bank

Deutsche Laender, a joint subsidiary of the Land Central Banks

responsible for issuing bank notes, policy coordination, and certain other

central fiinctions.

In 1967, the two^er central bank was abolished and replaced by a unified

independent central bank, the Bundesbank; the 10 Land Central Banks

along with the Berlin Central Bank lost their structural independence and

became main offices of the Bundesbank but retained their designation as

Land Central Banks. On July 10, 1961, Che German Banking Act was

passed, creating a federal bank regulatory agency, the Bundesaulsichtsamt

filer das Kreditwesen or fbso. Because of concena at the time about

creating a large federal regulatoty bureaucracy and duplicacing expertise

already developed in the accounting profesrion and at the central bank,

the raso was initially provided with <mly 70 staff to ovenee all German

banks. To assist the fbso and to take advantage of information already

being collected by the Bundesbank for monetary policy and liquidity

lending putpoaes, the Banking Act gave the Bundesbank certain

supefvisory responabililies that it could cany out through its nationwide

branch system of over 250 oatces(183 as of April 1, 1994). The act also

ncfiix»i external aocountiitg Anna to provide bank audit infotmabon to

themo and Bundesbank—thus relieving those two agencies of moA
examination responsibilities—and required audit reports for all banking

organiaabons in Germany. The number of Bundesbank L^nd Central

Banks was reduced to 9 in 1992 after Gcnnan reunificalioa As a result,

several of these banks are now responsible for more than 1 of the 16

German states (11 old stttes and 5 new states).

Banks in Germany are regulated and supervised almost exclusively to

ensoie the safety and soundneM of individual banks aitd of the system as a

whole. The raso may address lanes such as bank dearuice practices to

enauR that credit! and debits we bring cleared without lags in crediting

accounts for payments received. However, the German banking laws do

not deal with issues such as fair lending practices or community

reiBvestment records.

<MOHiaP >4 t»«ss c
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FIgura L2: Bwik AdMtlM

GAO Bank Activities

Universal banking

•3,860 financial institutions with

$3.5 thilion In assets

Bank ActivitiPS ^^ bank licensed in Germany nuQr conduct a univeraal banking business

that can include deposit, lending, discount, securities, safe custody,

guarantee, and checking activities. For example, U.S. securities firms

operating in Germany are considered banks and may conduct a universal

banking busufesa Savuigs banks, which are owned mostly by municipal

govenunenia. are snularly unrestricted. NUior categories of banks include

commercial banks, sawwgs banks, mortgage banks, and credit

coopetative&

As of December J 1 . 1993. there were 3,860 financial institutions in

Germany reporunt to the Bundesbank (of which 146 were foreign

branches or subsidiaries) with total assets of approximately $3.5 trillion.

Commercial banks made up 23 percent of bank assets, with the largest

three banks in ( i«-rmany shanng 1 1 percent of the total.

ApiMIMiU I
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Table LI provides information on Geiman credit institutions by type.

TaUa l.t: GMman Civdtt liMtttutlona,

by Type, •• ol Oacambar 31, 1993 Oollars in miUions
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Hgura U: Pwtlcipantt m Bank RagulaUon, Supwvlalon, and ExMnliMlton

GAO Participants in Bank Regulation,

Supervision, and Exannination

Public:
• Bundesbank
•FBSO

Private:

External auditors

Banking associations

Key Participants in

Bank Regulation^
Supervision, and^
Examination

The Gennan bank regulatoiy and superviaoiy stzuctuic consists of both

public and pitvate participants with two federal agencies sharing certain

responsibilities with external auditors and private banking associations.

The two federal agencies are the fbso and the Bundesbank, the

independent German cential bank.

The Bundesbank is an independent federal corporation whose profits flow

to, and whose $170 million in capital is held by, the federal government

Nevertheless, the Bundesbank has full control over its own budget It is

headed by a Central Bank Council that includes all nine Land Central Bank

presidotts and seven other members, including the Bundesbank President,

who are nominated by the federal government to 8-year terms and

appointed by the federal President The Directorate of the Council

excludes the Land Central Bank presidents and is responsible for

GAQMMII>««.lS«Ut Ootbm Bwk lacaUtarr Smctwt
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implementing the decisions made by the Council in its biweekly meetings.

Of the Bundesbaitk's almost 18,000 staff, approximately 350 to 400 are

directly involved in bank regulation and supervision. Approximately

four-fifths of Bundesbank staff are employed outside of its Frankfurt

headquarters in its nationwide network of offices.

The FBSO is a federal agency whose President is notninated by the federal

government and, after consultation with the Bundesbank, appointed by the

federal President The President of the reso reports directly to the Ministzy

of Finance As a result, the raso is accountable to the German Parliamettt.

Unlike the Bundesbank, the fbso is subject to the federal budgetary

process, even though it receives only 10 percent of its funding from the

federal coffera. By law, the banking industry must refund 90 percent of the

FBSO's expenses, which is done through annual assessments based on a

bank's size and through special billings. The fbso has no substructure of

brancholBces, so its regulatory staff of 252 plus 166 support staff is

located entirely in Berlin.

Although there are sevenl thousand accounting fiims in Getmany, only a

fracHon conduct bank audits. Theae include about 600 small and medium

firms and about 10 Urge accountiiig ficma. The large fbma, which

encompaaa afBliates of the *big sis',' generally audit the larger

commercial banks. In addition, the sawin^i and coopentive banking

aaaodalions conduct bank audits through their audit ofBces, as does the

deposit protection system of the Federd Aandatiba of Gennan Banks.

German banks are represented by 14 banking aMOdaiiona; the 3 largest

are tboae for commercial banka, (FedanlAaKidation of Getrnan Banks),

sawing banks (German Savingi Bank and Giro Aaaodadoa), and

cooperative banks (Federal Aaaodadon of Gcnnan Cooperative Banks).
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Flfum L4: RagulaUen, SuiMrvlaton, and ExamlnMon Ar« SiMrad

GAO Regulation, Supervision, and
Examination Are Shared

• FBSO has legal responsibilities

but needs information

• Bundesbank is equal partner and
primary day-to-day supervisor

• External auditors are key to

examination function

• Banking associations are
responsible for deposit insurance

Bank Regulation,
The responsibilities for bank reguiatioa and supervision are shared

between the FB90 and the Bundesbank.' External auditors have an
oUperVlSIOn, anw- important suppoftrole because they are primarily responsible for

EiXamination Arc* conducting bank examinations. Bank associations also play a support role

QViaro/l because of thcv depoat insurance responsibilities^

Responsibilities The fbso ha* the responsibilily for taking all formal actions involved in

bank regulaooa and supervision and for obtaining the information

necessary to take ihoae actions, including issuing regulations, issuing bank

licenses, and taking enforcement actions.

1)ukii«Ad of Ik* rMMU««•< ofG«miv H 10. lOa. 1 1. 24 and Zii Dtiasciw BunitMttHik
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The Bundesbank has no responsibilities for such legal actions, but in

practice it is an equal partner in the formulation of important fbso

regulatory and supervisory activities. Furthennore, the Bundesbank has a

more active role in day-to-day bank supervision than the fbso.

External accounting firms have no regulatory or supervisory

decisiotunaldng responsibilities, but they are the key to the examination

(unction which they carry out through various audits. The audit

information these firms are required to submit to the fbso and Bundesbank

is essential to the regulatory and supervisory decisionmaking processes.

Banking associations are solely responsible for deposit insurance. As part

of that function, they may help in assisting troubled banks or resolvii\g

tailed banks. In addition, banking assodations must be consulted by

baitking regulators on banking laws and regulations and before bank

licenses are issued.
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FIgur* LS: FBSO Hm Prinarr RaguMorr and EnforewMnl RMporalbWty

GAO FBSO Has Primary Regulatory and
Enforcement Responsibility

• Issues orders, regulations, legal

opinions, and licenses

• Receives bank Information from
banks, Bundesbank, and auditors

• Raises questions about bank
activities and operations

•Relies principally on Bundesbank
and auditors for supervision and
examination

FBSO Has Primary
Regulatory and
Enforcement
Responsibility

Under ttM Banking Act of 1961, the PB80, wttfa few exccpCtom, is given sole

re*|MfMibiUly for issuing orders, teguiationa, and witttm opiniona on

banking iaaues. And only the FBao can iaaoe or repeal bank licenses or take

anjr direct superviaoty actions againata bank sudi as to (1) stop the

conduct of unlawful businesa, (2) netiSy aaea ofinadequate capital or

Uquidily, or (3) protect creditors and the safety ofa bank'a aaaets.' The
nso is alao required to

OLoowan •* lumm «
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'counteract undcanble developmenls in banking wMch may endanger the safety of the
assets entrusted to credit institutions, adversely affect the orderly conduct of banldng
busuiess or result m senous disadvantages for the national economy.*'

Such action could include ( 1) pireventing banks firom entering a new line of
business that is deemed to be dangerous or may have unknown
consequences or (2) ordering all banks to change certain operating

procedures.

To cany out these responsibilities, the fbso receives and assesses

information and reports provided by banking institutions, their external

auditors, and the Bundesbank. Included are monthly reports with very

spedflc data on a bank's assets and liabilities, aiuiual and special external

audit reports, audit reports conducted by depoat insurance funds, and
bank reports on such issues as changes in fnanagement, commercial or
flnattciai actjuisitions, excessive losses, office relocations, changes in

branch offices, intentions to merge, or the appointment of auditors. The
FBSO is also authorized to request certain additional reports, su<:h as a list

of large loans or loans to managers, from specific institutions. Generally,

the Banking Act also specifies that this infonnation be provided

concumntty to the Bundesbank, which then provides analyses of the

reports to the raso.

If questions are raised by any of these reports, the fbso may follow up with

written or oral requests for more information from the bank or its auditor

and re<]uest meetings with the bank's management or auditor. The fbso is

also given the authority by the Banking Act to use its own staff or staff

from other institutions such as external accotinting firms or the

Bundesbank to conduct audits of fiiundal institutions, even if there is no
special reason for them. Information gained through such chaiutels must
be shared with the Bundesbank.

In practice, the fbso does not have the staff to review and follow up on all

of the information it receives or to conduct bank audits. Consequently, the

FBSO rdies to a great extent on the reports of the banks' autlitors as well as

on the Bundesbank to screen and analyze bank-specific information and to

raise issues of importance.

*BHildB(Aa of u» r>dmi Hip^Me o( Gcfnaagr. I & OwadM BundMtaiik SpKial Sencs Na 2, 4Ui
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ngun LC BundMtank la MluwMW In Bai* OvwK^

GAO Bundesbank Is Influential in Bank
Oversight

• Conducts day-to-day bank
supen/ision

• Sen/es as collection point for bank
information and provides analysis

• Raises bank operational and
reporting issues

• Recommends enforcement actions

• Participates in rulemaking

Bundesbank Is
TIm Bundesbank and its Land Centzal Bania are Toy involved in the

dajKcxlay supervision of banks as well aa in tfaededaioninakingproceaB

InjQuential in Banit. that leads to reguUtoty and supovisoiyactiaas taken by the res^

Supervision and Conseciiiently, the Bundesbank's rale in and inHnence on the Cennan bank

I? rtTloH/^wi regnlatocy and supervisoiyproceaB are much peeler than might be
KegUiaaOn gleaned bom the 1961Banldng Act TUsinHnence has developed from the

Bundesbank's dctaiicd knowledge about banks in Gennany, its dose

communication with the raso, certain legal re<iaiiemcnts that it be

consulted before acOon is taken, and because of the genenl perception

thiC the monetary policy and other Amctions of the central bank and those

ofbanking supervtam are interconitected.

The Bundesbank Land CcMrai Banks are the central collection and

analyais points for oHstoif the information used in bank superviaioa For
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instance, the monthly bank statistical reports are Grst submitted to and
analyzed by the Land Central Banks before they and the analyst's reports'

are sent to the fbsu. In addioon, the Bundesbank or the Land Central

Banks receive other required bank reports and external audit reports

concurrently with the fbso, analyze them, and send these analyses to the

FBSO. The Bundesbank also conducts bank foreign exchange examinations

that provide it firsthand information on some bank operations in at least

all of the larger banks. It was given this responsibility after the Bankhaus
I.D. Herstatt failure in 1974'—which was caused prinuuily by foreign

exchange losses—because its sta£r had an expertise in this area that could

not be matched by the accounting firms that normally do bank audits. If,

as a result of their analysis, the Land Central Banks or Bundesbank believe

that there are problems in a specific bank they are to notify the fbso and
recommend the action they think the fbso should take to remedy the

problems.

Primarily because of their role in the analysis of monthly and other

reports, the Land Central Banks play the key supervisory role in Germany
with respect to operational and repotting issues. They fi«quently contact

banks in their regions—for additional informanon or clarification—and
consequently have a more detailed knowledge of these banks than the

PBSO. Furthermore, since the Bundesbank is located in Frankfurt, the

headquarters of most of Germany's m^r banks, there are many formal

and informal contacts between bank management and the Bundesbank.

Representatives of the Bundesbank feel that the Bundesbank's lack of

legal authority to take enforcement action against banks makes it easier

for baitks to communicate with the Bundesbank than with the fbso.

While the fbso has sole responaibiliQr for taking any enforcement actions,

the Bundesbank and its Land Central BaiUa play a significant role in the

dedaionmaking process that results in those actloi\s. For example, the

fbso gives serious consideration to reconunendations made by the Land

Central Banks with respect to supervisory problems, and basically any

enforcement action planned ia discussed with the Land Central Banks

before it is takeiL The more important the case to the stability of the bank

or banking system, the more likely the FBSO would be to get agreement

IhHn the Bundesbank.

Additionally, the Bundesbank is involved with the fbso in rulemaking, even

though only Che FBSo or the Ministzy of Finance may adopt regulations.

Generally, the Ministry of Finance delegates rulemaking authority to fbso.

The Bundesbank must approve certain regulations, such as those that deal

with liquidity and capital requirements.' Legally, if no agreement can be

reached t>ecwe«n the fbso and the Bundesbank on such issues, the fbso

would be blocked from acting. To prevent a stalemate, the Finance

*AlUMtiin(«IMaAltanuBnaorworG«niianj'sUifMitoa9!actw«><lcal<T^ ludoMinluda
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Ministry is given the authority to act in such cases and to adopt a
Feguiadon, but such action has never been necessary, [n most other

instances, such as when the fbso wants to make certain exemptions to

regulations or some reporting requirements, the fbso is only required to

consult with the Bundesbank. In practice, even in these areas, the opinions

of the BundesbaiUc cany sigiuficant weight We were told that the fbso has

never issued regulations with which the Bundesbank strongly disagreed.

This effort toward consensus can partially be amibuted to a recognition of

the importance ofa united Bundeabank-FBSO position if particular

regulations were to be challenged by the banking industry in the stiottg

German administrative court system.

The Bundesbank is also involved in the development of legislatioiL It

testifies before the German legislature and also comments informally.

Although technically the FInaitce Ministry is responsible for developing

barUdng related legislation, it often dimws on both the Bundesbank and the

raso to help draft legialaiiaa
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Rgur* L7: Ralallonship of FBSO and BundMlMnk l« Exemtlani

GAO Relationship of FBSO and
Bundesbank Is Excellent

•Agencies are required by law to

communicate

• Bankers and regulators describe

excellent relationship

Working Relationship

Between FBSO and
the Bundesbank Is

Considered Elxcellent

by Banks and
Regulators

The FBSO and Bundesbank are required, by law, to 'communicate to each

other any observations and findings which may be of si^uficance for the

performance of their respective functions." Consequently, written

communicaQons that involve one agency but not the other are sent to the

agency not involved. Information from meetings and telephone

discussions (hat are of importance are also generally shared. In addition to

day-to-day contacts, the seniw leadership of the Bundesbank, its Land

Central Banks, and the FBSO meet twice a year to discuss ail important

cases.

Although good relations cannot be legislated and some regulators

acknowledged minor conflicts and turf battles, overall the relationship and

cdUkMvJuly I9aa
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communication between the two agencies were described as excellent by

the top officials of the two regulatory agencies, bank associations and

external audit organizations we interviewed. They characterized the

relationship as cooperative and colleglal on the part of both agencies.

Regulatory oCBdals told us that any problems were likely to be short term

and were not likely to seriously affect the quality ofbanktegulation aiul

supervisioa

aM]ra«iM4-U4aB<
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FIgura I.S: Extonul Audttora An RaaponaiMa for ExamlnaUons

GAO External Auditors Are Responsible
for Examinations

•Assess banks' operations, controls,

and financial condition

• Legal responsibility to report

serious problenns immediately to

FBSO and Bundesbank

• Legal liability of auditors is limited

External Auditors Are
Responsible for Bank
Elxamination Function

In Germany, external audttora, not the regulatory agencies, perfonn the

examination hinction through various audita. All banks liceiued in

Germany, with the exception of branches of European Union banks not

headquartered ui Germany, must be audited annually. Auditors were

asagncd (hc*t responsibilities under German law because, when the 1961

BaiUang Act was passed aitd the FBSO estabbabed, they already had

experoae in banking. The auditors' role has evolved lh>m checking baiUo'

compUmc* with regulatory requirements to assessing a bank's operations

and contfols aa well as its financial state.

Elxtemat awkiors' legal responsibility consists of providing regulators witl

specified in/armadon and immediately repotting information that might

result UI a T'*1'fl'"**'~' of the auditots' report. Elxtemal auditors may
qualify thetr rrpons if they fed that the bank has not met some concerns

GMMOODM IS4Ba « I B«ik IccoUtocy Straetar
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that they may have raised during the audit While qualifications do not

occur frequently, their frequency has risen in tandem with the increased

responsibilities of auditors. The external auditors' legal responsibility also

involves inunediately repotting information that might "endanger the

existence of the credit institution or gravely impair its development, or

which indicate that the managers have seriously infiinged the law, the

articles of association or the partnership agreement". Such formal action

is relatively rare, but informal discusaiona with the regulators are more
frequent

Although bank auditors cany a heavy legal responsibility, this is made
somewhat eaaer to bear by legally limited liability for their worlc Because

bank audits are required by law, the auditors are liable up to only

approximately S300,000 for each audit, even if more than one party sues

the accounting firm over the same audit While the annual audit is not

made public, the auditor's ceitiflaitf is published which presents the

auditor's opinioa Creditors or others may sue on the ba^ of that

published opinioa Individual auditors in an audit firm are not financially

liable. Although lawsuits are relativety uncommon, they are becoming

more fre<iuent as auditor responsibilities increase and banldng becomes
more complex. However, the raso has never sued an accounting firm and

would be unlikely to do so in the future, piimaiily because it does not

suffer monetary losses from a bank dsilure because insured losses to

depositors are covered by the private deposit insurance systems.
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Rgura 1.9: Regulators (My en Eztwnal AudMors' Raporls

GAO Regulators Rely on External

Auditors' Reports

•Annual audits assess safety and
soundness

• FBSO may request periodic audits

of bank operations

• Bank associations conduct audits

for deposit insurance purposes

Regulators Rely on
External Auditors'

Reports

G«nnan regulators rely piimaiily on three types of audit reports for

qualitative information on the banks they regulate: (1) annual audits

conducted by the bank's auditor, (2) periodic audits generally conducted

every 3 to 6 years by an auditor chosen by the fbso, and (3) audits

conducted every 2 to 4 years by the bank deposit insurance organizations.^

Annual audits of bank safety and soundness are conducted by a firm

chosen, and paid for, by the bank. German banking law recpures chat these

audits include information that is described in detail in about 85 pages of

regulatory guidelines. In general terms, audit finns are required to examine

*G«nna bankm* las itao rrqmrm tiuiual audtta ot bania' coalcxty (scuntiet) buaineaaaa BanJonf
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and assess critical aspects of bank operation such as capital, asset quality,

management, earnings, and liquidity. This means that, in addition to

conducting financial audits, German auditors must also check, among
other areas, a bank's internal control and audit functions; its electronic

data processing systems; its compliance with reporting reqtiirements, the

quality, diversification and countiy-nak of its loan portfolio and its loan

procedures; and its derivatives business and procedures. More specificaUy,

an auditor would be expected to check a bank's loan documentation on its

largest loans, insider loans, and a sample of small loans. It would also be

expected to aaseas the adequacy ofa bank's loan Ums reserves and request

that the bank revise these reserves if necessary. An auditor might also

discuss with bank management or other employees spedfic derivatives

innsactioRS that appear extzemely complex. As a result of these detailed

requirements, audit reports for large banks may exceed 600 pages and

require a team of 30 to 60 auditofs, many working year-round. An audit

team tor a anall bank with an uncomplicated banking businesa, on the

other hand, may consist ofa team of only three or four auditors and take 3
to 4 weeks to complete.

Under section 44 of the 1961 Banking Act, the fbso irnqr request additional

periodic audita of specific banks' apendons. Such audits are commonly
conducted at all banks at 3-to 6-year intervals and cover specific areas of

the bank's operations such as derivatives, foreign exchange activities, the

bank's intetnal audit ftmction, or lending activttica. In additioit, an audit

may be requested if the regulator suspects a i»oblem at a specific bank.

Section 44 audits are always done by an audit Ann that is not the bank's

regular auditor, lite bank is infonned of the audit and the scope of the

audit on very short notice and must pay for the audit The bank normally

does not receive a copy of the audit report from the fbso until several

weeks after the regulators hatve received it The fbso and Bundesbank will

request that a bank answer questions about anything that they find

unusual about the audit report or about any other concerns. In addition to

providing information about the banks, these reports are also a check on

the work of the banks' aiwual audttars.

The bank deposit protection systems for commercial, savings, and

cooperative banks also conduct auditB oftheir member banks at 240

4-yMr intervals, or more frequently if iteceaaaiy, to make certain that the

depoati they insure are safe lltese audtts are supplied to the bank

regulators, the bank, and the bank's aiuuial auditor, who must comment in

wiitiRg on the audit to the regulaton. In principle, these audits are similar

to year-end audits and use the same audit prooeduiea. The audits are

likely, however, to focus on spedfic areas ofa bank that are more

complex or about which the insurance provider may have some concerns.

The deposit insurance audit reports are considered to be quite rigorous by

the bank regulators and are also acfaeck on the work of the banks' annual

auditois.

(Mika«»«4.U4aac
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FIgur* LIO: FBSO and BundMbrnk SatlaflMl WHh Ejrtarnal AudNore

GAO FBSO and Bundesbank Satisfied With
External Auditors

• Regulators can disapprove a bank's
external auditor

• Regulators appreciate quality of

external auditors' work

• Dissatisfaction usually discussed
and resolved

FBSO and
Bundesbank Are
GeneraUy Satisfied

With External

Auditors

Tbe FBSO and Bundesbank do not qualify sp«ciflc audit finns for bank audit

work, but they do require that films auditing banks be experienced in suck

audits. In addition, the fbso has the right to disapprove the bank's choice

of auditor. While such disapproval is infrequent, the fbso is more likely to

informally tell a bank that its audit firm selection would not be approved.

The bank regulators feel that they have a very good appreciation of the

quality of bank auditors on the basis of their familiarity with the work

these auditors do and discussions they have with bank management In

general, the fbso and Bundesbank felt that the information from aimual

bank audits was satisfactory. They acknowledged that auditors may have ;

conflict t>etwe«n their examination responsibilities and their interest in

serving their clients' needs but felt that the quality of audit work was not

materially affected by this conflict. Since auditois may be barred from
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conducting bank audits by the fbso, it ia in their interest to supply the

regulators with high-quality reports.

If bank regulators are dissatisfied with a specific audit report, they may
react in several ways. It is common procedure for the Bundesbank Land
Central Banks to fill out audit evaluation forms on all audits and send
them to the fbso to inform it of any concerns with the reports. MiiMr
concerns may be brought to the atteitlion of the auditors in future

meetings. If the Land Central Bank's reservations are serious, it may meet
with seniormanagementof the audit firm or send a letter to the

auditor—or ask the fbso to send one—requesting that an auditor improve

its report in the next year and possibly suggesting that in the absence of

such improvement a reappointment of that auditor by the bank may be

discouraged. FUially, and more infi<e<]uentiy, the top management of the

FBSO and Land Central Bank may request a meeting with the bank and its

audit firm to express their severe dimstiaftrton with the work performed.

Ultimately, as noted previously, a regulator may block a bank's selection

of an auditor.

OMinQOM tMrtr<
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Rgura 1.11: Banking AaaedaUona ProvM* DaposH tnauranca

GAO Banking Associations Provide
Deposit Insurance

•Three deposit insurance systems;
bank membersiiip is optional

• Deposit protection Is very high

•Deposit Insurance systems assist

and resolve troubled banks

•Associations also influence laws and
regulations

Banking Associations

Provide Deposit
Insurance

The Gennan deposit insurance systems are private and membership is

optionaL There is no federal deposit insurance program and no federal

guarantee of the private systems. With very few exceptions, ail banks in

Germany are members of a deposit insurance system. Banks that are not

members of a deposit protection system must provide bank clients with

this information.

Three separate deposit insurance systems are administered by the banking

associations of the three m^Jor banking sectors: commercial banks,

savings banla (owned mostly by municipal governments) and cooperative

banks. The protection systems operated by the savings baiUo and credit

cooperatives are auned at protecting the solvency of the insQtunons, thus

indirectly guanmceing deposits. Saving banks also eivjoy the backing of

the muniapai Kovenunencs that own them. Only the commeroal bank
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deposit insurance system directly protects depoaitii. None of the

protection systems will intervene in the event of a general crisis in the

banking indusoy.'"

Deposit protection coverage of the commercial bank deposit iitsurance

system ia very high—nonsecwtized liabilities of each nonbank depositor

are protected up to 30 percent of the bank's liable capital" This means
that a depositor in one of Germany's largest banks couki be protected for

almost $1 billioa This high level of coverage, adopted in 1976 in the wake
of bank failures in 1974, particularly that of Herstatt, was meant to ensure

that commercial banks would be able to compete against banks that were

owned by the public sector and to head oCT a possible legislated depoat

insurance solutioiL The system is Amded by an annual assessment based

on a bank's deposit liabilities. Additional aasessments magr be made if

necessary to discharge the fund's responsibilitiea, as has been done in the

past.

The deposit insurance fund is not simply limited to paying off depoaitois

when a bank tails. It also has the power to intervene and attempt to

resolve a member bar^k's ditQctiUiea. Thus, the banking industry generally

resolves its own problems. For example, in 1983 a rdativeiy large

bank—Schroeder, Muenchmeyer, Hengst and Co. (smh)—(ailed as a result

of its poor lendiiig practices. '* During this crisis, the regulators relied on,

and even pressured the baiUdng aiworiaiions, to resolve the tailed bank."

Banking associations can also be quite influential in teima of affecting

proposed banking laws and regulations. For example, banking

assodalions, by law, must be consulted when changes to banking law or

regulation are being considered and before banking licenses are issued.

I«• Fcdml BiVvMle o(Onangr* noMMf nvoR at tht I>nada
bJulf liM.
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FIguf* t12: OOmt BundMbank RMponalbHMM

GAO Other Bundesbank
Responsibilities

Liquidity Provider

•Active in providing short-term

liquidity needs

•Extends short-term secured loans

•Liquidity handled through

Bundesbank Land Central Banks

T iniiiHitv ProviHor The Bundesbank is veiy acttwe in providing solvwit banks with loans to
LdquiOlty rroViuer ^^ ^^^^ smooth out shotwenn Uquidity needs through discount and

Lombard lending. Discounting invokes the sale of commercial bills of

exchange to the Bundesbank at a fixed discount rtte, generally lower than

interbank rates. The low rates encourage boRowing from the Bundesbank

up to a rediscount quou that is fixed by the Bundesbank. Because banks

must provide the Bundesbank with financial information to obtain these

loans, this provides another important source of infocmalion for the

Bundesbank m canying out its superviaocy responsibilities.

The Bundesbank also provides shorMom loans to banks secured by

specified secunoes held by the bank obtaining the loan. The granting of

these loans, called Lombard loans, depends on monetary policy because

they are used as toots ui determining the money supply. Lombard lending

aM)IOat>**-t»4Mm Ohmm Swk anilinry Stractw
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has been suspended in restrictive monetaiy environments, and the

Bundesbank has granted special Lombard loans that can be discontinued

&om one day to the next

Both discount and Lombard lending are conducted through the Land

Central Banks and are considered normal liquidity borrowing without any

negative market connotations

6MV06IK««-lMaK c
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ngurvLia

GAO Other Bundesbank
Responsibilities

Crisis Management

•Significant role

•Negotiates solutions to bank
problems

In the pasL and as recently as the (ailuie of the Bank of Credit andPricie Manatfomant "» "* P**- "** ** recenny as me lauuie oi me ouk oi ^.reoii onu
V^nsia iVKUidgeiiiciii. commerce Intemaiional (Bca) and the dosuie of two Bca branches in

Gennany. the Bundesbank has played a significant rote in chsis

management involving financial inatitHtions. The extent of the

Bundesbank s influence in criaia attuaHons is apparent from its handling of

the SMM bank failure in 1963 discussed previously, smh bank had developed

sehous flnancul problems as a result of making large loans to several

compantesw which (he bank did not report to the regulators as being

afBliaud. »!««« one of these companies deteilted, the whole group failed.

Bank mana«cnient went to the Bundesbank when they realized the extent

of the probtem. The Bundesbank then notified the raao, and the two

agenoes railed toiieUier the senkir management of the bank and the

bank's crv^htor bMla to resohre the problem. The Bundesbank played a

very influenaal role ui persuading the creditor banks to forgive some of

OMimanx H4a» a««——> Mfuurr swwcg*
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their debts and to delay repayment on other debts, thereby giving smh

bank the opportunity to dissolve in an orderly fashioa The Bundesbank

feels that its independence and lack of legal enforcement responsibilities

in disciplining banks helps it negotiate solutions to such problems and also

makes the communication of problems easier than to the fbso.

GAOWOPM I3««»C
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GAO Other Bundesbank
Responsibilities

Payments clearance and currency
delivery

•Bundesbank Land Central Banks are

involved

•Three largest commercial banks
and regional savings and
cooperative banks also have a role

Pitvmpnf^ Clf^nntnc^ "^^ Bundesbank Land Centzai Banks are also heavily involved in

fi r ^^*^**f*"J*-*^ payments clearance and currency delivwy at the local level Checks, bills

SnCl Currency DcliVCiy of exchange, foreign currency transactions, and transactions with foreign

banks are all cleared from the individual payment systems of the

commcfoal. cooperative, and savings banks and the clearance systems of

the three largest German banks. Each Land Central Bank dears

transactions in the region for which it is responable In 1991, 3.2 billion

credit transfen. checks, and direct debits passed through Bundesbank

facilities—one-third of the tzansfers and collection orders handled by

German banks>
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Flgui«l.15

GAO Other Bundesbank
Responsibilities

Participation in international

organizations

•FBSO and Bundesbank share
representation and coordinate

positions on issues

'Partinmntinn in The Bundeabank also plays a <gniBrwit role in internalional organ izjuions
t^aruCipaUOn in ^^^^ ^^ Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development, die

IntematlOnSl >= European union, the Intemationai organization or Secunties

OrSSnlzatiOIlS '^ " Commiaaions, and Basle Committee on Bank Supervision, even though the
e -tt >"

:

pggQ Y^^ f^ superior legal regulatory status. Generally, the fbso and

Bundesbank are both represented in international forums and will have

worked out joint positions before meetings of such groups.

GMI¥6CI>«4-I8«Bafl— Bulk Baaaluarr Smctora
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FIgura Lie: UKO Bank Sarva* aa Lafldar o< Last Raaott

GAO LIKO Bank Serves as Lender of

Last Resort

•A private bank is lender of last

resort

• Credit decision committee has
Bundesbank representative

•Troubled banks either liquidated or

assisted by bank associations

•"Too big to fail" policy not

advocated

I TV-rv Dgnif CArva« 9q The Bundesbank docs not oCOdallyftiiiction as lender of last resort. This
LdlLKJ I><UlK oervcs as

ftmction is provided to some extent by the Uijuidity Consoctiuni Bank, or

Lender of Last Resort uko Bank. The uko Bank is* private bank th^ was jointly capitalized by

the Bundesbank, which contxibuted 30 percent of the capital, and the

Gennan bwiking industry following the Heratatt fiulure in 1974. It is

designed eichmvety to help sound banks meet shoivtenn liquidity needs

on an eiitefgeitcy baas, rather than to sustain banks with more substantial

financial (hflkuMe*.

Credit deoaona arc made by a four member coRunittee comprised of

represeraaows (rom the Bundesbank, the cammerciat bank, the savings

bank, and the cooperative bank aaaodationa. Its Cadlilies have been used

by only sevm banks ance its founding. The infrequency of use can be

attributed to the fact that moat banks suffering a serious liquidity crisis art

iUOnan »4 lUUm nn^n Bm* B<«»«iarr Scranar
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also experiencing extensive credit problems and would not qualify for uico

Bank lending. Even though one of the seven banks failed and others

suffered further difficulties, the uko Bank has not lost any money because

the banking associations of which the borrowing banks were members
took responsibility for ensuring that the loans were repaid. If necessary,

the UKO Bank may call on the initial capital subscribers for more funds,

and it has access to a Bundesbank rediscount line of credit

Banks in serious financial difficulties are either liquidated or assisted by

the banking aasodaliona of which they are membeia. Deposits in (ailed

banks are repaid by the private deposit insurance protection systems

administered by the banking associations Officials of the Bundesbank

insist that they do not advocate a too big to fail* policy. Indeed, the

Bundesbank ia prohibited by the Bundesbank Act from buttressing banks

that have become inaotvent Ifa decision to rescue a large bank were

made, it would be a political one NevertheleM, the Bundesbank would

play a significaiit role in adviang on such a deciaon.

In cases where there is reason to fear that credit institutions may
encounter financial difficulties which wamnt expectations of grave

danger to the cutional economy,* the 1961 Banking Act allows the Federal

govenunent to take action to 'grant a credit institutioa an extension of

time to AilflD its obligations,*'* and Older that credit institutions or the

stock market be temporarily dosed Before taking such action the Federal
' government must consult with the Bundesbank and it is likely that the

opinion of the Bundesbank would cany significant weight in the

govenunent decisionmaking process.

xBrnUnt Act of U<* r«
i,Jiity IMS
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App«n<lix n

Summary of German Bank Regulatory

Structure

Federal Bank
Supoortsory

Office

Oe nxe the FBSO is the pnmaiy German bank regulatory and supervisory autnonty. It

iloiwHas the aultKxity to take legal action involving credit insatulions. Sucti actions

inckxM: chartenng. closure, the issuance at regulabons. ordenng special audits, and

taking supervisory actions against Ijanks.

Oe laclo it shares much at its authority vMth tt>e Bundesbank (see betow). For example, it

ger^r3y wouM not take a legal action wth vnhich the Qundesbank disagrees and is m
ccmmunicalion with the Bundesbank on all important issues and decisions. Usually, it is

not as involved in the day-to-day iniormatkyi galhanng and supervision as is the

Bundetbv*. Ckasa coUaboratnn bemneen the FBSO aivi the Bundesbank is a haomark

ol the German regulatory system and carries over into loint memberships in internaDonal

forums.

Deutsche
Bundesbank

iMMa the Bundesbank possesw* none ct the legal responsibility for Bank regulation and
supervision, beyond its authority to veto certain regulalk3ns. for aH practical purposes it is

an equal partner wiih trie F8S0. Its responsibilibes include:

• (he coOactxjn and analysis at monlhly bank data that it then fonwards to the FBSO.

• the analysn of external audits, aiKl

• for al Intents and purposes, equal input as the FBSO in important decisions involving

legmatkxi. regulation, and supervisory actiora, and veto authority over certain types of

regulations.

With a larger supervisory staff than the FBSO. it is viewed as more of a day-to-day

supervisor, it has also played a maiar role in cnsts management and it is felt that it

benefits in this role from its refabva lack of legal responsibility in bank regulation and

supenriskjn.

Exterrwl

auditors

External audrtors perform the exainnation funcikxi in the German supennsory system

Private accounting firms have a legal retporfsibility under German banking law to sutynit

the* annual bank audits to the FBSO and the Bundesbank. These audits must be

conducted m accordance with regulations developed joinity by the FBSO and

Bundesbank and promulgated by the FBSO. Auditors must inform the FBSO and the

Bundesbank immediately of any significant findings.

External auditors are also used to perform special examinatxvis ordered C>y (he FBSO in

areas such as derivatives activities, itmmal controls, or the credit portfolio Most of these

audits we routine, although some may t>e ordered because probiams are suspected.

Special audits are conducted by auditors other than the bank's normal auOitors but are

pakl lor by the bank.

Bankir>g

associations

Bwiks in Germany are represented by 14 t>anking associations that must be consulted

by the Finance Ministry and the bank regulators on the devetopment of banking laws ana

regUalxxn.

The three largest of these associations—Itie commercial, savings, and cooperative bank

associations

—

atso administer three separata deposit insurar>ce systems >n mis context,

the banking assooaixxn also have the power to interverw tra attempt to resolve

member bank oiiticuities.

GMMWIM4-UMS t Wttnlmtarr SOWCXarr
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Appendix ni

Structure and Independence of the Deutsche

Bundesbank

Structure
The Bundesbank has a nationwide substructure conaiating of 9 Land

Central Banlcs each responsible for the territory in up to 3 of the countiy's

16 states 0«and«r) and, as of April 1, 1994, 183 branches in larger towns

and cities. In determining the location of the Land Central Bank oflicea,

particular emphasis was placed on locating the office in the most

important banking center of the area because direct contacts with the

banking industry were deemed important for implementing monetary

policy.

The tenitoties of the 9 Land Central Banka are divided into ( 1) the Land of

Baden-Wuerttemberg, (2) the Ftree State of Bavaiia, (3) the Lands of Berlin

and Brandenburg, (4) the Free Hanaeatic Ci^ of Bremen and the Lands of

Lower Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt, (6) the Free aitd Haniienlir City of

Hamburg and the Lands of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania and

Schleswig-Holstein. (6) the Land of Hease, (7) the Land of North

Rhine-Westphalia, (8) the Lands of Rhineland-Palatinate and Saarland, and

(9) the F>ee State of Saxony and the Land of 'Diuilngia. At year^end 1993,

the Bundesbank employed a total staff of 17,632, of which 2,828 were in its

FrankAst headquarteis, 5,074 in Land Central Banks, and 9,730 in branch

offices.

The governing bodies of the Bundesbank are the Central Bank Council, the

Directorate, and the managing boards of the Land Central Banks. The
Ceittral Bank Council is composed of the 7-member Directorate (this may
be expanded to 3 members) and the 9 presidents of the Land Central

Banks and is the supreme policymaking body of the Bundesbank. It meets

every 2 weeks and its decisions are made by simple m^iority votes.

The Directorate of the Council, which conasts of the President, the

Deputy President and up to six other members, who must all have special

professional quataflcallons, is responsible for implementing these

dedaions. The oMOibers of the Directorate are nominated by the federal

govenunenc mA. after consultation with existing members of the Council,

appointed by the ttiitnl President, normally for 8 years. They generally

canitot be iiwu' ii< (hm office before completing their terms.

The Prestdcm of the Land Central Banks are proposed by the

governments of Uw Males over whose terntory they have responsibiUty

and are miminaid by the Bundesrat (the Chamber of Parliament

representing the ttJissV The Central Bank Council is also consulted on

these iiistiiiaa but ui general they tend to be political and opposition

by the Counal m at MCBoent to block a nominatioa

GiMM<ll>«4-lS4BS<
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The Land Central Banks are each headed by a managing board, which
include a president, a vice-president and one more member for the larger

Land Central BaiUcs. The Land Central Banks also have advisory boards,

which cot\sj3t of representatives of the baixkmg sector, industry,

agriculture and labor. Their purpose is purely one of consultation. The
Land Central Banks, themselves, even though they are part of the
Bundesbank, are the equivalent rank as the rose, one step below ministry

level

TnHpnpnHpnr** The primary task ofthe Deutsche Bundesbank, set forth in the
11 luc^/ci lucin_c Bundesbank Art, is not bank regulation and supervision, but the

protection of monetary stability. To ensure that the Bundesbank would be

able to accomplish this task, the Bundesbank Act made the central bank
independeiU of instructions from the federal government The basic

obligation contained in the act for the Bundesbank to support the general

economic policy of the federal gov«mmettt is expressly lii\ked to the

condition that this does not create insoluble conflicts with the ptimary

task to be peifoinied by monetary policy Le., price stability. As a result,

the Bundesbank is generally cooaideRd to be one of the most, if not the

most, independeiu central banks in the worid.

a>l>OCt>*«-t»«BariiMi«B—aii—l«i»CT8«r»enu->
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Appendix IV

.

Objectives, Scope, and Metiiodology

At the request of Congressman Charies E. Schumer, we examined various

aspects of the Gennan bank regulatory system. Specifically, our objectives

were to describe (1) the German bank regulatory system and its key

participants, (2) how that system functions, and (3) other Deutsche

Bundesbank responsibililies that affect the banking industiy.

Much of the information presented in this report is based on interviews

with and documents and statistics provided by the Senior Director of Bank
Supervision and two other officials of the fbso, the Director of Bank
Supervision and his deputy of the Deutsche Bundesbank headquarters,

and the Directors of Bank Supervision and their deputies at the Land

Central Banks in FVankfurt and Berlin. Documentation included copies

and descriptions of the monthly reports that banks submit to the

Bundesbank, the draft audit guidelines that are expected to be issued by

the FBSO in the fall of 1994, reports that cover recent changes to banking

and Bundesbank law, and statistics on the banking industry.

In addition to our interviews with the regulatory agencies, we met with

several senior executives at German banks and accounting firms. We also

obtained information from the Federal Association of Gennan Banks, and

the accounting firm it owns, and from the Institute of Certified Public

Accountants.

Finally, we reviewed the Banking Act of the Federal Republic ofGermany
and the Deutsche Bundesbank Act, the two laws that relate most directly

to bank regulation and superviaon and related documents

We conducted our review bom January 1904 through April 1994 in

accordance with generally accepted govemmeta auditing standards. We
discussed a draft of this bnefing report with senior regulatory officials of

the FBSO and Bundesbank, who generally agreed with the facts as

presented.

GiUV0GIV»4-lS4BBCvra Baak BaoUurr Stnctar*
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